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Prime Minister

FOREWORD

The Indian Republic is built on the foundations of liberty

and the sovereignty of the people. It believes that all decisions

and policies should be actuated by the desire to hghten the

burdens of the people and lead them to a higher level of self-

respect and autonomy. In our system the state does not

subscribe to any religious dogma This grand viaon of a nation

grovnng in freedom is a legacy to us of Mahatma Gandhi and
Jawaharlal Nehru Our constitution itself is an expression of the

democratic spirit that our freedom movement exemplified.

Mahatma Gandhi succeeded in drawingmillinrig upon miHione

of our people mto that movement. He did it in spite of the
prevalent illiteracy and the fact that in his day the media had
no mass reach The mystery can be explained only by the farr

that Gandhiji’s incandescent words came out from the depth of
truth The Indian freedom movement became the world’s
largest democratic movement because of the constant dialogue
between the leaders and the people.

Jawaharlal Nehru shared his master’s gift for communication
with the people. He knew that a democrauc mass movement
gained inner strength only when a common set of ideals was
shared, through the exercise of reasoned examination, by the
largest number of people. It is in order to convmce the people
of India of the conceptual and practical soundness of has
and courses of action thatJawaharld Nehru spoke and wrote so
copj^ly and tirelessly His three great books, the hundreds of
amcles he wrote, and the thousands of speeches he deliveredMto™ „ j^



Naturally the habit continued when he assumed office, i

prime minister, it is said, is the nation’s pnme persuader

Jawaharlal Nehru, as the first Pnme Minister, was convince!

that the task of building institutions and conventions, so vital ii

a democracy, demanded that he share with his colleagues hi

reasons for whatever decisions he took and courses of action hi

pursued Change through consent and greater social justici

were the theme songs of Panditji’s prime ministership Hi

insisted that nght en^ should be matched by the right means

He wanted to leaven Indian society with the new ideas o:

political freedom and social equality He was impatient ti

overhaul the judiciary, the civil service and other govemmenta.

and social institutions for meeting the demands of the new age

He set about using modem science and technology and the

insights of socialism to overcome the problems of poverty In

the mtemational field, he wanted resuigent India to champion

the cause of all peoples who had suffered from colonial

subjugation He also wanted the message of noniviolence and

conciliation to go out to a world divided into rival blocs and

threatened by the prospect of nuclear war He sought the

willing involvement of the Indian people in this great

adventure He devoted a great deal of time and thought to the

letters he wrote to Chief Ministers once a fortnight expounding

his ideas and aspirations

These fortnightly letters have long been regarded as a basic

text in nation-building and in open statecraft But they had so

far not been available to the general public When the

Jawaharlal Nehru Memonal Fund approached the Government

with a proposal to publish them, the Government readily

agreed These letters reveal a great mind and a large heart at

work But 1 am sure they will also be a major source of

education for eieryone who wishes to work for g strong,

prosperous and wise India.

New Delhi
^

November 5, 1985 (RAJIV GANDHI)



Editorial Note

The fourth volume of Jav^aharlal Nehru’s Letters to Chief

Ministers covers the period from July 1954 to December

1957 By then, a decade afterindependence, firm foundations

had been laid for planned development of the country’s

economy, constitutional safeguards elaborated and ensured

to protect the nghts of individuals and workers, the

mstituuonal framework for the healthy growth ofdemocracy
strengthened and measures taken to raise the status of

women

India’s foreign policy also attained during these years a
wide measure of recogniuon Nehru’s visit to China in the
autumn of 1954 was followed thenextyear by the conference
of Asian and African countries at Bandung, where Nehru
elaborated in detail the pnnciples of non-alignment and
helped in ^curing the acceptance of People’s China by the
participating governments While his advocacy of non-
alignment and opposition to military alliances and pacts
caused some concern in the countnes of the West, it was m
concm with the prevalent poliaes of the Soviet Union. On
his visit to that country in thesummer of 1955, Nehrugamed
the impression of a new type of society developing which
was eager for peace as it hadmuch to safeguard andsomuch
still to do. Nehru conveyed this to the Western Powers and
his efforts seem^ to help in removing some of the clouds of
misunderstanding between the two sides But the Anglo-mnch attack on Suez and the crisis of Hungary revealed
that the days of colonialism and dominance by the Great
Powers were not yet over.

Nehru’s visit to Japannd his iwte on his general impressions of that count^ isstaking for its sensiuve understanding of the Japanese



psopVs efforts co ciiinb cst of their revasit trsgto pssr sr.d

r^uilo thefr co-j^try trt “oderst lines without losing :hr

best of their trad:to-.s>.

in cE>ni£sticpof:cy.thesnoLessoftheSrstFi%-eYearPirn
hudinspiiedoruSdenosin thesKertipttoprotudeud'msrco
die ecortoniy. so that the breed aints as laid down in the

Direcuve Principles of the Consdtntion could be cdiieved.

The Atadi sessfon q: the hidran Xarional Congress laid

down rhe objective of a socialisric pattsn of society. As
usual. Xidim gives much,attention to detail in agrienUara-
and industrial developnaent. Bat die wider contest and the

deeperisruesaana-erignored. E\-enat that tinieXehrt; was
aware of the problems of ecology and isivirontnen: ani
repeatedly in these letters he dnew- attention to the need to

maintain the balance m nature and the naoessitv of such

measures as afforestation. Emodonal integration of die

country was sail the primary need not only for insanal

suength. but imen for assuming in worid affair? the

additional responsibilitieswhich fateandczrcamstancehad
brought to her.Thelanguageproblem. theagitations in the
wakeofmerepQttQftheSmtesReorgardaasionCom'T.ission
and the growing castrism in \nrious parts of the country

showed, to Xduu's dismay, that in spiteof thetiemendors

changes in the worid and in India itself many people still

adhered to outmeded ways of thought.

The presentvolume consists of45 fortnightly letters, 52

specisl letters and notes on Xdiru s visits to China. Soviet

Union and Japan and on the Bandung O^nfeienos.
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DalhoubU'

5 August, 1954

My dear Chief Minisiei

,

lamwnung this letter from Dalhousie, a hill station in East

Punjab, not far from the Pakistan border Tins is one of the

loveliest places I have been in the Himalayas, though it is

not so well-known as some others and ts not a resort of the

fashionable It has suffered a good deal from the partition,

but It ISnow trying to itjake goodagain and, I am glad to say,

succeedingm doing so

2 I have come here on the occasion of the centenary

celebrations of the founding of Dalhousie,' at the invitation
of Rairada Hans Raj.^ the leading and probably the oldest
citizen of this mountain resort He is an old comrade in our
struggle for freedom and advanced years sit lightly on him
Approaching 90, he still walks up and down these hills and
K a standing testimony to the invigorating climate of
Dalhousie

* 1 have come to Dalhousie after 29 years. In the middle
iwmues, my fatherand the restofour familycame here and I
Wid them a visit We went from here to CJiamba by bridle

j

’ P^stng a place named Khajiar, whidi is one of the
oveliest spots I have seen, and then on to a ledge on the
mountain side overlooking the valley of the Ravi, several
ousand feetbelow, with the town ofChamba nestlingon a

Pmteau by the side of the river.That visit of mine, nearly 30

2
|j'^'®*«lfTOn2to5AugustlK4

’“"'TOl
Con^^man horn Punjab, took part ,n the

Lqnslat.
impnsonrf several times. Member, Central

ianyyeara£roml9E8;Member,CoundlofStates,
i« 1954*4$8
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years ago, impressed itself powerfully inmy mindand I have
carried those mental impressions to this day One of the
reasons for this was the fact that it was in Cha'mba that we
heard the news ofDeshbandhu C R Das’s* death This news
putan end to our holidayandmy fatherand I rushed backby
mountain path, automobile, and railway train to reach
Calcutta

4 I visited Chamba again on this occasion and was there
day before yesterday A motor road has been built and it took
us a few hours to get there, when previously it had taken us
two full days, on foot or on horseback The new road
followed the winding Ravi and the changing scene was
pleasantenough Yet I rememberedwith regretourprevious
trip when we walked and rode through the dense forests,

passing Khajiar lake on the way It is essential that the

interior of these mountains should be opened out by roads
and I am pressing for it all the time But at the back ofmy
mind there is a feeling of sadness at the motor bus or lorry

coming, puffingand hooting, andsomehow desecrating the
virgin forest, andperhaps interferingalso in otherways with
the charm of this mountain country

5 This charm is not merely that of the mountains I have
always had a rather speatil feeling for the Himalayas
Whether this is merely a senumental attraction, or some
half-forgotten memones of far off days, or the invigorating
atmosphere which comes horn the nearness ofsnow-covered
mountains, I do not know I like these mountain folk with

their song and dance and their evident wish to enjoy

themselves in spite of their poverty You know thatwe have

been encouraging folk danang and our Republic Day
celebrations are gradually becoming a folk dance festival in

Delhi Troupes of folk dancers comehom all over India On
the last occasion in January 1954, there were as many as 700

folk dancers and others who came to Delhi for this purpose

3 (1870-1929) Leading barrister of Galaiita, joined the Congress

1906, formed with Motilal Nehru the the Swaraj Party within the

Congress in 1922 to contest the elections, President of the Congress in

1922
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The various troupeswerejudgedand the President’s prize, a

huge shield, went to one of the troupes that came from

Himachal Pradesh. This itself showed the excellence of

these folk dancers from the Himalayan valleys. As a matter

of fact, there areanynumber of thesedancing troupes in the

different valleys of Himachal Pradesh None of them are

professionals They are all amateurs, working in the fields

and practising dancing and singingm their leisure hours.

Some ofthem are so difficultofaccess that theycannoteasily
come to Delhi

6. During,my present visit to Chamba, I had the privilege

of seeing many varieties of Himalayan folk dancing. There
were those who had won the trophy at Delhi and many
others; some perhapseven betterthan thechampions. These
could not travel to Delhi because itwas notpossible for ttipm
to come over the high passes in winter. They live about 80
miles from Chamba, in the Pangi Valley, and it takes a full
week normally to go there from Chamba. The route goes
over a pass of 14,500 ft .This pass can only be crossed for
about six or seven months in the year. It was in the Pangi
Valley last year that owing to food scaraty, we had to
arrange for food droppings by air.

7. All these dancers from various parts were Hail in
beautiful arusticcolours Usually theywerehandsomewith
clear-cut features, especially thewomen, and they were full
of grace. They sangas they dancedand the songswere ofold
le^nd and story, or of the beauties of their mountainside
with Its flowers and streams, or of thejoy andsorrow of love,
orof topical happenings. One ofthe songsindeedwas about
the aaoplane coming and dropping food for them I must
say that I enjoyed this folk dancing greatly. It was first rlasy
in Its own way, and even sophisticated to some extent, and
yet of the soil and fitung in with the enure environment of
mountain and forest and snow and river.

8. I am anxious that these people of the hills should have
opportunities of advancement thrown out to them—

S^hke^Thr®’ industnes andthe like They are bnght and clever and do well when
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opportunity come4 to them But a certain fear seizes me, lest

these contacts with the more sophisticated people of the

plains might not affect them to some extent in the wrong

way I am anxious that they should not lose their innate

charm and straight-forwardness, their arustry and their joy

in life I am anxious, above all, that they should not be

exploited by the so-called cleverpeoplecomingfrom below

9 I cameaway from Delhi to Chamba and Dalhousie after

inaugurating the meetings^ of the representauves ofCanada,

India and Poland, the three countries chosen to form the

International Supervisory Commissions in Indo-China’

These meeungs are goingon and others havenowamved in

Delhi represenung France, Viet Minh and the Associated

States, namely, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia We have

undertaken a heavy and very responsible task in Indo-China

But I was happy to sense a desire to co-operate in the people

who are gathenng in Delhi This is a good omen and,

though the difficulties faang us are formidable, I think we

shall overcome them Ithas been deaded to send an advance

party® consisting of representatives of the three member
countnes of the Commissions to Indo-China We shall have

to follow up by sending a large number of officers, avil and

military possibly 150 or so We may have to appeal toyou to

lend us the services ofsomeofyour officers for this purpose

10 The work to be done in Indo-China is essenually

different and, in a sense, less difficult than in Korea It is less

4 From 1 to 6 August 1994

5 Tlie thiee internauanal commissions, one each for the three states,

with India as chairman, set up under the Gmeva agreement signed on 21

July 1954, started functioning on 11 August 1954

6 The advance mission led by S Dutt during its visit to Pnom Penh

and Hanoi between 7 and 22 August 1954 met the rcpresentauves of tlw

French, South Vietnamese, North Vietnamese, (Vietminh), Laotian and

Kampudiean Governments who assured theirGovernments' supportand

co-operation to the commissions
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difficult because perhaps tliere is not that back^und of

intense bitterness and hostility which existed in Ktma and

prevented even a straight talk between the parties Here, at

least, people face each other and talk to each other. There is

no question of prisoners hereas in Korea In fact, theKorean

argument about choice being given to prisoners to go back

or not, has not been raised here All prisoners will automa-

ically go back to their homelands The responsibility for

maintaining the truce has been cast squarely on the parties

concerned Our Commissions will merely watch and control

and supervise We shall thus not have to send any large

number of troops Possibly, we might have to send some for

watch and security duties They should not exceed some

hundreds

11 Wliile the Indo-Cliina settlements have been recog-

nired almost all over the world as a tremendous step towards

peace and, indeed, as a turning point in world affairs since

*he last World War ended, the situation is none too easy.

Only a few days ago, an unfortunate incident’ in the Qiina

seas brought out these passions and hostilities and, for a

moment, therewas danger of bigger conflicts Thatmoment

passed and there has been a return to relative normality, but

dus incident itself has shown how explosive the entire

situation is.

7 A Bntish plane on a flight Erom Bangkok to Hong Kong was shot

downoQHainanislandby a Chinese lighter planeon 23 July 1994 While
legiemng the inadent and agreeing to pay compensation for the loss'

ollifeand property, theChineseGovemmentrge^theUS protestoE

4August on the ground that the inadent concerned no one else except
themsdves and the Bnttsh Government.
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12 In India, tlie situation in the French® and Portuguese®

possessions is developing rapidly into a state of acute cnsis

There is hope of a settlement in Pondicherrj , etc , and the

new Pnme Minister of France, M Mendes-France,'® en-

dently desires a settlement He has tackled bravely the

Tunisian problem," immediately after his success at

Geneva The news, appearing in the papers, that the French

will withdraw from Pondicherryon August 14 is not correct,

so far as Iam aware But it is true thatM Mendes-France lias

sent me a message proposing fresh talks on a new basis,

which appears to be satisfoctory ** These talks may well

result in a settlement before long

13. In the Portuguese possessions, there is little hope of a

settlement, and the Portuguese Government isbusy with all

kinds of warlike arrangements More tioops have been

brought and an intense and virulent propaganda against

India IS being carried on not only in Goa but also in

Portugal itself and in Portuguese African possessions “

8 Following the {ailuie of (he talks from 14 May to 4 June 1954

between theFrendiand the Indian Governments in Panson thequesnon

of immediate transfer of the effecuve control and administration of the

French possessions to India therewere reportsofthe intensificationofacts

of suppression by the local authonues in French settlements

9 On 22 and 29 July, Goan nauonalist volunteeis set up their

administration in DadraandKagar-Haveli The PonugueseGovernment

protested strongly, demanded transit hualiues for their troops and

daimed the right for their representatives to visit these setdements On

Indian Government’s rejecting these protests, the Ponuguese Govern*

ment demanded on 30 July withdrawal of the Indian Consul-General

from Goa andof theVios-CotsuI at Marmagao Similar retaliatoryacnon

was taken by the Indian Government in respect of the Portuguese

consular offiaals in Bombay
10 For b fn see Letters to ChiefMmistas, Vol 3, p 576

11 On 31 July, Mendes-France announced "complete interna

autonomy” to Tunisia with France retaining responsibility only wf

Tunisian defence and foreign affairs

12 JThe negotiauons were resumed in New Delhi on 5 August 195

13 Therewere violent anti-Indiademonstrauons in Lisbonon25Ju ^

and in Lourenco Marques, capital of Portuguese East A n

(Mozambique), on 30 July 1954
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Meanwhile, some villages in the northern Portuguese area

havebeen taken possession ofbyGoan volunteers. This does

not indicate that the Portuguese are withdrawing All it

means is that they are concentrating their forces in certain

areas, especially in Goa. They have made it clear that they

will not leave Goa peacefully, and, if they are compelled to

leave, they will destroy everything and leave a desert “ This
is a difficult situation for us. It is, of course, not difficult

from a military point ofview Butwe wish to avoid recourse
to arms. I am a little worried over these developments lest

killing should start as that would complicate the situation

greatly We, as a Government, have thus far proceeded with
all caution and even discouraged any aggressive action by
volunteers It may, however, become difficult for us to be
quite passive in this situation if the Portuguese start

shooting We are taking other kinds of action, such as
permits for people coming into India from Goa and certain
economic measures These economic sanctions will no
doubthave a powerful effecton Goa, but that will take some
ume Meanwhile, the situation developswith somerapidity.

14 We liave had to face again two kinds of disasters
Swarms oflocusts havecome over Rajasthan, Punjab, Delhi
and theU P . and donemuch damage. Tlie otherand greater
disaster is the unprecedented floods in Assam, Bihar, West
Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and some other places To some
extent, floods have become normal occurrences, but thatd^ not lessen the shock that they give and the harm that
they do This year these floods have been on an even larger
^le, more especially in Bihar where the Kosi and the
Gandak have played havoc. We must, of course, give all the
relief thatwe can,but the major question ishowwe can stoo
them or at least control them. It seems a confession of
weakness thatwecannot deal with them because of finaiiaj]or other rrasom Recently, two of out topmost engineere
visited China on behalf ofourGovernment to examine for

14

15

1954

^is^ statedby the Governor ot Diu on 4 August 1954K L Rao and Kanwar Sam were m China from 4 May to 4 July
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themselves what had been done there foi flood relief Tlicy

have come back much impicssed by what they saw China is

far less indusirialired than India is. Tlicy are today almost

entirely without big machinery And yet, with hand labour

alone, they have succeeded in creating huge dams and

embankments running for hundreds of miles What is more

impressive is that this has been done in record time and

apparently at less cost than might have been the case if big

machines were used In one such majoi work, 1,200,000

people were employed between two harvest seasons and, in

the course of 90 days, they completed it. This was so because

of very fine organization and the capacity foi hard work of

the Chinese

15- Our engineers told us that they were pai tiailarly struck

by the enthusiasm of the people working on these projects

Tlie Chinese Government took great pains to rouse up this

enthusiasm and to make these people feel that they were

working for the nation and for themselves Probably, the

wages paid to them were not high But the Government

provided all kinds of amenities for these workers—theatres,

music and dancing, club houses and full information about

thework that was being done so that they could understand

it They sang while they worked and so the work apjjeared

lighter than it was

16 Why should we not be able to learn from this example

and succeed in getting big works done without relying too

much on machinery imported from abroad There is no

harm in getting the machinery and, in some cases, it is

obviously necessary But, situated as we are with our large

number of unemployed, it is obviously desirable to use

manual labour, unless this is not feasible for some reason or

other. The Chinese example has shown that it need not be

expensive, if properly organized, and that it need not even

takemore time. Perhaps our engineers are gettinga little too

much machine-minded

17. I think we should revise our ideasand think in terms of

rapid and effective action to control some of these

This question arises espeaally in Bihar and Assam The
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Kosi nverhasbecome a curse forvastnumbei s of people and

wehave made scheme after scheme to do somethingabout it

We have, I believe, approved of a ceriain scheme*® now
which does not include at present the building of the big

dam near the Nepal border, but which nevertheless can
bring a good deal of relief I think that oui engineers should
immediately think of undertaking this woik, keeping the

Chinese example in view and trying to use otganired hand
labour to the largest possible extent Tliat will also bring
relief to the vast numbers who have suffeied during the

floods In Assam also, we have to tackle the problem much
more effectively than we have been able to do thus far.

18 Floods have not only descended upon us in India, but
they have surprisingly even descended upon Gyantse in
Tibet Apparently these floods came suddenly and with
great rapidity and the old fort collapsed*^ bnnging death to
many ofour civil and military personnel there, as well as our
Trade Agent '®

19 I wrote toyou inmy last letter about the marked change
that has come over the Indian people and the sense of
gradual fulfilment that is evident all over the country I do
not wish to exaggerate this, but I have no doubt that there is
satisfaction among our people at our achievements I sit in
an office most of the time, but fortunately I move out also
among the people and many come to see me Thus, to some
extent, though not adequately, I try to retain the common
touch. I have noticed, more particularly, a feeling of
satisfaction in regard to three events, and this satisfaction
goes rightdown to the people in the fields and in the market
place There is a sense of exhilaration at the part that TuHig
has played in helping to bring peacem the world; there ismarked satisfaction at the great progress we have made in

“gainst floods replaced the

BarelhS * niulu-purpose 788 ft. high dam at

17 Juh [mT
^ 'tasked away on

Raisaheb Pempa Tsenng
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regard to the production of food and the abolition of

contiols and, in the north especially, Bhakra Nangal has

become a symbol of achievement We must rejoice at this

new climate of achievement Nevertheless, there are many

who do not share it because of their own troubles and

difficulties It IS difficult for them to imagine that they are

sharers in this when they get no benefit from it at all and

their present misfortune conunues It is true that we cannot

change the face of India suddenly or bring relief to all those

who suffer And yet, we are continually faced with this

problem, which in the main may be said to be that of

unemployment

20 There is the land problem and we have taken aedit for

having done much to put an end to the ramindari and

jagirdan systems, even though they continue to some extent

still in parts of India But a doubt creeps into our minds

about the progress of this land reform Undoubtedly, wc

have done good and a certain type of major intermediary has

gone But, many intermediaries still remain It has been our

long declared policy that all intermediaries should go and

the peasant who tills the land himself should become the

proprietor of his patch We have not succeeded in that yet

and we find that the laws we have framed have left many

loopholes and there is a great deal of evasion Indeed those

laws themselves permit much that we thought we were

avoiding In particular, it comes as a shock to me tliat

numbers of tenants are still being ejected This' is often done,

I believe, by land being declared khudkashi or reserved for

personal cultivation Many Stales place no limit to the

quantity of land whidi could be retained as khudkashi Tl'e

resul t of all this hasbeen wholesale eviction of tenants It is a

fact that even now people hold many hundreds of acres of

land, sometimes even a thousand acres or more. This result

has not been what we had looked forward to

21 Tenants who have been ejected come to me with their

tale of woe What am 1 to tell them? What answer am 1

givc^* All our achievements in other directions, all our plans

foi the future, mean nothing to them if they are driven out
of
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tlie land they tilled someiimcs for scores of > c.n s Instead of

bettering their condition, our new land lefoims have

actually worsened it Suiely, this is something we cannot

accept willingly

22 The whole policy' ofland reform, apart fiom removing
the burden on the actual tiller, was to spread the income
from land more evenly among the peasantry and thus giving

them more purchasing power In this way, the internal

market would expand and the productive forces of the

country would grow We cannot go on increasing our
production unlesswe increase our consumption We cannot
increaseour consumption unless there is thewherewithal to
buy among large numbers of people I remember having a
talk with the Ford Foundation expertswho had come here to
advise us about cottage and small industries Some of these
experts told me how exciung the prospect was of having
such a vast market as India provided or should provide
Once this wheel of greater purchasing power, greater
consumpbon and greatei production got going, there is no
limit to It. This applies, of course, not only to land but even
more so to industry It applies especially to small industries
which should produce many of the articles needed in our
villages

23. We are making a determined effort to improve our
rural population through our community development and
national extension service schemes I have already men-
boned to you the progress we are making through these
schemes The progress is, I think, deeper and more wide-
spread than is imagined But that progress itself requires
romething more both in regard to land andm regard to the
developmentof small industry Itrequires morepurchasing
powCT to be thrown to the peopleby such means asmaybe atom disposal technological progress by itself will not
nelp, although it is very necessary.

24. Our land l^slation was based on certain theoreucal
approach® as well as such data as we possessed. That datawas wholly liquate It became clear that any organizedand methodical approadi to this problem must Sw^e
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based on fuller particulars and data The Planning Commi-
ssion proposed, therefore, a census of land holdings There

has been quite extraordinary delay in tackling this urgent

problem and Iwould particularly invite your attention to it

25 There appear to be two developments on the land

which have resulted from our legislation and which are

obviouslyproducing results which we did notaim at One is

the conversion, in some places, of the old rent-collecung

landlord into some kind of a farm operator or a capitalist

farmer Often enough, he continues tobe an absentee fanner

sometimes engaged in other occupations in cities But, by

some device of having a relative or othei connected with the

farm, he continues to hold on to it Anotlier curious

development is what is called cooperatives in farms These

so-called cooperatives have nothing to do with the coopera-

Uve system TTiey are leally partnerships of some farmers

26 It seems to me that the light aim foi uson land must be

to make the actual ciiltivatoi the owiiei Fuither that a

numbei of cultivators join togethet foi real coopeiativc

purposes both in field woik and in subsequent opeiations

The form of these coopeiatives might vaiy and it is not

necessary to be rigid about them The fust process of the

removal of all intermediaiies and the niltivatoi becoming

the owner will produce a psychological change and will

have some definite piaaical advantages also Tlie second

process of cooperauve fai ming will help in bi inging about

greatei production tliiough advantage being taken of better

methods

27 Whether it is land or industry, we have to face a major

problem Are we definitely aiming at a change in the social

climate of the countiy and do we think of each one of oiii

measures in that contextornot? Itmust be admitted, I think,

that the change in the social climate in India has not been

very marked in practice, although many of us talk about it

And yet, it is this change that is so necessary to bring about

that wider enthusiasm and co-operation, that joining

19 See Letters to C3uefMinisters, Vol 3, p 479
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together for great ends that we aim at. The Planning

Commission rightly laid stress on agriculture in the first

Five Year Plan. That did not mean that industry was given

second place. It meant that a sound agricultural system was

the basis for industrial advance.

28.

I have referredon several occasions to thegrowth in our

production, I think itwould be desirable for us to givemore

publicity than we have done to the actual figures of

produrtion. We have in fact, achieved our national plan

targets in regard to food and cloth within three years instead

of the five aimed at Somehow, we fail to take advantage of

our own achievements and our critics are constantly shout-

ing about the other side of the picture. Our rice production

in 1953-54 has gone up to 27.1 million tons and the wheat
production has risen to 7.2 million tons and our other

cereals to 21 .2 million tons.Thus, ourproduction in 1953-54
of all cereals together has been 3 million tons more than the

target fixed for 1955-56 This issomething very definitely to

be known by our own people and by the world.

29, In regard to cash crops, we produced in 1953-54, 39.4

lakh bales of cotton This is only 2 3 lakh bales less than the
target for 1955-56. In jute, the progress has not been so
marked, partly because of Governmental policy. In sugar-
cane and groundnut, there have been significant achieve-
ments. We have in 1953-54 12 million acres more under
cultivation than the target for the fifth year.

30. Cloth IS the next important item. We had fixed the
target for 1955-56 at 15 yards per capita. We have, in fact,

reached in 1953-54 a per capita availability of 14.7 yards,
leaving out export figures. The aaual figures of textile

1950

3,665 million yards
636 million yards

1953

4,905 million yards
1,200 million yards

produmon are interestii

Mills

Handloom

Mills

Handloom
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The increase in handloom production is especially interest-

ing and satisfying

31 In the community project and national extension

service schemes, the following States continue to do well

Bihar, Bombay, Madhya Pradesh, Hyderabad, Madhya

Bharat, Punjab, Orissa, Rajasthan, Saurashtra, Bhopal,

Ckiorg, Cutch and the North-East Frontier Agency The

othei States functioning tolerably well are Madras, Pepsu,

Himachal Pradesh and Assam "i^e U P, has done well in

patches but is not keeping up the pace Ajmer, Andhra,

Vindhya Pradesh, Travancore-Cochin and Manipur are

beginning to move Mysore, Tripura and Jammu and

Kashmii remain static and at the bottom of the list

32 As our work in the community projects and nauonal

extension schemes is technical, the need for technical

personnel is becoming more and more important and

urgent It is therefore necessary to have advanced planning

in this for the overall needs of each Stale Otherwise, all

progress will stop

33 I have wntten a long letter to you and yet there are

many other things in my mind which I should like to share

with you We stand on the threshold of the atomic age There

is little doubt that, given peace in the world, atomicenergy is

going to revolutionize the world as we know it This is no

distant prospectnow It is quite possible that in the nextfive

years or so atomic energy will be used for power It is

estimated that in another ten or fifteen years, it will he

widely used I need not point out to you what great changes

' this will lead to

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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New Delhi

15 August, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,

1am writing this toyouon Independence Day, soon after the

ceremony at the Red Fort in Delhi Though our principal

national day has been fixed, and rightly so, for January 26,

IndependenceDayonAugust 15 has a special significance It

was on that day that the great change took place from
foreign control to independence, itwas thatday thatmarked
the triumph ofour struggle for fr^dom. It is right, therefore,

that we should remember this day and observe it with some
solemnity all over the country

2 The Delhi celebration, connected intimately with the
Red Fort, has a parucular significance and eveiy year a vast
concourse of people gather below the ramparts of the Red
Fort to see the flag of India unfurl theie, symbol of oui pasi
struggle, symbol of our independence and symbol of the
future that we are building and looking fonvard to. The
passing of years has not made this simple ceiemony stale oi
commonplace There is sUll a great tlirill attached to it

3. This year, in spite of our manifold problems and
difficulties, we met in that historic place with a new vitalit)
and with a sense of achievement and fulfilment Everyone
realizes that the goalweaim atisnotnearand there aremany
difficulties and pitfalls on the way. But there is also tlie
realization that we are marching confidently towards that
goal. There is a feelingof self-reliance and confidence in our
people Perhaps that feeling is even more in evidence in our
cwntryside and in our innumerable villages than in die
dties It is because this vast countryside of ours is vibrant
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today with a new hope that India has this feeling of

assurance in her future

4 There is no quesaon ofcomplacency In fact, nothing is

more misplaced or more dangerous than complacency

When a person is nding a bicycle, he cannot stop or the

bicycle topples over. The faster he goes, the straighterwillbe

his path So in our movement forward, we dare not slacken.

5 On this day, I think more ofour internal problems than

of international affeurs We are at peace with the world and

our relations with other countries are friendly. The two

possible exceptions are Pakistan and Portugal Unfortu-

nately, we cannotgetout of that evil hentage which bedevils

our relauons with Pakistan We wish it well and indeed a

healthy Pakistan is necessary for’our own well-being We
have no designson it Buta conflict of ideals as well as some

conflict of interests, in addition to the memory of past

conflicts, come in the way of real fnendly relations even

though I am sure that the people of both countnes desire

such relations Some time or other, we shall fulfil that desire

For the present, there is undoubtedly suspicion and distrust

Even in the Independence Day broadcasts of the Governor-

General' and the Pnrae Mimster^ of Pakistan, there were

attackson India andher policy. This is no occasion forme to

deal with them

6 Then there is the Goa situationwhich has become rather

1 In his broadcast on 13 August 1954, Ghulam Mohammed said that

Pakistan had "several difficulties We cannot say that an adjoining State

has no hand in them " Hoping that the difficulties with India would be

tided over, he regretted that so farhehad "met with complete disappoint

ment in this regard ” For b fn on Ghulam Mohammed see Vol 1,P 5®

2 Expressing surprise at "the most amaung and militant opposiuon

to the idea” of Pakistan by receiving military aid from the United States,

Mahomed Ah asserted that Pakistan would "refuse to be guided by the

wishes of India” and would not change her "poliaes to suit India
” He

also blamed India for Pakistan's problems in regard to refugees, Kashmir

and East Bengal For b fn on boomed All see Vol 3, p 290
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cntical lately.* There has been an exchange of notes between

our Government and the Portuguese Government and you

musthave seen them *On our pan, we have laid the greatest

stress on peaceful behaviour and our desire for settlement

through negotiation

7 In regard to the French settlements, there has been a

good deal of progress made and there is every hope that this

quesuon will be settled in a friendly way between India and

France Owing to internal difficulues in France and the

heavy preoccupations of her new Prime Minister, M
Mendes-France, we have for the present not issued any

statement This may be delayed. But it is possible that our
talks may be renewed soon on a new basis

8. Our main preoccupation at present is Indo-China,

where we have undertaken a very heavy task which will

strain us to theutmost This taskis ofwider significanceand
more complicated than the onem Korea At the same time it

IS a less difficult one. In Korea, there was a total absence of
the cooperative spirit between the parties and we, as

neutrals, were buffeted about by them. You will remember
that ultimately there was no agreement about several

important matters and we could do nothing to bring about
agreement In Indo-China, there is undoubtedly a desire on
the part of every country concerned to co-operate and find a
way out peacefully. That is a tremendous gain. This was

S In a bid to thwart the proposed peaceful ’march on Goa’ on 15
Augustby the Goan nationalists, the Portuguese authorities look several
measuieson 7 August 1954 These included closure ofa panof theIndian
border, ban on entry of Indian and foreign newspapers, expulsion from
Goa of 4000 Indian residents who did not possess residence permits and
declaration of a state of siege See also, ante, p 6
4 In reply to the Portuguese protest notes of 24 and 26 July 1954, the

Indian Governmenton28Julydenied the presence of the IndianAmy on
the borders of Dadia and Nagar-Haveh and refused permission for
movement of Portuguese armed forces and police On 8 August, the
oKuguese proposed thesupervisionofboouersbyan mtematiQiial iMm

Iaf"*^**t*
observers and the Indian Government accepted this two days

astLVll
«*«vauons On IS August, the Portuguese Government

India lo state bet objections
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evident enough in the little conference we had early this

month in Delhi * The members of the Intemauonal Super-

visory Commission, Canada, India and Poland, met here

and discussed matters m a spint of full co-operation They

met also representatives of the wamng parties in Indo-

China namely, France, Vietminh, Vietnam, Laos and

Cambodia Theapproach ofall these countries was fnendly

and co-operative, in spite of their past conflicts and present

differences It is for this reason that I say that the Indo-China

task IS both complicated and easy, compared to Korea

9 Our advance party was sent to Indo-China under the

leadership of Shri S Dutt,® our Commonwealth Secretary

We have had reports from him to indicate both the diffi-

culties and the common desire to overcome them The

Supervisory Commission was invited to meet Dr Ho Chi

Minh,’ the President of the Democratic RepublicofViemam

(Viet Minh) Shri Duttwas greatly impressed by Dr. Ho Chi

Minh as a leader and a man
10 So much for foreign affairs But, as I have said above,

my mind today is full of India and, more particularly, ofour

construcuve and developmental acuvities in this country

More and more I feel that the pace of these activiues must

increase. That can only be done by the closest co-operation

between governmental agencies and the public and the

public having a sense of partnership and a feeling of enthu-

siasm m this great task of building up the new India I

referred in my last letter, I think, to the visit of two of our

leadingengineers to China recently They saw the great nver

projects which had been constructed in China and were

greatly impressed by them China lacked machinery and

these huge tasks were undertaken and completed practically

5 See ante, p 4
,

.

6 (b 1905) Joined Indian Gvil Service, 1928. Commonwealw

Secreary. 1947-52, Ambassador to West Germany, 1952-54, Foi^

Secretary, 1954-61, Ambassador to Soviet Union, 1961-62 an

Bangladesh, 1972-74

7 Forb fn seeVol 2, p 17
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by manuallabouralone in record time. That is a great lesson
for us and I hope we shall profit by it.

11. Shii Ranwar Sain,' who went to China and saw these

projects, has toldus ofthe enthusiasm of the people working
there They were singing at theirworkand wereencouraged
to do so. While their daily wage might not have been much,
the amenities provided for them were considerableandevery
effort was made for them to understand what they were
doing and the benefits that would accrue to them from it.

Thus they felt as if they were working for themselves and
their own advancement and not merely for some Govern-
mentwhich paid them a wage. There was also the orgamza-
Uonal aspect which was very effective. Vast numbers of
peopleweremade towork togetherin asmoothwayand the
speed of theirwork exceeded the normal work which might
have been done by big machinery.
12. Wehavehad recently vastandunprecedented floods in
a great part of our country They have caused tremendous
damage and suffering and imme^te relief has to be given.
But the major question before us is how to deal with the
prevenuon of these devastating floods in future. It is here
t^t we might profit by the Chinese example. They have
tivCT valley commissions which deal not with a particular
project butwith a broad planned scheme for the whole or a
huge part of the river valley. I think we should also think in
these terms, more especially in Bihar and Assam. Indeed, to
some-^tmt, we did that in this way in Bihar and a special
organization' was built up for diis purpose But this
o^nization has apparently not made any great progress
thus far. We shall have to speed this up.
13. It has seemed to me that we have not paid enough
attenuon to the provision of what might be broadly rallgd
amemties for our workers. Urey are really much more

Membei, Central Water and Power Commission,

Caini P
“ 1953-58, Chairmanand Administrator, Rajasthan

1969-72”*^®“' HaryanaReview DevelopmentBoaid,

9 An advisory committee for the Kosi prefect was set upm 1950
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helpful both from the practical and psychological points of

view than some increase in wages and probably they cost

less With these amenities and social services, provided for

community living and entertainment, the whole status and

outlook of the worker changes and his effecuveness at work
increases He becomes not merely a hard worker, but a

colleague and a partner in an undertaking We talk of

mdustnal peace and we make laws and regulations for it

Those laws areno doubt necessary But the essential thingin

this, as in other matters, is the human relationships that we
build up. In effect, it is our social outlook that counts If it is

a social outlook of superior and inferior, of definite class

barriers, then inevitably we have the sense of social conflict

14 It IS true that in our present soaal set-up there are these

big differences and barriers We say that we shall remove

them, but the process is slow At least, we can minimire them

psychologically and otherwise by these community centres

for workers where they can feel that those barriers do not

exist Thus we can provide them not only with better

housing, which is so essential, but also with decent clubs,

rest houses, sanatoria, games, libraries, reading rooms,

places for entertainment, etc

15 Yesterday I met the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta

University, Dr J C Ghosh You may have seen or read

about a recent report of a survey of undergraduate life m
Calcutta This is a revealing and rather painful document

showing how a large number of undergraduates live in

Calcutta They have practically nowhere to go to The

classrooms are terribly crowded and for the rest they wander

about in the streets Surelyno education can beprofiiablein

these surroundings The problem is a big one, but one

immediatestep towards ameliorating it was suggested by the

Vice-Chancellor. This was to have some kind of student

homes, each one catering for 500 or more students These

10 (1893-1959) Professor of Chemistry at Calcutta and Da®
Universities, 1915-39, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta Univeisity, 1954-5 ,

Member, Planning Commission, 1955-59
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homes not to be residential, but places where students could

spend the day in proper and healthy surroundings, read

books, newspapers and periodicals at ease, have healthy and
cheap food from canteens, have some entertainment and
lectures and games and bathing places, etc Such a club

would at least provide a decent resting and study place to the

students. I think the idea is a very good one not only for

Calcutta but for elsewhere also and should be pursued

16 Thebuildingup ofnew India has always seemed tome
not merely a quesuon of improving agriculture, industry,

etc
, important as that is. The social, economic and the

community aspect of it is equally important In fact, we
cannot go ahead on the economic plane without changing
some of our social background and breaking through some
of our restrictive social customs Caste, of course, is one of
the major hurdles thathave to go It is separatist, destructive
and It perpetuates inequality, apart from the other social
evils that it leads to in the case of Harijans and the backward
classes The posiuon ofwomen is important We cannot go
ahead ifwomen do not play a full part in national progress.
In fact, we cannotbuild up the umty of India unless there is
thisemouonal awareness ofnotonly political, buteconomic
and soaal equality. Whenwe talkabouta secular State, this
does not simply mean some negaave idea, but a positive
approach on the basis of equality of opportunity for
everyone, man or woman, of any religion or caste, in every
part of India.

17 While we work for this, I am particularly concerned
about our children andyoung people, for they represent the
ndia of tomorrow. I am greatly distressed to see
uncMed for or not properly cared for, and growing up with
an almost total lack of opportunity. I think thatwe should
espeaally concentrate on these children from the earliesta^ It IS a rnighty task but, unless we do this, we do not lay
«e toundations of tomorrow properly.
18 Ihavebeenreading a reporton the reasons for delays in

lectors are
ned the first is the lack of proper planmng at the
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beginning We have sometimes started on a project without

full investigation in detail, with the result that changes are

frequently taking place in design and othenvise and upset

both our estimates and our work

19 The second reason for delay has been the cumbrous

procedure for the acquisition of land under the Land

Acquisition Act Some way has to be found to get over this

difficulty, for this delay is very expenave Indeed, it must

always beremembered that delay in a major project, which is

costing us vast sums of money, is more financially harmful

to us than almost anything Where we are spending at the

rale of lakhs of rupees a day, every day's delay means that

much loss We do not adequately realize this, sitting in our

offices and allowing matters to remain undisposed of for

some time

20 Tins leads us to the third leason foi delay, that is,

sompiiines delay in sanctions and in permission beinggiven

foi even lelatively small things An aigument goes on about

the pin chase of some stoics Meanwhile, work stops or is

dela> ed This excessive centialization of authority comes in

the way of both effectn cncss and speed It also comes m the

way of the procurement of machinery and spare pans

21 Then there is the delaj caused by oui old rules foi

reciuiiment through the employment exchanges and the

U P S C The U P S C is an essential oiganization, but n

was not originally thought of in leims of these big

engmeeiing and like piojects and its rules aie not veiy

applicable to them

22 Tliese are some of the majoi reasons foi delay and we

should liy to avoid them and lay down a piocedure whidi.

while pioviding full checks and sauiiny, avoids too much

centialization and delay

23 There are two othei aspects of these projects winch

sometimes are not fully boi ne in mind Tlieie should be no

time-lag between die completion of a project and the

utilization of the benefits flowing from it Evei y such
time-

lag is ultei waste Therefore, while the project is taking
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shape, full thoughtshould be given to other aspects, such as,

if electnc power is being created, provision for its use

24 The second aspect, ivhich has to be thought of right

from the beginning, is the social aspect of developing that

area It was this dial was stressed by the Tennessee Valley

Authority and which has changed the whole of that area

under the T.V A We are apt to ignore this aspect and think

only of the project by itself, not reahnng that the project is

meant to supply human needs and it should begin by
improving the quality of thehuman beings round aboutand
the opportunities available to them for progress

25. Ifwe have to go ahead with publicworks, aswe should,

housing and roads are ahvays there for us to take ip hand.
Both are importantThehousingproblem in India is acflte.

Indeed, it is acute in most parts of theworld In Delhi a large
number of houses have been and are being built Many of
them are on behalf of Government Indeed, one of the
notable changes that has taken place in housing policy all

over the world is the great increase in governmental or
municipal building compared to private building Private
enterpnsein this respecthas been losingground everywhere
In our larger cities, a good deal of private capital is being
used for the purchase and saleof land, chiefly forspeculative
purposes In Delhi this speculation in land has grown
^eatly Not many houses have been built and even most ol
these people are just not interested in building or in laying
down these services They are merely interested in mnifing
money by re-sale of land. They buy land cheaply from

Wnsts, parcel itoutinto small plotsand sell itbadi to
and-hungry townsmen without even developing it.

26 This is obviously undesirable. In other countries
special laws have been made to prevent this happening andwe should follow their example.

ihp
Government policy in regard to land is to sell it to

ihn, u ™akea profitoutof it. Notmuch
‘ ^ « an entirely

iust to
^ Government land

I to the highest bidder cannot form pan of any social
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New Delhi

28 August, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,*

In my fortnightly letters, I have been sendingyou an overall

survey of the internal an4 international situation, but today

1 propose to write to you on a specific subject of great

importance to the country You are aware of the unrest and

turbulence which has chaiactenzed students’ activities in

diffeient parts of the country in recent years Sometimes

there havebeen ugly manifestations ofindisapline as in the

clash at Lucknow last yeai or at Indore only a few weeks ago

Very often the violence of the outburst is out of all

propoition to us alleged cause I have been thinking over

this matter and Iam convinced that the future of thecounuy

demands that early measures must be taken to improve

standards of education and discipline among students

2 Tlie Cabinet has recently considered carefully detailed

proposals for improving the standards of education and

discipline of students ' Some of these proposals have

financial implications and the Cabinet was of the view that

these should be considered only after we have taken a

deasion on the report of the Taxation Enquiry

Commission * There are however some other measures,

*A speaal letter in addition to the Foruiightly Letters

1 The Central Advisory Board ofEducation had sent in December 19

a memorandum analyzing the causes of student unrest andsuggesung

measures for its mitigauon for consideration by the Government along

with Its own proposals .

2 The Commission wasappomted on 1 April 195S withJohnMatm«

as the Chairman to enquire into the tax structure in relation to pu

revenues and expenditure It submitted its report on 30 November
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science, engineering, medicine, in art, literature and soaal

work. This indicates the way India looks today We honour

the aeative and the developmental activities of the nation

and we wish people to honour them.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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specific proposals for the reconstitution of school managing

committees in a manner which would minimize, if not

eliminate altogether, political and group influence I hope

you will kindly issue instructions that these when received

from the Ministry of Education are carefully examined and

given effect to.®

(ill) I am sure you will agree that we must lake special

measures for increasing public esteem for teachers at

different levels I would suggest that you may associate

teachers and their organizations to a greater extent in the

formulation of educational policy and see that the social

status of teachers is improved by giving them adequate

recognition at all State and other public functions

(iv) Another major reason for student unrest and fall in

standards is the undue importance given to the Final

examination Students are able to neglect their work

throughout the yearand cram in the last few months in order

to pass and or get a degree I would suggest that you might

issue instructions for the reconstruction of the system of

examination so thatadequate importance is given to regular

class work in the assessment of the final achievement of the

pupil We might, for the present, confine these changes to

internal examinations held by schools and colleges So faras

universi ly examinations are concerned, the mattershould be

examined further and suitable ways and means devised to

improve them

(v) Measures to encourage self-disciplineamong students

must also be adopted immediately. I would suggest for your

consideration the introduction of the house system, so that

the students may develop a strong group loyally and come

into closer contact with selected teachers I would also

suggest that councils of monitors and juvenile courts o

honours may be instituted in all colleges and schools

6 In Its letter of 28 Sqxeniber 1954 to State Education

Ministry ofEducation suggested that themanagingcommittees

should not be elected but include representatives of the
^

guardians, and the teadiers, along with the nominees of the Boa

Secondary Education
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mainly non-finandal in character, which can be taken in

hand immediately and will go a long way in improving the

situation I would iheiefore request you to consider these

measures and take necessary’ action to see that the> are

implemented as early as possible

3 I would, in particular, draw your attention to the

following proposals'

(i) Indisapline among students, thfe fall in standards and
the general deterioration in universities is largely due to the

loss of leadership of teachers and the party factions and
politicalinttigueswhich disfigureacademiclife. Theappoint-
ment of the Vice-Chancellor is sometimes made on any but
academic grounds. Our Cabinet is of opinion that legisla-

tion should be undertaken to amend the University Acts in

order to reconstitute Senates and Syndicates on the lines of

the recommendations of the Radhakrishnan Commission.^
It IS particularly important to ensure that the appointment
of the Vice-Chancellor is taken outside the sphere of party
politics * I would commend to your notice the mode of

appointment in vogue in Delhi University as this avoids
roost of the drawbacks associated with election or
nomination.®

(ii) Similarly, intrigues and party factions in managing
committees are a major factor in the deterioration of school
^isctpline I have asked the Ministry of Education to frame

S The Umvetsity Education Comnitssion (1948-1949) recommended
the umversuy bodies should have representatives from both the

^demicandnon-academtc fields and thereshouldbefrequemchange in
the membership of these bodies It also recommended amaximum of 120
tuTObers for the Senates and of 25 members tor the Syndicates

. ’ j_^he Commission recommended that the Vice-Chancellor who fras™ keeper of the University consaence” should not be elected by the
or the Coun, but should be appointed by the Chancellor on the

T^mmendation of the Executive Counal
® ‘Iws system, a selection committee, comprising two disbn-pnshed ^ucationtsts nominated by the Syndicate or the Executiveunr, „

-«ersity,andanoraineeoftheVis!tor,'suggestedapand
three names out of which one was appointed the
the Government

ot not more than
Vice-Chancellor by
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IS a matter on which I feel strongly I am sure you will take

all necessary measures to ensure that our young men and

women receive the best possible training to make tliem

atizens worthy of our tractions and our hopes

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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(vi) It is not necessary today to emphasize the value of

soaal activities in shaping the character of students I hope
you will issue instructions so thatspeaal emphasis is laidon
the improvement of material and social ameniues in school

andcollege life through voluntary labour contributedby the

pupils themselves. One great handicap from which
students, particularly in urban areas, suffer is the lack of

adequate physical amenities in educational instituuons If

playgrounds, common rooms, open-air theatres, swimming
pools or gardens could be built or enlarged through student
labour this would improve schools and colleges in many
ways.

(vu) The value of extra-curricular activities is recognized
on all hands, but sufficient measures are not taken to ensure^
that there is adequate provision for such activities. I would
suggest that you may issue instrucuons for encouraging
various types of extra-curricular activiueS, specially in high
schools and higher secondary schools and universities

(viii) You will also agree thafour educauon at present is

sometimes lacking in a moral or ethical tone. India is a
secular State,but this does not imply any disregard formoral
values We have a very rich spiritual heritage but the
ywnger generation are sometimes insuffioently aware of
this. I would suggest that an attempt should be made and
ways and means devised to introduce an ethical content in
instruction imparted in schools and colleges without
tcfetence to any particular religion.

^
I am asking the Ministry of Education to send to your

.
vemment more detailed proposals on each of these

Items,’'but 1 thought I should write to you personally as this

Ouapbne,

, * uiciviiniS
in 28 September 1954 to 18 February 1956 See Lettersby Humayun Kabir, (Ministry of Education, 1956)

on
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the political aspect in the past and are now thinking more
and more of the economic aspect But the social aspect is at

least as important Indeed, the economic aspect cannot go
far without adequate measures of social reform I am glaH

also that we have had a Bill* relating to untouchability

3 The tremendous floods in Assam, Bihar and parts of

U P , and West Bengal have produced a very serious

situation in these vast areas This is serious enough in the

present as millions of people require relief and assistance

But an even more important aspect of this is prevenuon in

the future It is no easy matter to deal with these effecuvely,

though much can be done Our mighty mountain barrier,

the Himalayas, have theirgreat advantage for us and they are

woven in our country’s storyand legend But sometimes they

have their terrible aspect also as in the case of floods and
earthquakes This is a test forour nauon From all accounts,

the people concerned in these flooded areas have behaved

splendidly In spite of the disasters they have had to face,

they have not lost heir morale and are prepared to lace these

with determination It is up to all of us, however, to help

them and I would draw your particular attention to the

Pnme Minister’s National Relief Fund in this connection I

am paying a brief visit to these areas soon

4 The deasion of the Government ofIndia in regard to the

Appellate Bank Tribunal’s award has met with much
criticism ® I would invite your attention to the speeches

5 The Untouchability (Oflence) Bill stipulated the imposition of

disabilities ansing from practice of untouchability as a punishable

offence The Bill was welcomed by all sections in the Lok Sabha when it

was debated on 27 and 30 August and then lefetred to the Joint Select

Committee

6 On 17 August, the Government while accepting the new pay-state

for bank employees, as recommended by the Appellate Tnbunal, vaned

the formula for payment of dearness allowance and exempted banks m
smaller towns fiijm its applicaoon This measure was cntiaied by the

trade unions and members of the Opposiuon
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New Delhi

3 September, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,

Since I wrote to you last. Parliament has begun another

sessionandhas already done considerable work. * Therehave

been statements and debates on foreign affairs® to which I

would draw your particular attention An important Bill

has been passed dealing with food adulteration,® and the

Speaal Marriage BilP is now before the House. This Bill is

one of several dealing with social reform. This particulm

Bill IS not confined to any one community. The others will

deal particularly with certain aspects of Hindu Law.

2. Asyou know, we attach greatimportance to these social

reformsandHinduLaw measures Unfortunately, they have

been held up for a long time past and it is a matter of

considerable satisfaction to me that we are now moving at

last. The progress of a nation can only take place on all

fronts, political, social andeconomic We have laid stresson

1 On 17 August 1954
2 Speakingon foreign policy in X.ok SabhaandRajya Sabhaon 25 and

26 August 1954 respectively, Nehru asserted the Goan people’s rig^t to

"free themselves from alien rule and to be reunited with the rest of the

motherland " He said that at the Geneva Conference "not one of the

belligerents, but peace had been the victor,” and cntiazed the SEATO
plan and the claim of the Western countries to deade the fate of Asia

3 The Prevention of Food Adulteration Bill passed by the I.ok Sabha
on 26 August, came into force with effect from 29 September 1954 It

replaced all local laws, and laid down uniform provisions for the
prevention of adulteration of foodstuffs

4 The Special Marriage Bill provided formamageby registration, laid
dovm the minimum age at the time of mamage, and provided for nullity
of mamage and divorce by mutual consent
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action We have always to deal with labour in a spirit of

perfect frankness as well as equality Ifwe carry in ourminds

some relic of old ideas about the working classes beingsome

kind of inferior grade citizens, who trouble us from time to

lime, then we are bound to produce adverse reactions

Unfortunately, our social structure is still far toouneven and

there are too many differences between those at the top and

those below When we discuss the salaries of bank employ-

ees, It doescome as a shock that the Presidents and Chairmen
of Banks are paid very large salaries It is very difficult to

justify reductions of the lower paid staff when the people at

the top conunue to get themselves large salanes It is true

that by reduang some of the top salanes, we shall not make

much difference to others in finanaal terms But psycho-

logically that would produce a great effect So long as there

IS not a feeling of a burden being equally shared, there will

be discontent and a lack of that enthusiasm which is so

essential for rapid and effecuve work.

7. How are we to get nd of this class consaousness which

introduces itself in every step in our lives? Probably it is

more obvious in the city of Delhi with all its gradations of

status and class than elsewhere If we could succeed in this

matter, more than half our battle would be won
8 I have wntten to you previously about communal

troubles and conflicts ”ITiere have been a number of such

incidents recently in Hyderabad^ and in U P.,*® and I have

been deeply painedby them Theinadent by itselfmight not

have been big or important But the mere fact of such

incidents occumng indicates our inner weakness and

backwardness It does little good to blame anyone for it

From the very nature of these madents, ormost of them, it i®

obvious that some mischief-makers are about The distress-

ing part IS that large numbers of people are misled and
^t

exated and misbehave There is hardly a country m the

9 At Nizamabad on 15 August and at Gulbaiga on 27 August

following hoisting of Pakistani flags

10 On 22 August at Mathura and Aligarh
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deliveredby the Finance Minister’ andby me® in Parliament

on this subject. I can well appreciate the strength of some of

the arguments used in criticism and the general labour

reaction. But, nevertheless, I feel that this does not take into

consideration many of the facts that we have to face It was

not without a great deal of discussion and much painful

thought that we came to our decision. That decision can by

no means be called a final decision settling this matter for a

long time We have clearly said that we shall go into this

question thoroughly again in the course of the yearand take

such steps to change it as we might consider necessary. The
award is after all only for a year and we have made it clear

that during this year there is going to be no reduction of the

present payments to the employees of banks Therefore, in

effea, there appears to be little reason for this heavy
criticism.

5 I suppose this criticism is due not so much to what we
have done but to some kind of suspicion as to what
Government might have in mind. I regret this very much. It

IS important that we carry large sections of the community
with us and more particularly labour which plays a vital

pan in the nauon’s economy Opinions may occasionally

differ about a certain matter, but there must be a basis of
confidence and faith If that is lacking, then the best of
arguments fail.

6 I realize that these quesUons have not only a practical

aspect but a psychological one If we do not win on the
psychological front, then we have failed, however much we
may be able to convince ourselves about the nghtness ofour

7. On 30August 1954,CD Deshmukh statedm theLokSabha that the
Covemment’s deasion to modify the Award had been "in public intetesi
and toensuK social justice", as otherwise itwouldhave led to closure ofa
large number of banks Forb fn onCD Deshmukh, see Vol. I, p 484
b In the Rajya Sabha on 2 September 1954, Nehru said that the

Governmenthad modified theBankAward because they didnothaveftill

facts and were afraid to take any decision which would have adveisdy
affected the working of banks and general credit. He assured tlip hani,

employees of a "square deal.”
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Government often address us offensivelyand produce strong

reactions in us " But we cannot act on the basis of sudden

reactions or ofemotional behavior We have to take not only
the right steps, but also in the right way. We have also to

keep in view our general world policy because we cannot

isolate one action from another I have no doubt that we
shall win in Goa But I am anxious to do so without giving

up in the slightest the basic policy that we claim to pursue

That policy is likely to yield satisfactory results before long

in Pondicherry. In Goa it might take a somewhat longer

period, but the result will be the same

12 Within a few days, the so-called South East Asian

Conference will be held at Baguio in the Philippines We'
have kept away from it** and we have expressed ourselves

clearly agamst It So have Indonesia and Burma The South

East Asian Conference thus is really and pnnapally a

European and American Conference without mudi ofAsia

in It And yet, the problems they deal with will be Asian A
remarkable feature of this Conference is that some countries

are not only anxious to protect themselves against possible

aggression, but also lay claim to protect other countnes,

even though the others do not ask for such protection. This

approach is perilously near to the old spheres of influence

13 You mayremember thatan essenual part of the Geneva

decisions was to keep the Indo-China countnes, namely,

Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, as neutral States unahgned

to the power groups Any attempts to ue them up with one

group inevitably produces reactions in the other group and

tension increases The question is how far we can extend

1

1

On 30 August 1954, the Portuguese Foreign Minister acrused

of acting as an “accomplice" of the Goan nauonahsts and said that the

same expedients and narrowness" had preceded "the violentoecnpatiou

of Hyderabad .

,

12 The venue of the conference was changed to Manila and itwas

from 6 to 8 September 1954

13

Nehru said on 23 August 1954, "we have expressed ourmahihi^

paniapate in this meetingbecause itseems to us that it is likely to leveise

the trend of conaliauon released by the Indo-China settlement
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worldwhere these religious conflicts occur and it is a matter

of shame for us that we still live in this climate of religious

intolerance and conflicts in spite of our proud boasts to the

contrary I would draw your attention to these matters

because they strike at the very root of nauonal unity and
progress

9 I shall not write to you much on the subject of foreign

affairs because I have dealt with thesem my recent speeches
in the two Houses ofParliament World affairs becomemore
and more intricate and inevitably we get more and more
entangled in them It may be some consolation that the
prestige of India is high and that large numbers ofpeople in
all parts of the world look up to India as a nation working
for peace for which they crave But this prestige bnngs its

responsibilities and burdens Indo-China is a heavy burden
to us and we have to remember all the time that the
settlement of Geneva is no final settlement The whole of the
Far East of Asia as well as the South East remain in a
explosive condition and it is always possible for some ill

turn to unleash all kinds of disasters So, we have to be
careful and to watch every step that we take
10 Politics, more espeaally internauonal affairs, no lon-
ger consist of making brave declarations, but of having a
clear idea of intricate and developing situations and then
ttying tomake the best of them. It is true that wemustalways
keep ourbasic principles in mindbecause, withoutthem, we
shall have no anchor We cannot function on a purely
opportumst basis which is bad not only from a moral but a
pracucal point of view. But, keeping those principles in
view, we have to adjust our activiues as well as our
statements to the particular situation Our influence thus far
IS largely due to our good fortune in takingnght steps at the
tight time Not to do so would be failure To go beyond the
necessities of the situation would be adventurism, alsoleading to failure We have, therefore, to balance all thisevery day and at every step

11. Goa is an instance where our feelings are roused andour nauonal interests demand action. The
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theredunngthepastyearandahalE Ultimately, I promised

to go if there was a settlement at Geneva So, now I have to

keep that promise I shall, ofcourse, gladly go there because

the new C^ina is one of the vital places in the world today

For us in India it is of speaal importance

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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whatwehave called the area ofpeace in Asia, that is, the area

of countries which are not aligned to the power groups. A
new phrase has come into existence, the South East Asia

pattern of countnes, meaning countries which are not

aligned to these power groups and intend to pursue inde-

pendentpolides in favour ofpeace. Thisconceptionagain is

tied up with the idea of co-existence of countnes having
different political and economic structures There is really

no alternative to co-existence except, as I said in Parliament,

co-destruction. This is not a happy one, but it does convey
what we have in mind

14. This idea of co-existence is being appreciated and
more,but thereare strong forces stillopposed to it ,and I fear

the B^uio Conference is encouraging these forces

15 The E.D C. or the European Defence Community,”
has suffered a severe shock by the refusal of France to join
It ” Thathas upset all the carefully laid plans of the last few
years and it is not quite clear what this will lead to. The
situation is fluid all over the world, both in Asia andEurope.
One of the prinapal factors that prevents a settlingdown is
the American elections which are going to be held in
November,‘«Becauseofthese elections, theU.S. Government
^not adopt a clear policy, and because of the great
importance of the U.S , this affects the p>olicies of other
cxiuntries.

16, It IS likely that I shall go to Chinaon a brief visit in the
second halfofOctober.” Ihavebeen repeatedly invited togo

M SecVol 2.pp 539-540

17 From IS Octob^ to 2 November 1954
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community There is <ilso a new motive whicli, previous to

the paitition, was not present This is the lure ofproperty In

the prc-partition days, whatever communal trouble took

place, no one ever thought of driving out the other party

fiom their houses orshops No one ever thought of profiting

by any such action Now this new clement has come in and it

is thought that if the Muslims in a particular area arc

frightened and made to leave, that property would naturally

come to the Hindus, more especially of course tlic refugees

Even if It docs not go diiectly to them, it might go into the

refugee pool.

5 Thus, this new and dangerous incentive comes into

play Of course this applies chiefly to the refugees Indeed,

much of the trouble is caused or, at any rate, begun by the

refugees

6 Agitations like the anti-cow slaughter are also used

for this purpose I have no doubt that many people who

participate in this agitation are influenced by political or

like motives and not so much by religious ones TheR S S

utilircs this for Its own purposes

7. Thus, generally speaking, it may be presumed that the

a^cssion comes from the Hindus or the Sikhs in some

cases Even if an individual Muslim misbehaves, the real

aggression comes from the majority community and that

petty misbehaviour is made the excuse for such aggression

8 Tliere are two other aspects to which I would like to

draw your attention We have someumes received informa-

tion about Pakistani spies coming here to create trouble It is

difficult to have posiuve evidence of this, but there is

nothing inherently unlikely about this and indeed some

evidence points that way at some places

9. The other aspect is of some foreigners (non-Pakistanis),

interested in weakening our position, encouraging su

conflicts Again, we have no positive evidence, but there is

some circumstantial evidence to this effect In parlicu a ,

money seems to be paid

10 .Even in Nepal this foreign money has been much m
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New Delhi

3 September, 1954

Wy dear Qiief Minister,*

[ have written to you about thecnmmunal disturbances that

have taken place in some parts of India There are certain

rather odd features about tliese disturbances. On several

occasions these distuibailees took place rather unexpectedly
and there was no obvious tension previously. The technique
also appears to be different

2. We must take some care to find out how and why each
one of these conflicts occurred. It isnotgood enough to treat
them in the old way. 1 rather doubt if police reports about
them are very satisfactory The enquiry has to be conducted
by really high classmen, whether police or other, andnotby
the normal type of junior police officer

3. It IS true that there are some Muslims in some centres
who might be prone to mischief. There are one or two
Muslimorganuauons thathavebeen carryingon objection-
able aaiviues.,1 do not. think there are many Muslims
connected with these organizations, but they exert a bad
influence. Generally speaking, the Muslims do not and
cannot think of any deliberate aggressive activity. Both by
virtue of their numbers and their general position in the
<^ntry, they are frustrated and weak and they know well
that any aggression on their part will lead to their own
suffenng

4. The other side of the picture is different The Hinducommunal orpnizauons are definitely aggressive and theycan play on the rehgious or other feelings of the majority

*A speaal letter in addiQon to the Fortnighay Letters
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tnbes A goat is more dangerous for crops or anything that

grows in the field or garden than any other animal If

Rajasthan is to recover then we have to deal with this goat

menace. Instead of goats, attempts may he made to keep

sheep. But the real soaal problem is to settle the nomadic

tnbes with goat herds bygiving them lands orotherwiseput
an end to these wandering groups of goats. There is going to

be the new Rajasthan Canal which may offer many

opportuniues for settling this problem.

16 But, above all, I urge you to get your Agricultural

Departments to become vital, energetic, dynamic and

moving Let them go down to the people. Let them take

every help from the community development movement

Let themwork through panchayats and cooperativesand let

them deal with all these matters saentifically, speedily and

effecuvely and not bureaucratically.

17 I shall be grateful ifyou will kindly let me know what

steps you are taking to energize your Agncultural

Departments.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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village panchayat and the village cooperative. The village-

level worker should of course be intimately in touch with
both the panchayat and the cooperative. That is one of his

chief functions. Thus, we can produce enthusiasm in the

village and integrate our activiues there.

13. There is one other urgent need. That is village schools
of thebasicpattern. Schools ofcourse are necessary anyhow,
but now I am discussing it from the point of view of the
f^er and more food production. But, above all, we must
giveup the office andbureaucraticapproach andgodown to

mother earth. Also the problem must be tackled more and
moreby technicianswhoknow somethingaboutagnculture
and notby laymen.

14. I write to you with a sense of deep urgency which no
doubtyou sharewith me. It is notourmistakes thatharm us
much because we can recover from mistakes It is ignorance
and inertia thatcome inourway—ignorance of thesaentific
approach and even more so of the human approach, inertia

; whiA always sits heavily on a country if we work through
;

tontines and out-of-date methods But even more so what is

: depressingaresome ofour socialcustoms whichcome in our
way. Today, I readm the newspapers that a mad monkey is

i
creating havoc in Lucknow and has bitten already 200
^sons or more Nobody dare touch him and even the

I

®*stnct Magistrate does notknowwhat to do, because ifhe is

!

^led the religious sentiments of some people might be
, tmended. If we are to function m this way in this country,

I
men there is notmudi goodour talkingaboutplanningand

> progress. We have to be dear about these issues I think it is

j

little short of scandalous that such a question even should
; anse in the mind of a District Magistrate when a mart
{ ®onk^ is going about biting hundreds ofpeople We have
j

to dedde whether India' is going to be a fit country for
numan-beings to live inor formonkeys or for otheranimaU
to take possession oL
15 I wote to you about the Rajasthan desert in my last
etto. Oneoftheprindpalreasons for these desert conditions
IS the presence of goats which wander about with nomadic
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humanity There has been, no doubt, in sdenufic and other

aretes, high appreciation of this remarkable event.But this,

as many other things, is so closely assoaated with the cold

war that this advance is looked upon morefrom thepoint of

view of an evil power let loose upon the world It i$ a

tremendous power, which can be used for good or ill. The
frightful consequences that might flow f^m its evil use

serve as a deterrent,buta deterrent which isbased merelyon

fearand hatred is notsomethingone canrely upon. Fearand

hatred can never lead to any good result When the

atmosphere is surchaiged with ^ese evil passions and their

brood, governmentsmay well besweptaway into dangerous

courses Even if governments behave and restrain them-

selves,noone can guarantee thatsome foolish ormadperson

in authonty in the armed forces might not commit some act

which would step by step lead to catastrophe How slender

then IS the threadon which peace depends,and if there is no

peace, the very survival of the human race is threatened

4 We have had for many years what is called the arma-

ments race This becomes more and more fevoish and eats

up a vast,quantity of human resources While hundreds of

millions of people suffer hunger and the lack of pnmary

necessiues of life, the ^d of war grows fat K there was an

armaments race previously, this has now assumed colossal

proportions, and almost everydiing else is dominatedby it

Or, perhaps, it will be more correct to say that everything is

dominated by fear. The major countnes formulate their

policyon thebasisof fearofworldwarandimagine thatthey

might be able to prevent that war or protea themselves by

developing ever higher saentihc techniques of destruenon

atan expenditure ofmoneyandresourcesandhuman energy

which is almost limitless Because of the fear of war, they

concentrate on preparation for war and thus increase that

very fear and that very danger

5. Surely, it should be obvious that this is no way to avoid

war or to save humanity from destruction If the Soviet

Union is supposed to be a little more advanced todaym the

science of destruction, tomorrow theUnited Statesmaygam
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New Delhi

26 November, 1957

My dear Chie£ Minister,

1 have written to you several times during the last few days

and, perhaps, 1 haveburdenedyou too mudi. I have written

chiefly about the food situation and not my usual letter

which is supposed to go every fortnight, though 1 am ahraid

It seldom does so.

2 Whilewehaveourown troubleswhidi naturally fill our
minds, the major issue for the world, and a very terrible

issue, IS that ofwarand peace. Idonotmean that there isany
danger of war in the near future 1 do not think so. But the

situation deteriorates, and we drift almost inevitably, like

the last actm a Greek tragedy, to some horrible fate.

3. The immediate causefor this furtherdeterioration IS the
teacuon inmany countries, andespecially theUnited States,

to the Russian earth satellites, the Sputniks.^Narmally any
great advance in human knowledge and man’s power over
the elements should have been welcomed. This would have
opened out new and wonderful spheres of advance for

1 On 4 October, the SovietUnion successfully launched its fust man-
made earth satdhte into outer space, and followed it by another on S
November 1957 with a dog in it The laundi of the second satelhte was
described inU S A. as a "technological Pearl Harbour" and Eisenhower
in his broadcaston 7 November feared that theU S would "fall bdiind"
indefence "unlesswenowfaceup tocertain pressingrequiiementsandset
outtomeetthem atonce”,andoutlinedaplan fordeveloping and
atomic submannes TheBnudi Government expressingprofoundm the new development, forwarded peudons of dog lovers and the
Canine Defence League to protest against a dogbeing sent to for
experiments

r-™-
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world pohacs and was the centre of world power The
United States came m and took the leadership on the one

side and Russia on the other. The old conflicts of Europe

continued to dominate the scene and today, in spite of

developments in Asia, European statesmen still continue to

think that Europe is the pivot of the world The facts of life

are ignored

8 There is a certain fear m Europe that owing to the

compulsion of events, the SovietUmon and Amenca might

come to some terms pracucally dividing the world between

them as spheres of influence and bypassing all other

countries of Europe and of course Asia Gradually it is

beginning to be realized that Europe has ceased to be the

centre of influence. As a result of this, the movement in

favour of European Umon has gathered some strength It is

imagined that this dhited Europe might preserve some

balance between America and the USSR. Without some

such balance, it is feared that the States ofEurope have htde

chance of survival In all this thinking in Europe, Asia

hardly comes into the picture

9 We have thus entered into a new phase of the cold war

which IS leading every country to an agonmng reappraisal

of Its policy The old slogans are losing their force, even the

military alliances appear to be cracking up, only the two

giants remam They face each other not so much on

ideological groundsbut as claimants forworldpower They

and other countries become ardent devotees at the shrine of

science and technology, for it is recognized more than ever

that It is this advance in saence that gives power to destroy

Everywhere there is an ever greater demand for intensiw

scientific education The fear that Russia has outstnppe

Europe and even America in saentific educauon gnps the

other great countnes and, thinkmg only of possible w»,

they are frightened at the prospect Education wiU,

therefore, be more andmore scientificbut not in the spirit or

temper of saence It will be concentrated on the develop-

ment of power to be used, if necessary, for other purpt^

There will be less and less ofhumanismand classical stuoies
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a sliest lead. Some other countries might also catch up in

this race for death But whether Russia or America have a

slight lead, itis wellknown thatboth countries today are in a

position to destroy the other and will no doubtdo so if war
comes They will not merely destroy each other, but might
well spread universal death all overthe world. Our passions

haveoutpacedourreasonandlogicand if this atmosphereof
bitter coldwar continues, then the passions will growworse
and reason and logic, not to mention tolerance, will

pracucally disappear.

6. And yet, all the peoples of theworldand the great leaders
on whom fate and circumstance, have cast overwhelming
responsibility today, passionatdy desire peace or, at any
rate, wish to avoid war. How can we recondle this curious
conflictin the world’s mind? Itcaimotbe reconciledbywhat
is calledbuildingup strengthorspeakingfrom strength.We
have passed the stage when either of these Great Powers can
Ignore or suppress the other. They have either to come to
somekmdofanagreement orhurl their thunderbolts ateadi
other and destroy not only themselves but others in then-
sweep We can only hope that wisdom -will come to these
great leaders before it is too late. Those countries which
mi^tbe said to be watching these titanic conflicts from the
wngs cannotdo much, andyetsomethingcanbedone The
firstthmgtoaim atis notto^low ourselves tobe sweptaway
by this flood Of fear and hatred. In the desert of destructive
Fusion, let there be at leastsome oasis ofcalm thinkingand
tolerauon It does little good to go about cursing andTOnde^ing even though there might be justification for

recogmze peaceful

7 Where other countries stand? There are the eremilitary alliances, but even these seem to be crackine uundervanousstrains These alliances includein theirsCsomecountnes ofAsia,but essentiallv ;
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index of industrial producuon (base 1951-100) was, in 1953,

105 6, in 1954 it was 112 9, in 1955 it was 122 1, in 1956 it was

133, in the first six months of 1957 this index has increased to

148 8 This might be considered a satisfactory rate of

progress It would probably have been more but for some

difficulties that have come in our way because of foreign

exchange situation These difficulties will operate for some

time in the future also, but we have seen that we have the

capacity to progress, and we shall no doubt take full

advantage of it as soon as present difficulties are removed

15 So far as the food situauon is concerned, the latest

reports are somewhat better than the earlier ones In Bihar,

which has been one of the worst sufferers, the crop is

expected to be about 65 per cent of the normal In eastern

Uttar Pradesh also, the loss is probably less than was

thought In Onssa, the crops were also a little better

16 I have already drawn your attenuon to a number of

aspects of the food problem I am convinced that our

primary problem now is one of administrauon and

oiganization I met yesterday an American* of great expe-

rience of agricultural conditions in India He had been

associated with theNew Deal* in the United Statesbymeans

of which President Roosevelt* had faced and overcome the

great slump of the early thirties He told me that he was

convinced that there were great possibihues of progress in

agricul tural producuon in India This can be seen from the

gieat difference in different areas and different farms Where

3 Douglas £nsminger(b 1910) RepresentauveofFbrdFoundaUoiun

India, 1951-70
,

i To mitigate the suffenng caused by the depression to the

sections of society, President Roosevelt launched a pro^mme

as New Deal whidi envisaged boosting agnailtural produre,
,

of business and prices and extension of social security benefits inc

employment opportunities

5 For b fn see Vol 3, p 43
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travail.

10 This IS the prospect before us, and only some mi^uy

upheaval in human thinking can change this drift. The

world today faces greater danger than ever before, and the

bottomless pit opens out before it.

: 11 I am writing to you about this subject so that we may

realiKmore fully thanperhapsmany of us do, the contextin

. whichwe live and thus see our own problems and the other

problems of the world in some perspective.

. 12 I shall now come to ourown problems. lA^t troubles

me IS not the food situauon, or the economic situation, but

rather the temper of the Indian people Are we going to be

swept off by the anarchy of thou^t elsewhere, or can we

hold ourown in this matter at least? It is farmore important

to do this than merely to improve our economic or food

situation, for if we fail in this primary need, then we fail

utterly. I do not think thatwe shall fail, butwe mustmake a

constdous effort to succeed and not allow the disruptive

tendencies to grow and overwhelm us. There are these

tendencies visible in many spheres of our nauonal life.

There are also, of course, powerful tendencies to hold them

in check and to maintain unity of our thought and action.

13 I have written to you a great deal about the food

situation,2 and our newspapers and, sometimes, our

speeches are full ofour difficulties The difficulties are there,

but let us not exaggerate them or become defeatist in our
outlook I see absolutely no reason for this Basically, our
economy is sound and, I believe, basically our thinking is

sound. We have faced greater dangers in the past and
overcome them, and we -will overcome present dangers also.

14. Our industrial production is going up. The general

and theproudculturebuiltup through
hundreds ofyears of

avilized effort will decay. Thus, war may not (»me, but we

shall suffer the agonies of vrar and the decay of awlizauon

that humanity has built up through thousands of years of

2 See ante, items 74 and 75
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inaugural address at atomic

energy conference (8 August

1955, Geneva) by, 260 & fn

Bhagat, B R , 399 & In

Bhakra Nangal, 10

Bharat Ratna (decorauon), 24

Bhatnagar, S S . 119 8: Ai

Bhave, AcharyaVinoba,(VoI 2,p

397} 317 fn, 550, 562& fn seealso

Giamdan movement
Bhilai, 100 fn

Bhopal State, community projects
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in, 14

Bhutan, 43

‘Big Four' (Powers), 283, 551 fn,

577 fn

.
Bihar, 103, 160, 250, 260, 271, 400

fn, 532, 586, 616,l^ceducauon
in, 103, communityprojectsand

nauonal extension service in,

14, floods in, 7-8, 19, 32, 42,

449-450, merger of West Bengal

and, 336, 343 fn, 349 & fn, 368,

nots in, 252, 25^257 & fh

Billeres, Rene, failure to foim

Government in France by, 509

fn

Binh Xuyen, 88 fn, 147 fn, 175 fn

Black, EugeneR , 456 ft In, leakage

of his letter to Indian Finance

Minister, 456-457, 461

Blount, B K , 482 ft In

Bluecher, Franz, 342 ft fn

Board of Secondary Educauon, 28

fn

Bodhisena, 574

Bogor (Indonesia), 51 fn

Bolshevik Revoluuon see Russian

Revolution

Bombay aty, 6 fn, 50, 106, 185, 293

fn, 515, 519fn, S63fn, cow
slaughter in, 145, nots against

firing in Goa, 252 ft fn, merger

in Maharashtra of, 296 fn-297 ft

fn, 298-299, 305 fn, 317 fn, 334

fm 343 fn, 348, 377 ft fn-S78, 380,

396 fn, 398 fn, 422, 434
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ity projects in, 14, creation of

and nots for, 41, 256, 334 fn, 396

ft fn, 402, 433-434, Legislauve

Assembly of, 347 fn, 589 fn

Bonn, 376

Borneo (Bntish), 220 fn

Bose, Subhas Chandra, 557

Bourges-Maunouiy, Maunce, 509

fn

Brahmaputra nver, 42-48

Bnoni (Yugoslavia), 218, 220, 305

fn, 415, 417

Brohi, A K ,
73 fn

Broz, Jovanka (Madame Tito), 219

ftfn

Brussels, 294, 544

Bucharest, 3^
Budapest, 465, 510, 514

Buddha, Gautama, 299, 573,

582-583

Buddha Jayanti (26-30 November

1956), celebraoons of 2509ih

anniversaryofPannttvana, 374,

886, 445 ft fn, 462, raemonal on

Ridge (New Delhi) for, 570-571

Buddhism, 622

Bulganin, N A , 173 fn, 217 ft to

and FourPowerConference, 192

fn, 234, 315. appointed as Pre-

mier of USSR (3 February

1955), 232 fn. on Goa and Kash-

mir. 316 ft fn, visits India (18

November-1 Deccmberand 7-14

December 1955), 271 ftfn. 295.

300-301 ft fn, 322-323, 356, 363

Bulgaria, 323 fn

Burma. 36, 38. 51. 79-80. 82. 108,

149, 163, 171.243.253.294,306,

309. 31 1,319. 322, 373, 462. elec-

iions in. 381, Government of,

82,291
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Atom Bomb, 80, 102, 340 fn

Atomic energy, 98, 338-339, Inter-

nauonal Conference on (8-21

August 1935, Geneva), 260 8e fn

Auditor-General of India, 497 fn

Australia, 85, 118, 131, 351, 365,

410, 412, 595 fn, as member of

International Atomic Energy

Agency, 292 fn, signs the South
East Asia Treaty, 48 fn

Austna, 154, 202, 204, 218, 232, 238,

gams admission to U N , 323 fn

Austrian peace treaty (15 May
1955), 173 & fn

Autonomous Hill Districts of
Assam, demands for, 622, status

m Indian Consutution of, 623
Avadi (Madras), Congress session

at(January, 1955). 123, 125, 404,

457

Aivaia (The Tramp’—a Hindi
film), 219 & fn

Ayyangar, Ananthasayanam, (Spe-
aker, Lok Sabha), 262

Baghdad, 454

Baghdad Pact, 291 fn, 302-303, 314
& fn, 324-325. 328, 332, 349, 35 1.

353-354, 360 fn-361, 365. 372 fn,

379 fn. 467, 499 fn, 588, Counal
meeung of (21-22 November
1955), 800 & fn-301. (3-6 June
1957, Karachi), 504 & fn

Baguio, 36
Baguio Conference see South East

Asian Conference
Bahadur Shah Zafar, 533 & In
Baibakov, NK. 246 gefti

Balasoie, 271 fn
Balkan countries, 107
BalkanPaa (9 August 1954), 244 &

fn.305

Banaras sec Varanasi
Bandaranaike, S W R D . appoin-

ted Prime Minister of Sri Lanka
(12ApnI 1956),373fn

Bandung, 51 fn, 137, 145 fn, 149 &
fn, 154, 159 &fn. 161, 171-172,

416 fn

Bandung Conference see Asian-
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Bangladesh, 18 fn

Bangkok, 5 fn, 134

BankAward Commission, ( 17Sep-

tember 1954), 94 fn

Bao Dai, (Vol 2, p 16), 108, 147

Bara Banki District (U P ), 70

Barakhetra (Nepal), 9 fn

Baroda, (Vadodara), 122

Bedouin tribes (Arabia), 452

Beijing (Peking), 76. 86. 119, 174,

236, 364 fn, 401 fn. 504

Beijing (Peking) Radio, 97 fn, 224

fn. 621

Beirut, 376, 406-409. 417, 454

Belgium, 159 fn-160 fn, 237, 292 fn

Belgrade, 218

Bengal, 99, 219 fn, 368, agitation

against food prices m, 560 fn,

and Government action against

hoarding, 561, drought in, 586,

growing of ramie and sisal fibre

in, 627, problem of rehabilita-

tion of refugees in, 99
—, East, migrations from West

Bengal to, 16 fn, 362
—, West, 71 fn. 399 fn, 620, floods

in, 7, 32, 449-450, migrations
from East Pakistan to, 147, 250,
nots in, 343 fn, 436 fn, union of
Bihar with, 336, 349 & fn

Beogiade see Belgrade
Bengali year. 277 fn

Bena, L A . (Vol 3, p 364). leader-
ship inU S S R of. 198& fn, 231

Bettdheim, Charles, 44 Sc in, report
on Indian planmng by, 45-46

Bhabha, Homi J , 146 Sc fa, 293,
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Japan’s invasion of, 578, ques-

tion of membership in U N of,

75, 346 fn, tecufication drive (30

April 1957} in, 502 & fn-504,

relations with India of, 78, 84,

Nepal of, 84, Tibet of, 621,

USA of, 108-109, 223-224 fn,

255, 329, Yugoslavia of, 107,

river valley commissions of, 19,

StateCounal of, 76fn. Supreme
'State Conference (27 February

1957) of, 490 fn

— , Government of, 78-79, 82-83,

86, 109, 119, 128-129, 134,

166-167, 174, 176, 235, 339, 359,

621

China, Republic of, (Nationalist),

78, 82, 98 fn, 131, attack on
Chinese mainland by, 78, eva-

cuauon of Formosan Straits by,

132-133, Government of, 133

China Sea, 128

China since Mao (Charles Bettel-

heim, 1978), 44 fn

Chinana, Hiia Singh, 176 fn

Chinese Military Tribunal, 97 fn
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fn, reaction to Soviet yiews on
Kashmir, 332 fn

Chow Tse-ming, 340 fn
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Christian Party (Indonesia), 294 fn

Class Struggles in the USSR
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fn

Cold war, 303, 316, 324-325,

582-583, 588, 613-614

Colombo, 381 fn

Colombo Powers, 51, 75, 104, 1173.

fn
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tion Bureau), 242 8; fn, 319-320,

373 &fn
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475-476
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In
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Company Law Committee, 58 in
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490, Five Year Plan of, 489, 540,
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Dadra, 6 fn, 17 fn

Dairen (People's China), 86

Dalhousie, 1 ,

4

Dalai Lama of Tibet, 77 S. fn. 8S,
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1956), 462, 473

Damascus, 406-409, 454, 499

Damodar Valley Scheme, inaugu-

ration of Konar Dam in, 285 &
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Daijeeling, 71, 619

Das, C R , death of, 2 & /n

—, Banarasi, 495 fn

—
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Defence, Ministry of, 159 fn, 482 fn
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490, 508, 532-533 fn, 545, 547,
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Deng Xiaoping (Teng Hsio-Ping),
503 & fn
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Disarmament Conference (Lon-
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Dusseldorf (West Germany), 202
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Confeiences, of Central and State
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fn
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on the "just equivalent” theory. In fact, on any view of
social jusuce, owners of slum property do not deserve to
be compensated at all.

(iv) As in the case of theSholapur Mills, it will often be
necessar>’^ to take over under State management a
commercial or industnal undertaking in the public
interest. Forinstance, certain insurancecompanieswhich
have been grossly mismanaged to the detriment ofpolicy-
holders have been taken over under the provisions of the
Insurance Act Such temporary transference to State
management in the public interest should not give rise to
claims for compensation

(v) Turning next to laws of a purely regulatory'

character, certain proi'isions of the Companies BilF now
before Parliament require to be safeguarded, eg, the
abolition of the managing agency system, the compulsory
amalgamation of tu o or more companies in the national
interest, the transference of an undertaking from one
company to another, etc Although these provisions may
result in depriv ation of properly rights to some extent, it

does not seem practicable, norfrom a broad sonal pointof
view desirable, to pronde meticulously for compensation
meiery such case

(viy It IS desirable in the interest of the nauonal
economy that the State should have full control over the

mineral and oil resources of the country. The
extinguishment or modification of rights accruing to

holders of mining leases and prospecting licences,

whenever it becomes necessary’ to do so in tlie public

interest, should be placedabovechallenge This is equally

true of public utility undertakings which supply power,

light or water to the public under licences granted fay the

Slate.

4 TheCompanies Billamendingandconsolidatingthe lawielatingto

companies was based on the recommendations of die Company Law

Committee It was introduced on 2 September IS5S, and passed on 22

November 1953
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further held that the prinaples for determining compensa-
tion aa laid down by the legislature must ensure a just

equivalent of what the owner has been deprived of, and that

the question whether those principles take into account all

the elements whichmakeup the true value of the property is

a justiciable issue.

3 When clauses (1) and (2) of Article 31 were being
considered and passed by the Constituent Assembly, we
certainly did not think that they wouldbe interpreted in this

manner by the courts However thatmay be, this very liberal

construction of the Article creates serious difficulties in the
way ofour putting through social welfare legislation on the
lines we have in mind The following items appear to be
speaally important from this point of view

(i) While the abolition of zamindaris and the numerous
intermediaries between the State and the tiller of the soil
has been achieved with the help of Arucles 31A and 31B,
the power to modify, and in some cases extinguish, the
nghts of owners of large agricultural holdings not
comprised in estates, is required for completing our
programmeoflandreform Itis necessary to fix maxiirnnri
limits to the size of agricultural holdings and to provide
for the properredistribution ofany lands held in excess of
such maximum

(ii) One Central Act and two Stote Acts which provide
for the acquisition and requisitioning of immovable
property for the relief and rehabilitation of displaced
persons have been declared partially invalid on the
pound that the principles for determiningcompensation
laiddown in those Acts are not correct.Two or three other

Acts enacted for a similar purpose are liable to be
cnaJIenged on the same ground It is necessary that these
enactments should be validated

(ill) Clearance of slums which arean eyesore in almostS Imd
beneficial utilization of vacant and^ste lan^ are among our mam objecuves in town and

allm
‘development These should not be

allowedtobeheldupbyconsiderationsofcom
sTtion
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have >our comments before the 1st November. I should like

to introduce the requisite amending Bill in Parliament at

the beginning of the November session, if possible.^

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

3 The CoRSticution (Fouiih Amendment) Bill

Dwember ISMt^as passed b> theUikSahhaon 12 4pnlandiw«'«itne

Piesidem's assent on 27 April IK3
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(vii) Apart from the specific cases ofextinguishmentof
property rights mentioned above, other cases which we
cannot now visualire may arise calling for legislative

action A general provision to cover such cases would
seem to be desirable.

4. The problem is how best to amend Article 31 or 31A or
both the Articles in order that we may go ahead with our
social welfare legislation without fear of its being challenged
on constitutional grounds Different methods have been
suggested andwe have very carefully considered all ofthem
We have also had the benefit of an informal discussion with
some of the Chief Ministers on the26th and 27th September
'On the whole, the best plan seems to be to amplify Article
31Aas in the attached draft and not to alter the provisions of
Article 31 in any way.

5 For one thing, this was the method we adopted in 1951
when we were faced with the problem of validating the
^^indari abolition laws which were being vigorously
trollengedbefore the courts Anotheradvantage that I see in
mis method is that we shall be placing clearly and
prominently before the public the parucular matters in
which we as protagonists of a welfare State are deeply
conremed and in regard to which property rights ought not

to stand in the way of progress and quidc
achievement At the same time, in regard to all other matters
rot^mng the acquisition andrequisiuomng of property for
public purposes. Article 31(2) will conunue to apply. At the

iyncture when there is a large measure of economic

sra
country itwouldnotbe wise to raiseneedless

res by taking more power than we actually require. Sucha step mightprove to be a setback to ourdevelopmentplans.

requestyou andyour colleagues to examine thisP olem in the light of what I have said above and let me
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this matter When not less than half of the Part A and B
States have ratified it, it will be placed before the President

foi his assent >

This latification of the amendment can be done by a

resolution of the State Legislature

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

3 The Bill received the President’s assent on 22 February 1955 after

ratification by nine State Legislatures
4
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New Delhi

10 October, 1954

My dear Chief Minister*

Your Government will have received a letter from our
Ministry of Law regarding an amendment of the Consutu-
uon contained in the Constitution (Third Amendment) Bill,

1954 ’ This Bill has been passedby the necessary majorities

both by the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha.^ 'ITie Bill has
been sent to your Government
The Bill itself is a small one and makes a petty changem

List in, i e , the Concurrent List, of the Seventh Schedule of
the Constitution

This does not, in effect, bring about any real change. It

means a continuation of the present position.

Although this was a small change, we have given a good
deal of thought 'to it and we felt that, in the interests of
planning as well as of co-ordination, this inclusion ofone or
two additional items in the Concurrent List was not only
desirable, but necessary. There was and is no desire to
encroach on the domain of the States But it becomes more
and more clear that if we are to go ahead with our planning
in abig -way, a certain measure ofco-ordination is necessary

I hope that your Legislature will ratify this Bill and that
you will be good enough to take some personal interest in

A speaal letter in addiuon to the Foitnighdy Letters

jurisdiction in respect of certain industrial products

ammj ^ January 1965. it became necessary to move an

^ Concurrent List to conunue the Union’s right tolegislate on these sulqects
2 It was passed on 28 September and 28 September 1954 respeaively
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4 Themore I have thought about this, the stronger I have

felt this urge to be. I have, therefore, decided to put these

thoughts of mine before you and other colleagues

5. I have valued, more than I can say, the friendship and

(ximradeship of innumerable colleagues Whatever I may

have succeeded in doing has been due to the strength that I

derived from that friendship and comradeship It would be

grossly unfair of me to take any such step as I intended

without previous reference to them Hence this letter to you

and my letter to the Presidents of the Pradesh Gmgress

Committees

6 I want to function as effectivelyas possible. SometimesI

havehad a feelingofinadequacy for thegreat tasksbeforeus

That feeling is notgood. Iwant to getrid of it, and the course

1 have suggested is meant to do that 1 am sure you will

appreciate what I have written

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru



New Delhi

10 October, 1954

My dear Chief Minister*

As you know, 1 shall be going to China soon. I am leaving

Delhion the 15thmorning and, after a short stay in Calcutta,

I proceed to Rangoon, from there to Hanoi and then to

Canton I expect to return to Calcutta on the 2nd or 3rd

November I shall thus be away for a little over two weeks.

2. Some statements of mine have attracted much attention

andcomment.^These statements related to the possibility of
my resigning from my present office. It struck me that it

would notbe right forme to leave India without an attempt
to clarify my position in the eyes, more especially, of my
comrades in the Congress I have, therefore, addressed a
letter to the Presidents of the Pradesh Congress Committees
I want to share this letter with you and so I am enclosing a
copy of It

3. I hope thatyouwill give thought towhatIhave written
Ihavebeen thinking over this matter for the last two or three
months This thinking of mine came to a head some weeks
ago and I felt rather strongly then that I should follow my
or^and take some definite step Irestrained myselfbecause
I did not think it quire fair to my colleagues either in the
Central Government or the States for any such step to be
taken without the fullest thought and consultation.

* A speaa! leitet in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

nl ® questtonby a representativeof the press, Nehru saidon 3
ctober 1954 on board INS Oelht, "if you want to know about the
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4. You will forgive me for discussing myself in this way
But, in view ofsomeapprehensionm the minds ofpeople, I

have ventured todo so. Ican assure you that Iam fitand that

I propose to remain fit for many years to come. I do not

believem any kind of valetudinarianism and have a dislike

of illhealth I feel that I have many tasks still to perform in

our country and I am determined to keep myself fit for the

purpose

5 Why then did I talk about uredness and the like? Partly

that representedmy reacuons at the time andmymoodof the

moment, partly it was something deeper This was a feeling

ofstaleness, which, I suppose, is almost inevitable, ifonehas

to function like a machine I can funcuon effectively even as

a machine, but it does come in tlie way of freshness of

thought and outlook I do not like this staleness and I feel it

comes in the way of really effective work and creauve

thought which are so necessary for one who has to function

in a highly responsible position It was somehow to regain

that freshness and creativeness that I wanted to leave ihe

present routines that take up all my time

6 I have no intention ofrunning away from work or from

responsibihty I have absolutely no idea of going into the

wilderness or retiring to the mountains I feel that I have a

function to perform and so long as a person feels that way,

the urge toworkand activity is there I have that strongur^

in me It is only the functionless who bemoan their lot and

are full of complamts and ailments

7 We have passed through, during these last sevenyear^

more of independence, a difficult ome and we have facw

heavy tasks We may not have come up to the raaik alvmjs.

but Ihave no feelingofdisappointment at thte record o

years Indeed, I havea sense of fulfilment not formyf“ J
but for the nauon I think that we have progressively maae

good and are well on ourway to more rapid .

fully consaous of our many problems and ^fficulPes

even of our failings, I do not understand Ae ha i

who sees little good m our country today I
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Enclosure*

New Delhi

11 October, 1954

Dear Comrade,

You must have read m the newspapers about some state-

ments I have made recently suggesting that I should

unburden myselfof thehigh offices I hold These statements

have naturally led to much comment in the press and 1 have

received a number of letters from fnends and colleagues

expressing some apprehension in regard to them-

2. I owe it to you and to other fnends and colleagues to

explain this mattera little more fully than I have so far done.

I have occasionally referred to my feeling tired. That is

correct, but it has no great significance For many months

past, the strain on me has been considerable and it is not

surprising that I should feel somewhat tired. But that

tir^ness does not last and disappears with a little rest I can

assureyou that Iamingood healthandas fitasanyperson at

my age is expected to be

S. Physical health is intimately connected with mental

health I think that both m body and mind I am healthy. I

have a tendency to overdo things and sometimes overstrain

myself, which of course is undesirable and should be
avoided But I am not careless of^y health and I recover

rapidly. That resilience itself, I suppose, is a good sign.

Naturally, because of theheavy burdens I carry, Icanhardly
function m a carefree manner. That kind of existence is

denied tome as It is tomost otherpeople But Iam convinced
that hard work does not interfOT with mental or bodily
health, provided certain elemeiitary precautions are taken.
Indeed, on the whole, work is helpful even in tnaintaimng
flexibilityofmindand body, which is an importantelement
of health
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governmental, development, and like activities I am bound
up with thiswork and it isnotmere office that tiesme to it. I

wish people would realize that important work is not

inevitably connected with the holding of office

13. Soon we shall have the elecuon for the Congress

Presidentship. Iam quiteclearinmymind thatIshould not

stand again for elecuon for this high office It is ume that

somone else was head of this greatorganization underwhose

sheltering care all of us have grown up and functioned It is

not right for the same person to conunue to funcuon in that

office I shall of course work for the Congress with all my

strengthand energy. I think it will be better both formeand

for the Congress as well as for the country if someone else is

diosen President

14. Ihave ventured to write to you franklyand to sharemy

thoughts with you on the eve ofmy going to China, as I did

not wish thesevague rumours to continueand createdoubts

in the minds of our people. You will, I hope, forgiveme for

this rather personal letter Circumstances have placedme in

a posiuon which has an impersonal aspect also I try to

consider myself and my work as objecnvely as possible i

know that is difficult, but an attempt has to be made.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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reaction is misplaced and is often due to akind of frustration

resulung from a feeling of lack of function

8 Tn*^*****^; It is because I think that ow country has done

well and that good and stout foundations for its progress

havebeen made, that I think of some change in the nature of

my activities I want to work hard, but at the same time I

want some leisure to read and think. One of the grave

disadvantages from which those of us who are heavily

engaged in governmental and like duties suffer is the lack of

time to readand think and to conferwith each otheron basic

matters

9 Because of all this, the thought came tome that it would

be better forme not to function as Prime Minister at least for

someUme I do notwish to tie myself to any course of action

for an indefinite period Nor do I wish to take any step in a

hurrybecause the last thing I wouldlike is to create an upset.

This thought has been with me for some time Various

occurrences took place which disturbed me and led me even

more to thmkof this Butat theback ofmy mindwas not that

particular occurrence but something deeper

10 Someumes people ask and newspapers write about a

question, which I find somewhat imtaung. "After Nehru,

What?" "Who will succeed Nehru?” This quesuon iteelf

becomes a challenge to me and of course to the nation. It is

absurd to think that a great naUon depends upon an odd
individual or two My reaction to this question is to accept

the challenge. I am sure that all will be well in any event

11 Asihavesutedabove, Idonotpropose toactinahurry
andl do'not thinkin terms offmal andirrevocable decisions.
For the presentlam sharingmy thoughtswith you, because
I feel that 1 owe this to you and to our other comrades. 1 feel

thatwehave, ina sense, completedan importantstagein our
journey and the next stage now looms ahead I want to fit

myself for that stage even more in mind than in body and I
want to funcuon with vigour and speed

12

1 need hardly say that the fact of my not being Prune
Minister will not put an end to my close assnriarion with
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and later we were in the Govei nment together A politician

1$ well known to be used to public speaking, and perhaps

even to like it Rafi Ahmed for many yeai s always avoided a

public speech even though he was playing a most important

pail in our organiration Public speaking was always

somew'hat of a trial to him and he avoided it, if possible He

expanded in small groups Hcconceniraicd on haid organiza-

tional woik and knew personally more pci sons in the U P

and even in India than any one else that I know of He was.i

loyal friend and was always willing to help anyone in

distress Innumerable people came to bun for help No

person was turned away

Tlicse were tlie qualities that endeared him not only to his

numerous comrades but to the people at large But behind

these qualities was a sterling abihty and a quickness of mind

and grasp He had a sense of what the people were thinking

and had initiative and daring

He was a Muslim of couise but one nevei thought of him

in teims of being confined to any community He was an

Indian patriot in the best sense of the word and his

patriotism embraced the whole people and, thetefore, he

thought always in terms of the good of the masses No

numbei of rules orregulations or even working as a Cabinet

Minister tamed his uncoventional spirit

He helped innumerable persons, but for himself he di

little The land he possessed he gaveaway to his tenants His

house in his village home Masauli in the Disinci of Bara

Banki,U P .continued tobe a dilapidated stiucture, in some

parts even lacking a roof He had no time or money to oo

r -

Such a man is unique anywhere and in the India o i 3)

his loss IS indeed great I feel itparUcularly, not only
becau

a friend and comrade is gone, butbecause we have fome
w.

stagem India when initiative and daring are necessary
m

than ever ,

3 During my absence m China, an histone e^nt tooK

place in India That was the de facto uansfer of th
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New Delhi

15 November, 1954

My dear Chief Mimster,

1am wnting toyou after a long interval My last fortnightly

letter was dated October 1 You know that, during this

period, I have been abroad and have paid a visit to China as

well as to the States of Indo-China.‘

2 Much has happened dunng these six weeks The death
ofRaf1 Ahmed Kidwai* hasbeen a greatblow. It is nevereasy
to measure men because there are not uniform standards for
such measurement Rati Ahmed Kidwai was a particularly
difficult person to assess because he was different from
others One test comes after death, the measure of popular
reaction. I was not in India when he died, but I am told that
his death provoked an extraordinary amount of public
sorrow all over the country More especially in Delhi, his
funeral procession dreiv vast numbers of persons of all
shades of opinion I am not surprised to learn this because I
knew that he was one of the very few who hadby sheer hard
work and ability won an abiding place in the heans of our
countrymen. He was essenually a man of the people and
because of that they put up wi* much in him that would
have imtated in others I knew him from the early beginn-
ings of the non-cooperation movement thirty-five years ago
and we had worked together during this long period
through all the ups and downs that came to us. We were in
pnson togetherandwe were in the struggle together outside,

1 From 18 October to 2 November 1954
2 On 24 October 1954 Forb tn seeVoLl.p 217
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Commission becomes, forpurposes ofpolicyand important

decisions, a mudi larger and more representative bod) I

attach great importance to this

We are already thinking of the second Five Year Plan In

framing this, the help of the Chief Ministers and their

Governments is essential. Planning inevitably, inralves a

measure of centralization In other countries, such as China

which I have recently visited, there is an absolute centraliza-

tion in the governmental suucture. Whatever other advan-

tages or disadvantages this may have, it facilitatesplanning

We do not funcuon in that way not only because of our

parliamentary democracy, but also because we are a federal

union with a large measure of autonomy in the Slates I

think this autonomy is good and, indeed, I believe in

decentralization to the largest possible extent, provided it

does not weaken the unityof the country orcome in the ivay

of Its progress At the same time, central co-ordinauon is

essential if we are to plan How then are we to do this and

co-ordinate thoseopposing tendenaes? Fortunatelywehave

had no great difficulty in the past because most of us have

functioned as colleaguesma common undertaking So farm

I am concerned, I can think of India only as an integrated

whole.

The formauon of the Standing Committee should feah-

late even greater co-operation both in the framing of our

plans and in their implementation I feel that the tme m

comewhenwe should showinitiativeand daringm dealing

with ourproblems Manycountries todayareplanningWOT

development and seeking to make rapid process We

to keep pace with others and even try to go ahead of th

Ultimately, every country will be judged by the

shows in human well-being and nauonal progress tvery

other consideration will be secondary.

6 We can learn much from the industmlly ad^*^

nauons of the West But we have always to bear tos^“

mind, that our country is differently

Western countnes have had 150 years or

growth Welagbehindinthatrespectlikeothercoun
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French Settlements to theUnion of India.* Iam particularly

happy that this took place as aresultofa friendly agreement

with the French Government. Our policy was thus justified

andwe start this new chapter in Pondicherry, etc in a sj^t
of goodwill to all We hope that Pondicherry will continue

to be a centre of the French language and French culture.

4. Immediately on my return from China, I went to

Darjeeling* to inaugurate the Institute ofHimalayanMoun-
taineering This may appear to some as specialist work in
which only a limited number of persons are likely to take
interest. I considered it as having a larger significance. It

seemed to me a symbol of our new India full of energy and
aspirationand daring. Standingalmostunder theshadow of
Kanchenjunga, I felt exhilarated and I sensed this new
youthful spiritofourcountry. The Insutute is not merely to
mstruct in high-class mountaineering, but also to train, I
hope, large numbers of people m the smaller feats which
produce initiative, endurance, and character, not to mention
good health Also, it is to encourage winter sports. I hope,
therefore, that all the States in India will take interest in it

and help it, more particularly those States which might be
called the Himalayan States and which touch this mighty
range of mountains which has been our friend and spntinfj
for ages past

5 A few days ago, we had a meeting of the Nauonal
Development Counal* whichyou and other ChiefMinisters
attended. Among its decisions, the most important was the
foraauon of a Standing Committee in which a number of
Chief Ministers were included® Thus the Planning

J On 1 November 1954, the Fnmdi Govemmeni handed over thedraimsimiion of PondiAerry and three other settlements to India4 On S and 4 November J954
5 On 9 and 10 November 1954
6 Following the cntiasm by some Chiel Ministers of i. r

co^rdinauon between the Centreand the Statesin the matterofoJ
^

a Sanding Committee cnnstsung of the Chief MinistewHyderabad, Madras, Rajasthan, Puniab .

Bombay,

Bengal and Utar Pradesh was set up on
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this will lead to in Pakistan orhow itwill affectour relations

with that country. I hope that it tyill better those relations

because Iam convinced that some ume or otherwemustput
an end to our conflicts

The example of Pakistan bnngs out rather forably that

foreign help is notan unmixedblessing Military aid is even

less helpful in the long run All this dependence on foreign

aid brings internal weakness An essential quality for a

nation, if it wants to advance, is self-assurance and &ith in

Itself and the capaaty to work hard If it depends on others,

then Its very foundations are weakened I do not wish to

make any invidious comparisons but anyone can see how

India has progressed during the past few years, in compan-

son with many other countries of Asia
|

8 The General Assembly of the United Nanons is proceed-

ing in New York and India has taken aprominentpart in the

discussion ofmany world issues there ’It seems to be our fate
|

to play that part We cannot escape the burdens that .

arcumstances have placed upon us

9 The few days I spent in China and subsequently m
Indo-China have left so many impressions on my mind that

I could write at great length about them I would like to

share these impressions with you I cannot wnte everything

but I have prepared a note on this subject, a copy ofwhidi I

enclose The basic fact that stands out in my mind, quite

apart from communism or anu-communism, or the vanous

other issues that confront China and Asia, is the emergence

of this great country Let there be no mistake about it It is a

great country not only in size, but in spint and charactff,

and when all these three arejoined together *en tte

are also likely tobebig Here is a vastcounuy, unified form

first time in history under a strong and stable Govemm

9 The ninth session of theUN General Assembly was held

September to 17 December 1954 The pnnapal subjects dwiMMW

disarmament, peaceful use of atomic energy, Soviet ““P
Ahuga

U S aggression in China, the Cyprus quesuon. and the Soum

racial pohcy
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Asia and the problems we have to £ace

different from the problems of those countries today.
We are

not going to have 100 years in order to make good. Our

problems, therefore, are essentially similar to those of oAct

under-developedcountries in Asia. It is for this reason Aat I

in what washaopening in China

andlsaiatnatinemosicxuiui6v.v.u**i»*'-»— T , j
India and China. We differ, of course, in our political and

economic structures, yet the problemswe face are essmt^ly

the santp The future will show which country and which

structure of Government yields greater results in every way.

Wehavebeen inintimate touchwith the UnitedKingdom

andwith WesternEuropean countries We have alsobeen in

touch with the United States of America It is right thatwe

should learn from them I welcome, however, our atumpts

to findoutwhathasbeen happening in the SovietUnion; in

Yugoslavia and other countries which, till recently, wtte

industrially backward and mainly agricultural countries.

We should consider what has been done there with an open

and objective mind and profitby whatwe can take. For my
part, Ibelieve in parliamentary democracy and in individual

freedom But I also believe that it is essential to have rapid

economic progress We haVe to combine the two That is a

great test forus and itwill require all ourwisdom and allour

strength and unity of purpose

7. As you know, there have been strange happenings in

Pakistan ’ The Constituent Assembly has been dissolved

and the Cabinet has been changed An interesting feature of

this change is the inclusion of our old friend and comrade

Dr Khan Sahib* in the Cenual Cabinet. I cannot say what

7 On24October 1954, the Governor-General o{Pakistan, proclaiming
a stateofemergency, dissolved theConstituentAssemblyand reconstituted

the Cabinet The outgoing Ministers were M Zafiullah Khan, M A
Gurmam, Sardar Bahadur Khan, Hussain Qureshi, A K Brohi, Khan
Abdul^yyumKhanand Shoaib Qureshiand theywerereplacedbyM A
Ispahani, Iskander Miiza, Ayub Khan, Khan Sahib and Mii GhulamAh
Talpur ,

8 Forb £n seeVol l,p 279
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Enclosure*

During my visit to China, I had a number of talks with the

Chinese leaders I had long talks with PremierChou En-lai’

separately I also had joint talks with Chairman Mao Ts&

tung^and his pnnapal colleagues, viz , Vice-Chairman Cbu

Teh,* Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Peoples’

Congress, Liu Shao-chi,* Premier Chou En-lai, Vice-

Chairman Soong Ching-ling* (Madame Sun Yat-sen), Vux*

Premier Chen Yen* and the Chinese Ambassador* in India

On our side in these joint talks, we had our Seaetaty

General, N R Pillai,* and our Ambassador m Peking,N
Raghavan * We both had interpreters with us

2 I met separately the pnnapal Ministers dealing with

economic and finanaal policy and the Five Year Plan Also

Ministers dealing with land problem and flood control

3. All these talks were through interpreters Chairman

• A note wnuen on M November 1954 on the visit to China and

Indo-China

1. ZhouEnlai Forb fh seeVol 3,p 88

2 Mao Zedong Forb fn seeVol 2,p 116 .

3 Maishal Zhu De (1886-1976) Commanded the Communist

route army, 1937. and 18 Group army, 1946-49, Yice-Chainnan,

People's Government Counal, 1949-54, and People’s China, 195

Chairman, Nauonal People's Congress Committee, 1959-76
^

4 LauShaoqi (1898-1969) Viee-Chaiiman, Central People s Govern-

ment, 1949-54, Chaiiinan, People's China, 1959-68,

5 SongQti^ing(1890.1981) WidowofSun Yat-sen, Vioe-Chaiiw.

Central People's Government Counal, 1949-54, Vice-ChaiiTOn.

dingCommitteeofNational People’s Congress,

People’s China, 1959-74, Chairman, Presidium of National reopK

Congress. 1975-81 1049-75.

6 ChenYun(b 1905) Vice-Piemter, State CouncilofO^-W
1978-80, Vice-diaiiman, Chinese Commumst

7 Yuan Zhongjoan (Chung-hsien) Forb fia seeVol Z,p

8 Forb fe seeVol l,p 174

9 Forb fa seeVol 3, p 71
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consistingofmenwhoknow theirminds andwhohavebeen
hardened by more than a quarter of a century’s conflict and
trouble and misfortune Behind this basic fact of a strong

China, likely to develop rapidly, all else is irrelevant and
nothing appears to me more irrelevant in this context than
the arguments about China’s admissionm the U.N., as if it

was possible to ignore such a country in the full flush and
pride of freedom and unity.

10 Our Paliament starts today. It will deal with many
matters, but the most importantseem to me tobe theHindu
Law Reform Billsand the amendment of the Constitution I

hope we shall be able to go ahead with these and at least to

pass one of the Hindu Law Bills during this session The
amendment of the Constitution hasbecome imperative ifwe
intend to make much progress in the economic and soaal
fields No one wants to amend Constitution in haste. But
when the umes come for it, then it has to be done The final
test is what is good for the people and no other test can
apply

11 I have promised to go to Djakarta in Indonesia at the
end of December for the second meeung of the Colombo
Powers, as they are called This meeung has been convened
especially towork out the details of theproposed Afro-Asian
Conference The necessity for this Conference has grown in
my mind. It is true that such a Conference is likely to be a
very mixed affair, but we must face that

12 At the end of January, soon after Republic Day, I have
to go to London for the Commonwealth Prime Ministers'
Conference This is likely to be important.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

10 The Conference v«s held fcom 31 January to 8 Febnary 1955
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Chairman Mao and party Although we talked abouta laige

variety of subjects, I shall refer here only to some pnnapal

points that arose in the course of these discussions

8. Chairman Mao referred to the age*old association as

well as to thenew friendshipbetween Chinaand India Both

countries were struggling for peace They had more or less

common experiences in recent history and both countnes

needed peace to reconstruct their economies as both were

industnally backward. The Chairman considered that India

was industrially somewhat more advanced But both

countries were in this respect backward and had large

populauons Industrial development had to be achieved

quickly in both. Given peao;, itmight takeChinaabout four

Five Year Plans, i e., 20 years or so, to become an industnal

country with foundations laid for a soaalist economy.

China, therefore, was anxious forpeace Butsome countnes,

notably U.S.A , were obstniamg this process USA was

occupying, or helping in the occupauon, not only of

Formosa, butmany islands very near the Chinese mainland

There was bombmdmoit of the Chinese mainland fro®

these islands and air-raids were frequently earned out.

During the past two years, there had been air-dropping in

the Chinese mainlandnotonly ofgroups ofmen, but^so
of

wireless transmitters and other equipment Many of wen

groups had been rounded up and caught Most of thOT

consisted of Chinese Kuomintang agents, but there w

some Amencans also among them

9. Chinawasnota threat toany country andwished
wht«

in peace with all other countnes But the ^ ® ^
permit her to do so and even brought pressure to

England. France, and other countries to prevent them

co-operating with China. ,

10 The question ofFormosa or *eoth« islands«kotp^

by Formosan troops was not discussed by

made clear tome that grnatimporta^ was attacb^^^^

Chinese Government to this issueofTaiwn^

^

so, to the islands of the mainland, and the in

normal coastal trade and attacks on the mainland
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Mao and most of his colleagues did not understand English

at all. Premier Chou £n-lai undentood English a little and
occasionally said a word or two in English, but his know-
ledge of English was limited. Madame Sun Yat-sen, of

course, knew English well and I had a separate direct talk

with her also.

4. I met large numbers of other leading personalities

including the Dalai Lama,'*' the Panchen Lama" and
saentists, medical men, engineers, people connected with
cultural affairs, some representativesof nationalities, educa-
tionists, actors and actresses My talks with these groups
were brief and usually took place in big receptions.

5. Our talks coveted a large range of subjects. I was
interested in the finances and economic implications of the
Five Year Plan. I do not, however, propose to deal here with
these talks regarding fmandal and economic matters as it

was not possible for me to get a hill grasp of these rather
complicated subjects I was promised a full note on these
matters whi^ I have not yet received. I might mention here
that the Chinese budget for this year amounted to about:
Revenue—4,500 million U.S. dollars, and Expenditure over
5,000 million U.S. dollars. There was thus a deficit of 500
millionUS dollars 1 was told thatduring the two previous
years there had been considerable surpluses and the present
deficit was covered by them. The duef sources of income
were the turn-over tax and profits from State undertakings.
Income from landwas inconsiderable. It should be remem-
bered that China is very much a unitary and centralized
State, so that the budget was for the whole of rhing
6 My discussionsabout floodcontrolandcultural matters
were also interesting.

7. TherealdiscussionswerewithPremierChouEn-laiand

11. (b. 1937) Installed asPanchenLama 1944 Virr nut.j.. r-u-
«>ple's Political Consultauve Committee,
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difbculties in dealing with it as a whole. They proposed,

therefore, to deal with it separately for eadi country. The

Pnme Minister of Burma,U Nu,'^ would be vismng China

soon and they would discuss this matter with him Later,

they would discuss thu with Indonesia Their general

approach was that the Chinese abroad should choose their

nationality, that is, whetho' theywouldcontmue as Chmese

nationals or become nauonals of the country they lived in

There should be no dual nationality. It seemed to me that

while this pomt was quite dear in the minds of the Chinese

leaders, they had some apprehensions lest any step that they

might take might be to the advantage of the Formosa

Government Hence this caution in approach and the

Separate approadies.

16 The Chinese leaders repeatedly assured me that they

did notwant war and that they were prepared to co-operate

with every country and have diplomatic relations with it,

even though that country was opposed to them They

mentioned,m this connection, particularly Thailand and

the Philippines which, they pointed out, were completely

under the influence of theUSA. This itself vras evidence of

the Chinese desire to live at peace with other countnes

These countnes, I was told, accused China of thinking in

terms ofaggression,butdid notrespond to the Chineseoffer

to establish improved relations Chinawas prepared to issue

jomt statementson the basisof the fivepnndples with otho

countries Thiswouldruleoutaggression as well as interna

mterfdence.

17. Reference was made by me especially to this ****®*^

mterferencethrougdilocalCoinmunistpariies ,

that China did not wish to interfere in any way with locai

affairs.

18 Chairman Mao dealt at some length with the past iw

World Wars and their revolutionary consequences

pointed out that China bad no atom bombs or any equF

ment of the latest type But the U-S and the U,5

15 Forb fn seeVol l,p 18
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11 Some reference was made to the Manila tieaty^^ and
Chairman Mao pointedout that this treaty was the result of

the American reaction to the Geneva Agreement. The
American Government did not like that Agreement and
wanted to come in the way of peaceful settlements.

12 Referencewas also made to the five pnrindples*’ which
had been included in the joint dedarauons issued by India
and China and Burma and China.^* It was agreed that if

these principles were agreed to by other countries and acted
upon by all of them, this would^ a longway in removing
tensions and fears.

13 1agreed to this andpointedout that therewasnodoubt
that there was a certain amount of fear in the minds of the
smaller nations in Asia of China. That fear might have no
basis, but the factremained that therewas that fear. Some of
these countries were perhaps also afraid of India. It was
essential, therefore, that this fear and suspicion should be
removed. In the past both the Chinese and Indian peoples
had spread out to countries in South East Asia and there
were considerable populations of overseas Chinese and
o''®raeas Indians.

H ChainnanMao agreed thatthese fears mustberemoved
and nothing should be dtme which mi^t cause apprdien-
sion to these countries.

15. In this'connection reference was made, especially, to
meChinese overseasand to thequestionof theirnauonality.
Iwas assured, what I had been told previously, that the
^*niese Government wanted to settle this question in cn-
opoation widi the coimtries concerned. There were some

12. See ante, p 48.

(1) mutual tespea

S sovereignty. (E> ntm^aggiession.
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already madea declaration offivepnnaples, andrevolution
could not be imported from outside He referred to the

Kuomintang forces on the Burmese borders'^ and said that

China would have been jusufied in attacking them as they

were creating trouble on the Chinese side. But the Chinese

Government realized the difficulues of the Government of

Burma and wanted to be friendly to them Therefore, they

desisted from any activity against the Kuomintang troops

there

23. I referred to Chinesemaps which still showed portions

of Burma and even of India as if they were within Chmese
territory. So faras India was concerned, I added, we werenot
much concerned about this matter because our boundaries

were quite clear and were not a matter for argument But

many people took advantage of these old maps and argued

that China had an aggressive intent or else why conunue to

use these maps In Burma also this caused apprehension

24 Premier Chou replied that these maps were old ones

and China had not done any surveying to draw new maps
Theirboundaries even with Mongolia and the SovietUnion

were sull not clearly demarcated and there were discre-

pancies I pointed out that this might be so. So far as India

was concerned, I repeated, there was no doubt about our

boundaries and I was not worried about them But I

wondered how China would feel ifa part of Tibet bad been

shown as part of India in our maps

25. I referred also to the case of K.I. Singh,” a Nepalese

nauonal, who had rebelled against his Government and

who, according to rqmrts, had been given encouragementin

China This kind of thing created apprehensions in the

minds of Asian countries Premier Chou replied that K

I

Singh crossed into Chinese territory with some othermenm
possession of nfles and ammunition Accordmg to inter-

national custom, China disarmed them and gave

asylum. Nothing more was' done He referred m this

16 SeeVol S.pp 277 and 279

17 Forb In seeVol 2,p 555
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both. Ultimately it was the people who would count and

who wouldbe the deciding factors. He pointed out that the

experience of both the World Wars was that the countnK

who started thewarwere defeatedand thosewhowereon the

iipfanffwon. Anotherconsequencewas revolutions insome

countriesand the freedomofsomecolonial countries. Thus,

if unfortunately another World War took pla(£, disastrous

as it might be, it would lead to the defeat of the a^ssors

and possibly other revolutionary changes might take place.

He was not afraid of a war if it came,but he did not want it

because of its disastrous consequences to the world and

because it would come in the way of developing their

countries.

19. I was not fully in agreement with Chairman Mao s

analysis, but I entirely agreed with him that war must be

avoidedand every step which might lead to war should also

therefore be avoided

20. My talks with Premier Chou En-lai covered lar^
ground He referred also to the United States policy which

came in the way of peace and created tense situations in the

Far East "Why”, he asked, "was America so aggressive and

what was her mouve in carrying on these aggressive

acuviues in the Far East^’ ’ I replied that I did not think that

theAmerican people wantedwarbutundoubtedly theywere

afraid of Communist aggression and wanted to take action

to protect their interests Premier Chou did not quite agree

withme and said that America's policy was an expansionist

policy. He referred to the mihtary aid given to Pakistan

which had nothing to fear from China or the Soviet Union.

America, according to him, wanted to bully weaker natipns

and rule the world.

21.

I pointed out to Premier Chou that this was exaaly
what some countries in the West saidabout Soviet imperia'
hsmandcommunismendangenng the peace ofEurope and
theworld They said also thatCommunists didnotwantwar
because they thought they couldgeteverythingwithoutwar,
that IS, by infiltration and other tactics

22 Premier Chou said that this was absurd. Quna had
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might lead again to a deadlock Meanwhile, it was impor-

tant that we should not allow the situation in Korea to

deteriorate.

30 We discussed India-China relations and the exchange

of technical personnel, books, periodicals, etc Also an

agreement aboutair services Itwas agreed that thereshould

be a reciprocal arrangement for an Indian air service at a

Chinese port, probably Canton This matter was to be

discussed further through diplomatic channels

31. I referred to certain difiiculties of pilgrims going to

Tibet. Premier Chou agreed to look into this matter and to

removesuch difficulties. Healso agreed to thesupply ofsilk

cocoons to Kashmir and suggested our sendingan expert to

select the vaneues.

32 He informed me about the Chinese desire to have

diplomatic relations with Nepal. I told him that the

Nepalese Government had kept us informed of this The

Kingof Nepal” had been ill and hadgone to Switzerland for

treatment On his return, they would no doubt take up this

matter. So far as we were concerned, we would welcome

friendly relauons between Nepal and China

33. I gave him a bnef outline of recent Nepalese histoiy

and how previouslyNepal was ferfrom independen t, that is,

before India became independent There wasno interference

in internal matters, but otherwise the United Kingdom was

the suzerain power. IndependentIndiahad accepted the full

independence of Nepal and had not claimed some of the
^

rights that Britain had exeicised. But the two countries had

agreed that their foreign policies should be co-ordinated It

was clear that India had a spedal posiuon in Nepal and it

became necessary, therefore, for their foreign policies to e

in line with each other. India did not approve offoreign

intervention in Nepal in anyway As forNepal andama, it

was desirable that they should settle such problems as

listed in i^aid to Tibet. The question of diplomauc

18 Tnbhuvan Bit Bikram Shah. For b £n seeVol. l,p 362.
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connection to the intention oE the Dalai Lama atone time to

go to India. The Indian Ambassador had told the Chinese

Government then that if the Dalai Lama came to India and
sought asylum, they could not refuse this and they would
treat him with courtesy but would not encourage any
pokucal activities on his part. As a matter of fact, the Dalai

Lama did not go to India but some of his relatives did go
thereandhadbeen given asylum The Chinese Government
did not mind this. In K.I. Singh's case, the Chinese
Government had given him asylum and he would not be
allowed to take part in any political activity against his

country

26 Premier Chou asked me questions about Nepal and
vanous other countries He referred to his invitation to the
Indonesian Prime Minister to come to China The Indone-
sian Prime Minister had expressed the wish that Premier
Chou should firstgo to Indonesia This was not possible for
some ume as he was very busy with important work, more
especially as he had been absent for a long time m Geneva
and elsewhere. Premier Chou was parucularly interested in
foreign influences atwork invanous countries ofAsia, more
espeaally American influences. He referred especially to
pressurebroughtupon them tojoin the so-called South East
Asia Defence Organisation. He referred to Thailand also
and said that they were anxious to have normal relations
with it

^ Premier Chou also asked me about my visit to Indo-
china and the position there.

28. Premier Chou referred to Korea. He was anxious that
something shouldbe done to settle the Korean problem. He
thought that a conference should be held soon to i-nno/t-r
mis and that the old Geneva Conference should be enlarged
tor this purpose by adding neutral Asian countries.
2^ I said that I agreed that we must pursue methods to^ive at a settlement in Korea and a conference for thispur^se would be necessary. But such a conference should

wereclearer.Merely to haveaconferencewithoutsuch ideas
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38 I have no doubt at all that the Government and people

of China desire peace and want to concentrate on building

up their country during the next decade or two

39 I saw many of the famous sights of Peking and

elsewhere. I visited their steel plants in Manchuria to which

a new addition had been made with Soviet help Tins was a

fine addition rapidly constructed I also visited Daiten, their

port and ship-buiIding yard, and various factories

40 Chairman Mao told me that they lacked technicians

and that they were receiving a great deal of help from Soviet

techniaans which he welcomed These technicians came for

limited periods, trained the Chinese and went away There

were no political or other strings attached In their recent

agreement with the Soviet Government, the Soviet had

undertaken to put up 141 major enterpnses in China as a

part of the Five Year Plan

41 I would add that I hardly saw the villages ofChina and

my impressions were gathered entirely from the big aties I

visited Peking, Canton, Shanghai, Nanking, Hankow,

Mukden, Anshan and Dairen The major impression I got

was of a country smoothly running with enormous poten-

tial strength which was being translated gradually into

actual strength The people I saw in the aues looked well-

clad and well-fed, and I noticed no depression in face or

demeanour Youngmen and girlsand children were particu-

larly in evidence and they were a pleasant-looking crowd,

jolly and full of enthusiasm Undoubtedly there is a great

deal of regimentation as it is called Their discipline was

remarkable But I would say that the Chinese have always

been a more or less disciplined people. The shops appeare

to be full ofgoods There were thousands ofsmall privately-

owned shops There were some big State-owned department

stores These were also full ofvarious kinds ofgoods, thoug

luxury articles were not m evidence These department

stores were crowded with literally thousands of persons

42 Another impression that I gatheredwas of the essentml

Chineseness of almost everybody I met, from leaders to e

public Few persons know foreign languages Everything is
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repiesentation could probably be dealt with by the Chinese

Ambassadorm Delhi also being accredited to Kathmandu. I

pointed out that Nepal was passing through grave internal

difficulties and we wanted to help her to get over them and

not add to these difficulues

34 Premier Chou asked me about the Afro-Asian Confe-

rence. I toldhim thatwehadagreedon the principle of itbut

had not deaded the details and that we were likely to meet

soon at Djakarta to consider this matter Premier Chou
welcomed the idea and it was evident from his talk with me
that he would like China to be invited to it.

35 I have given a bnef summary of our talks. These talks

both withChairman Mao and Premier Chou were frank and
friendly. We did not discuss the theories or ideology

underlyingour respective political andeconomic structures

Weknew that they were different and yet there was muchm
common in the work of both the countries and many of our
problems were similar We entirely agreed that we should
respect each other’s viewpoints and without interference

co-operate in dealingwithour problems Moreespeaallywe
should co-operate in the maintenance of peace in Asia and
the world at large.

36 Essentially our problems were alike that is vast coun-
tnes and populations, chiefly agricultural, with low stan-
dards of living, and the necessity to raise these standards by
industrialization and agncultui^ reform. Even in regard to
floods, we had similar problems Our approach to the
solution of these problems was not the same and yet there
'vas much in common with it and we could profit by each
other’s experience, provided always there was a friendly
approach and no interference with each other.
37. 1 received an extraordinarily cordial welcome every-
where in China. Thiswas notonlyan official welcomebuta
popular welcome also m which millions joined I was
S^tly impressed by it. It was dear to me that this welcome
represented something more than political exigency It was
imostan emouonal upheaval wpresenting the basic urges

oithe people for friendship with India.
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days previous to my arrival This was a peaceful and very

disciplined transfer from the French to the Viet Minh Dr
Ho Chi Minh impressed me as an unusually frank, straight-

forward and likable person Although he has been engaged
in a war for seven years against the French, he was the very

reverse of a warlike person He struck me as a man of peace

and goodwill He did not say a word against the French to

me Indeed, he expressed his desire forco-operation with the

French and even to be assoaated with the French Union,

provided his country had complete independence He men-

uoned the relauonship of India with the Commonwealth
and asked me for further paruculars about it It was evident

that Viet Minh was well-organized and disciplined

49 South Vietnam produced a completely opposite effect

on me The whole place seemed to be at sixes and sevens witli

hardly any dominant authonty The Pnme Minister*' and

his Generals were opposed to each other ** There were three

private armies of some kind of semi-religious sects Foreign

representatives apparently also pulled in different direc-

tions It was generally estimated that if there was a vote now,

90 per cent or more of the population would vote for Viet

Minh What would happen a year or two later, one could not

say

50 Laos also appeared to be a sleepy and rather depressing

place There was a good deal of French influence there still

21 Ngo Dinh-Diem (1901-1963) Premier, South Vietnam, 1^-65

and Its president till 1963 when he was assassinated in a coup

22 Ngo Dinh-Diem taking over as Premier in June 1954 was able o

mobilize political support from none of the political parties or the

VIZ , Cao Dai, Hoa Hao and Binh Xuyen nor from the army generals un

24 September, he succeeded in forming a coalition governmentwm wc

support of the three sects, but his strained relations with thearmy i

gave nse to fears of a military coup and avil war
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done in Chinese. Chinese an and cultural acuvities were

encouraged and there was a great deal of pride in China’s

great past and cultural accomplishmenu. Chairman Mao,

in the course of his talks with me, referred on two or three

occasions to some lines of a Chinese poetofa thousand years

ago.

43. I visited Chinese operas of the old style. I also saw a

modem play of a propagandist nature.

44 I did not sense the presence of any fear among the

Chinese. They had plenty of self-confidence and self-

assurance.

45 It must be remembered that the Chinese passed

through 40 years’ of revolutton, war-lords, civil war,

Japanese invasion and the World War During this period,

they hadnopeaceor security. The merecoming of peaceand
s®mnty is a tremendous blessing for the people now The
feeling that they are strong and united and playing an
independent part in the world adds to their self-esteem.

46. [ could not help feeling during my visit to China, even
more than I havedone before, how completely irrelevantwas
the idea that this great nation could be ignored or bypassed.
The idea of not allowing them to function in the United
Nations appeared fantastic The time has passed when they
canbe injuredmuchby this policy It is the rest ofworld that
IS more likely to suffer from it

47. I paid brief visits to Vientiane in Laos, Hanoi and
Saigon, and Phnom Penh in Cambodia I also visited the
famous ruins of Angkor Vat ” In all these places I met
prominent personalities.

The person who impressed me most was Dr. Ho Chi
M.inh» of the Dcmocrauc Republic of Viemam, who ran»»
*0 seeme atHanoi Hanoi had passed into his handsjust five

20 Forb £h seeVol 2,p 17
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New Delhi

21 November, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,*

I am writing to you about the ratificauon of the Consutu-

tion (ThirdAmendment) Bill by the State Legislatures 'As I

have pointed out to you, it is important that this should be

done as early as possible It is important because this affects

ourpowers in regard to essential supplies Wedo notwant to

have recourse to Ordinances tor this purpose

The only two States that have already rabfied are the

Punjab and Rajasthan Some others propose to do so fairly

soon

I would request you, therefore, to make a special effort to

get this done

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

• A special letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 See ante, pp 61 and 62
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and the International Commission was facing rather diffi-

cult problems.®’

51. Cambodia was somewhat different It could be consi-

dered more or less independent although there were one or
nvo issues still to be settled with the French The Inter-

nauonal Commission had completed the greater part of its

labours and the Joint Commission of the two parties had
finished its work.®’ The young king®* is popular and is a
bnght and agreeable person But it was said that he was in
thehands ofa palace clique. Some ofhis high-placed officers

told me that unless the king got the support of some
prominent leaders who stood for far-reaching political and
economic reforms, the future was not happy.
52 Premier Chou Eh-lai asked me as to whether we were
ping to recognize these Indo-China States I told him that
for all practical purposes we were dealing with them, either
through the International Commission or otherwise as ifwe
pd recognized them We intended sending Consuls-
General to them For the present, we did not intend going
nny furtherbecause of our delicate position as Chairman of
*ne three International Commissions
53 Since my talk with Premier Chou £n-lai, I passed
ihrough Cambodia and I felt that the case of Cambodia was
somewhat different from the others and we might perhaps
go a little further in our relations with that State. Weare
considenng this matter now

November 14. 1954 Jawaharlal Nehru

duengageraent of the Pathet Lao uoops
outposand their final demobilizationbya political settlement,

k
*®^ii«ment as to whether the Pathet Lao forces could

onthenJk. r
pwvince or in the provisional assembly areas only,

meai^i'rf?!**^®**^““«Govemmentoverthesearea8.aiidonthc

aiB
political setdemenL

«»deva^^^ Khm^ resistance foioes

•5eVietnain« forces hadbeen completed,

^PodieaK^K^ repatrmted and the ceasehrem
® Norodom Sihanouk. Forb fa seeVol.S,p 318
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homes, hbranes, reaeation cemies, community halls, co-
operative stores, village panchayats, cottage industry show-
rooms, warehouses, museums, etc Theymight evenbe used
for residential purposes, that is, a building could be made
into several sets of flats

Itmightbe possible in this way not only to savebuildings
that are worth saving, but use them for some purpose for
which otherwise a new building would be necessary

I do not suggest any compulsory acquisiuon of these
buildings from theirowners This will be entirdya matterof
friendly negotiation Sometimes the building might be
given free ifit is aburden to the owner, or itmightbegiven at
a nominal price or on some mstalment basis

There is a possibility ofour considering theformauon ofa
national trust for sudfi buildings Some of the smaller
buildings might be acquired at the normal prices

I am suggesting this to you for your consideration so
that you might take some action in this matter It is not
nenssary for us to prepare comprehensive lists of all such
buildings To begin with, we can note down the prinapal
ones Lists can always be added to later

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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Nevi' Delhi

29 November, 1954

My dear Qiief Minister,*

A colleague of mine has drawn my attention to the fact that

quite a large number of buildings belonging to the princes

andzamindars arelyingunutilizedand, inba, are deterioia-

ttng. The owners ate not interested in their upkeep, or they

cannot afford itnow in the changed circumstances prevail-

ing today.

Wherever a sodal change takes plaa, this happens In
England the huge country estates which belonged to the

so-called aristocracybecameaburden to themand itbecame
unpossible for them to maintain these vast mansions. They
converted them, therefore, into hospitals or other public
uisdtubons Some of them were given over to the National
Trust

It IS quite likely that there are many such buildings all

overIndiawhicharegradually decaying. Isknotpossible to '

utilize them? A case has been brought to my notice which is

uueresting One of the stables of the Maharaja ofDarbhanga
oas been converted into a fine Sanskrit Research Institute.

I suggest thatsome steps mightbe taken to findoutabout
‘nese buildings of princes and landlords This would
j^lude both big buildings and the relatively smaller ones.
Ttc next question would be to select such of them as can be
taken over and utilized for a variety of purposes, such as
capitals, schools, colleges, Bal Bhavans or children’s

A special letterm addition to the Fortnightly Letters
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New Delhi

1 December, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,*

As you know, the Bank employees union have deaded to
have a striked Some efforts are being made to have sympa-
thetic strikes by other labour unions also The Communist
Party is making every effort to make these strikes a success I

think that at the most this Bank strike will be a partial one
But even a partial strike is troublesome.

2 I doubt ifany labour strike could have less justification

than this one Government took the unusual step ofappoin-
ungajudge of the High Court, Justice Rajadhyaksha,* to go
into all thegnevances oftheBank employeesand toexamine
this entire matter thoroughly * Thiswas done verysoon after

thededsionwe hadmadeon this subject In effect, soon after

ourdecision, we expressed our willingness to reconsider this

matter ifadditional facts were placed before us and we went
furtherandappointedaJudge to gather these facts I cannot

conceive what more Government could haye one:

3. Nevertheless, some of the leaders of the Bank employees

union have decided to have a stnke and are making every

effort to make it a success. Obviously, we cannot submit to

* A special letter in addiuon to the Fortnightly Letters

1 On 18 October 1954, the All India Bank Employees’ AssociatiOT

called for an indefinite strike throughout the country to demand

withdrawal of the amended Bank Award by the Government See also

ante, pp 32 and 33

2 Forb fn seeVol 3, p 284 .

3 On 17 Septembei 1934, the Government consututed a Bank Award

Commission to examine the effect of the modified appellate inbuna

award of August 1934
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New Delhi

29 November, 1954

My dear Chiei Minister,*

As you ate perhaps aware, we have started National Botani-

cal Gardens. This scheme is meant for the whole of India.

For the present, a starthasbeenmade inLucknow, but such
fprdens, we hope, will also be started elsewhere under the

supervision of Ais national body.

This institutionwould like tohelpboth in the cultivation
of plants of economic importance and in the conversion of

bairen lands, usar or alkaline lands or eroded lands into

culttvable lands. They can do this probably without great

diffiodty or any considerable expense.

The suggestion is thatsuch barren, usvoralkaline lands,
which are ofno use at present eidier to the owner or to the
Government, might be passed on to the Controller of the
National BotanicalGarins so that they might startmaking
•hem economical. This should not involve any great ,

expense and obviously would be helpful in many ways.
If you are agreeable to this approach and can indicate

what you can do in this matter, we can work this proposal
outm greater detail.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

Aipeaal leuer in addition to the FortnjghUy Letteis
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there is much feeling over this matter as well as in regard to

the recent treaty between the U S.A and Formosa ^

6 Gradually, a realization is coming to many people all

over the world that thecommgof theatomicage has ushered

a new and dangerous era. This is so dangerous that ifa war

occurs, the end might well be almost total destruction It is

now thought by eminent scientists that the effect of tlie

bursting of the hydrogen bombs might so vitiate the

atmosphere that vast numbers of people might die a slow

death. This, apart from the direct and immediate damage

caused On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly

apparent that atomic energy or nuclear energy can become

powerful agents for the betterment of humanity You may

have heard that we had a conference on the peaceful use ci

atomic energy in Delhi ® This was of great mterest and all

thosewho attended itprohmdby it On the whole, India has

done well in developing atomic energy with her limited

resources We have a plan now for a more rapid advance So

far as we areconcern^, we only think of thepeaceful uses of

this tremendous source of power

7 There have been some changesmour Central Coundl of

Mmisters ^ Shn Ajil Prasad Jain* has been appointed as

Food and Agriculture Minister, and in his place in i®

Rehabilitation Ministry, Shri Mehr Chand Khanna m

beenappointed Shn MehrChand Khanna hasbeenengageo

in rehabilitation work for several years now and b in

intimate touch with every aspect of it I have su^s

him that he should concentrate on the work in the cas

zone, that is, Bengal, etc , and that he should spendm

his time in Calcutta. That is the major problem tor us no

5 The United States and Nauonaiist Caiina signed a mutual aid

secunty pact on 2 December 1954

6 On 26-27 November 1954

7 On 6 December 1954

8 Forb fn secVol 2, p 4S5 Minism
9 (1897-J970) FinanceMun«er.NWFP,1946-«.

ad
^

of Rehabilitation, 1948-54, Ministei of Reliabiliiaiion,

Works, Housing and Rehabilitation, 1962-64
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this kind of thing. No Government can, and I hope no

reasonableperson will,sympathizewith this wholly unwarran-

ted strike which may cause much inconvenience and even

loss to the public. We must, therefore, face this strike, if it

occurs, widi vigour

4.

There is the law and order aspect of this strike about

whichnodoubtyou will take adequate precautions. What is

more important, however, is to help in making adequate

anangements for the Banks to carry on their work, even

though this has to be on a somewhat restricted scale. We
should be prepared for this for some weeks or a month or

more It would be advisable for the Bank to make some

anangements for a small staff to cany on anyhow even

though others might leave. It rmght even be necessary for

Government to help them to carry on. Bankers, though no

doubt successful at their particular job, are apt to become

patiicky This is absurd and there is no reason for it

5. We shall, of course, proceed with the Rajadhyak^a
enquiry in the normal way regardless of whether the strike

taktt place or not
6. Iam merelydrawingyourattention to this matter which

must already be under your consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni
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basic approach Iron and siec! as well as power are the

foundations ofall industrial progress I do not think thatwe

can have any effccMve planning without fully controlling

certain basic industries We talk abouta mixedeconomy and
it seems to me quite inevitable, in existing circumstances,

that we should have a mixed economy But we also look

fonvard to the progressive growth of the public sector Even

more so, we look forward, I hope, to developing a certain

pattern which, broadly speaking, can be described as a

socialist pattern Our methods are peaceful and democratic,

but the objective lemains If that is so, it becomes inevitable

that basic industries should be more and more under Stale

ownership or control This applies most of all to iron and

steel This does not mean, I repeat, that the co-opcraiion of

otliers cannot be sought or obtained

10 In this connection, you arc no doubt aware that a team

of Soviet experts is in India at present discussing with us a

proposal to start a majoi steel plant We have not finalized

anything yet, but there is every chance ofourdoing so as the

terms appear to be favourable This plant will be thesecond

new steel plant that we intend to put up, the first new plant

being the one at Rourkela which Gennan technicians are

going to set up

11. All this means a considerableaddition to our industnal

output Nevertheless, we are convinced now that even this

will not be enough and that we should think in terms of a

third new steel plant and of aiming at the producuon of

million tons of steel in the near future Therefore, there is

room for this third new plant and we propose to invesugate

12 At a recent public meeting,** which I addressed in

Delhi, r referred to the policies pursued by the Communist

Party in India. I pointed out how alien to any nationalisuc

14 On2Februan' 1955,aSovi«-iiiuw«6....-^..-.

iheSowetUmon agreed tosetopasteel null atBhiIai ui Madhya

15 On 28 November 1954
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3

V\'hile, generally speaking, it may still be said that there

IS no danger of war, there has been a recent development

which IS serious. This is the question of some American
iiisoners of war in China who have recently been tried and
ainvicted * Because of this, there has been great excitement

in the United States of America and demands have been
made for their immediate release The matter has even been

referred to the United Nauons. It is stated, on behalf of the

United States and supported by the U K. and other
countries, that the detention of the American prisoners in

China IS a breach of the Korean armistice The Chinese
claim that it is no such breach and that these people were
captured in Chinese territory where they had gone for pur-
pose of espionage They state that some of these prisoners
had been parachuted down in Chinese territory, sometimes
with wireless sets and other material In some other cases, it

IS alleged that American planes over Chinese territory were
shot down and their occupants captured

4 When I was in China, Premier Chou £n-lai spoke to me
about hundreds of persons who were captured on Chinese
terruory Most of these were Formosan Chinese, a few were
Amencans It is these few Americans who are the cause of
this argument now
5 I should imagine that an answer to the questions that
arise depends on the facts. Without those facts, it is difficult
to support either thesis If it is a fact that these Americans
W(OT engaged in espionage in Chinese territory, then it is
difficult to see how they can be included in the Kotean
prisoners of war On the other hand, it may be shown that
“ley were not spies or were not captured on Chinese
lerritory. Whatever the merits of this case might be, that fact
remains that it has become a very serious one whidti might
lead to dangerous consequences On the Chinese side also

4 Beijjng Radio announced on 28 November 1954 that a Chinese
tary tribunal had sentenced 18 Amencans, ofwhom 1 1 were airmen,

on
pnson ranging from four years to life imprisonment

ctiarges of espionage
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effectively by this widerapproach which leads to a socialist

basis of society But I equally believe in a peaceful and
democratic approach and India having full freedom of

action in the fashioning of her own destiny. Anything else

would be a lack of independence.

16. We talk loosely of the atom bomb and many other

things without realizing the enormous sigmficance of what

IS happening all around us We live in a high crisis of

civilization. It may be called the crisis of industnal aviliza-

tion But It IS something even more than that Therefore, it

becomes necessary for us to getout ofour grooves of thought

and think afresh No repetition of old dogma, whatever it

may be, is going to help.

17 The recent elections for the Shiromam Gurdwani

Parbandhak Committee have come to everyone, including I

think the Akali Dal, as a surprise.'^ I know little about them

and was in no way directly concerned I viewed the prospect

distantly It is no concern of mine what the Sikhs or any

others do in connecuon with their religious faith But it is a

very great concern of all of us how far communal and

separaust tendencies grow in this country There can be no

doubt that the forces that triumphed in the S G.P.C were

intensely communal, even though they mightnot be wholly

separatist They represent a mentality which has no plaa

today in India and which can only lead to evil results It is a

matter of deep sorrow for me that a majority of the Sikh^

who form so vital a part ofourcountry, should be influencra

by thesecommunal slogans and the nairow-minded atutude

that they represent If these ideas spread, India will nodowt

suffer, but the Sikhs will obviously suffer most of all No

community is going to make progress in India if it clings to

this communal approach.

17 In the elecuons held on 2 and 3 December 1954,

1 1 1 seats. Its Communist ally 22 seats, and the Khalsa Dal, suppo

the Congress, 3
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in regard to rehabiliiation and il require intensive and

concentrated effort I have also suggested to that he

should not hesitate to increase om staff in Calcutta by

transferring people horn Delhi oi otherwise.

8 Apart from the changes actually made here, you mustbe

aware that Shri Govind Ballabh Pant*® has agreed tojoin the

Central Cabinet I am very glad he is coming here as his i ipe

experience and wisdom will be of great help to us He will

probably join us early in January.*'

9, There has been a good deal of discussion in the press and

elsewhere about our industrial policy and references have

been made to differences in the Cabinet.'® It is quite natural

that in discussing these complicated matters of policy there

should be somewhat different appioaches As a matter of

fact, however, these long discussions led us merely to draw

attention to the industrial policy statement issued in April

1948 *» Some aspects of it were emphasized because there

appeared to be a tendency to interpret that resolution rather

loosely I am glad that these discussions took place then and

the matter has been clarified to some extent Themam point

discussed was about certain basic industries, and more

especially iron and steel The industrial policy statement of

IMS laid Itdown quite clearly that these few basic industries

should be the exclusive responsibility of the State, though,

in special cases, the co-operation of others could certainly be

invited Ina sense, this decision of ours represented a certain

to (1887-1961) Cliief Minister of I’P, 1937-39 and 1946-W, Union
Home Minister. 1955-61

11 He was sworn in as Minister without Portfolio on 3 Januai) and
was appointed Home Minister on 10 January 1955

12 There were reports m the press on 27 November 1954 of the
differences in the Cabinet on interpretation of the industrial policy
resolution of 1948 ftwas speculated that interpreting the resolution so as
w includeconstruction of steel mills in the pnvate sector conflit led with
Ndiru’s recent pronouncements in favour of soaahst economy TT
xnshnamachan was reported to have resigned from the Cabinet

IS SeeVol l,p99
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It into higher forms of education The result is that present

basic schools do not fit in with the upper structure This

hiatus has to be removed

21 We are discussing in Parliament now the Hindu

Marriage and Divorce Bill I attach great importance to this

not only m iiself> but because I believe that such a social

reform is essential if we have to make progress in an

integrated way It is impossible to have political refonn

without economicprogress It is equally impossible, I think,

to make good politically and economically, unless we make

good also in the social sphere

22 I intend going to Indonesia in the last week of this

month for a meeting of the Colombo Powers At this

meeting we shall consido- the proposal lor an Afro-Asian

Conference

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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approach was this approach of the Cbmmunist Party of

In^a and how it was tied up with certain policies which

were essentially based on violence. I also pointed out that

each country has to develop itself according to its own
genius and in line with the conditions that prevail there.

Each country and people is condiuoned by its history and
expenences. The Soviet Union took shape under a certain

set of circumstances Thenew China agqin developed under
another set of circumstances and experiences. We in India

have beenconditioned notonly by ourlong past historybut
our personal and raaal expenences during what might be
called the Gandhian era. I am not prepared to criticize or
condemn what took place in the Soviet Union or in China,
even though I might not like some things that occurred
there But I have the strongest objecuon to India beingmade
a rootless pale shadow of some other country That way
progress cannot he for India

13 You must be aware of the fact that the Communists in
India sail often say that India isnotan independent country
and that national liberation has still to be achieved here.
Dunng past years, except last August, Communists have
objected to our celebrauons on August 15.

14- Thfa attitudeandapproach I consider completely anti-
nationalistand harmful. I do notmind ifanyone teaches the
economic theory ofcommunism peacefully. Withmuch of it
wemightagree provided it fits in with the speaal conditions
in Indiaand does notgo againstourbasic principles. Isee no
conflict in this approach
15. I have said recently that our objective must be that of a
Soaahst State, that is, of a socialist pattern of society. I
believe Aat this is only the right ideal to have, also that our
^ousdiff^oesanddisruptivetendendessudiascommuna-
lism. casteism and provincialism can only be countered

16

"in an

,t'

On 2 lumber, Nehru told the Congress Parliamentary Pany that

than I
them conld bem other -oa
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important measures were considered In addition to this,

there was the Chinese cultural delegation,' sixty-six strong

This was a high-class delegation from the cultural point of

view and their shows weie of very considerable artistic merit

Most of them represented the artistic side of classical China

I am sure that these visits of real cultural delegauons from

one country to anotlierare of value and they make for greater

understanding and appreaation

3 Then there was the visit of Marshal Tito,^ President of

Yugoslavia Apart from themany functions that took place,

I spent many long hours with him in discussing inter-

national and other affairs The result of these discussions

was thejoint statement whicli we issued and which you must

have seen This statement^ is entirely in line with our foreign

policy and I am sure that it will help the cause of peace

Some countries in Asia have already expressed themselves

more or less in line with this policy But this is the first

instance when a European country also accepted this policy

fully You will particularly notice three points m diis

statement Tlie first is our repudiation of a passive neutral

role in woi Id affairs We work active!) and positively fora

policy of peace and co-operation Secondly, we havemade it

clear that we do not believe in working for the creation of a

third bloc or third force Tliirdly, the five principles have

been repeated and confirmed Marshal Tito received a v^
warm welcome both in Bombay and Delhi, and, no dou t,

he will be welcomed in the other parts of India wheie e

goes

1 The deiegaiioii ted by the Chinese Vite-Minisier of Culture itjrhed

New Delhi on 3 Dtceinber 195<l on a rnv-week tour of the countp’

2 Forb fn seeVoI S,p 405 Tuo visited India from 16 Decemoer is

^3 ^^le Imtemeni issued on 23 December ‘

question of the veij survival of aviliiatioii had rendered a«*P

peaceful co-existciui not merely an alternative but an

sVgnatonesderlaifdihat S up
the terrible prosjxti of war, promote gitater confidence a

g^^tcr opporiuniiii** of world co-operanoii
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8. I do not take a tragic view of what has happened in the

*un]ab. But I do take a serious view of it It may be a good
hing that this shock has been administered to us and we
lave to be very wary in the future. With communalism,
asteism and other separatist tendencies, we can make no
Kimpromise. The Sikhs, as a vital part of India, must
necessarily play an important part in the country. But
whatever community it might be, we cannot accept any
policy which weakens the State and tends towards separa-

tism. We have had enough experience of this m the past
when the Muslim League flourished in India and frustrated

our efforts to gain freedom The aaiviues of the Akali Dal
and its leaders are singularly like those of the Muslim
.League.

, 19 Whatever pi ogress we might make ultimately depends
.upon the education given to our people The foundation of
,that education is laid at the primary stage We have

,
repeatedly accepted what is called basic education and yet

;
the progress made in that respect is not satisfactory. Probab-

;

ly Bihar has shown the greatest results Uttar Pradesh and
' some other States have a large number of schools which are
called basic They have undoubtedly improved the quality

I- of education, but most of them can hardly be called basic in
! the sense that the word was intended. We have been
'‘discussing this matter recently here and we came to the
> conclusion that it was of the utmost importance to inrrMci.

^
real basic education in the country. Some educationists and

') others make fun of basic educauon and one gentleman has
K even called it "a retreat from dvilizarion.” All I can say is
;;

ilidt thesecndcs neither understand basiceducation, nor the

^
modern world We have to move out of this ivory tower

and we have to get moving fast soon All our Five
ear Plans and industrial and other developments dependon Hus basic foundation of educauon

20 I hope to write to you more on this subject soon But

Unf ^
should like to lay stress on immediateh

« ® deliniK hosuluy to

^
asiceducauon and there is no attemptmade to dovetail
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7. I am on my way to Indonesia where a meeting of the

Prime Ministers ofIndonesia, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan and

India IS taking place to consider the proposal to have an

Afro-Asian Conference The pnnciple has been accepted

and the details have to be worked out This is not a veiy’

simple matter Even the question ofinviting countries offers

great difficulties Who is to be invited and who shouldbe left

out?Any discrimination will naturally lead to irritation and

ill will Apart from the question of the Afro-Asian Con-

ference, the Prime Ministers will, no doubt, discuss recent

developments in Asia and, more particularly, in the Far East

and in IndcrChina In Indo-China fresh difficulties are

continually arising So far as Cambodia and Laos are

concerned, they are separate countries Viemam, however, is

supposed to deade in 1956 by election as to what its future

should be Meanwhile, it is divided into two parts There is

no doubt that at present the great majority of people would

vote for Viet Minh This is not a pleasant prospect for some

countries like the U S A who do not like the idea of Viet

Minh extending its domain southwards As I think I wrote to

you previously. South Vietnam is in a bad slate politically

and economically It is full of internal conflicts The mere

fact that the Head of the State is Bao Dai who sits in the

South of France is itself significant of the present state of

Vietnam On the other side, in Viet Minh there is Dr HoGhi

Minh, an outstanding personality, beloved of his people

This IS an instance of how some of the Western Powers are

constantly backing the wrong people and thereby getting

into difficulties, just as they arae backing Chiang Kai shek

against the People's Government of China Thus, these

Western Powers oppose powerful nationalist movements

which are driven to rely upon the Communist countries

8 Recently, there has been much tension over the quesuon

of some American prisoners in China The U N even went

4 For b fn see Vol 2, p 264
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Santiniketan

24 December, 1954

My dear Chief Minister,

1 am writing this letter to you from Santiniketan where I

have come for the Convocation of Visva-Bharati University

of which I am Chancellor. I am very glad that I came here

Visva-Bharaii became a University by an act of Parliament

some two years ago. We made it dear then that we did not
want this to be a replica of other existing universities. We
wanted it to carry out, in so far as possible, the purposes and
ideals of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore. That was no easy
matter because an institution like this tends to revolve very
much round a great personality andwhen thatpersonality is

no more, there is a terrible gap which cannot be filled

Nevertheless, we have to carry on to the best of our ability
There have unfortunately been difficulties here, both inter-

nal and external, and naturally I feel greatly the absence of
Gurudev Still, it is interesting to find that there are students
here from a score of other countnes Many come from the
countries of Asia, some from Afnca, and some from Europe
and America It has thus got a definite international tinge
about. It We want to encourage this Our Education
Ministry is anxious to help Visva-Bharati and we have had
some talks about it I hope these talks will bear fruit Visva-
Bharati IS a unique institution in India, or for the matter of
that elsewhere, and every Indian should be interested in its
continuance and progress, both because of its special
mtemational character and as a memorial to Rabindranath
Tagore

2 I have had a heavy time in Delhi during the last three
weeks or so There was Parliament functioning and many
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10 Economic policy lias been vci
j much before thepublK

dux ing the past few weeks Tlieic was a discussion in the Lok
Sabha” and thcie have been speeches on it m other places
too I am glad of this great interest in economic policy
because the subject is tmiiortant and complex Many of us
ai c apt to take a ratheracademic view, but the realities of the
situation are giadually making people think in realistic
teiins We have practically committed ourselves to rapid
industiial development and toputanend to unemployment
111 about ten yeais' time This is a tremendous decision to
lake, as we all know the vastness of this unemployment
pioblcm In order to put an end to it we have to deielop our
industry—heavy, light and cottage industry—m a lery big
naj That lequires investment on a colossal scale and
training of personnel Also, it requires careful planniiigand
balancing Our second Five Year Plan will have to map out
this course

1 1 You must have noticed the Finance Minister's announce-
mem about the Imperial Bank which is going to be bioughi
under full control of the State ** How exactly this is to be
done IS going to be considered fully before a final decision is

taken We have also come to the conclusion that steel

production must be increased in a bigway We have already

agreed to have a steel plant at Rourkela in Orissa with the

help of German technicians We are likely to agree to

another plant being erected by Soviet experts '* Even these

two are not enough and we arebeginning to think ofa third

new plant The bases of industrial growth are power and

steel, apart from skilled manpower
12 We have talked, and I have often stated, that our

objecuves are to provide full employment to the people and

at the same time to promote a rapid rise in the standard of

living Finally, both these should go together But it has

11 On 20-21 Derrinbcr 1951

12 CD Deshmukhannounced on 20 August 1954 that the Goitmnieni

would set up a State Bank ol India by amalgamating the Impnial Bank

and certain other Banks

13 See ante, p 100
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4 In the near future there vnll probably be an announce-

ment that China and Yugoslavia have agreed to exchange

diplomatic missions In this matter we have been of some

help, though I think this would have happened anyhow
because of new developments This is also a move in

stabilizing relations between countries and will thus help

the cause of peace As a matterof faa, Yugoslavia was one of

the first countries to recognize the People's Government of

China as longago as 1949 Itwas China that had hesitated to

have direct contacts with Yugoslavia. The proposal there-

foie now came from China and it was, of course, acceptedby
Yugoslavia You will have seen that there has been a great
improvement in the relations of Yugoslavia with the Soviet
Union also. Possibly, the change in China's attitude in this

respect has been influenced by the Soviet attitude

5 Yugoslavia occupies a peculiar position It has ueaties
of alliance with Greece and Turkey and it has been closely
associated, in many ways, with theU S A and other Western
countnes But it has kept aloof from the N A.T O. alliance
In theeconomic sphere, u was abackward country like other
Balkan countries It has made considerable progress during
the past five or six years in industrialization In regard to
land reforms, it has gone far, but it has not accepted the
Soviet policy. Indeed, this was one of the reasons why the
two countnes fell out The Yugoslav leaders are Commu-
nists but they do not accept the Soviet variety of commu-
nism In fact, they say that Stalinism is a diversion from the
onginal Marxism. The fact is that they have adopted the
Marxist doctrine, keeping m view the peculiar circums-
tances in theirown country More or less, this is so in China

6. BecauseChinaandYugoslavia were economically back-
ward countnes, to some extent, their problems were similar
to outs But there is one big difference between China and
Yugoslavia, apart from the size of the two countnes Chinato a vast ^pulation and thus resembles India. Yugoslaviahas no problem of unemployment In fact, there is a lack ofmanpower for their big schemes.
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w.iy We have lo think out the consequences of every step

tlidt we take and prepare for the second and the thud step

fiom now onwaids In particular, we have to emphasire the

giowth of machine-making industry, as well as of training

peisonnel

16 You will have observed that the Lok Sabha, in con-

sidering the economic {lolicy resolution, passed almost

unanimously'^ an amendment layingdown that the pattern

of society to be aimed at should be socialistic This does not

mean our adherence to any rigid or doctrinaire pattern, but

It does mean that, broadly speaking, we are aiming at a

particular type of society where there will be an approach to

equality and where the State owns or controls the means of

production This does not mean that the State should own

everything, but it must own or control all the strategic

points There has frequently been an argument about the

public and private sectors That aigument discloses some-

what different approaches to the problem But the argument

by Itself, without relation to actualities, tends to become

unrealistic It is far better for us to consider these matters

from the practical point of view of increasing producuon

and decreasing unemployment and, at the same time, going

firmly towards that pattern of soaety which we aim at We

have to take into consideration all the time the present

situation in the country and take advantage of everv factor

that helps In this present situation, I have no doubt that the

private sector can help considerably and therefore should be

allowed, and even encouraged, to help within the bioa

limits of our planning and general control

1 7 Another aspect of this question which is often argued is

that of nationaliration of exisung industries The Socialist

Pai ty lays the gi eatest stress upop this, as if itwas the solvmt

of all our ills Our own policy has been repeatedly declareo

^Vith limited resouices, there is absolutely no point in ou

applying them merely to acquire State control over

industries, except when this is considered necessary t is

1 *> On 21 Decenibcr 19)

I
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so far as to pass a resolution condemning China.^ This
seemed to us to be a wrong move It certainly did not make it

easier to find a solution because tlien the prestige of both

parties to the dispute became involved Apart from this, it

seems odd that theU N should condemn a counir>' unheard
In this connection, the Secretary-General of the U N , Mr
Hammarsk]old,« is going to China and is likely to pass
through Delhi’ on his way early next month I am glad that
the Chinese Government agreed to this visa

9 There is tension thus in tlie Far East In Europe there is

continuing tension over the question of German rearma-
ment The Soviet Union has warned both France- and the
UK* that ratification of the treaty with Germany will result
in a denunciation of the Franco-Soviet® and the Arglo-
Soviet’® tieaues It appears certain now that that treaty
will be tattfied As a consequence, the Soviet Union,will
probably denounce their treaues with France and the U.K
piere is no doubt that therd is a strong feeling in Eastern
Europe over thequesuon ofGerman rearmament Germany
has repeatedly mvaded the East European countries and
brought havoc there, and naturally they do not like the idea
ofapow^I German armygrowing up, probably under the
control of the old Nazi officers The situation is therefore a
serious om. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to lead to any major
conflict The world is at lastbeginning to realize the dangers
of such a ronflict and no country wants to preapitate iL
President Eisenhower has also been speaking against the
possibihty of war and in fact in favour of co-existence

1 2-S January 1955
8 On 16 and 20 December 1954

10 J!!! Treaty of 1944

“ v.n lo ana zo December 1954

in
Franco-Sovtei Treaty of 1944w The Anglo-Soviet Treaty of 1942
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public IS not inieiested In the Soviet Union and in China

there have been many instances of gross mismanagement

and loss to the State One does not hear of these because

criticism IS not normally allowed Suddenly, ive hear of big

puiges and there is a great deal of talk of sabotage, etc The
result in the Soviet Union was that no one dare take

responsibility fur any decisions foi fear of being accused of

sabotage in case something went wrong

22 We must thei efore take a balanced viewand reahre that

the pi ocess of industrialization in a largeway is continually

bunging new pioblems Oui cvperience is limited, though

It IS being metcased. If eitors occur, we should rectify them,

but we must not lose perspective

23 We ate continually conducting inquiries in regard to

the best way ofusingour plants and machines There is little

doubt thatwe are not putting them to the best use at present,

and much of their capacityremains unused This shows lack

of co-ordination as w’cll as lack of experience Recently, we

had an inquiry' about our ordnance factones which are very

good but which have tended to funcuon far too much as

Government Departments Hence, there have been delays

and lack of full utilization The fact is that the methods of

Government Secretariats are not suited to working indus-

trial plants We must change them and we are in fact trying

to change them

24 There is one aspect of too rapid an extension of the

public sector which might be borne in miiid That will mean

the Government facing labour problems in a large way

everywhere It is better to face these gradually than in bu

Recently, we had the threat of a bank strike In view ofme

circumstances, tins seemed to me completely unreasona e

But there a was Fortunately, this vras given up, «
suspended, as they say

25 I think that we must move towards the association o

workers in some aspects of management of an industry.

16 The AH India Bank Employees Assodautm announced on 8

December the postponement of the stnke
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been pointed out thatm the course of development it is not

only conceivable but highly likely that these two objectives

conflict with each other That is to say, a policy leading to a
rapid increase in living standards may not really lead to a
rapid decrease in unemployment In a saentific analysis of

what IS optimal comhinabon of targets, it might mean a
good deal of difference whether we maximize standards of
living or minimize unemployment Thus, some kind of

compromise has to be made at various stages

13 To give an example of this conflict between the two;
suppose, we have two alternatives to consider and compare,
one giving an annual rise in living standards of three per
cent together with an annual decrease in unemployment of
ten per cent, the other giving an annual rise in living
standards of five per cent, but decreasing unemployment by
only twoper cent Which arewe to choose?The difficulty is a
real one and has to be decided at every stage. Butm order to
decide itone shouldhave a clear picture of theconsequences
of each course of action It is here that careful statistical
analysis of social and economic phenomena become essen-

^1 We SK going to be helped greatly in this by the work
dial IS being done by the Indian Statistical Institutei* near
Calcutta on behalf of the Planning Commission.
14 In discussing these problems, which are common to
wuntries like India and China, the ideological approach is
ar less important than the praaical approach Of course, a
country will be influenced by its ideological approach, but
idiimaiely it is the practical considerations of consequences
t at will prevail Deasions in regard to these matters have to
c taken at the highest level by responsible authorities. It
may be, of course, that any deasions taken are not rigid and
are varied from year to year slightly

1 have menboned this particular aspect ofour problem
o unemployment and higher standards of living because
iis indicates the type of problem that we have to face in
niing to decisions. We can no longer proceed in an adhoc-

>4 SeeVol 3,p 478
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be, I do not know. But there can be little doubt that it will

pose befoie us a multitude of problems Tins business of

linguistic jirovinces is like Pandora's box which was full of

evil things which came out when the lid was lifted Tliese

questions will be a seveie test for us as a nation. Do we hold

together fiimly and see things from a larger point of view

and proper peispectivc, or are we too provincial and

communal-minded and caste-ridden to make any great

progiess?

29 1 am sending this letter to Delhi foi issue As 1 am going

awa> to Indonesia, I shall be unable to sign it myself I hope

you will not mind

All good wishes to you and to >our State in the New Year

Yours sincerel),
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belter to apply these existing resources in new plants which

are so much needed. Those new plants can be owned by the

State , . . j
18 We want to take advantage o£ all types of initiative and

enterprise in the country We are not sufficiently developed

to be able to rely on a State pattern entirely Also, there is

some advantage in havinga kind ofcompetition between the

public sector and the private. This will keep the public

sector up to the mark There can benodoubt that the public

sector has to grow and will dominate the scene.

19 Many people are anxious to see the rapid growth of the

public sector. Some even talk about ending private sector

and industry But, oddly enough, where the public sector is

functioning today, there is constantcriticism, even in regard

to small matters A proposal was made the other day to have

a statutory committee in Parliament to supervise the public

sector The proposal was rightly rejected If the public sector

IS to function effectively, it has to be given freedom and

initiative. Otherwise, it will become a routine Government

Department with all the checks and delays which are

connected with a Department’s working One cannothave it

both ways It is for this reason that we decided long ago to

have our major State enterprises in the form of autonomous

corporations so that there is no day to day interference with

their work

20 Parliament or a State Assembly naturallymusthave the

lastwordand shouldbe entitled to criticizewherecnucism is

necessary But overdoing this leads to irresponsibility in the

people in charge who become afraid of criticism and

therefore dare not take any step which might involve some

nsk Delays occur and delays are more costly than anything

else in a big undertaking.

21 There is much talk of scandals in Government

undertakings and undoubtedly there havebeen instances of

defalcation of funds or mismanagement of contracts and the

like Such instances should be enquired into carefully and
action taken In private industry there are plenty of such

instances, but there is seldom public entiasm because the
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of Asian questions without too much reference to what

people in Asia think There is not enough awareness of the

fact that Asia has changed and is continually changing and

has views of itsown Thegeneral effect of this announcement

about the conference has thus been to wakeup these Western

Powers to certain realiues of the situation

3 I do not know how many of the invitees are going to

accept and attend the conference I imagine, however, that

most ofthem will do so, because few would like to be leftout

from this historic conference You will observe that the

countries invited are a very mixed lot from various points of

view They do not represent the same viewpoint in

international affairs andsome of them are definitely allied to

this group or that Broadly speaking, they are under-

developed countries, except for Japan

4 Some criticisms have been made Why was Israel not

invited? Why have Australia and New Zealand been left out

and why were the two Koreas not invited?

5 The principle we laid down was that all independent

countries in Asiaand Africashould be invited Australia and

New Zealand were not in this region and therefore the

question of their invitation was not even considered There

was no objection to theirbeing invited and in fact if they are

desirous ofattending, there will probably be nodifficultym
extending the area somewhat and inviting them

6 As for Israel, undoubtedly, according to definition, U

was entitled to an invitation We did not deade on our

invitations by our likes or dislikes as Israel is functioni^

today as an independent country and a member of the U

But because of the strong opposition of the Arab country,

Israel was leftoul In the balance one had to choose whether

we would have Israel or the Arab countries

7 The two Koreas were on the borderline and it was

deaded not to invite them

8 We have had a visit* recently from the Secretary-Genera

3 2-3 January 1955
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Unless workers or their representatives are made to feel their

responsibility and realize the probl^ns thatwe have to face,

we cannot get their full support. If they are so associatedand
realize that thegrowth of the industry and greater production

are to their advantage, as well as to the advantage of the

State, then there will hardly be any talk of a strike. But then
also the management w'lll have to pay a good deal of

attention to the workers’ point of view, I think we are apt to

Ignore that point of view. There is too much of a class

division between the ordinary workers, the skilled workers,
and the management. If industry is to grow in this country,
new ideas are much more likely to come from the technical

personnel employed than from the management which
functions on a non-technical plane. In fact, the early growth
of Bnush industry and the invenuons made there came
chiefly from the lower technical staff.

26 Even in the U.S.A , many developments towards the
workers’ association with the managementhave taken place.
In Yugoslavia this has gone very far indeed In the U.S S.R.,
recent reports have indicated that the general managers of
big concerns are usually the technical peoplewho havebeen
piomoted and they are very effiaent as managers.

27 All these factors have to be considered by us, now tha t

we are on the eve of a greatdevelopment in industry in India.
28 I am wnting this letter to you on the eve of Christmas
Day Soon this year 1954 will pass the way of its innumerable
predecessors and we shall launch out on a new year. This
new year is important from the international point of view.
It will indicate whether the emphasis towards a lessening of
international tensions conunues or whether the shadow of
conflict continues to hang over us. In our domestic affairs,
the year is obviously important. It will see the formulatiori
of the draft second Five Year Plan. In the course of the year
also we are going to have the report of the States
Reorganization Commission. What this report is going to

17. The report was submitted to the Government on 30 SeoinnW
1935 See also Vol 3,pp 373-374

J^'anoer
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11 A meeting* of the Standing Committee of the National

Development Council took place soon aftermy return from
Indonesia This meeting considered the progress of work
thus far done and also certain initial steps to be taken in

regard to the second Five Year Plan This Plan is likely to

mark a big departure for us There is all-round realizauon

now that the pace of our progress must be faster, more
especially in regard to the removal of unemployment and

increasing production While we are concerned with a

variety of political problems, both national and

international, our thinking is becoming directed more and

more towards soaal and economic problems Foreign

observers from other countries have become aware of this

fact and they have pointed this out as a measure of our

growth After all, the real problems that a country faces are

social and economic Politics are an unavoidable nuisance

We in India, and to some extent other countries in Asia, are

on the eve of an industnal revolution Circumstances

compel us to bring about this change rapidly There is no

comparable example elsewhere of the problem we have to

face in India In the industrialized Western countries, these

changes have taken place in the course ofone hundred and

fifty years or more In the Soviet Union, they have been

hastened But, even so, they have taken over a generation A

major factor in the Soviet Union, however, is thepresence of

vast spaces with a relatively small population In India we

are a heavily populated country and there is not much free

land available We have to deal with this vast populauon

and take it many steps ahead in quick time A companson

can only be made with the problem as it faces China today,

because China also is a big under-developed country witli a

vast population
^ ^ u h

12 It IS this mighty problem that is beginning to absor

our attention to the exclusion of otherproblems Indeed, we

will come nowhere to solving it if our time and CTWgy

spent in political disputes The second Five Year Plan wi

8 On 7 January 1955
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New Delhi

13 January, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

Since I wrote to you last from Santiniketan, I have been to

Indonesia for the conference of (he five Colombo Powers’

Prime Ministers The conference was briefand businesslike

and Iam glad to say that there was a good deal of harmony.
We came to certain conclusions about the convening of the

Asian-Afncan Conference, * which you must have seen in the
papers.

Z This proposed conference has attracted a good deal of
attenuon offoreign countries In fact, it hasbeen considered
an event of historic significance. I think this interpretation
IS correa, though there is no mtenuon on the part of the
sponsors to create any kind of grouping or bloc or indeed to
enter into highly controversial issues.* The mere fact of a
large number of Asian countries as also some African
countries meeting together in this way indicates that Asia
has opinions of her own and intends to make them heard.
Thus far there has been too much of a tendency in Europe
andAmenca to take things forgranted inAsiaand to dispose

1 The Pnme Ministers stated that the object of the proposed Afro-
«ian Conferencewouldbe topromote goodwilland co-operationamong
•he nations of Asia and Africa, to consider their social, cultural and
•gnomic problems including the problems of special interest affecting
wetrpeople such as raaalismandcolonialism, and toview theposition ol
™iaandAfricaand their peoples in theworld todayand thecomnbuuon
•bey could make to the promotion ofworld peace and co-operation
2 This had been suggested by some sections in the WesL For example,

"rfif!”****
f^Jobe-Danocxat of USA, wrote on 2 January 1955 that

•wwously the objective is notonlya third bloc buta powerful bargaining
umttoholdout for the highest pricein Russo-Amencan comjiebuon ”
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for the future Indeed, Indian planning and the work we
have so far done have suddenly caught the imagination of a

laige part of the world It is for us now to make good the

anticipauons that we have aioused and the promises we are

making It is an exciting prospect and an adventure worthy

of this great country

16 Recently, the 42nd Session of the Indian Saence
Congress was held at Baroda’o and I had the privilege to

inaugurate it This was attended by a large number of

eminent scientists from abroad." Indian saentists also were

present in considerable numbers It was obvious that we
were advancing at a fairly good pace in science Hie
question, however, is how far we can join our scientific

talent to the process of planning and development This is

important Indeed it is necessary that we should bnng
together all the talent and ability that we possess in various

national activities Planning covers the entire field of the

nation’s work and we want, therefore, the largest measure of

co-operation and co-ordination

17 Whatever the shape of planning in the future, it is

admitted now that the production of power and of steel are

essential bases for it If we have to have industrial develop-

ment, we must have both these To some extent, we have

made provision for the development of power in our great

hydro-electncworks In steelwe haveperhaps laggedbehind

somewhat and now we want to catch up Our present

production is about a million anda quarter tons We want to

make this six million tons by the endof the second Five Year

Plan That is a fourfold increase and it will require

considerable effort. We have already deaded on the Rour-

kela plant in Onssa with the help of German technicians

We are likely soon to come to an agreement for a plant to he

putupby Sovietengineers A thirdproposal is before usnow

10 From 4 to 8 January 1955

1 1 The conference was attended by 50 foreign delegates among

were 3 Nooel prize winners—Prof PAM Dirac (Britain), Pro

Career (Switzerland), and Prof Linus Pauling (USA)
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of the United Nations, Dr Hammarskjold, on his way to

China I had long talks with him in Delhi. It is not quite

dear yet what transpired in Peking But I think it is dear
that the Chinese Government has gained a diplomatic

victory by this visit Gradually, China is coming into the

intemauonal picture in spite of non-recogniuon by many
important Powers Reality cannot be ignored for too long.

9. Two of our important and valued colleagues have died

during the last few days—Dr S.S. Bhatnagar* and Colonel
Raghbir Singh,^ the Chief Minister of Pepsu. Colonel
Raghbir Singh had played an important part in Pepsu in

difficult circumstances and it is very unfortunate indeed that

he should have died at this moment Dr. Bhatnagarcan truly

be said to have built up our great structure of saentific

laboratories in India. He has left as a memorial thirteen

magnificent National Laboratories and Institutes I am
quite sure that but for him these laboratones would have
sull been in some early stage ofbuilding. I have seldomcome
across a more dynamic person who had the capaaty to get
things done His loss to us is great

10. Three days ago, ceruun changes took place in the
Central Cabinet * Dr, Kailash Nath Katju’ has taken charge
of the Defence portfolio and Shri Govind Ballabh Pant is

now in charge of the Home Ministry which includes the
Ministry of States Dr. Katju has, ofcourse, been with us as a
valued colleague for some years past Shri Govmd Ballabh
Pant’s coming to the Central Cabinet is a great gain to us,
and to me espeaally

4 (1895-1955) Fellow of the Royal Soaety, Professor of Chemistry,
Umversuy of Punjab. Lahore. 1924-40, Director of Saentific and
Industrial Research, GovernmentofIndia, 1940-51 , Seaetary, Ministry of
^turalResourcesandSaentificResearch, 1951-55 He diedon 1 January

5 (1894-1955) Inpoliceservice.Paiialastate, 1915-24,HomeMinister.
Patiala stale, 1936-39, and of Pepsu, 1949, Chief Minister, Pepsu. 1952-53
and 1954-55 He died on 7 January 1955
6 On 10 January 1955
7 Forbfn seeVol 2, p 523
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New Delhi

26 January, 1955

My dear Chief Minisier,

Iam wilting this letter to you at thecnd ofourRepublicDay
1 have yet seen no news of the celebrations in other parts of
India But I have witnessed myself, in common with vast
numbers of other people, the celebrations in Delhi. Those
alcbrations are by no means over because they last several
days But the great parade look place tins morning
2 This parade, five years ago, was almost entirelyan affair

connected with our Defence Forces Since then it has grown
and widened its scope. A cultural pageant was attached to it

and last year a large number of boys and girls and children
from schools also took part in lu This year, there was a
further addition, and representatives of all kinds of occupa-
tions and iiade unions as well as of tribal peoples,

participated

3 This whole parade and pageant was a magnificent and
moving sight It seemed to represent India in miniature, the

unity of India in its great diversity, and India confidentand
on the march There were many foreign representauves

present, including some delegations from abroad, among
the spectators They were all powerfully impressed' What
then can I say of theimpression produced on an Indian?My
heartwas filled with prideandjoy at this sight ofour nauon

on the march realizing its goals one by one There was a

sense offulfilment in the airand ofconfidence in our future

destiny It was a happy idea, on this occasion, to include

trade unions, peasants, tribal peopleandeven nomads They

are all ofthem parts of this country ofoursand sharersmour

common desuny
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represent our approach to the solution of this problem.

Obviously the full solution will take time, mudi more than

five years or even ten years. But if we plan well and make

good to some extentm the course of the next few years, then

future progress will be assured.

13. Planning thus becomcs of high importance and has to

beapproached in an organizedway of dealing with physical

needs and supplying them, of balanang our production

with the money invested, of balancing heavy industry with

light industry and cottage industry. The approach thus

becomes much less financial and much more in terms of

physical needs and conditions. Finance becomes a relatively

secondary factor, although it is still important.

14. Our Planning Commission has a vital role to play at

this stage, naturally with the full co-operation of our

Government.The Planning Commission is alsohavingvery

valuable assistance from our Indian Statistical Institute,

working under Professor P.C Mahalanobis,® who has

invited a large number of foreign experts in planning and

staustics from aboutadozen countries We have thus got the

advanta^ of the advice of many experienced and eminent

men. I hope that we shall profitby this and produce a plan

which bears some relation to the vast problem we have to

face. Thequesuonwhichwehaveultimately to answeris the

progressive removal of unemployment till we have full

employment and, at the same time, raising of standards of

our people. I menuoned inmy last letter that there mightbe
some conflict in the emphasis tobe laidon these two factors.

Probably there is no real conflirt if planning is properly

done. In any event, I think that emphasis has to be on the

removal of unemployment.

15.

Many of us are dissatisfied with the rate of progress in

the past Tliat is right because we should always aim high.

But the fact is that there is general agreement among
competent observers abroadand in this country thatwehave
done remarkably well thus far and laid strong foundations

9 For b In see Vol 3, p 478
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one that indulges in adventunst action Itmay be sometimes

slow In movement because it does not concern itself with a

few believers but rather with the mass of the people The
Congress action, therefore, in this respect has a much wider

significance than themere expression of thewish ofa group

It can be said without a doubt that the Congress resoluuons

on our future goal andoneconomic planning’ as well as the

other resolutions,’ represent the organized expression of

mass thinking in India They are based, therefore, on reality

and on the facts of the situation This of course casts a great

responsibility on both the Congress and our vanous

Governments, Central as well as State, and all of us will have

to work our hardest to fulfil the expectations that have been

raised

7 These expectations are connected with many activiues,

but principally they have to do with the planning of our

second Five Year Plan I liavealready written to you about the

vanous activities of the Planning Commission and about a

number of foreign experts who have been considering our

problems in this new context Tomorrow morning, the

Planning Commission is meeung many of these experts for

a full discussion which, Iam sure, will be fruitful It seems

clear, however, that future planning has to be on the

physical basis

8. I have no desire to make invidious comparisons with

other countnes But, looking round the countnes ot Asia

and companng them with India today, there can be hit e

3 The economic policy nsoluuon adopted on 22 .

recorded sausfaaion ai ihe improvemeni in food sitoauon, progr»

nver valley schemes, community development projects an

extension service, called for higher producaon lo relieve ^ ,

within 10 years, for "equitable distnbunon". and for

"soaalisteconomy "inwhich thepublicsectorshouldjj ay
,

in setung up qfbasic indusmes while the pnvaie sector funenoned as per

the requirements of the plan „ called for

A The other resolutions endorsed India s forei^
«^aiandlegal

fostenngnauonalunity.aboliuonofcasiesystemand^
disabilitiesaffcctingwomen.spcedyimplementa

j.^joime
extension of co-operatives, and strengthening of party disapime
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with which British engineers and others are concerned We
may even consider a fourth

18 Some concern is felt m the country at the fall in the

pnces of foodgrains and Government are taking some
measures in regard to this to ensure stabilization. These

pnces will have to be watched carefully. We need not

however be alarmed A way to meet this is to go ahead with
our development plans in a big way.

19 lam leavingDelhi soon forSouth India for the session
of the Nauonal Congress at Avadi*^ near Madras and, onmy
way, I shall spend two days in the Andhra State where
elections are going to be held.**

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

12 Held on 21-23 January 1955
IS Andhra State Assembly elections were held on 11 Fdiruary 1955
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the China Seas and prevent any attack either by China on

Formosa or by Fotmora on the Chinese mainland This

statement was particularly related to the Korean war After

the conclusion of the Korean war. President Eisenhower

issued fresh orders^ to the Seventh Fleet saying that, while it

should prevent a Chinese attack on Formosa, it should not

come in the way of a Formosan attack on China This was a

definite variation of the old policy and orders

10. There are a large number of coastal islands of China

and many of these are at present occupied by Formosa with

the help of the U S Seventh Fleet These islands have been

used as bases for attack on China Quite apart from the

major quesuon of Formosa, it is clear that no Chinese

Government can possibly tolerate such continuing attacks

on the mainland from neighbouring islands which it

claims There has been a petty war going on over these

islands and recently the Chinese Government took

possession of one of them Logically spieaking, they were

entitled to do so So far aswe are concerned, and this applies

to every country recognizing the People’s Government of

China, we do not recognize the Formosan Government

Indeed, nobody has thus far considered Formosa as a

separate State Formosa claims to be China The quesuon,

therefore, is which is China
11 While the situauon on the coastal islands was

progressively worsening, the issue of the Amencan airmen

in China suddenly became important. The U N without

giving China even a chance to have a say, condemned China

in this matter This was, according to our thinking, wholly

a wrong procedure, even apart from the merits Now comes

President Eisenhower’s statement whudi goes farther than

any previous official declaration of the U S Government

12. At present the U S and China have both offiaally and

publicly adopted policieswhich arewholly opposed to rach

other. Both are committed to them and this means that there

i

9 On 2 February 1953 See Vol 3, pp 258-259

10 See ante, p 109
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4 I hope that I can view a situation objectively and not

allow my wishes to dominatemy thoughts Recently, I have

had the definite and ever-growing sensation of a change in

the atmosphere of India There are still many cntics and
many people whose chief function is to decry our achieve-

ments But, by and large, the sensauon is growing in this

country thatwe are makinggood progress and going ahead
The old feeling of frustration is rapidly disappearingand in

its place there is something new, something vital and
dynamic, something that is full of promise for the future

5. There is also, and this is a recent growth, a feeling that

we are takinganew step andgivmg a new turn to our policy.

TheLokSabha gave a definite lead to this by stating thatwe
should aim at a socialisuc pattern of society.* Now the
Congress has accepted this with enthusiasm and has called
upon our planners to keep this in view* and proceed to plan
on a physical basis. I have no doubt that this new turn,
which though not very new, is nevertheless a new and
marked emphasis, has been welcomed in the country and
widely appreciated Perhaps this has added to this feelingof
self-confidence and created a certain dynamism m the
situation

6 The Congress session at Avadi in Madras was undoubt-
edly a tremendous and heartemng affair. I am not for the
momentspeaking merely as a Congressman, though as such
1 am proud of this last session, but rather as an Indian
watching and participating m great national movements
The Congress has, as it has often done before, come to a
reahzauon of the realiues of the situation in India and
assumed the lead The Congress is not an academic body or

1 See ante, p 112

2 The resolution passed on 21 January 1955 stated that in order to
realize the objectives laid down in the Preamble and the Direcuve
Pnnciples of State policy of the Constiluuon of India, "planning should
take place with a view to the establishment of a soaalistic pattern ofsoaety where the pnncipal means of producuon am under social
ownership or control, production is progressively speeded up and there
IS equitable distribution of the nauonal wealth "
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doubt that the advantage lies greatly with India. It is a little

difficult for any comparisons to be made with China and,

undoubtedly, China has made considerable progress in

recent years. But the differencebetween India and the other

Asian countries is very marked, both in the politicaland the

economic spheres and, Iwouldadd, thecultural sphere also.

It IS no small matter thatwe are advancing on this cultural

front This cultur|ildevelopment is not confmed to the select

few but is something that is affecting the wide masses. That
shows the strengthand vitality of thesenew forces which are

changing our country.

9. I have been repeaung, in public and private, that the
international situation has improved and there has been a
lessening of tension. I am sorry to say that I cannot repeat
thatstatementnow. There is nodoubtthatrecentweeks have
added to these tensions and, in fact, we are facing today a
somewhat explosive situaaon in the Far East. This is

connectedwith Formosaand the coastal islands ofChina.*A
statement made by President Eisenhower two days ago has
suddenlybrought matters to a head.*American policy in the
FarEasthas notshown any continuity or indeed, if Imaysay
so, much logic. After the World War, itwas clearly statedon
behalf of America that Formosa was a part of China Even
after the Communist success in China, this was repeatedby
the State Department of the United States. A change,
however, crept in later and, when the Korean war began,

'

PresidentTruman^ ordered the Seventh U.S. Fleet* to guard

one
5 Airatta^ by the Chinese followedby capture of Yikiangshan,

ofAerial islands, led to retaliatory attadcs by *e Nationalists

am™ Congress tor immediateamontoauthome measures, includingAenseofAmencan armed forcesto asute the security ofTaiwan andAe Pescadores islands He also toldAe Congress Aatunul legulatorscould act,hewould not "hesitateso far

AeUmS **™rity of

7 HS Truman Forb fti seeVol l,p m
8 On 27 June 1950 SeeVol 2,p 184
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greatest authority in Pakistan at present He is in ill-health

It IS difficult for him to walk and even his speech is difficult

to follow because of his infirmity. I have been surprised at

and have admired his greatcourage in shouldenng his heavy

responsibiliues in spite of his bodily weaknesses and

failings

17 I would remind you thatJanuary 30th will be a Day of

Remembrance for thosewho sacrified their lives in the cause

of India’s freedom At H O’clock that day there should be a

two-minute silence everywhere

Yours sincerely,

Jaivaharlal Nehru



Receiving the Bharat Ratna from President

Rajendra Prasad, New Delhi, 7 September 1955
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produangawkward situations To some extent, it fell tome
to represent what might be called the Asian point of view. 1

am not referring particularly to the question ofFormosa but
rather to the general ferment in Asia whidi is one of the

sinking features of the present age I pointed out that this

basic upheaval ofmen's ideasand theirurges in Asiamustbe

understood It did little good to think of Asia as it was

previously, rather staticand unchanging. Asia was dynamic

today and, to some extent, even explosive, and unless we
understand this, we shall be unable to deal with any of its

problems adequately Itwas in this context that I wanted the

Far Fast situation to be considered Pakistan and Ceylon

were partly in agreement with what I said, though they did

not lay so much stress on diis aspect

4 So far as the Formosa situauon was concerned, for a

country that had recognized the new China, it followed

naturally that Formosa should bepartof it That indeed was

in keeping with the numerous statements made during and

after the WorldWar At thesame time, present facts had tobe

recognized and some peaceful way out found for a nego-

tiated settlement That was our attitude Most of the

countries did not go quite so far as this and did not wish to

commit themselves in regard to Formosa's future They

considered it undetermined although, I have little doubt,

they felt that ultimately it would have to go to China The

fact, however, of the United Slates’ strenuous objecuon to

the very idea of Formosa going to China was an effecUve

barrier to their thinking The result was that they con^-

trated on the coastal or offshore islands and wanted th^

islands to be evacuated by the Kuomintang troops If this

was done without conflict, the chances of untoward ina-

dents would lessen very greatly There would then be nearly

a hundred miles of sea between China and Formosa, w
further developments could be considered at leisure^ e

were all agreed that these offshore islands, more espeaaliy

Quemoy and the Matsu islands, should be evacuated as
soon

as possible .

5 The American atutude was by no means clear Recenuy
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, IS notmuch room forany kind ofa compromise. Meanwhile
the situation grows worse and the danger of a possible war
looms ahead again.

13 It appears to be a belief in American circles that China
can be coerced by threats Also that the Chinese people, or a
laige partof them, will rise against theirown Government if

they are given a chance Both these beliefs are completely
without foundation and I am quite sure that the Chinese
Government will not submit, in any matter vital to them,
whatever the consequences

14 There is a proposal to refer the matter to the U.N.
Secunty Counal as one involving a breach of peace.” I

cannot say what will happen Here again we come up
apinst the paradox of the U.N being compelled by
circumstances to deal with China and, at the same time, not
recognizing the new China
15 As you know, I am going to England soon r® In fact, I
shall be m London within three days from now. Naturally
thisnew development in the Far East will be the most urgent
matter to be considered

1® Yesterday, the Governor-General of Pakistan, Mr.
hulamMohammed, came to Delhi accompanied by two of

D*
^mrcral Iskander Mirza** and our old fnend

r Khan Sahib It is unusual for us to invite any foreign
ead of State for our Republic Day celebrations But we

ma e an exception in this case as we were anxious to
J^onstrate our friendly approach to Pakistan. I am glad
ey averomehereandbeen welcomed by us These visits
not ead to the solution of any big problem, but they
n y prepare the atmosphere for a more friendly and

Mr. Ghulam Mohammed, the
or-General, is obviously the person who wields the

^“'ahowerflaid that he would like to see the

Communists
^^ arrange a ceasefirebetween the Nattonalistsand the

IS
January 1955

’ Forb fn seeVol S.p 567

t
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kind of situation can last or be stabilized for long) mote
especially in the Asia of today.

7 You must have seen the proposal made on behalf of the

Soviet Government to have a conference^ sponsored by the

U K.,U S S.R .andlndia The snag about thisproposal was

and is that the Formosa Government was left out The U S

would not agree to this, apart from their dislike of a

conference itself. The Chinese Government would, on no

account, agree to the inclusion of Formosa Here was

another absolute deadlock

8 Our approach has been that before any formal confer-

ence IS convened, informal approaches might be made so as

to lessen the tension and to enable some formula to be

evolved which would lead to negotiation. This mattermight

be said to be still pending But, for the moment, I see little

hope of success in this direction >

9 The situation in the Far East and the possibility of war

have made us all consider again the nature of modem
warfare with nucleai and thermo-nuclear weapons We talk

rather glibly about the hydrogen bomb, etc , but few realize

what the use of these weapons will mean Yet, those who

know, including eminent Generals as well as scienusts, are

clear that war can only result in temble rum It can achieve

no other result In spite of this certainty, we hover on the

edge of war

10 Various military pacts and alliances are made which

are obviously the result of military thinking There was the

Manila treaty and there is now a meeting at Bangkok’ of

thosewho signed that treaty There has recently been talko

a Turco-Iraq military pact* and efforts are being made to

6 In th«r note to the Briush Government on 4 1^5.

SovietGovernment proposed a conferenceof the nations tobe e

at Shanghai or at New Delhi

7 Flora 2S to 25 February 1955

8 The pact signed on 24 February 1955

would undertake to co-operate against a

outside m keeping with the provisions ol

stipulated that the signatories

m aggression from within oi

theUN Charter
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New Delhi

23 February, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

1 wrote my last letter to you almost on the eve of my
departure for England 1 returned five days ago and, since

then, I have been trying to catch upwith arrears of work and
to pick up old threads again.

2 The Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference* in
London coincided accidentally with the development of a
grave crisis in the Far East This was in connection with
Formosa and the off-shore islands of China. It was natural,
therefore, for the Prime Ministers’ Conference to pay much
attention to this crisis We discussed it at some length and
there was some difference of opmion * But there was also a
measure of agreement All ofuswere veryanxious to help in
lessening the tension and findmg some way which might
lead to negotiation between the parties concerned We did
not succeed in this Nevertheless, itdid all of us good to
the viewpoints of the others. Thus, we could form a better
picture of the situation.

3 It was natural for the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand to be nearer to the American
viewpoint and to understand it belter. China was still a far
off country to them, which had indulged in a revolunon

1 Held from SI January w 8 February 1955

.1

.^ At the Conference while India supported China’s claim to the off.ore islands, most other Commonwealth countries shared thp Hr t u«ew ttet as the Chinese claim to tfiese islands JuesStshould be deaded through peaceful means and noTbyCe off^
“ “
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of Egypt will visit India soon to study our planning and
governmental structure He was also interested to find out

something about our party structure

12 The developments in the Middle East indicate the

growth of American influence and the gradual lessening of

British influence The United Kingdom, after resisting this

trend forsome time, now appears to be falling in line with it

13. In Pakistan, there have been rather strange develop-

ments The Sind Chief Court has held that the Governor-

General’s proclamation dissolving the Constituent Assem-

bly was illegal This has produced a very curious situation

andno one quite knows what future developments might be

Pakistan, both politically and economically, is in a state of

flux and uncertainty There is much talk of military

alliances with West Asian countries, but the inner situation

appears to deteriorate This is a lesson for us as well as for

other countries. Real strength lies within the country and

cannot be borrowed from outside

14 Whatever the state of the Pakistan Government might

be, there is no doubt that a marked change has come over

popular feelings in Pakistan as well as in India The old

bitterness has gone and there is a definite desire to make

friends The recent cricket test match in Lahore*® was

attended by tens of thousands of Indians who had crossed

over from East Punjab Visa rules and regulauons had been

relaxed for this purpose The Pakistanis treated the Indians

with great friendliness and cordiality, and there were many

touching reunions This is a basic improvement which is a

happy sign

15 The situation in Indo-China has detenorated in recent

weeks There have been developments in all the Stateswhich

give us some anxiety In Cambodia, the King had a

referendum'® on the quesuon of monarchy He got some-

14 The Smd Chief Court on 9 February 1955 upheld the

challenging the Govemor-Genetal’s proclamation of 24 October

15 From 29 January to 3 February 1955

16 Held on 7 February 1955
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Mr Dulles* has spoken at some length and has perhaps

daiifled the U.S. positiona little,^ though evennow it is full

ofambiguity. He has stated thatQuemoy and Matsu islands

are not necessary for American strategy, but he has added
that if they are attacked, the U S Navy would defend them.

He has further made it clear that the Kuomintang Govern-
ment of Formosa is not willing to evacuate them There the

matter rests at present The situation is obviously full of

danger. On the one side, the Chinese proclaim loudly and
repeatedly that they will attack and seize not only these

islands but Formosa itself. On the other hand, the

Americans appear to he determined to prevent this. Mean-
while, attack and counterattack continue in some small
measure. There is always a danger of something happening
which may lead to an explosion on a bigger scale President
Eisenhower has referred® to Formosa as the spearhead of
their strategic defence If that is so many thousands of miles
away from the United States, then it is legitimate for the
Chinese to think that Formosa is mudi more necessary for
their defence.

6 I think that the Amencans are afraid that if the coastal
islands are evacuated, the Kuomintang forcfes in Formosa
would be demoralized and might even crack up This is
certainly a possibility This indicates that the present regime
in Formosa has little inner strength and is bolstered up by
external forces. One might perhaps compare it, though the
parallel is not exact, to an old Indian state or some other
kind of subordinate state. It is difficult to imagine that this

3 John Foster Dulles Forb {n seeVol 2,p 567
4. On 6 Febnwry 1955. Dulles said that "the United States has no^mitmeni and no purpow to defend the coastal islands as suA Thew: purpose to assure that Formosa and the PescadorK i*nii k^bly «hen over by the Chinese Commun.su "

V S armrf forces had not been used to help theKuommSfSTachen islands, but only to evacuate the islandsandregToun^ir for,!^thus avoiding a “bloody and wasteful battle "
^ '

5 On 24 January 1955
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pariicular attention to it, and 1 hope your officers will make
a special study of u This community programme is
something unique in India, and it has drawn world atten-
tion It IS going to be of enormous benefit to our people
19. From time to ume, there is an agitation for legislauon
to ban cow slaughter It is even reported that some States are
ransidering this matter I should like tomake it clear that, so
far as the Central Government is concerned, it considets any
such legislauon unwise and inexpedient. Indeed, there is an
apprehension that such legislation will really be not to the
advantage of protecting dur best cattle The mere fact of a
continuing agitation should not make us adopt a course
which IS not a right one I think we should go to the public
and explain the position quite clearly Our public under-
stands when anything is put in clear language to them At
any rate, that is my experience I am very anxious to protect
our cattle wealth in the country, and I have often wntien to
you about it But the way to do so is not by legislation to ban
cow slaughter

20 Duringmy absence from India, theTravancore-Cochin
Government fell,*® and the Andhra elections started These
elections are still taking place, and the final results will not

be known for another ten or twelve days In Travancore-
Cochin a new Government has been formed Some
cniiasm has been made on the ground that the retiring

Chief Minister’s advice to dissolve the Assembly was not

followed I think this criucism is not justified m principle

and much less so in the parucular arcumstances of the case

in Travancore-Cochin Even in the United Kingdom, it was

for longdoubtful whether this prinaple invanably applied

But circumstances there are different There are two major

parties However, in Travancpre-Cochin we had the odd

spectacle of the Government parly being 18 only in a House

of 1 18 By no pnnaple or convention could it be considered

19 On 8 February 1955, the Praja-Socialist Minisny was voted out of

power after ten months and it resigned two days later

20 P Govinda Menon became Chief Minister on H February 1955
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extend it so as to include Pakistan, Iran, Lebanon, etc. I fail

to understand what good these little pacts and alliances can

do either in war or in peace One thing they certainly do is to

vitiate the atmosphere and to bring conflict and bitterness

The proposed Turco-Iraq pact has irritated Egypt greatly®

and is breaking up the Arab League In the nuclear age in

which we live,these small countries with their little armies,

etc , can make no difference in a military sense

11 On my return from England, I spent two days in

Cairo" and had long talks with the Prime Minister'® and
other Ministers of the Egyptian Government These talks

disclosed a similarity of outlook in many matters That
similarity was no doubt partly the result of the Egyptian
reaction to the Turco-Iraq pact. Bui it was something more
than that Egypt’s leaders had undoubtedly matured since I

saw them last nineteen months earlier Colonel Carnal
Nasser, the Prime Minister, creates an impression of integ-
nty and sincerity as well as of greater matuniy. He and his
colleagues talked to me much more about planning and
economic matters than of politics That itself showed a
certain growth in their thinkingas well as greater stability in
the country They were much attracted to our planning in
India and the progress we had made and wanted me to tell
them all about it It is likely thattheDeputyPrime Minister**

9 The Egyptian Govetnmeni opposed the jiact on the ground thji it

solidarity and wolate the Atab Collectue

expr^ion to the Arab nauons and co-ordinate aomties

II 1 1 to 17 Februar) 1955

13 Gamal Salem
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24 On my way back from London, I met M, Mendes-
France, the retiringPnme Minister of France “He was good
enough tocome to the airport to see me, and I hada long talk

with him I was much impressed by him I am sure that he

will play an important part in France in the future, even

though he is ceasing to be Pnme Minister now
25 Parliament began itsnew session on the 21st February

We have, as usual, a heavyprogramme with the budget, etc I

attach special importance to the constitutional amendment
and to the Hindu Law Reform Bills

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

23 He lost office on 5 February 1955 as a result of »

motion movedagainsthim in theFiendiNanonalAssemblyonhisWon

African policy
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thing like 98 per ant votes m favour of monarchy, but the

whole proadure about this referendum vias open to

question,” and there was no secrecy about voting.

16. In another seven weeks’ time, we shall have the Asian-

African Conferena atBandung in Indonesia. The mere fact

of this conferena meeung is of the highest importance,

whatever it might do It is some kind of a small UN It is

viewed with much apprehension in some of the countries of

the West Even in normal umes, this conference would have

attracted a great deal of attention. At present, with the

Formosa crisis, the importana of this conferena becomes

even greater

17 I find that during my absena from India, there has

ban some controversy about the Congress decision to have a

soaalist pattern of society ** Some havesaid that this is just

bluffand a vote-catching device. Some havebeen frightened

by this definite advance in the Congress policy We can

argue about this matter of course, but it is really what we do

that will count I have no doubt that the resoluuons of the

Avadi Congress have ban welcomed by the general public

in India. They have raised the Congress morale and made

people realize that the Congress is very much a living and

dynamic organization This step taken by the Congress has

to be consolidated fully m our people’s minds and in our

actions. All our development and planning should procad
now on this basis. There is no need for any persons to fear

this development, unless they belong to an out-of-date era

when unrestricted private enterpnse was believed in

18 Some ume ago, our community projects administra-

tion sentyou a longnoteoncommunity development. I have
no doubt you must have read it I would like to draw your

17 On the eve o( the teCeiendum the police had raided all newspaper
offices in Pnom-Penh, suppressed news published in newspapersbelong-
ing to Opposition groups and arrested some journalists

18 For example, Acharya Vinoba Bhavehad termed the resolution as
"vague”, and Ajoy Ghosh of the Communist Party, had termed it as a
“hoax” and "a vote-catching device " See ante, p 125
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these critiasms by giving up or toning down some of these

proposals * Otherwise, the budget was generally within the

framework of the first Five Year Plan

4 We are passing through a penod of incubation in so far

as the second Five Year Plan is concerned, we shall have to

come to certain importantdeasions in the course of the next

feiv months These decisions will involve our general

approach to planningin futureand thepace ofprogress that

we want to set Therehas been someargumentaboutwhat is

called physical planning and finanaal planning The

argument, though helpful to some extent, was perhaps not

wholly appropnate. TTiere should be no conflict between

these two approaches Obviously, the financial element

cannot be ignored and must play an important part The

ques'tion really is to what extent physical planning should

come into the picture. It is said that planmng in the real

sense involves physical planning and, mdeed, even in the

past, we have had to consider the physical aspecL We could

not go far in this direction because of the lack of data and

statisucs We have now much more information and this is

beingadded to from day to day. It is by no means completeor

fully satisfactory, butprobablywe haveenoughnow to form

a basis for future work and planning It seems to me that we

should give greater emphasis to this physical side of

planning for the second Five Year Plan and proceed to

collect as much more data aswe can. It is proposed to hold a

meeting of the Standing Committee of the Nauonal

Development Council early in May, when, I hope, some

definite decisions will be taken.

5. Meanwhile, it has already been indicated that planning

is not likely to suffer for lack offunds We are in a position to

go ahead pretty far on the financial side provided our

machinery is adequate to spend the money that is available

4 On 21 March. CD DehmuJch announced a number of

exasedutyon items likesewing machines, electncbulbsand »
P®

cotton and woollen tabncs
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proper for the leader of a party of 18 to demand, as of
^

dissSuUon. vfhen there was a possibility of a majonty

Government being formed

21

About one thing, however, I should like to express my

opinion quite clearly. I do not like attempt w indu«

individuals to leave their parties and join another. I do not

mean to say that this has happened But thismat^ has been

raised publicly, and I think we should be clrar about it. It is

natural in a changing situauon for individuals to cha^
their opinions or to change their parties But that shouldbe

left to a natural process and should not be brought about by

any kind of inducement

22

My visit to Europe brought before me even more than

before, the great position that India occupies in the
minds of

people abroad. You may have heard that Dr Ollenhauer,

leaderof the SocialistDemocratic Party ofGermany, came to

London specially to see me I had no desire to be entangled

in theGerman problem ofrearmament, although it is one of

the vital problems of the day I met him, of course, though

informally, and had a long talk with him He is a very

prominent Opposition leader of Germany today In our

talks, he explained to me his posinon and his views, which,

according to him, were supported by large numbers of

people in Germany. He wanted Great Power talks with the

SovietUnion aboutthe future ofGermany. Hewas naturally

opposed to Germany remainingpartitioned into two States.

Itwas not forme tomakeany commitments, and I listened to

him

23

Soon after, Chancellor Adenauer® of West Germany
expressed a wish to see me No doubt, he felt that I should

have the other viewpointplacedbeforeme Unfortunately, it

,

was not possible for me to meet him.

21 Ench Poliuker Ollenhauer (1901-1963}

22 Konrad Adenauer (1876-1967) LawyerandmemberoftheCatholic
Centre Party, Member, Prtmnaal Diet of Rhine Province, 1917-33, co-
founder of the Christian DemoctaucUnion, 1945 and its President, 1946-
66, Chancellor of West Germany, 1949-61
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by certain secuons outside, has had a remarkably easy career

thus far in Parliament In fact, there was hardly any real or

effective opposition It has now emerged from the Joint

Committee which, I think, has improved it and simplified

It ^ It IS now completely in line with what we ourselves said

in the Constituent Assembly at the time of making tbe

ConsUtution Certain industrial and other interests, both in

India and abroad, are rather apprehensive. I think that this

apprehension is wholly unjustified It is not our policy to

expropriate or to give what might be called nominal

compensation That does not pay in the end evbn from the

practical point of view But we cannot allow all our soaal

work to be hung up because a matter is taken repeatedly to

the law courts, and we have to await their decision This

Constitution Amendment Bill is a good example of the

conflictbetween the large mass ofpublicopinionon theone

side and in favour of it andsome vested interests on the other

side

1 1 The Hindu Reform Bills are making slow progress I

earnestly hope that one of them, namely, the MamageBill,

will be pass^ during this session of Parliament The other

important Bill—the Hindu Succession Bill—has been

referred to a Joint Committee of the two Houses and should

come up at the next session

12 Two days ago, a private Bill cameup before Parliament

for banning cow slaughter completely * I opposed this, and

It was lost by a very big majority. I have often written to you

about the urgent need for cattle protection and, more

particularly, for the preservation of milch cows That is a

matter of great importance toour country, but this approa

of passingsuch a Bill appears tome to be completelywro^

andnot even in the interest of the cattle and much less of the

5 The Joint Select Committee on SI March

quesuons relaung to the adequacy of compensauon be deaoea y

legislature outside judicial purview See also ante, p 61
«e,,h

6 On 2 April the House rejected the motion forconsi^uon
oiMm

Govind Das’s bill seeking a ban on cattle slaughter Nehru saio in

will resign rather than accept such a bill
”
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New Delhi

4 April, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

1 must apologize to you for the long gap since my last letter

was written to you- 1 have no adequate excuse except that I

have been rather overwhelmed with work during these five

* weeks or more There has been no lack of subjects to write

upon, and I have often wanted to bring to your notice many
matters of concern to us, both in the national and
international sphere But, because of this lapse of time,

many of these questions have become rather out of date

2 Parliament has been sitting all this dme, and has
considered imporunt matters There has been the general
bm^et* and the railwaybudget ®Among the more important
measures before Parliament have been the Constitution
Fourth Amendment Bill and the Hindu Law Reforms Bill.

There has been a conference of Governors and Rajpra-
mukhs,* and there havebeenmany important visitors In the
foreign field, the situauon has in no way improved
3 The railway budget indicated sausfactory progress and
was well recall by Parliament. On the general budget,
cntiasm was chiefly directed towards certain fresh taxauon
proposals The Finance Minister has already met many of

t The Central Budget for 1955-56 presentedm the Lok Sabba on 28
February 1955 showed a deCiat of Rs 318 crores

io»
™ Sabba on 22 February 1955, the railway budget for

1355-56 reeled a net surplus of Rs 7 14 crores The Minister for
Katiways also announced some concessions in fares and freights

o,;,.

**'“,*?" 26 February 1955, the conference discussed thequestion oflawand orderandreviewed progressin the fields ofeconomic^etopraent. higher educauon, and the uplift of scheduled castes and
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asked some of our scienusts to do this. At a later stage, we
shall give further thought to this matter.

14 You are no doubt aware that a conference on the

peaceful uses ofatomicenergy is going to beheld in Geneva

in August next^ under the Chairmanship of Dr. Homi
Bhabha,^ who is our leading expert in matters relating to

atomic energy. India is beginning to play a progressively

more important role in this field of atomic energy for

peaceful purposes We hope to have an experimental

research reactor ready by the end of this year or the

beginning of next year. By the end of next yearwe are likely

to have another and a bigger reactor.

15. The situation in Formosa and the China Seas has

slightly toned down during the lastfew weeks. But thatdocs

notmean a real improvement. There is angerand distruston

both sides and a preparation for possible v/ar. We can do

little about n, but we do not give up hope and continue to

press our viewpoint whenever opportunity occurs. In Indo-

China also, the situation has somewhat worsened and the

penod of unanimous deasions by our Commissions thOT

has come loan end. Several difficultproblems have arisen in

Laos’® and there has been a marked difference of opinion

even among the Members of the Commission,” chiefly in

8 From 8 lo 20 August 1935.

9. 11909-1966) Fellow of Royal Sodety, C3iainnan, Atomic En^
Commission, 1949 66, Secretary, Dcpartmeni ofAtomic Energy#

1954-66,

President, International Conference on Peaceful Uses ofAtomic Energy,

Geneva, 1955, killed in an air crash .

10 Hosuliuesbetwecn theLaotian GovemroeniandPaihetLaoit^

conunued during this penod During the n^ouations between tMtw

sides Pathet Laoconceded theGovemment’sright tosovereignty
o

northem provinces leading to theireventual unifieaiiim but maintai^

their own nght to mobilize armed units to resist interference i

provinces pending a final political settlement .

11, While the Canadian member insisted that

thearmisticeagreementshould demarcateareas
undw Patbe

„ . i,

in northern provinces and condemn any breach

membermaintained thatunder theagreement theCommissi ,

no action in the northem areas rill the two side* had reached a poimai

settlement
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This is important, or else we either waste the money or it

remains unspent for lack of due preparation.

6 This preparation does not merely mean making a long

list of projects but viewing each project from the point of

viewof Its frttilnginto the larger picture and, more especially

,

indicating its employment potential. Above all, the most

urgent need is likely to be of trained personnel in various

grades andin various departments of activity It takes time to

tram people and, unless we start immediately, we shall be

held'up later The most important step to be taken now,

therefore, is to make adequate provision for trained

personnel that is likely to be necessary in the near future. I

hope thatwe shall add toour training institutes considerably

before long.

7, There can be no doubt the country is in a mood of hope

and expectation. It is looking forward to a more rapid

advanceand to big achievements Publicco-operauon will, I

think, certainly be forthcoming We have, therefore, all the

basic elements for rapid progress provided we ourselves

come up to the mark.

8 This favourable and hopeful atmosphere in the public

generally is due to many causes—the improvement in the

, food situation, the general sausfaction with our foreign

policy, and the new turn 'that has been given to our

objectives and our basic policy by Parhament as well as the

Avadi Ckmgress.The decision toaim at the establishmentof

a socialist pattern of Society has undoubtedly been widely
welcomed It has reflected the public mind and produced a
sense of enthusiasm This has been mdicated in many ways,
notably by the results of the Andhra elections.

9. The dangernow seems tome to lie in complacency, and
Iam very anxious that all of usshould realize thisand avoid
It There is, of course, no room for complacency either
internally or in the foreign field. In fact,we have arrivedata
stagewhen our fullest effortis needed, bothon the part of the
Government and the people.

10 The Consutuuon Amendment Bill, though criucized
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18 In Nepal, King Tnbhuvan of Nepal dicd'^ in

Switzerland and lias been succeeded by his eldest son,‘^ who
IS wielding all authority at present. I have littledoubt that he

will form a Cabinet beforelong I hope chat the youngKing
will meet with success and tliat the present deplorable state

of Nepal will improve

1 9 Within a few days Iam expecting the Prime Ministerof

Egypi'^ with a large company and the Deputy Pnme
Ministerand Foreign Minister ofAfghanistan >*1110 Deputy

Prime Minister of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam

{North)*^ will also be here soon

20 I have decided to visit the Soviet Union early in June I

expect to spend about two weeks there and then to go for

tliree days to Poland I might also visit Yugoslavia

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

15 On 14 March 1955 , , ,

16 Mahendra Vir Bikram Shah (1920-1971) King of Nepal. 1S55-/1.

dismissed the Minisiry and assumed full poiveis, 1960

17 Visited India from 12 to 15 April 1955

18 Mahommad Naim Khan (b 1911) Afghan politi^.W
Premier and Minister of Education, 1937. Ambassadw to

U S A , 1950, Foreign Minister and Deputy Premier, 195^»

19 Pham Van Dong (b 1906) Close assoaaM of Ho CM

Minister of Foreign Affaim, 1954-61 and

Republic of Vietnam, 1955-76. Pnme Minister, 1976-8h ana .

Counal of Ministers. Soaalist Republic of Vietnam, 1981
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country. We have to take this matter up constructively.

Much has been done in Bombay and Calcutta, the two big

aties whichhave sinned most in this respect Muchmore has

to be done. We must concentrate on prevenung completely

the killing of any milch cow That is the first esrential step,

and I hope that parucular attention will be paid to this in

some ofourbig cities Whilewe shoulddo this as soon as and

as effectively as possible, we shouldnotand cannotsurrender

to the agitational demand of some of the communal

organizations which seek to exploit religion for political

advantage I know that some people, including Congress-

men, feel strongly on this subject. I appreciate their senti-

ment but not this approach. I spoke, therefore, rather

strongly on this subject, so that there might be no doubt left

in the publicmindabout our general policyand approach to

this important question.

13. Fourdays ago, I spoke in Parliamenton foreign affairs ^

I covered a fairly broad field, and I would draw your

attention to the report of my speech. It is important thatwe

shouldhave dear ideas about these developments They ate

often confusing if viewed separately, and the constant streu

on a great stru^le between communism and anti-

communism prevents any danty of thought or action. The
first thing to remember is that modem war is the final

calamity and it must be avoided Few people realize the

terrible effects of these modem weapons. We have been

pressed by certain eminent foreigners to appoint a

Commission which would study objectively and

saenufically what the effect of these modem weapons is

likely to be After much thought, we dedded not to appoint

some such Commission atpresentbut, in fact,wearc taking

steps to collect such informationas is available, andwehave

7 Speaking inLokSabhaon 31 Match 1955,Nehrusaid thattherewas
nodangerofwar in thenear futurethough the “situationgenerally in the
World hashardened "Hedescribed the foilhcomingBandungConference
® a unique one and of histone importance ” He also referred to the
South East Asia security pact, the situation in Indo-China andFormosa,
relations with Pakistanand Sn Lanka, and the future of Goa
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Cambodia had come previously * Then came the Foreign

Minister of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam^ (North

Vietnam or Viet Minh) The Foreign Minister of South

Vietnam® was also to havecome here, but at the last moment
he had to cancel his visit because of the conditions of civil

war in Saigon ® Two days ago the Prime Minister of Egypt

and the Deputy Pnme Minister and Foreign Minister of

Afghanistan reached Delhi There have been many
'functions in their honour The most notable of these was

what was meant to be a municipal function when addresses

of welcome were presented to them A bright idea struck us

that this should be in the open with plenty of room for the

public tocome As a result, a mighty gathering collected and

Delhi gave a popular welcome which no foreign visitor has

ever had in the long history of Delhi City Estimates of the

crowd varied from 300,000 to 500,000 But the most

remarkable feature was the absolute discipline and orderli-

ness' of this mighty concourse of human beings Our guests

as well as the many diplomats and foreigners present were

naturally greatly impressed This meeting became a symbol

of the disciplined upsurge of India's and Asia's humanity, a

symbol of the new resurgent spirit of Asia, and a coming

together of the countries of Asia and Africa It was a fitting

prelude to the Bandung Conference

S The Bandung Conference has excited a tremendous

amount of world attention Some view it favourably, others

with apprehension But, as I have said previously, whatCTcr

the result of this Conference, it is an historic event whim is

bound to affect in many ways the future functioning of
thee

countries of Asia and Africa There are some people w lo

will perhaps try to obstruct the work of the Confeience ana

to make it fail But I imagine that the spirit of the umes ana

the moving tide ofevents in Asia and Africa will be too mu

3 Norodom Sihanouk Visittd India from J6-24 March

4 Pham Van Dong visited India from 7-1 1 Apnl 1955

5 Tran Van Do
6 See ante, p 147
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regard to the interpretation of the Geneva Agreement. In

Saigon, South Vietnam, there is actually a small-scale civil

ivar going on The condiuon of South Vietnam is indeed

most extraordinary. Perhaps the most remarkable fact of all

15 that the Head of the State, Bao Dai, resides in the Riviera

in the South of France while his country is tom by avil war
and appears to be disintegrating

16 World attention is being concentrated on the coming
Asian-African Ginfeience at Bandung in Indonesia.

Whatever the final result of this conference will be, it will

mark a historic stage in the development of Asia and, to

some extent, Africa. I intendgoing thereon the 15th ofApril

and expect to return by the 27th.

17 Conditions in Pakistan have also been very peculiar

and the Governor-General has taken all power to himself.**

This shows the precarious political state of Pakistan. The
economic conditions are alsobad.The present Government
ofPakistan is apparently bentonwhatAey call the one-unit
scheme, that is, thewhole ofWest Pakistanbeing made into
one unit. Anyone who opposes this is quietly removed,
however high his position might be. In spite of this terrific

pressure, Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan** has raised his voice
against this one-unit scheme. Meanwhile, there has been a
steady stream of Hindu migrants from East Pakistan and

' th» has created a difficult position m West Bengal.

12 The suuauonm South Vietnam detenotated after the withdrawal

wh
^ Xuyen groups to Ngo Diem

b»r k
*0 “mty the army undera single commandand reconsunite

j
^'* *o fighunginSaigonon 28and29Maich 1955

conii
„“’“*^**'®"“»ss“«lon27March 1955, heassumedpowers to

and
^^'s**** o"® rename EastBengal as East Pakistan

abse^ol^haniOTL*'
* approve the budget m the

H Porbln seeVoLl.p 279
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Korea If this move succeeds, then the situation is likely tobe
more dangerous and Korea may be repeated, on a much
vaster scale We have made clear our apprehensions to some
of the countnes concerned

8 Bringing this matter before the UN rules out the

Security Counal It is not difficult for theU N , constituted

as It IS, to pass any resolutionbrought forwardby theU S ,as

It did in the case of Korea and China when the quesuon of

the airmen prisoners was brought up Thus, if the U N is

tied up with this matter, it is likely to remove some restraint

onU S.acaon TheU S itself is tiedup to Chiang Kai-shek

As aresult, any aggressive action byChiangKai-shek might
draw in the U S and later the other Western countnes, in

case the U N is brought in At present, the atutude of the

U K and some other countnes is a deterrent. It will cease to

be so if they arebroughtin through the U.N. tosomekmdof
general approval of any policy there Hence the danger

9 On the Chinese side equally, there appears to be a good

deal of stubbornness I bdieve that the Chinese position is

essentially correct in regard toFormosa, etc But the fact that

It IS correct will not save us bom a big conflict if certain

events take place I cannot sayhow farChma is prqiared to

go.

10' It may be that .the mere fact that the Bandung

Conference is going to meet has exerased a restraining

influence on the Far Eastern situation and after the

Conference other developments might take place.

11 In Indo-China practically everyone swears by Ae

GenevaAgreement in pubhc, but it is byno means dear mat

in private all these people also wish to implement that

agreement There is much internal fincuon and talk of war

and a g^at deal ofsuspiaon ofeach other. I think the visito

Pham Van Dong, the Foreign MinisterofNorth Viemam,
to

Delhi did some good

12. The situauon in the Middle East is also becoming

rather volcanic Israel has committed some ac
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New Delhi

14 April, (Midnight). 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

1am wnting this letter to you on the eve ofmy departure for

the Asian*African Conference in Bandung. Within a few

hours I shall be leaving Delhi accompanied by the Prime

Minister of Egypt, the Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign

Minister of Afghanistan' and their parties We shall spend a

night in Rangoon and the next mormng U Nu, the Prime

Minister of Burma, will join our party and go with us.

2 Idonotwant to leaveIndia without sending this letter to

you I am, therefore, wnung this letter after midmght In

fact, 1 shall notbehere to sign it.You will plrase excuse that.

In these circumstances the letter has to be briefer than usual,

although I have much to say.

3. The terrible disaster to one of our Adr India

Imemauonal Constellations three days ago has come as a

great blow to all of us and I have felt peculiarly distressed

about It for a number of reasons which you, no doubt, will

appreciate.* I shall say nothing more because the matter is

under enquiry

4 During the last ten days we have had a number of

distinguished visitors. As you know, the ex-King of

1 Gamal Abdel Nasser and Mohammad Naim Khan arrived in New
belhionlZApnllSSB
2 The Kashmir Princess crashed m the Indian Ocean while on a

bartered (lightfromHongKong toJakartacarryingoneVietnameseand
two Polish journalists and an advance party of the Chinese delegation to
the Bandung Conference nie crash was later found to be the result of
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16 The world thus continues to stand at the edge of a

precipice Only the fear of an all-out atomic war keeps it

from toppling over.

17 We cannot ignore these developments in the world

which are likely to affect the future ofevery country Norcan
we Ignore the extension of the idea of spheres ofinfluenceof

the Great Powers in Asia That is a challenge to the

independence of Asian countries Unfortunately many of

them areweakandsome ofthem are governed by reactionary

and also venal governments

18 It IS in this context that we are going to meet at

Bandung. Later, early in June, I intend going to the Soviet

Union I shall also visit then Czechoslovakia,^' Poland,**

Austria'* and Yugoslavia i*

19 But let us forget for the moment these dark clouds on

the international horizon Our chief work lies in India and

we are getting more and more engrossed in the working out

of our second Five Year Plan Early next month vre are

havinga meeting of the Nauonal Development Counal'* of

the Planning Commission, of which all Chief Ministers are

members This will consider the kind ofbroad frameivorkof

a Plan If this is approved, as I hope it will be, then future

work will be shaped accordingly This is ofgreat importance

for our whole future work which will depend on the new

turn we give by our deasions All Chief Ministers will soon

receive, if they have not already done so, some papers roni

the Planning Commission for their consideration lese

papers will include a plan frame, a note by the

Division of the Planning Commission and the Econo

Department of our Finance Ministry, and also a ®

these papers prepared by the panel of economists

panel consists of some of our most eminent economi

10 Nehru visited the Soviet Union from 7 to 23 June 1955

11 On 6 June 1955-

12 Flom 23 to 25 June 1955

13 On 26-27 June 1955

14 From 30 June to 6 July 1955

15 It met on 5-6 May 1955
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for them. I suppose that the Ckinference will largely deal

with general principlesand live issues, the firstamong these

being necessarily the quest for peace Many countries

represented there will, no doubt, try to bring their own

problems and difficulties But it is difficult for a Conference

like this to consider controversial questions affecting coun-

tnes inter se We cannot decide this question by voting

6. Outwardly, there appears to be some toningdown in the

international situation and no major inadents have been

reported But we should not be led into any sense of security

by this The position is a dangerous one in the Far Eastern

seas and in the Middle East also danger lurks The question

of Formosa and the Matsu and Quemoy islands appears as

insoluble as ever. The U S Government have made it

perfectly clear thatan attackon Formosaby the Chinese will

mean war 1 think they mean this Whether an attack on
Quemoy and Matsu will also lead to a major conflict, or

whether there willbe such an attadc, Ido notknow To some
extent, Amencan declarations have toned down a little It

has beenmade clear that thereshouldbe no attack by Chiang
Ifai-shek’s forces or by the Americans on The Chinese

mainland. In other words, the United States accepts the

Chinese People's Republic on the mainland, though
formally it might not say so That, at long last, is

recogniuon of reality and therefore to be welcomed
1 But this does not really ease the situation Mr Dulles’s

*®cent statement' indicates that the U.S. want these and
connected matters to be brought before the U.N The object

apparently is to ue up, through the U N , the United
Kingdom and other Western countries. It will be
remembered that the U.K , Canada, etc, have clearly stated
dial they are not committed to any war in the Far East over
die question ofFormosa orMatsu orQuemoy, but that if theUN becomes responsible for any acuvity, they would
naturally have to share theburden Now, theU S is trying to
bring the U.N. into the picture, as was done in the case of

1 Otil2Apnll955
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own momentum This community project movement has

developed thatand sometimes this very progress, which is so

heartening, is a bit frightening also lest we fail to keep pace

with It The real difficulty, as I have pointed out to you,

might well be the lack of trained personnel Hence the

urgent necessity to train people for all the types ofwork that

are required in our hundreds of thousands ofvillages So bir

as our rural areas are concerned, the life of the people will

revolve more and more around these community schemes

23 While very good work has been done in these

community projects and the national extension scheme, one

important aspect has not been adequately dealt with thus

far This is the cottage or household industry side of our

work there In some places this has begun well, but it has to

go very far still before it can produce satisfactory results

More stress must, therefore, be laid on this You will see later

that in the second Five Year Plan cottage~and household

industries occupy a place of great importance

24 The present posiuon is that 825 community projects

and nauonal extension scheme blocks have been allotted

Out of these, work is being done in 718 such blocks The

villages covered by them are estimated to be over 99,000 and

thenumber of persons covered are roughly estimated tobe62

millions

25 There is still a very marked shortage of personnel m
public health, engineering and animal husbandry work as

well as administrative personneh The question therefore o

training people is one which mustbe given toppnonty
It is

perfectly clear now that any person trained for the vanous

aspects of work in the community projects and the nauona

extension service will not suffer for want of employment

26 The success of this rural work has been essenually due

to the public co-operation received, although I mus

commend the work of our officials also Future ^
depend more and more on how farwe can make t

.

people's work rather than official arid govemmmBi wor

Of course, the two will have to work together We ^ .

be developing a new pattern of democratic working
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aggression on Egypt* The policy of Israel recently has
become tougher and it almost appears that a crisis is

deliberately sought after. It seems diat Israel is getting a
measure of badcing from the U.S. and the U.K. m order,

chiefly, to bring pressure upon Egypt to fall in line.

13. The Iraqi-Turkish Pact,® to which the U.K. has
adhered, has, as you know, split the Arab world. Egypt and
Syria have opposed it stoutly and so has Saudi Arabia. But
Jordan and Lebanon are definitely in the orbit of the West-
ern Powers and their alliances. Syria has been subjected to
very greatpressuredirectlybyTurkeyand indirectlybysome
WesternPowers tojoin thepact Syna has resisted Ais,but it

is by no means sure that it can continue to do so. All these
countries of Western Asia are weak and are governed by
small groups, often supported by big Powers.

14 In the event of Israel attacking Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon
andJordanwill probably look on. Syriacando little and the
Saudi Arabia even less. Thus, the brunt will fedl on Egypt
Israel’s military strength is far greater than Egypt’s Egypt is
thus put in a very precarious position and there is much
TOncern in the minds of Egypt’s leaders. Any defeat in the
battlefield or even a major diplomaac defeat might
Mifanger the present Government which, I think, for all its
raults, IS a good and effective Government anxious to
improve the condition of Egypt. If that Government fallc
wme other Governmentworking under the direction of the
WesternPowers mightwellcomem. Thatwill be the endof
Egypt s independence for the present.
IS. Ita Europe, the question of rearmament of Geimany
inch has now been practically decided upon is producing

Its naturalreactions in the SovietUnionwhich is likelysoon

its
^ intensifiWis armament and heavy industry programmes
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applying this metric system to our coinage Other further

steps would follow gradually. Perhaps, the whole process

might well take ten or even fifteen years We must, of course,

keep the public fully in thepicture and educate them in this

matter so that the changeover might be made with as hide

upset as possible Whatever the initial difficulty might be

there is bound to be great simplification later

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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the country. All these papers, though diffenng slightly here

and there, point in more less the same direction While
generallyweagree to this approach, we are notcommitted to

itat this stage in any detail Ihe iigures givenm these papers

are clearly tentative and may require revision. Planning in

future is likely to be based more and more on the statistical

and otherinformationwe getandwill not be merely a list of

projects and the pnority to be given to them.

20. All this business ofdrawingup a second Five Year Plan
exatesme greatly. It is nota matterofdry figures or statistics

for me, but rather a living, moving process affecting

hundredsof millions of our countrymen.We have in India a
umque chance and we are tadilmg it in a peaceful

dernocraac way which has not been done on this scale ever

before. We can only succeed, and succeed we must, by the
combined and co-operative efforts of our people. The
success of the first Five Year Plan, thus far achieved, has
filled us with hope and faith, but the next step will be a
much bigger and harder one requmng far greater effort
When these planning papers reach you, Ihopeyou will give
them earnest consideration so that when you come here for
the meeting of the National DevelopmentCouncil, you will
have a good picture in your minds of the work that has thus
far been done and the Erection m which we should like to
go As soon as that Counal gives the green signal, progress
in drawing up a Plan will be much faster

I have often wnttep to you about the commumty
Injects and the national extension scheme I haveno doubt
mat you knoi* more about them by practical experience
than I do And yet I have a slight advantage overyoubecause

see the picture as a wholeand theamazingchanges that
“ bringing about m a great part ofnma 1 he wholecounuy is astirwith this workandwe have

TO^iderable area without a community prpjea or an^tension scheme Probably there is no gap of fifty milesbetween any two areas touched by the scheme
As always happens, a great movement generates its
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Secretary m our Embassy at Djakarta In the Cultural
Committee, our repiesentatives xvere Dr Syed Mahmud^andCS Jha assisted by A J Kidwai « In the mam Draftine
Committees of the Political Committee, our representatnes
were V K Krishna iVIenon», S Duit, B F H B Tyabji* andC S Jha The mam burden of work on our side in these
Drafting Committees fell on Knshna Menon and Dutt and I
am grateful to them for die ability and restraint with which
they conducted this work, often in the face of considerable
provocation Knshna Menon, more especially, desenes
credit for this work

3 The Conference issued ajoint communique® which was
unanimously agreed to This has already appeared fully in
the press It is being printed and will be circulated soon I

am, however, taking the earliest opportunity, after mj
return, to note down my own impressions of this

Conference

4 Every qiuntry invited, except the Central African Fed-
eration, accepted this invitation and sent its delegates Tlius,

twenty-nine countries of Asia andAfrica were represented at

4 (1888-1971) Congressman of Patna and a friend of die Nehru
famil). Minister in Bihar, 1937-*39,Minisicrof State Minisir) ofE\temal
Affairs, 1946-92

’ (b 1909) joined ICS, 1933, Ambassador to Turkcj, 1951-34, lo

Japan, 1957-99 and to France, 1969-67, High Commissioner to Canada,

1962-64, Permanent Representauve to United Nations, 1959-62,

Commonwealth Seoetary, 1964-6S and Foreigil Secretary, 1965-67

6 (b 1917) Secretary. CS I R, 1962-64, Education and Scientific

Adviser, Indian High Commission, London, 1964-71 , Secretary, Dejian-

meni ofScience andTechnoIogy, I971-73,and ofMinistry ofInfoimanon

and Broadcasting, 1973-75, Vice-Chancellor, Jamia Milha Islamia,

1978-83

7 Forb fn sbeVoI I, p 217

8 (b 1907) Joined I C S , 1932, Chaigc d’ Aflaires, Belgium, 1948-50,

Commonwealth Secretary, 1954-56, Ambassador to Iran, 1956-58, lo West

Germany, 1958-60, and Japan, 1967. Vice-Chancellor, Aligarh Unner-

sity, 1962-69

9 It announced a number of agrceraenis relating to economic and

cultural co-operation, problems ofdependent pieoples’ human nghts an

self-deietimnation, and promotion of world peace and co-operaiion
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overrides and bypasses considerations of caste and religion

andeven, to some extent, politics There is an element of the

crusader's zeal about this work. Itwouldbe a pity if this zeal

was replaced by the official or departmental method of

working.

27.

It is interesting to note that this great experiment in

rural community working has already attracted the

attention of many countnes in Asia and Africa. It suits

underdeveloped and agricultural countnes especially and
hence this attracuon and the desire of other countries to do
likewise.

28.

You will presently receive, probably from our
Commerce and Industry Ministry, a note on the metnc
system For a large number of years, the question of

introducing the metnc system has been discussed m India.

The history of this goesback, I think, to the lastcentury. Our
Government tackled itright at its inception sevenandahalf
years ago. But then troubles came consequent on
independence and partition and we put it by. We have now
given full and very detailed consideration to this matter and
we have become convinced that it is desirable from many
points of view and, more especially, for our planning and
developmental work that we should gradually introduce
this system. You will remember, I hope, that the metric
system, like the zero symbol, originated in India Thatwas a
mighty discovery of the human intellect of which we can
well be proud TTiis was a gift of India to the world, but in
this, as in some other matters, we la^ed behind and other
countries went ahead.

29.

Ml this planning and developmental work and other
statistical work would be enormously simplified if we hadt^ metric system. Weights and measures in India are in a
chaotic state and differ from place to place, more espedally
weights. It has become quite inevitable to standardize thpm
It so, itubetter tostandardize them on awell-known loeicaland saentific system

®

See
done gtaduallyandmaytake a number of years The first and easiest step would be
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9 The open Conference was held in a large hall wiih

ante-rooms and with modem equipment of tables for each

delegate, microphones and arrangements for simultaneous

translations The seats provided for the delegates were

comfonable.

10. Then there was another large building which had veq

bigcommittee rooms, small committeerooms, office rooms,

press rooms, privaterooms forseparate delegations, canteen,

etc The press was very well provided for The only rather

unsatisfactoryarrangement was that ofreporung Itseems to

me that tape-recording should be adopted in such con-

ferences, apart from an) other kind of reporung

1 1. Delhi is becoming a aty of conferences and yet we are

veiy poorlj equipped for this purpose. I think that we most

take this matiei in hand immediately quite apart from the

Unesco or any other conference.

12 The Asian-Afncan Conference tvas a world event

which had attracted great attention Every country in the

world was following it closely and, sometimes, wnh

apprehension Man) observers from other countries had

come here in some capacity or other. Some IntelligcnccniCT

had come as delegates TheUSA hadsometimeagoopened

a new department for this purpose and had collected their

Fai Eastern experts They had also added considerably to

their staffof the Indonesian Embassy Manyoddindmdua s

had also come to watch from outside and meet delegates

These included representatives of freedom movemtmts i

colonial territories as well as men andwomen from e ts

Powers .

13 The delegateswhocame representedtvt^ view, po

cal or other. Some were definitely committed “ “

NATO or SEATO and were thus

system of militarj- pacts and alliances ^
briefed for the occasion and took up,

(be

American line Two countries, namely

Demoaauc Republic of Vietnam (Viet Mmh), were

Communist.



Tlie Asian-AErican Ck)nference met for seven days at

Bandung > These were days of hard,and often concentrated,

work The open session of the Conference met for two days

to begin with It then dissolved itself mw three

committees-the Economic Committee, the Cu»tura

Committee and Political Committee The Political

Committee which consisted of the Heads of all Delegattons,

was in fact the Conference and it considered the reports of

the Economic and Cultural Committees

2 This Polmcal Committee was supposed to meet in

camera, but in effect there was notmuch pnvacy and fairly

long reports have come out in the press about its

proceedings These reports are not wholly correct The

Political Committee appointed several Drafting Commit-

tees, as they were called These Drafting Committees tackled

some of the most difficult add controversial problems and

had to do the hardest work, often sitting for six or seven

hours almost continuously The agreements arrived at were

in these Drafting Committees which were subsequently

approved of by the full Political Committee. In the

Economic Committee, our representatives wereB K Nehru^

and K B LalP assisted by P. Vaidyanathan, Commercial

• Noteon the Asian-AEncan Conference at Bandungwntten on 2B.^ml

1955 was aiculated to all Chief Ministers

1 From IS to 24 Apbl 1955

2 (b 1909) JoinedlCS,1934.servedintheDepartinentofEconomic

Affairs, 1954-58, Commissioner-General in Washmgton, 1958-61,

Ambassador toU S A , 1961-68,High Commissioner in Britain, 1973-17,
Governor of Assam, 1968-73, of Jammu and Kashmir, 1981-84, and of

Gujarat, 1984-86

3 (b 1915) JomedlCS ,1937: Director-General, ForeignTrade, 1958-

GO, Secretary, Ministry of industry, 1960-61, Ambassador to Belgium,

1962-66and to the EuropeanEconomicCommunity, 1973-77; Chairman,
GATT, 1966-67; Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, 1967-70, and of
Defence, 1970-72
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the pure American doctrine Thailand and the Philippines

fuil) supported them but in a quieter way. C^’Jon alsovras

inclined that v.ay but vias ratherquiet except for onc&peecb

in which the Prime Minister** critiured Soviet domination

of East Europ^n countries

17.

TheEgjpiian Prime Ministerplayed an importantrole

in committeesand helped in arrivingat compromises Syria

andAfghanistan also played a considerable part. Jordan and

Saudi Arabia were on the whole mrxieratc.

18. Probably the most aggressive of the delegations were

those ofTur^cv and Pal'istan, though Iraq and Lebanon ran

them close in this respect

19. U Nu, as is usual with him, did not mahe long

speeches, but what he said was pertinent and obviously

sincere- He made a good impression. On behalf of India, I

spohe thrr e times at some length in the Political Cowmiliee

and also spoheat the closingsession of theOpen Conference.

I dealt not only with the particular points raised by

resolutionsbutalso with ihcbastr approachandphilosophy

of India’s foreign policy'- 1 think those speeches created an

impression and made delegates think

20 In the Political Commitic'e of the Conference and its

sub-committees, there svere Jong and exhausting discus-

sions. ^s I has'c said. Premia Chou En-lai was vep

accommodating and he did not bring up any coniroyersia

issue His object was to get an agreement- The object o

Pakistan and Turkey cspcdally appeared to be ^
many obstacles as possible. They did not seem ro be

interested in agreement or in the success of the Can erm

Indeed, at one occasion in a committee, Pakistan
thr^tCTca

to prevent any agreement being reached and tberclcff

Conference failing. It must beremembered that therew«

question ofdecisions by majority voting. In fact,

was the rule. This made it easier for a small gmap t op

progress.

It John KoieJawala
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the Conference The number of delegates, advisers, etc,

which they brought with them wasmuch larger than we had

expected Probably, the Japanese delegationwas the biggest

The Egyptian delegation had 34 persons Our own delegat-

ion had 26, including stenographers, assistants, private

secretaries, personal staff, etc , and a security officer.

5 Some of the delegations brought theirown secunty staff

The Chinese delegation had the largest I am told that this

consisted of forty to forty-five secunty men The disaster to

the Air-India Constellation "Kashmir Princess” had

produced a special sense of the need for security arrange-

ments

6. Apart from this, u should be remembered that there is a

party in actual rebellion in parts of Java This is an

extreme Muslim religious group. They have a habit of

sniping. Therefore, the Indonesian Government took

extraordinary precautions all along the route to Bandung

and practically put a cordon round Bandung town, using a

very laige number of soldiers for the purpose Inside

Bandung also, there were very special precautions and each

delegauon was separately guarded

7. There was also a very large number, many hundreds, of

newspapermen from all over the world Among these were

some top-ranking American commentatorsand columnists.
To find accommodation for all theseput a great strain on the

organizers The arrangements, however, were very satisfac-

tory There aresomegood hotelsin Bandung and, anumber
of small but good houses were taken, where Pnme Ministers

and heads of delegauons stayed

8 Indeed, looking at this Conference and these arrange-
fnents, 1 realizedhow poor we were in Delhi in this respect.
We could not rival Bandung either in regard to hotel
accommodation or the halls and rooms required for the
conference

10 The rebellion vras in support of a movement for the establishment
ot an Islamic State in Java
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Vietnam proved recalcitrant and took up an indefensible

attitude. In effect, they challenged the very basis of the

GenevaAgreement. Meanwhile,some kindofaavil warwas
going on in South Vietnam between different fictions

South Vietnam is in a bad way, and because of this it talked

loudly and aggressively and most unrealisucally. Their

representatives even refused invitations to meals and

discussions Turkey and Pakistan generally supported the

South Vietnam representatives This means that Amenta

supports them The future of Vietnam, therefore, is not a

hopeful one

24 Another successful result was an agreement amved at

betweenThailandand NorthVietnam abouta largenumber

of Vietnamese who had gone to Thailand on account of the

dvil war. This indicates how at sutii conferences, problems

which had defied soluuon, because of lack of contacts could

be dealtwith successfullywhen peoplecameface tofaceinth

each other

25 Premier Chou En-lai made some important dedara-

tions in the course of his speeches which were hank,

courteous and to the poinL He stated clearly that he was a

Cbmmunistandrepresenteda Communist Governmentbut

he stated explicitly that China desired no expansion or

internal subversion in any country. He was there to have a

common understanding and there were the Five Pnnap «

which dealt with these matters and with which he ent:«J

agreed He did not press for the exactlanguage of these J-iw

Pnndplesbutwanted the substancewith a view to estawi

collective peace. He was prepared to give everyas^B»
removeapprehensions. Hewas ofopinionthateath^^

mustrespect theway of life and economic s|reteffl

another country. He specially

the way of life of the American P<»P’‘=

also that of the Japanese But he claimrf the
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14 India and Burma took up an independent line aa»r-

ding to their policy.Indonesiaand Egypt
usually supponed

them. Most of the other countries represented were krenly

interested in some local problem andhad rathervagueid^

aboutworld issues. Sometimes, they appeared to agree with

India’s line, but seemed to be under pressure not to go too

far. Many of these countnes either receive aid from America

or look forward to receiving it.

15 The Pnme Minister of China, Chou En-lai, attracted

the most attention, both in public and in the Conferenre.

This was natural as he was not only playing a great part in

the crisis of the Far East but was rather a mystenous figure

whom people had not seen He conducted himself with

ability and moderation in the Conference and its

rnttiTnitwfs. Whenever he spoke, he did so with authonty.

He took particular pains to meetdelegates andwent tomany

pames given by Heads of Delegations. He had private talks

also with them. He did not put forward any important

proposal but objectedto something if itseemed tohim tobe

opposed to any principle for which he stood. He was

obviously anxious that the Conference should succeed and,

therefore, tried to be as accommodating as possible He was
patient even when he had to put up with rather offensive

behaviour, which someumes happened Only once did he

lose his temper fora short while inacommitteeand said that

Chinawould notbebullied He had naturally moreinumate

contacts with Indiaand Burma. Altogether, he created avery

good impression on the delegates who were impressed by

him Even thosewho were entirely opposed to him and tried

to irritatehim by thar behaviour, were definitely impressed

byhim Theysaidso At a private meetingofa few Heads of
Delegations, he was asked many questions about Formosa,
Korea, Tibet and communism, etc He came out well from
that questioning and even some of his greatest opponents,
who were present, realized that his case was not a bad one.

16 Turkey, Pakistan, Iraq, Lebanon and Iran were the
most aggressive in the Conference and in the committees.
They represented fully, and sometimes rather aggressively.
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integral pan of the Chinese State and because it had been

used for imperialist intngues, meaning thereby the Bntish

recently and previously Czarist Russia

27 As regards Formosa, Chou En-lai said that they wished

to treat this also as an autonomous region It was a part of

China. Most of the people who lived there had Chinese

ongin and spoke the Fukian dialect ofChinese The Chinese

Government had no desire to punish in any way Chiang

Kai-shek's officers and Army. They would gladly absorb

them in their own Army Even Chiang Kai-shek could be

offered an honourable position He was asked if he would

agree to state that he would not use force in regard to

Formosa He said that force is being used by Chiang Kai-

shekand theAmencans all the ume He for his partwanteda

peaceful settlement and he thought this was possible

provided the foreign element was removed, that is Amcnca

withdrew Buthecould not give a one-sidedassurance about

not using force in the circumstances Hewas prepared to talk

directly with the United Stateson this subject ofFormosa or

Taiwan

28 It was subsequent to this private talk that Chou En-Iai

made a statement” about Formosa and said that China

wanted a peaceful settlementandwas prepared to havedir^

talks with the United States. In private he has said he coul

not say more at this stage orgo into details ull he knew what

the American reaction was The immediate American

reaction was not helpful at all and the subsequent reaction,

though better, did not carry things very far " There is no

doubt, however, that this is not the end of the matterand tnc

A AA A . -« lAKK

and added Uiat il wouiq noi insui
hrwonMnpi

party to thenegotiaoons forceasehie ifChina a»su ...

^Formosa ITie next day. Eisenhower,attack Formosa Hie nextday

said that the United States oou

the Nanonalists in Foimosa was not affected
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21. With this background, it can well be realized how
diEficult it was to arrive at any conclusions. The fact,

therefore, that ultimately we issued a joint communique
which was unanimously agreed to, is remarkable. Some of

us would have liked this communique to be somewhat
different, butwewereanxious to succeedand agreed to many
things The Conference thus represented a headlongconflict
of ideas, forcefully expressed, and at the same time an
amazing capaaty to fmd some common ground and decide

ulumately unanimously It may be, of course, that people
carried away reservauons in their minds.

22. Taking an overall view of the picture, it seems to me
that the Conference was a remarkable success Quite apart
from the joint communique issued, it represented the
coming together of all these varied and differing nations,
their delegates getting to know each other and learning
something from each other and finding ultimately that, in
spite of so many differences, they had much in common.
Thus a feeling of common purposes among the Asian and
African countries became more and more evident. We
should not imagine that all is well in Asia or Africa, or that
our differences have been resolved. I havenodoubt that they
would be dissolved but for external pressure and military
pacts and financial aid and the like. Nevertheless, there can
be no doubt that we have gone some way towards bptping
me creation of this common feelingamong these countries
What IS even more important is the psychological impactof
Oils Conferenceon the peoples ofAsiaandAfncaandalso inEuro^ and America This impact, though imponderable.
Will have far-reaching consequences
23 In the course of the Conference, private meetings took
place in regard to specific problems. More especially, some
t us were concerned with the problems of Indo-China and

Sim‘ ^ delegates from Indo-China as well asOnna. U Nu often assisted at these meetings. As a result

mlauons between Cambodia, Laos and the Demnrrat,*
RepubhcofVietnam(VietMinh)but.unfortunately,^5^
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to find some such language, if agreement is sought If I had

thedraftingof the statement, without others’ intervention, I

would have drafted u somewhat differently I think,

however, that the joint communique, as it is, is a worthy

document and there is nothing in it with which we can

disagree. It maybe that some countries will emphasize one

aspectof Itandsome othersanotheraspect As a whole, itis a

most important document whidi will influence not only

Asian and African thinking, but will also affect European

and American thought

32 The so-called Five Punaples or the Panchsbeel bad

somehow become a bone of contenuon We were not

anxious for the parucular phraseology or the jinnaple. We
agreed, therefore, to a reformulation of them with some

additions which meet our purpose.

33. Therecanbenodoubt that thepersonal contacts at this

Conference were of great value Spi^ng for myself, I got a

much better measure of the many well-known people who

attended this Conference than I had before I had a certain

prejudice against Prince Wan of Thailand, or rather the

prejudice was against Thailand’s policy I found Pnnee

Wan a very agreeable, decent and, if I may say so, avilued

man He was an old liberal type and probably he doesn t

quite fit in the present politics of Thailand So also I was

impressedby some others The Japanese, though present in

very large numbers, did not play an important role.

Privately they talked about trade matters and were anxious

19 The ten pnnaples lor (he promouon of world pe^ ^
opetauon were (1) respect lor human nsd»t» and the U N U
respect for the sovereignty and temtotial mtegniy of all natio^ W
recognition of laaal and nauonal eqnahty, (4) ,„if
intemafaffau8ofothernauons.(5)ihenghtofany)n«t»ntodef«*M«

smgtyorjomaywithothernauonsundertheU N w
from using a collective defence amingement for the bendtt

worldpower andabstention from aerate ol pressure mi other

lactsort'
' —

n

counlry: (8) setUememotaii inieniauo™..
—> -/r—- ^

ptomotion of mutual interests and co-opetanon, and (10) respert

justice and intonational obligations
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26 In the course of a private conversauon at which the

Prime Ministers of Ceylon, Pakistan, Indonesia and Burma
were present, and also Prince Wan*® of Thailand and Dr.

Romulo,*® Premier Chou £n-lai answered many questions

about Formosa, Tibet, communism, etc. He gave the badc-

groundhistory ofTibet, Formosaand the Chinese civil war.
He referred to Chiang Kai-shek being kidnapped by one of
his own Generals*^ and how he ivas released at his (Chou
En-lai’s) insunce. The poor General who had kidnapped
him through patriotic motivesandwho wasoneoftheablest
and most patriotic of Chiang’s Generals, was subsequently
imprisonedby Chiang Kai-shekandhewas still in prison in
Formosa after about eighteen years *® When asked if he
wanted to push communism into Tibet, Chou En-lai
laughed and said that there could be no such question as
Tibet was very far indeed from communism. It would be
thoroughly impracticable to try to establish a Communist
t^me in Tibet and the Chinese Government had no such
wish. Indeed, they hadappointeda committee, ofwhich the
Dalai Lama was the Chairman, to consider what should be
done in Tibet ** Tibet was an autonomous region of China
and they had no desirewhatever to interferewith itscustoms
or ways of life. They had gone to Tibet because it was an

12. K N B Wan Waiihayakan (I89I-I975) Thai diplomat and
to U S A , 1947-52, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

*’"*•*"*> UN. General

^ Romulo(b 1899) Philippine diplomat and polinaan, served

1950-52. Ambassador to U S /L

foreign Affairs, 1968-78, Minister, 1978-84
Chiang Kai-shek had been ]^dnapped by General Ghana miwhMg at Lintu^, and held in deiennon from 12 to 27 Decemte 1936

KMrT^ «>to was Commander-in-ChS of

ualai Lama was Chairman from 1955 to 1959 of ih» —committee to make Tibet an autonomous region
P«l«*n»tory
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New Delhi

20 May, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

My last fortnightly letter to you was a note on die Asian

African Conference which had been held at Bandung The

previous one was sent just before I went to Bandung

2 The Bandung Conference, even after it was over,

continues to attract attention and comment Almost, eveiy

newspaper in the world has wniten about it, and it is a nch

experience to read these commentsand criticism Certainly I

have grown wiser because of this experience I think that,

after the first exated reactions, others are gradually takinga

more balanced view To begin with the Amencan

newspapers were chiefly concerned with personalities who

had dominated the Conference and who had suffered an

eclipse That, perhaps, is the normal American way ol

considering world questions They live in the moment aiw

judge by some exciting episode, not paying too much

attention to the depths below

3 Ever since I wrote to you in some detail, a number of

important events have taken place on the world stage

Western Germany has entered into theNATO alliance asan

equal partner, and this is considered a great victory for e

United States and die Western Powers Perhaps it is, but Iam

notquitesureabout the consequences Oneof theimmediate

consequences has been for the Soviet Union an

Communist .countries of East Europe to meet toget era

I On 5 May 1955 This gave West Germany the nght to rtarm wnhm

the framework ofNATO

I.
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imuative taken by Premier Chou has opened out various

avenues of approach

29 It IS difficult to explore these avenues formally as each

party adopts'a stiff atatude when approadied in that wy.

The most practicable course is to proceed as informally as

possible through pnvate talks with the parues concerned. It

was this procedure that led to successful results at the

Geneva Conference. The Formosa question is no doubt

more difficult than Indo-China because the prestige of the

United States is involved as well as the national pnde and

interest of China. Sail, there appears to be dearer thinking

now on this issue than there was before. This is evidwteven

in the United Stales and certainly in the United Kingdom.

At the Bandung Conference, althou^ the subject was not

discussed at the Conference, the atmosphere created was

certainly in favour of peaceful approaches. As I was saying

goodbye to Premier Chou En-lai, he mentioned to me that

hewould like to have further talks with Krishna Menonand

had invitedhim to go to Peking for this purpose as soon as

possible. 1 welcomed this proposal and told him that

KrishnaMenonwould go therewthm thenexttwoweeks or

so. Hewill go there quietlyandwithas little fuss as possible.

Publicity cannot be avoided altogether but, so far as we are

concerned, we should play it dovm,

30. At theBandungConference, itwasnot India'spurpose

to play any aggressive role or, inde^, to seek the limelight.

Some newspapers, especially in India, naturally played up
India’s role. We felt, however, that it was better for us to

workquietly.The fact, however,remainedthat thetwo most

important countries present at the Bandung Conferenrs

wereChinaandIndia. Indeed,UNu pointedoutataprivate

meeting that without China and India the Conference

would not have had much significance.

31 . Notmanypeoplehaveprobablyreadcarefullythejoint
communique issued by the Conference. It deserves careful

reading. Attention has beendirected to certain controversial
issueswhichwereresolvedbycertainlanguageacceptable to
the parties concerned. In every compromise, there isan effort
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unity improbable There is a large section of opinion in

Germany which is attracted to the idea of German unity on
the basis ofneutrality Indeed, in Germany, there is both the

resurgence of the Nazi element which wants to build up a

powerful Germanarmy and, at the same time, an abhorrence

of war after the experience of two disastrous defeats It is

difficult, therefore, to say that the situation in Germanyhas
been stabilized or the NATO alliance of West Germanyhas
been fully accepted.

6 On the whole, however, there does appear to be a

lesseningof tension in Europe The so-called BigPowers are

meeting in the near future,® and this fact alone is good,

though much should not be expected of it In the United

States, there is less of a hysterical approach to these

questions

7 The situation in Formosa and the Far East conunues to

be a dangerous one and several incidents have happened

recently which have rather added to the tension These

incidents have been conflicts in the air between Qiiang’s

planes and China’s As you know,VK KnshnaMenonhas

been in Peking’ and he has had long discussions with Chou

£n-lai and other leaders there I have no full report yet d

these discussions Krishna Menon did not go there as a

mediator but because he was invited by Chou En-lai These

talks, though they do not always lead to any particular

result, are helpfulm lessening tension In China, the ternbie

aircraft disaster of the Indian airliner "Kashmir Princes

produced a violentreaction which affected other issues also

Thus, China was on the point of releasing the Ameriran

airmen detained there but this disaster put a stop to i

The Chinese Government have declared* their conviction

that this disaster was due to sabotage by some °

Chiang Kai-shek, who are employed in the Hong u

6 TheHeadsofGovemmemsofBniain.Ftence.theUnuedStates.an'*

the Soviet Union met at Geneva from 18 to ZS July 1955

7 From 7 to 16 May 1955
,»»,vr.Iig55

8 In their note to the British Govemmeni on 15 Apni is™
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to push Japanese trade and commercial interests. Their
leaderconfessedin ptrivate the limitations they sufferedfrom
becauseofpressuresfromtheUnitedStates. The Conference,

in spite of controversy and argument, was definitely a
fnendly conference.

34. For many of the Africans, who attended the

Conference, thiswas the firstview ofsome of the countries of
Asia Many of the Arabs and others from Western Asia also

came for the first time to South East Asia. Coming from dry
and more or less desert regions, they were surprised at the

greenery and richness of the vegetation. They were even
more surprised at the freedom of the women. Those who
passed through India had first noticed this to some extent
Then they came toBurmaand therewomenwere verymuch
in evidence. In fact, it vras the time of the water festival and
guls and women took a great part in it Then came
Indonesia and theirsurprisewas all the greater that Muslim
womm should be so free and should take so great a piart in
public activities.

35 AnArabdelegatemadeacharacteiisticremark.Hestud
thatBandungdid notlook like anAsian city at all. Itwas too
clean

36 Everimne present at the Conference had a sense of
partiapation in an historic process. The mere fact of our
meeting theteVasunique. The other fact ofourcoming toa
'P^nimous agreement, in spite of differences, was little
short of astonishing. This agreement could not have been
rratmed if there had notbeen a powerful urge to agree. The
^^w^ence has opened a new chapter not only in Asia and
Atrica, but in the world.

New Delhi
28th April, 1955

Jawaharlal Nehru
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ourdesire to prevent any development which might lead toa

breach of the Geneva Agreement. We had offered not only

administrative and technical personnel but also a military

team to train their army. Obviously we could not supply

equipment or financial aid, as the Americans can and do.

Our offer was appreciated both by the Chinese and the U.K.

Governments The Cambodians thanked us also for it, but

they said that so far as military instructors arc concerned,

they would prefer to keep on the French who were there than

have any other new team, American or Indian, for this

purpose. They have, however, agreed to have an American

team to control the use of the equipment that America

supplies. Whether this is a breach of the Geneva Agreement

or not will depend on the teams of the new agreement.

9 Parliament ended on a tragic note. The last session liad

done good work and certain important Bills had been

passed Among these were the Constitution (Fourth

Amendment) Bill,'* the State Bank Bill,'^ the Untoudi-

ability Offences Bill'* and the Hindu Marriage Bill.”

Personally I attach great importance to this Hindu Marriage

Bill as It was the first major crack in some aspects of the

Hindu personal law which had become out of date We

followed this up with the Hindu Succession Act” and

wanted to send this to a Joint Select Committee, but owing

to the unfortunate and tragic death of a Member of the Lok

Sabha, Parliament adjourned before this could be done

10 I havealways felt that a nauon's progress must bcon
a

fronts—political, economic and social We have ihoug n a

12 Hira Singh Chinaria, a Congress member from

May 1955 in ihc Lok Sabha immediately after finishing his speech n

Hindu Succession Bill

13 See .line, pp GI .ind 144 CoWi!nin4
14. Passed by the Lok Sabha on SO April and by the Rajya Sabha

M.iy 1955 See also ante, p 110 B_.„„cjhhjon2
15 Passed by the Lok Sabha on 28 April and by the Rajy

May 1955 See also ante, p 82

16 Passed by the Lok Sabha on 5 May 1966 S« also ante, p

17 Sec ante, p 52
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sepup a jointcommand.^Thus, one action leads to another,

and the so-called search Cor security through military

allianceson one side leads to the other side doingexactly the
same Thebalanceremains the same, only ata higher level of

tension and armament

4. There is another side to the picture which is more .

soothing It is evident that the Soviet Union is carrying on
twodissimilar poliaes at the same time- One is the so-called

building up of strength, the other is a search for peaceful

solutions The Austrian treaty* resulting at long-last in the

independence of Austria represents the latter policy The
new offer for general disarmamentby the Soviet Union also

represents the second policy.'* The high level delegation
going from the Soviet Union to Yugoslavia* probably
represents both policies, that is, neutralizing Yugoslavia.

5. In theeyes of the Soviet, the Austrian treaty should bean
“ample for the solution of the problem of German unity,

,

that IS, neutralizing this united Germany This has become
' very difficult now because of Western Germany becoming

^

pan of the NATO alliance which has also made German

2 On 14 May 1955, at Warsaw, the Soviet Union and seven East
European countries signed a oeaty of friendship, co-operation and
mutual aidanddeaded to set up a unifiedhighcommand for theirarmed
fORW

3 ^stna became a free country on 15 May 1955 with the signing of a™tyby Bntain, theUnited States, Fianceand the SovietUnion TheBig
wets also agreed to withdraw iheit occupauon forces before SI

December 1955

lx
Unionplaced before the U N. General Assembly on 1

1

ti^ *
r
* which envisaged withdrawal of all foreign

^®™*®**y “cept the four-power conuolled police force,
foreign military bases, shanng with less developed

f
™ knowledge and use of atomic energy arid resources for

discnssi
convening of an intemauonal conference for

™ of an international supervisoTy body

Khrud,^®"!*""!""^ delegation consisting of
Gromyko would visit Yugoslavia from 26
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what IS much more important is that people have become

planningconsaous and are more self-reliant It is uue that

for most people planning is merely a collection of projects

and an indicauon of priorities But it is being realized by an

increasing number that planning is something much more

complex and widespread. It is an organized effort to inter-

relate the manifold acuvities of the nation so as to hasten

progress and utilize our resources to the utmost The two

mam objectives of planning are to increase the standards of

the people as a whole and to diminish unemployment and

finally to end it Naturally this means greater production

and equitable distribuuon Tire broad objective has been

stated to be a socialist pattern of society

13 Our Planning Commission has been giving a great

deal of thought to the approach to be made to the second

Five Year Plan Many of you attended the meenng of the

National Development Counal'* where this was discussed

and certain papers were distributed Thesepapers included a

Plan Frame'* by Professor P C Mahalanobis and a number

of others, a note by the Economic Section of the Planning

Commission and the Economic Department of the Finance

Ministry, and a memorandum*® prepaied by the panel of

economists of the Planning CommissioiT This panel

contained a number of our most important economists in

18 On 5-6 May 1955,
,
_

19 It favouKd a rapid growth oftheeconomy by incnasing ihe

and importance of the public sector with stress on

industries, and sustained increase of agncnliural *2.
implementauon of agnnan reforms, encouragement of w^ ,

tries, and provision of adequate facilities for housing, u

medical aid for the poorer sections
u Bmwth m

20 The memorandum maintarned itel for
^nd

national income by 25%, a holder pfan

production-onentedacuviues such as public works, devetop^

industries in the publicsector, land

of industries, thesetungupofa Naiional Labour Force, ce gs

incomes and higher taxauon were necessary
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aerodrome We arewaning for the report of the Commission
of Enquiry appointed by the Indonesian Government.®

There aresome strong indications, however, that the charge

of sabotage has justificauon Whatever the cause of the

disaster, all reports indicate that the creu of the airliner

behaved with exemplary courage

8 In Indo-China the situation continues to be a precarious
one As the time is approaching for elections and the like,

difficulties are arisingand there is lack ofco-operation. You
know thatin South Vietnam there hasbeen something in the
nature ofa avil warbetween one party backed by the French
and the other by the Americans.*® The American party has
for the present succeeded It is obvious, however, that South
Vietnam, distractedand disunited, is a poor match for North
Vietnam either m the military held or in elections. Hence
their desire to avoid elections Thatwouldmean abreach of
the Geneva Agreement with far-reachingconsequences. In
Cambodia a certain development has taken place recently
whichmay lead to trouble The Government there hascome
to an agreement" with the U.S. for the supply of military
equipmentandsome personnel to deal with this equipment.
It IS doubtful how far this is in keeping with the Geneva
Agreement According to the Cambodian Government, rhis
is notabreach We have not seen the terms of the Cambodian
Agreement with theU S yet But we have heard that China
tekes a strong view about this matter. I might inform you
•hat we had gone rather far in offering aid to Cambodia in

9 report published on 26May 1955 stated that examination of the

d^«r 5 produced "inefutable evidence” that the airliner wasMwroyed by the explosion of a time-bomb

Sia?
fronch Government accused the United

Comm? Tu”"®
encouraged the seun^ up of a 'Revolutionary

a
'^y roineanny generals to giveNgoDinlt-Diem’sGovernment

cbarMthaf-?^
O" France denied the Amencan

supporting Binh Xuyen forces On 13 May, after talks

n 0?16 Western countnes
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Five Year Plan must not only provide for a more rapid

increase in aggregate national income, it must make an

advance towards the declared goal of simultaneous and

balanced progress in the direcaon of raising living

standards, increasing employment opportunities, and

reduangeconomicand social inequalities The problem,

therefore, is not merely one of stqiping up the rate of

investment in theeconomy—though that is necessaryand

important, but of securing an opumum increase of

production and employment together with a wider

measure of social justice A bolder plan is, obviously, not

merely a bigger plan, itmustbeonewhich is motivatedby

a bolder economic and soaal philosophy Necessarily, it

calls for a much greater effort and contnbuuon by all

classes of the community and presents a much greater

challenge of organizauon and admmistrauve achieve-

ment. The panel also wishes to emphasize the fact that

clear decisions on the policy and institutional implicat-

ions of a bolder plan are essential at the very outset if the

several objectives and targets are to be realized

17 The second Five Year Plan, according to these

economists, should aim at secunng an increase in nauonal

income ofabout twenty-five per<»nt in the course of the five

years Dunng the past five years, the increase has been at the

rate of about three per cent per annum, that is, fifteen per

cent for the full period This increase is not adequate It does

not even absorb the new employables created by an increase

in the population, much less does it tackle the old reservoir

of unemployment It is suggested that the new employment

target mustbe the absorption of nine to ten million wor ers

and even this is not considered too high from the point o

view of the problems we face

18 The whole new approach is based on emphasis being

laidon the one sideon heavy industnes and, on the ot er, on

village and cottage industnes meant to produce consum

goods It IS essenual thatwe have both to balance each

and to provide employroenu
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great deal about political matters and acted on the political

plane. We are now turning our attention more and more to

economic matters The soaal plane had not been ignored

previously because we have always laid stress on the

abolition of untouchabiluy and the like But the Hindu
MamageBill broughtus full square against the conservative

reactionary forces in the country. Apart from the merits of

the measure itself, this action of ours has raised our prestige

in other coumnes It has shown that our Government and
the forces behind it are progressive on every plane and are

not afraid even of coming into conflict with orthodoxy.

1 1. The measure of the advance of India can be judged in

manyways. One of these is to find outwhat subjects interest

the people most. There can be little doubt that we have
passed from the preliminary stage of politics into the more
advanced stage of economic thinking. The problems we
have to face today are essenaaily economic and large

numbers of people talk about the second Five Year Planand
all that It implies The first phase of economic reform was
neassarily the abolition of the zamindari system. We took
this inhandearly, butowing to thedecisions ofsome courts,
this was held up for some years It has now been given effect
to in almost the whole of India in some form or other. West
Bengal has alsocome in line in thismatter.The next stagein
land reform is to have ceilingsand cooperatives.We areonly
at the beginning of this stage now, althoughm some States
certain ceilings have been fixed

12 The first Five Year Plan considered all these matters
broadly and laid down certain priorities for agriculture,
industry, etc This was on the whole a modest scheme and it
had to be so because we were begmning planning without
ad^uate data even We could not start from scratch and we
nad to continue many things that we had already
undertaken. The working of the first Five Year Plan has
“an a great experience for the Central Government, the

^®'^ments, and the people generally. It can be said

« M ^ V
succeeded in that Plan, although there

tut a whole year to run. Apart from the material success.
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22 We have lust had a visit from the Pakistan Pnme
Minister m Delhi,*'* accompanied by the Minister of the

Intenor, Majoi -General Iskander Mirza For five days, we
had talks on a number of issues and chiefly on Kashmir We
did not solve this complicated issue but I think thatwe came
to grips with this problem moreon this occasion than at any

time previously We dare not be too optimisticbut it is quite

possible tliat some progress might be made in the future

23 Goa continues to be a headache It is natural for

people to demand strong action but we must always

remember that we should not, in the excitement of the

moment or because of anger and resentment, undertake any

action without thinking out all the possible consequences I

need not tell you that we are giving continuous and earnest

tliought to this Goa situation We do not propose to allow

ourselves to be hustled into wrong action

24 Ishall be leaving Indiaon the5th Juneforratheralong

tourabroad I propose to visit Czechoslovakia fora day then

go to the Soviet Union for a fortnight Later, a brief stay in

Poland and Vienna anda longerone in Yugoslavia I might

also go to Rome for two days On my way back, I have been

asked to break journey for a day in Cairo for talks with the

Pnme Minister there

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

24 14 to 18 1955 ^ j.i,, Indian note
25 ThePoituguesfadminisimtioninGoahadrejecledthe

ndiann^^

of 12 Apnl 1955 crmnzing the strong action ^ " ^ojGoa
sdtj-agTdhis arrested on 26 January, 1 7 Februaryand at the session

Natiotidl Congress on 6 Apnl 1955
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the country under the disunguished chairmanship of

Professor DR Gad^l.®*

14. . Broadly speaking, these three papers showed a large

measure of agreement. The National Development Council
accepted this broad approadi without any commitment
about detailswhichwould require careful workingout The
Planmng Commission will, of course, consider all these

matters in detail. It must be remembered that there is no
commitment at this stage to any of the specific proposals
made in these various papers, though their broad approach
has been accepted by the National Development Counal.
15 I think it is important that not only the State

Governments but the people generally should be associated
with our thinking about the second Five Year Plan even at
this stage. It is not good enough for them to be presented
with the full plan at a later stage vnthout their knowing
what lines of thinkinghave preceded it Itwouldbe far more
helpful if at every stage we took the public into our
confidence so that they might realize what planning invol-

vedandwhatburdens they wouldhave to carry Itiseasy for
all of us to indulge in wishful thinking but that is not
helpful at all We have tobe practical even though I hopewe
are idealistic also. We have to aim high, but we must not go
beyond our capacity I hope that you will give the greatest
publicity therefore to these papers which the Planning
Commission has issued and is likely to issue in the future.
16 I should like to quote here a paragraph horn the
memorandum of the panel of economists, whidi gives the
broad approach to the Plan This is as follows
The panel subscribes to theview that abolderplan for the
second five-year period is both necessary for dealing with
the large problems of poverty and unemployment and
under-employment and feasible in view of the momen-
tum gained during the first Five Year Plan. The second

PI,™
Member. Rajya Sabha, 1966-67. Deputy ChairmanPlanning Commission. 1967-71

^
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time as the long-term proposals are worked out, the

exclusion ofinter-State transactions from sales taxmay raise

a few complications; but, on balance, I feel that it would be

desirable to suspend the collection of sales tax on non-

resident dealers from the current financial year. The
difficulties to trade, particularly in respect of products of

cottage industries, are very real and I am keen that, pending

implementation of the long-term recommendations of the

Commission, we should remove the immediate inconven-

iences of inter-State trade by foregoing this tax

I shall be grateful if you would kindly look into this

matter most urgently and let me know what acuon you are

taking

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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19 This approach to planning has been widely welcomed
but there had been critiasm also “ This criucism comes
from sources which believe in private enterprise and not so

much in State enterprises In fact, it is a criticism of

planning itself on the one hand and of any approach to

socialism We must remember, however, as the panel of

economists have said, that “we assume as basic the social

philosophy appropriate to Indian federal democracy
progressing towards a soaalistic pattern of society

”

20 I shall not deal with this matter any more here. I have
touched upon it briefly to draw particular attention to these

aspects of planning which raise important issues and
demand policy deasions The basic policy decision was
takenby us when we decided on working towards a socialist

pattern of society The lest merely follows from this but we
have to be clear about those steps and not merely expect
things to happen without clear thinking based on available
data

21 While we think of this great challenge to the nauon
and the great adventure in which our millions are going to
enter, it is a bit of a shock to realize that some people in our
countr)' are so backward in their thinking that they are
absorbed in petty provincialism This applies to every
agitation about new provinces and the like. More
pai ticulai ly , itapplies to the extraordinarily futile agitation
stai ledb^ the Akalis in the Punjab At an> time this would
have been unfortunate, but to start such an agitation when
the States Reorganization Commission is .meeting does
indicate a lack of wit and wisdom which is amazing.

22 For example, BR Shenoy, in a note of dissent, sated that the plantame and the memoiandum were “oveambitious” as there was

li^***^
' die existing resources, and with sat mgs falline

short, there would be deficit finannng leading to inflation or ammmunisticcontrol through controls-Hcalsocritici/ed the proposed
'"dusines, higher axanon, and creation ofa NatmnalLabour Foree to implement the Plan

2S In May 1955. the AUh Dal launched a satvi«-.l»
oeaiion of a Punjabi Suba consisting of Pepsu and parts of the*P*"where the SiUis would enjoy a majonty
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been carried out and was still in process ofdcvclopmcniand

all inquiring and inquisitive minds must necessarily be

interested in it, whether theyapprove of itor not Perhapswe
are' yet too near it tojudge it objectively, even though nearly

thirty-eight years have passed since the Russian Revolution

And yet it is obvious that mighty changeshave taken placein

this vast area of the earth's surface and through novel

methods, good or ill, large numbers of human beings have

been conditioned in a new way.

4 I remember reading m the thirties the great work of

the Webbs* Soviet Communism-A New Civilization. I

wondered then and I wonder still what this new dvilizauon

IS What are theenduring elements in it, what arc superficial

and will pass away. Is this a new religion that has appeared

in human history with all the vitality and aggressiveness ofa

new faith, even though it puts on an economic garb? Is it a

basic philosophy whidi gives us some understanding of the

complexities of human relations and of the great and often

tragic drama of man's adventure since first Homo sapiens

appeared on the surface of the earth? Does it give us some

glimpse of the future?

5. Bred up in the Gandhian tradition, and in the early

twenties finding it largely satisfying, I had no need to srarch

for new faiths and philosophies But that tradition did not

provide an adequate economic picture, it did condition us,

however, in thinking in terms of peaceful action and lug

standards of behaviour. Both peaceful action and standards

of behaviour appeared to be lacking in the Russian

experiment and even in us philosophy, and so many °

reacted strongly against these methods and °

action. We were prepared to excuse much in the peco™

arcumstances of revolutions and war and as‘™8gIelor

survival But when this continued and this

even made into a philosophyand applied toot
^

'

when there were repeated purges and the like, then (here

were further doubts and distaste

3 Sidney and Beaince Webb This book was published in 1932
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New Delhi

3 June, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,*

I am now wnung to you about the vexed problem of mter-

State sales tax You are no doubt aware that the levy of sales

tax on non-resident dealers m respect of inier-State transac-

tions has led to a lot of difficulties for trade The
airangements devised by the Umon Ministry of Finance in

consultation with State Governments for minimizing the

difficulties to trade have given only partial relief

The Government of India were awaiting the recommen-
dations of theTaxation Enquiry Commission before taking
any further step in the matter. We have now received the

report and find that the Commission have made certain

long-term recommendations in respect of inter-State sales
tax, which if accepted would mvolve an amendment of the

Constitution and also parliamentary legislation. This will
naturally take some time, particularly because we feel it

desirable in this context to await certain judgements which
the Supreme Court is shortly expected to pronounce on the
question of extra-temtorial levy of sales tax and connected
issues

In theinterim period the Comnussion have suggested that
States should forego the tax that they levy at present on
non-resident dealers. We have consider^ this matter
carefully and feel that on the whole it is right to accept this
anggestion I understand that in any event the tax proceedstom non-raident dealers represent only a small portion of
uie total sales-tax revenue I am quite aware that, until such

A spcaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters
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people hadalmostcome to believein the inevitability of this

final act in this tragic drama Dare one hope still? And yet

withouthope and faith in the future, how can onefunction?

10. Fortunately for us in India, there is today far less of

frustration than in most other parts of the world Even

though we have a multitude of problems, and difficulues

surround us and often appear to overwhelm, there is die air

of hope in this country, a faith in our future and a certain

relianceon the basicprinciples that havegmded us thus hir

There is the breath of the dawn, the feeling of thebegmmng
ofanew eta in the longandchequered historyofIndia I feel

soand in this matter at least I think I representinnumerable

others in our country.

11 I wnte about international affairs and the Soviet

Union, and yet my mind dings to India and what we are

going to do there. What ofoursecond FiveYearPlan which

is slowly taking shape in our minds and, to some extent, on

paper? I wrote to you about this in my last letter and drew

your attention to some pamphlets recently issuedon behalf

of the Planning Commission

12 I called this a new approadi What exactly did this

mean? It can very well be said that there isnothing verynew

in It. And yet it does represent a new turn in our thinking

Some people argue about physical planning and finance

planning as if these were two diametrically oppo^

methods Neither has been ignored in the past or an be

Ignoredin the future. In the past, wehadtoke^ thephysia

aspect in view and frame some targets accordingly. In e

future, we must always keep our resources in mind ot e e

our planmng becomes merely wishful thinkmg. Wni e we

have always to keep both of these in view as thefoundauons

for our planning, yet there is not only the quesaon o

emphasis but, what is more important, a balanang o

various sectors of our national activity so as to jne

highest results. We have to think of

consumpaon, in terms of our physical needs, an o

and employment We have to ^culate, in sq far as w

with our available data, so as to produce an op
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In flight—Bombay to Cairo

5 June, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

1 am writing to you from an unusual place We are flying

highup over theArabian Sea in the first lap ofourjourney to

the Soviet Union. For the last few days I have been anxious

to write to you I was reluctant to leave India •without

sending you my usual fortnightly letter But the pressure of

work was so great that I could not manage this.

2 Yesterday I went to Khadakvasala, nearPoona, to see the

new habitauon of our National Defence Academy.* Five

years^o I laid the foundation-stone of one of the prinapal

buildings there ^Nowmany novel buildings have groivnup
and life and •vitality have come to this lovely comer of

nature. This morning I was present at the passing-out

parade of the cadets and I felt proud and happy to see the

bearing of the hundreds of boys and young men who had
come there for training from all parts of India.

3 My visits abroad, often arranged rather casually and
with no specific purpose in view and under pressure of
^eated invitations, sometimes assume a special

importance because of other happenings. So it was when I
went to China last year, so it is now that Iam journeying to
the SovietUnion andothercountries ofEastern Europe. For
a considerable time past I have been pressed to go to the
Soviet Union. The idea of going to this great country
naturally appealed to me, for here a great experiment had

NaUonal Defence Academy set up at Dehra Dun on 1 January
was shifted to Khadakvasala in 1955

2. On 6 October 1949
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17 Of all the problems before us the biggest is this

organization of village industnes on a co-operative basis

The Planning Commission has just appointed a small

expert committee^ under Dr. Karve’s^ diairmanship to

consider this

18 The Central Government has also appointed a

resources committee^ to consider what resourceswe can rely

uponm our planning and how far we can add to them. It is

obvious that we cannot go too far in planmng if we have to

function within the limits ofour present availableresources

Nor can we rely much on outside aid. We have therefore to

think hard as to how we can add to our resources posinon I

should like you to give thought to this important matter

Potentially our resources are great in manpower and, I

think, even in money, ifwecan reach the small manandhe is

prepared to help a little We may go in for compulsory

savings We may raise the money locally for local projects

We might perhaps make part payment for labour in loan

scrips This subject requires full consideration

19 I suppose you have received from the Planmng

Commission the evaluation report on the second year’s

working of thecommumtyprojects This is a valuable and

important document which deserves careful study with a

view to our remedying our faults But while the report tells

us ofour errors in omission andcommission, it also tells us

of the mighty changes that these projects and the nationm

extension service are bringing about in rural India. Truly

4 The Village and Small Scale Industnes (second Five Year Pla )

Committee was set up on 28 June 1955

5 D G Karve (1898-1967) Economist, Dnector.

Evaluauon, Planmng Commission, 1952-55, Chairman, i ^ ,

Small Scale Industries Committee, 1955, « „XnV
Public Administrauon. 1954-55, Vice-Chancellor, Umveisity of Pu ,

6 A Cabinet Committee with Nehru as m
Mahalanobis as one of the members was appoint y ^

May 1955
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6 Nevertheless the economic appeal remained. Could the

new economic approach, shorn of its violence and coercion

and suppression of individual liberty, be helpful in solving

our problems or the world’s problems? The older methods,

evolved by the capitalist world, had failed and offered no
solution. Indeed they had led to great wars and they

themselves, whatever their protestations, were based on
violenceand suppression ofcountnes andpeoples, and lack

of integrity and moral approadi

7. These doubts and quesuonings I shared with many
people, notonly inmyown countrybut in the world. There
was no easy answer Only by action and conunuous effort

and trial and error, could we proceed along the dimly lit

path of the present towards an uncertain future And
whateverourdecisions might be, events in other parts of the
world could come in our way and influence them and even
obstruct them.

8 These thoughts and others came bade to me as I
journeyed through the air to this land of revolutions and
change. And then I thought of the political aspect of my
Visit For, however casually it might have been undertaken,
and with no special thought of international events, in
peoples’ minds it was inextricably mixed up with the
polid^ picture of theworld. Indeed, itcannotbe separated
from it for independent India caimot escape her lesponsi-
Willies and as our country grows in stature so also grow her
dutiesandobligations and I cannotgoanywhereas aprivate
atizen. I have become too intimate a part of India to be able
to function privately and individually.

9- I go now when all kinds of developments have
place in the world of international affairs and no one quite
knows wh^ these might lead to. There is a hope and an
aspiration in the minds of millions of men and women allova the world that at long last they might move out of the
nark n^ht of fearand suspicion, ofoldwar threatenina tonie^into the terriblehonorofan atomiewar. Butsomanv
«tempts have failed previously, so many hopesha^^
shattered, thae is somuch evil and hatred in theworld,^
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New Delhi

20 July, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

My last letter to you was sent I think from Cairo As you

know, I have recently returned frommylong tour ‘ I enclose

a note on this tour. Iam ahaid this note is rather rambling

and does not deal with many important subjects which I

shouldhave liked to discuss, butit will at leastgiveyousome

idea of the impressions I formed.

2 As I write this, the Four Power Conference is taking

place in Geneva * I shall not attempt to forecast what the

result of this will be But I have a definite feeling that

gradually a turn is taking place m international affairs, a

turn for the better But, thrare are innumerable hurdles and

difficulties, and one must not expect too much to happen

too soon

3 The major question for discussion at Geneva wll

probably beGermany Thatindeed is a vital jjroblem for the

future of Europe and affects the world And yet, a more

immediate and more explosive problem is that of the Far

East and, more especially, of the Formosa Straits It is in

regard to this thatwe have been trying to create conditions so

that there might be direct talks between China and the

USA Icannotsay thatwehavesucceededbutibelievesome

little progress has been made. Anyhow, the mere fact that

1 13 May 1955

2 Edgar Faure of France. N Bulganin of the Sowrt Union, Antony

Eden of Britain and D D, Eisenhower of the United Slates

18 to 23 July 1955 to discuss European secunty, German unifiea .

disarmament and contacts between the East and the West
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combination of various factors and policies. This is where
real planning comes in

13. We could not do this in ftaming our first Five Year

Plan. We had no adequate data or experience and were
rather tied down to the works we had already undertaken.

Even now we have not got enough data and information.

But we have something to go upon and we shall no doubt
progressively add to it. Every Plan we make will have to be
flexible so as to enable us to vary itwith greaterknowled^
and fuller experience.

14. It IS this new emphasis on this aspect of planning to

whkh I would like to draw your particular attention.

Because this shouldgovernyourown State Plans. Itwillnot
be very hdpful to the Planning Ckimmission if you send
them mere hsts of projects and schemes. You should work
themoutinabalancedway and, more especially, showing
how they a&ct employment.

15.

This approach to planning in India is unique in its

own way Of course, some other countries have tried
something like it and done so in a very rigid way, but the
entirebad^round therewas verydiffcrentandthe objectives
were also not the same as ours. We have to function in the
framework of a democratic set-up and our methods have to
be peaceful. Therefore we have to convince our people and
carry themwith us.There isgoing tobenoauthoritarianism
aid, on thewhole,weaim atadecentralizedeconomy, bano
troer country in the world has this experimentbeen tried indm way. Ihavenodoubtthatifwe'succeed, aswe must, this
will have powerful repercussions all over the world.

will have noticed that stress is now being laid on
the developmeiit of heavy industry on one side, and at theo^end. thewidespread organizationofvillage industries
Without heavy industrywe can neverm^e India a
prosperous andstrongnation.Butwithoutvillageindustrieson a vast scale we shall not be able to go far in providing
^ployment. Village industries must therefore produJmany of our consumer goods.
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heading forsome troublem Vietnam unless some way out of
this deadlock is found

6 Since my return to India, I have naturally been much
concerned about developments in Goa.* We 'shall be

considenng these carefully soon. But ofone thing Iam quite

clear we must adhere to peaceful methods and we should

avoid any development, such as mass satyagraha, whidi will

necessarily come in the way of peaceful action in the future

7 This IS a brief letter,butmy noteonmy tbur is a longone

and will take up some of your ume

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

i;

1
;

'!

>

\

\

\

\

6 Ftom 18May 1955 about 800

of the Goan nauonal.st* Nine of them we«

returned There was demand for 'policea^on
TgnSangh

satyagrahaindudinga'limitedwar’bytheHinduMahasabha.Jan
8"

and the Praja Soaahst Party
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this is a magnificent movement which is bnnging
dynamism and social change to the 80% of our village

population. It is revolutionary and far-reachingin its effects

and already it is attracting the world's attention

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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there has been much relaxauon of this practice, and more
and more ^ople are invited to go there and have actually
visited theU S S R Even now, however, the Soviet Unionu
a lessknown countryasa whole than most othercountnesin
Europe or elsewhere. Reliable data and staustics are not
easily available, and there are certain parts of the Union
which might be said to be closed to outside visitors.

4. As for the so-called "slave labour" and "concentiauon
ramps". I am wholly unable to say anything from personal
knowledge or even from second-hand knowledge I haw
read someaccoun ts ofpersons who havecomeaway from the
U.S S R giving rather homble accounts of some of these
labour camps". Those accounts might be exaggerated or

might be true I think it is more or less established that there
are a considerable number of German and Japanese
prisoners still in the Soviet Union They are said to have
been condemned as war criminals Also, I Aink it is uue that

convicted prisoners in the Soviet Union are put in camps to

undertake public works like digging of canals or some kind
of construction It is probable that political suspects arealso
put in these or similar camps and made to work What their

treatment is, I cannot say Probably it is true that there has

been very harsh treatment in the past in some cases at least.

5 Itdoes notneedany proof to say thatin theSoviet Union
there is no avil liberty as weknow it or as the term implies

For personswho oppose the present regime publicly, there is

no safety and they are likely to be punisbed in someway or

otheror detained The political structureof the Government

and administration is quite different from such as we are

used to, and it is a little difficult to understand it or

appreaate it because of this great difference It is eqtially

difficult for us to take an objective view of it because ofour

own habits of thought

6 So faras theeconomicstructure is concerned, itmightbe

said to be a completely new expenment in human

organization. The only way to consider it objectively is to

forget or setaside thecoerave technique ofcommunism and

try to understand it purely as an economic system But in
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cheie has been more or less a lull in military operations in

the Fonnosa Straits is itself some gam.

4 The situation in the Indo-China States has grown
worse. There have been difficulties in Cambodia because of

the U.S A.—Cambodia Military Aid Agreement For the

moment, theyare likely tobegot over. In Laos again, there is

conunuous tension, but the Commission under India’s

chairmanship is doing a good piece of work and trying to

hold the position together. Our objea is to get the rival

parties themselves to meet and come to agreements The
Commission has succeededm getting them to meet both at

the military level and the political level.* These talks have,

however, not yielded any results thus far.

5 The real difficulty in Indo-China is in Vietnam. In
accordance with the Geneva Agreement, talks about the

elections in Vietnam next year should begin today, 20th

July But the South Viemam Premier, Diem, has recently

issued a statement* repudiaung any liability arising from
theGenevaAgreementwhich he says South Vietnam did not
sign. Further, he has laid down all kinds of conditions
which are obviously meant to avoid elections * Diem is

correct in saying that South Vietnam did not sign the
Agreement, butat the time of the Geneva ConferenceFrance

^ the dominant power in South Vietnam, and it was
Fiance that signed it. Itwas subsequent to this thatViemam
got some kind of theoretical independance As a successor
^te to France in Vietnam, the Government now there is
hound by France’s engagements. I am afraid that we are

Di^ssions began on 15 July between the tepiesentauves of the

elm
“°*°ui“ent and Pathet Ijo forces on quesuons of general

**“®i*. integration of the Laotian people as a nation, and methods of
nngavU liberties Discussions also took place at a military levdWM the two sides to implement a ceasefire

* On 16 July 1955

cnL?""*. negotiations for the unificauon of the country
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We know tlie effects of war on a country engaged in sudi a

war. Even highly democratic countnes suppress many of

their avil liberties at the time of war, and many kin^ of

compulsions, including military compulsion, become part

of the daily routine If, therefore, we are to understand the

psychological background of theSoviet Union not onlynow
but during the past thirty-eight years of its existence, we

must consider it as if it was under the strain of war or fear of

war, which resulted not only in affecangits policy towards

othercountries butalso in limiting normal freedoms within

the Union itself From time to time, there have been spy

scares and many people, including probably large numbers

of innocent persons, have suffered All this, arising from

fear, creates a certain psychology which throws up a

particular type of person We have had some very hard and

cruel leaders in the Soviet Union, the latest admitted

example being that of Bena > All this has prevented the

establishment of what might be called normal condinons

Every revolution, big or small, gradually settles down The

gams of the revolution or many of them, are retained, and

excesses of the revolution fade away The great French

Revolution went through terrific excesses. It was followed

by a counter-revolution and Napoleon Later, France, while

retaining many of tlie gains of that Revolution, became

one of the most staid and conservative countnes of Europe

The Soviet Union apparently never had a full chance to

settledown in this way, and therefore thereturn U)normality

has been delayed •

10 To refer back to the French Revoluuon again The

ideals of the French RevoluUon powerfully affected Europe

forahundred years Nearly sixty years after that Revoluuon,

there was what is called a Year of Revolutions in Euroiw

1848 Those revolutions were more or less suppress^ eu

those ideals of the French Revoluuon

gradually brought about, in different ways.
g«atchange i

Europe Italy became free, a new Germany arose, and so on

1 LA Bena Forb fn seeVol 3, S64
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Enclosure*

I

I find some difficulty in wnting this note about my reant

tour.This is not for lackof raatenalbutratherbecause of the

very abundance of the impressions that I have gathered.

These impressions are naturally rather mixed up, because

theysucaededeach other in rapid sucassion. Also, itwould

notberight forme to come to definite conclusions about the

policies or the conditions prevailing in the countries 1

visited after a rush tour.

2. All I can do is to put down the impressions I gathered

during this visit. Those impressions, of course, have some

considerable value for me and, I believe, for others. I have a

fairly wide acquaintana with foreign countries, and there

are certain standards by which wecan compare. Also, I have

some knowledge of the histoncal, political, and economic

backgrounds of these countries during thepast forty years or

more.

3. There is always a danger in a person being affected one

way or the other by saing, what might be called, one side of

the picture. He may see the bright spots and become

enthusiastic He might, on the other hand, only see some of

the darker aspects and then condemn the whole. Both,

obviously, would not present a correct picture. I have been

asked by journalists about the “iron curtain”. I might be

asked (diough no one has put this question to me thus far)

about "slave labour” or “conantration camps” in the Soviet

Union We all know that dunng past years it has been

difficult for people to enter the Soviet Union unless they are

approved ofby the SovietGovernment, It is true that latterly

(

I

(

)

* Noieon visit to theSovietUnionandother countries inJune-July 1955,
New Delhi, 19 July 1955
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history of other Communist countries and how the success

of the Communist Party there was achieved Each case

stands on a different footing. China is completely different

and can be said to have evolved its rei’olution itself and

through its own strength But again one sees there the

complete collapse ofthepreviousregimeand thebreakdown

of the administration and economic system by nearly lony

years of civil war, warlords, Japanese invasion and world

war The Chiang Kai-shek regime was thoroughly corrupt

and inefficient and really faded away through its oivn

ineptness In the countnes of Eastern Europe, there can be

littledoubt thatcommunism cameinbecause ofthestiength
of Russian arms after the SecondWorld War. Buthereagain

there are differences in each country. In Yugoslavia, the

powerful resistance movement built up under Marshal Tito

was Communist and nationalist. Undoubtedly, it was

helped by the Allied arms, but it had strength of its own In

Poland also there was a powerful nationalist Communist

movement. In the terrible dcstrucuon of Poland by the

German army itwas this movementofresistance that pla>ed

a notable part while other internal movements on thewhole

faded away. In Czechoslovakia it might be said that

communism was imposed by Russian arms

13. Another pertinent fact to remember is that nearly all

the countnes of Eastern Europe which are under

Communist sway at present, tvith the exception of East

Germany, are Slav in race and language Thus there issome

link and identity of interest between them and Russia. In a

senseit might be said thatapart from Chmaand theFar^st,

the countries that have become Communist are the Slav

countries of Eastern Europe All of them except

Czechoslovakia and East Germany, were backward socially

and economically and standards were lotv

14 The Soviet Union, after the Second World War,w^ in

a position of great strength in Eastern Europe t a

probably some of the old Czanst ambitions to °

more especially over the Slav areas It had also the

protect Itself in the future by having as many fnemUy
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10 July, 1955

irder to havesome real understanding of thebackground in

the Soviet Union, two factshave to behome in mind. One is

ibviously the histoncal background of that vast area: the

autocratic regime before the Revoluuon, the complete lack

of dvil liberty then, the backwardness of the country and
mote espeaally of the agncultural classes, the continuation

of the serfdom till a period almost in living memory.
Condiuons of course m the past differed greatly in various

parts of the U.S.S.R. In Central Asian parts of it, there was
even greater backwardness. It was out of this past that the

Soviet Union emerged.
'

7 The second very importint fact to remember is that ever
since the Bolshevik Revoluuon of November 1917, the
leaders and the people of the Soviet Union have had the
sensation of being surrounded by danger and by hostile
for^ Dunng this period, they have passed through two
major wars, a dvil war and intervention by foreign powers,
apart from internal problems and difhculues. The first ten
years were a period of World War I, avil war, and
intervenuon. Tiie Soviet Union was in some ways at the
lowest ebb in the middle twennes Then started a period of
building up, the Five Year Plans, etc By the end of the
thirues came the Second World War which spread to the
Soviet Uiiion a little later and brought temfic destrucuon
both of life and property. Much that had been built up
dunng the previous decade was destroyed Soon after the
Second World War ended began the "cold war” with its
ever-impending threat of developing into World War HI.
® Itor us to consider in this context as to
who was at fault andhow far all these troubles and hostility
from other counmes were the result of Soviet ambiuon or
aggressiveness There is no doubt that there was this
aggressiveness after the Second World War, but the point is
that whoever might have been responsible for this "coldwar

» the^ effect on the Soviet Umon was to create
pprehension and a conunuing sense of danger.
9

™>».e«tn>ioeiheRevoluiiono{I917,lheSoviHUini>n
to „h„ be celled a wetp^dS
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an Intemauonal Commission found ihat millions of

people, chiefij Jews, weredone to death. Isawoneofthesein
Poland and it M'as a horrible and almost unbearable sighL

Thus all o\er Eastern Europe, including Yugoslaiia, there

is fear of German rearmament There is tliat fear also in

France which has suffered three German imasions within

eighty > ears Francehad a double fear; that of the Soviet on

onesideand ofa rearmed Germanyon the other, and Frendi

policies have been tom between these two fears.

17. Thus the world has gradually drifted towards the\ eige

ofwar in Europeover the question of Germany and German

reaimament. In the Far East the situation has become e\en

more explosive But at the same time a realization has come

to peoples in all countries and even their leaders and rulers

that a new world war would be something unimaginabl)

destructne and ruinous That fear has acted as a salutary

dieck and perhaps has been instrumental in tumingmen's

minds to the quest of peace as perhaps never before. For

people in Europeespedall) , whetherin iheEast ortheWesi,

war is something that they know and have suffered from

The> do not want it again.

18 This was the background in my mind when I started

this tour of mine This, in a different wa), was the

bad^oundof thepeoples in the amntriesI visited and this

perhaps is the dominating factor of the Four-Power

Conference now being held in Geneva.

19 Apartfrom theSovieiUnion, I visited Czedioslova^,

Poland, Austria, Yugoslavia,Rome, Englandand Cairo, n

m> return journey, I passed through Dusseldo m
Germany. Although the stay in Dussddoifwas foran our

and a half, it was significant as a laige and enthusiast

crowdofGermanshadgatheredattheairpoitandremainea

there throughoutmj sta>. Not onl) did I vdsii these

countries of Europe and Asia, but I flevv ovct vast
,

- _ . a* « _a_ __ _a qn#? 9 OinOQ03T(0»

me Asian Kepuoiics in uicowvi^v *

of Europe, arding round iceHX>v’cred hfont .

way. Normallj, we flew high, but someames we
could see
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Oddly enough, even while the French Revolution was

taking place, it was slightly out-of-date, in the sense that it

ignoredavaster revolution thatwas creepingacrossWestern
Europe—the Industrial Revolution. So, in the nineteenth

century, the poliucal and human ideals of the French

Revolution as well as the new industrial soaeties being

created by the industrial revolution began to shape Western
Europe and America Russia was outside the scope of both.

II

11. Ihaverefened to this pasthistory so thatwemighthave
a true perspective of events Without that background
knowledge we are apt to misunderstand the present and its

problems. Of course, in consideringother parts of theworld
like China or India or South East Asia or Western Asia, the
backgrounds would be different and the forces at play more
various and mixed For the present, however, I am dealing
with the U.S.S R. There a cunous and a unique
combination of events brought about the success of the
revolution and the application of an economic theory as
well as a technique of acuon That economic theory,
Marxism, was largely based on a remarkable study of
industrial conditions in England m the first half of the
nineteenth century. The technique of action was derived
from certain forces at work in Europe then and certain
incidents such as that of the Pans Commune It is well-
known that Marx* did not envisage the application of his
methods in a backward country like Russia But the
combination of a corrupt, inefficient and played out
autocra^, defeat in warand the misery thatcame in its train

an^
of the administration and economic system!and a bnlhant leader, Lenin,> led to that success

12. It is interesting and instructive to analyze the recent

2 Kad Marx (1818-188S)
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native dress Both the faaal types and the dress of men and
women often resembled closely that we might see in
Kashmir today. In the Urbek language I recognized quite a
number of words in common use in India. Presumably, the

common origin was Persian

21. As we moved westward from Russia to Poland, the

impress of Europe became more evident The people there

had a little more style in dress and generally were slightly

more European in various ways In Russiaand the rest of the

Soviet Union, while people were generally adequately clad,

there was no attempt at style or fit in dress No marked
difference was nouceable in dress in various grades of

people Proceeding from Poland to Vienna, we came
suddenly into the heart of European culture Vienna and
Pans have probably represented the spirit of European
culture more than any otheraty orpart ofEurope. London,
ofcourse, is Europe, but it is insularand slightly cut offfrom

the full stream of European culture Vienna has been in the

past and still is today a gtaaous aty paying more attenuon

to music and the arts as well as the saences The aty of

Vienna, and indeed the wholeof Austria, was takmgintense

interest in the rebuilding of their famous Opera House

which had been largelydestroyed during theWar Theywere

spending vast sums of money on it. It represented to them

something much more than a building or even a home of

music. It represented the soul of Vienna and there was an

emotional approach to this reconstrucuon of the greathome

of music Fortunately, this had coinaded with the recent

agreement on the independence of Austria Early in

NovembernextAustria will celebrate both its independence

and the opening of the new Opera House in Vienna

22 The journey from Salzbuig to Yugoslavia took us

again into a different world, which was not wholly Europe

Within Jugoslavia therewere great differences in language,

historical background and national cultures A part o

Yugoslavia had remained for five hundred years or so un

Austrian or Hunganan domination
^

Another part a

remained for a like jieriod under Turkish rule. Some parts
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countnes as possible next to its borders The easiest way to

have a friendly country appeared to them to have a

Communist regime thereunder their patronage Some small

countnes like Latvia and Lithuania were just absorbed It

was difficult for these small countnes to exist by themselves

in themodem world They had tobeundersome big Power’s
patronage and Russia was nearest and took them into its lap

The possession of Germany was a big pnze for both the

major contestants In the result it was divided.

15. Instead of this extension of the Soviet power giving it

greater secunty, it led to more difficult problems and
conflicts The fears and apprehensions of the Western
countries at the expansion of the Soviet power led them to
organize themselves not only in Europe but practically all

over the world The “cold war” began. At the same time,
scientific and technological developments led to atomic
weapons and hydrogen bombs Both major groups started
a race for rearmament and, more espeaally, for the
development of these new methods of mass slaughter. To
begin with, the SovietUnion was very strong on land, while
the Western Allies were strong m die air Gradually, the
Soviet Union caught up in the air and perhaps even went
ahead and even m regard to the hydrogen bombs it maHi»
p^t progress Meanwhile, a chain of over two hundred
bases was established by the Western Allies, chiefly by the
United States of Amenca, all round the Soviet Union and
hma, right from the Arctic Sea downwards Also, the

question of German rearmament was taken up.
16 Thus, while on the one hand the great power of the
oviet Union frightened the Western countnes, the Soviet
Union Itself was equally frightened by this chain ofatomicas« and even more so by the prospect of German

^ twice in our own
Russm and the Eastern European countries have^ overrun by German armies and the people in thesewuntnes have vivid memories of the vast suffering and^ addition, therJwerehomble concentration camps with gas chambers whei^
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talk with the Prime Minister.^ The President® gave a large

reception at night where about 3,000 guests came

26 I did not have any such feeling of depression or

unhappiness in the othercountries that I visited In Poland

there was a feeling of self-confidence and the construction

work done there after the terrible destruction by the

Germanswas remarkable. Therewasa senseofpridein their

achievements and the popular welcome tome was also a fen

big^ one than in Prague. Indeed, in the Silesian basin,

which isacoalandiron ore areaanda forestofchimneysand

facrtories, the welcome was ovenvhelming. The most

gruesomeplacewe visitedduringall ourtourwas Oswidsm,

theformerNaziconcentrationcamp, where millions ofJews

were done to death. The prKent Prime Minister* of Poland

himself spent a year and a half in this camp

27. Nearby was Cracow, a very attractive medieval city

with a big unu'crsit) . It was interesting to see how the Poles

•were presendng the old city as it was The damage done to

the old castle and market-place had been repaired at

considerable cost so as to reproduce the old style and

atmosphere of the middle ages.

28. Near Cracow, a completely new town had grown up

during the last four > ears. This is called Nowa Huta, and a

vast steel works, call^ the Lenin SteelWorks, has comeinto

existence. Four or five years ago there were helds where

Nowa Huta now stands. Now it is a city of eighty thousand

and growing rapidly. This new city is the pride ^ ^ j

and the engineers in charge of the steel works were o

enthusiasm. ,

29. Warsaw has got a magnificent palace of sdenre md

culture, a gift by the Soviet Government to the Pousn

iVfliam SiTok} (1902-1971) Depun f
rTPrhnclnratia. 1945-53 and MinisterofForeign Alfaiw,

«

PmneM.nisicrofC«hosla«daa.

PrimeMiniiterofPoIani

1954-7fr. Pnsideni. 1970-72, Chaujuan,World PeaceOounal sm
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dearly the land and the sea below. It was fascinating to

observe the changes from ice-covered mountains to forKtt

and seas and to vast tracts of cultivated lani Even this

culttvated land indicated the nature of the l^d system

followed in the country I visited or flew over Thus, there

were small fields, like a succession of carpets, indicaung

cultivauon by peasant farmers At other plares, there were

much larger areas ofwheat fields, etc., which indicated State

f^sor collecuve farms In Siberia, where virgin lands were

beingbroughtunder cultivationon a big scale, we had some

experience of the vast uninhabited Siberianplain.
Motoring

for a hundred miles, we did not come across a single village

and hardly any human bein^, all that we saw were

occasionally small tractor stations or a bigger centre for

these tractors and the people who were working than.

Several millions of acres of virgin land have been brought

under culuvation in Central Siberia and in parts of

Kazhakistan, addii^ greatly to the food production. In these

areasof Central Asia, the climate is extreme. It is quitehot in

summer and in winter the temperature goes down to 40

degrees or more below zero.

20. Another interesting aspectcamebeforeme as I travelled

from one country to another Russia was and is a country

with Itsown look, quite apartfromcommunism. Ithadbeen

affected by Europe of course, as well as by past Asian

invasions, butithad acertain individuality of itsown. Being

a very big country, it had maintained its individuality in

spite ofoutside influences. The people, the architectureand

much else was not Europeanm the real sense of the world,

although there was much of Europe in them Moving
eastward to Georgia, there was a greater element of Asia. In

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazhakistan there was even

more of Asia. It is true that all these Asian Republics of the

Soviet Union now bore a strong impress of the Soviet

political and economic structure. In Uzbekistan and
Kazhakistan facial types were different. AlthoughEuropean
clothingwas common, both formenandwomen, therewere
many people, especially villagers, who were wearing their
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function of the newrPnme Minister* was to welcome us early

next morning

54 .In all the countries we visited we saw magnificent old

palaces, and sometimes stayed in them There were the

paintings and tapestnes and other rare arudes horn the

middle ages, whether it was in Moscow or Leningrad or

Warsaw or Prague or Vienna with its tradition of Mana
Teresa and the Imperial Hapsburgs But probably the

Vaucan and Quinnale Palaces in Rome exce^ all these in

sheer magnificence.

IV

35. I had a vague recollecuon of Moscow denved hrom my

visit there twenty-seven years ago The new Moscow that I

saw reminded me a little of that old impression, more

espeaally in regard to the Kremlin, but essentially it was

different It struck me now not only as a great aty but as

represenung a certain dignity, vitality and purpose

Leningrad was the more attractive aty, or at any rate I hked

It better, but Moscow hadmuch more of the old Russia plus

the new industrialism. The streets or avenues were

amazingly broad, sometimes 300 ft or 400 ft Evidently, it

was being built for the future with a definite plan in view.

Sector by sector, it was being refashioned according to this

plan There were hve or six skyscrapers of about thirty or

more storeys The biggest buildingwas theMoscow Univw-

sity Another skyscraperwas thenew Foreign Office OntM

outskirts of Moscow, there were still some old dilapidat

huts visib’’ But. generally speaking, Moscow was putung

on this new look

36 The sueets were full of traffic and the pavements

appeared to be always crowded I was surprised to see

8 Anionio Segm {1891-1972) Professor of

Instruction of Italy, 1951-54. Pnme

Defence, 1958-59 and of Foreign Affairs. 1980-62, Presid ,

later taught at the Univereitv ofRome
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had varying independence. One small area, that of Dubro-
vnik also called Ragusa), having a population of less than

fifty thousand, had maintained iu independence for a
' thousand years. This was a great jjort rivalling Venice in its

trade This small dty actually had about 220 consular

establishments all round the Mediterranean during the

middle ages.

23 Yugoslavia has a substantial Muslim population and
we sawmanymenandwomen in some parts dressed in their

old traditional style, the women often wearing the dress

which we had assoaated with pictures of Turkish harems.
They didnotwearany veils. Therewere some finebuildings
and mosques dating back from the time of Suleiman the
MagnificenL We were told by Marshal Tito that he had no
troublewith theMuslims orwith theOrthodoxChurch, but
he had some trouble with the Roman Catholic Church
because it had interfered in political matters.

m
24. I do not propose to give a detailed account ofwhatl saw
in the various countnes. Lengthy accounts haveappeared in
the prras about our tour and cinema films have also given
some intimate glimpses of the kind of reception we had
wherevtt we went. I could not sit down anywhere to study
the political or economic system in detail. But I did get a
atge number of impressions and collected some odd frets.
25. Prague was the first aty I went to/a city I had visited
sixteen years earlier, just before the Secxind World War. It
wasalovelydtyanditused tobe full of lifeand vitality. Itis
o^ly still, but life and vitality were lacking. I had a frrfi'ng
ot depressionandunhappinesswhen I was there. Statistics, I
«ieve, show that industrial progress has been made in

production is growing, but the large
^ddle class of Czechoslovakia have obviously sufferedand
re uiAappy. We stayed in a lovely old villa with a
agnificent view of thedty and Ihadalongandinteresting
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population was engaged in construction work The Soviet

Union had already become a highly industrialized

community. This was not merely because of the number of

factoncs, etc , but rather because of the stress on the technical

aspect of life which was visible at every stage The difference

between the city-dweller and the farmer was rapidly

disappearing as the farmer himself was using machines

more and more

39. I was struck repeatedly by certain similarities between

the Americans and the Russians who today are so hostile to

each other Both are very fncndly and hospitable people,

easy to get on with, ifonce the barrier is removed Once they

are friendly, they are frank and cordial Both have made a

god of the machine and have developed or are developing a

highly technical civilization The United States are

undoubtedly more advanced in technique and industiial*

ization in many ways But in the Soviet Union the found-

ations to bimg about this change are even broader and from

childhood up the machine impinges on every person Both

the Russians and the Americans, if unfriendly, become

rather unbalancedm that direction At the presentmoment,

the production of engineers and other kinds of techniaans

in the Soviet Union is prodigious, exceeding, I am told, the

numbers produced in the United States In fact, peoplem the

Soviet Union will gradually all be engineers, techniaans or

scientists ofsome grade or other. There is no doubt that they

have already some top-ranking scientists, engineers, etc

Probably before long, they will have a vast rraervoir o

trained people to draw upon, bigger than that of any ot er

country including the United States

40 Another striking feature of the Soviet Union is e

stress laid on athleticsandgaraes Therearebigst lu

the cities and sometimes a aty may have ^ “

Children beginearly,atthePioneersmge,andthwisa»
me

stress of organized propaganda in favour of athl««^ "

games, the Soviet Union has already
f

Football IS very popular and, to some

water polo Russians have won international fern

football and ice-hockey
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nation It is a thirty-two storeyed building and has

thousands of rooms and halls

30 I visited an automobile plantm Warsaw, recently put
up with the help of Soviet technicians What surprised me
was that the exportprice of their carwas equivalent toabout
one thousand dollars while the local sale pnce was nearly

four thousand dollars. Needless to say therewas little private

sale of this car m Poland itself and it was used chiefly for

official purposes There was, however, considerable export
to distant countries, chiefly m South Amenca, where
presumably itcouldcompete withAmerican cars I was told
that the differencebetween the local and the exportprice was
due to the undertaking being new and its producuon being
still on a low scale. Therefore, they charged the overheads
chiefly to the local market Later, when production was at
full swing, the two prices wouldapproximate to each other.
31. In Poland, as elsewhere,we saw magnificent Palaces of
Youth We visited the Opera also

32 I was presented with the latest type of a fine
stereoaudiographicmachine as a giftfrom the Polish nation
to the people of,India.

83. From Yugoslaviawehadgone toRome which, because
of Its history and tradition, is full of attraction The aty
reined full of activity and the narrow streets were crowded.

lit the city, and possibly the country, gave me the
toiptession of the past and not of the future. The people

to lack purpose and vitality and there was an air of
eraden^ The politics of Italy, of course, are in a curiouswdcomused state. Indeed, anewGovernmentwas installed

the night before we arrived^ and the first official

7 A *

Antonio Segni on 6 July

oiMeKnces between the vanous coaliuon units ot his
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cent Also young people were very mudi in evidence The
husband and wife are often both employed in the same
factory and sometimes theirgrown-up son ordaughter also
Thus the joint earning of the family is considerable Wages

are high and so are prices But the pnce of bread and a few

other necessaries is low and so is rent The lowest wage is

abou 1 500 roubles ora little less The highest mightbe eight

to ten times this In an engineer's flat that 1 visited, the

engineer, his wife, his son and daughter-in-law werejointly

earning 8000 roubles a month Even though pnces are high,

people generallyappear to have plenty ofmoneyand there is

a demand for some goods which are not easily available

46 AsIhavesaid,thereisnoavillibertyasweknowit But

I rather doubt if this lack of civil liberty is felt by the great

majority of the people This is so partly because they have

not known avil liberty at any time and jiartly because in

every country people are more concerned with their living
'

conditions than with abstract notions of avil liberty. I

suppose there aremany peoplem the Soviet Umon whomay
be dissatisfied with things as they are., But the general

impression I got was one of contentment, as pracucally

everyone is occupiedana busyand no oneseems to gel much

time for complaining, or if there are complaints, they are

about relauvely minor matters.

47 It must be remembered that pracucally everyone under

fifty in Russia, that is, almost the enure active population,

has grown up under the Soviet system and has been fully

conditionedby it, notonlybypropaganda butmuchmoreso

by his entire environment Someold peoplemightc^p am

or thinkof thegood old days but I doubt verymuch u “

any marked desire in the Soviet Union for a revision to me

old days Indeed, I do not think it is conceivable

major change can take place in the economic system

may be, and probably will be, minor

adaptations, but the basic economic

and land will continue In establishing this
,

*

more espeaally, in collecuvizauon of land.

pnceinCiansuffenngwaspaidThatpncehasbeenpaid
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lai^enumberofautomobiles in the streets Thereweremany
trucks and lorries and buses, but there were also quite a
considerable number of private cars. There were some
luxunous Zis cars, meant chiefly for official purposes, and
morehumble five or four-seater cars. I learnt that thepnvate
demand for these smaller cars was much greater than the
supply. Altogether the city gave an impression of strength
and activity.

37. All over the Soviet Union, themoststnking featurewas
the care given to the children andboysand girls There are, I

believe, good schools although I did not go to many. But,
a^t from this, there are Palaces of the Pioneers. The
Pioneers is an organization of children and boys and girls
from SIX to about fourteen or fifteen. The best buildings,
often old palaces or new structures, were given to them.
These Pioneers' Palaces were full of rooms for children,
games and numerous technical sections where children
could play about with handicrafts and model machines and
thus get used to machinery. There were rooms for teaching
music, painting and dancing, and games were provided for
mem. There were also sanatoria and rest houses for the
Pioneers in health resorts, especially in the Crimea. I was
told that last year five million chilcfren had a month’s
holiday each in these health resorts The Pioneers’ Palaces
me supposed to fill in some kind ofa gap between thehome
and the school, and to be supplementary to both. I could not
make out what home life children had because most of their
Omemust necessarilybe taken up eitherfayschool orby these
loneer activities. And yet Russian people are undoubtedly

lond of their children, and there is a tendency now to lay
some stresson home life Inany event, children areprobably
hetterprovided forandlooked afterin the SovietUnion than
®™^"ywhere. There were also lovely parks especiallyfor

38 The second basic impression that I got in the Sovietmon was of construction everywhere I went. Public
ouudings, apartment houses, factones, etc., were growinsup everywhere. A very considerable section of the working
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There is of course always a tendency for a great power to be

expansive and to try to impose its will on others

50 I think that the Russian outlook today is very definitely

opposed to war. This is not so because of some moral

scruples but for good practical reasons They do not want

destruction of what they have done, and the hydrogen bomb

is an effective check today to ambitions even of Great

Powers But, apart from this, the Russians feel that they will

make good in theeconomic fieldand raise theirstandards of

living progressively.They want to demonstrate that theycan

produce as much as the United States, and they believe they

can do so I have no idea whether they can ultimately do so

and, if so, how long it will take them, but there is no doubt

that their standards will go up progressively and such inner

tensions as might exist today will gradually disappear.

When asked as to how long it will take them to have full-

blooded communism, tliey replied that they required

another four or five Five Year Plans, that is to say, about

twenty-five years more By this I presume they meant thatm

another twenty-five years’ time they will produce an

abundanceofall necessary goods lor theirentirepopulation,

and that high standards will be obtained for everyone

without too much labour

51. It has been said frequently in the United States that the

Soviet system is cracking up on the agricultural frontm
that recent Sovietmoves in favour ofpeacearea sign

“

internal weakness In fact, it has been said that Russia is on

the run” I think that this is purely wishful tbmki^» uw

United States and nothing could be further off from

mark There has been some difficulty

agricultural production I haveno definiteknowl^Aou

It, but it IS obviously not very senous and, wi

millions of acres of virgin land beii^
Tn any

cultivation, there will be no scaraty of

event, whatever internal difficulues the So
,

suffer from, there ts no doubtthatitisasirongan^^^^^^

nauon.as stable as any other Ifpowerxstobemra^J^^

saenufic advance, then undoubtedly the Soviet Umo
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41 There is a deliberate attempt to encourage music and

art and there are conservatories of music in many cities. I

rather doubt if the modern painting of Russia is of a

particularly high standard. But I am no judge The ballet,

both in Moscow and Leningrad, is superb and there is

nothing to compare with it elsewhere in the world. This is

really a continuauon of the old Czanst tradition and the

theme and music also date back

42. Therearenumerous big libraries and the readinghabit

in Russia is said to be widespread. It must be remembered

that the type of books that are available are seldom of the

very lightliterature that is popular in other countries. Apart

from technical books which are issued in vastnumbers, old

classics, both of Russia and of other countries in

translauons, are popular It was surprising to find ordinary

folkreadingsome of these old classics. I suppose that literacy

havingspread rapidly, there is thkhunger for reading This

is likely to bring about far-reaching changes in the mental

outlook of the growing generation, in spue of the fact that

only certain limited types of books are available

43 In regard to children, I should like to mention also that

many cities havewhat is called achildren’s railway This is a

regular railway of a very small sue, worked entirely by

children. In one part attached to a Pioneer establishment, I

found that boys of about ten or twelve had built a model
hydro-electnc station which was actually supplying

electriaty

44. Just as children have their rest homes and sanatoria,

workers also have numerous sudi establishments and
millions of them go annually for a month’s holiday there.

Mostof theseestablishments areattached to some particular
industry or to a Ministry or a Muniapality. There is the
eight-hour week, but work is concentrated and mvolved
some strain. I hadan impression that itwas partlybecause of
this strain that these rest homes and sanatoria were
necessary.

45. In all the factories I visited, a large proportion of the
workers were women Normally they were about forty per
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S F S R and whose capital is Kazan Kazan Univeisity is

famous as the place where Lenin studied Also Tolstoy’®and
Maxim Gorky” and Molotov ” Kazan is now a centre of

heavy industty and has an opera in the Tartar langiiagp

55 Itmight be interesting to givesome particulars abouta
big machine-making factory at Sverdlovsk. Construcuon
was begun m 1926 and finished in 1933 with equipment
from the United States and Germany. At first the simplest

equipment was used as workers wereinexpenenced As they

improved, more complicated machinerywas used Together

with the construcuon of the factory, settlements forworkeis

were also put up Dunng the world war this factory

produced armaments Now it is being used for peaceful

purposes and is making machines for blast furnaces, open

hearth furnaces, rolling mills, rails and plates for railways,

sheets, pipes, presses and mining machinery for the

petroleum industry Some of the excavators made therewere

enormous There were 16,000 workers m the factory of

whom thirty per cent were women. Most of these persons

were trained in the factory and furthernamingwas givenm
evening classes in Insututes There were schools,

kindergartens, hospitals and a stadium attached Thecostof

all these came very largely from the factory itself There was

no contnbution by the workers Houses were bmlt for

workers at the cost of the factoryand low rents were chaiged

Some workers built their own houses on loans taken from

Government There was State insurance for workers

Payments were made by theStateand the factory. Therewas

no contnbution by theworkers Therewere rewards forlong

serviceand speaal work. The normal age-Iimitformetallur-

gical workers wasS0andforothers55 There werepensions

The lowest wage for apprenuces was 350 going up to fuu

JO 1L«> Tolsioy (1828-1910) Author of War and Peace, Anns

'XaKaiaa,Resur7ecaoa and many other novels

11 (1868-1986) Russian wnier and revolutionary HistvorUi

Afat/tei and Ftagmaiisfwm my Diary

12 For b fn seeVol S, p
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and a completely new structure has arisen and been well

established There canbe no goingbackupon this This may
not apply to some of the other Ckimmunist countries of

Eastern Europe where the changes have been more recent.

48 We thus see in the Soviet Union a new type of society

growing up It is a vital society, expanding not only in

numbers and in the construction ofnew towns and citiesand
factories, etc, but fully conditioned to believe in the

environment m which it lives This society is becoming
increasingly technical and fairly well-read. Its standards will

necessanly go up with increasing production, provided
there are no wars or big upsets How far political restriction

and lack of avil liberties will continue, I cannot say. I

imagine that if fear of war and attack goes, there will be a
progressive approach to normality and a measure of
individual heedom may alsocome in its train. I do not think
thiswill lead to the type of individual freedom that isknown
in some of the counmes of the West, but a well-read and
well-trained society is not likely to submit for long to many
restrictions on individual freedom.

49. I am not discussing communism, either its technique
or Its ideology but rather thinkingm terms of the gradual
development of the Soviet people under pressure of various
events Marxism as applied to Russiaby Leninwasprobably
sompvhat different &om what Marx himself thought.
Stalin^ varied this sull more, and I have no doubt that this
process ofvariation will continue in the SovietUnion to suit
Ranging circumstances In non-Qimmumst countries, the
Communistp^esarerigidandoutof touchwith changing

There is no such compulsionm the SovietUnion as
me high pnests of communism there are free to give any
interpretauon. The essential basis of a socialist or a
Communist society will, I dunk, remain but its outer
structure may change from time to time. Also, if noraiality
^mes in, there is no reason to expea a continuance of'-ommumst aggressiveness and interference elsewhere.

9 Joseph Staun Forbfn seeVol l,p 164
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grade Marshal Zhukov><> did not meet us at the political

talks, but he is obviously an outstanding person there He
has great charm and is a frank soldier We not only bad

official talks on a Government level about the world

situation, more especially in Europe and the Far East, but

also numerous private talks which were quite informal and

frank These talks gave me more of an insight into these

Soviet leaders than even the formal talks I have no doubt

whatever that they are anxious and eager for a settlement

with the Western Powers and that they value India's

friendship

58. Aftera bnefinterlude in Viennaand in Salzburg, where

we had a conference ofourHeads of Missions in Europe, we

proceeded to Yugoslavia and spent a week there As usual,

we had a very great welcome. Everything in Yugoslavia was

on a somewhat smaller scale not only as compared with the

U.SSR but even the othercountrieswe visited Yugoslavia

was a very backward country under Austna-Hungary. It did

not make much progress in between the two wars But it

certainly has gone ahead under Marshal Tito It is a

delightful' country with great and charming vanety We

visited not only Beograd (or Belgrade) but also ferajevo,

Mostar (a lovely little town built by the Turks), Dubrovni ,

Split, Ljubljana, Zagreb and finally Brioni, thus co^g
four of the six Republics of Yugoslavia-Seibia, pOT™'

Slovenia and Bosnia We wsited many of their newfac^e

and insutudons We were parucularly struck by the ra^

advance made in ship-building in ye®” p*
°nc.i

interesung features of Yugoslavia is the Wor

which controls the parucular factory. Apparrady they have

almost full powers I think this requires study by us

20 GK Biukov (1896-1974) 9en«l ^
General Staff, 1941', Deputy Munster for

jgjy
Defence 1955-57, dropped from the Central Committee,
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the front rank. The recent air display in Moscow was
evidence of their greatadvancem the latest types of weapons
Of machinery they produce almost everything. It is possible

that American machines are sometimes better, but in

quantity the Russians are simply pouring out all kinds of

aeroplanes, tanks and every conceivable type of machinery.
Marshal Tito, who is a wise observer, told me that for a
vanety of reasons he was convinced that the Soviet Union
wanted peace but it would be dangerous thinking for the
Western Powers to imagine that they can drive the U S S.R.
too far.

52 The Soviet Union is the only country which has
practically every mineral within its vast area Even the
United States lack some important minerals England, with
her colonies and dominions, probably also has almost
everything, but this is spread out and not wholly under its

control. No other country approaches this amplitude of
resources The two richest areas in the U.S.S.R are the Ural
region and the region round Alma Ata in Kazhakistan. In
both these areas, almost every conceivable mineral is found.
The Ural region was partly developed even before the
Revoluuon but since then it has grown enormously and
great industrial cities have spread out, like Magnitogorsk
and Sverdlovsk In the Alma Ata region, new towns and
factories are springing up rapidly Even apart from these
^o major regions, there are many new steel towns, such as
Rustavi near Tiflis in Georgia
53 In many of the factories I visited, there were large
numbers of Chinese under training 1 imagine theremustbe
jnany thousands of them. Wherever any machinery was
eing made for China, there were these Chinese being
rained to handle it, I was interested to find that the
achines meant for China were stamped m Chinese

54 I visted the following Republics of the USSR-
SSkutan'^^^g Turlmenistan,

ekistan and Kazhakistan I also visited ihe
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peasant famil} which has suffered during the ^\•aT of

resistance At theage of 16shejoined the guerillasand had a
hard time.

63. We were sorry to leave Bnoni and Yugoslaria. During

our week there we had become \eiy friendly with Marshal

Tito and his colleagues Brioni itselfwas a beautiful island

in the Adnatic.

VI

From Brioniwewent toRome. Iwent therespecially tosee

the Pope“ but, naturally, I met the leaders of the

Goi'emmcnt there also. Our talks with the President and

Ministers of the Republic were not importanL I liked the

Pope He impressed me as a fine man He is about eighty

years old

65. From Rome we proceeded to London by a speaal

aircraft sent by the British Government. SirAnthonyEden®*

met me at the airport and took me to Chequers wherel had

talks with him separately and later joined a confeienre

which was attended by SirAnthony Eden, Mr. Macmillan,

the Foreign Minister, and Lord Home,” Cranmonwcalth

Minister. Also Makohn Macdonald®** who is coming w
India as the U.K High Commissioner On oursidepreseni

24 Pius Xn (Eugene Pacelli) (1876-1958) Elected Popem IMS

25 Forb fn seeVoI 2,p 528 _ t«™,c!npand
26 H Macmillan (1894-1987)

Local Government, 1951-54 and of Drfen«.^4-55,

1955, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
State lor

27- Alec Douglas. 14ih Earl of Home (b

commonwealth Relauons, 1955-60. Foreign Seoetan.

Minister, 1963-64, Foreign Seoetarj,
Oneaiv of State of

28 (1901-1981) Son of Ramsa) Mmister

Dominion Affairs. 1935-39,and for Colonies,
1941-46, to India,

for Health. 1940-41. High Com^'onerm
lOSS-OOandtoKeni-a, 1964-65, Gov’ernor-Gen

jggj_g7 Special

and Briush Borneo, 194W8. 196^7.
Representative of Britain to East and Central Air.
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roubles monthly. The average worker earned 800 to 900

roubles. Those with higher qualifications 1500 to 3000

roubles ormore The Directorreceived 6000 roubles plus any
special reward We were told that the Indian steel plant

would be made in this factory m Sverdlovsk.

56 My basic impression of the Soviet Union was of an
extraordinarily warm-hearted people It is quite absurd for

anyone to say that the welcome we got was organized. It

certainly was encouraged, but it was definitely a
spontaneous warm-hearted welcome, wherever we went
from Russia to the Asian Republics Sometimes itwas quite

overwhelming in its friendliness Even the leaders of the

Soviet Union were very friendly There was no mistaking
dus fnendlmess and it was not put on
57 I met all the principal leaders Voroshilov,** the
Presidrat, an old colleague of Lenin, was the oldest He is

respected and popular but he does not count much
politically The important men were Bulganin,** thePnme
Minister, Khrushchev,** the Seaetary of the Communist
Party, Kaganovich,** Molotov, Mikoyan*’ and Saburov.**
Malenkov** is also important, but still in a slightly lower

13 KE Voroshilov(1881-1969) GenetalottheSovietannyandadose
»soaaie of Stalin; Deputy Chairman, Gounal of Ministers. 1946-53;
Chauinan of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, 1953-60

14 NA Bulganin (1895-1975) Deputy Chairman, Soviet Council of
Ministers, 1949-55. Prime Minister, 1955-58, expelled from the
wnmiunisl Party in 1958

15 NS Khrushchev (1894-1971) FirstSecretary of Communist Party
Of tte Soviet Union. 1953-64. Pnme Minister, 1958-64

^ ^^Sanovich (1893-1975) Soviet Commissar of Railways, 1935

SisS'iis!^?

Folli
(1895-1970) Commissar for Supplies, 1931-34, for

Pbw.
1934-39 and for Transport, 1938-49, fust Deputy

Filler, 1958-64, President, 1964-65
«t ueputy

PlaLmfr®"'’"”''
<*300-1961) Engineer. Chairman of Soviet State

keC rnTw ;“ f ^ Foreign

19 r M M ;
"’Onager of an industnal establishment.‘a GM Malenkov. For b tn seeVol S,p 265
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cesm income are still fairlyconsiderable in the SovietUnion
and probably range from 1 to 10 In Yugoslavia, this

difference is less, probably 1 to 6 The general level in

Yugoslavia is lower Apart from some pohucal leaders, the

persons most respected appeared to be the saentists and the

higher technicians. Saence has been given every

opportunity to develop and there were academies of saence

in palatial buildings in every Republic of the Soviet Union

that we visited This new society is well educated and

becomingprogressivelymoreand more t^mcal and saen-

ufic Because of this widespread educauon and technical

knowledge, it is not likely that a small group can dominate

over them in future The economic structure u such that

there is no basic urge to exploit other countnes. Of course,

the desire to dominate or to exerase one's influence qver

others is there and is accehtuated by the "cold war” This

new society is not based on the proht monve But there are

certain incenuves in tlie shape of higher income and greater

amenities, apart from prestigeand status Wewere told quite

clearly in Moscow that they were not aiming at equal

incomes because this could not provide a suffiacnt

incenuve

69 The question of trying to litmt population growth

arose in our talks one day in Moscow Khrushchev was

emphatic that they wanted the population in the SovKt

Union to grow and there was plenty of room for mem He

did not believe in such limitation He said that, in fact, ty

wanted to double their populauon I askedhim whatwould

happen if or when the populauon intensi^ in e ov

Union was that of India He laughed and sai a

quesuon could be considered when it arose

70. It IS clear that conditionswehave to face
in

many ways quite different from those in the Swiei Unio
^

,
To some extent, they'resemble condiuom “^ A ^ur
very large populauon. Therefore, we have »^ °

problems in ourown way.
Union^d

deal from the experiences of the ^ , ^jnthe
Yugoslavia I feel also that any real

industry
future must depend on a foundauon of heavy
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59 It was interesting to find that the separate Republic

both m the Soviet Union and in Yugoslavia had each their

own separate flag and national anthem Thus when I went

to Uzbekistan in theU S S.R., three nauonal anthems were

played—theIndian, the U.S.S.R., and theUzbek—and three

national flags were displayed

60. Both in the Soviet and in Yugoslavia, I was astonished

to find how popular some Indian films were. The names of

several films were menuoned to me The only two I

remember now are Awara** and Do Bigha Zamin.^^ The
tunes and songs from Awaza were often heard by us in the

streets and on the radio. This indicates that we have a large

market for the propier kind of films in the Soviet Union and

in other East European countries.

61 I had long talks with Marshal Tito and his Ministers.

These talks were even more frank and intimate than

elsewhere. There was so much in common between our

oudookandMarshalTito’s in regard toworld affairs thatwe
could discuss matters without any inhibition. Marshal Tito

has had a very adventurous life of which twelve years were

spent in prisons and many years as a guerilla leader. He
knows all the prominent leaders in the Soviet Union
intimately and knows ilieir language too He also knows
the German language and people well He is, therefore, in a

peculiarly advantageous position to judge the Soviet or
CentralEuropean problems. I foundhis talks very helpful in

understanding these problems and we have promised to

keep in dose touch with each other.

62 Marshal Tito’s wife, Madame Bro7,“ is acharmingand
beautiful woman. She is very young. Shecomeshorn a poor

21 Aivara(TheTramp),afilininHindibasedonastorybyK.A Abbas
was produced and ditect^ by Raj Kapoor in 1951. The film was released
In die Soviet Union in 1054
22 Do Bigha Zamw, (Two Acres of Land), a film in Hindi depicung

me condition of peasants in Bengal was produced and directed by Bimal
Rny 111 1953 It won awards at Cannes and Karlovy Vary film festivals
25 Jiivanfca Bror married Marshal Tito in 1952
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situation considerably >The recent speech of PremierChou
En lai was definitely conciliatory,'*

4. In another two months’ time, the States Reoi^ganization

Commission is likely to submit its report * This will be a

very important document dealing widi a quesuon of vital

concern to India You may be surpnsed to learn that I have

no idea of what their rrcommendations are likely to be

Whatever they are, they will naturallyhavegreat weightand

command attention No possible recommendation or

solution of tins problem can meet with univetsal approval

and, therefore, whatever they suggest is bound to displease

somebody Wecan say nothingabout iton merits becausewe

do not know what it is going to be, but there are certain

broadapproaches to this problem whichwe mightwell bear

in mind

5 The quesuon ofredistnbuuon ofprovinces in hnguisdc

provinces has roused much excitement and even passion in

certain parts of the country Like all subjects which exatc

people. It IS difficult to consider it calmly and objecuvely as

It deserves. The great danger we have to face is that the

country might suddenly be pushed into fierce controversies

which will not only prevent a solution of this particular

problem but affect our other problems also

6 Just about this ume, the draft second Five Year Plan b

likely to be pubished ®The whole future of thatPl^ ntig t

well be imperilled by thecontroversies over
redistributiono

States.

7. How, then, are we to meet this situauon? As far as

see. the only statesmanlike approach would be to accept,

8 BcijingRadioannounerfonSOJuly
l955*eit.leaseof It Amenan

airmen They returned home on 12 ^ f peacdul

4 In hw speech on SO July. Zhou said that

settlement of her claim to Taiwan ®^j^^jj,attheUmied
negotiauons with theTaiwan authonties

solace the nuhtaiy
StateswouldsignapactforeollecuvepeaceinAsiatoteplacetne

5 The report was submitted on 80 SeptHt*ffl^

6 The draft outline was publidied on 10 Febrnary
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were the High Commissioner, Vijayalakshmi Pandit,^

V.K. Krishna Menon and N.R. Pillai. These talks related

chiefly to the Four-Power Conference in Geneva and to the

problems ofEuropeand the Formosa Straits Also, about the
Indo-China States. At the invitation of the Queen I went to

Windsor also. Duringmy two days in England I spent only
two hours in London I travelled by motor or helicopter

about 250 miles The weather was perfect and the English
countryside looked beautiful in its summer garb.

66. On my way back I stopped for a day in Cairo and
discussed matters with Colonel Nasser, Prime Minister, and
his colleagues. They were interested, of course, in my
unptessions of my tour. Their principal concern, however,
is the position of the Arab nations. The Egyptian Govern-
ment was trying hard to get Syna and Saudi Arabia to sign
an agreement which would keep these countnes out of
mihtary alliances with the Great Powers. The U.K. and
Turkey, however, and possibly the U.S.A. also, arc anxious
w prevent this and to get Syria to join the Turco-Pakistan
Paa The Egyptian Government is also mudi concerned
with developments in Sudan and the intention of the
Sudanese Government to have no link with Egypt in the
future

vn

Thus ended my tour of five weeks in which I covered
"early 25,000 miles. I have not referred in this note to the
actual talks we had with the leaders of Governments we
^tted inie pnnapal talks were in Moscow and in
Jugoslavia. We had full records of these and perhaps at a
latter stage a summary might be prepared of some of the
important points discussed

o The broad impression ofmy tour was of great changes
ing place m the U S.S.R and the countnes of Easternur^; Undoubtedly, a new type of society is being built

up. This process has gone farthest in the U.S.S.R. Differen-

29 Forb [n.MeVol l,p 317
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Many of the old aties m Europe have relatively narrow

streets and the traffic problem has become almost beyond

solution.

12 Then there is the question of proper drainage and

parks I find in Delhi thateven ourmuch prized open spaces

are gradually being encroached upon by buil^ngs,

sometimes Government structures 1 am much concerned

about this and hence my wish to draw your attenuon to it

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni
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New Delhi

2 August, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

With my last fortnightly letter, I sentyou a note onmy visit

to the SovietUnionand other countries * Iam sending you a

second note with this letter. This note deals more with the

political aspects of the international situation Iam ahaid it

IS rather a long one, but I thought that it might be

worthwhile for me to deal with the new situauon that is

developing in theworld today I havea feeling thatwe areon
the threshold of a new approach to international problems

and that gradually we might get out of this dark penod of

war But I must make it clear that this will take time, andwe
must not expect any quick results

2 There have been many indi,cations, during the past six

months, about this gradual change taking place The latest

evidence was the Four-Power Conference at Geneva. We
have to proceed wanly and not expert too much or too

quickly But I think we are justified in taking a much more
hopeful view of the future than we have done in the past

3 The meeung of the U.S. and Chinese Ambassadors in
^^eva* is a very small beginning in the direct relations of
theU S. with China,and as suchit is significant. Therelease
of the American airman prisonersin China will improve the

f

i

}

f ^ante,pp 195-222

)
meeting took place from 1 August to discuss repatnation of

I
between the two countries and "cenam other pracucal matters

' “tissue on both sides"
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He began by saying that his Government were under a

debt ofdeep gratitude to theIndian Prime Ministerwhose

assessment of the Russian situation had been theirguide

throughout the talks and proved correct every time. He
said he had taken notes of the conversation at Chequers

and was amazed to find how closely the Russian approach

followed the line indicated by the Pnme Minister It was

of immense importance to have had this guidance of

which both he and Eden were deeply appreaative

He described talks with Russians as cordial and sincere

on both sides and said the greatest thing that emeiged

from the Conference was the undeniable fact that neither

side sought war as a solution of problems He mentioned

being struck with the obvious desire of Russians to be

liked, which was also a typical American trait This

desire, he said, was very evident in all their dealings with

the West in Geneva

4 While I was travelling across the Soviet Union or

Southern and Western Europe, and when I was visiting any

place, meeting prominent men or looking at vast crow^, I

was less interested in odd factsand statistics {indeed Ihadno

time to get them) than in the impressions I got I made

myself receptive to those impressions More and more I smv

this great panorama in itsconunental aspect as well as
in e

perspective of history. I noticed that behind all c

revolutionary changes that had taken place both in e

Soviet Union as well as in Western Europe dunng the last

half century, there was still the basic pnde an

country in each nauon The Russians may be '

but they were more Russian than Communists.^
were intensely naaonalistic, as they always vc

Yugoslavs were equally attached not

but toeach separateRepublicof c bia of the

pride of the Goatian in Goatia. of the

SlovenesmSloveniaandsoon

Soviet Union as well as m the Ukraine

was also this local pride and
|j|, the larger

obvious conflict m this local patnousm with the iaig»
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broadly speaking, the unanimous recommendations of the

Ck>mmission, whether we like them or not. Any other

amtude for Government to takeupwouldbe to take sides in

this controversy and thusbe fiercely assailedfor partiality. It

may be that some of the recommendauons of the States

Reorganization Ckimmission appear to us tobeunwise It is

better to accept thatbit of imwisdom than to do something
which leads to unfortunate consequent's

8. The best course, therefore, appears tome for us to accept

the main recommendations of the Commission, subject to

minor modifications if necessary, and thus try to put an end
to thesecontroversies and conflicts Ifpossible,weshould try

to implement those deasions before the next general

elecuons.

9 I have consulted a number of our colleagues whose
opimon I value, and all of us came to this conclusion. I am,
therefore, mentioning this to you, because it is desirable to

have our minds clear about our approach even before the
report of the Commission comes out

10. Lavingm Delhi, I see the unplanned and disorganized
way in which this city is spreading There is plenty of
construction work going on, both governmental and
pnvate. But no one has in view any broad picture of the
future In Delhiwe have the misfortune to have anumber of
overlapping authonues We are trying to establish one
overall planning authority for Delhi. Meanwhile, new
buildings cropup everywherewhidi will come in theway of
our planning. We are trying to stop this by legislation

11. I am refemng to this matter because I suppose every
city in India has to face this problem. Ifwe donotplannow,

j

we shall have to face difficulues later. I suggest to you,
therefore, that some kind of picture of your principal cities

I
ten or twenty or more years hence should be drawn up and

f
all constructions should fit in with this picture. There is a
^ctt^ncy now to put up multt-storeyed buildings There is

‘ no harm in that and indeed there is no escape from it. But
multi-storeyed buildings should have a broad road in front
to allow for the addidonal traffic that is bound to come.
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conversauons with the Soviet leaders, they had pointed out

that, since the Revolution thirty-eight years ago, they had

spent twenty years in either war or avil war or in trying to

repair the temfic damage of the wars The present

generation had grown up under the shadow of war or the

fear of war and had never any chance of developing what

might be cal led a normal life. Andyei, therewas the natural

desire to become normal Only fear prevented them from

doing so, in spite of their great strength

8. I was convinced in the Soviet Union of the great change

in outlook both of the Government and the people there

They were very different from one’s normal conception of

people wedded to the doctrine of international communism

and permanent revoluuon ull the entire world became

Communist. I had realized this to some extent even before I

went to the Soviet Union My visit confirmed this

impression. Whatever Marx’s original theory might have

been, and this theory had undergone considerable modific-

ations even in the Sovietregime, it had becomeonly a vague

theory with little practical application m so far as world

revolution was concerned I found that Communists in the

Soviet Union were a different brand from Communists m

non-Communist countnes In the Soviet Umon, they were

the Government faang daily national and intemauona^

problems They were in touch with reality ana respom

ibility In non-Corarounist countries, Commuin^

inevitably were of purely agitauonal variety wi «
inflexible grooves of thought based on *

ceased to have much applicauon in the Soviet ^
authonues in the SovietUnion had in the ^
them but this was far more because ofpolmol^o^^

not because of the old Commuriist “PFoa

A

to uulize Communist Parties
*is

purposes where this was consider^

Sirae in conflirt with their nauonal *^!^ough
for the Communist group in

they might have some vague sympathy
for it

a The change m the Soviet Union must have been
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Enclosure*

I

In my first note* on my visit to the Soviet Union and other

countries, 1barely touchedon the political issues, although I

gave some background impressions I should like to deal

with some of these political and international aspects in this

second note

2. My talks with the Soviet leaders and Marshal Tito
helpedme to getaclearer idea of the presentworld situation.

This was not essentially different from what I had
previously. But certain new developments were emphasized
by them Even more so, what I saw and feltgavemea greater
understanding I have always felt that it is not merely the
obvious facts and the statements of politicians, so copiously
reported in the Press, that have to be considered in arriving
at an understanding of events Often one has to look a little

below the surface as well as in some perspective in order to
gain a truer perception I had opportunities during this
recent tour of mine to gather these impressions which
progressively affected my understanding of the present-day
situation.

3 To some extent, subsequent events have conhrmed my
appreaation of the situation. When I went to London after
my Soviet and Yugoslav tour, I gave a brief account of my
assessment of the situation to Sir Anthony Eden and his
colleagues. They were not quite sure if this appraisal was a
correct one But of course they were polite enough not to
^ntradici me It is interesting to note therefore what their
impressions were after the Four-Power Conference held at
Genwa. Mr. Macmillan met all theHigh Commissioners inI^ndon on the 27th July. We have received a report of what

1 See ante, item 27
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basic change in policy and even yialeakcn'’s lemcTral^ did

not indicate any sudi change in the Soviet international

policy.

12. Assoonas thenewGo^emI^enl settleddown, the) tool:

anunaberofstepswbidi sinpiised theWestern oJunniKand

threw them oS balance. There was the Soviet proposal for

diarmament^ whidi was remarkablylike thepipposls put

forward by the Wetem nations previcrasly. There was the

smiement in Ansttia,^ theagreementwith Yngoslavia,* the

talks with Japan,* the treatywithban,® and lastlyand most

surprisingly, the intitadoir to ChancellorAdenauer tovisit

Moscowv®

IS. All these were definite mov'es towards ending die cold

war.Theixutadrein each casewas diatoftbeSovietUnion.

Reactions in li\'estem ooimniesvaried.Manywelcomedthis

butmost were sugaidous. Somepeople in the United States

even went so fer so to say that the Soviet Union was

intrmallyweakandabout to collapse, hence these attempts

to lesssn tensions, etc. This was a manifestly wrong

X 3'jlgafiin WBS eiecsed Prsmisr by lbs Sigffosse Soiiet oo 5

yWh?" -sm lOSn ^nrUmrtng rpqgnEDWl.

3. Smalt-, -p ITS.

6 Se-^^le,p 373

ta the Uukrf Xatioas. It baSKi Oati japen

righis to iSnrilsand otlw idands. and sign an nc»n*a^«<>“ I»a

sgraancanwaadsandfi^S- . ,9^1 tbs Sa^vt VeScai

S. an agiegaeoi signed oa 2 December
‘gf*- ,0 nan tbs

topejS®! to ton and ^‘ba* ««n.tnes^ n> a»P

cnaEaDn&yiner.*' R'osco* tom 9*°^’

IS. AdsnaoerwasjnviUidonTJ™'^^
J

*picrsiau&

September 3555 to disw« she

«4nenia.^andtaliwal«!ad«sl>«*<«^
*"

Cnioa-
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CeeliT^ of thenauonal group, or if therewas this conflict, we
did not see it On the whole there appeared both in the

Soviet Union and in Yugoslavia a successful compromise
between the two

5 I saw people everywhere, in various stages of develop-

ment,but nearly all of them farmore developed than India,

working hard, building and constructing their country and
anxious above all for peace. There was a common
apprehension and fear of war and a desire to work out their

destiny in peace. I often wondered why there is war at all

when there is such a passionate wish to avoid iL

6 The Soviet Revolution of 1917 and all the ups and
downs thathad followed it, passedbeforemy eyes Undoubt-
edly, this was a tremendoushuman upheaval The question •

of liking it or disliking it hardly arises in trymg to
understand it. Indeed,any extreme like or dislike coloursour
vision Itwasan elemental phenomenon broughtaboutby a
conjunction of unique events and, like a stomi or an
earthquake, it had to be viewed objectively. Such an
upheaval brought numerous consequences in its train,
which agam were largely governed and condiuoned by the
past history of Russia. It is this past of Russia and the
condiuons thatprevailedunder the Czars thatare important
in our understanding of the Revoluuon as well as of what
followed u We often make the mistake of judging anr»th«T
counuy in terms of our own country or of our own
experiences It was this basic idea of mine that I stressed
wherever I went, thatevery country is conditionedby itsown
histoncal, geographical and cultural background. It has to
grow in that soil. It is true that, in the modern world, there
are innumerable bctors which bring us together and
produce somewhat uniform conditions as well as ideas It is

of One World . Nevertheless, there axe vast differences inthe backgrounds of different peoples, vaster even than intheir economic conditions

^
‘ o of last thirty,eight years in the Soviet Union. In the course of our
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15. I mentioned in nsy previous note how keen people in

Russia are to read and to read serious and dassical books

This readinghabit iswidespread. Reading, even though the

literature available is somew'hat limited in scope, makes

people think. No autocracy or authoritarian form of

government can subsist for long if the people are t\ell

educated and read a great deal. So. in spite of the great effea

of the propaganda machine, people’s minds b^n to

function in different directions The only real limiting

faaor continued to be fear of war. In this the atomic and

hydrogen bomb played their due part

16 I have traced this developmentin some detailbecause I

feel that it is basic and not superficial, prorided no war

comes Theyhavenowenteredatlonglastaphaseofsettling

dotvn after the tremendous tensions of war and cold war.

There has been, I believe, a turn in the tide. This suddenl}

became evident at the Four-Power Conference. That Con-

ference deaded nothing and merelygavesome directions to

the Foreign Ministers to discuss various subjects ” And j
a,

the Four-Power Conference did a tremendous deal in

lessening world tension and removing the spectre of war.

Oddly enough, the ttvo persons who stood out at this Four-

Power Conference were President Eisenhower and Prime

Mimster Bulganin

17. The Four-Power Conference did not touch, at least

formally, the FarEastsituanon Therewereofcoursepmaie

talks about it. This situauon still remains the most dangw-

ous one in the world. And yet, I have no doubt “J**

theFar Eastthedistant effects oftheFour-Powe^nfmenre

had been felt and there is less fearofa conflict. The®eeu g

of the American and Chinese Ambassador, wht* » »

begin at GenevaonAugust 1st, isnotimportanim

thetermsofieferencearemostinadequate Butview

11 On 23 lull, the

FoimgnMinistHStonieeunGenet-amOad^

means" to achieve European secunts and

mament. and good relauons between Eastand West
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gradual growth, and I think that essentially itcamefromthe

people and not from the top, though Ae top was also

affectedby this change. But so long as Stalm dominated the

scene, this change was held in check, though it worked
nevertheless below the surface When Stalin disappeared

from the scene^ it had more scope and, after the hrst few

months, it became progressively evident to alL This change
indeed would have been very rapid but for the “aild war”
and the constant fearofworldwar.Themajorreason for fear

for the Russian Government and people was, apart from
atomic and hydrogen bombs, the proposal to rearm
Germany. One solid fact that stood out not only in Russia
butin Easternand Southern Europe as well as in France, was
the fear of a strong and armed Germany.

10. Malenkov was made Prime Minister, together with
Benaand Molotov, as they were ina sensedose associates of
Stalin, and a sudden shift-over after Stalin’s death might
have created serious oonQicts.* Outwardly, therefore, there
was no break with the Stalin regime, but the process of
change had begun. With the removal of Bena, there was the
first major break Bena was the embodiment of the worst
features of the Stalinist regime, and there is no doubt that
therewas no love lostbetween him and the present of
Russia Hewas toleratedonly as longas theywere not strong
enough to remove him. K thi^ had hit earlier, there was the
nsk of Bena removing them
1 1 Malenkov adopted a friendly approach to the Western
^wers But therewas no response, and his stock fell a little,
though not completely. The hardness of the Western
attitude in spite of these overtures made the Soviet Govern-
ment pull back a litde and to lay greater emphasis again on
heavy industry because of the fear of war. But there was no

2 SeeVol 3.p 265
S /6/d
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Veryprobably, theFormosanswould likesomekind
of self-government and it is conceivable that when theybe^e part of the Chinese State, a measure of autonomy
might be granted to them
19. The only practical course at present in regard to
Formosa, therefore, is that the coastal islands should be
evacuated by the the Chiang Kai-shek forces and peacefully
transferred to the People’s Government of China This is the
rourse advocated by the U K. Government and some other
Governments, and it is in this direction that India’s efforts
havebeen directed in ourinformal talks in Peking, London,
Ottawa and Washington. Washington has resisted this

beause of its alliance with Chiang Kai-shek. But even that
alliance is not really affected by Quemoy and Matsu being
handed over. Thereal resultof this handingoverwouldbea
loss in Chiang Kai-shek's prestige and morale If world
tensions continue to decrease, one may look forward to this

process of transfer of Quemoy and Matsu to China, though
one should not underestimate the difficulties ahead as there

are powerful Chiang Kai-shek lobbiesm America
20. A very important aspect of the Far Eastern problem is

the inclusion of the People’s Govemment of China m the

Umted Nations as well as in the Security Council The
United States have all along taken a very strong aiUtudc

opposing this, but world opinion has veered round

considerably in this matter. At the tenth anmversary session

of the Unit^ Nations in San FranascomJune last,** there

were many favourable references to the inclusion of China

even from those who had opposed it in the past** One may

expect, therefore, some step forward in this direction,

possibly at the next meeung of the United Nauons in

September/October. The real difficulty now in the mind of

U.S. leaders is not thepositive aspect of the inclusion of the

12. The signing of the U N CSianer in 1945 was eoinmemo«t«* by

holding a speaal session hrom 20 to26June 1955
_

13 For example, Harold Macmillan made a plea for inclusion oi

China "ifU N. is to fulfil its true destiny
”
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conclusion; the warapparatus of the SovietUnionhad nevCT

been so strong Everyone who knew admitted that their

scientific advance in regard to atomic weapons and

hydrogen bomb had been remarkable. No oneknew exactly

what It was but there was general agreement that the

difference between the Soviet and the U.S A- in this respect

was not great. Further, that the sdenufic advance of the

Soviet Union was rapidand they hadsome of the bestbrains

in the world The agncultural situation, undoubtedly, had

worried the Soviet Government because ofbad harvests and

other reasons, but this was nothing very senous There was

little doubtthat theSoviet Governmentand structurewas as

stable as any in the world.

14. What then was this due to? I think it is fundamentally

due not to any parncular individual, although individuals

count, but to the inevitable causes which come into

operauon after a great levoluuon and the desire to settle

down and live normal lives. It was basically due to the new
generation that had grown up in the Soviet Union which ''

had no personal expenence of the revolution and did not

possess the ngidity of the old guard. This new generation

was essenoally of the engineer technical type interested in

bmlding and construction, as well as, of course, in the good
thingsof life There wasadesireforalesseningof tension in

theirindividual livesand in nothaving to livecontinuously
at a high pitch of effort. Probably there was a wish also to

have a larger measure of individual b-eedom. It must be
remembered that the people of Russia never had in Czarist
days, or subsequently, the type of individual freedom and
dvil liberties which western Europe and other countnes
gradually developed in the course of long struggle against
kings and nobles The Soviet Union was a tremendous war
machine, but even this war machine is not, I imagirt^ a
purely war machine like the old German one It is often
engaged in civil works and construction and the line
separating the militaryfrom the civil is not too marV^ij ina
sense every young man is a bit of a soldier and has either
servedm the army or is likely to serve.
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above, the fear of an armed Germany is great. If Western
Germany is to be armed, then they will not give up East

Germany and may possibly arm it also This means the

continued division ofGermany into two parts It isnAmutpA

on all hands that therecan be little peace in Europewith this

division continuing.

23 This, is the crux of the problem and, in spite of soft

words, neither side is prepared to give up its basic position

It is recognized, however, now in the Western countnes that

the Soviet fear of an armed Germany has justification and,

therefore, some measures of security for ^e Soviet should

also be devised Sir Anthony Eden made some proposals to

this effect in the Four-Power Conference,” but they did not

go farenough and were not accepted The Soviet conception

of a neutral united Germany was not acceptable to the West

and, for all practical purposes, cannotbe considered feasible

now. Indeed, it is unrealistic to think of Germany as a

passive neutral country. Sweden or Switzerland or Austna

may well be neutral, but a vital and powerful country like

Germany cannotbe passive. Marshal Tito toldme, and there

IS much evidence to this effect, that there are still aggressive

tendencies in sections of the German people He said that

Germans had not yet learnt much from their past

expenences and fascismand Nazism had notbeen uprooted

Amongmany Germans, there was still the idea of"Deui^-

land uber alles” It is true, however, that there are powerra

peace forces in Germany also. The Soviet idea practira y

amounts to two armed blocs and a disarmed Germany ”

IS wholly unacceptable to the West, as it means wca ening

the Western arm^ bloc.
.

24 It would appear, therefore, that there is no

solution of the German problem except in some mucii
wi

15 Eden suggested 0)
between all Four Powers against aggression from any J ^
be,” (Ejreaprocal control

either side of Germany, (3) all repr^ntauves
hetvfeen East and

Germany, and (4) a possibility of a demilitamed area

WesL
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larger context, it assumes signi&cance Even if the real

problems in^e Formosa Straits are not discussed, and they

are not likely to be discussed in Geneva at this stage, this

Conference may well lead to some steps forward. We have

just had the good news from China that the American

airmen there are being released India has been working for

this for many months and her efforts have at last met with

success These releases do not touch the main issue, but they
help in lessening tensionsand increaungan atmosphere for

negotiations In the Formosa Straits, it is essential that, as a
first step, the coastal islands of Quemoy and Matsu should
be evacuated

18 Broadly speaking, the two major problems in so far as
the world situauon is concerned, are those of Germany in
Europe and the complex of Far Eastern problems—Korea,
Formosa and Indo-China. Because of various developments
in Europe, more espeaally in Germany, the Western bloc is

ina relatively strongerpositioncompared to the Sovietbloc
In the Far East, however, this posiuon is reversed and China
and her allies are in a relatively stronger position both
politically and militanly, chiefly because of geography.
Because of this, the United States is anxious to give priority
to the German problemand to leave the Far Easternproblem
untouched, hoping forsomethingtohappen in the courseof
the nextfw years It is hardly conceivable, however, that the
position in the Far East can be left as it is for any length of
time. It IS possible, however, that if the coastal islands,
Quemoy and Matsu, are handed over to China peacefully
Aen the situation in Ae FarEastwfll tonedown andcease to
beone ofamte tension. The problem will remain, but itcan
be dealt wiA at some leisure It is quite possible Aat Ae
Formosan problem will tend to solve itself by Chiang Kai-
shek and his group gradually faAng out. The ultimate
OTluuon can only beforFormosaorTaiwan togo to China.No Chinese Government can tolerate a hostile power inFormosa andboA history and cultural contacts suj^rt Ae^mese claim The great majority of the FormoSm areChinese-speaking people from Ae Fukien Provi^ of
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be easily dominated over. But whether these countries are

strong or weak, it seems exceedingly unlikely that any

change will come to them by external pressure, apart from

war and its results In fact, the whole idea of "liberating”

them, as expressed in Amenca, really makes it more difficult

for any changes to come there peacefully The Soviet Union

will resist to the utmost anypressure tactics in regard to these

States because if they go outside its influence, this will

endanger the Soviet Union's security It is possible however,

and indeed probable, that if there is a marked improvement

in world tensions and the cold war ceases, then internal

developments and changes will take place in these East

European States The Soviet may well withdraw its armies

where they exist and its political domination will also

become less, though its influence will remain

26' We have to consider these States from two points of

view—that of political influence and secondly of the soaal

structure there While the political influence of the Soviet

Union IS likely to lessen progressively, if all goes well, and

each of these countnes becomes more self-consaous and

self-reliant, the question of changing the economic and

soaal structure there and reverting to the capitalist system

will be fiercely resisted Gradually, changes even in the

economic structure may take place within the larger ambit

of the soaalist system Even now some changes have taken

place because of pressure of arcumstances and there has

been a slight retreat from Communist docinne, more

especially in regard to land In Crechoslovakia I was to

that it was their fixed policy not to compel peasants to

collectivize and that there were a very large miin o

individual farmeni there I was toldby the Prime Mimsterm

Czechoslovakia that out of 7.2 million hec^s un

cultivation, only 475,000 hectares were unde^tatet^
and the restwere owned by individual fanners ,

a holding prescnbed by law was 50 beeves C^h
kiahadamarkeddefiatmagiiculture Thisis^dydu t

the faetthat the landvacated by
theSudetanGeimansisW

lying unculuvated In Czedioslovakia, as elsewherem
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People’s Government of China, but rather the exclusion of

Chiang Kai-shek. Informally, su^stions have been made
by the United States that China should be taken into the

United Nations but not in the Security Counal, and that

India should take her place in the Security Council. We
cannot of course accept this as it means falling out ivith

China and it would be very unfair for a grrat country like

China not to be in the Secunty Council. We have, therrfore,

made it clear to those who suggested this that we cannot
agree to this suggestion We have even gone a little further

and said that India is not anxious to enter the Security
Counal at this stage, even though as a great country she
ought to be there. The first step to be taken is for China to
take her rightful place and then the question ofIndia might
be considered separately.

21. At this tenth anniversary session of theUnited Nations
in San Franasco, there was another interesting develop-
ment Mr SpaakK of Belgium, who has been a leading
exponent of the United Stares policy in Europe and has a
great reputation among European statesmen, urged that, in
view of the change in the U S S.R , the necessity of co-
existence with communism must be recognized
22 The German quesuon appears to be completely intrac-
table at present, and there is no meetinggroundbetween the
two great power blocs Nather side wants to break this
deadlock nil some of their preliminary aims are adiieved.
The Western bloc, andmore especially the United States, are
anxious to rearm Germany both as a measure of protection
against any possible Soviet attackand in order to innn^nce
world problems through Europe and the German armed
forres. In other words, they want to weaken the position of
their opponents through Germany and thereby inQuence
even the situation in Asia On the Soviet side, as I have stated
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Constitution itself The economic structure will undoubt-

edly remain, but it will funcuon in a somewhat different

atmosphere More emphasis will be laid on the production

ofconsumer goods and the laising of the standard of living.

In view of the great development of heavy industries in the

Soviet Union, this shift-over may well lead toa veryiapid

extension of lightindustnesand the production ofconsum-

er goods The industnal base is there, and only the direction

of the producuve apparatus has to be changed

29 As compared with the other Communist countnes, the

Soviet Umon is not only the oldest but the most finnly

established and is developing a certain maturity about its

political and economic structure which comes with age It

possesses strength also, and, therefore, there isgoing tobean

increasing tendency there for settling down and not having

adventures China, on the other hand, though basically

more peaceful thanEuropeancountnes has not yetcome out

of Its revolutionary phase It is, therefore, often a little more

ngid in Its international dealings.

30 What IS going to be the future of What is called

mtemanonal communism? ff there is this progressive

approach to normality in imcmanonal rdationship, there

can be no doubt that communism will cease to funcuon as

the agent and political ally of the Communist countnes in

non-Communist countnes It will tend to become a loca

movement or party in other countnes with greater or ess

strength, accoiding to thepoliucal and economic
conditions

ofthatcountry.nieoentraldirecaonofanoiganiationliKe
* » ,0 _«« Titniieillc

of course that does not necessarily mean that otnerme

might not beadopted toexerasc that type ofinDuence

17. The Goimniem, the mternauonal Communist
oiganiiaMu

ded by Lemn in 1919, wis viasfoundrfm

18 TheCommfotmiCommunistlnfo^u Europe by

1947 in Moscow to continue the work done ptevio

Comintern disbandedm 1956
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context Chancellor Adenauer’s reply to the Soviet invita-

tion was a very aggressive one and he laid down conditions

which were obviously unacceptable to the Soviet.*® Probably

these conditions were not final and some way out will be

found forAdenauer to go to Moscow later. Adenauer’s reply

was sent after full consultation with the U S. and, as

Adenauer himself has said, under the impression that the

Soviet was becoming weak The quesuon of Germany thus

becomes tied up with the bigger question of evolving a
system of security in Europe which will give assurance

against Soviet aggression and also assurance against
German aggression In effect, even a system of European
security is not enough. It has to be on a basis of world
security and that again has to be based on a considerable
measure of disarmament Thus, the German problem and
the quesuon of security and disarmament are all tied up
together There can be no security without settling the
German problem and no settling the German problem
without adequate security

25 President Eisenhower has often referred to the
liberation of the East European countries which are imtifr
Sovietdomination orinfluenceand ChancellorAdenauerin
his reply to the Soviet made it quite clear that he would not
recognize East Germany. I cannot give any firm opinion
about condiuons in these East European States, that is,

Poland. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania,
Latvia and Lithuania. I visited Polmd and Czechoslovakia
and I have already indicated in my previous note that
Czechoslovakiaseemed tome a\ay unhappy country while
Poland produced a different impression upon me. I have no
knowledge ofthe other Eastemoountries Broadly speaking
one may say that Poland, though somewhat dependent
upon the Soviet Union, is much more independent and
nauonalisuc than Czechoslovakia It is too big a country to

16 In his reply on 30 June, Adenauer insisted on prior aeteemnwm
of subjects hke fte release of the German

before his agreeing to go to Moscow for talks
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years from the Soviet blockade It looked towards the

Western Powers, and espeaally theUnited States, forhelp It

got all this assistance inabundantmeasureboth for mihiary

and civil purposes Recent developments, however, and the

reconciliation of Yugoslavia with the Soviet Union has not

been looked upon with favour by the United States of

America. Therehasbeen much pressure onYugoslavia from

both sides for her to give up her neutral position On the

Western side there has been an increasing pressure for

Yugoslavia to join the Atlantic Pact and strengthen the

Balkan Alliance'® in its military aspect The Pnme
Minister®* of Turkey visited Yugoslavia®' with this purpose

in view and there was a sharp conflict of opinion between

the two. Yugoslavia refused to be dragged into the military

set up of the West or in the Balkans, although she has dose

economicand cultural relations in the Balkans and wants to

continue them The Soviet, on the other hand, have been

bringing pressure on Yugoslavia to get her back into their

fold and to line up, as is said, with "thecamp of peace and

socialism"

S3 But Yugoslavia has consistently resisted these pressures

from both sides anddung to her independent policy and is

not lining up in a military sense with the Western

Sovietbloc She feels, I think quite rightly, that she can he p

the cause of peace and reconciliation in this way Nevertn^

less, the pressures continue Some forms ofaid weresmppM

by the UnitedStates, includingsomearmaments
whidiww

greaUy needed by Yugoslavia, in order to

pressure This was even before the visit of the Soviet ^rne

Minister to Yugoslavia When, however, it was kiiown t^^

this high-level Soviet group was going to Yugoslavi .

19 The Balkan Pact was signed on 9

Turkey and Yugoslavia forcnsunng peace, securityand develop

*20^dnani Mendeies (1899-1961) Tu^h
removedby an armycoupin

igsO.executedayearlateronthecIuugc

violaung the country's Consutuuon

21 From 4 to 9 May 1955
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Ckimmumst onintries, there was a much greateremphasis

on heavy industry, chiefly because of defence requirements.

We were told that there had been a 12 per cent increase per

year in the national income during the past five years.

Fifteen per cent of the national income, we were informed,

was used for fresh investments. The entire wholesale trade

wasm thehands of Government Retail tradewas carriedon
either through Government shops or community-owned
shops Prime Minister Siroky of Czechoslovakia admitted
that present conditions left much to be desired and that

maintenance of peacewas essential to enable the standardof
living to be raised.

27. Thus, if war is to be avoided, as it must be, and the
“coldwar" to end, certain steps become necessary: (1) In the
Far East. Quemoy and Matsu should go to China, (2) In
Europe, no attempt shouldhemade by external pressure to
change the present alliances of the Eastern European States,

(3) The quesuon of the unificadon of Germany should be
considered in the context of European and world security,
and (4) There should be progressive and considerable
disarmament. Onecannot expect all this to happen sudden-
ly or in the near future. But it may well take place step by
step Meanwhile, it is necessary to put an end to all kinds of
iron curtains and trade embargoes and encourage freer
intercourse between these countries which have been
opposed to each other. This will lead to a return to
normalcy, lessexcitementand tension, and a greaterunder-
standing of the other’s viewpomt and fears. These processes
maybe said to havebegun ina small way already Theyhave
a longway to go, but this turn in the tide ofhuman events is
significantand holds out, for the first time in many years a
prospect of some hope.

28 Ifnormalrelauons arerestoredbetween theseopposing
Muntries, each will somewhat influence the other. In the
Soviet Union and other Communist countries, there will
probably be a lessening of restrictions on mdividual free-

u
® measure of political democracy willprobably creep m, without any marked change in the
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Baibakov^ and of the current plan, Saburov The two

Commissions worked together and complemented each

other

36 In the long-term plan, they were thinkingofnotonlya

fiveyearplan but ten and even fifteen years ahead They tned

to find out how other advanced countries were progressing,

what the speed of their development was and where they

would be, say fifteen years hence They were anxious not

only to overtake them but to surpass them From these

comparisons, they drew their own conclusions as to what

they should or should not do in their own long-term

planning Saburov said that the U.SSR had all the

necessary requisites, such as resourcesandpeople All that it

wanted was peaceand non-interference to fulfil the task they

had set for themselves

37 Five Year Plans werepreparedon an approximatebasis

by the long-term Planning Ckimmission which also dealt

with the development of particular industnes which had to

be planned on a long term basis Thus, the development of

power was planning on a ten to fifteen year basis Such a

plan over a long period couldnotbe very precise or detailed

But It helped in working out the five year plans The long-

term PlanningCommission alsodealtwith thedevelopmOTt

of production not only in different branches of industry hut

alsoon a terntonal basis for the different Republics In these

different Republics, the five year or one year plans were

drawn up on the basis of thecommon tasks deaded u^n at

the All-Union level These drafts were discussed an

finalized later, at the All-Union lei'el The plan gave

not only of the country as a whole but also fw

individual Republic The sum of capital

allocatedamongthevanousRepubhoandtheuM^

Actual details wereworked outby the Republicst^ ^
Generally speaking, such matters as electrical energy,

24 NK Baibakov (b 191 1)

for 0.1 1940-46, Minister 1^8-55, Cte.rn.»n,St^P^^

tee 1955-58, 1983-85, VicfrChairman Council of Ministers,
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feel certain that the stress in future is going tobeon peaceful

co^stence and non-interference. Communist counmes,

like the Soviet Union especially and to some extent China,

will endeavour to prove by their mtemal development that

system is superior to the capitalist or any like systOT

elsewhere. They will not seek to impose themselyra either

poliucally or economically upon others. It is difficult to

prophesy about the future because greatcountries tend
tobe

expansive in various ways This applies today both to the

SovietUnion and to the United States ofAmerica, though in

different ways But saentific and technological develop-

ments, leading to the hydrogen bomb, havebroughtabouta

basic change in people’s thinking and this may eveti affect

the expansiveness of the great and powerful countries and

turn their thinking to other ways of world development

which are easily possible today because of this very

technological advance.

31. In this developmg world situation circumstances,

aided by our own policy, have thrust upon India a special

position To some extent, Burma also occupies that special

position. There can be no doubt that these two countries

have, by their independent policies and their attempt to be

friendly with all nations, helped somewhat in easing

tensions and in bringing opponents nearer to each other.

The changes that are coming over the Soviet Union are

making the people, and even the Government there, a little

more receptive to outside influences, provided always that

these are friendly. India can thus play a worthwhile part in

the future also ifshe adheres to her presentpolicy and, atthe

sameume, does not try topush herselfanywhere. Apartfrom
beingratherunbecoming, this auempt topush creates a bad
impression among others Therefore, we have to function

quietly and modestly and not seek to be acclaimed for what
we do If we act rightly, the appreaation of others will

naturally come to us.

32 Yugoslavia in Europe has gradually come round to a
policy very similar to ours But its position has been and is a
very different one. Itwas in grave lingerduring the pastfew
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stations and in Statefarms Thus the total numberofpeople
engaged in agriculture exceeded half the populauon

Indusuy, including transport and construcuon, engaged

somewhat less tlian one-third of the total populauon I

enquired ifthe workers didnothavemorepurchasingpower
than they could use Saburov said that this was so at umes

due to shortage of production in some industry or other.

This purchasing power went into the savings accounts or

was diverted to other channels The Soviet Government did

not allow inflauon and if necessary the shortage of goods

was met by imports.

41 I enquired about decentralizauon Saburov said that a

few months earlier a decision had been taken to give wider

powers to the Ministnes and greater initiauve to the heads of

vanous plants, collecuve hums, etc The broad targets were

laid down and the details were left to be worked out by the

Ministry or the head of the plant or collecuve farm

42 I enquired about the posmon of the Communist Party

in relation to planning and its implementauon Saburov

said that accor^g to their Constituuon the Party was the

leader of the people and had worked out the basic ideas and

principles The recommendauons ofthe Party were discus-

sed by public bodies and the Government considered them

in drafting its plans The Party was even more useful in the

implementauon of the plans at all stages Its chiefbwm®
was to give an overall guidance withoutgoingmto

details

43 I mentioned to Saburov the Yugoslav

Workers’ Counals ^Saburov replied that theyhad

in the Soviet Union atone ume, butnow itwas past hist<^

Their experience had shown that there ^st be ^ ^^
division of funcuons and responsibility This was

for effecuve direcuon. ^
44. Saburov said in answer to a quesnon of mine^
quesuon of defence had played an important part

25 Workers Counal* started in 1949 faSiins
nspiesenutuves eleciedby to
the industrial enterpnses and to UxA after dajr-to y
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aid from the United States started again Nevertheless,

Yugoslavia is in a very delicate and difficult position and it

ishighly likely thatmilitary aid fromWestem countrieswill

stop and civil aid might be reduced. This will naturally

affect the economy of Yugoslavia, but Marshal Tito was

quite clear that he would not accept any aid at the cost of

giving up his independent policy

34. Marshal Tito was naturally interested in the Arab and

Middle Eastern posiuon and disapproved of the military

pacts between Turkey and Iraq which later Pakistan

joined ^ Yugoslavia’s influence had some effect in prevent-

ingSyna from joining this pact It is likely thatsoon Egypt,

Syria and Saudi Arabia will come to an agreement not to

join any otherblocwithout consulting each other This will

be a defeat for Western, and chiefly British diplomacy who
have been pressing Egyptand Syria tojoin their military set

up in the Middle East

35 In thecourse ofmy stay in Moscow, Ihadan interesting

talk with Saburov, the Chairman of the Gosplan** as well as
some of his leading planners A two-hour talk was not

enough and barely covered the questions I hadm mind. In

the mam, I wanted to understand what the Soviet plaimers

were doing Saburov explained to me that the Soviet

Government had split up their Planning Commission and
made it into two Commissions, one dealing with current

planning and the other with long-term planning. He said
that experience had shown that those engaged in current

planning could not adequately cope with the problems of
long-term planning Therefore, it had been decided to
relieve the long-term planners from current work The
new Chairman of the long-term Plarming Commission was

22 On I July 1956, Pakistan joined the Turko-ltaqi mutual
cooperation ueaiy signed on 25 February 1955 This was pan o{ the
Middle East deCmce plan to which Bniain andUSA were also parues

23 Gosplan sunds for Soviet State Planning Commission
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New Delhi

11 August, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,*

I wish to bnng to your notice again the very difficult

SItuation that has arisen in regard to therefugee influx from

East Pakistan to WestBengal This influx is continuingand

has shown little signs of abating The situation in Pakistan

has been in a state of flux. A new Government' has been

formed there. We shall, ofcourse, try to do our best to stop or

limit this movement

But, apart from what the future might hold, the present

Itself IS very difficult You will remember that, at a meeung

of the National Development Council held some months

ago, this matter was particularly referred to It is a quesuon

of national importance and it is not possible to solve it

unless all our States offer their help and co-operation I^
glad that some States have offered land for this purpose So

far as I know, Bihiur, Onssa and Hyderabad have done so

This is not enough, and I seek your assistance We

allow a hard-pressed State of West Bengal to cairy i

•A special letier in addition to the
the Prime

I On 7 August 1955. C3iaudhun Mohami^ ^
Minister after Mahomed Ah had °

Iskandar Mna

two months’ Iwve .
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oil, cotton and steel, were dealt with by the Union
Government, while local industry and questions relaung to

management, etc , were dealt wi^ at the Republican level.

Help was given to the Republics from the Centre.

38. The current Planning Commission prepared the

annual plan of the national economy. This was a detailed

planbasedon thebroad five yearplan. Both the fiveyearand
the annual plans were fully discussed before being finally

approved but once a decision had been taken, then the plan
became a directive and a law which had to be acted upon.
Normally, the annual plan was a frxed plan and not subject

to change. But, if in the course of implemenung it, any new
conditions had to be considered, adjustments were made.

39. Saburov said that the plans were often over>fulfilled I

enquired from him if over-fulfrlment in one sector did not
lead to an upsetting of the plan in other sectors Saburov
admitted that this was so. However carefully the plans were
prepared, they could not be absolutely precise. If there was
over-fulfilment, thiswould lead to the demand for extra fuel
or raw material or energy and emergency measures would
have to be adopted to meet these new demands in order to
balance the economy.

40 I discussed with him the balance between heavy
industryandl^htindustryandagriculture, keepinginview
the increasing population He said that these developments
were not contradictory to each other. They had however
relied chiefly on heavy industry, because this was the base
from which other industries could grow. Also that heavy
industry could be controlled whereas agriculture so much
depended upon dirrfate and no one could be sure The
development of heavy industry resulted in the shortage of
hands in the rural areas and this could only be met bv

'»
F

i

I was told that the

— WXUCIl III

done by development of heavy mdustry. * was loiu mat the
a^cultuial population of the Soviet Union was roughly
fifty per cent of the total population at the ume The other
fifty per cent were engaged in aU branches of industry. Of
thislatter fifty per cent. 10%wereengagedinmachineolctor
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My dear Chief Minister,

1 have delayed writing to you this letter, although much has

happened since I wrote to you last Our Independence Day,

August 15th, began as a ^y of rejoicing and ended with

tragedy ‘ Subsequently, in Bombay, Calcutta and to some

extent in Delhi,* occurrences took place which must have

filled you, as they did me, with concern. Goa has become a

test for all ofus in many ways But even more important than

Goa IS how we behave If we go to pieces, then everything

else loses its significance and importance

2 My tour in the Soviet Onion and other countnes of

Europe and the welcome that I got there was naturally

appreciated in India Apart from the personal factor, there

was a realization that there was something deeper behm

these welcomes and demonstrations It was a desire or

peace, a return to some normality and security,

that India had served this cause of peace It would ® ®

to say that it was prinapally due to India that ^
change came about over the world

that India’s consistent policy had helped That policy

1 Thirty-one persons were killed and^forty-foitf „
fmngondemonsuatonbomlndiawhobaden_^<^o^A^^^
dernonstrateandextcndsuppormCJMnnauoMls

persons were killed and 25 injured in Ran
inadequate bus

firing on studenu who were piotesung against inaoeg

service in Bihar ,n Bombay and Delhi

2 Demonstrations wk pla« “j^alcutaonlSAugust.!"
leadingtoviolence, andabaiial

wasobsfn^in^®

protest against firing on Indian satyagrahis in Goa
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planning. I£ there had not been a continuous threat of

invasion from outside, then fargreaterresources wouldhave

been directed towards the rauingof the standardof living of

the people. Between 1914 and 1955, twenty years had been

wasted either in war or in the rdiabilitation of the war-

devastated economy It took five years to repair the damages
causedby the lastwar.The SovietUmon didnotwant this to

happen again and wanted to devote itself to peaceful

progress.

45 Saburov concluded by saying that as the planning in

India was proceeding dh a different basis, it vras quite
possible that a situation might arise in whidi the Soviet

Union might be able to learn-a great deal horn India.

New Delhi

1 August, 1955 Jawaharlal Nehru
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became independent Indonesia followed and, then, that

vast countiy China, suddenly emerged as a powerful nauon

under Communist rule Meanwhile, war continued in the

States of IndO'China and Korea In North Africa, there were

nauonalistmovementsand sporadicupnsings In the rest of

Africa, there was a new awakening of the Afncan people

5 Many of these national movements were believed tohave

been caused by international communism This is a very

limited leading of the situaUon Communism undoubtedly

encouraged some of them and, in others, it came into

conflict with nationalism Essendally, these revoluuonary

movements were born of the soil and of the condiuons that

had prevailed there They would have happened anyhow,

though It is possible that Aey might have^en a somewhat

different turn in some places but for this new factor of

communism

6. Thus, there was a great upheaval in the reladonships of

nadons, and this upheaval condnued without settling

down In Europe, there was no fighting, but the problem of

Germany was far the most important and dang^w

problem in the world, and events appeared to march slow y

towards some inevitable doom This happened also in e

Far East where the whole balance had been upset by c

emergence of China. In Asia, there was turmoil of

kinds, somedmes influenad by Communist
,

pnnapally represenung the urge for freedom from °

rule. Africa was less developedpolidcally, but it ® »

to any clear-sighted individual that there were e

lings there of a mighty earthquake

7 Generally speaking, however,

dominated by the conflict between ^om
and, between these two, tension " J^ommant.
for war became more and more

People*sminds,inspiteofiharfearan large

to accept this horror as an
grouper that

number of countnes were
gave their

Others, though uncommitted Md " ^ ^ partly

sympathytooneortheotber.Thatsympathyw
i-
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tremendous burden by itself. I earnestly hope that you will

give this matter your condideradon. I realize very well the

difficulties ofmany ofour States, but the difficulty ofBengal
IS a far greater one

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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to be accepted and in Vietnam, some countries would rather

have twoVletnams than have a conflictover them oreven an

election. All this means an acceptance of the status quo in

areas of imminent danger. That acceptance is by no means

permanent, but it is preferred to the alternative of war. In

other words, the Great Powers are more or less agreed today

that force will not be used to change the status quo This is

not a formal agreementof course, but nevertheless this may

be said to be the present position

11 Such a result is of high significance and naturally

lessens tensions and the fear of war. It leads people to think

more realistically in terms of negouated settlements We

may still be very far from such settlements. But at least vre

look in that direction now and have turned away from

thinking continually of an approaching cataclysm

12. All this fits in with India's policyand in oursmall way

we have helped to bring it about both directly and to some

extentby influencing others It is for this reason that India’s

credit in the world stands high

13 With this background ofworld affairs, let us look at the

picture of India internally today On the whole, it may be

said thatwe have made goodon the economicfront and lat

the foundauons of future progress It is true that we have

only touched the fringe of the problem and the rra

difficulties have still to be faced We struggle with th^

difficulties from day to daym trying to

Five Year Plan Our hopes and wishes run ^arahrad ot

present capacity and resources Nevertheless, a
^ J ,

confidence has been created in the country* a
^

self-reliance and that IS more important than

money In this relatively favourable

suddenly outbursts of mob fury and frenzy .

Bihar and, subsequently, the
^ Onemay

unrulycrowdsmBombay, Calcuttaan ® “
events, but

allow for excitement and even ^
neoie’s discipline

nothing can excuse this collapse of the P
/^jj^hief Our

and their turning suddenly to violence
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iustihed by events and hence the appreciation of this policy

in quarters that had thus far looked at it with dislike.

3, During thepost-War years,wehaveh^ to deal with two

sets of drcumstances One is the outstandingand dominant

positionoftwo greatcountries, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R

,

anrf ihpir hostdity and fear of each other. Round these

countnes gathered others and so two major groups opposed

to and afraid of each other dominated international ^fairs

with their fearsand rivalries. The second factorwas akindof

epidemicofrevolutionary movements invarious parts of the

world, notably in Asia and Africa. These revolutionary

movements were the result of mtemal and sometimes long-

distance causes, as well as the upset caused by the Second

World War. Thiswarputan end to the oldbalance ofpower

in the worldor, perhaps, itwouldbe more correct to say that

the mneteenth century balance had been upset by the First

WorldWarandever sinc£ then noreal equilibriumhadbeen

established. The period between the world wars was a

troubled period There was plenty of petty wars and major

upheavals in China and Spain There was Mussolini® and

laterHider *Unable to findan equilibrium, events marched

to the dreadful dimax of the Second World War.

4. This second greatwarbroughtabouteven greaterupsets

than the first had done and, ever since then, the world has

vainly sought some kind of a balance or equilibrium.

Meanwhile, powerful movements, national or with a social

purpose, have affected many countnes. They have taken

many shapes Some have been dearly nationalisac; others

have appeared to be Communist or, at any rate, they have

been dominatedby Communists But, even there, national'

ism and the desire to putan endto foreign and colonial rule

has been evident In India, we achieved our freedom in our
own peaceful way, by agreement. Largely as a consequence
of India’s mdependence, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon also

S Benito Mussohm <1883-1945) FasastdislatoroflialyErom 1922 till

htt execution in 1945

4 For be In seeVol 1, p 6.
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shockedbeyond measure But itwas a strange way to express

sorrow by breaking other people's beads and demonstiaung
to the world how undisaplined and unruly we were We,
who talk ofnon-violenceand peace andco-exisience, put up
this show for the world to see It was a painful thought The
only good it has done is to pull us up and make us realize the

dangers ofcomplacency We shall have to work hard, andwe
shall have to work fearlessly if we are to meet this situation

There can be no compromise with this particular type of

evil Some people think that we may lose an election if we
irritate the students or others Perhaps so, but we are in the

process of losing our souls and our mtegnty ifwe submit to

this kind of thing

16 I would rather write to you about a subject which

should be uppermostm my mind but for these troubles, the

subject of the second Five Year Plan and the future that we
are seeking to buildup That is far themostimportant thing

for us, for on that depends both our future happiness and

our reputation But there can be no planning if we are

conunually faced by these riotous situations and utter lack

of discipline Planning is essentially co-ordinated disap-

line Soon, there will be a meeung® of the Standing

Committee of the Nauonal DevelopmentCounal This will

review our resources and the various draft plans tentauvely

put forward for consideration It will have to undertake the

painful task of somehow bridging the gap between

aspiration and reality. It becomes clearer to me that long-

distance planning, important as it is, will have to be rather

general and that we that shall have to fill in details every

year Naturally, some of our major projects are not for the

year, and they t^e many years to complete Ifwe undertake

them, we have to go through with them Mixing up o

long-distance plans with detailed current plans produtss

some confusion and in this confusion long-distance thin

ing suffers If we are tembly busy iVith our day to day

problems, we cannot give much thought to the monow or

9 It met on 5 September 1955
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based on some ideological foundation but largely on the

expectauon that one or the other group would lead them to

the freedom they desired.

8. In this tremendous confusion and outpouring of hatred
and violence, it was difficult for the voice of peace to be
listened to Itis true that theword ‘peace* was shoutedaloud,
just as ‘democracy’ was bandied about But these slogans

diemselves were used in a context of hatred and war. India’s

voice was a thin, small one, criticized, decried, laughed at

and disliked It was one of the turning points of history for

thatvoice suddenly to assumeacertain importance inworld
affairs That was not because of India‘s strength but, rather,

because of the rightness of that policy The only alternative

to It was war, and there can be no doubt that nearly all the

peoples of the world did not want war.

9. During the lastyearormore, a gradual changehascome
over the international scene. It may be said to have begun
with the armisuce* in the Korean war and more so by the
Geneva Agreements of a year ago® when opposing parties
met together and found some way of co-operating, even
though in a limited field. The pressure of events drove them,
almost against their will, to this Agreement.
10. Other things happened. After Stalin’s death, rhangpc
began in the Soviet Union The atom and hydrogen bomb
became realities in the publicmindand itbegan todawn on
people everywhere that war was not inevitable and could
possibly be avoided. In effect, the idea of peaceful co-
existence became practical. The German problem today is

from solution, butnobody imagines thatthere isgoing to
be war over it and die partition of Germany is accepted for
the presentand for the foreseeable future. IntheFar East, the
deasion of the United States to contain Chiang Kai-shek^d pracucally giveup the idea ofattackingthe mainlandof
Uiina was itself an indirect acceptance of the People’s
Governmentof China. Even in Korea, the partition appears

5 SeeVol 3, p 344
6 SeeVol S,p 591
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19 As you know, I have attached the greatest importance
to our community projects and the national extension

service The latter is the broad baseon which we shall build

The community project is the activising element without
which the broad basewould be rather lifeless It is important,

therefore, that tins work which has already met with so

much success should be conunued with full vigour

20 Our Parliament is meeting and is hard at work I shall

not tell you what it has been doing for this receivespubliaty

enough In Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Assam and North Bengal,

heavy floods have again descended upon us In Pakistan

many changes have taken place There is a new Governor-

General and a new Prime Minister” and a Cabinet The
rupee there has been devalued at last** In Indo-China,

difficulties abound and increaseand we have to face them In

Geneva there has been a hopeful and promising conference,

that on the peaceful uses of atomic eneigy '* One of our

eminent scientists” presided over this, a sign and a portent

of our future development in this tremendous field

21. You may have read Dr. Bhabha's inaugural address'* in

which he divided up human history into three phases The

first was right from the beginning upto the Industnal

Revolution about 150 years ago The Industnal Revoluuon

10 See ante, p 250

1 1 Chaudhury Mohammad All (1905-1980) Joined Indian Audnand

Accounts Service, 1928, Secretary-General ot Pakistan Civil Service,

1947-51, Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs, 1951-55, Prime

Minister, 1955-56

12 On 31 July 1955

13 The international conferenceon peaceful usesofatoraicenetgyvras

held between 8 and 21 August 1955

14 HomiJ Bhabha

15 In his address on 8 August. Bhabha declared that growth«
energy in the world asan industrywould compel the majorStates toagw

to maintain peace He said that ••ourfirsldutyassaenustsistoesi^Mn

the truthandm this matterourresponsibility to humanity
transcffl

allegiance to any State ” He also felt that man’s need for P®"'® ”
, ^

met by harnessing within the next twenty yeais the vast potentia

atomic and nuclear eneigy
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complacency reaeved a rude shock. Where was our policy of

peace and goodwill, where was all the discipline that we

thought that we had built up in our country? Was India, in

spue of her achievements, doomed to faiP If s6, then

everything elsehadno substanceandwewould topple down
at any rude impaa

14 This IS a serious situation, almost too serious for us to

talk about itmuch I have referred to it brieflyon one or two

occasions, but I have said little of what I had in mind My
faith in bdia has essentially been based on faith in the

soundness of theIndian people. Solong as that is held, other

things would follow. But if that foundation itself was
shaken, then the test would collapse

15 I have no doubt that you must also have given a good
deal of thought lo these occurrences and what they indicate.

It may be that poliucal parties or mischievous groups,

taking advantage of the situation, have deliberately incited

the people Even so, why should the people respond in the

way they did, forgetung all disapline and decency and all

that they hadbeen supposed to learn during the last thirty or

forty year’ Why should our students behave in the way they

did? Most amazing of all, why do people not condemn
wrong behaviour in students? I have heard few voices doing
this Indeed, at the height of this misbehaviour, everyone
seemed to be praising students in Bihar, justwhen they were
acung in a disgraceful way All this stands quite apart from
what the police did Let us assume that the police were quite
wrong That does not justify students and citizens insulting
the Flag,’ insulnng the Governor*who was the Head of the
State, doing public damage, causing grievous injury to
hundreds of persons, attackingcompletelytmnocentpassen-
gers in railway trains and other places andgenerally creating
violent anarchy In Goa, tragedy occurred and India was

7 OnIndependenceDay the studentsatRanchidemanded tha(th»n»g
unfurled by the Governor be flown at halt mast in memory of those who
were killedm police firings in Bihar between 11 and IS August 1955
8 RR Diwakar Porb In seeVol l,p 251.
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New Delhi

18 September, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,*

The Speaker of the Lok Sabha has written to me on the

subject of the status, salary and allowances and other

emoluments of the Deputy Chairmen and Deputy Speakers

in the State Legislatures This question has been raised on
several occasions in the Conference of Presiding Officers

which are held annually

It appears that there is considerable difference from State

to State in regard to these matters To some extent, this

difference is perhaps inevitable as the States themselves

differ in many ways There are, however, some general

considerations which, the Speaker suggests, should be kept

in view Broadly speaking, he thinks that the Deputy

Speakers (and Deputy Chairmen where such exist) should

have the same status, salary, etc , as the Deputy Ministers It

IS true that the Deputy Speakers have probably much less

work to do in the State Legislatures, but they occupy a

position of importance and it would be improper to keep

them on a lower level

In some places, the Deputy Speaker or Deputy Chairman

is permitted to carry on some profession such as, usually, of

lawyers The Speaker is strongly of opinion that it is not

proper fora Deputy SpeakerorDeputy Chairman to appear

as a lawyer in the courts Hispost as Deputy Speakershould

be a whole-time one That, indeed, is the pracace in

Parliament I think it is undesirable for the Dqputy Speaker

or Deputy Chairman to appear in law courts or practice

*A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters
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the day after. You will remember that, even in the first Five

Year Plan, our initial success led us to add to that Plan

considerably even during the five years. I have every hope

thatwe shall be able to do so in the future also, andwe need

not imagine that the Plan we make now is something rigid

in that respect

17. More and more, the country becomes plan-consaous.

That is a great gain, but this consaousness has to be

translated into the reality of the clear thinking and dose
co-operation at all levels of Government and people. The
idea of merely planning for a number of projects almost
independently of each other, is dearly no planning at all.

We talk of planning for needs, keeping resources in view of
course The calculation of needs, necessarily, leads to
working out the entire picture. The development of our
industry cannot succeedwithoutrailwayand transport Our
industry cannot get on without steel and coal. We were
unwise to delay steel productionm the pastandnowwehave
to face this problem m a big way. In the Central
Government, there has to be the dosest dovetailingbetween
the Mimstries ofIron and Steel, Production, Commerce and
Industry and Railways and Transport Between the States
and the Centre, there must of necessity be the closest co-
opetanon And, above all, we have to think of the employ-
ment aspect The more we look at the manifold aspects of
planning, themore intricate itappears. At the same as
we understand it moreand more, we get to gnps with itanda
certain assurance comes that we shall deal with it
successfully.

18 I must congratulate the Sutes on the care taken in the
preparation of their plans There has been far greater
raiismm the approachnow than therewas at the ume of the

money isforthcoming now from the people in the shape of loans and
-vmjcampaigns.IhopethatfullpubIidtywill^
all that we are doing in'the States and in the Centre UtZpeople realize the nature of the problems, the difficulties we

suS order to
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My dear Chief Minister,

Events crowd in upon us and I lag behind, unable to keep

pace with them, or at any rate unable to wnte to you

regularly every fortnight Even now, Iam writing to you not

at leisure, as I would like, but in some haste

2 By the end of this month, we are promised the Reportof

the States Reotganizauon Commission. A little after I hope

to be able to send a copyof thatReport toyou Formy part, I

have kept my mind closed to this subject because it serves

httle purpose to think of it or talk of it when I do not know
what It is But, there is so much talk about it even in the

lobbies of Parliament that one would imagine the people

knew what it contained Almost, one might think that the

only people who do not know about this report are the

Prime Minister, the Home Minister and their colleagues in

the Central Cabinet Even some Chief Mimsters have used

much loose language in this respect, which I regret very

'auch

3. Not knowing what the report will recommend, I shall

hold my peace ull I see it Even after that, I propose to

remain silent in public It isnot rightor fitung forus to rush

to the press to express ourviews onamatter ofhighmoment
till we have considered it fully and consulted each other I

hope, therefore, thatwhen you get this report, you will keep

Itconfidential and refrain from anycomments, even though

you might feel the urge to say something I would even

request you to exercise your influence in dissuading others

from indulging in aimments at that early stage Of course,

we shall have tocommentupon itand have our say, but this
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.
ushered in the second phase with great power at man’s

disposal We stand now on the threshold of the third great

. phase when unim^ned sources of power may be opened
out to the world In this new epoch of the world, India has

' certain marked advantages. But the quesaon comes here, as
' elsewhere, as to how far this power will be used for good
Mote than ever it is human standards and values that are

going to count
' 22 I have written little about the problem of Goa, which
has become so important for us. It does not matter much if

j

the solution of this problem is delayed by a year or two. It

does matter greatly that we do not take a wrong step.
' Unfortunately a wrong direction has been given to the
' movement for the liberation of Goa and hence our
difficulties have increased.

23. I am gomg early tomorrow morning to Assam, partly
to see the flood-affected areas, partly to confer with our
colleagues there about certain problems affecting the tribal
areas. Assam is one of our problem States because of the
muluplidty and the variety of the problems it has to face.

24 I shall not be here to sign this letter I hope you will
forgive me for this

Yours sincerely.
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Parliament,2 almost all the speakers confined themselves to

Goa The Opposition Members grew eloquent m their

denunciation of Government over this matter ^ But no one,

so f^ as I could make out, madeany worthwhile suggestion
for a different course than the one the Government had
deaded upon Every other course suggested was either just

exhibitionist and ineffecuve or led to some foim of military

action And yet, there was hardly anyone who clearly

demanded military action This itselfshows the lack ofclear

thinking on this issue The first thing that we have to be

clear about is whether we are going to proceed on peaceful

lines or take policeor military measures When the question

IS stated in this way, the almost invariable answers is thatwe
should continue our peaceful methods If so, then we must
not think of any course of action which might lead away
from these peaceful methods I dealt with this quesuon at

some length in my speeches in the Lok Sabha^ and I hope
you took the trouble to read them.

8 A recent importantdevelopment in international affairs

was the visit of Chancellor Adenauer to Moscow.* This
resulted in an agreement to exchange diplomatic missions

between the two countries This agreement has been

considered by the countries of Western Europe, and more
especially the United States, as something in the nature ofa
diplomatic defeat, and yet it is difficult logically to criticize

It or to justify the refusal ofsuch diplomatic representation.
I

2 On 6-7 September 1955

3 The Government reiterated that peac^ul means alone should be

adopted tofreeGoa from alien control TheOpposition partiesdemanded

"a radical change” in Government policy and support to the satyagraha

movement, and issue of an ulumatum to the Portuguese to quit Goa

4 On 6 September, Nehru stressed the need for following peaceful

methods which may include "economic action in vanous ways”, and

avoiding "even individual satyagraha at present” Again, on 16

September, he clarified that "we employ methods which are either

peaceful or violent One cannot have it both ways If we suddenly

reverse our policy, the world will get an opportunity to say that we are

deceitful It is a quesUon of principle
”

5 Between 9 and 14 September 1955 See ante, pp 232 and 239
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some other profession or business. That will undoubtedly

take away somewhat from his dignity as Deputy Speaker.

If the Deputy Speakers and Deputy Chairmen are to be

whole-time officers of the State Legislatures, then they

should be paid at least on the level of the Deputy Ministers

The queshons, therefore, are.

(1) The Deputy Speaker (or Chairman) should be given

the same status in the order of precedence as the

Deputy Minister.

(2) He should be given the same salary and allowances as

the Deputy Minister

(3) His post should be a whole-time one, and he should

not practice some profession or business

These general proposals appear to me to be worthy of

acceptance. A certain uniformity is desirable.

It IS true that the salary and allowances of Deputy
Ministers vary in different States. That does not matter. The
point IS that the Deputy Speaker should be placed in the
same eatery in this respect as the Deputy Minister.

I might mention that what I have suggested, above is

actually the practice in some States However, Iam sending
this letter to all the Chief Ministers for their information.

The next meeting of the Presiding Officers' Conference is

going to take place at Shillong on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
November. It is desirable that, before that meeting takes
place, the State Governments might express their views on
this subject This will help that Conference.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehm
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huge forests full of wild animals The soil has suffered

because ofneglectand because of the semi-feudal system that

prevailed there in the days of the petty Rajas Vindhya

Pradesh is an example ofdetenorauon and decay because of

an out-of-date soaal system.

12 Thatsystem has fortunately gone now, but it has left its

traces behind and there has been much denudation of the

soil and a sense of backwardness all over There are, as

elsewhere in the old Indian States, large houses lying vacant

and gradually deterioraung Our States Ministry in the old

days was over-generous with this property, which should

have gone to the State rather than to private parties who can

ill-afford Its upkeep The obvious course is for these big

houses to be used for public purposes, and for those who
own them to hand them over for this purpose Vindhya
Pradesh has certainly made some progress m the past few

years. The community projects and the national extension

service there are doing well but the thingwhich attractedme
most were the people of Vindhya Pradesh. They are a good
lot and, given the chance, they will go ahead Probably, in

the near future, people will be talking of the diamonds of

Vindhya Pradesh. Diamonds, in ourpresent order of things,

are more important than people Anyhow, I hope that the

diamonds will bnng addiuonal resources for the benefit of

the people

13. Some little time ago,’* a meeting of the National

Development Counal was held in Delhi to listen to a

progress report in regard to planning and the second Five

Year Plan We were up s^inst senous difficulties and some

of theplansand calculationswehadm^de onginally did not

prove to be correcL Far more money was required to attain

the objecbves aimed at, and there was noobviousway to find

this money We adhered, however, to the figure of Rs. 4,300

crores forAe five-year period, butwebegan to think moreof

flexible plans rather than a rigid framework As our

information grows, we are in a better posiuon to plan.

10 On 5 September 1955
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shouldbe in an oiganized, dispassionatewaywhen the time

comes for it There is already too much passion and
excitement in the air.

4. I wrote to you some time ago about this report and
pointed out that it will not be an easy matter for us to reject

unanimousrecommendations. Itisqmte likely thatsome of

usmay not likesome of therecommendations, but ifoncewe
start rejecting basic recommendations, that will mean an
upsetting of the whole structure of the report and opening
outa floodofheatedcontroversy. Ckmtroversy there isbound
tobe, whatever therecommendations. Atany rate,weshould
try to check it and keep itm right channels.

5. I donotmean to say thatwe areboundhandand footby
the recommendations of the report It is the duty of
Government to examine it carefully and then decide, and it

IS the final responsibility and function of Parliament to
decide. What I said previously merely indicatedmy general
approach to this question. Thatapproachwasmade in total

ignorance of what the report might say. That ignorance
largely condnues still.

6 While It is necessary thatweshould give careful thought
to thisreportandrefrain from comments at the early stage, it
also appears to be desirable that we should not delay rhig

consideration. That delay itself may prove a cause of
exatement Therefore, Ihope that itwillbepossible forus to
consider^ report ata fairlyearly stagebothmour Cabinet
here and in the Congress Working Committee
7. The Goan issue has rather overshadowed most other
matters in recent weeks.* In the debate on foreign affairs in

1 ^orsing the A I C C tesoluuon of4 September, the Government
from 6 September the entry into Goa of satyagrahis TheOpposiuon parues criudred this deasion as creaung * a*movement tor the liberation of Goa ” ®
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servicecame up for discussion. While the rapid extension of

the national extension service was considered essential, it

was considered equally important to have a sufficient

number ofcommunity projects These projects have worked

on a more intensive scale and, as wc have seen, are life-giving

centres of activity In fact, it is the community projects

which have created something in the nature of a sensation in

many of our rural areas Without them it was felt that our

rural work would lose much of its present significance After

much discussion, it was decided that at least forty percent of

the area covered by the community movement and the

national extension service should consist of cximmunity

projects A larger percentage of thecommunity projects was

consideied difficult in the arcumstanccs, a lesser one was
considered bad as it would lead to a watering down of our

rural work and a lowci ing of our standards Therefore, we
have to adhere to this percentage, that iscommunity projects

should be forty per cent of the rural work undertaken We
hope that, by the end of the second Five Year Plan, the

national extension scivice \^’ill cover the whole area and

forty per cent of that area Would be under the community
projects If, by some mischance, we cannot go that far, the

proportion nevertheless will remain as stated and planning

should take place in the States on this basis

17, We have had a visit** from the Deputy Prime Minister

of Egypt'* who IS, next to Colonel Nasser, the outstanding

leader in present-day Egypt Those who met him found him

a very atiraciive person, earnest, thoughtful and forthright

Only today, the Crown Pnnce‘< of Laos and the Prime

Minister'* of Laos left Delhi for a further tour of India This

coming together of India and the Indo-China States is full of

historic significance We seem to go back to a period some

12 From 8 to 10 September 1995

13 Wing Commander Camel Salem
14 TiaoSaidngVatthana{b 1907) Prime Minister, 1946-91. Kingof

Laos. 1959-79

19 Katay Don Sasoriih (1904-1959) PrimeMinisterof Laos. 1994-99
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9. It IS dear that the Soviet Government has come to the

conclusion that there is no near prospect of the unification

of Germany. Not being agreeable to the kind of union that

the Western Powers wanted, the Soviet Union has accepted

the hurt of two Germanys and is proceeding accordingly.

Thereisnoeasyway to dislodge them bfom this positionand
hence the resentment caused in Western countries over the

result of Chancellor Adenauer’s visit to Moscow The two
Germanys are therefore likely to continue in the foreseeable

future, whetherwe like them or not. If we rule out war, the

only other way is by some kind of negotiation and
agreement, and no negouation can now be successful if it

i^ores East Germany. Hence the deadlock.

10. The mammoth Companies Bill< has passed through
the Lok Sabha and will be enacted soon.^ There have bem
many criticisms of this.* It is easy to critidze any small part
ofit,but the way tojudgesuch measures is to consider them
as a whole I have no doubt that this is a considerable
advance and will help us in our work.
11. Recently Iwent to Vindhya Pradesh,*a Statewhich has
the appearance of having been long neglected. Vindhya
Pradesh is nextdoor tomyhome district ofAllahabad, but I
have known little about it. I found it a very attractive place
and rich with potentiality. Climatically, it is better off rhan
thegreatplains that adjoin it. Itisa plateau of 1000 to nearly
8500 feet and largely consists of undulating land, which is a
pleasantchange from the flat plains ofnorthern and centialIn^ There are perennial rivers and there are many
minerals. In spite of a great deal of deforestation, there are

6 See ante, p 58

wA ** companuisstaW

9 Nehru visited Rewa on 10 Septwnber 1955
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New Delhi

27 September, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,*

1am wnting toyou on a subject which, Iam sure, has caused

you much concern This is the subject of education There

are many aspects of this question, and We have all noticed

with some dismay the growing indiscipline among our

students 1 do not propose to touch ma'ny of these asjsects

which, no doubt, are before you

2 What IS worryingme greatly is the rapid and progressive

decline in our educational standards It is really astonishing

how these standards are falling, and if this process goes on, it

simply means that we shall become a third-rate nation, in

spite of our efforts in other directions. This decline is

obvious in the new entrants in our Universities as well as

those who appear for our pubhc examinations. Even such

Universiues as took pnde in theirhigh standards in the past

are now on the downgrade Many of our teachers do not

impress at all Research is almost non-existent among the

teachers Some of them, indeed, are much too busy in

manoeuvring and canvassing for some position or in

indulging in politics in the Universities. We can hardly

blame the students when the teachers themselves act in this

way
3. Many causes have probably led to this detenoration

One of them appears to be that students who go to

Universities are hardly capable of understanding lectures or

of wriung correctly in any language The shift-over from

English to Hindi or any other Indian language has, for the

*A speaal letter tn addition to the Fortnightly Letters
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Fortunately, and for this I should like to congratulate the

States, the information supplied by the States on this

occasion has been far better and more systematic than

previously. It is now proposed to have rather a general and
flexible five yearplanwithmore detailedannual plans. This

gives us a certain elbow room and scope for improvement

whereverwe find ourselves able todo so. Thus, after a year or

two of the second Plan,wemightwell be able to revise it. We
hope this revision will be upward but that, of course, will

dependupon circumstances andour resources With greater

experience and data, our capacity for planning more
correctly grows. Fortunately, the response of our people to

State loans has been very good.

14 You will remember the Plan Frame and the Report of
the economists and others on it. The actual figures given in

itwere subsequently found tobe often erroneous becausewe
did not have enough data then. Nevertheless, the general

approach of the Plan Frame was not affected by incorrect

figures The National Development Council, therefore,

again approved of that general appro£u:h of thePlan Frame,
subject to corrections wherever necessary

15. The Planning Commission is hard at work drawing
the skeleton of the second Five Year Plan Meanwhile, we
have felt that it would be desirable to have a more detailed
operational and statistical approach, side by side with the
workof thePlanningCommission This will be parucularly
helpful in giving us the right perspective for the future as
well as in applying the necessary correcuves to current
planning We have, therefore, decided to setup” whatmight
be called a ‘JointPlanning Unit’ for operational purposes as
well as for perspective planning. This will work separately
but in close raordination with the Planning Commission.
In fact, it will largely be a cxinunuation in a somewhat
bigger way of the work done in producing the Plan Frame
16. At the National Development Council meeting, the
quesuon of community projects and the national extension

11 On SI August 1955.



7. I feel, therefore, that it is quite essential that English

should be a compulsory subject and it should be learnt

adequately This, in fact, is being done in most countries

because English is by far the most widespread and important

language in the world This does not mean at all that we
should in any sense pay less attention to ourown languages

Indeed, I think our languages will only develop fully by

contact with modem European literature and sceince and

technology

8. I find that there is a tendency for English not even to be

made a compulsory subject Such education as is given in

English is of the feeblest kind Indeed, we have come to a

stagewhen the teachers themselvesdo not knowmuch of the

language.

9 lam alarmed at the prospect All our fine schemes will

go to pieces because of this lack m our education

10 lam not referring here to the unfortunate faa that the

administration ofour Universities has also weakened const*

derably We are constantly up against conflicts,

demonstrations and political tussles both among the

teachers and the students I think this is largely due to the

lower standards of the teachers or the administrators After

all. It IS the teacher that makes the pupil There is another

possibility which fills me with concern. These new deve-

lopmenu in our teaching are likely to lessen the bond of

unity in India and to separate each linguistic area from the

other That is a senous considerauon

11. Iam venturing to draw yourattention to this because a

policy of drift appears to me to be fatal. We must come to

grips with this matter Perhaps, it may be desirable at some

ume in the near future for Education Ministers to meet

together to consider this aspect I shall be grateful to have

your reactions to what I have written

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni
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hundreds of years ago, when there were close contacts, and

we pick up the broken threads again

18. Many distinguished visitors are coming to India in the

course of the next two or three months Probably Maretel

Bulgamn will be here in the second half of November. He

is expected to stay in India for about a fortnight and will no

doubtvisitsome important cities.We must givehim aivarm

and wdl-organized welcome

19. The floods have descended upon us again. Just as

eastern U.P. and north Biharwere recovenng. they havehad

another terrific downpour of rain, but perhaps the wots

experience in this respect is that of Orissa.*'^ After suffering

for a long time from drought, the people of Onssa are now

submerged in flood water They arc passing through a

difficult ordeal. Iam going to Orissa tomorrow morning for

two days So, I shall notbe able to sign this letter. Ihopeyou

will excuse this.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

16 AmvinginNewDeUu<m}8Nov«mber,BulganinandKhnishcltev
completed the tim round of (heir tour of India on 1 December before

leaving for Rangoon The) again spent a week in India from 7 to 14

December 1955

17 It was reported that nearly 300,000 people had been marooned in
the unprecedented floods caused by heavy rains in the coastal area from
Pun to Balasore in the last week of August
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to ourown decisions There is far too much speculauon and,

on the whole, it seems better to issue the Report to the public

within a reasonable time. I cannot say definitely on what
date this will be issued, but it is ourintenuon to do so within

two weeks This will give you some time also to read and
consider the Report We feel that it will not be desirable to

issue any briefsummary of the Report It is better to issue the

enure Report when the time comes for it

4. It IS clear that the recommendaUons of the Report will

meet with a mixed reception That was inevitable It was not
possible to produce something which everybody would like

Already there is evidence of strong imtation in some
quarters We must try, of course, to help to create an
atmosphere of objective and dispassionate consideration of
the Reportand theproblem Whateverouropinion might be
in regard to any particular recommendation, we must agree

about one thing and that is that we cannot tolerate

unronstitutional action There are plenty of ways of consti-

tutional expression ofopinion This is going to be a big test

for all of us

5 The Report and the recommendations will have to be
discussed at the appropriate time in State Legislatures and
also in Parliament But before that time comes, we shall have
to apply our joint minds to it It may be necessary for us to

have a meeting of Chief Ministers to consider it

6 Nothinghas so farbeen deaded, but Iam wnung to you
immediately as I want to sharemy thoughts with you and to

impress upon you that we must do everything in our power
to deal with this subject in a democraticand disciplined way

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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time being at least, resulted in ignorance of every language

"nie kind of English that is written, is deplorable. Indeed, it

is not English at all. Hindi isTiot adequately known, except

perhaps in some of the Hindi-speaking States.

4. The result of all this is bound to be an ipiorant

generauon withjusta smattenng ofknowledge. Quiteap^
from the literary and cultural aspects, it is clear that, in

regard to many of the essential subjects for our progress, we

shall be unable to findcompetentmen In our five year plan,

the main difficulty is going to be the lack of trained

personnel In specialized subjects we may give them some

elementary training but for any higher training a good

knowle(4;e is necessary in some foreign language. We have

no adequate books in our Indian languages for science,

technology, engineering, economics, medicine, defence, and

a number of other subjects. We should, of course, try to

produce thesehooks, butbooks cannot easilybeproduced to

order, and nanslations are seldom satisfactory Anyhow, we
can hardly translate hundreds and thousands of technical

books. No one can do saennfic work properly without

knowing more than one foreign language. This applies to

many other subjects too In fact, normally, an educated

person in Europe is supposed to know fairly well two or

three languages and to be able to read some more.

5. It is odd that justwhen India has come out of her shell

after long'years of subjection and is coming into contact

with thewider world, in itsmany activities,weshould again
revertback to anew shell ofourmakingand cut ourselves off
from modem thought and activities In foreign countries,

even with highly developed languages, other languages are

compulsory subjects Ewn in the Soviet Union, this is so.

6 This means that we should not only know our own
language well but thatit is equally importantforus toknow
at least one leading foreign language, which necessarily has
to be a European language today becausemodem scientific
and technical literature is in those languages. For us it is

obviously easier to learn English than any other language,
though ills desirable forus to cultivate other languages too.
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i am no expert in this matter, but it does appear tome that

uniformity is desirable Tlic ^mmittee for the Reformed
Calendar of India* has studied this matter with great care

and presented a report which I am sending to the Chief
Ministers and which Icommend to their attention Iam also

sending a note which gives a summary and which will be
found useful.

I trust that the Chief Ministers will be good enough to

consider this question and have these papers examined by
their Governments and to let me have their comments.

4 The Calendar Reform Committee constituted by the Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research in November 1952 under the

chairmanship of Prof M N Saha recommended the use of a unified

national calendar; and suggested (1 ) the use of Saks era along with civil

calendar and change-over from 1W8, Chaitrat, i e, from 21 Mardi 1956,

and (2) a solar calendar for all-India use
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New Delhi

SO September, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,*

This afternoon a copy of the Report* of the States

Reorganization Commission was delivered to me, a copy

having been sent to the President to whom it is addressed.

TheHome Ministry willbe sending you very soon a copy of

this Report Please keep this secret There has unfortunately

been far too much loose talk on this subject during the past

few weeks. Chief Ministers certainly should be the last

persons to talk about this Report till it is released for

publication.

2 I have not had time to read the Report and I have only

glanced through some of the main recommendations. I do
not wish to express any opinion all I have consulted my
colleagues

3 As the subject of this Report has attracteda great deal of
attenaon,we feel that publication of itshouldnotbe delayed
too much. All of us, whether in the Centre or the States, have
to give the fullest considerauon to it and naturally we shall

takesome little time. Itdoes notseem necessary, however, for

pubhcauon of the Report to bepostponed all we havecome

*A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 Taking into account such hictors as language, homogeneity, hicili-

Ues for communication, soao-economic imbalancesbetween contiguous
regions and within the regions, and the educational and cultural needs
and aspirauons of the people, the Report suggested the i^lacement of
existing 27 States by 16 full-flei^^ States and 3 centrally administered
areas, removal of the distinction between Parts 'A', 'S’, and ‘C’ Slates,

aboltuon of the system of Rajpramukhs, and readjustment of the States,

boundaries in some places
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this matter, because, inevitably we have to take major
poliucal deasions and these deasions, in their broad

features, have to be made by the Congress The Congress

carnes a heavy load of responsibility in this and other

matters and wecannot shirk the issue or even try to postpone

It We have come face to face with it and we must, therefore,

take decisions

5 TheWorking Committee, during their two-day session,

conducted a preliminary survey of the Report We did not

discuss the many detailed problems that anse from its

tecommendauons, but ratlier our general approach It

would not have been right to come to any final decisions

without further consultation. We are, therefore, meeting in

the near future the Chief Ministers and the Presidents of the

Pradesh Congress Committees The State Legislatures will

no doubt also meet and, finally Parliament You will have

seen the Working Committee’s resolution passed today ®

6 The possible approaches to this major problem are four

(i) to postpone the consideration of the Report for a

considerable time andallow the status quo to remain,

(ii) to accept the Report in toto,

(ill) to accept the major approach of the Report, making
minor changes,

(iv) to treat the Report without too much ceremony as

just a basis for our consideration and make such

changes as we like, major or minor

The first of these courses, that is, postponement of this issue,

IS obviously out of the question The choice, therefore, lies

between the other three It is>cleW that if once the very basis

of the Report is upset, then we have confusion and a free for

all fight "

2 The resolution urged "a cooperative approach" to the Report "and

the pr&blems dealtwith in it, whidi shouldbe seen in theirentirety, apart

from their individual merits " It asked Congressmen to avoid "the

agitational approach” to the Report and refrain from assoaating

themselveswith otherparuesorgroups inanyagitauon or in makingany

demands



New Delhi

1 October, 1955

Officially and for many other purposes, we use. the

Gregorian Calendar This is in fact recognized as the

international calendar and it seems to me desirable that we
should continue the use of this calendar. There are propos-

als before the United Nauons to substitute this by what is

called a new World Calendar.' Whatever the virtue of this

World Calendar might be, it is highly unlikely that this is

going to be accepted by most countries.* Therefore, the

Gr^nan Calendar will continue

Apart* from the use of the Gregorian Calendar, the

question arises as tohow we shoulddeal with the numerous
other calendars* that exist in India There is a great deal of

confusion in this matter. Those calendars have a sdentihc

basis, but, I am told, owing to very small error in the

calculation of the day, this has been magnified in the course

of centuries. It is desirable to correct this error and to have a
certain uniformity in regard to these indigenous calendars

which govern our hohdays, etc.

•A Note arculated to all Chief Ministers

1 The Government of India had proposed to the United Nations
Economic and Sdoal Council in 1954 a world calendar which while
retaining the cycle of the twelve months would have had each month
consisting of twenty-six days, with each day and the date conforming
uniformly from year to year and the holidays hxed permanently
2 On 17 May 1955, the United Nauons Economic and Social Council

decided to postpone any considerauon of the Indian proposal and on 20
April 1956 shelved theplaiidue to poor response frommembercountries

3 These were the Bikiam or Samvat, the SaJea or Sakabda, the Bengali
year, the Buddha era, the Cbaitanya era, the Kaliyuga and the Islamic
calendar
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them It IS impossible to sausfy everyone when there is so

much divergence of opinion There should be an attempt to

understand the other party's point of view, some give and

take, and a final acceptance of whatever deasion is arrived

at

10 We have some majorproblems ofcourse affecung large
numbers of people But what surprises me is the passion

roused by ladier trivial disputes overboundaries That is not

a healthy sign

11 It IS not possible for every little group to have its way or
every little area to be given some kind of self-determinauon

in this matter But it is clear that we cannot compel for long

any major group or large areas to be joined on to another

against its own wishes You will remember that when the

Andhra quesuon reached a somewhat critical stage, we
announced as our general policy thatwewould agree to any

solution with the consent of the parties concerned It was
because this consent was lacking in regard to Andhra and
Tamil Nad that the formauon of the Andhra State was
delayed The main conflict was in regard to the city of

Madras Ulumately, the Andhra leaders accepted the new
State minus the city of Madras There was then no major

conflict left and we had to give effect to the policy we had

enunciated not only in regard to Andhra but in regard to

other areas also There is some impression, and there is often

reference to this in the press, that the Andhra State was

formed because of the self-immolation of Shn Snramulu <

We all regretted that sacrifice but, as a matter of fact, it bad

nothing to do with ouragreement to form theAndhra State.

Thatagreement had been reachedeven previous to the death

of Snramulu In fact, it followed naturally from the giving

up of the claim to Madras aty If that demand had not been
given up, no amount of hungerstnking or other methods of

pressure would have led to that settlement

12. This same principle has to be applied now Where

there is agreement between the prinapal parues concerned.

4 Forb fn seeVol 3, p 200
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New Dellu

14 October, 1955

My dear Qiief Minister,

My fortnightly letters to you growmoreandmore irregulai^

1 donotknow if this is a sign ofage or an abundance ofwork

orboth Anyhow, I do not like it, because I want to keep in

fairly close touch with you, so as to be able to sharemymind

and thoughts.

2 I have often written to you that these uioughts specially

concern themselves with the second Five Year Plan.* I must

confess that for the moment even the Five Year Plan has

receded somewhat to thebackground Wehave to dealin the

immediate present and in the near future with Goods

overwhelming Goods of rain and water and Goods of

passion The latter are the immediate result of the Reportof

the States Reorganization Commission

3 It is not quite correct to say that the excitement and

tension invarious partsof the country are due to the Report

They have been in the country for some years past,

someumes reachinga cnsisandthen toningdown In fact, it

was because of this ferment that we appointed the States

Reorganizadon Commission nearly two years ago The

appointment of, this Commission had Become inevitable

then Therewassomequieton the surface during this period

that the Commission was functioning. But now that the

Report has come, these checks have been removed and the

old ferment tends to boil over.

4.Yesterday and today we had meetings of the Congress

Working Committee and we gave a good deal ofthought to

1 See ante, pp 268-270
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15 In North Africa there is continuing tragedy « France, so

proud and great, still thinks in terms of her anaent power

and glory and does not recognize that she is no longer

capable of supporung the Empire except with the goodwill

of the people concerned This is a double tragedy—tragedy

for France and tragedy for the North African countries

France walked out of the General Assembly of the United

Nations^ in angerbecause thatAssemblydeaded to consider

the question of Algena in spite of the opposition of the

United States and the United Kmgdom.
16 There has been something in the nature of a crisis in

the Middle East, because of Egypt’s decision’ to buy arms
from Czechoslovakia This came as a great 'shock to the

United Kingdom and the U S.A , ^nd these two countnes
even went to the length of threatening the Egyptian

Government with blockade to prevent these arms from

reaching Egypt Colonel Nasser, the Prime Minister, took

up a strong line against these pressure tacucs with the result

that both the United Kingdom and the U.S.A were putm a

false position and had to withdraw from it without much
grace The situaaon there conunues to be rather critical

6 The French Government proclaimed an emergency in Algena and

suppressed severely the nationalist movement but guenlla attacks on

French forces and military posts showed no signs of abatement Four

Ministers resigned on 6 October following differences in the Cabinet on

policy relating to Morocco and its Sultan who had been exiled

7 On SO September 1955 Two days later, the French Cabinet decided

unanimously to recall itspermanent delegation from the U N and to take

no further part in the session of the General Assembly
8 On 27 September, Colonel Nas&r announced that a commercial

agreement had been signed whereby Czechoslovakia would supply arms

to Egypt in exchange for Egyptian products such as cotton and noe
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7 In my broadcast,^ on the eve of the publication of the

Report, I said that I had read some of the proposals with a
litde surprise. That did not mean that I accepted or rejected

anything, but there is no doubt that some proposals were

quite novel tome which I hadnot envisaged 1 must say that

the Report is an able document with a logical presentation

of the' problem leading up to certain conclusions. It reads

well and there is no appearance of passion orprqudice in it

On closer analysis, it may be said that the basic logic is

perhaps not always followed or, at any rate, there are likely

to be differences of opinion. Indeed, there are in fact many
such differences aswecan see forourselves. The quesUon is,

how we are to deal with these conflicts of opinion,
passionately held As the Working Committee resolution
has said, this is a test for each one of us. In the international
sphere, India has taken up the attitude that every problem,
however difficult it might appear to be, is capable of
soluuon by peaceful methods TTie solunon may be delayed
or it may not be reached at onejump. Nevertheless, we have
to^ to solve It peacefully and give up the thought of war.
This idea is gradually taking root, helped no doubt by the
coming of the atomic and hydrogen bombs
8. If that is so in the sphere of international relations it
must be even more necessary for us to follow that course in
Mtional affoirs Indeed that is the meamng of democracy
Problems are solved by arguments and the approach to
reason and the ultimate deasion is accepted even by those
who disagree with it Thealtemauve is, in the final analysis,
a avil war or some smaller variation of it

9- Ido not mean to imply that there is a possibility of civil
war in In^a I am merely anidyzing the possible courses of

^ agreed that all our national problems mustbe
sett edpeacefully anddemocratically and thatonno account
will other methods be followed, then it is easier to deal with

October, Nehru appealed lo the nation to consider the Report
« a of dispassionate

® f°c “sandour futuremight well dependupon how we face It and deal with u”



New Delhi

26 Oaober, 1955

Vijaya Dashaa Day

My dear Chief Minister,

The poliucal hoiizon in India has been completely overcast

by the Report of the States Reorganization Commission and
the reactions it has produced I do not propose to discuss

here the merits of the variousproposals made As you know,
we have been giving the most careful thought to them

and we shall continue to do so We have consulted

representatives from various States, often in disagreement

with each other In such matters, some kind of a logical and

saenufic approach, though desirable, does not lead us far.

One has to take into considerauon a large variety of factors

It IS not a question of appeasing this group or that but,

rather, of trying to evolve somethingwhich meets the largest

measure of agreement and which avoids, as far as possible,

the element of compulsion

2 While It is desirable and necessary to have the widest

consultauon, it appears to be equally necessary not to delay

decisions From the point ofview even ofa time-table which

will enable us to give effect to any changes before the

elections, an early decision is necessary Delay in this means

either postponing the changes or putung off the elections

Both courses are undesirable, and we wish to avoid them

Apart from this question of the time-table, it is also not

desirable to have interminable arguments often

accompanied by passion The Chief Ministers’ Conference

which was held recently, therefore, decided on a time-table*

1 The conference at New Delhi on 22 and 23 October 1955 urged that

the reorganization of the States should be completed by October 1956
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there is no particular difficulty in our changing the

recommendations of the Report, where there is no such
agreement, it is noteasy to upset the structure of that Report,

except in relatively minor matters.

13 The floods that have descended upon us from the

heavens this year have been uiuque in intensity and in

extent Indeed, we are told that probably nothing like this

hashappened for two or three generationsoreven a hundred
years. People talk ofa cycle ofa hundred years; others blame
radioacuvity because of the hydrogen bomb experiments.
However that may be, we have to face this disaster here and
now. Fortunatelywe do notlack food in the country, but the
loss and damage are colossal and the whole country must
come to therescue of thosewho are affected. Iam glad to say
that there has been a good response all over the country as
well as from abroad to the relief funds.

14. The Foreign Ministers of the so-called Big Four
countnes aremeetingsoon *Nooneappears to expectmuch
out of this meeting, as the position of the major adversaries
has hardened. The problem of Germany, which really
means the problem of Europe, appears almost insoluble at
present. The Western allies had followed a course of action
whichbroughtWesternGermany completely into theirfold
This was hailed with success and so it was in that narrow
held But, having succeeded there, the Western countries
have come up against a blank wall The Soviet Union
calmly tells thra now to deal with Eastern Germany and
Mne of theWe«em countries recognizes Eastern Germany,
piere is no chance, therefore, of a soluuon of this problemm the foreseeable future. Fortunately there is no fear of war
and tensions have lessened
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other doxies are heterodoxies I should like you and others to

ponder over this matter, for it is of themost serious concern

to all ofus and to the future ofIndia It is our misfortune that

this question should have taken this acute form just when
India is showing a new life and is marching forward, just

when we are on the eve of putting forward our second Five

Year Plan, just when a large number of our disunguished

visitors are coming here, attracted to some extent by the

posiuon and importance that India has achieved dunng
these past few years Is this the penalty of success or of pnde
in our success which leads to complacency and a loss of

perspecuve? I do notknow but Iam troubled as you must be
We have sowed the wind and we have now to reap the

whirlwind

5 But, however unhappy we may feel at this present

picture of India, we cannot run away from our duty or our

taskand if there is awhirlwind then we have to face thatand

control It Here we are faang the greatest flood disaster in

India in a hundred years. We have not lost heart because of it

and we are trying our utmost to face this calamity and to

succour those who are afflicted Are we to lose our nerve

because some people have lost their balance? We must hold

fast to our anchor and proceed, as- calmly and

dispassionately as possible, to face this situation and come to

wise decisions On no accountmust webe swept offour feet

6 This evening, I went to see the great Ramhla celebrat-

ions in Delhi city Over a great part of India similar

celebrauons were taking place They were not very well

organized and there was dust and disorder and pushing

about Nevertheless, they represent the spirit of the country

and to a vast number of people they brought a release from

their daily toiland a vision ofsomething higher Those vast

crowds saw little but they were happy and so the purpose of

this ancient festival was fulfilled to a large extent Looking

at this multitude of human beings, I thought of the much

vaster multitude of India and how, vaguely and

subcondously, they were struggling to go forward How
should we serve them and help in this march onward? They
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17. Iam going awayearly tomorrow morning to paya visit

to the Damodar Valley for the purpose of inaugurating the

Konar Dam.’

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nduu

9. ThedammHazanbagh districtinBiharwas the second of the fourmultipurposedams whidi fonrted part of theDamodar Valley projects
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Egypt a year or two ago * There is no provision in that

agreement for a difference of opinion on this point between

the two condominium Powers

9 In the Middle East, there was another critical situation

which has somewhat toned down now, though basically it

continues This arose from the report that Egypt was

purchasing arms from the Soviet Union or Crechoslovakia.

For a long time past, Egypt tried to purcliase arms from the

U.K , the USA, and France They were unable to obtain

any Then they approached the Soviet Union which

expressed its willingness to sell As soon as this was known,

there was an uproar in the U K and the USA. and great

pressure was brought to bear upon Egypt to give up tliis

deal * Indeed, the threat of a blockade was suggested

Colonel Nasser, however, took up a strong line and refused

to be intimidated Thereupon, the U K and the U 5.A

adopted a somewhat softer tone

10 The conflict between the Arab States and Israel has

caused us much concern Our tics with the Arab States arc

strong At the same time, we have no ill will against Israel

and we know that some very fine work has been done by the

Israel Government in Palestine in developing thatand land.

The development of cooperatives Uicre is specially

noteworthy We had hoped that we might be able to play

some little part in helping to bring about a settlement, but

the passions on both sides arc much too strong Militarily,

probably, Israel is stronger than all the Arab States pul

together I believe that they have modern equipment in their

armed forces They have a fairly good Air Force In the last

war between Israel and the Arab States, the former proved

much the stronger and I doubt if the balance has changed

since then Indeed, it is probable that if there has been a

3 SecVoI 3,pp 145,210-211

4 On 27 September, Mticmillan spoke to Molotov of Bn tisli ronrerti .it

the heightening arms race in West Asia, and on 1 October the IJ S , the

British, and the Trench Ambassadors met Nasser to express ihiit

Gosernments' fears at Egypt'sdcasion tobu> arms from Lastern ntirojx-
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which, if stricdy adhered to, makes it just possible for us to

hold the next general elecuons in March 1957. This means
that some kind of a final decision, so far as the Central

Government is concerned, should be taken by the end of the

firstweek ofJanuary 1956. Previous to that, there has tobe a
ptelimmary discussion in Parliament, probably in

December. After that, a Bill to amend the Constitution will

be placed before Parliament, the States having been consul-

ted previously.

3. Each one of us naturally has some views about this

reorganization of States, both horn the point of view of the

pnnaples involved and practical considerations. That is

completely natural But, constituted as I am, I fail to

understandwhy this question should rouse somuch passion
and excited debate, not to mention threats of some action or
other I feel unhappy and distressed at the picture of India
that I see beforeme today Itseems to go counter to thebasic
pnnaples onwhichwehave stood and to the objectives that
we have aimed at In a democracy there shouldbe the fullest
freedom of expression of Opinion and argument. There
should also be some method of final decision whidi is

accepted. Ifpeoplego aboutsaying that theywill not accept
adecision unless it is accordir^ to theirownviews, then that
is the negauon of democracy It undermines die whole
conception of the unity of India. It means that we are
prepared to have unity provided thatumty is fashioned after
our liku^, oAerwise we rejett that umty. It means that
certain condidons which are less than naaonal and whidi
waybe provinaal, linguistic, communal or any other, have
preradence over the broader nadonal approach. We may
differ, of course, as to what the nauonal approadi is; par-^
one may thmk *at his own approach is the true naaonal

Who is todedde? Surely, the deasioncanonly be™ normal democratic process or else we bid
Soodbye to democracy, in addiuon to umty.

Somethingof the fierceness of theapproach ofabigoted
rengion comes into our cansiderauon of lineuisdc
provinces Each person thinks that his doxy is orthodoxy
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mere fact that the smaller countries of the world should

stand up against some of the big countries and the vested

interests in colonies was itself significantand has displeased

these Great Powers

14 The United Nations arenow consideng in the Political

Gimmittee the formation of an International Atomic

Energy Agency® This has again indirectly raised the

question of the colonial Powers versus the smaller countries.

'Ihe proposal of the Big Powers is to have this as a

speaalized Agency out of the United Nation’s direct juns-

diction^ also for the control to remain in the hands of

selected Powers which include not only the Big Powers

advanced in atomic energy research but also some countries

which have colonial temtones piossessing uranium Among
the latter is even little Portugal because of its African

temtones India has taken a lead in this matter and pointed

out that such an arrangement would be very harmful to the

Asian, African andmany other countries Itwould mean the

control of this tremendous power by a few big countries,

including colonial Powers It would mean in effect the

domination of these BigPowers over the rest of the world It

must be realized that atomic energy may well be the greatest

force of the future and it is important, therefore, as to who
controls it India has urged that the new Agency should be

directly assoaated with the tJ N and that some Asian

countries should be in it right from the beginning We
attach great importance to this and we have even stated that

unless some such broad basis is agreed to, we might have to

keep away from such an organization

6 The ninth session o{ theU N GeneralAsseinbly(21 September to 17

December 1954) had recommended the setting up of an International

Atomic Energy Agency fordevelopment anddisseminauon of knowledge

and information relating to atomic energy for peaceful purposes On 19

October 1955, a preliminary draft statute of the International Atomic

Energy Agency was presented to the Political Committee by AustraU^

Belgium, Canada, Fiance, Portugal, South Afnca, Bntainand the Unitctl

States
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werea fine people, given tojoyand laughter,m spite of their

manyburdens They tended to be disorganizedand indisdp*
lined, but the basic strength was there, only if it could be
utilized to proper advantage. They are perhaps more
amenable to a Mendly approach than any other people.

They look fora lead Do we give them the proper lead or do
we fail them?What is thevalueofall our labourand ourFive
Year Plans and the other great schemes we think and talk

about if all these are based on the shifting sand of narrow
provincialism or communalism or casteism? Is this an
inherent def^ in us or are we on our way to conquer these

evils>

7. I think that the timehas comewhen vre should givedeep
thought to these matters and try to pull ourselves out of the

grooves in which we have got studc. Perhaps, it is as well
that this crisis of linguistic Statesand the like has come to us
at this stage. It may serve to awaken us and make us see the
pits and snares that surround us and even have their homes
in our inner selves Ultimately, it is not Five Year Plans that
will make us go forward but what we are and what we can
do

8 India’s responsibilities abroad tend to increase. That in
itself IS evidence of our standing in the world. There has
been talk of our joining a Commission for the Sudan, but a
TOrious position has arisen here. We have been invited by
the E^ptian Government to be a member of the
Commission.*At the same time, the otherPowerconcerned,
tamely the United Kingdom, has told us quite clearly that
they are not invidng us at present Unless these two
rondominium Powers both invite us, we cannot function.
We have thus been put in a somewhat embarrassing
posmon. It appears that the United Kingdom is not at all

*t®ve the Commission or the elections in the Sudan,
according to the agreement arrived at between the U.K. and
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there for this purpose In the reactors thatwe areputting up,

we propose to give facilities for training for people from

other countries of Asia

18 We have had a visit recently from U Nu, Prime

Ministers of Burma ^ He is always a welcome guest As you

know, we have advanced a loan of twenty crores of rupees to

the Burmese Government ^ It was not easy for us to do so but

we were anxious to help Burma in her difficult economic

situation

19 We have also had the Earl of Home, the Ckimmon-
wealth Secretary of the United Kingdom’’ and today Vice-

President Hatta” of Indonesia arrived in Delhi He is a very

old friend of mine We met for the first time in Brussels in

1927 and we kept in touch with each other to some extent

afterwards I remember hiscoming to Delhi at the beginning

of 1947 He came to India incognito then and I took him to

meet Gandhiji Hecame fora second time in 1949 and this is

his third visit In Indonesia, the elections have resulted in a

curious situation The final hgures are not known yet but it

IS clear that the four major parties that have emerged are (1)

the Nationalist Party, (2) the Masjumi Party, the moderate

Moslem Party with socialist leanings, (3) the more extreme

Moslem Party, and (4) the Communists Only a coalition

government is possible, probably between the first two

8 From 16 to 18 October 1955

9 The Indo-Burmese Loan Agreement was signed at New Delhi on 17

October 1955.

10 On 20-21 October 1955

11 Forb In seeVol 2,p 222

12 Ah Sastroamidjojo, the leader of the Nationalist Party, formed on

20 March a coalition Government of the Masjumi, the United Moslem

Party, the Islamic Party, the Chnstian Party and the Catholic Party
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change ithasbeen in favourof Israel. Israel, ofcourse, came
into existence with the active goodwill and help of theU K.

and the U.S.A. and most of the arming of Israel has been

done from the U.S A.

11 In Israel, as elsewhere, there are two groups, one

moderately inclined and the other extremist Lately it has

appeared that the extremist group is dominant and during

the past many months there were many cases of aggression

on the part ofIsrael. Itwas rather odd that these petty acts of

aggression usually coincided with some attempt of the U.K
and the U S.A. to exert pressure on Egypt Egypt, as is well

known, adopted an independent policy and refused to join

the system of military alliances which the U K. and the

USA. have promoted in the Middle Eastern countries This
was not pleasing to these Great Powers because it went
against their basic policy there.

12 For a long time past, the greater pan of these Western
Asian counmes was under the political and economic
influenceof the United Kingdom. In Syria and Lebanon, the
French cultural influence was predominant but the French
Power had to withdraw. Later, the Americans came into the
picture and there was some tension between them and the
U.K That tension to some extent remains because the U.K.
did not like this fresh incursion into their chosen field But,
on the whole, they pulled together and have brought about™ system of alliances from Turkey to Pakistan. Egypt and
Saudi Arabia have opposed these alliances and now Syria
h« jointed them too * This is naturally disliked by theU K
and the U.S.A. and now the fact that the Soviet Government
has come into the picture by supplying arms is a matter for
aeep concern to them.

^3. ^ interesung development in the United Nations has

p
on more than one oaasion of the colomal

owers. The actual occasion were not important, but the

Saudi
“ counier-balance the Baghdad Pact
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New Delhi

26 November, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

1am writing to you aftera full month. 1am vciy sorry for this

lapseon my part, as I feci that I should be regular in sending

my forthightly letters toyou and keeping in touch with you
But circumstances have been loo strong for me and I have

been unable to find the time or to develop the mood for

writing this letter Iam wnting now in between two visits of

eminent guests from abroad The Soviet leaders have gone
from Delhi and at present touring in West and South India

'

Tomorrow the King of Saudi Arabia^ arrives here with a

large retinue.^

2 Two major events have overshadowed otherhappenings
during the last two weeks These are the discussions on the

Report of the States Reorganization Commission and the

extraordinary happenings connected therewith * The
second matter is the visit of the Soviet leaders to India In a

sense, perhaps, it was as well that the Soviet leaders came at

this particular juncture and their visit diverted attention to

1 rrom 25 to 28 November 1955

2 Abdul-Ariz Saud For b fn sec Vol 5, p 534

8 The King arrived in India on 27 November on a fortnighi’s visit

4 The Congress WorkingCommittee meetingm New Delhi on8and9

November, recommended the creation ol Gujarat, Mahatashtia and

Bombay city State vvith the proviso that the latter could be merged with

Maharashtra ifafter five yearsa two-thirds majorityofthe people hvingin

Bombay opted for it Bu t theMahatashtra Congress Executive declaredon

16 November that the State of Maharashtra witliout the city of Bombay

could not be conceived and urged reconsideration of the issue by the

Congress Working Committee
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15 The growth of the Western European countnes and

Northern Amenca was directly due to the Industrial

Revoluuonand thepossession ofcoaland iron ore. This gave

them a dominating position in the world World empires

were builtup in the nineteenth antury on the basis of this

industrial growth and thenew imperialism came into being.

This meant cheap raw materials from the colonies and

protected markets for industrial goods in those colonies.

16. Just as steam and electricity and the growth of techno-

logy gave this greatpush to the Western countnes andadded

to their strengthandwealth enormously,wehavenow anew

source ofpower ofenormous dimensions—atomicenergy. If

the raw materials used for the production of atomic energy

as wdl as the processes and distribution are controlled by a

few major Powers, including some cnlomal countries, this

mightwell give rise to anew imperialism to the detrimentof

the other countnes of the world. In effect, atomic energy

might well become the monopoly of a group. The under-

developed countries are likely to suffer most from any such

development This question, therefore, is not merely one of

theory or prestigebut is of vital importance to the countnes

of Asia and Afnca

17. The most advanced countnes in regard to the

producuonofatomiceneigyare theU S A , theU.S S.R., the

U.K., Canada and France Other countnes lag behind

Among these other countries, however, India has done
rather well andwe have laid the foundations for more rapid

progress in the future. One atomic reactor plant is being

constructed, another is being designed,’ and a third is

thought of We have some fine scientists at the top, headed
by Dr. HomiBhabha, and a group ofbnghtyoungmen and
women workup in our various research centres Some of
thesehavereceivedtraimng abroad and others arebeingsent

7 On 4 August 1956, India's hist atomic leactor Apsaia started

opetating at Trombay, near Bombay, and Zerbna, the second reactor,
went into opeiauon atTrombay on 14 January 1961 Both reactors were
built entirely by the Indian scientists and the engineers
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war? For one of our foremost cities like Bombay to have to

put up with this IS a matter of the gravest concern. I am
worried first of all that any person should indulge in this

kind of behaviour, secondly that organized parties should

encourage it, thirdly that industrial labour and students

should be dragged into it, fourthly tliat there should not be

widespiead and strong condemnation of it from all sides Of
course, many people have condemned it, but many others

who should have done so have remained strangely silent

5 I repeat that this has nothing to dowith the men ts ofany

problem Noimally, a controversial issue, however

important, is decided in a democracy after full discussion by

some kind of a majority opinion through lepresentative

processes To uy to decide it in the streets by bludgeoning

people and committing arson is very far from any reasoning

or democratic process A majonty should not require this It

IS a minority that might feel tempted to indulge in it in order

to prevent the majority’s vieivpomt prevailing That is a

near approach to fascist methods of dealing with problems

Obviously, no Government can be coerced by such methods
Indeed the Government will cease to function if it tolerated

such methods and one success of this behaviour would lead

to Its being followed in many other places Our countiy

would be reduced not only to chaos but to chaos of the lowest

and most vulgar type

6 lam continually surprised at the contradictions in our

ideals and piofessions and in our practice Democracy, of

couise, IS entiiely opposed to this type of hooligan action

But we base ourselves on something more than democracy

which we claim to be a special virtue of our people We talk

of Ahimsa and non-violence which are certainly not

negative virtues, but have a very positive element in them

We talk of tolerance which can only mean tolerating

viewpoints other than our own I have just been reading an
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20 Other important visitors are coming in November,

espeaallyMr Bulganin andMr Khrushchev. They will be

visiting many parts of India during their brief stay. I hope
that the welcome that we give them will not only be warm
but disaphned

Yours sincerely,

Jaivaharlal Nehru
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matter of the greatest consequence to all of us as to howwe
proceed about this business and whether we can come to

deasions peacefully and abide by them Almost every

deasion fails to please everybody Are we, therefore, to rebel

against that deasion and try to upset the deasion throwing

stones at each other? In a demoaacy a wrong decision can be

nght later provided the majority are won over to that view

9 Some authoirty has to take a final deasion In our case it

IS Parliament, guided by the Government of the day In view,

however, of conflicung opmions and the passions

accompanying them, the Congress Working Committee has
tned to achieve, by numerous talks and discussions, as great

a measure of agreement as possible It may fail, in some

cases, in achieving that agreement The Government, as

such, cannot deal informally with various groups, and

hence the approach of the Congress Working Committee

becomes necessary and helpful The final deasion, of

course, rests with Parliament

10 It serves little purpose forpeople to saynow that we did

wrong in raising this whole question ofreorganization I do

not think that there was any escape from this and anyhow it

has been done Now thatwe face this problemm this present

context, we cannot run away from it and ive shall have to

deal with it with such wisdom and courage as we possess In

no event, can we submit to coeraon backed by violence

11 The visit ofMr BulganinandMr Khrushdiev to India

has turned out to be an eventof the first importance in world

affairs Acadentally, it coinaded with a meeting at

Baghdad^ ofsome countrieswhich arenow referred to as the

Baghdad Powers These countnes are Iraq, Turkey, Iran,

Pakistan and the United Kingdom They have now set up

formally what they call M E D O (Middle East Defence

Organization) The United States, though not thus far a

member of this Organizauon, is closely associated with it

9 The first meeting of the Counai of the Baghdad Pactwas heldon 21

and22. November under the Chairmanship of thePnme Minister of Iraq*

Nun el-Said
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some extent at least from the fierce controversies on the

SRC. Report

3 I do not wish to write to you much on this occasion

about the S.R C Report. But I cannot help expressing my
deep distress, in which you no doubt share, at the

occuncnces in Bombay* and Revra.* In a sense, the Vindhya

Pradesh occurrences, though very bad, have no great

sigmhcance. A group of persons misbehaved very badly.

The significance ofthis is thatregular parties, as for instance

the Piaja Soaalist Party of Vindhya Pradesh, were directly

responsible for this It is astonis^ng that any organized

party should take to this kind of hooliganism. What is still

more painful is that.thts kind of thing is not condemnedby
the leaders and other members of that party dearly and
unequivocally. Vindhya Pradesh is a politically backward

; area and it is for this reason that I do not attach too much
importance to what happened there. But the important

' aspect of it IS the tolerance anywhere in Indiaandby anyone
< of this kmd of disgraceful behaviour.

4 The Bombay happenings were far more serious because

<
they were on a mass scale There is little doubt that a large

,)
number of provocative speedies previously led to what

f
happened We are told thatamong thosewho took aleading

j' part in these disturbances in Bombay were members of the

> Communist Partyand the Praja SocialistParty This raises a
vital issue for us and for the country Are we to conductour

/ political discussionsby promotingsome kindofa party dvil

5 On 18 November the police in Bombay dashed with the demons-
late who were demanding meiger of Bombay city with Maharashtra,

Ch
November a Congress 'meeting at Bombay addressed by the

disiuibedwhen bnckbats were hurled at the dais On
anrf A ’ *** police posts attacked,

njutS*
*** which 12 persons were killed and 266

November, a crowd at Rewa breakinginto the Assembly Hall

assa^J’.fc^“" keoiBamzauon Committee's Report
““‘^SiesspaitymembenandcauseddamagetoGovemmeni
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1 4 What I have said about the UnitedKingdom applies in

a somewhat lesser measure to the USA, which is closely

associated to this Pact, though not a member of it

15 You will remember that soon after the Geneva
Ckinference on Indo-China, the first meeung took place to

start a South East Defence Organization." That was
singularly ill-umed It did not result in strengthening the

defence of the countnes pamcipaung in it Its chief result

was to antagonize and irritate other countnes chiefly China,

and to come in the way of the process of lessening tensions

which the Geneva Conference had started This M E D O
again was singularly ill-umed after so much talk on the

"Geneva spirit" which resulted from a co-called Summit
Conference It almost appears that an attempt is made to

balance every forward step taken by one or even two steps

back Let us examine these attempts at forming a Middle

Eastern Defence Orgamzation by the Western Powers and
their consequences The object, presumably, was to give

notice to the Soviet Union that this area was protected and

outside Its scope or designs Also, to strengthen this area

against the Soviet The actual result has been to splitup the

Arab countries and thus weaken them Further, attempts to

coerce Egypt have failed and Egypt has actually gone some

way toivards cooperating, at least in trade matters with the

Communist countries The sale of Czech arms to Egypt led

to a big outcry in the Western nations But Colonel Nasser

persists in it His object was not merely to get the arms but

even more so to give notice to the Western countnes that he

would not submit to their pressure tactics He won in this

contest Saudi Arabia stands by him and so does, more or

less, Syria The otherArab countnes, in spite of theBaghdad

Pact, have been made to rralize that Egypt can stand up to

pressure tacucs In a sense, Egypt has taken a leadm the.^b
world and that lead is not in line with the policies of the

Western countries Thus, theresultof the Western countries

11 SeeVol3.p236
12 Seeanie^pp 284 and 290
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arucle by the famous violinist, Yehudi Menuhin,^ who
visited India some years ago ^ In the course of his long

article, he says*-

But when I myself think of India, I think of a quality

specifically Indian which m my imagination holds

something of the innocence of the fabled and symbolic

Garden of Eden.

Tome India means the villages, the noble bearing of their

people, the aesthetic harmony of their life, I think of

Gandhi, of Buddha, of the temples, of gentleness comb-
ined with power, or patience matched by persistence, of
innocence allied to wisdom, and of the luxuriance of life

from the oxen and the monkeys to the flame trees and the
mangoes, I think of the innate dignityand tolerance ofthe
Hindu and his tradition

The capaaty of experiencing the full depth and breadth
of life’s pleasures and pains without losing a nobler
resignauon, of knowing intimately the exalted
satisfaction of creation, while remaining deeply humble,
arc charactenstics peculiar to these villages

7 Yehudi Menuhin goes on in this strain Perhaps, he
would not write thus if he knew India a little better
Nevertheless, I think that there is some truth in whathe says;
^t at the same time there is another picture which is far
from pleasant, and it is this picture that we saw during the
recent Bombay riots Apart from violence, there was no
cency or dignity about it It was an attempt to introduce

t e law of the jungle Sometime we see something of this
ype on a smaller scale when students misbehave en masse.

In the larger scheme of things, it is a matter of little
nsequence tomewhether themy ofBombay is attached to
IS State or that, or remains a separate entity, but it is a

wL Achild prodigy of the United Slateswho madehis debuiin

oiiim
Chamber orchestra, 1958, laterbecame a British
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Union and China By simply staying put, the Soviet Union
IS quite happy

20. This applies to the German question Various

developments in Europe strengthened the Western nations

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union which protested in vain Being

unable topreventWest Germanyfromjoining the N.ATO
alliance, the Soviet Union adapted its policy to the new
circumstances and made it clear that there would be no
umon of West and East Germany unless West Germany left

NATO The Western Powers, of course, cannot agree to

this demand and so there is a complete deadlock, as was
evidenced at the recent Foreign Ministers’ meeting m
Geneva ” The Soviet Union does not lose anything by this

deadlock On the other hand, the Western countnes, after a

period of success, have suddenly found ablank wall in front
of them and they donotknowhow to get over it. In Germany
Itself all kinds of new forces are working

21 The Conference of Foreign Ministers, held recently in

Geneva, was a complete failure And yet, in spite of this, one
need not take too alarmist a view about the European or the

world situation Probably, the language of the cold war will

again appear, indeed, it has appeared, but nobody thinks of

actual war now
22 You musthave read reports of the speeches deliveredby
Mr. Bulganin andMr Khrushchev in India Theyhavebeen

forthright speeches, often containing attacks on U.S

13 See ante, p 283
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and their observers attended the Baghdad meeting. At this

meeung, a Permanent Council of the Baghdad Pact was set

up Also an Economic Commission and some kmd of a

military structure on the N A.T.O. pattern. An intereslting

feature is that the UnitedKingdom offeredatomic assistance

to the other countries of the Baghdad Pact Another

significant feature is their disapproval of what is called

neutralism, which they consider as a danger to the homo-

genaty of Western Asia

12 The tremendous publiaty given in Indiaand abroad to
the visit the Soviet leaders here has overshadowed this

Baghdad Pact. Apart from this publicity, the factof the visit

IS as well as the speeches deliveredby Bulgamn and Mr.
Khrushchev have highlighted a point of view which is

directly opposed to that of the Baghdad Pact i® To us in

India, this Baghdad Pact is of particular significance It is

something in direct opposition to our policy of non-
alignment The fact that Pakistan is a member of it bnngs
thisOrganiadon directly to India’s doorstep Both theU.K
and Pakistan are members of the Commonwealth. We may
for themoment leave Pakistan out of consideration because
of Its hostility to India But the fact that the U.K has
formally aligned itself to this Paa and to Pakistan comes
penlouslynear to the UnitedKingdom takingan unfriendly
Step towards India In fact, it associates itself in a military
alliana with a country (Pakistan) which is hostile to India
All this raises many difficult problems and is likely to affect
ourlelauons with the U.K. Indeed, wehave pointed this out
to the U K Government
IS It IS possible that this M E.D O , like S.E A.T.O , has
teore barkm it than bite. It may be }U5t a move in the cold

^ But the possibilities it opens out for trouble both in
1
®tem Asia and in relation to India are considerable and
cannot ignore them

W For example, on 21 November 1955, Bulganin praised India’s
Poi'cy ot opposing military pacts
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Yugoslavia’s atutude and partly because of the hosuhty

between Greece and Turkey over the question of Cyprus.”

24. Vanous talks are going on now between some of our

offiaals and Soviet offiaals about technical aid There is no
question ofourreceivingfree aidfrom the SovietUnion, but

we may obtain some equipment or machines from them as

well as get our people trained Hiese talks are still in their

preliipinary stages at present **

25, U Nu, the Prune Minister of Burma, came here on his

way back from the Soviet Union We had talks and, as usual,

we found ourselves in broad agreement

26 Ihavereferredabove to theBaghdadPactand to the fact

that in so many of these countries the existing regime are

frankly reactionary and feudal The aid that goes to them is

largely spent on the military machine or it goes into the

pockets of a few rich people The economic condiuon of the

country does not improve at all Even in a European country

like Italy, it is instructive to see how this aid has worked I

understand that since the war the United States of America

have given vast sums of money in aid to the Italian

Government This aid amounts to over 1,000 crores of

rupees Production has goneup in Italy andRomeand some
of the bigger cities are full of expensive cars and luxury

articles But the condition of the peasantry, espeaally in

17 Greece supported the movement for the union of Greece with

Cyprus, but Turk^ maintained that Cyprus should be restored to her as

the British had laken it from her in 1878 Against the badtgronnd of

anti-Greek nots in Istanbul and Ismuron6September 1955 andrqection

by the Greek Government of the British proposals for a settlement, the

U S Government, requested Greece on IS September to agree to a

postponement of theCyprus debate in theU N General Assembly so as U)

allow tension to subside '

18 Thecommunique issuedon 18 Decemberfrom New Delhi said tto

in exchange for substanual quanutiesofrawmatenalsand manufactured

goods, India would obtain one million tons ofsteel andequipment
fo^i

processing and mining in the next three years beginning from 1956 e

two countries also expressed their desire toincrease thevolumeof
bilateia

trade
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a7ing to woo and control the countries of the Middle East

has led to a contrary result and actually the position of the

Western countries in this area is now much weaker than it

was This IS a significant example of wrong strategy and
false assumptions. For the first time the Soviet Union and its

allied countries are appeanng in the Middle Eastern scene,

which was thus far considered a safe preserve of the Western

countries. The Baghdad Pact makes no difference to this

except to irritate and aggravate these disruptive tendencies

16 The United States and the United Kingdom continue

to think for too much in terms of military power and bases.

They refer frequently to developing a “posiuon of

strength.” They forget that strength does not come from
military power only and there are perhaps more important
Victors to It They forget also that their militarypower is not
so overwhelming as to frighten some other countries.

17. Another aspectof thisproblem,both in the Middle East
and in South East Asia, should be borne m mind. Almost
everywhere, theU.K and the U.S.A. havealigned themselves
to feudal and highly reactionary regimes, whidi would
probably topple over but for foreign help The people of
these countnes naturally do not like these feudal regimes
and like sull less the foreign powers supporting them.
Hence the Western countries purchase their military
positions or bases at a heavy pnc^
18 Two or three days ago, anewspaperreportappeared to
the effect that Pakistan had asked for more arms from the
U S.A Also, that the U.S A. was spending a large sum of
money in improving the airfields and other bases in
Pakistan and for this purpose large numbers of US
techmaans were going to Pakistan. It seems to me quite
extraordinary how theU S A. and the U.K ignore the facts
of life in Asia at present and place their reliance on these
imposed bases and military pacts.

19. The strategy of the cold war gave some strength inEurope to the Western countries; but it does not seem towork that way now even in Europe. In Asia itworks to theirdisadvantageandthe initiative appears toliewith the Soviet
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New Delhi

,
21 December, 1955

I am sendingyou a note I have wntten on the recent visit of

theSoviet leaders to India. Iam afraid it is rather a longnote

and not very conase, but I thought itwouldbe better forme
to let you have my impressions in some detail I shall be

grateful if you will take paracular care to keep this secret

Jawaharlal Nehru
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policies I was a little surprised to hear these speeches

More Members of Parliament here.'® The surprise was not
due to the content of the speech, but rather to the fact that

theychose to deliversuch speeches in India. Forour part, we
do not encourage controversial utterances of this kind by
foreigners in India. At the same time, if our guests wish to

speak in that strain, we cannot do anything about it But
this apart therewas fairamountofsoundreasoning inwhat
Bulganin and Khrushchev said, though undoubtedly, in

some places, it was one-sided We have had some talks with
them in private and we shall conunue with them on their

return to Delhi These talks consisted chiefly in the Soviet

leaders explaining their approach to various world
problems We did not say much to them at this stage. There
IS nothing very secret about their approach because they
have repeated it in pubhc But I did get the impression of
confidence and strength from their talks Also, their desire
for peace, though that desire might notbe expressed in very
peaceful terms.

23 Mr Dulles visited Yugoslavia recently.*® It is

interesting to note that, after takingup a strongline against
Yugoslavia, theU S have climbed down somewhatand they
have again promised Yugoslavia full aid Yugoslavia
continues her independent policy. Meanwhile, the Balkan
Alliance has considerably wea^ned, partly because of

H In their speeches, Bulganin and Khrushchev attadced the policy of
P®cts and blocs in South East and West Asia In n speech at

Bombay on 24 November, Khrushchev accused the Western Powers,
®ntain, of sending "Hider’s divisions to invade Russia

’’

15. Ad^sing theMembas ofParliamenton 21 November, Bulganin^that“on the question ofdisaimamentand prohibition ofatomicand
ymogen weapons the Western Powers are going backwaid . and by^r new proposals are setting the problem of disarmament badk by at

„
®t teny^ Hesaid the military groupings inEuropeandN AT O *s

"aggressive" character had caused concern all over the
^
™ accused the Western Powers of not allowing the peonle of^"^any to exercise their choice to settle the German problem
6 Dulles met Marshal Tito at Bnoni on 6 November 1955
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publiaty in our newspapers, as well as in newspapers of

other countries, to the Soviet tour as it progressed This had

a certain snow-balling effect, and people’s interest ivas

roused more and more

3 In foreign countries, this tour was followed with great

and anxious interest because of its political aspect and the

possible consequences that might flow from it Many
foreign correspondents accompanied the Soviet leaders

during their tour in India and sent long accounts to their

newspapers

4 Thus, for a variety of reasons, the visit of Mr Bulganin

and Mr Khrushchev to India became an event of first-class

world importance What has been the effect of this visit in

India, in the Soviet Union, and elsewhere in the worlds

Undoubtedly, it has had a powerful effect, though it is

difficult to measure this The effect in India was largely a

psychological one of increasing friendly feelings between

India and the Soviet Union Partly also, it has given an

impetus to our trade and like contacts In the political field,

It has not producedanymarked effecton ourgeneral policy,

though, in pracQce, relations will be much closer and

economic contacts will increase So far as India's policy of

non-invoIvement is concerned, therehas been and will be no

change, and the fears of Western countnes in this respect

have no foundations But itmay be true that the strong and

angry reaction in certain Western countries may itself tend

to make India more friendly to the Soviet Union.

5 The effect in the Soviet Union is even more difficult to

judge, but It may be said with some confidence that greater

knowledge of India as she is, both among the leaders of the

Soviet Union and the people, has had a donsiderable effect

on their thinking Both Mr Bulganin and Mr Khrushchev

repeatedon numerous occasions that they had to revise their

opinion about India completely because of their visit. They

said that neither they nor theirpeopleknewmuch about her

and this visit had opened their eyes to actual conditions in

this country They were obviously impressed by many

things that we had done and by the general strength and
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South Italy, is deplorable. Hardly any part of the aid has

trickled dovm to the masses of the people Sometime ago

there was agranan trouble in South Italy and, oddly enough,

Roman Catholic priests joined with the Communists m
advising the peasantry to take forcible possession of the

land The Italian Government then moved a little and

produced some land reforms which were very ineffective

27 If this has been the position in a country like Italy, one

can very well imagine the state of affairs in some of the

countries of West Asia We’have recently had a report about

Iran from an officer we sent there in connecuon with

community projects work. He says that the land system there

is feudal and very big landlords control the politics of-the

country It is not possible to have any community develop-

mentso longas this land systemremains as it is. The Shah of
Iran himself owns vast areas of land. He is, I believe,

somewhat liberal-minded and recently he gave a small part

of his land to the peasants The otherbig landlords objected

to this sttongly as, according to them, this setabad example.

Pracucally speaking, some of theseWestAsian Governments
have no strong foundauons, political or economic. They
carry on because their governing structure is helped and
protected by foreign powers. The people generally are

unhappy and become hosule to these foreign powers which
try to perpetuate a social structure which is oppressive

28 Ihave referred to the case ofItaly, where production has

undoubtedly goneup and yet has brought little relief to the

people generally Only the upper layers of the population
werebenefitedandno kind ofsoaal diange has taken place.
This brings out clearly how mere increase of production is

not enough It has to be accompanied by equitable

distribution and by basic social changes.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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7 The one broad result of this visit has been, both among
those who like it and those who dislike it, to raise India’s

presage and status in the world It is realized more than ever

that India makes a difference and cannot be ignored The
Russians, being far more understanding and cleverer than

the Western diplomats, accept this fact and play it up
European and Ammcan diplomats find it mudi more
difficult to adapt themselves to changed arcumstances

Their basic thinking is still governed to some extentby their

previous relauonship with Asian countries In America, the

great access to their financial and military strength since the

Wax, has made them look down on almost every country,

fnend or toe, and they have developed a habit of irritating

others by their overbearing atutudes In the United

Kingdom, there are a large number ofreared administrators

and others from India and the colonies, and they affect

public opinion, even though the Government there is wiser

Also, theconunuing colonies ofEnglandand Francemould

opinion there and create a measure of hostility to a country

like India whidi talks about ana-colonialism Canada,

which IS singularly free from this colonial bias as well as

from the extreme atutudes of theUnited States, usually takes

amuchmore sensibleview of the situauon, even though, asa

country, it is rather conservaave The Soviet Union has die

greatadvantage ofnotcoming into conflict overany issue of

the old colonial type and therefore can denounce colonia-

lism without any mjury to itself

8 In order to understand thereacuons to the Soviet visit to

India, one has to keep in mind certain recent events in the

intemauonal sphere, which have already condiaoned both

the Soviet Union and the Western countnes The so-called

Summit Conference at Geneva* had resulted in creating, for

the first time since the World War, a more fiiendly

attnosphere The big problems remained unsolved but, at

any rate, tension was much less, and there was a general

3 The Cttnerence of (he Heads of the Governments of U S , OK,

France and USSR was heldm Geneva fiom 19 to 23 July 1956
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MrBulganinandMr. Khrushdrev spentaboutnineteen days
in India.* Their visitwas dividedup into two parts, thirteen

days to begin with, then six days in Burma and then bade
again to India and six days here During this penod, they

had opportuniues to see many parts of India and to visit

many of our new ventures—stiver valley schemes, big

plants for fertilizers and making locomotive engmes,
national laboratories, agricultural farms, community

projects, etc Generally speaking, theu time was taken up
more by seeing the new developments m India and not so
much by anaent monuments. They met many leading
personalities m India and were greeted by vast crowds
everywhere. The welcome to them was sponsored by the
Central andStateGovernments, andelaborate arrangements
were made. There is no doubt, however, that the pubhc
response, which was tremendous, was something much .

more than any Government could organize The co-opera-
tion of the Government and the people produced a mighty
welcome everywhere.

2. "nils welcome was partly due to the fact that the Prime
Mmister had been given a cordial and popular welcomem
theSovietUnion, and millionsm Indiahad seen the Hnpmg
films showing this welcome There was a desire to
demonstrate to the Soviet visitors that we could do some-
thing better in this respect. Further, there was naturally a
curiosity to see the top leadm of a country which was
playing such a dominant role in world politics and which
had emerged from a great revolution and its continuing
troubles afterwards There was also a certain sympathy
^ong the common people with the SovietUnion as it was
believed that the Soviet Umon had raised the status of the
common man In addition to all this, there was the great

^ December 1955 on tbe visit of Bulganin and

1 From 18 io20November 1955andagain from 7 to 14Decemberl955
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11. Immediately after that Conference, charges and cou-

nter-charges were flung at each other, and each party was
accused of obstruction and even of sabotage ^ The Baghdad
Pact followed There was nothing new in this because the

Middle East alliances hadgrown gradually in the course ofa

year Nevertheless, the formal meeting in Baghdad with the

U K as a party to the Pact and the USA offering to

cooperateboth in the economicand the military fields,was a
disturbing factoi We, in India, disliked it and gave expre-

ssion to our dislike ^ We did so both on general grounds of

our dislike of military alliances of this kind and also because

It affected us directly Two Commonwealth countnes, the

U K and Pakistan, were partners of this Pact which was

definitely aimed against the Soviet Union Thus, the area of

cold war and conflict came right up to our borders All the

reasons that had impelled us to criticize the previous

American aid to Pakistan were applicable to the Baghdad

Pact in a much stronger measure Shri Knshna Menon,

speaking in the United Nauons, referred to the "enarcle-

ment” of India by the S E AT O on one side and the

Baghdad Pact on the other.*

12 If this was so in regard to India, the Soviet Union was

much more and directly affected The coldwarwas on again.

5 While the Western Powers accused the Soviet Government on 16

November 1955 of lack of earnestness on the quesuon of ending the

division ofGermany, Molotov, theRussian Foreign Minister, assenedon

the same day that the Western leaders ignonng the realmes of the

situation were demanding remilitarization and inclusion of the whole of

Germany in the Western secunty system ascondiuons for thereunihcauon

of Germany
6 Speaking in the Lok Sabha on 5 December, Nehru said the Pactws

"deplorable from the point of view of peace and secunty," and "an

unfortunate and a deplorable action on the part of the countnes who

7 At a meeung of the Political Committee of the United Nations on 9

December, Menon said thatformation of military alliances was contrary

to the terms of theU N Charter and expressed concern oyer Indiabeing

"nnged in by these war pacts and highly armed nations
"
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popularity ol our GovemmenL The enthusiasm of the

public and the discipline of vast crowds also impressed

them. Many of the entourage repeatedly said that they had
no conception of the popularity of thePnme Minister with

the public till they had seen it with their own eyes. Broadly

speaking, itcan be said that they were convinced that India

was a growing concern, marchingsdiead, and that therefore

India’s friendship was something worthwhile. This
openingoutofabigwindow towardsIndiaandButma must
necessarily have a considerable effect in imperceptibly

moulding Soviet opinion both at the top and among the

people It helps them to come out of their shell and not feel

so isolated as they were. They realise that a country like

India, which is not Communist and which is at the same
time not anti^Communist, has an important place in the
world and is worth wooing.
6 In the Western countries, the initial reactions were one
of angerandresentment*and a feeling thatIndiawas falling

into the lap of Soviet coanmunism. Gradually, this feeling
w^l no doubt be controlled and a somewhat more realistic
view of the situation taken But itis true thatpoliticians and
others in the Western countrieshavebeen completely shalrpn
up by this visit of the Soviet leaders to India and their
reception here, and attempts are being made to make a hesh
appraisal of the situation. On the one hand, there is the
angry reaction of considering India as lined up with the
enemyand therefore treating her as such On the other, there
IS a feeling that India being even more important they
thought, far greater efforts should be made to win her on
then side. Probably, after a while, some middle opinion
between these two extremes will stabilize itselL

Prune Minister of Britain, described in the
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languageon eitherside forsome time, theold coldwarcould
not return

15 The popular welcomes that they received and the

general fnendly atmosphere in which they functioned here,

made them relax, and dieir talks, therefore, wereremarkably

frank and uninhibited It was probably because of this that

Mr. Khrushchev, who is naturally rather blunt and
outspoken, used strong languageon some occasions against

the U.K. and the U.S A. Mr. Bulganin was somewhat more
restrained Their references to Goa^' and to Kashmir’^ were

made without any previous hint to us So far as we are

concerned, these references were welcome, and we have no
complaint in regard to them Ido not understandwhy ithas

been said by some people that we were put out by these

references to Goa and Kashmir What did put us out

somewhat was Mr. Khrushchev’s denundauon of England
or the U.S.A and his bringingin coldwarlanguage into his
speeches in India It is true that this was the normal

language they hadused in the past, as itwasmore or less the

language that people had used against them in the USA
and in England, but it did not seem to us appropriate that

they should use that type of language in India

16 Mr Dulles' joint statement” made together with the

11 On 28 November 1955, Bulganin, calling the existence of

Portuguese colony of Goa as "a shame to civilized people,” said that

"there is no justification for the continued existence of the Portuguese

colonyofGoa Thesympathies oftheSovietpeople arealways on the side

of those fighung colonialism
”

12 On 9 December 1955, Bulganin referred to Kashmir as “this

northern partof India and its inhabitants as **part of the Indian people

The next day, Khrushchev descnbed Kashmir as a part of India and said

"the people ofJammuandKashm ir want towork for thewell-bdngof

their beloved country, the Republic of India " —
13 In a joint statement on 2 December 1955. Dulles and Cunha

criticized the "statements attributed to the Soviet leaders concerning

the Portugueseprovinces in theFarEast” and accused the Soviet
leaders of

attempung to "foment hatred betwtra the East and West."
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belief thatwar had tobe ruledout The coldwarwas almost
suspended and the language of statesmen b'oth in the

Western countriesandin the SovietUnionbecame milder in
tone. Dunng a period before and after the Summit
Conference, the Soviet Union took a number of steps which
were welcomed and which mdicated a marked change in

Soviet policy. The vital problem of Germany was not
affected by all that had happened, but a certain atmosphere
was created all over theworldwhichwas widely appreciated.
The Western Powers probably thought that this would lead

to a less rigid attitude on the part of the Soviet Union in

regard to German unificauon

9. It soon appeared, however, that on the question of

Germany, both sides were as rigid as ever, and there was no
meetingground Indeed, this hadbeen clear fora long time,
and I remember Marshal Tito telling me that there was no
possibility for a long time to come for a solution of the
German problem This stalemate m Germany was more to
the disadvantage of the Western Powers than of the Soviet
Union. On the whole, it suited the Soviet Union to allow
matters to restwhere they were, and they hadno incentive to
settle that problem at the expense of something else Thus,
the Western Powers were putin a difficult position because
they didnot like the stalemateand did notknowhow toend
It, war having been ruled out This led to resentment in the
West

10. The Foreign Ministers’ Conference* at Geneva metm
this background Even before it began, it was clear that it
could not result in any settlement During the Conference,
the old atmosphere of the Summitmeeung faded away, and
wesaw almostarepeduon of thecoldwar approadies. Itwas
not quite like the old conferences because much had
happened in between.

4 It metfrom 27 October to 16November 1955 todiscuss (1 )Euronean
® “"d (S) “ntacts
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with the Bnush Government and people We had

generations of conflict with them and angry passions had

been roused But, after independence, we made fnends and

we do not refd- to this past h^tory. I also menuoned that we
felt very strongly about what was happening in East Africa

and in North Africa We did not hide our opinions, but we
avoided denouncing England or France because we felt that

would yield no result and would merely embitter relations

18 Mr Khrushchev, I thmk, recognized that there was

some force in my argument but, of course, he could not

change his own nature or his pastbackground He reminded

me of how, after their revolutton and for years afterwards,

every attempt was made to crush them by the Western

Powers as well as Japan They were treated as outcasts and as

wild animals to be exterminated They fought with their

backs to the wall and gradually succeeded in establishing

themselves They could never forget this past history They

knew the devious ways of these Western diplomats and they

were not going to be taken in by them, etc etc.

19 The fact remains, however, that they were influenced

by what I had said That evemng, in the course of his speech

at a dinner, Mr Khrushchev said many things which were

very pertinent In particular, he said that they did not wish

thatAey should say ordo anythmgwhich mightcome in the

way of our good relations with other countries

20 In the course of our talks, I menttoned the role of the

Communist Parties in India and like countnes I said that

the Communist Party of India was not strongand its leaders

were not very intelligent We were not worried by their

activities here, but what worried me was the effect of Aose

activities on Indo-Soviet relations It was widely believed

17 Khrushchev said on 13 December that in their speeches against

rnlpniabiini "there is nothing that could inSugate one people against

another They should be understood as speeches against colonial
plunder

and the colonial older If such speeches do not please some, “ai

«

question of theirconscience Wedonot want toembroil anybody with
the

USA and Bntain andwe ourselves do not vrant to quarrel with them

We speak of colonialism as a histoncal fact

"
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13 It was in this context that the Soviet leaders' visit to

India took place. They were full of the Foreign Ministers’

Conference and the charges and counter-diarges being

made At my first meeting with Mr. Bulganin and Mr
Khrushchev, the latter explainoi at great length what had
happened first at the Summit Conference and, later, at the

Foreign Ministers’ Conference. Naturally, he laid theblame
completely for any failure of the latter on the Western
countries, more especially on the U.S.A * In the course of

their talks with me, notmuch was said against the U.K.;m
fact, they were almost tender to it Referring to France, they

complamed of theinsulting treatmentgiven to Franceby the

USA and to some extent by the U.K Also, that France
spokewith two conflictingvoices that ofMr. Fanre®andMr.
Pineau

14 Both Mr Bulganin and Mr. Khrushdiev spoke
confidently They did not appear to be ahraid or at all

worried about the new developments They pointed out
that, in spite of the apparent failure of the Geneva Foreign
Mimsters’ Conference, the situation was not so bad as it

might have been at an earlier stage The Soviet Union's
relauons with a number of European countries were mudi
more friendly than they had been previously, and a number
of leaders of these countties were coming to visit the Soviet
Union in the future So, while there might be strong

8 Khnishdievsaidonl4Deoemherthatnoagteementcouldbexead»ed
« the Western Powers did not give up the pobcy of negoiiauons ftom a
position of strength He said that "but for the uneicpected change in the
PositionoftheUS A which suddenly rejected itsown fanner proposalsui^ quesuons would have been already neanng stduuon "
9 Edgar Faure (1908-1988) Leader, Radical Soaahst Party; Prune

1955-56, Minister of Budget, 1950-51, of
Economic Affairs, 195S-54, of Foreign

1966-68, of EducatK^

wSS National Assembly

, 948-49, of Finance, 1948, of Foreign Affam. 1956-58
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like the Soaahst Intemauonal, a common platform whete
representauves could meet from time to time and discuss

theoreucal quesuons. In fact, there had been no meeting of

the Giminform. Itwas true that therewas sympathybetween
C!ommunists, and he as a Communist, sympathized with
other Communists It was also true that the Soviet

Communist Party being the most experienced was looked

up to by other Communists. But it was not true that the

Soviet Qimmunist Party interfered or wished to interfere

with other parties He did not even know any Indian
Communist leader and he had not met any in Moscow. It

was quite likely that these Indian Communists came bade
from Moscow and exaggerated their own importance in

order to impress people He had not seen any reports from
theCommumst Party ofIndia. (This was in answer towhat I

had said that they were misled by such reports)

23. I referred to leading Communist journals, the one that

comes out from Bucharestand is supposed to be an organ of
the Cominform, called For a Lasting Peace and For a

People's Democracy, and the New Times issued firom

Moscow I said^t these were supposed to be the authentic

voice of the Communist Party and their arudes were read

carefully by Communists in India to find out what policy

they should pursue These artides often had indicated an

appraisal of a situation or a pohey which, I thought, was
quite wrong Mr Khrushchev said that he had not read any
of these artides. He could also say that he was not aware of

anymoneybeingsentfrom Russia to finance theCommunist
Party in India As foremploymgCommunistsm Embassies,

he agreed that the Russian Ambassador should be very

careful in this matterandnotgiveany cause for complaint. I

told him that I had no complaint against the Ambassador’’

who was a good man whom we liked.

19 Michael Menshikov (1902-1976) Soviet Ambassador to India.

195S-57andtoU S A., 1957-62, MinisterofForeignAffairs ofR S FS R

,

1962-69
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Portuguese Foreign Minister^'^ brought out immediately

the vast difference in the two approaches, much to the

disadvant£^ of Mr Dulles It has roused anger in India

because we feel deeply over the Goa quesuon Mr. Dulles’

subsequent explanation'^ has, if anything, worsened
matters We have sent to theU S. Governmenta note on this

subject andwe await a reply

17 The day before the Soviet leaders' departure from
India, I referred to these denunaatory statements of theirs

andpointedoutpolitely that, in our opinion, this approach
did no good at all and merely created conflict and anger,

sometimes even in the minds of those who are friends Mr
Khrushchev appeared to recognize to some extent the

validity ofwhat I had said, thoughhe justified his language
becauseofwhatwasbeing saidm theU K andtheU.S A He
had to say something in reply, chiefly for the sake of his own
people in the Soviet Union There was something in that
because in the circumstances then existing, it was not easy
for two topmostpersonalmes ofthe Soviet Union tobe silent
for three or four weeks. But, as I pointed out to him, it

seemed to us unnecessary to denounce anybody in
explaining one’s point of view. In any event, that was not
our way ofdoing things In particular, we avoided referring
to the past I mentioned in this connecuon to our relations

14 Paulo A V Cunha (1908-1976) Portuguese professor of law and
pohuaan. Minister for Foreign Affairs. 1950-58

15 ForexampIe.atapublicmeeunginBoinbayon 11 December 1955,a demand was made that Government should protest against Dulles'
statementonGoawhichamountedto“U S interference” in the afbirs of
other countriesbesides lending "veiled support to colonialism in die Far

16 Ata press conference on 6 December 1955, Dulles clanfied that the]omt smtement had taken no position on the merits of the Goa quesuon^had^pr^ the mutual oincem of the U S A and Portugal at the

needs to be dealt with in a spun of calm " Asked whether he considaed^a^vinaof Portugal. Dulles replied "as faraslknow all the world
It asa Portuguese province It has been Portuguese for about 400
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technicians. Workers needed for high technical operations

shouldbe employed and trained. If, asaresult, someworkers
should remain unemplo}ed, the profit from effident

industries could be used to support other people or to

organize ^ illage industries

26. Mr. Bulganin said that the problem which faced India

now, came up before them in Russia also during the early

stages, and there were all kinds of arguments In Russia,

e^-en now, they had small and village industries which
produced goods worth five thousand million roubles

27. Mr. Khrushchev said that the question of pushing

forward hea\'\ industries had to be considered inconnection

with the political situation In Russia, the> had to concen-

trate on hea^-y industries in order to survive. This same
policy ^^'as being adopted by the other People's Democracies

and for the same reason. The Sot iet Union was consultedby
them, and Russia had advised them not to push forw'ard too

fast in this direction They need not copy the manner of

development in the Soviet Union because conditions are

differentnowand the SotietUnion is strongenough to meet

any attack These countries need not, therefore, add to the

burdens of the people by too fast development of heaiy

industries as the SovietUnionhad done. China, howes'er, in

his opinion, could develop her heav^' industries more

quickly , and it is for this reason that they'were gis’inga good

deal of help to China.

28 In the course of our discussion on the Communist
Party’s acdnties, Mr. Khrushdiev said that U Nu had the

same feelingas thePrime Minister. I had also referred to the

case ofBurma in this connection. Probably, U Nu had also

discussed these acuvities of the Communist Party with the

Soviet leaders Mr. Khrushchet' said that he did not even

know before he went to Burma that there were several

Communist Parties there In Russia, they had little inform-

ation about Communist Parties in other countries

29. As I have said above, our talks were frank and we
diOTisspd p\-f>r> Hiffinil t problems without inhibitions I^
sure that these talks did good. In the course of their tour in
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that the Communist Party here and elsewhere receivedthm

directions from Moscow. Indeed, the bdiaviour of^e

Communist Party leaders in India supported this, ^ey

rushed to Moscow repeatedly for direcuons and^e back

and said, on the authority of Moscow, what should he done

They appeared to be supplied with lar^ funds, although

theirsources ofincome in Indiawere limited. Recently, they

had bought two valuable properties in India. Some ye^

ago, they led an insurrection in Telengana'® in Hyderabad

State, which ultimately we put down. In Burma and

Indonesia the local Communist Parties
^

had also

supported insurrections In fact, in Burma it was still

continuing to some extent This naturally brought them

into conflict with the strong nationalist sentiments in these

countnes

21. I referred to the secret visit of four top-ranking

Communist leaders from India in 1951-52 They cameba^
and said that they had got their directions from Mr. Stalin

himself The line they laid down was full opposition to

Government and, where possible, petty insurrections. Later

theyhad to giveup this linebecause itdidnotsuccred. When
I went to Moscow last June, the welcome I received there

confused the Communists of India- One of their leading

personswent to Moscow in Septemberof this year to consult

people thereaboutfuture acuvities Theyhadoften indulged

in violent outbreaks and in creating trouble I had no

i objection to the prinaples of commumsm being preached

f peacefully, but no Government could tolerate violence. I

f referred stlso to the report I had received that the Soviet

f Embassyaswell as the Embassies ofsome other Commimist

5 countries in Ddhi engaged iheir Indian staff after consul-

<£ tingtheCommunistPartyhere.Allthi5createdconflictwith

the Government and affected Indo-Soviet relations.

22. Mr. Khrushchev replied that he could assure me that

^ they did not in any way give directions to the Indian

Communist Party or any other. The Cominform was just

18 SeeVol l.p 99
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there I suppose that gradually this feeling will lessen Both

in the U S and the U.K., much has been said of the

considerable financial help that they have given to our

country and some resentment has been expressed at the fact

that we are not adequately grateful for it and go out of our

way to welcome the Soviet people who have done little for

us This financial approach indicates howwrong theyare in

judging of the feelings of other countries. The Russians are

cleverer and more understanding It is not money that goes

far in creating impressions, but the poliaes pursued The

U S.A and the U.K. created adverse impressions in India by

their policies of military alliances in South East Asia and the

Middle East, by the military aid given to Pakistan, by their

passive support of Pakistan m Kashmir, and their general

policy relaung to Goa Nothing could have been more

calculated to irritate Indian opinion than Mr. Dulles'

amazing statement on Goa. All these factors produced

cumulative reactionson the Indian mind. The Soviet leaders

on the other hand, no doubt deliberately and after careful

thought, made statements completely supporung theIndian

case in Goa and Kashmir.

32 As I have indicated above, the visit of the Soviet leaders

to India must be considered in the context of the failure of

the Foreign Ministers' Ckinference and the return of thecold

war Opinion in theU S.A especially and, to some extent, in

the U.K , was in such anexat^ state thateven a quiet visitof

the Soviet leaders would have been resented What was

expected of India was to denounce Soviet poliaes in the

West or, atany rate, not toencourage the Soviet leadersby its

cordial welcome In this, as in other matters, the Western

countries haveshownan unfortunate lack of understanding

ofAsian feelings and more particularly of Indian leacdons

Indeed, the Baghdad Pact itself was, even from a narrow

point of view, injurious to Western interests As I write this,

there have been large-scale disorders in Jordan against the

proposed adherence of that country to the Baghdad Pact

Both theU S.A. and theU K think that they can win over a

country by influenang some radier conservative leaders
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24 Ihadraised this question ofcximmumsm in connection

with the Five Principles and especially about non-
interference, political, economic and ideological. We dis-

cussed this matter at some length and quite frankly. Mr.
Khrushchevassuredme thathe didnotwant theCommunist
Party to attack theGovernment orme, and they did not wish
m any way to direct or encourage Communist Parties m
other countries Naturally they sympathized with them if

they preachedcommumsm. Communist Parties grew out of
objecnve conditions.

25. We discussed broadly our programme for industnal-
izauon Mr Khrushchev laid stress on the development of
heavy industries Hehadin factrepeated this in many places
in India. I toldhim thatwe attachedgreatimportance to the
development of heavy industries, including more especially
the madiine-malong mdustry, because without this we
would have to depend upon others too much, and we
believed also in aiming at the highest technique There was
the nsk, however, that in using such high technique
suddenly, we might add to the number of our unemployed
Already we had to deal with this difficult problem of
exisung unemployment 1 gave him a brief account of the
Bnush policy in the mneteenth century and later, which
destroyedourhandicrafts and thus threw peopleonAe land
and added to our poverty. I explained to him our present
approach to heavy industries on the one hand and cottage
industnes on the other, at the same time using high
techniques but always keeping in mind the problem of
employment. Mr. Khrashchev remarked that their point of
viewhad probablybeen misunderstood. They did not thinV
that thw was a conflict between heavy industnes and
cottage industnes In the first years after the Revolution,
they had to support cottage mdustries whidi produced
^cles required by the people in the towns. In India also,
articles produced by cottage industnes were needed. But heimd stress thatwhere factorieswere constructed, they should
e ot the latest type, otherwise we would go in a wrong
mrecuon and we would not produce the right type <5
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New Delhi

SO December, 1955

My dear Chief Minister,

A few da]> s ago, I sent you a long note* on the visit of Mr.
Bulganin and Mr. Khrushchev. This visit, as you know,
became an event of great importance, both in India and the

rest of the world I have said something about its

significance in the note I have sent you

2 A number of events have happened in recent months
which have added to the significant part which India is

playing in ^orld affairs. In this sense, the stature of India in

the e> es of the world has risen greatl> . This, of course, does

notdepend verymuch on the intrinsic merits ofa nation but

rather on the possibility of its saying or doing something

v.h]ch makes a difference. India’s voice and opinion does

make a difference today and hence the great interest taken in

India It is true thatan important factorin this interest is the

growingknov/ledgeofIndia’sachievements during thepast

few years and the earnestness with which India proposes to

go ahead writh her developmental schemes and Five Year

Plans Even thosecountries thatdo not likeourpoliaespay

great attention to ivhat happens in India. We have had

rather violent criticisms from the U.K. and the U.S A. Most

of these have been entirely misconceived. In any event thej

indicate how' much value is attached to ivhat India does

3. In the recent session* of the United Nations Genml

Assembly, it is generally recognized that India's delegation

played probably the most important part. This session

1 See ante, pp 309-323

2 From 20 S^iember lo 20 December 1955.
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Ii^a, the Soviet leaders and more espedally Mr
Khrushchev spoke frankly also about our vanous develop-

ment schemes, sometimes praising them, sometimes crid-

dzing some part of them. It was obvious that he had an
extensive and mdmate knowledge of construcdon work,
factories, mining and even agriculture. The manner of his

speaking indicated that he felt more or less at home in our
surroundii^s and could, therefore, discuss matters fiedy.

Some of his suggestions in r^aid to construction, etc
obviously were worthy of consideration. Both he and Mr.
Bulganin struck everyone as men of great ability and
experience.

30 On the last day of our talks I referred to the proposal
before the U.N. for the admission of 18 countries. I stressed
the necessity of the -Soviet Union tbrowmg its weight in
favour of admission of all these countries andnotcomingin
the way because of fear that some clever move might
^tmanoeuvre them later.What effectmy talkhadon them,
I cannot say. But 1 understand that some fresh instructions
were sent to their representative in the U.N. Soon after, the
remarkable and rather sensational developments took place
when, on the initiative of the Soviet representauve, 16
countries were admitted to the U.N.*" This showedboth the
ability and flexibility of Soviet diplomacy. In taking this

strengthened their own position and embarrassed
the United States And even subsequently the U S. did not
adapt Itself gracefully to this new development.
31. I have no doubt that taking it all in all, the Soviet
eadas visit to India has been a great success and its
mnsequences will be good. The only unfortunate aspect of

IS that the U.S A and the U.K. have been irritated
sreauy and, for the moment, India is rather unpopular

r*

^'”1 Assembly adopted a resoluuon'
by 41 eouiwnes for admission of 16 new countries ITie new

^hania, Austna, Bulgaria. Kampuchea, Sn Lanka,

RomanaandS*”’
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of France and Canada India played a notable part also in the
admission of the sixteen new Member-States ®

5 I think that it might truly be said that we have gained
this position in international affairs withoutcompromismg
any principle or policy to which we adhere Indeed, it is

because of our firm adherence to these policies that respect

has come to us, even from nations which do not like our
policies Recently, a rather casual remark by me in

Parliament about the Baghdad Pact^ created a strong

impression in some of the West Asian countries All this

means addiuonal responsibility for us and care has to be

taken about almost every word that we say

6 During the visit of the Soviet leaders to India and
afterwards, there was a great outcry in the Press of the U K
and the USA against them and to some extent against

India I was astonished at the virulence ofsome of the attacks

made It was almost a reaction of fear lest India should line

up with the Soviet group That indicated a remarkable lack

of understanding of how we function as well as resentment

at the growing importance of India in world afhurs Soon
afterward therewassome slight reaction the otherwaywhen
It was realized that their fears about India changing her

policy of non-alignment were unfounded Both these

reactions indicated an extreme nervousness and lade of

stability in thinking There was, of course, no question at

any time about ourchangingourbasic policy It is true that,

as a result of the Soviet leaders’ visit, greater contacts with

the Soviet Union took place and a natural development in

our trade and exchanges of equipment or techmeal pers-

onnel will follow The visit only accelerated this process

slightly It would have taken place anyhow
^

7 Many people seem to forget that geography is still very

important in world affairs and governs international

5 See ante, p 323

6 See ante, p 314
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whom they support liberally. The nationalist urge in all

these oiuntries is ignored.

33 So far as India is concemed, she will of course pursue

her policy of non-alignment and friendship vnth all

countries But inevitably criticism of policies like that

embodied in the Baghdad Pact or in regard to Goa has to be

made. This has nothing to do with what the Soviet Union

might think. It is due to ourownindependent thinkingand

our own interests

34 If shooting war is ruled out as it is generally admitted

today, then the policy of a cold war becomes absolutely

futile. Cold war might have some justification if there was

the threat or the actuality of a shooting wax to follow it

Otherwise it becomes a completely empty threat which does

not frighten anybody. The onlyway to influence thepolicies

of a country is thus through some kind of friendly

intercourse. That has been India’s jjolicy and I beheve that

we have, to some extent, influenced other countries by this

method Naturally the extentofourability todo so isliimted

and when passions are aroused it may well become almost

nil Unfortunately there is a good deal of passion at present

mid the cold war is starting again. Disarmament, which is

essential toanyrealfeelingof security, seems further offthan
ever

New Delhi,

December 20, 1955 Jawaharlal Nehru
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in India The system of military alliances in South East Asia

and Western Asia and the Middle East has also been to the

disadvantage of India

10. India has much to leam in regard to thedevelopment of

industry and teclinology. We can certainly learn this from

the United States or the U.K , or other European countries

In fact we have gone there in the past for this purpose The
U.S.S.R has now come into the picture with its highly

developed industryand technology. If it offers us favourable

terms, there is no reason why %ve should not accept them. In

some ways, the lesson to be learnt from theU S S R is likely

to be more helpful because America is far too advancedand

has built up an industnal and social structure which is very

different from anything in India Probably the U K. is

relatively nearer to us in this respect The Soviet Union has

only recently gone through this process of rapid industrial-

ization, with Its successes and failures, and we can leam
much from it. From China, we have little to learn in regard

to technology as we are probably more advanced. But both

China and India are struggling with the same type of

problems, agrarian and industnal, and both have huge

populations The expenent^ of either country can thus be

helpful to the other. The fact ofcommunism in China need

not necessanly come in the way of this, except to tlie extent

that we have a different approacli An authontarian

Government might be able to bring about speedier results

But the problem is essentially the same in both countnes

1 1 One of the most impressive things that is happening in

China IS the rapid growth of agricultural and industnal

cooperatives This is no doubt helped by the authoritanan

regime there But this is notan adequate explanation andwe

have to find out the other causes What is the approach to

this problem in China? How have they succeeded thus far?

We have done much work in India in regard to coopeiauves

But our success is still very limited Probably our present

laws relating to them do not encourage rapid growth Also,

the very persons who should play a part in orgamzing

cooperatives, cannot do so because of lack of resources
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turned out to bem many ways a historic one. The mere fact

of the admission of sixteennew Member-Nations has altered

the complexion of the U.N. and rather shaken the

dominance ofa few Great Powers. Indeed, even as it was, the

GeneralAssembly indicatedon more than one occasion that

It would not be dictated to by the Great Powers This
tendencyisbound tobecomemoremarked with the addition

of the sixteen new Member-States.

4 India’s delegationhas received praise for itsworkhorn a
variety of countnes. Everyone recognized the outstanding
part of India during this session and the extraordinary
resourcefulness that our delegation showed in finding
solutions for difficult problems. The AJgerian issue* was
one such problemwhich threatened tocome in thewayof all

other work Our delegation managed to deal with this
matterwithremarkable ability. Not only did they succeed in
removing this deadlock but, m doing so, they gained the
goodwill of all parues. The leader of our delegation, Shri
V K Knshna Menon, was largely responsible for the great
success of our delegation’s work.* Indeed he was the
outstanding figure during this session of the U N. General
Assembly. Apart from many expressions of appreaation of
our work, I have received special messs^s commending the
workofourdelegationand its leader from the Governments

the
was raisedin die GeneralAssemblyon 29Septemberin

denial i» c
* ^*’*!}* memorandum by fourteen countries to discuss the

where th
‘’^‘**'*^*°f®eW'd«ermmauon to thepeopleofAlgena

Peace
^^‘'““‘'on vias reportedly threatening to cause ^sruption ofP««m the enure Mediterranean region

Rnshn!!
of the Aiab-Asian group of nations led by V K.

Novemb^ios^’u*^
Pohucal Committee of the U.N. deaded on 25

quesuon of if'
^ “"nntmous wte and without debate, to remove the

session 1T«f Assembly for the current

Jmplvanve^
Paroes tn a ™ poliucal, juridical or moral attitudes of the

die AssembK nnm dns, the Frendi delegauon returned to
> on 29 November 1935 after an absence of two months
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support of our case in Kashnur upset them also ^ This latter

statement makes a considerable difference to the whole

Kashmir issue. Bnush and American newspapers have

strangely hinted that we in India have been embarrassed by

the Soviet statement on Kashmir I have felt no
embarrassment, in fact we have welcomed it

14 Nearly two weeks ago, we sent a strong note to the

United States Government about Mr Dulles’ statement on

Goa We havehadno answerfrom them yet Wemay get this

answersoon and then give publicity to both notes Our note

to the Government about the Baghdad Pact met with a very

inadequate response I presume that theU K Government is

beginning to realize that behind the facade of the Baghdad

Pact all IS not well The recent disorders in Jordan resulung

in the resignation of the Ministry'^ havebroughtoutvividly

popular disapproval of the Pact The U K and the U S A.

Governments still imagine that they can control Asia’s

policies by dealing with a few men at the top and ignonng
the people

15 In spite of the strong language used by the Soviet

leaderson the one side, andby theU K and theU S A on the

other, the mternaaonal situation is an easier one It is true

that the deadlock overGermany is complete and there is also

a deadlock in Indo-China, but the fear of war has receded

9 Reacting to the statements of the Soviet leaders on Kashmir,

Chowdhury Mohammad Ah, the Pnme Minister of Pakistan said on 16

December 1955, "these are extiaoWinary statements The people of

Kashmir had not been allowed to exerase the nght of self-determinauon

Thcstate is under the occupation of theIndianArmy A plebisatehas not

been held How thencould people of Kashmirhavedeaded tobeeome

part of India ” On 17 December 1955, Hamidul Huq Choivdhury, the

Pakistan Foreign Minister, accused Bulganin of trying "to set India and

Pakistan at loggerheads ” He said the Soviet tacuo were aimed at

"bnnging the whole area under the spell of cold war
”

10 Followingnotsanddivisionin the cabinetover the proposal of the

Government tojoin the Pact, Said el-Mulki resignedon
12Deceniber, and

a caretaker Government under Ibrahim Hashem was appointed on

December 1955
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contacts Geography leads to closer aintacts with neigh-
bouring countries, unless there are very special political

reasons to the contrary, such as in the case of Pakistan. A
country like Nepal, although weak, is more important to us
in the long run than some distant country, however big or
powerful It might be Thus, even apart from our policy of
non-alignment it is a natural development for us to have
closer contacts with neighbouring countries like China or
the Soviet Union. People who think only m terms of the
world being divided up into Communist and anu-Comm-
nnist blocs forget these other Actors, and have only a single
yardsuck to judge of a nation’s policy. It is difficult to use
that yardstick in the case of India because of her policy of
non-alignmentand friendshipwith all nations Hence, their

appraisal is seldom correct, and repeated failures of their
policy make them resentful

8 ItIS some extraneous circumstance, usually ofa pohtical
<haracter, that comes in the way of development of contacts
between neighbouring countries. Thus, in the normal
course of events, Japan and Chma would trade with each
other But the United States’ policy prevents this from
happening The result is that both China and Japan suffer,
andindeednobody profits exceptperhaps from the political
angle We have no reason to be bound down by these
^htical ormilitary considerations, and allow thesenormal

relations is the

counmes. The
tated and even

I f
™dianopmion, while the Soviet leaders' support of

regard to Goa was welcomed here, as also
^ about Kashmir In both these matters,

portant for India, the attitude of the Western countries

^ been adveme to India Generally speaking, in regard to
“lal questions, the Western attitude is not approved of

’ Sceanc^p 316

“cveiopments to take place.
pother factor governing international

road political policy followed by different
statement^ by Mr. Dulles on Goa has irri'
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New Delhi

16 January, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

This evening I spoke on the radio on the reorganization of

States ' This evening also, acommunique is being issuedon

behalf of the Government of India on this subject ^ You will

observe that Government have come to decisions about

nearly all the matters referred to in the Report. The only

major decision that has to be made relates to the Punjab

There are also some minor matters to be adjusted

2 I need not tell you with what anxious care we have

considered these important questions and ofour attempts to

consult as large a number of people as possible We came to

the conclusion that the closer we adhered to the recommen-

dations of the Report, the better it would be Indeed, I would

have liked to accept every recommendation of the Report in

toto Unfortunately, this could not be done in regard to

Bombay because of the unfortunate developments that have

taken place there

1 In his broadcast Nehru announced the Government's decision that

Bombay aty should be centrally administered, Vidarbha merged m
Maharashtra State and Sauiashtra and Kuich incorporated in Gujarat

State The recommendationsof the Commission were "rightand fairand

likely to lead to progress ofMaharashtra which had acquiredan enviable

reputation for effiaency and progress
"

2 Having accepted most of the recommendations with certain minor

adjustments, the communiqueof 16January stated that (1 )
BombayState

should be divided into Marathi and Gujsuau States with Bombay aty as

the centrally administered area, (2) all States should be grouped into five

zones, each having a zonal counal to deal with matters of common

concern, and (3) the future of the Punjab and the Telengana area in

Hyderabad would be deeded later
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Recently, wehadan eminent Chinese agrarian economist in
Delhi and he had a long discussion with our Planning

Commission about this matter. What he told the Planning

Commission about the phenomenal growth in agricultural

cooperatives in China was very impressive It is likely that

we shall send a small team to China to study this and rqport

to us.

12 We are often remindedby the press of the United States

and sometimes of the U K that we are ungrateful to those

countries. We receive aid from them and yet are obstinate

enough to adhere to pohdes which are disagreeable to them.
Ihopewe are duly grateful forany help given to us But this

constant Imking of aid with policy is not pleasant. We have
of course always made it clear that every kind of aid should
be without strings I feel sometimes that it would probably
be better for our relations with other countries ifwe did not
accept too much aid from them
13 You musthave seen the statement issuedby theKing of
Saudi Arabia just before his departure from India This
tnbute* by the Kii^ to India's general policy and, more
especially, to her treatment of theMuslim minoritywasvery
welcome andhashadagood effectin Indiaandabroad. Iam
afraid that it irritated Pakistan very much just as the Soviet

9 King Sand exhorted Indian Muslims "to be true to your country
andgoodto^^neighbours Your nationaldutiesmustbeexecutedwithancmty and straightfotwatdness " He also said "the fate o£ Tn,t,o^

shms was in safe hands as Mr Nehru was bravely and determinedly
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7 Minonties may be, and sometimes have been, trouble-

some and have made exaggerated claims In a democracy

however, it is the will of the majority that ultimately

prevails The responsibility therefore rests on the majority

not only to dojustice to the minority but, what is much more
important, to win over the goodwill and confidence of the

minority group, whether it is linguistic, religious or other

8 We are suggesting, as you know, the formation of zonal

councils ^ This is a modest beginning in the right direction

and this should encourage co-operation between several

States These zonal counals are not meant to be a fifth wheel

in the coach or as something coming in the way of close

relations between the Centre and the States They are not

meant to take away any power from the States or to reduce

the authority of the Centre The constitutional position of

the States and the Centre will remain the same But it is

hoped that the functioning of these zonal councils will not

only result in settling numerous problems which anse from

day to day between adjoining States but also help in

economic planning of that larger area

9 In considering these difficult questions of reorganiz-

ation, I have felt more and more that we should have fewer

and larger Slates I do not suggest any change now We have

had enough expenence of facingchanges But I think it will

be a worthwhile development later on for two or sometimes

more Stales to join together to form a larger State A
suggestion was made that West Bengal and Bihar should

form one large State From any economic or planningpoint
of view this IS obviously desirable The great industrial area

of India lies partly in Bihar and partly in Bengal River

valley schemes overlap Bengal has been reduced to a

3 The Government announcedon I6JanuarythattlieStatesmightlw

grouped into five zones—Northern, Central, Eastern, Western and

Southern—which "may deal with matters ofcommon concern, promote

inter- Slate concord and arrest the growth of acute State consaousntss

TTie appointment of common Governors, establishment of common

High Courts, and common Public Service Commissions in certain

regions were also contemplated
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Evidently, the SovietUnion is not dissaasfied at this state of

affairs Tliey think that the force of arcumstances will

compel some of theWestern countries to deal with them and
Western Germany to deal with Eastern Germany There is

something in this contention, and theUS andU.K policies

have been rigid and have failed to adapt themselves to

changing arcumstances. They want Germany to reunite

and at the same time they want Germany to be in N A T.O
There can be no reunion of the two parts ofGermany excqst

by success in warorby negotiatedsettlement If the former is

ruled out, as it is more or less now, then the only otherway is

byagreement Agreementcannot take place unless the Soviet
Union and East Germany agree to it Meanwhile, opinion
in West Germany is mcreasmgly in favour of direct

approaches to the Soviet Union about this matter Thus, the

Western position is weakening and they have no altemauve
policy to offer

16 If shootingwar is ruled out, then the policy of coldwar
ceases tohave mucdimeaning. The only other policy is to try
to settle problems by discussion and agreement I have no
doubt that this method will have to be adopted sooner or
later.

17. We are approaching the final stages of our second Five
Year Plan, and still many important decisions have to be
taken. In the course of Ae next month, there will be a
meetingof the National Development Council. Ihopesome
of these deasions will be taken then. As a matter of
however, the more we have considered these matters, the
more we have come to the conclusion that our approach
should remain flexible and capable of vanation with
expenence.

I send you all my good wishes for the New Year.

Yours sincerdy,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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approach * I am sending you a report of this speech of mine
as it might perhaps interest you

12 Many of us talk about atomic energy and the nuclear

weapons that it has produced. And yet, I doubt whether we
realize the great danger which overshadows us all the time

now because of these terrible weapons The Soviet

Government has declared that theywould be prepared toput

an end to the production and experimentation of hydrogen

bombs ^ That was good so far as it went and we welcomed
that proposal as it was in line with what we have ourselves

been saying but, in spite of this brave declaration, in actual

fact, the Soviet Government had another experimental

explosion of a hydrogen bomb only a few weeks ago * Now
the United States Government has declared that it will have

a bigger explosion of this type somewhere in the Paafic

areas.^ Tlie United Kingdom likewise tells us that it will

continue with its work on hydrogen bombs * Thus, in spite

of warnings of saentists, the great nations of the world still

4 In his speech on 7 January, Nehru said (hat "viC cannot meet social

problems of the day" unless "we go towards what is called a soaaiist

structure of soaety ” He siressed the need "for long-term planning in the

broader sense uith concentrated planning for rclatii cly shoner periods
”

Nehru added (hat "we get rather mixed up even in regard to our shorter

plans because our mindsarc not clearabout what wcwant India to be, say

15 or 20 years later
”

5 On 26 November 1935, the Sonet Government announced that it

"stands for the prohibition of aiomic and thermo-nuclear weapons with

the establishment of effective international control," and for the use of

atomic energy for peaceful purposes only

6 The "most powerful of all explosions so far earned out" was

announced in Moscow on 26 November 1955

7 Reports from Washington on 9 January 1956 stated that theU S A

expected toconduct itsnew "super" hydrogenbomb test explosion in the

Paafic Ocean in May 1956 On 1 1 January, Dulles’ said that no matter

how strong theAsian nations' protest may be, nonew basishad been found

to warrant suspension of such tests

8 Anthony Eden said on 30 November 1955 that while the British

Government would at all times welcome arrangementswhich coniribuK

to world secunty, they ivere not prepared to accept agreements which

would not tr(»t Bntain on par wiA other Great Powers
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3. I realize that many of these decisions may not prove

agreeable to you from the point of view of your parucular

State In considenng each individual case of border

rectification we were fully conscious of the argtunents

against it. Looldng at some of these proposed changes by
themselves, wemighthave hesitated torecommend iL As the

picture %ve looked atgrew larger and included other parts of

India, we saw things in a wider perspective and recogmzed
that in the balance the proposed change was desirable The
whole purpose of appointing the Commission would have
been frustrated if we set aside its recommendations and
considered everything afresh. If we had to go into eveiy'

matter m detail, then it would have been better to do so
straightaivay without the intervention of the Commission.

4 I do not mean to say that the recommendations of eyay
Commission that we appoint must necessarily be accepted.

But where a large number of questions are closely

interrelated, itbecomes difficult to isdlate eachand decide it

separately ivithout reference to the others. The safest course
appears to be to accept the conclusions reached by the
members of the Commission after very careful survey,
discussion, and consultation

5 A few minor changes have been made almost always by
consent of the parties concerned. It is still possible for other
minor adjustments to take place if there is agreement of the
parties concerned. Otherwise we should hold to the
recommendations of the Commission.
6- We attac^ the greatest importance to safeguards for
linguistic minorities and others and I hope that this will
find a prominent place in the legislation we have to
promote If these safeguards areadequateand are fullyacted

alter all, no safeguards are adequate, unless the will to give
ettea to them fully is present. It is thus of the highest

approach this task in good faith andwith the dttue to do justice and more than justice to thoseWho may be in the position of minorities.
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recollection of this though hemay have hinted at it vaguely

This statement of Mi Dulles suddenly pulls us up and tells

us ho^v near the brink e are Mr Dulles appears to have a

remarkable capacity foi sa} ing the vi'rong thing and indeed

doing It The fate of the \\orld might well hang on some
sudden urge which Mr Dulles might evpenence

1 6 In this connection, I might tell you that we have been

in correspondence with the U S Government regaiding the

joint statement Mr Dulles made with the Foreign Minister

of Portugal about Goa We sent a strong note to the U S

Goiernment The rcpl>“ that came after a long interval

was not satisfactory' and we have sent another note now
expressing our opinion in very' clear language Some time

later, we may perhaps publish these notes if the U S

Government is agreeable to our doing so

17 You will have seen the statement issued by the U K
Gosernment about the sabotage of the Indian airliner,

KashmirPnneess There is no doubt that this sabotage w'as

organized by some agencies from Formosa In fact, the

person w ho is said to have done it was heav ily rew'arded for it

and escaped to Formosa The Government there refuses to

gne him up I doubt if anything more hornble has

happened in recent times than Uiis sabotage of our airliner

Ane yet, the culprit is shielded and there is an absence of

condemnation of this ad in most countries

18 Recent weeks have seen the establishment of a new’

independent State, that is, the Sudan We have recognized

12 See anie, p S16

13 Nehru announced on 22 December 1955 tliata notehad been sent to

the U S Government
14 On 28 December 1955

15 A statement issued by Bntish Colonial Office on 11 January 1956

said that in spite of a warrant ofarrest issued against ChowTse-ming, the

person suspected of planting a time bomb in the Kashmir Princess, the

authoriues in Taiwan had refused to hand him over on "legal grounds
"

16 Sudan was proclaimedan independen land democraticrepublicon

1 January 1956 and India announced her reoogniuon on the same day
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fraction of its former size. The co-operation of Bengal and
Bihar would, I feel sure, be to the advantage of both. This

suggestion, I was happy to find, met with a favourable

response though obviously nothing could be done about it

at this stage andurequires careful consideration. So also, at

a later stage, we might have the joining together of some of

the States in South India

10. I think it will be true to say that this whole quesaon of

reoigamzation ofStates has created a most difficultproblem
and a cndcal situation for all of us. Suddenly, our weak-
nesses have come to the front and those who do not like us
are pleased at these developments. How we, as a people, face

this crisis is a matter of the greatest importance. Can we rise

above our provincial or Unguisuc urges and desires, and
consider the problem of India as a whole? Not only our
reputadonbutour future is at stake I earnestlyhope that all

of us, however strot^ly we might feel about any particular

matter affecdng our State, will now abide by the decisions
takenand show toourselvesand to theworldhowwecan rise

above even strongly felt differences

11 Here we are now at the threshold of the second Five
Year Plan which has already been considered by the various
committees and will soon be put up before Ae Nadonal
Dwelopment Counal. The discussion on this Plan has
raised many basic issues and quesdons of prinaple. Gra-
dually, andevenpamfully,we aregoing forward stepby stqp
and laying down the principles that should govern democ-
rauc planning. We have no clear precedents for this and so
we have to discover them ourselves and actup to them How
to combine a full-fledged democratic structure of the State
and a rapid planned development. How to build up a
s^alist structure on the basis of parliamentary democracy,
iwre IS no conflict between the two Indeed, I would say
that there is an uldmate conflict between a democracy and
an economic structure which does not lead to wnnomiV
democracy. Speaking at a meeting of the Standing
yjmmittee of the National Development Council, I ment-
ioned some of these principles that should govern our
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guest. Dr. Martino,®® the Italian Foreign Minister, alsocame

here and Dr. Franz Bluecher,®’ the Vice-Chancellor of West

Germany is still louring India.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni

20 Gaetano A&nino (1900-1967). Foreign Mniister of Italy, 1954-37,

President of European Farlianiem, 1962-64 He came to Delhi on

4 January 1956

21 (1896-1959) Vice-Chancellor of Federal German R^uWic,

1949-57 and in-eftarge of European Affairs, 1949-56 Heamved in New

Delhi on 10 January 1956
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pm their faith on the hydrogen bomb and inarch towards

destruction Are we to look on helplessly, occasionally

raising our feeble voice in protest? If not, what else arewe to

do?

IS. In the recent session of our Saence Congress® held in

Agra, some of these matters were referred to We are making
goodprogress in atomic energy andour hrstresearch reactor

will function in about six months’ time. Other reactors will

follow soon after We are, I beheve, the most advanced

country in this respect in Asia at present, excluding what
happcms in the Soviet Union. Probably, even as regards

European countries, there areonlyvery few thatare ahead of
us I need hardly say that we think of atomic energy only in
terms of its peaceful use.

14 Atomic energy is not merely a weapon to be used for

good or ilL It IS symbolic of a new phase inworld history In
fact, the old type nanow nationalism and State bound^es
are likely to mean less and less m future If that is so, how
much less is the significance of provinaal boundaries and
the like?

15. A recent statement by Mr Dulles, theU S, Secretary of
Slate, has created something of a sensauon He refers to

atomic war having been on the point of being started on
three occasions in the course of the past year or so when it

was juststoppedin time. ••Hemenaons askingme to convey
a warning to the Chinese Government ” Ihaveno particular

9 Inaugurated by Nehru on 4 January 1956
W hi an interview published on 11 January 1956, Dulles dauned that™ atomic war was averted on three occasions in 1953 and 1954 even

“Wigji they "had wallied to the brink,” because the United States had
ptw a warning that any Communist aggression in Korea, Indo-China
and Formosa Straits would be met by superior fortxs, induding use of
nidear weapons

11 hulles assertedin the interview that the Gommumsts did notwdk
<*wo{ theconference because earlierin his talks with Nehru hehad made
•t^earthatifPeople’sChinabrokeoff thenegotiauons, theU S A would
Mtoalyrenew the Koreanwarbutwouldextendithy airbombardmentof
®*anchtina mtd use of atomic weapons
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the Amritsar Congress, this matter was again fully consi-

dered The resolutions passed mdicate the great importance

which we attach to these recent developments and our

resolve todo our utmost to meet these new dangers.^ This is,

of course, not a merely governmental matter or a police

matter Wehave togomuch deeperdown mto themmds and
hearts of our people as well as our own, and then seek a

remedy which will have a healing effect It is well known
that the deepest injunes are those that are self-inflicted and
they take long to heal We have to start the process ofhealmg
as f^t as we can, keepingalways the major objective in view

We cannot surrender to violence, nor can we govern by
violence

4 You must have read all the resolutions of the Congress

in the newspapers. They deserve a closer study and I hope to

send them to you later in pamphlet form

5 So far as the question of States reorganizauon is

concerned, the Government of India have already

announced their decisions, except in regard to the Punjab

and one or two relativelyminormatters in theSouth Before

long, these other decisions will alsobeannouncedanda Bill

will be framed accordingly. The final decision, of course,

can be made only by Parliament

6. Amntsar was unique in many ways The Congress had
met there after over thirtyfive years The last Amritsar

session of the Congress was in December 1919, a fewmonths

after the Jalhanwala Bagh massacre and Martial Law in the

Punjab Even after this long period of time, the memory of

JalhanwalaBagh hoveredover theCongress session andwas

a conunuous reminder to us of what we had gone through

and what we had achieved Are we to imperil all this

5 Congress passed resolutions on soaalisin, economic policy, inter-

national atbirs, foreign settlements, party organization, and some other

matters like abohtion of caste system, the cuibing of oommunabsm and

all soaal and legal disabilities affecting women, implementaumi of

proposals for land reform and extension of cooperative and credit

faalibes in villages
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this State andhope to have dose and Mendly relations with
It

19 We have recently had some trouble about our banks or

rather with our bank employees ” I must confess that their

acbonm striking after impartial judges had given anaward
was very reprehensible Government had no choice but to

oppose It At the same tune, it is true that some of the lower
paid employees of banks have suffered from this award and
their normal monthly income goes down considerably. We
must see the human aspect of this andremove the suffering

caused But theway thebankemployees actedwas thewrong
way and this has actually delayed any calm consideration of
odd cases of persons who deserve special consideration. I

hope, however, that this special consideration will be given
to them at a suitable time

20 The elections in France** havecome as a shock tomany
people and French politics continue to be very unstable In
Europe and mdeed elsewhere too the cold war has again
displayed its ugly face

21 We have had recently some more visits from
distinguished people frxim abroad Madame Soong Ching-
Ling, the widow of Dr. Sun Yat-sen,*® was an honoured

17 Thebankemployees called fora two-daystnkefrom 6January 1956

Govo^^
a reducuon in then: emoluments ordered by the

18 Held on 2 January 1956 The lesulu showed the Communisu

w Gaullists whowtm only 22 seats suffered the most senous setbadt
9 (1866-1925). Founder of the Kuommtang party.
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9. While these conflicts and arguments about the

reorganization of States have naturally filled people’s

minds, a far more important question we have to face is the

second Five Year Plan ’’A draft outline has just been issued

and I commend it to your careful attention This is a brave

attempt to fashion our future and it will require all the

strength and energy thatwe possess I believe that ultimately

this IS the only way to deal with the separatism, provin-

aalism and sectarianism thatwehave to combat Mere pious
exhortations do not havemuch effectand are forgotten soon

But to approadi this quesaon indirectly by diverting

people’s attention to constructive work appears to me to be

the only effecave way I suggest, therefore, that the second

Five Year Plan should be brought before the public in every

way and their attention directed to it

10 I am not wnting at any length to you on this occasion

and Ido notpropose to discuss foreign affairs, thoughmuch
IS happemng in this changing world The general situation

at present in the world is not as good at it was a few months

ago This has been indicated in the Congress resolution on

intemauonal aflairs *

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehm

7 The Second Plan aimed at structural changes in the economy with

stress onrapid industrial development, buildingofheavy industryfm the

production of capital goods, and an expansion of village industries to

produce consumer goods and provide employment

8 The resolution hoped that all disputes in East Asia would be setura

peacefully and without outside interference Criticising the SEATO

pact, theresoluuon commended the affirmation offaithm Panchshee/ by

some other countries and hoped thatPeople’s China wouldsoon takeher

place in theUnitedNanons It called for totalprohibiUon ofthemanufac-

ture, use and experimentation of weapons of mass destruction
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New Ddhi
14 February, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

1 am writing to you on the eve of the new session of

Parliament* and almost immediately after the Congress

session at Amritsar * Since I wrote to you last, we have had

not only the celebration of the Republic Day and all its

mnnp/fpd functions, but also something else whidi has, for

the moment, cast a shadow over India

2 The reorganization of States has led to^ certain

occurrences, in Bombay and Orissa chiefly,* whidi have

shownup some ofourbasicweaknesses. It is notmuch g^od

ourblamingeach other for iteven though the censure might

bedeserved Wehave to faceadeeperproblemand th(»e ofus

who are in a position of responsibility have to face it fairly

and squarely. We cannot solve a problem by running away

from It or by casting the blame on others

3. I do not propose to write at any length about this

problem because enough has been said about it. Soon after

the firstmajor shodk, the Congress WorkingCommitteemet

and they passed a resolution called "Call to the Nation .* I

would inviteyourspecial attention to this. More recently, at

1 The session o£ Parliament was held &om 20 November to 23

December 1955

2 Held from 7 to 12 February 1956

3 There was widespread arson, lootingandnotingin Bombay and in

parts of West Bengal, Onssa and Bihar. Aanrding to official figures 75

persons lost their lives, unofficial reports placed the number at 300.

4 Thetesolution,passedon23 January,dedaiedthat"no(Jiangeswill

bemadein the decisionsalreadyamvedator thatmightbe taken lateron
die Stales Reorganization because of violence or terroristic methods.”
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aremakingprogress, but at die same time the demands upon
them are greater than ever There is thedemand tokeeppace

in regard to transport requirements with the progressive

industrialization of the country and there is the ever-

increasingnumber of passengers which leads to overcrowd-

ing This increase in passenger traffic is to some extent an
indicadon ofmoremoney being in circulation as also of the
growing population. Efforts are being made to meet these

urgent demands and a large sum of money has been allotted

to the Railways in the second Five Year Plan, and yet even

this sum IS ha^y adequate for the purpose

3. I think that an immediate necessity is to check tickedess

travelling (as well as other malpractices) which not only

leads to considerable loss of revenue but also to overcrowd-

ing Any money spent for this purpose will be well spent.

4. The general budget has, on the whole, been welcomed
It is abudgeton conservative lines Perhapswe shall have to

think of new methods and some changes in our basic

approach to taxation. A good deal of thought in fact has

been given to this, both for the purpose of making our

taxauon system more effiaent and equitable and in order to

raise more revenue for our Five Year Plans.

5 , The work on the reorganization of States has been

gready delayed. We have at last arrived at the stage of

finalizing the Bill and circulating it to the States. It is a

happy omen that the difficult and ticklish question of the

Punjab has been setded more or less satisfactorily. In fact,

most of the problems we have had to face have been settled

with a large measure of consent of the people concerned.

Unhappily die quesbon of Bombay and Maharashtra has

led to a great deal of ill will and conflict It must be our

endeavour to remove this ill will and restore normd

conditions Nosoludon isa sadsfactoryone if itleaves a trail

of bitterness and frustrabon behind.
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adiievement by our folly? And yet, there was folly enough.

Amritsar saw three major political gatherings and three

huge processions There was the Ckingress, of course, and
then Aere were the Akalis and the Maha Punjab people,^

the latter two bitterly hostile toeach other, anddie Ckingress
occupying a position of its own, different from that of the

others Many people feared trouble and foreign

correspondents gathered m large numbers like vultures

scenting death. Fortunately they were disappointed. This
was not only because of the very adequate arrangements
madeby the Punjab Government, butevenmore so, because
nobody really wanted trouble. If there were some trouble-

' 'makers they knew well that they would not have an easy

time.

7 I think that both the Akalis and the Maha Punjab
people, aggressive and militant as they were, did not really

mean all that they said. There was a great deal of showman-
ship Aout it and an attempt at pressure tactics. Of course,
this kind ofbdiaviour always involves some risk and even a
small inadent might grow.

8. There was then this exhibition of political immaturity
andalackofdemocratic sense. Therewas also an exhibition
ofhow even a difficult anddangerous simation canbe dealt
with by political maturity and (x»ol heads. Personally, I do
not think that normally such rival processions sho^d be
allowed at the same time. The idea that everyone can
brandish a sword or a lathi about at any time he likes is not
myoonc^tion ofdvil liberty.Apartfrominherentdangers,
thepublic suffersandthe life of the city isheldup. However,
I Mnk, on this particular occasion it was worthwhile to
mlow this complete freedom and to demonstrate that we
could control it peacefully.

6 Tte Punjab Sanuti had staned an agnation for themerger ofepw, Punjab and Himachal Pradesh intoone Drovince as sumruHtA- ^ i nauesn mtoone province as suggestedby
*^»rgannation Commission, while the Alcalis insisted on^non of Punjabi Suba with the merger of Punjab and Pepsu states
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made to Kashmir” as well as to theDurand line.^^ 1 had long

talks with all these Foreign Ministers and, even though we
did not agree about many matters I think our position was

explained to them fully and frankly The area of

disagreement was largest with Mr Dulles and smallest with

M. Pineau Indeed, I was agreeably surprised to find how
much there wasm common between our approach to many
internationalproblems and that ofM Pineau Incidentally,

his visit here helped us to put finishing touches to the

proposed treaty relating to Pondicherry, etc

9 Mr Selwyn Lloyd came here before the S E A T O.

Counal meeting at Karachi, the other two came after that

meeting In speaking to Mr. Dulles, I laid stress naturallyon

the statements made about Kashmir at the S £ A.T.O.

meeting and on Mr. Dulles’ previous statement on Goa.”

Both of these statements were singularly misconceived and

harmful Probably, they have come in the way of better

relations between India and the U S.A more than anything

else Many people imagine that our relations with the U.S

,

dependon the amount of financial aid that they can give us

This IS a complete misapprehension Whether theU S. give

us much or little or nothing at all, our relations with them

will not be affected much, provided other factors are

satisfactory It is these other and political factors that are

constandy coming in the way. Our general approach to the

1 1 Reports published from Karachion 6March 1956said that Pakistan

canvassed support among members ofSEATO for an early plebisatem
Kashmir She argued that in view of the strong support extended to India

by the Soviet Union on the issue of Kashmir, Pakistan had every

expect the backing of her "alhra" In response, members of SEATO

affirmed their belief in an early settlement of the Kashmir question

through the Umted Naaons or by direct negouations

12 Members attending the SEATO Conference on being urged ay

Pakistan on 6 March to support herm rqecting the Afghan demand tor

the formation of a Pushtu State declared that then Goyemroenu

recognized that the sovereignty of Pakistan extended uptojme ura

Line, the mternauonal bounds^ between Pakistan and Afghanistan

IS See ante, p 316
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New Delhi

14 March. 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

I wrote to you lastjust amonth ago. Dining this periodwe
have suffered the loss of our Speaker, Shii G.V.

Mavalankar,^ and Achaiya Narendia Deva.^ Both, in their

respective spheres, playeda veryimportant partduring this

transitional period in India. It is generally admitted that

Shri Mavalankar was a great Speaker and he helped in

giving an irmer content to our Parliamentary instimdons.

Achaiya Narendra Deva, though rather a solitary and
scholasdc figtrre, was un^ubtedly one of the outstanding

leaders in our struggle for fteedom and subsequently. He
wasmoreathinkerthanan actorandyetintheEeldofaction
also he had played an important piart. He had been a close

comrade of many of us in Uttar Pradesh for nearly forq-

years.

2. Parliament has b^un again and the general budget*
and the railway budget* have been introduced. Both show
hopeful trends and the results are better than had been
estimated previously. There is no doubt that our Railways

_I- (1888-1956). Coagressni2nfi:DmGaiaiat;Spezker,Bo3]ba7l.^i5la.>
dw Assembly, 1937-46, Geotial Legisladve Assembly, 1946-47, ant* of
Parliament, 1947-56.He died on 27 Fdjruaiy 195&

2. (1889-1936).FiofessorofIhd^Histoiy,&shi'Vid;^nth,192I-2%
Congress SocialistParty&am 1934;imprisoiiedniAhmadnagar,

1942-45; Vtce-Chaneellor, laicknow Unrsersity, 1947-51; iotcnda--
membet o£ Praja Socialist Party and its Chairman since December 1954.
He died on 19 Fdjmaiy 1956.

3. On 29 F(*mary 1956:
4. On 23 February 1956.
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1 1 We have seen an instance of this, in a relatively stnal

way, at the recent SEAT.O meeung m KaraAi

Apparently, none of the countries represented, excep

Pakistan, was at all keen on referring to Kashmir But, on tin

insistence of Pakistan, all the other countnes fell into line

As a matter of fact, Mr Selwyn Lloyd had clearly statec

before the S £ A T O meeting that the Kashmir questiot

could not be raised there, but, no doubt underpressure froir

others, he had to agree The only country which could have

stopped this reference to Kashmir was the U S Presumably

they did not wish to do so

12 By reference to Kashmir and the Durand line, the

S £.A T.O Pact extends itself far beyond its geographical

area beyond its declared purposes Its reference to Kashmii

and the Durand line means that a military alliance is

badong one country, namely, Pakistan, in its ^sputes with

India and Afghanistan For any organization to functionm
this way, in the absence of the other party, could be

considered an impropriety, to say the least of it In the

present case, there is another aspect There were three

Commonwealth countries, apait from Pakistan, present at

this SEA T.O meeung, and all these sided wiA Pakistan

agamst another Commonwealth country, India.

13 I need not go into these details as you are well

acquainted with them This has raised a serious issue, and

we are notgoing to allow it to restwhere it is I think thatour

strong reacuon has already rather shaken up many of these

S E A T O countnes as well as other countnes ' It must be

remembered that behind all this S E A.T O business, there

IS the flow of militaryaidfrom the U.S to Pakistan This has

grown in extent and is already considerable. It is raising

difficult problems forusm defence, andwe shall have to take

steps to meet thenew situauon Probably, in a year's tunc, if

this aid conunues as it is likely to, Pakistan’s military

posiuon will be quite strong Iam afraid all this is going to

cast a heavy burden on us There is talk of American

our avil developmental programme It is seldom realized
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6. Thenew proposal ofa union ofBihar and WestBengal^
has led to a great deal of controversy and has caused some
excitement I understand that the proposed Bill for

Reorganization will not deal with Bengal and Bihar. A
separate Bill will have to be brought later for this purpose.

7. We have had some distingiushed visitors and they have
received awarm welcome who-ever they have gone. Among
these visitors have been the Shahanshah and the Queen of

Iran ® It iswellknown thatour policy is not in linewith that

of Iran, more especially since Iran joined the Baghdad Pact
Nevertheless, the welcome that the Shahanshah got was
cordial and I believe he was not only surprised but greatly

pleased with it We demonstrated in this case as in others
that we can be dose hiends even when we differ.

8. During the last few days, we have had visits from three
Foreign Ministers—Mr Selwyn Lloyd’ of the U.K , Mr.
Dulles’ of the U.S A,andM.Pmeau®ofFrance Thesevisits
more at less coindded with the meeting of the S E.A T.O.
CoundP® in Karachi where an extraordinary reference was

5 The Chief Ministers of Bihar and West Bengal, Sn Krishna Sinha
and B C Roy, m a joint statement on 23 January 1956, proposed the
mergerofthetwo States, subject to the fact that thepeople concernedwill
nave to be consulted and an atmosphere of voluntary reunion and co-^ created " Finally the proposal was dropped
o The Shah and Queen Soraya reached India on 6 March 1956 For

n fa on Mohammad Reza Pahlavi see Vol 3, p 260

(1904-1978) Pracused at the Bar, 1930-39,

, p
army, 1939-45, Member, HouseofCommons, 1945-71,

of c
Minister ofSate, Foreign Office, 1951 -54, Minister

Defence, 1955, Foreign Secreary 1955-60,
vdianaiiorof Ejcdiequer, 1960-62 Visited India on 4 and 5 March 1956

o From 9 to 10 Match 1956

10 "*0

Hao rK~
® ® chairmanship of Hamidnl0 Caioudhury, Foreign Mimster of Pakisan
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wojld situation differs from that of the U.S. which is based

largely on military considerations We think that there can

be no solution of the major problems of the world if the

approach is chiefly a military one Indeed we have seen a
progressive deterioration because of this military approach.

10 I think theremighthavebeen somejusuficaaon for the

NATO being formed some years ago But the later

extension of this organization forpurposes for which it was
not originally intended, and the new pacts and alliances in

the Far East and South East of Asia, as well as the Baghdad
Pact, have been most unfortunate and have certainly not
helped the cause ofpeace or security. In Eastern Asia, there is

an mter-loddng of these various alliances, with all the evil

effects, but on a much larger and more dangerous scale, of
the inter-locking of compames and corporations Among
these pacts and alliances in EastAsia are theU.S and South
Korea,** the U S and Chiang Kai-shek in Taiwan,*® the
U S , Australia and New Zealand,*’ and the S.E /Lt.O.
Pact*' whidi includes the U.S., the U.K, France, the
Philippines, Thailand, Australia, New Zealand and Pakis-
tan (It IS not clearhow Pakistan finds itsway inaSouth East
Asia Pact Indeed, Mr. Dulles toldme that Pakistan had no
business to be there) In this inter-locking of military
alliances, it is possible for one country to take a step which
would result m dragging in the others. Thus President
Syngman Rhee*® or Chiang Kai-shek might commit some
agression and drag in the United States even against their
wul If the U S was dragged in, the other countries of
S E AT O would also be affected

H Ponnedunder theNorthAdanuc treaty signed in Washingtonon 4
April 1949

fJ™
® South Korean mutual defence treaty came into effectirom 17 November 1954

Govemmin^^’
^ ^ srgned a defence treaty with Chiang Kai-shek’s

1! *>PP 464-465
8 SeeVol S.p 236
•9 Forb fn seeVol S,p 312
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and the Soviet Union has given notice, one might say, that

no decision can be made without its co-operation

16 The position of the United Kingdom is a peculiarly

unhappy one They have got entangled in the Baghdad Pact

and they have made a mess of the situation in Cyprus In

effect, they are powerless to deal with these siluauons

without depending more and more on the United States

This Itself indicates that they have not the strength to

maintain their old imperial position in these areas or for the

matter of that elsewhere If they lose the oil of Western Asia,

this will be a terrible blow to their economic position Their

prestige has already sunk to a low level Internally, the

present Government in the United Kingdom is not in a

happy position

17. France also is facing an exceedingly difficult situation

in Algeria ^ In Morocco and Tunisia, fairly satisfactory

settlements have been made “ But Algeria is a much more
difficult problem because of the presence there of a million

and a quarter people of French descent who settled there

many generations ago There is a largearmy there, but it has

been unable to copewith the situation There is some kind of

civil war going on I found that M Pineau took a fairly

realistic view of this situation which his Government had

22 The Muslim represeniatives in the French Parliament and in the

Algerian municipal counals protested against what they called the

"blind repression” unleashed on the Algerian people Outbreak of

violence in Algeria led to indefinite postponement of the Assembly

electionsand the resignation in early February ofGeneral Cairoux within

a week of his appointment as Governor General On 13 March, the

Emergency Powers Aa enabled the • Government to deal with the

deteriorating law and order situation and to introduce necessary soao-

economic and administrative reforms

23 TheFrenchand thcMoroccan Governments reached an agreement

on2March 1956by whidi the independence, sovereignty and integrity of

Morocco was recognized On 20 Mardi 1956, France recognized Tunisia’s

independence and her right to conduct her own foreign policy and form

herown army Both countnes agreed to discuss the details of their future

co-operation, especially in regard to defence and foreign affairs
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Bulganin and Mr Khrushchev came to India Those
impressions were that there was a powerful urge towards

normality and a lessening of the tensions and high excite-

ment which exist today The Twentieth Congress of the

Soviet Communist Party had confirmed these impressions

Oddly enough, Mr Dulles agreedbroadly withmy analysis,

but he added that the pace of change was likely to be slower

than I imagined It might take a generation before real

normalitywas restored My view might well be a correct one

in the long term, but he, Mr Dulles, was for the present

concerned much more with the short term The obvious

answer was that a short-term policy which does not fit in

with a long-term approachand with the progressive changes

in the situauon, was likely to be unrealisuc and to fail

21 I told Mr. Dulles, ofcourse, about our strong feelings in

regard to Goa and what he had said in his joint statement

with the Foreign Minister of Portugal He could give no
adequate reply except to say that the Portuguese Foreign

Minister wanted him to go much further and he had

restrained him

22 It IS difhcult forme to give you a detailedaccountof the

long talks wehad with Mr Dulles, Mr Selwyn LloydandM
Pineau, but I have tned to give you some bnef idea about

them

Yours sinarely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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thatby their giving military aid to Pakistan they are adding
very greatly to our burdens

14 While the S.E A.T.O. Pacthas attractedmuch attention

recendy,on the other side ofAsia theBaghdad Pacthas hada
very bad time Indeed one might almost think that it has no
life lefL But for reasons of prestige as well as economic
interests, diiefly in connection with oil, it has tobe keptup
Ihis Pact has had the most disastrous consequences already

for the countnes that joined it The United Kingdom is in

desperate straits over it If they were wise, they would
acknowledge their error and try to find some way out But
they are insisting upon it in spite of every adverse

circumstance and begging the U.S.A. to help them in this

matter No doubt the U.S.A. will help, but all the help that
theycan give cannotmake theBaghdadPacta success. In the
hnal analysis,money does notgovery farandit is the people
who count. Alreadyin Jordan the peoplehave compelled the
King and the Government to keep out of the Baghdad Pact
and to dismiss*® Glubb Pasha.*' In Iran and Iraq there is a
great deal of dissausfaction with the Baghdad Pact Egypt
and Syria and Saudi Arabia are opposed to it and a virulent
propaganda hasbeen carriedonagainst the Pactfrom Cairo,
f5 The Baghdad Pactwas ostensiblymeant to keep out the
Commumst countries It has resulted in actually bnnging
diem in into this region. For the first time the Soviet Union
has appearedon the scene and it will no doubt have its say.
Fora long time past this regionwas underBritish influence
^e Amencans came there against the wishes of the Bnush,
but they had to be tolerated Now this new factor appears

20 On 2 March 1956 General John Glubb was by a royal decree
^stoned off on being relieved of his duues as the Chief of the General
Staff of the Arab Legion A number of other officers of the Arab Legion
were also relieved of their dunes

4
^

1.
1897} Bniisb army officerwho served in

^gion from 1930, and later as its Commander-in-Cbief, 1936-56,
TheJtoryoftheArab Legion (1948), A So/cberwitb theArabs

11957). Peace in the HolyLand (1971). and Arabian Adteaaaes (1978),
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in the Soviet Union^ Obviously nothing done outside the

Soviet Union would produce this

3 I confess I do not understand this sudden change in

regald to Stalin It has been obvious enough in the laat two

years that the Stalin cult was being played down This was

deal to me when I went there and I also sensed the

beginnings of the change of policy in other directions I

mentioned this on my return in some of the notes that I

wrote Nevei thelessj I cannot understand why it was

considered necessary or desirable to blacken Stalin’s reputat-

ion in so many ways Perhaps there was already a strong

feeling in the rank and file to which the leaders thought it

wise to give expression Or perhaps it is the way of leaders of

violent revolution to function to go to extremes in whatever

they do Tlieirs is not to follow the golden mean or the

middle path

4 I cannot believe that the Soviet Union is weak either in

the military sense or in the economic sense Every evidence is

to the contrary Nor do I think that it is frightened of the'

Western Powers I think that the changes of policy are

largely due to normal causes and a reacuon from the high

tension in which the people of the Soviet Union have lived

for many long years No doubt, it is due also to certain

pressures from below, but those pressures themselves were

caused by this desire for normality Anyhow, this is a major

turn from the period of active revolution One might almost
say that that revoluuonary penod is over, at any rate, from

any aggressive point of view The economic gams or

changes of the revoluuon will certainly continue, but the

long leign of the secret pohce and the suppression of every

protestant will gradually grow less Some measure of avil

liberties will grow, though the process will be slow Also,

there might be a gradual shift towards the production of

consumer goods which the people demand All this is to the

good

5 The question arises as to what effect this will have on

world communism, on China, on other Communist

countnes and on the many Communist parties in the non-

Communist countries It is clear that the effect so far
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inherited He was prepared to go very far indeed But the

presence of the large number of people of French descent

there complicated the problem terribly Delay in dealing

with these North African countries has made the position

almost intractable now

18

Probably one of the most important recent develop-

ments has been the Twenueth Congress of the Soviet

Communist Party There can be no doubt that this

Congress has deliberately adopted anew line which, in some

ways, IS entirely opposed to the old Stalinist line

Communists are so tied up with ideological approaches and

Communist dogmas that for them to make an important

change has a greater significance than elsewhere They have

recognized many things which they had denounced

previously Thus they say that socialism can be of many

kinds, that it can be achieved through peaceful methods

and through parliamentary forms All this and more are

indications of a gradual return of normality to which Ihave

previously referred Some people argue that all this might

well be an eyewash and not really meant How far it is

sincerely meant or not, I cannot say, though I think it is a

natural development and a realistic approach to the

condiuons of today But even if there is some doubt about

sincerity, the mere fact ofmaking this change is significant

and has far-reaching effects

19 This indicates the resilience and adaptability of the

present rulers of the Soviet Union. Compared to this, the

attitude of the U S A is much more rigid and has been
unrealistic such as in the non-recognition of the People’s

Government of China and their reliance on reacuonary
regimes and military factors

20 Mr. Dulles askedme formy appraisal of thisTwentieth
Congress of the Communist Party. I told him of my own
impressionswhen I went to the Soviet Union andwhen Mr

24 Held inMoscowbom 11 to25Februairl956,attendedbyover 1,400
delegates
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approacli and, perhaps even in their violence and

aggressiveness. Bui thatdoes notmean that they will become

wholly constitutional and peaceful parties, in spite of the

new garb they might put on They have been trained

differently, and cannot get nd of the old habits of thought

and action But, I imagine, that the influence of the Soviet

Union will be on the side of restraint rather than of

aggressiveness

8 I spoke in Parliament on two occasions’ recently and

said something about my talks with the tliree Foreign

Ministers who came here and referred to a number of world

changes * I reTcrred in some detail to Kashmir ’ What I said

there in public in regard to Kashmir, has been said often

enough in pnvate Indeed, I had taken up this line a year

ago’ when the then Prime Minister of Pakistan came here

accompanied by Major*General Iskander Mirza My speech

has created something of a sensation not only in India but,

3 On 20 and 29 Marcli 1956

4 On 20 March 1956, Nehru smingly criuarcd both the SEAlO and

Baghdad Paas and expressed India'sconcern at theU S arms supplies to

Pakistan and its support to Pakistan on Kashmir in theSEATO meeung
Hcalso touched on theGoa question, thesituations in East and WestAsia,

and the changes in Soviet policy announced at the 20th Congress ol the

Soviet Communist Party

5 Nehru stated in the Lok Sabha on 29 March 1956 that talk of a

plebiscite in Kashmir was "entirely besides the point" and there could be

no quesuon of holding it until Pakistan had withdrawn all her

forces from the state Headded that theKashmir problem had tobeviewed

afresh because of the American military aid to Pakistan These fectoB

including Pakistan’s joining the Baghdad Pact and SEATO had

invalidated the old arguments relating to the question

6 See ante, p 182
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New Delhi

3 April. 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

Events havemoved fastand furiously in theworld.Themost
striking has been the 20th Session of the Soviet Communist
Party, towhich I referred inmy last letter. The importance of
this session has become even more obvious since then and a
goodpartof theworld is wonderingwhatexactly it signifies

Is It a sign of strength or weakness? Is the Soviet structure

crackingup and is the line laiddownby the 20th Congress
an attempt to hold it together? Or is this just a natural

development, a process of normalization which always
follows big revolutions? Whatever it is, theimportance of
It from the world point of view is very great.

2 TheAmerican pointofview is, and this is held, I believe,
byMr Dulles, that this is due to internal weaknessesand the
inability ofthe Sovietregime tocope with them successfully.
An even extremer view' is that the Communist system in the
SovietUnion is in abadwayand is unpopular. Whatpuzzles
people is not so much the broad change in policy
by the 20th Congress but the deliberate and rather violent
denigration of Stalin.* Why was it necessary to blacken
Stalin's reputation to this ement, because undoubtedly, this
meant blackenmg their own reputations also to some
extent? Had this become necessary because ofsome pressure

1 At a secret session oJ the Soviet Communist Pany Coneress on 25
Fefaruaiy 1956,KhrushdievchargedStalinwithhavmgabused hispoweis
as party leader to make himself supreme, permuted the pv>.n»i„n andimpnsonmenton falseeharges ofloyal Cbramunislswho liad opposedhisP^es relaung to ^culture, faOed to prepare adequately for theGemian invasion; and promoted the break with Yugoslavia in 1948
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great scale, %vhether to India or to Pakistan, more trouble,

more conflicts and more dangers to India

10 This migraaon Irom EastPakistan hasbecomea major
domestic issue for us and its international aspect is equally

important None of the suggestions made in Parliament to

meet it are at all feasibleand yet the continuation of it is also

not to be tolerated for long We have already had four

million people from EastPakistandunng the pastfewyears

It is true that a considerable number of Muslims have also

gone from India to Pakistan dunng these years But then

number is much less Four million is about 30% of the the

total Hindu population as it w'as at the time of the partiuon

That total Hindu population was itselfabout a third of the

total population of East Bengal Is this process going to

continue till the remaining eightornine million Hindusm
East Pakistan pour into India? The dimensions of this

problem become tenific and there appears to be no easy

solution of it Merely to shoutand denounce Pakistan does

not help Indeed, we have amved at a stage when we should

be very careful about denunciationsand the like We cannot

afford this luxurywhen the situation is a serious oneandour

words must be carefully chosen so as not to make the

situauon worse

11. There has been much reference in Parliament and

elsewhere to our defenceneeds and demands havebeen made

that we should strengthen ourselves to meet any emergency

that might arise. Weare takii^somesteps to this end Butwe

must not allow ourselves to be swept away and lose

perspective The strength ofanauon depends farmoreon its

economic and industrial development than on aims

purchased abroad Indeed, the whole second Five Year Plan

might truly be considered a plan for adding to our defence

strength, in addition to raisu^ the standards ofourproplfc

All this means that the burden we shall have to carry in the

future will be even heavier than we had anddpated We

cannotgiveuporweakenthesecondFive YearPlan Indeed,

we may well be compelled by drcumstances to add to it

12. In this context of growing crises, national and
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produced has been profound everywhere, and Communist
parties have not quite recovered tom the shock It is true

that they are lining up gradually behind the Soviet

Communist Party in its new garb It is not clear what the

reaction in China has been andhow iai China is prepared to

agree to the abandonment of what has been called "the cult

of the individual " In China, Mao Tse-tung is the great and
wise leader whose words are always true

6. Perhaps, while the Soviet Union is receding tom the

high pitch ofrevolution, China is still at that pitdi and will

continue there for some time Indeed, new developments in

China indicate that they are speeding up the processes

assoaated with revolutionary communism They began
with dividing up the land, giving to each family a tmy
patch The next step was the formation of agrarian co-

operatives, which spread with amazing rapidity. It is now
proposed to take the third step, that is towards collectiviz-

ation of land From such accounts as we have, it appears
that, while the second step isbeingcompleted, the third step
IS already being organized It is difficult for me to say how
the peasantry of China are reacting to all this, but we have
hadno informationaboutany obvious adversereacuon The
Chinese Government has taken care that, whatever the
change, the actual income of the agriculturist should show
an increase This increase in income is supposed to come
from better and more cooperauve methods of producuon
Once the farmer is assured of this increase, apparently he
does not care very much about cooperatives or even
colleaives which deprive him of the ownership of his
particular patch

7 From the point ofview of a student of histoncal changes
or of current affairs, this change in Russia is thus of the
highest importance, and it will no doubt be followed by
f^-reachmg consequences not only in the Soviet Union but
elsewhere For us, it is interesting to speculate whatreacuon
It will produce on the Indian Communist Party or on the
Communist parues of nearby countries in Asia They will
certainly tone down, I think, in their broad ideological
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this rapidly changing world we should know each other’s

mind and have a clear policy

16. As you know, President's rule has been proclaimed in

the Travancore-Cochin State ** It is no pleasure to set aside

normal constitutional government in any State, but there

was no choice left and there was no possibility of any

Ministry which could function with stability

17 While Russia has herown troubles and difficulties, the

Western Powers are also faang critical situations British

policy has broken down in Western Asia and in Cyprus'**

France is facing a rebellion in Algeria In Cambodia, the

Prime Minister, Pnnee Sihanouk, has i esigned** and openly

protested against the pressure exercised upon him by South

Vietnam and Thailand as well asU S A In another corner of

the world, even little Iceland has called upon the United

States to remove their base from the island.’* The Balkan

12 The Congress Ministry headed by P Govinda Menon resigned on

1 1 March when its majority was reduced to a minonty in the State

Legislature after six Members resigned in protest against the transfer of

five Tamil'Speaking distncts to Madras •

13 The movement for the union of Greece and Cyprus was intensified

in February 1956 The Greek Government extended their suppon to the

movement and Archbishop Makanos in a statement on 5 March called

upon Greek Cypriots to “continue the struggle for self-determination

until the British Government showed respect for our national aspira-

tions ’’The deportation on 9Mardi ofMakanos with three othersresulted

in violent anu-Briush demonstrations and tlie recall of the Greek

Ambassador from London
14 Sec ante, p 284

15 Pressures from the United States and Franceon Sihanouk togiveup

the policy of non-involvemem and protests against his recent visit to

Beijing were stated to be the reasons which compelled him to tender ihc

resignation of his Cabinet on 24 March 1956 The resignation was

accepted by King Suramant on 30 March 1956

16 The Iceland Parliament adopted a resolution on 28 March Iwo

calling for the removal of American military forces from the U * Air

Force base at Keflavik The Parliament also voted for a revision of the

U S—Iceland Pact of 1951 which allowed manning of defence inslal a-

tions in Iceland by foreign forces
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even more so, in Pakistan.^ Iam glad thatwe have succeeded

in pulling the Kashmir issue out of the ruts in which it had
got stuck. This does not mean thatwe have finished with it

We shall have trouble enough in the future But everyone

will be compelled to think in new terms My argument,

bnefly stated, is thatwe mustrecognizecertain obvious legal

and constitutional facts as well as certain important deve-

lopments that have taken place during the past few years I

have not said that I rule outa plebiscite, but Ihave said thata
plebisate in exisung circumstances is not a feasible propo-
siUon and the only practical way of looking at this problem
IS fo acceptthings as they arewith sudiminormodificauons
asmaybe agreedupon, providedwe accept the presentbasis.
There can be no doubt that, apart from constitutional

developments and innumerable changes that have taken
place, the U S. military aid to Pakistan and S.E A T.O. and
the Baghdad Pact have made a vital difference to the
situation. We have to consider primarily the good of
Kashmir and her people, but we have also to consider the
secunty and defence of Indiawhich havebeen so powerfully
affected by these new developments and pacts
9 Another factor tobe keptin view, not only because ofits
intnnsic importance but because of its wider effect even on
Kashmir, is the great exodus of Hindus that is takmg place
from East Pakistan This is a major event bringing
tremendous consequences in its train both for India and
Pakistan If the present somewhat unsteady equilibrium in
Kashmir is upset, what will happen? More migrations on a

7 Pnme Minister Chaudhury Mohammad Ah said on SI March 1956
Pakistan would hght ull the last for the nghts of the people of

Mshmir and that *ey considered "the connnued Bhaiati occupation ofK^hmir not only immoral but also illegal ’’ Dawn wrote the sam,. day
nat weryoneinespecuve of his status or ideology had only one Wlin,.
mat ofhatr^ against Nehru who has not only betrayed Pakistanbut thewhole world " President Iskander Muza stated on 1 Apnl 1956 thatNehm s statement on Kashmir had shocked and surpnsed the whole of
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New Delhi

10 May, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

It is a long time since I wrote to you To plead an excess of

work would be a poor excuse It is true that there has been

heavy work, but that is notan unusual occurrence. The real

reason perhaps has been that I could not develop the mood
to wnte this fortnightly letter to you The day’s work was

attended to with more or less efficiency, but to sit down
quietly and talk to you, as it were, of the important

happenings in the world and in our own country seemed

difficult Normally, I have liked wnting these fortnightly

letters and to share with you some ofmy own thoughts But

dunng these days I could not thinkhow Icouldsayanything

worthwhile I do notwish these letters tobecomea collection

of platitudes or just a statement of odd events, many of

which are recorded in the newspapers. If these letters have

any value, they must contain something more

2 Itwas thatsomethingmorewhichlcouldnotgetholdof
and so I could not develop the mood for wnting this. It is

true that there hasbeen an abundanceofthmgs and events to

writeaboutboth in ourcountryandabroad There is nolack

ofdrama in this changingworld of ours and, even in India,

we live in an exaungage Ihave always considered it a great

pnvilege for people of this generation to live dunng this

penod of India’s long historyand to take some little part in

the shaping of that story. I have beheved that there is

nothingmore exciting in diewide world today than towork

in India. That very thought fallsme with vitahtyanda desire

to get the mostout of this passingshow in our fleeting lives

3 But perhaps there can be too much exatement or the
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international, we have to examine our internal problems. It

surprises and distresses me that some people should even

now carryon an aggressive agitationm connection with the

Slates Reoi^nizadon Bill. Whatever the ments of a

paruculardecision might be, it is lack ofwisdom to carryon
any activity which encourages the spirit of disunity

13 In the North-East of India, some of the Nagas have
started an armed revolt * There is no need for us to get

alarmed about this, although it is distressing that some of

our countrymen should behave in this way The real

difficulty comes from the natureof the terrain and the lack of

communicauons We have put the Army in command of

these operations, though the civil power will conunue to

perform its normal funcuons

14 The latest of our distinguished visitors from abroad
was Mr Mikoyan, the First Deputy Prime Minister of the
Soviet Union ® In order of importance, he is said to be No 3
there, that is, he comes after Mr Khrushchev and Mr
Bulganin Ihadvery interesung talks withhim about recent
changes in Russia and our Commerce and Industry
Minister*® alsohad very useful talks These are likely to yield
substanual results in the shape of trade and development of
heavy industry It is also proposed to have a joint shipping
line runningbetween India and the Sovietports to facilitate
exchange of goods
15 We have been having dunng the last week a
conference** of the Heads of our Diplomatic Missions in
Asia and Afnca I have given much ume to this and all of us
who attended it have profited by it It is important that in

8 The Anny was called in early 1956 to curii the growing violent

io« K Nanonal Counal who had since earlySM been demanding an independent Naga State

1 ft

Delhi for four days from 26 March 1956

r
^*‘*®h**®*****«:ha« {1899-1974) Joined Congress. 1942, Union

„
Commerce and Industry, 1952-56, for Finance, 1956-58.

1962^*
Pwtfolio, 1962, tor Economic and Defence Coordination,«SK-6S and for Finance, 1963-65

D {'tom 14 March to 3 Apnl 1956
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moment, it results in a high temperature. The fever will go
and we shall settle down to something more worthwhile.

What tremendous tasks we have undertaken demanding all

the strength and energies, and yet we fritter them and waste
our substance.

6 Even thiswouldnot matter somuch ifwe could tac& our
problems peacefullyand democratically, butwe seem to live

on the verge of violence, often crossing thatborder line, and
threats and coerave methods become the fashion The very

basis of democracy is threatened and our dreams of rapid

progress become increasingly unsubstantial. Whatever our

differences, there should be common groimd about our

broad methods, if we are to function democratically. These
methods must be peaceful and we must recognize the worth

of even those who oppose us, for we have to win them over

We have to learn how to accept decisions which are against

us and which we do not like

7. We had hoped to get the States Reorganization Bill

through Parliament during this session and then to set

about fashioning the new States We had drawn up a

programme for this, according to whidi the new States

would come into existence at the banning of October. We
were anxious thatourgeneral elections shouldbe heldat the

normal ameand shouldnotbepostponed. Wenow find that

it IS almost physically impossible to get this Bill through

Parliament dunng this session It would not be proper to

rush through this Bill, in Select Ckimmitteeorin Parliament,

without adequate opportunity being given for discussion

8. The result has been a change in programme This has

not been finalized yet, but it isprobable that the nextsession

of Parliament will be held early in the second week of July.

Before that date it is expected that the Select Committee will

have finished its work. It is hop>ed that Parliament will

finally pass this legislation before the end ofJuly This will

have to includea separateBill which will comesoon relating

to Bihar and Bengal. If the final Act is passed by the end of

July, it may be possible to have the new States begin their

fresh career on the 1st November or perhaps even earlier.
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Pact which included Yugoslavia, Turkey and Greece has

practicallybroken up. Yugoslaviaattadiesno importance to

It now and Greece and Turkey are not on good terms with

each other because of Cyprus. The Bagdad Pact, whatever
the shouung, was practically sull-bom Israel and Egypt
hover on the brink of war.

18 Meanwhile experimental explosions of hydrogen
bombs are going to take placem spite of protest. America is

going to have them somewhere near the Marshall Islands.

TheU.K. proposes tohave itsomewhere in Australiaand the

SovietUnionnodoubt ivill continue her experiments. It is a
strange world we are living in

Yours sincerely,

Jawabarlal Nehru
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10 Some days ago I placed before Parliament a new
resolution of the GovernmentofIndia on industrial policy *

We had spent a good deal of ume over this I am very glad

that It has met with a favourable response from many
quarters including some from which this was not expected

This resoluUon faithfully brings out our policy which, I

think, IS a realistic policy and yet essentially dynamic and
revolutionary. Our way has been to bring about changes as

rapidly as possible and at the same time to keep up the

continuity of national life and tradition This resolution is

going to be followed soon by the second Five Year Plan

which IS meant to give form and shape to it, in as large a

measure as our strength and resources and our will to success

permit The National Development Council has already

approved of it and after a final revision it is likely to be

signed by themembei s of the Planning Commission within

a few days After that it will be placed before Parliament for

Its approval

11 In the course of our discussions in the National

Development Council, stress tvas laidon manyaspects and it

was pointed out that therewas anew emphasison industnal

development,® which is so essential if we are to raise our

national income and capacity to invest for future develop-

ment In parucular, heat-y industry and the machine-

making industry have been emphasired But in spite of all

4 Enunaating the Government's new industrial policy in the Lok

Sabha on 30 April 1956, Nehru said dial the State would progressivel>

assume a predominant role and direct responsibility for setting up new

industnal undertakings and fordeveloping transport facilities Headded
“The State will also undenake tradingonan increasing scale At thesame

time, as an agency for planned national development in tliecontevtofthe

country’sexpandingeconomy, thepnvatesector will have opportunity to

develop and expand " Importance of theexpansion and growth ofvillage

industries was also stressed

5 At the meetingof the National Development Counal on 1 May 1956,

Nehru said that for achieving real progress in terms of enhanang the

wealth of the nauon and for generauon of employment opportunities as

also to maintain the country’s freedom, industnalisation had become

imperauve
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excitement can be of the vnrong kind As you know, our

mmds have been unhappily occupied during these past six

or seven months with the question of the reorganization of

States. Itwasnota question ofhigh political or economic or

social policy which usually sur people’s minds. And yet it

was a question which moved people powerfully and excited

their passions. Those passions were not against an external

enemy or some internal evil. They were against each other

and the whole fabnc that millions had built up by their

labour through generabons of effort seemed to crack up.

Was this some temporary phase, an aheirabon of the

moment, orwas there somethingdeqjer to it, Ido notknow.
I have tried to believe that this was a relic of the narrow
regionalismandparochialismwhichhadbeen our failingin
the past and which were having a final spurt before this

ghost was laid

4 For the moment the ghost is there and we live a
somewhat haunted existence We may well blame eadi
other, but that brings little solace or solution, for, in the

context of India,we are all toblameandwe have all to suffer
the consequences I have tried to search my mind and heart
to findoutwhere I have erred. What should lhavedone that
pavenotdoneandwhatshouldI have avoideddoing that I

have been domg? It is easy to be wise after the event But the
basic fact remains that we have yet to develop a unified
nation We distrust each'other andsomebmes even dislike
each other. Under stress ofsomecalamity orexternaldanger,
we may well unite When that immediate urge is removed,
we fall back into our respective shells and lose the sense of
the whole Painfully, we try to get out of these shells and
build the unity of India. Step by step we advance and then
^mething happens which lays bare our inner urges and
“ihngs. Whether it is caste or provincialism, we still live in
a tribal age. Religion was exploited to break up our umty

language, which should be a binding and enno-
Mg factor, works in the same way. Meanwhile, caste

pnains to separate us and to encourage narrow groupings.
1 suppose we shall get over this distemper. But, for the
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so as to calculate the cost and the yield and the final

economic results

14. 1 have not referred to any international problems

although there is no lack of them Kashmir has again

occupied the headlinesand it is said that Pakistan is going to

bnng this question up in the Security Council soon So far as

we are concerned, our minds and our policy are clear now
Unfortunately, during the pasteightyears, this problem has
become covered up with so much argument that the real

issues have become hidden. Anyhow we have to take things

as they are today and not to be dragged again into inter-

minable debate and protracted negotiations

15 The recent visit^ of Mr. Bulganin andMr Khrushchev
to the United Kingdom attractedmuch attention In spite of

hard language and angry exchanges occasionally,^ and die

vague nature of the joint communique issued at the end,® I

haveno doubt that the visithasdone goodandhelpeda litde

in easing world tension. I would draw your particular

attention to the fact that in this joint statement the Five

Principles, which have become the basic policy of so many
countries, have been mentioned with approval.

6 From 18 to 27 Apnl 1956

7 On 24 Apnl there had been sharp exchanges between the Soviet

leadersand SirAnthony Edenon the BaghdadPactwhen Khrushdievhad

remarked that the Pact "would die" On most other questions also, and

speaally on European issues, there was little narrowing of differences

The Soviet leaders also had angry exchanges with the leaders of the

Labour Party

8 The communique of27 April 1956 mainly dealt with disarmament,

Anglo-Russian trade, situationmWestAsia, preservation ofinternational

peace, maintenance ofEuropean secunty and good relations between the

nations by following the prmaples of theU N Charter
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This IS about a month later than our old programme and

wc stillhope that the general electionswillbeheldby Mafch
nextyear. Buttheprogramme isa very tightoneandwe shall

have to work our hardest to give effect to it within the stated

ume.

9. One piece of good news, wbidi has heartened me, is the

passage in the Rajya Sabhaand theLokSabha of theHindu
Succession Act' This will have to go back to the Rajya
Sabha, as theLokSabhahasmade someamendments * But I

thinkwecanbe fairly certainnow thatwithmafew days this

Bill will become the law of India It has had a long and
difficult journey and it has changed shape several times. At
last we appear to be reaching the end of the journey. This
Bill and the Hindu Marriage Act* have a peculiar signi-

ficance, notonlybecause of thechanges theybrmgaboutbut
diiefly because they have pulled out Hindu law from the
ruts inwhich ithad got stuckand given it anew dynamism

that sense, the passage of this l^slation marks an epoch
in India. It indicates that we have not only striven for and
achieveda political revolution, not only arewe strivinghard
foraneconomicrevolutionbut thatwe are equally intenton
social revolutton; only by way of advance on Aese three
separate lines and Aeir integration into one great whole,
will Ae people of InAa progress.

1. The bill was passed fay Rajya Safaha SO November 1965 and by
Lak Sabha on 14 May 1956 See i^bo ante, p 62
2 The amendment gave the daughter a n^i of residence in her

home, irrespectiveofwhether shehadbeenleftahouseornotby
®e husband from whom she hadbeen separated Till then such a n^t^ only in an unmarried daughter, the dau^ter deserted by her
nusband, or a widowed daughter By another amendment the right todis^ of the ptoperty by will was not to affea the ensung nght of

TheAmendmentmadeuyUik^haonSMay 1956was passed by RajyaSabhaon 15May 196R
9. see ante, p 49
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and make a list of such manuscripts. They may be m
libraries, temples and in pnvatehouses If each Stale helped

in this way, it would become easy (or the Government of

India to collect

19 In less than two weeks,'* we are going to celebratem
India and in many places in the world the Buddha Jayanu,

the 2500th anniversary of the Parinirvana This is a great

occasion for the world. But for us in India it has a speaal

significance, for it is our prideand high privilege to consider

theBuddha as ourcountryman. Hebelongs to the world, but

certainly we are justified in thinking of him as one of

ourselves, though infinitely greater and nobler than anyone
of us. In this age of the atomic and hydrogen bomb, his

message of peace and tolerance shinesjand brightens up the

dark corners of the worldwhere lurk hatred and violenceand
the spirit of the hydrogen bomb.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

14. Celebrations were to begin on Vaisakha Poomitaa Day, 2S May

1956
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that we have to do for industry, the fact remains that

agnculture is the solid foundation on which we have to

build It is from agriculture and from the increasing

production on the land that we can build up our surpluses

for future growth Therefore agricultural producnon
assumes a vital importance This increase in agricultural

yields will necessanly come farmore from intensive cultiva-

tion than from extending our cultivated area.

12 Our yield per acre today, is, I believe, the lowest in the

world. The capacity for increased yield is therefore tremen-

dous Why should China which is in many ways even less

developed than we are, produce double the quantity per

aae?Why shouldEgyptproduce fourfoldofourproduction?
These are not countries where there is mechanized produc-
tion and therefore the comparisons are justified

13. Our onginal estimatewas fora hfteen percentincrease
in agricultural producuon during the second Five Year
Plan This manifestly is too little The Chinese estimate is

between 35 and 40 per cent in fiveyears and they startwith a
higher yield per aae. There is absolutely no reason why, if

we are senous enough and work hard, we cannot equal &e
Chinese rate of progress in this matter. Our Food and
AgncultureMimstry is giving fresh thought to this question
and I have no doubt that they will put forward fresh targets
much inadvance ofthe old ones I think thatourcommunity
projects and national extension servi« have a very special
part to play in increasing agricultural producnon They
have done wonderful work and begun a new revolution in
the countryside. A new spirit is there and a new vitality. We
have to turn this more parncularly in the direction of
intensive cultivation as well as small andcottage industries.
The farmer all over the world is not influenced by theories.
He only understands something that he sees. If a parnr^ilar
method yields better results and he sees it, then he will copy
It We should therefore have a very large number of
demonstratiori farms. They need not be very big. In fart,
each community centre shouldhave at leastonesuchfarm, if
not more These selected farms should be carefully worked
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New Delhi

15 June, 1956

My dear Qiief Minister,

A month and more has passed since I wrote to you my last

letter Within a few days I shall be leaving India for another

tourabroad > It is going to bea difficult tour, both physically

and because of the problems I shall have to face in vanous

capitals My main object in going is to attend theCommon-
wealth Prime Ministers’ Conference,^ but perhaps an even

more important visit is to Washington to have talks with

President Eisenhowei * Unfortunately the President has

fallen ill again and it is doubtful ifhe will be well enough to

have long talks with me I have not changed myprogramme
because of his illness and I hope to go to Washington But I

ratherdoubt if themain purpose of the visit will be fulfilled

2. After Washington I go to Bonn,* etc , in West Germany
via London Then a bnef visit to Pans* and on to

Yugoslavia,® Cairo’ and Beirut* Everywhere there are

important talks witli Heads of Governments on difficult

subjects Apart from my stay m London to begin with, I

shall hardly spend two consecutive nights m one place

t

1 From 21 June to 22 July 1956

2 Held from 28 June to 6 July 1956

3 The proposed visit from 7 to 1 1 July 1956 was later postponed to

December 195b

4 From IS to 16 July 1956

5 On 17 and 18 July 1956

6 On 18 and 19 July 1956

7 On 19 and 20 July 1956

8 On 21 July 1956
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16. Thfi-dissolution of the Ctominform,® though expected,

is yet another significant st^ towards a more normal

lelationsbipbetween countries. Unfortunately
disarmamoit

has made no progress at all And yet, I have an impression

thateven thereweare movii^ forwardthoughvery slowly. It

ISpossible that the SovietUnionmight do something
in this

respect unilaterally.

17. As a resultof theLondon meetings, the situationm the

MiddleEasthas toneddownsomewhat, though it continues

to be explosive. In Ceylon, there has been a mark^change

intheGovernmentasa resultof the elections*® andinBurma

PrimeMinisterUNu’spaityhaswonaresounding success**

18 Our President** and Vice-President** are very mudi

concerned at the fact that many of our t^uable old

manuscripts, some on palm leaves, are deteriorating and

may well be lost for ever. If I may say so with all respect, I

entirdy agreewiththem thatweshoulddo everythinginour

power to rescue these wherever they riughtbe at present and

togive them proper shdter.Thetight thingofcoursewould

be to buildup a proper Indological Instituie where all such

manuscripts couldbepreservedandstudied I suggest toyou

thatyou imght takeimmediatest^smyour State tofindout

9 On 17April 1956, Mzkoyan, DqrutySovietPrimeMinister, of&aally

coniinned a press report about the dissoluoon of the Commform
(Communist Infotination Bureau), whirii had been set up on 5 October

1947 at a secret meeting in Poland oi Communist delegates horn mne
European countries

10 Genetal dections in Sn Tanka held between 5 and 10 April 19S6

resultedm asevere defeatofthetulingUnited National Partywhen itlost

46of die54 seatswhiidiithadwon in the previouselections ThePeople's

Umtfid Party securedan absolutema]onty bywinning 51 seats SirJohn
Kotelawalaresignedon 11 April and S Bandaianaikeassumed office on
the next day

11. Genoal elections held on 27 April 1956 resulted in a dear victory
for the Govemment’s patty called the Anu-Fasast People’s League
(AFPEL)

12 Rajendia Ptasad. For b fn SeeVol 2, p 14

IS S Radhaknshtian Forb fii SeeVol 1, p 416
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by the quiet effiaency of the Police Tliey had to deal with

very difficult situations, but they kept their temper and

controlled crowds remarkably well Nevertheless, many
prominent visitors to Bombay from other parts of India,

apart from residents ofBombay, were injured by these stones

and brickbats If thid was meant to convert anyone, it failed

signally. If it was intended to be a threat, even so it could not

succeed

5 The All India Congress Committee passed a resolution

condemning violence " In this rcsoluuon, which you must
have seen, the Committee noted with grave concern the

increasing tendency in tlie country towards violence, indis-

apline and the lowering of standards of public life and

behaviour There was no reference in it to any particular

party or group Indeed, tliere was an appeal to the nation

and everj' party and organization in tlie country to work to

overcome these tendencies towards violence and indiscipline

and adventurism, because these imperilled democracy and

progress One would have thought that this was a resolution

to which no one could take exception And yet, the

Communist Party attacked this resolution in a statement’^

and called upon people to protest against it This was an

extraordinary and yet significent reaction, and it threw a

somewhat lurid light on the thinking of the Politbureau of

the Communist Party of India It is well known, of course,

that Communists not only do not believe in peaceful

methods but consider violent methods as perfectly justi-

fiable But to defend violence publicly in this manner is a

feat which, even for the Communist Party of India, was

rather remarkable

11 On 2 June 1956

12 The statement of 6 June 1956 called upon all democratic elements

to protest against the Congress resolution as "the majorresponsibility for

the increasing tendenej' towards violence, indisapline, and lowenng

standards of public life and behaviour lies on the shoulders of the leaders

of the ruling party ”
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New Delhi

7 June, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,*

Theattached note* aboutGovernment's production ofpeni-
cillin and other antibiotics may interest you. Some of you
know all about it already and are actually dealing with our
penicillin factory at Pimpn. I am, however, surprised to

learn that a number of State Governments are still continu-
ing to buy foreign-made penicillin This surely u not
necessary now, nor is it desirable Our production of
pemdllin is considerable and can meet all ^mands made
upon It It IS of high quality. Therefore, I hope that every
State Government will now deal with our penialhn factory
at Pimpn and not obtain penidlhn from pnvate sources.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni

^JolUn from the factoryseiupby the CentralGovernmentatPimpn inralia^uon withW H O It assured them that the quality of the drug
raaichedinternational standardsandthe pncewas thelowestcompaiedm
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how utterly confused the CommunistParty of India is. That

is no concern ofmine But, what does concern meand others

is the fact that their standards ofacuonandbehaviourdo not
seem to improve Indeed, because theyhavebeen knocked on

the head by certain developments abroad, they have to shout

all the more loudly and violently to justify their existence.

8 At the other end of the scale, there are the communal
organizations which believe firmly in violence While India

is thinking about great social and economic problems and

discussing the second Five Year Plan, these communal
parties have nothing to say about social and economic
issues They neither understand them nor care for them
They concentrateon local grievances and indulge in violent

activities Both in Bombay and Maharashtra, and in the

Punjab, the R S S has come into prominence in these

violent agitations In the Punjab, the R S S. has become
indistinguishable from the Jan Sangh, and both flourish

under the banner of the Maha Punjab Samiti and rejoice in

attacking individuals they do not likeand in trying to break

up meetings This is the lactic we have long recognized in

fasast parties in otlicr parts of the world Indeed, the whole

outlook of these communal organizations maybe described

as fasast

9 It IS interesting to know that the Communist Party and

the communal parties, far apart as they are supposed to be,

have no hesitation in joining hands to oppose the Congress

in elections and elsewhere Neither has any positive policy

left and can only function in a negative and usually in a

violent way This tendency towards violence and disruptive

tactics raises important issues for us to consider, regardless

of party or opinion It is to this that the Congress resolution

drew attention and it is necessary thatwe should realizehow
innocent people are misled and exploited for the ends of a

few This has always been the fasast way

10 There is another aspect of thiswhich deserves attenuon.

Certain foreign individuals and organizations (not

Governments) who do not approve of things as they are,

encourage anything that leads to disruption Such charges
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3. All this will be rather strenuous work, and yet it may
well be a change from my normal routine and worries here

India’sproblems will not leaveme wherever Imight be. And
so, I cannot enurely change die subject ofmy thoughts, but

other occupations and discussions will no doubt be a

refreshing change, however arduous they might be

4 In India the biggest thing we have to tackle and give

thought to is the second Five Year Plan and the adminis*

trauveapparatus thatshouldbe adapted to meet the needs of
that Plan. It is 'true that this Plan has attracted widespread
attenuonandeveryone says thatIndiais very Plan-conscious.
Andyet it is also true that recendy the dominantnewsm the

newspapers and the minds of many of our people has been
theproblem ofof Statesreorganizaoon and, more especially,

the troubles we have had on the Bombay side and in some
parts of the Punjab. I hope they will subside. Controversies
about such matters are natural and might almost be wel-
comed Butwhathas troubledmany ofus is theway some of
our people take to violence when they disagree with a
decision Stone-throwing, often with grievous results,
appears to be becoming a fairly usual practice as an
expression of disapproval. Arson and more violent attacks
also tokeplace Two days ago in Hoshiarpur in thePunjab a
publicmeetingwasbeingheldwhen it isreported abatchof
Jan Sangh people came and started throwing stones ® Many
were injuredandonepolice constable died ofhis injuries. In
Bombay, when the A I.C.C. met,*® there was a good deal of
stone-throwingandworse. Iwasmuch impressedinBombay

9 Following the lejecuon by the Union Home Minister of themand of the Maha Punjab Samm for a round table conference on the

j
Punjab and Himachal Pradesh, the Samm workers

I a^ a demonstrauon at a public meeting organizedby the Congress on

u

'*'"'** resulted in a dash between the police and the
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12. There is no lack of criticism and condemnation of

Government in the country Even our friends rejoice in

doing this We should welcome criuasm for it helps in

keeping us up to die mark But because of this constant

running down of what has been done or is being done, a

distorted picture is presented to our own people. Oddly

enough, foreigners often see this picture in a better pers-

pective In other democrauc countries, there is plenty of

cntiasm, but there is also pridem achievement and a desire

to stand together before the outside world

13 You may remember that four or five years ago an

eminent authonty from America, Mr Paul H Appleby,

spent some months in India, examining our administrauve
system and produced a report'^ which attracted a good deal

of attenuon Mr Appleby came here again two years ago,^''

and he has been here for the third dme recendy. On each

occasion, he did notcome herejust as a tounst, but as a keen

observer and spent some time in finding out how we were

functioning He has just produced another report after his

thud visit I hope you will get this soon, and I would

parucularly invite your attention to it He has critiazed our

administrative system sometimes in strong language and

has pointed out how, as it is today, it is not adequate for the

great tasks we have to face We welcome his cntiasms and I

hope we shall profit by them. But, his overall view of India

today IS at least as important as his detailed cntiasms This

overall view is given in the firstfewparagraphs ofhis report

I quote them below-

Intervals of about two years between three successive

visits to India provide a perspective in which achieve-

ments df the new nation appear with a clarity perhaps

otherwise not possible The achievements thus visible

are enormous, ofa sizeand quality probablyneverbefore

or elsewhere approached toge^er The democrauc

character of India does not permit the ruthless disr^;ard

19 SeeVol S.pp 296-297,413-414,424-427

20 SeeVol 3,p 482
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6 I have drawn your attenuon previously to the major

changes thathave taken placein the SovietUnion. Ihave no

doubt that these changes are very significant and indicate a

big stepaway&om the oldCommunistmethods of theSoviet

Unionand towardsa more normal adrmnistrative set-up In

some of the East European countnes, and notably in

Poland” these changes have been even more remarkable.

Probably Marshal Tito’s visit to the Soviet Union” will

result in a further step in the direcaon

7. While this is perfectly true about these Communist
countries, the behaviour of Communist Parties in countnes

where they are m a small minonty, indicates no real

improveriient There is confusion in their ranks and doubt

as to what they should do because of the changes in Russia

Havingpassionatdy adhered to the oldpolicies andmethods
of the Soviet Union, and accepted them as a creed which
could not be doubted or challenged, suddenly they find the

foundation slipping from under them Recently, the

Communist Party of India had a conference” at Palghat in
South India. Notknowingwhat to say clearlyand definitely,

they produced a resoluuon” which covers fortysix pages of

pnnt I have neither the time nor the desire to read through
all these fortysix pages, but I have seen enough to mdicate

15 Following Prune Minister Cyia"kicwici' call fora "new democra-
tirauon of our political and economic life”, the Government began
releasing on 30 Apnl pnsonen under the new amnesty law, announced
changes in fiscal policy in favour of peasantry, andintr^ucedchanges in
trade union leadership

14 From 2 to 23 June 1956
15 From 19 to 24 Apnl 1956
16 The resolution welcomed India’s new status as the leader of new

1
^** ^'3**tingagainst imperialism and forpromoungpeace in theworld
IVhile appreaating Nehru's stand on Kashmir, Bagjidad Pact, and U S
anro aid to Pakistan, it cntiazed support of the Commonwealth to
alMtanon Kashmirquesuon and Bntishsupport toPonugal on Goa It

welcomed the Government’s fight a^inst feudal forces and foreign
^ital, but cntiated their failure to fight comipnon and inefficiency,

*««>gn«ing Congress as a mass-based party cautionedagain«
“w feudal elements” in it and its so-called goal of socialism
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14. Since I ^v^ote to you last, the session of Parliament

ended after some mondis of hea\’y and continuous work.^

Many important pieces ofl^isladon ^^'ere passed. Perhaps,

ata later time, the outstanding achievement of this session

and the previous one will be the p»assage of the Hindu Law
ReformBills **Theyarenotinanyway revolutionary in the

changes the)' bring about and yet there is something

revxilutionary about them They have broken the barrier of

ages and cleared the way somewhat for our womenfolk to

progress. Ihavelongbeenconvincedthata nation’s progress
is intimately connected with the status of its w'omen I have

admired the womanhood of India. They played a great part

in our struggle for heedom and today they are playing an
increasingpartin theinnumerableactivities of the nation. I

do notadmiremanyrather&iv'olousandvulgaraspects that

are evident today. But, w-e must notbe led awayby this and
ignore the great changes that are coming over our women.
The)- aredoinggoodworkin theprofessions, in the sciences,
in the Services, andelsewhere.They areadaptingthemselves

to the new conditions of life, without uprooting themselves

horn the soil that has nurtured diem No revolution canbe

complete ifit is onlypolidcaL The essoiceofa revolurionaty
change is the economic aspecxand, 1 believe, we aremoving
atafairpace. The social aspea is indicatedby these refonns

in the Hindu Law, more especially relating to women.

22. Lok SiAha on SO lOSS and Kajya Sabha on SI May 1936

23 ThcHinduSnccessionBillwaspassrfbyljokSabhaonlSMayand

by Rajya Sabha on 8 Ma> 1956; the Hindu Minority and Guaidiandnp

Bfll vvaspassedbyLokSabhaon 17JulyandbyRajjaSabhaon2Angi^

1936, and Hindu Law of Adoption and Maintenance w-as passed on 29

November by Rajya Sabha andon 14December 1956 byLok Sabha.
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were made m the recent Burmese elecuons'? and similar

charges have been made in Ceylon during the language

troubles'* there I have no doubt that foreign money has

comem someway or other to help the Commumst Party of

Indiaand thecommunal parties Ineednotsaythatthesame

source does not feed both of these. Some of our newspapers

are not above receiving this type of help m various ways

11 Isuppose thatmanyofourpresent-day troublesaredue

to the fact that the general elections are not far off. These

troubles might well be considered a prelude and a prepa-

lauon for them. Many people m the wide world are

interestedm our coming elections We have therefore to be

wide awake and not be misled by relanvely small difference

of opinion into taking a path which leads away completely

from ordered progress I remember the awful happemngs
after partiuonm 1947-48 Idonotmean to say thatanything
like that is in the air or can happen in India But the poison
IS of the same variety and many of the people who aeated
trouble then are again on the war-path, if I may say so We
are apt to take many things too mudh for granted and to

forget that unless certain basic assumpuons arc agreed to

gengally, the superstrurture that we try to build will have
weak foundations Our views may differ but I am surpnsed
that intelligent persons should encourage activities which
Jnly lead, if they succeed, to disaster Fortunately ourpeople
^ve a good deal of solid commonsense and they have
natured: I do not think they can be led away easily, butwe
lave to explain things to them andmake them understand
Ibove all, we have to adhere to certain basic principles of
iroup and personal behaviour and to maintain certain
tendards That is more important than some rrunnr
dvantage or even some victory in an odd election

•7 See ante, p 373

t*
two mwnethnicgroupsmColomboon

June 1956, the day the House of Representatives debated the Offiaal
Sinhalese to be the sole official language of Sri

Rioung spread to other places also in the next few days
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regional formulas we have suggested to some other parts of

India

1 6 Last month®" we celebrated the Buddha Jayanti or the

2500th anniversary of the Parinirvana. I was very happy to

notice how this was celebrated in many parts of India. And
yet all the bme I feel the contrast between whatwe said and

what many of us did.

1 7. Pakistan goes from bad to worse, both politically^^and

economically. In East Pakistan there is famine. We have

gladly made a generous gift of 5000 tons of rice to relieve

somewhat thefamishingpeople ofEast Pakistan Politically

there is trouble all over Pakistan and instability. And yet all

this has not lessened the animus of some of the leaders of

Pakistan and the Press against India. They still talk of war
and American military supplies pour into Pakistan. This

should at least induce us in India to hold togetherand not to

encourage disruption and discord

18 In the outside world, perhaps Algeria presents themost

dismal and difficult problem We made some suggestions,^'

keeping in new the difficulties of both sides Thus far

neither side has accepted them, though they have not

rejected them either. A time will come, I have no doubt,

when the broad line we have suggested will have to be

adopted Meanwhile, mutual killing goes on and tragedy

overshadows the land

19 Recently we decided to establish diplomatic relations

with Spam.” Some people have thought that a clevermove

23 On23Ma>1956
26 After the introducuon of the federal constitution in Maidi 1956,

pari> dtssidenoe 'u-as acute in both East and West Pakistan

27 On 22May 1956, Nehru infoimedLokSabhaofhisproposalsto the

French and the Algerian nationalists whidi included a dedaradon on

both sides of ending violence, recognition by France of Algerian

independence, and leoognidon by the Algerian nauonals of Algena as

theirmother]andnotwithstandingtheinadalandethnicdifferences,and

direct mutual negotiauons on the basis of these proposals

28 This was announced simultaneously from MadridandNew Delhi

on 25 May 1956
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of immediate mass interest that has characterized efforts

elsewherewhich otherwise mightberegarded as similar
India has been both building and serving democratic

values while at the same ume engaging in a monumen-
tal programme of economic development Facing
tremendous need and many great difficulties, both

' primary objectives have been served convinangly with
vision, wisdom and hard practical performance The
two five year plans have been bnlkantly conceived in
their analysis of needs and dieir balancing of values
Understanding leadershipm the fieldof financial policy
has been as outstanding in this latter, much more
complex penod, as that of Alexander Hamilton^' in the
early days of theUnited States Mostof theprogrammatic
fields have been well directed, and the community
development programme as a whole has been successful
far beyond any reasonable expectations

Yet in the face of these achievements, one finds in
Parliament, in the Press, m the Universities, and in
many conversations that citizens of pretension,
culuvation and influence voice cntiasms whidi tend to
suggest a sense of failure and a lack of confidence
Cnuasms thatwouldbe appropriateenough as counsels
of improvement (which is ever to be had and always
desirable) are made in such sweeping and extravagant
terms, andm terms so little recognizing the nature and
means to administrative improvement, as to be
damapng and threatemng of mcreasing damage to
India's great march forward.- One is moved to observe
that India's greatest need is for a sense of certainty
concerning her own success

Amencan lawyer and statesmanwho as Fiisi Seoetarv
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that theU K and the U.S.A are trying to dissuade Pakistan

from doing so or at least wanted it postponed. I suppose

some time or other it will come up before the Security

Council. I am not greatly concerned about it, as our case is

strong enough

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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15. 1 have tefetied above to the agitation in some parts of

thePunjab over theregional formula.^* Ihave criticized iton
several occasions and said that I cannot remember having

seen a more misguided or misconceived agitation. I do not

expea everyone to t^ee withme or with our Government,
but one does expea a modicum of intelligence in under-

standing and appraising any step taken. I regret that this is

completely absenttoday in the Punjabamong thosewho are

getting so vastly excited about the regional formula That
formula flows almost inevitably from the basic approach in
regard to language that has been laid down in the final

chapters of the States Commission’s report regarding safe-

guards for linguistic minorities. It is in line with the policy
laiddown during the last few years by the Congress andby
the Punjab and Central Governments The details of this

regional formulahavenotbeenworkedouteven yet, though
thebroadprinciples are there. Whatthen is all this shouting
and thumping about, not to mention the stone-throwing? I
reallycaimotunderstand.Then there is thelouddemandfor
aMahaPunjab includingHimachal Pradesh. If there is one
thmg that is quite dear, it is this that the people of
Himachal Pradesh do not want to be merged into the
l^jab In faa they resent the idea. Are we w compel them
siniply because the Maha Punjab group so desired? The
entire regional formula of the Punjab is on a line with die

W The Akaliswho were demanding a Punjabi-speaking State agreed
tn ManA 1956 to a merger of the States of Pepsu and Punjab with two
tegtpnal standing committees one eadi for Hindi and Punjabi-speaking^ to deal with speafted laatteK To oppose this, the Maha Punjab^ti gavea call on 28 May 1956 fordneaacaon anddemandedmerger

epsu, Punjab and Himariial Pradesh as recommended by the Slates
"^Eamranon Commission. The Cbmmuniscs demanded Hindi-^Krog State of Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and a Funjabi-oieaking
rateOTd the Piaja Soddist Partyand other Socialists demandedmeiger

and Greater Delhi, or as an alternative, the

'"‘•raratsston, common for all the three States
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New Delhi

12 August, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,*

1 must apologize to you for not having sent you the usual
fortnightly letter for a long time Indeed, even now, I do not
consider this particular letter as a normal fortnightly one I

was away, as you know, for a month Since my return,' I

have been overwhelmed with work. And so, although I

wanted to write to you about many matters, including of
course my visit abroad, I have been unable to do so
2 Iam writing today, more particularly, about one special •

subject This is about agricultural production, especially
food production Soon aftermy return from abroad, I learnt
of the Conference of Central and State Ministers of Agri-
culture, which was held at Mussoorie at the end ofJune* of
this year A brief account was sent to me, and this was
followed by a longer report

3 I was distressed by this report and by what some of the

Ministers ofFood and Agriculture from the States saidat this

Conference * Reading a report of their remarks, I felt that

they had piobably not cared to read our second Five Year
Plan report This applies more especially to the reaction of

• A special letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 On 22 July 1956

2 From 28 June to I July 1956

3 While the Planning Commission esumated that the level of agn*

cultural production could be increased by 40K with the allocations

already made. State Ministers and the Union Agnculture Minister

thought that only 25® increase could be achieved ifan addiuonal sum of

Rs 108 croresivas provided There was also disagreementon fixation of

the minimum price for agricultural produce
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to influence the Catholic world in regard to Goa. Some
people have sJso thought that my reply to a question in

Parliament about Chitral^^ was also a hfochiavellian move
in rdadon to the Kashmir problem.*** I am afraid, Iam not
deverenough, norhave I the makings ofa Machiavelli. The
quesnon of having diplomatic relations with Spain had
been with us for a year or two. For many years we refused to

have them because of our dislike of the regime there. You
will remember how we sympathized in 1937 and after with
the Spanish Republic*’ Even the U.N. at one time asked its

monbers not to have relations with the present Spanish
Government ** But later when in recognizing the People’s
Government of China, we laid down the principle that a
stable Government shouldbe recognized whetherwe agreed
with it or not, itbecame difficult for us to deny recognition
to Spain.

20 So faras the Chitral question is concerned, itwas put to
us in the ordinary course in Parliament and I had to give a
correa reply from the legal and constitutional points of
view. There was nothing very clever about it I havebeen as
frank as any one can be in regard to Kashmir. 1 have
indicated the utmost limits to which we can go. Having
done so, we adhere to our full position and I see no reason
why we should qualify it There is some talk of Pakistan
raising this matter again in the Security Council. It appears

j ® question on 26 May 1956, Nehiu stated in Lok Sabha
ttot despite West Pakistan Act of 1955 wludt incoiporated Chiiial into

Pakistan the Goventment of India continued to
**53™ wierainty ofJammu and Kashmir as extending over Chitral

May
suggestedby Taya Zinkin in ManchesterGuardianon 29

pi! k^'^™ Congress bad extended their support to the^uMican Government m their fight against the Nationalists under

GovSnlTm
sucr^ed in defeating the popular

S2 The UN General Assembly resolution of December 1946

"^s revoked in November 1950
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something is explained to them But, apart from this, we
have no other choice but cooperauve farming The real

alternative is collective farms owned by the State, which

most Communist countri^ have That, I take it, is further

removed from the old customs and habits of the Indian

farmer, to which a reference is made

7 I have not heard of the argument that we should not

increase our railway system or even scrap the railways that

we have, because the Indian farmer is used to the bullock

cart We live in a different age and, indeed, even the age we
live in IS, perhaps, ending before long, to give place to yet

another age, the atomicage Ifwe are not wide awake to these

obvious facts, then we fail as a nation and as individuals

8 I am convinced that it is essential for us to have

cooperative farming There are, of course, many types of

cooperauve farming, and we need not be ngid about a

particular kind Bu t the prtnapleand the essenual elements

of practice have to be acceptedand acted upon It has also to

be remembered that, in the world of today, the pace is fast

Those who lag behind get left to fend for themselves in a

world against them Therefore, these changes to bnngabout
cooperative farming cannot be slow No doubt, they take

some time, but we have to work hard for them

9 Even as I write this, a delegation of ours® is visiting

China to enquire especially into the very rapid growth of

cooperatives there Within two or three years, millions of

cooperauve farms have sprungup there Now, they arebeing

converted into collectives We do not want to go in that

direction But the forces atwork which are driving China in

that direction, a vast agricultural populaUon, the need for

greater production, etc —are at work in India, and we have

to find some solution After a great deal of thought and

considerauon of this problem, we have defimtely come to

the conclusion in the second Five Year Plan and, indeed,m

6 It tvas led by R K Paul, who had resigned from the Indian Ovil

Service and took an interest in agriculture
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New Delhi

26 July, 1956

i' My dear Chief Minister,*

Our Health Minister, Rajkumari Anrnt Kaur,> has written

to me on the prohibition policy which is being pursued by
theDelhi StateGovernment Idonotknowmuch about this.

We are all, of course, in favour of prohibition, but there is

always one danger in pursumg a policy of prohibition. We
might encourage illiat distillation and bootlegging. That
remedy is worse than the disease.

The Health Minister has also laid stress on this matter,

and she says that already some illicit distillation has begun
and bootleggers are waiting for the final ban in order to

inaease this illicit distillation.

1 hope thatyourGovernment will keep this aspect fullyin
view. It is better to go a little slowly and lay the foundations
of a firm policy rather than create hesh evils. It was because
of this reason that the Planning Commission, after long
discussion, felt that no rigid line should be laid down and
progress should be firm, even though slow

You might, therefore, discuss this matter with your
Government so as to avoid taking any steps which lead to
wrong results

I'Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

A special letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

J Forb fn,seeVol l,p 364
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12 One thing is patent The entire future of our second

Five Year Plan depends upon our agncultural production.

It IS only the increase in this agncultural production that

vnll give us the resources to fulfil that Plan oreven goahead

If that fails us, the Plan fails, and the future of India is dark

This applies to all agncultural production, more especially

It applies to foodgrains because they are thebasis of lifehere

I It IS bad enough that India, an agricultural country, has to

import foodgrains It would be worse if we do not get over

this in the near future and have surpluses which will give a

basic strength to our economy

13 How, then, are we to increase this production? We
know for a fact that some other countnes have rapidly

increased their foodproduction in the lastfew years without

any tremendous use of femhzers How has C^ina done it?

China's resources in this respect are not bigger than ours.

China IS at the same time laying far greater stress on
industrial developmentandheavy industry than we are Yet,

they are succeeding in increasing their agncultural produc-

tion at a faster pace than we are Surely, it should not be

beyond our powers to do something that China can do

14 We are using our ferulizers and they have helped us to

increase our producuon We may use them more But it is a

very doubtful matter how far chemical fertilizers by them-

selves are good in the long run. We are laying far too much
stress on chemical fertilizers. Few people talk aboutcompost

and manures and the like, although these can be made

available in largequantiaes ifwe try hardenough. Thegreat

advantage thatChina has is the use ofsuch natural manures

15 lam notwnanga technical treatiseon this matter. But

what I am venturing to,do is to draw your attention to the

extreme urgency of this problem. Iamconvinced thatwecan

solve It and that we can do so vmthout any large additional

expenditures We really have not seriously taken it up I

understand that in our community projects, the increased

food production during the first Five Year Plan penod was

about twenty five per cent This was brought about without

any great strain or effort If thatwas so, surelywecan expect
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some of the Members of the Conferent^^ to cooperative

homing ^ I am astonished that any person in India should

consider cooperative farming inadvisable or not feasible If

there is one thing that is generally recognized all over the

world today, it is this- that cooperative farming is essential,

both from the economic and the soaal points of view It is

true that from the economic pomt of view, a large farm will

also be very productive But once we give up these large

farms, and have relatively small holdings or farms, then it

becomes inevitable for co-operation between a number of

small farmers This is the economic aspect

4 Prom the sodal pomt of view, cooperative farmmg is

equally necessary. We talk about a cooperative common-
wealth What exactly does this mean? In the world of today,

there isan inevitable tendency foreverything tobe doneon a
la^er and more centralized scale This has certain advan-
tages, but It has also many disadvantages, more especially if

these large-scale operations are controlled by a few private

individuals.

5 We talkof decentralization, andl think inmany wayswe
should encourage this But, decentralization by itself is not
likely to succeed unless we bring mto it the advantages of
large-scale cooperauve working through cooperative pro-
cesses The alternative is State ownership.

6- To say, as some people do, that the Indian burner is too
much accustomed to his old methods and is not prepared to
change them, does ndt help at all If he will not change his
methods, hu lot will become harderand harder, and he will
go to the wall. Our farmers, even though they might not be
well-educated, are intelligent enough to understand when

4 A ^ntereoce of Ministers of Co-operation was also held at
Mussoone from 1 to 4 July 1956
5 While setung up of a cooperative farm in each of the 500 nauonal

wtension service blocks and credit soaeues to help such activitv was

asTt*^ M
State Ministers, they argued against cooperauve farming

cultivators mere wage-labourers and curb thw
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19 After a great deal of trouble and conflict and violence,

we thought we had arrived at a haven in regard to the States

Reorganization Bill Nobody calls it an idral solution of

every problem But Ido believe that it is, by and large, a good

solution. It IS always possible to rectify minor errors later

The major deasion about a composite Bombay State

suddenly made a great change in the whole approach.* We
rejoiced at this change and the new atmosphere that had

been created Even as we rejoiced, violence and arson spread

in Ahmedabad and other parts of Gujarat,* and blood was

shed No greater warning of the dangers that surround us

could have come to us than this from the oid home town of

Gandhiji All of us will have to do a great deal of heart-

searchmg Where is the country going to, ifwe relapse into

violence at every provocation or petty irritation^ Unfortu-

nately, there are some political parties which rejoice when
this land of violence takes place and which encourage it

This IS called by them encouraging militancy in poliucs

Our young men and women, on whom the burden of

running this country will inevitably be cast, go out into the

streets and are "militant” andbum and destroy. Our poor

policemen are attacked as if the police are responsible for the

decisions of Parliament If this is the normal atmosphere of

our country, then we speed tovtrards diaos

20 We talk bravely of the Panchsheel in the wide world

and ofpeaceful co-existence In ourown country, weact in a

contrary way

21 lam disturbedand distressedby all this, as you mustbe

and yet, my mind then goes to the great constructive work

8 On 2 and 3 Augustabout 220 Members of Parliament in Lok Sabha,

in a memorandum to Government, proposed a bigger bilingual state of

Bombay to include Saurashira, Kutdi, and Vidharbha as a solution to the

tangled issue of Bombay aty The proposal was accepted by die

Government on 6 and by Lok Sabha on 9 August 1956

9 Violent demonstrations to protestagainst the proposal for Bombay

took place from 8 August in Ahmedabad and several other places in

Gujarat resulting in several deatlis and injuries to many people
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the earlier one also, thatwe must have cooperauve farming.

At this stage, for anyone to challenge this surprises me.

10 The otherandeven more importantproblem is greater

agricultural producuon and, moreparucularly, food produc-

tion I find from the report of the Mussoorie Conference a

angular lack of apprcciauon of the urgency of this matter

Many Agricultural Ministers take it for granted that addi-

tional funds are available I dispute that argument and,

certainly, it is not an admitted proposition It may be, of

course, Aat, with some more money thrown in, we can

achieve more results. But that is begging the question We
cannot create money out of nothing, andwe havegone as far

as we could possibly go in estimating our resources for the

second Five YearPlan We dare not increase them, unlesswe

make good in the first two or three years to such an extent

that we can confidently take a further step even within this

second Plan period The problembefore us is to increaseour

food production considerably within the limits of the

resources provided for in the Plan

11. lam someumes told that our calculations have been

carefully madeandarebasedon expertopinion How, then,

can we ^allenge them? All honour to the experts. I believe

in expert knowledge, but I believe even more in solving a

problem than in giving an expert excuse for not solving it

After all, there are other countries in the wide world, whidh

have dealtwith similarproblems.Why have they donemuch
better than we have done or than we think of doing? Are

human beings in other countries made of a different mould
or is It that experts there are different’ I am sorry that I am
wrmng strongly in this matter. But I have to do so as I feel

very strongly. I think that many of us, and more especially

our experts, have got into a groove and a rut of thought
which IS peculiarly unhelpful. We shall have to get out of

that rut and be a little more active and onginal in our
thinking Necessity, they say, is themother ofinvention. Is it

thatmost of us, including the experts do not feel this terrible

pressure of necessity and, therrfore, do not care to think
harder than they do?
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New Delhi

16 August, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

1 am attaching to this letter a somewhat belated note on my
tour abroad in June-July last.

2 On the \erv day of m) return to Delhi from my tour, I

was faced with the resignauon of a colleague, the Finance

Minister. This was not entireh unexpected, as there had
been some reference to it before 1 left Delhi.> but to be faced

with it on my airital here was slightly disconcerting. I

dislike parting with colleagues If this has to be done, it

should be done with grace and goodwill. Unfortunately

both were lacking in the present instance.

3. I w as charged bj Shn C D Deshmukh with t-arious sins

of omission and commission and notably with bypassing

the Cabinet in arris ing at imponant decisions It was not

becoming forme to refer to Cabinet decisions* in reply or to

prolong this unseemh debate But I might inform you that I

referred this matter to ms colleagues in the Cabinet

subsequentlv and they were unanimously of opinion that

Shri Deshmukh’s charges were not jusufied Apart from

numerous discussions t\e had in the Cabinetabout the States

1 CD Deshmukhhadresignedon 18June,buiwasaskedbjNefaruto

continue ull he teiumod from his foteign tour

2. On 25 JuU , Deshmukh stated in Rajya Sabha that he had resigned

becausehetUd not-wish to share iheresponsibilitj'ofGoremmeni'sacnou

of separating Bomba) ai% from Maharashtra and enddaed Ndmi for

making an announcement on the future of Bomba) dty tvithout taking

the Cabinet inio conddence and for b)’pas5ing the LoV Sabha

i%hich %\-as seized of the matter
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a thirty per cent increase with a little more effort in these

areas In the course of the second Five Year Plan, we intend

to cover the country with community projects and national

extension schemes In all these areas, therefore, the increase

should certainly be thirty per cent

16 This means, of course, that our community projects

and national extension schemes must be directed deli-

berately to this end Further, there mustbe full coordmation
of the various Departments of Government. It is ultimately

intensive cultivation that will make a major change in

India A litde addition in the area of cultivation, though
welcome, makes little difference.

17. Iwouldbeg ofyou to give thought to these matters and
to share this letter of mine with your other Mmisters and
more especiallyyourAgriculture I^nister. The experts who
advise you in these matters, should be asked to wake up and
look atmlity and not live in some text-book world. Also,
they must not thinkin terms ofAmericaandEngland, but in
terms.of India and the problems we have to face

18 As I write to you, the world is faced by one of the most
senous cnses whichwe have had during the past few years
This IS the Suez Canal issue ^Thenextweekortendayfwill >

indicate whichway the world goes, towards conflictor away
from It This Itself indicates how dangerously we live
constantly on the edge of a preapice We grow complacent
and waste our time m petty disputes and arguments and
sometimes wnting long notes on files In this dangerous
world, the complacentand thosewith parochial mindshave
little place

7 On 26 July, in reply to the refusal of the United States to finance
wnstruction of the Aswan Dam, Egypt nauonalired the Suez ranai

to
all ns assets and funds, and agreed to pay compensauon

.
®"™w>ldet5 as per market rate The decision was cnuozed by Bntain

Fnn
^ ttansacuons with Egypt The U S A , Britam and

international conference on Suez would be

J:®"**"
1® August to consider establishment of anmemauonal body or agency to keep the Canal free for traffic
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Minister.^ Nonetheless, it means an additional burden on

me This does not matter so much, but Iam anxious that this

important portfolio should have justice done to it and it is

obvious that I cannot conunue as acting Finance Minister

for long We have to face difficult problems in which

Finance is intimately concerned There is the nse in prices^

and the possibility of inflation There is nothing to be

alarmed about this at present But the greatest care has to be

taken toprevent any untoward happening Then there is the

rapid depletion ofour foreign exchange resources owing to

large demands for machinery, etc ^ All these are basic to our

Plan and to our future progress and I seek your active and

emest co-operation m these matters

7 I sent you a letter a few days ago about food production

and drew your attention to the urgency of this quesuon It

hurts me to see that our foreign exchange resources have to

be spent in importing foodgrains * And yet this has to be

done because we lack them and can take no risk in this

direction But it is not merely a question of having just

enough for our requirements We have to increase our

agricultural production even for purposes of export so that

this may help us in adding to our resources This is of vital

importance

8. Of the many things that have happened in India during

the past three weeks, three are perhaps the most important

5 Ball Ram Bhagai (b 1922) Congressman bom Bihan Member,

Provisional Parliament, 1950-52, Lok Sabha, 1952-77, and again since

1980, Speaker, 1976-77, ParliamentarySeoetaiy, 1952-55, DeputyMinisier

for Finance, 1955-63, Minister for Planning, 1963-66, for Defence, 1967,

for External Affairs, 1967-69, 1985-86, of Foreign Trade and Supply,

1969-70, for Steel and Heavy Industry, 1970-71

6 The whole-sale pnce index with 1939 as base, rose from 376 0 in

January 1956 to 404 2m July 1956

7 During the fust Five Year Plan the net fall in the foreign exdiange

reserves was Rs 73 12 crores, and foreign exchange reserves stood at Rs

761 74 crores There was also a fall in sterling balances

8 Later, on20August, theLok SabhapassedSupplementaryDemands

totalling Rs 89 65 crores of whidi Rs 80 48 crores were for addinonal

import of foodgrarns
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that IS being done in India, our vast developmental pro-

grammes, our sdenufic advance and the millions of people

who are building up new India. As a symbol of this great

advance, came the otherday thenews thatouratomicreactor
had reached criticality and wasproduang atomic energy.^®

22 In the World, our prestige stands high and we are

respectedamong other nauons. When a crisis occurs, many
look to us to find some way out, because we have gained a
reputation for some maturitym thought, some wisdom and
a capaaty not to lose our heads when a difficult situation

comes Yet many lose their tempers and their heads over the

pettiest matters inside our country.

23. There is this race between the forces of peace and
progress and friendly co-operation and development and
buildingup and the other dark forces which thmk in terms
of violence and conflict, of destruction and disruption and
chaos It is no good our drifting. We have to take our firm
stand and adhere to it and make it clear to everyone in this
country what stuff we are made of.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

•0 The atomic leactor near
' "P^atton on 4 August 1956

Trombay, the fust m Asia, went into
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have been no such dramatic developments as in the case of

the States Reorganisation Bill Up to the 2nd August, we
were fully committed to the Bill as originally framed, that is,

separate States of Maharashtra and Gujarat and Centrally

administered Bombay Slate Rather suddenly, on the 2nd
August, some private members of Parliament, without

distinction of party, got moving This kind of thing is very

unusual in any Parliamentand, while I respect the initiative

of pnvate members, I am not sure that this business of

getting signatures is a wholesome one. Nonetheless, I must
admit that, on this occasion, it yielded nch results and

created a situation which theGovernment could not ignore.

Indeed, we did not wish to ignore it eitlier, because it was in

line with ourown tliinking Ouronly difficulty had been the

lack of agreement among the parties concerned And so,

within a few days, this majorchange was made, debated and

passed by the Lok Sabha At the conclusion of the third

reading, there was not even one dissentient voice raised

That was an extraordinary culmination of the fierce and

angry debates and all the upheavals and riots that had taken

place during the past many months

11 I haveno doubt that this was a right soluuon and there

was a sigh of reliefnot only in Parliament butin many parts

of the oountrj', as if a burden had been lifted

12 We were a little premature, however, in our rejoiang,

and in Ahmedabad especially and in some other parts of

Gujarat, trouble flared up ” Some dissatisfaction, some

demonstrations were to be expected But, for liodng on a

major scale and arson, none was prepared. It was peculiarly

distressing that this strong and disciplined province of

Gujarat, with its long traditions so intertwined .with

Gandhiji and histone movements, should fall a prey to this

crude violence

13 This particular phase will pass, but every thinking

person in Indiamustbe wondennginwhatdirectionweare

13 See ante, p 396
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rmi:ganizauon in all its aspects, the final draft Bill was

pla(^ before it on two occasions and passed. On both these

occasions Shri Deshmukh was present

4 He referred also to a much earlier matter, the deasion

sdiout the formation of the Andhra State This deasion had
been formally taken by the Cabinet even before Shn
Deshmukhjoined the Government. Therewas a reservauon
to It in regard to Madras City. The moment this difficulty

was removed, the deasion came into effect and I answered a
question accordingly in Parliament.

5. It is possible thatsome minor decisions may bemadeby
any Minister without particular reference to his colleagues

in the Cabinet As a matter of fact, it has been our practice

here to refer every important matter to the Cabinet and in
regard to other matters there is usually consultationbetween
Mimsters concerned We have numerous Cabinet Commi-
ttees at work I have attached great importance to this

practice of frequent consultation, not only because of

constitutional reqmrements but because I think it is essen-
tial fora Cabinet toworkas a teamand tobe acquaintedwith
what ishappemng Indeed, you mightremember that I have
sometimes drawn the attention of Chief Ministers to this

matterand suggested to them to have frequent consultations
formally or informally with their colleagues

6 For the ume being, I have taken the Finance port-
folio myseli I have the help of two Mimsters of State, Shri
M.C. Shah* and Shn A C. Guha* as well as a Deputy

3 Manila! Chatuibhai Shah (1894-1960) Lawyer and Congressman
Gujarai, President, Ahmedabad Mumapahty, 19S6-42, Member,

^stituem Assembly, 1946-49, Provaional Parliament, 1950-52, of
lya Sabha, 1952-60, Deputy Minister of Finance, 1952-54, Minister of

7® ™J^®venue and Cml Expenditure (Finance), 1954-57

IQ»a M Congressman fromWestBengal,MemberA ICC from

IOw’m Assembly 1947-49, Provisional Parliament,^ Sabha, 1952-67, Deputy Minister for Finance, 1953-54,
tsterof State ofRevcnueandDefence Expenditure (Finance), 1954-57.
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concentrated and cooperative effort and a spirit of dedica-

tion more necessary than today

16 Two years or so ago, when the Congress passed the

Avadi resolution on a soaalist pattern of soaety, and
Parliament also accepted this objective, there was the

infusion of a new life in the country ” Then came the

question of States reorgamzaaon and suddenly all the evil

hidden in our hearts came out and took possession of us,

blinding us and leading us to wrong acaon We stood out

before ourselves and the world as narrow and parochial-

minded, caste-ridden peoplewhowere unworthy ofwhatwe
had ourselves proclaimed

17 Perhaps, it was as well that this happened and this

hidden evil came out Ifu was in us, as it was, then it has to

come outsome time or other. Havewe exorazed this spirit of

evil and got nd of it or does it soil possess us?

18 There is the distant noise of approaching elections,’’

and candidates and aspirants are preparing for the contest

Elections make a difference In our democratic set up, they

are important and have to be taken seriously. But, far more
important than elections is the spint of the country and the

mind and heart of the growing generauon which will

represent this country in the future Far more important are

the ideals which we proclaim and the faith and hard work
that we put in for their realization Far more important are

the standards of behaviour that we maintam
19. We live m a period of histone happenings m our

country and in the world Do we realize this tremendous

opportunity and responsibility and try to raise ourselves up

17 See ante, pp 112 and 125

18 General elections for Union Parliamentand StateAssembhes weie

held from 25 February to 12 Mardi 1957
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There has been with us the Suites Reorganization Bill^

dealingwith amatterwhich has led to so many upheavals in

some parts of the country There is, in foreign affairs, the

SuezCatial issue*®which has suddenly confronted the world
withadangerous crisis. Today theLondon Conferencemust
havemetandwe shouldknow in a few days the resultof this

Conference The third matter is of no immediate signi-

ficance but of great importance for our future. That is the

producuon of atomic energy in India”—the first time in

Asia.

9 I shall not write heremuch about the Suez Canal issue.

What I write might well be out of date by the time you get

this letter But, you will observe that, whether we wish it or
not, a heavy burden has again fallen upon us, and many
countries look to us forhelp in findingapeaceful solution.”

Wehavesentastrong team to theLondon Conference, ledby
Shri V.K Krishna Menon. Apart from his great ability, he
has aremarkable capacity fordealmgwith situations of this

kind It was partly due to his efforts that success came in the
Geneva Conferenceon Indo-Chinaand in the earlierKorean
negouauons. But, we must realize that this is far the most
difficult task that we have undertaken in international
affairs.

id* In the relatively brief history of our Parliament, there

9 TheBiH-was passed byLok Sabhaon 10 AugustandbyRaiya Sabha
®i 25 August 1956
W Seeante,p 395
11 Sceante,p 397.
12 Nasser danfied to Netmi on 4 August that Egypt was opposed to

“PosmonotanyimetnauonaUuthontyover the Canal butwouldagree
Mgn an intemattonai treaty assuring security and fieedom of navi-^on to users of the Omat. The same day. Zhou Enlai told the Indian
Mssadorm Beijing that People's China supported the In^an stand

^
India to play an important role at London Two days later,

Wune Minister of Indonesia asked India to ptessuiue Bntain not to

^^^10 use of amts On 7 August, Eden wrote to Nehru that India's

^ to
^ ntniost help to Bntain in securinga settlement
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Enclosure*

I am wiimg this note on Independence Day, August 15,
1956 It IS just a little ovei three weeks since I returned to
India' after a month's tour abroad. Tliese three weeks have
brought so many developments, botli within tlie country
and outside, that my tour is already old history and I feel a
little reluctant to write about it. In any event, I cannot wnte
in such detail as I had at first intended. Not to write some
brief record of this very interesting and instructive visit of
mine to European and other countries would probably not
be nght

2. I am therefore drawing your attention here to a few
salient facts. The main purpose of my visit abroad was to
attend the Prime Ministers* Conference in London Gra-
dually other engagements were fixed up On my way to
London, I stopped for a day at Damascus On my way back
to India I spent a day in Beirut, the capital of Lebanon
These visits to Syria and Lebanon were very brief, but they
were woithwhile and they gave me a picture of these two
small but important Arab countries, both steeped in old
history I had the opportunity to meet the leaders of these
countries and to have fairly long talks with them
3 Among the other countries I visited, were West
Germany, a briefday in Pans, a day in Yugoslavia and a day
in Cairo The last place was visited on my way back

4 I was to have gone to the United States to see President
Eisenhower but this had to be postponed owing to die

President's illness This changeinmy programme at the last

moment gave me foui or five extra days I utilized them to

pay a visit to Ireland,* which had been long overdue.

5 In the course of this month’s tour, I thus visited a wide
assortment of cotmtries and came in contact with leading

• Noteon hw tourabroad in June-July 1956, New Delhi, 15 August 1966

1. On 23 July 1956

2 From7toll July 1956
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going. In Ahmedabad, the vast body of textile workers kept

away from noting and violence. It was apparently mainly

.the studentswho took the lead. What exacdy has happened
toouryoungmenandyoungwomen that they shouldact in

this distressmg way> There are, of course, people who
exploit and encourage this. But there must be some deep

malaise for this kind of thing to occur. We talk of indisd-

phne, but the gravest of all indisdplines is emotional

mdisdpline which upsets the balance of the individual. We
have seen in India these emotional upheavals and, what is

worse, we have seen them take to violence.

14 Able observers from abroad have visited India recently

and given us their appraisals ofour work We have had the

Appleby Report,*^ to which I would draw your particular

attention, the Wilson** Report** about our community
projects and nauonal exension service and many other

reports. In foreigncountnes there is a keen and vivid mterest
in India’s development plans as well as in India’s role in

international affairs. What is all this worth to us if we lack

confidencem ourselves and have nojstandards ofbehaviour?
15. Most intelligent observers tdl us that the next five or
ten years are of vital importance to India and, in a sense, to
the world, becauseIndiawillmakea difference to theworld.

Ifwedonotmakegoodduringthisperiod,wegodo'wn We

^ no longer carrying on a static existence at a low level.

Thereis a dynanusm in India, andwe are playing for high
stakes, to vrin or lose. At no time in India’s history was a

W See ante, pp 382-383
15 ML. Wison (1885-1969) U.S agncultutal economist and ad-

mmsttator.UndersecretaryofAgnculture, 1VS4-40, directorofextension
’'ork. lWO-54

16 The Report said "a great deal of soaal invention and new creative
Hikinghas goneintothemovement in India,”andhoped that"people’s

F^^mme”would takeover “administered governmentprogramme ” It

it^*^****^
**** Block Development Officers andhoped that the

WQnal farmer would' really understand the coc^eiative idea and
upaie freely in the demcxaatic process
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old and new combine and intermingle in India and in these

Arab countries

The texture of life itself and the mind of man m our

country, as in these Arab countries, is also a part of this

curious mixture, which is somewhat deeper than the

externals of avilization Some people may argue that these

relics of the past are just evidence ofbackwardness Probably,

they are so to a large extent Perhaps, also, there is something

else about them, which is not easy to grasp. With thecoming
of industrialization in full flood, most of those relics will

disappear, in so far as external evidence is concerned Will

the texture ofman’s mind also change in thesameway in our

country and in these regions? I do not know In any event,

these conflicts of pastand present, the interplay offorcesand

movements, the ferment in men's minds, were fascinating

phenomena forme They exist ofcourse, in India, butwe are

used to them more or less in ourown country In asomewhat
different context and environment, they stnke one with

greater force

7. These two small Arab countries, Syria and Lebanon, are

probably more advanced intellectually and in physical

standards than the otherArab countries Cairo, the capital of

Egypt, IS of course a great Arab intellectual and cultural

centre Even so, Damascus and Beirut hold their place and

havea tradition ofscholarshipand great universities Indeed

from both Syria and Lebanon, vast numbers of their citizens

have migrated in the past, chiefly when these countries were

underTurkish rule, to Northand South America There are,

I believe, more Lebaneseand Syrians outside these countnes

than there are in them Largenumbers ofengineers, doctors,

and the like go from Lebanon now to Saudi Arabia and

perhaps other Arab countries Lebanon is a very attractive

little country, offenng a variety of climate, from the warm

seaside to snow-covered mountains which can be reached in

two or three hours’ drive And so, one can bathe in the sea

and, after three or four hours’ travel, have winter sports

8 In both these countries, the question of Palestine or

Israel was almost the dominant issue It was quite extra-
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to that high level? Whether we like it or not, a high destiny

has caught us in its grip. We may master it and shape it to

our will, or fail and prove ourselves false to the opportunity

that came to us

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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The Arabs today refer casually to the Crusades and say that

they are prepared to wait Ulbmately, even without major
war, they will squeere out Israel Whether they really believe

in this or not, I do not know. I rather doubt it, and they are

probably prepared for some compromise on the lines of

exchange of some patch of territory and compensation for

the refugees On this quesuon of territorial change Israel is

adamant The whole question ofcourse is tied upwith wider
international problems and it must be remembered that the

United States ofAmenca andeven to some extent the United

Kingdom are rather inclined towards Israel The Soviet

Union in recent months has shdwn favour to the Arabs

1 0 And so to the Commonwealth Conference in London
There was nothing unusual about this. I found, however, a

feeling of unease among some people in England and more
so among the Australians and the New Zealanders at the

Conference about the present functioning of the Common-
wealth They said that it was too loose and that something

should be done to give it a greater coherence The Pnme
Minister^ of Australia wrote some articles on this subject in

the London Times But this subject was not pursued Most

people realized that any such effort might well lead to the

breakingup of the Commonwealth as it is today. Apart from

Asian countries. South Afnca was entirely opposed to this

There ivas no discussion on this issue in the Conference

Itself

11 I found that the visit of Mr Bulganin and Mr
Khrushchev to London* had evidently made an impression

Oddly enough this impression was greatest on prime

Minister Eden and some of his other Mmisters Partly

because of this visit. Sir Anthony Eden recognized that

significant changes had taken placeandwere takingplace in

the SovietUnion as well as in the EastEuropean Communist

countries To some extent, he agreed with us on this

6 Sir Robert Gordon Mennes For b fo see Vol 2, p 305

7 On 11 and 12 June 1956

8 See ante, p 372
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statesmen who were playing an important part in world

affairs today Mybrief visit to Damascus and Beirutbrought

to my mind long vistas of past history Damascus is

supposed to be one of the oldest ciues of the world. In that

respect, it is anval ofBanaras Thousands of years of history

liebuned there, under its sands and in the memories ofmen.

So, also, with Beirut where one can see layer upon layer of

avilization existing for a while and then passing away,

giving place to another. Armies and proud conquerors have
passed this way from Asia to Europe and Europe to Asia

Here, for hundreds of years, Christendom fought Islam

during the Crusades and, ulumately, acknowledged defeat

Indeed, the Crusadesbrought the ratherbackwardEuropean
countries of those days into touch with the more cultured

people of Western Asia

6. In Damascus stands a great mosque which was a great

Chnstian cathedral before Islam came There lies buned
Saladin or Salah-al-Din,* the Moslem hero of the Crusades.

There also is a tomb supposed tobe that ofJohn theBapusL^
In Damascus, there-is still a road named "The Street called

Straight” which is referred to inbiblical history. So, as I flew
over these vast tracts of Western Asia and halted for a brief

while at Damascus and Beirut, the panorama of ages long
past camebefore me, and 1had a sensation that pastwas not
quite dead. It impinged on the present, even though the

present was so different. As in India, there is a cunous
combinauon and overlapping of the past and the present
with dreams of the future. Just as thebullockcart is as much
a part of India today as the railway tram or the aeroplane, so
also many ancient relics conanuem these Arab countries of
Western Asia together with modem htctones and buildings
andways of life. But itis notmerelym theexternal sense that

3 Yusut Ibn-Ayyub Salah-al-Din (1138-1193) Sultan of Egypt and
“y™ f'®"' 1174, foughtand defeatedRichardlof England and Philipn
of France who took nartm the Crusades m 1189
4 CousinofJesuswhois said tohavebaptaedhim.authornfonpnf th>

lour Gospels
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biggest thing of all is the conunuing depopulauon of

Ireland The Irish people are very prolific. Each family

produced at least half a dozen or more children But large

numbers migrate conunuously to Amenca or to England or

to Australia or some other country and many make good

there This is one of the present-day headaches of the Insh

leaders

14 After this Ireland, living still in an earlier part of this

century, we came up suddenly against Western Germany of

today Here was bustle and activity, hard thinking and hard

work Within the few years after the War, they had rebuilt

their cities which hadbeen grievouslydamagedbybombing

They had spread out their industries and absorbed about

nine million displaced persons who had come from East

Germany or Poland or Czechoslovakia Indeed, in spite of

this vast influx, there was actually a lack of manpower in

Germany and they had to bring a hundred thousand Italians

for road-building One couldnotbutadmire the uemendous

energy, ability and discipline of the German race Twice

defeated in war and suffenng enormous loss and damage,

here they were again vital, amfident and advanang There

are very few countnes in Europe with thatabundant vitality

and confidence which we find in Western Germany

15 Almost everywhere that I went, but more espeaally in

Western Germany, there was deep interest in what was

happening in India During the past two or three years there

has been a marked change in outlook in regard to India

There is a definite belief in these countries that India is

making good and is well set on the way to industrial

progress Because of this belief, there is a keener desire than

ever before for closer association with India in this business

of industnalizaUon Both political and economic reasons

make these countries look towards Indiaand try to findways

of co-operation In Germany, the greatest interest was

in our second Five Year Plan I exhausted all the copies I ha

of It and there were demands for more The Federa

Government appointed a speaal Governmental Committee

to examine our second Five Year Plan to find out how ey
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Qtdinaiy to see the passion over this issue. Half the popula-

tion of Lebanon is Christian, the prmapal Christian sect

being the Maronites But these Christian Arabs were, if

anything, evenmore anti-Israel than theMoslem Arabs.The
President? ofLebanon,ahighly accomplishedperson, spoke
to me quietly, hut with concentrated anger and dislike, of

Israel. This dislikecould hardlybedue to religion. It seemed
tome that therewasanelementofeconomicrivalry, so far as

Lebanon was conamed Beirut is a great mercantile city,

and there was probably a fear there that the growth of Israel

might comem its way
9 From Damascus we flew to Athens and Rome for

refuelling, passing over the Acropolis of Athens and the

Colosseum and other anaent buildings of Rome. The
illusion of the past remamed, the past wherein lay the roots
of European culture. The Mediterranean had been the link
between thesepast civilizations ofEuropeand Western Asia
Thespreadof the Ottoman Empirehadresultedinbreaking
the links between these Mediterranean regions of the East
and West, and in later years the Arab areas suffered much
under Turkish rule and became very backward As I have
saidabove, largenumbers ofArabs from Syria andLebanon
migrated to foreign countries inthose days. Itwas only at the
end of the first WorldWar that this Arab world came out of
*beTurkish sphereandnewmovements began towork there
which led, after some conflicts with Western countnes, to
mdependena. Even now there is Israel, in the heart of the
Arabcountryunabsorbedandunacaptedby theseneighbour-
rog Statesanda source of continuous trouble to thatregion
Both on the side of Israel and the Arabs there is passion and
ut^mpromising atutudes There is no doubt that Israel is
industrially and scientifically a fast developing country,
small as it is. At thesame time itis difficult toimaginehow it
can funcuon satisfactorily if walls of hostility surround it

oft
p'"','”fChamoun(b 1900). President of Lebanon. 1952-58. leader

FoJ.
Party from 1958. Minister of Interior, 1975-76, ofrotetgn Affens, 1976, of Finanw, 1984-85
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biggest thing of all is the continuing depopulation of

Ireland. The Irish people are very prolific. Each family

produced at least half a dozen or more children But large

numbers migrate conunuously to America or to England or

to Australia or some other country and many make good

there This is one of the present-day headaches of the Insh

leaders

14. After this Ireland, livmg still in an earlier part of this

century, we came up suddenly against Western Germany of

today Here was bustle and activity, hard thinking and hard

work Within the few years after the War, they had rebuilt

their aues which hadbeen grievouslydamagedby bombing.
They had spread out their mdustries and absorbed about

nine million displaced piersons who had come from East

Germany or Poland or Czedioslovakia Indeed, in spite of

this vast influx, there was actually a lack of manpower in

Germanyand they had tobnnga hundred thousand Italians

for Foad-building One could notbutadmire the tremendous

energy^ ability and disciplme of the German race. Twice

defeated in war and suffering enormous loss and damage,

here they were again vital, confident and advanang There

are very few countries in Europe with that abundant vitality

and confidence which we find in Western Germany.

15. Almost everywhere that I went, but more espeaally in

Western Germany, there was deep interest in what was

happeningin India Dunng the past two or three years there

has been a marked change in outlook in regard to India

There is a definite belief in these countries that India is

making good and is well set on the way to industrial

progress Because of this belief, there is a keener desire than

ever before for closer association with India in this business

of industrialization Both political and economic reasons

make these countries look towards India and try to findways

of co-operation In Germany, the greatest interest was taken

in oursecond Five Year Plan Iexhausted all the copies I had

of It and there were demands for more The Federal

Government appomted a speaal Governmental Committee

to examine our second Five Year Plan to find out how they
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appraisal and this was reflected in the joint communique
issued by the Conference at the end ^ This was in a sense a

major issue because on this proposal depended much else. I

mightadd that Mr. Bulganin and Mr. Khrushchev’s visit to

England influenced them also considerably. I think that

they were rather surprised to see the high standards of life

there generally and the vast number of automobiles in the

sueets But, more than this, it made them feel a little more
friendly orahtde less unfriendly, to the British Government
Unfortunately, the Labour Party of Britain did not partici-

patem this slight coming together.

12 In a vague kind ofway, India’s influencewas felt in the

deliberauons of the Conference. This made not only some
difference to thecommunique at theendbut, to someextent,

influenced the thinking of others present

13. My visit to Ireland took me to an entirely different

world, different frrom the travails and ferments of both
Europe andAsia Somehow I passedout of the present age to

a period of a generation or more ago Ireland was peaceful,

soothing, almost soporific It was a good place for me to

have a htde rest The Government and people were extraor-

dinanly friendly, more espeaally the President, whose
guestswewere Butalmost all our talkwas about the Rising
of 1916 and the Qvil War of the early twenues Also of the

experiences and incidents and conOicts of prison life These
were subjects m which we fitted in easily with our own
expenences of conQict and prison After having to frice the
difficult problems of today in India or in Europe, our Five
Year Plans, the rivalry between two great blocs of nauons,
poliucal issues and economic issues, suddenly we were
ttansported to a dreamy world of the past. This does not
roean thatIrelandhas not got its problems today. Ofcourse,
they have their economic problems and difficuldes and the

9 The communique issued on 6 July welcomed the Soviet deasion to
uce armed forces and the willingness and expressed desire to increase

**11!**** ttnpiove relauons with other countnes
'0 Sean Thomas O'Kelly (1882-1966) President of Ireland, 1945-59
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oul to India But there was the difficulty still of getting any

financial helpm the shape of loans, etc , from them In the

Communist countries of Eastern Europe, which I did not

visit this ume, the desire to be assoaated with India is even

greater for a variety of reasons As there are no large private

industries there, there is no question of patents or secret

devices or knowhows They are very read> to share with us

what they know, more so than the Western European
countries

19. From Hamburg we travelled to Paris and spent a day
there Algeria was of course the pnnapal topic of

discussion, apart from the general European and world

situation It seemed tome thatunder pressure of events, the

French Government had gone fairly far in accepung the

suggesuons ive had made Theyaccepted the idea of ceasefire
and negouauons with the Algenan nationalist leaders It is

true that thej wanted to givea few knock-out military blows
to the Algenans before they sat down at a conference table.

And so, while ihe> expressed a wish for negotiauons, they

did notgo too far in that direction and wanted the otherside

to take a step or two It is possible that the other side would
have done that. Indeed our proposals were accepted by one
eminent leader" of the Algerian nationals and the others

were to some extent prepared to do so. Neither sidewanted to

appear as the weaker and to make definite offers There the

matter stood when we came to Egypt on our way bade.

Colonel Nasser and his colleagues agreed to pass on our

advice to the Algerian leaders and there was some hope of

progress

20. But, all this has now been shattered by the develop-

ments in connecaon with the Suer Canal Oneimghtalmost
think that the French Government, situngon the horns of a

terrible dilemma,washappy atthis SuezCanal development

because it relieved them of the pressure of the Algerian

1 1 Messali Hadji, leader of a major group of Algerian narionalists
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could cooperate and help They ofEered to build for us a

technological institute in India and 600 to 700 scholarships

of vanous kinds were also offered

16 The official policy of the Federal Government of

Germany of international affairs is. broadly speaking,

opposed to ours. I had longandfrank talks with Chancellor

Adenauer and his colleagues. We did not convince each

other, but I thinkwe did influence each other to some extent

and certainly we understood each other Chancellor Ade-
nauerstruckme asan impressive figure. Eighty years old, he
was fit and straight His face, rather shrunken, looks like an
old lion's Aday or two after I had leftGermany, hecame out
with a statement approving of our Five Pnnaples of

Pmchsheel, much to the surpriseofmany Germanswho did
not expect &is from him
17 The popular welcome that I got in Western Germany
was ^eater than in any other country I visited on this

occasion The crowds in the streets were fnendly and
sometimes they waited long hours along the route I was to
pass This was espeaally so in Hamburg which was a aty
with a peculiar flavour of its own It is a free aty with very
special pnvileges Being a portand a great mercantile centre.
Its outlook on the wide world was somewhat more cosmo-
politan The Mayor was in effect something like the Chief
Executive or the Chief Minister of that' city State. His
Rathaus or Corporation building was a magmfioent old
palace.

IF. I had mentioned the changem the approach of several
Western countries towards India. There was no sentiment
behind this, although there were senumental people about
It^s a hard-headed appraisal of the situation and a desire
to be associated with a country that was advanong rapidly
and would have mfluence in the world Partly it was due .to
the success of ourforeign policy,butevenmore so, I think, to
the success ofour first Five Year Plan To a slight extentalso
there vras a feeling that with China having gone Commu-

fn a'
.

to stem the tideofcommunismm Asia Therefore, these countries of the Westratheropened
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Nasserabout recent developments Butboth Yugoslavia and
£g)’pt had publicized this meeting of us three as a major

event in world pohucs, with the result that about two

hundred foreign correspondents had gathered there They
had little todoandweremuch disappointed In draftingour

joint communique, there was no major difficulty, but

there was a tendency on the part of Yugoslavia and Egypt

with which I did not wholly agree, to bnng in slogan-like

phrases and sometimes rath«rstrongexpressions ofopinion
However, we came to an agreement about the wording of the
communique which was subsequently published I doubt if

anyone of us three quite liked that wording as it finally

emerged, but that usually happens where a middle way is

sought between vanous opinions

23 I should like to add here that both in Germany and in

France, there was a good deal of vague apprehension about

the new colossus, China They were thinking more of the

future than of the present What was going to happen with

this huge country, with a tremendous and evergrowing

populauon, when it becomes industrialized? Even now, it

had a populauon of nearly six hundred millions. In twenty

years’ time, this figure was expected to reach nearly one

thousand millions This was rather a terrifying prospect

Chancellor Adenauer and M Pineau both told me of the

impressions they had got in Moscow that all was not well

between the Soviet Union and China They did not mean
that there was any present conflict, but rather that there was

an apprehension in the Soviet Union about what China

might be like and might do in the future.

16 The communique called for "close coopcraiion” amongst them-

selves and noted that the poliacs pursued b) their countries had

coninbuted cowards lessening of international tensions and that their

talks had led them to better understanding of Cfacli other’s points of view

It naffirmcd the ten pnntnpics adopted at Bandung, underlined the nml

for disarmament and for international co-operation in peaceful uses of

atomic energy, and called for the establishment of a U N I'und for

economic development.
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could cooperate and help. They offered to build for us a

technological institute in India and 600 to 700 scholarships

of various kinds were also offered

16 The offiaal policy of the Federal Government of

Germany of international affairs is, broadly speaking,

opposed toours Ihad longand frank talks with Chancellor

Adenauer and his colleagues. We did not convince each

other, but I thinkwe did influence each other to some extent

and certainly we understood each other Chancellor Ade-

nauerstruckme asan impressive figure Eighty years old, he

was fit and straight His face, rather shrunken, looks like an

oldhon's A dayor two after 1had leftGermany, hecame out

with a sta^ent approving of our Five Prinaples of

Paadisheel, much to the surprise ofmany Germanswho did

not expect this from him.

17 The popular welcome that I got in Western Germany

was greater than in any other country I visited on this

occasion The crowds in the streets were Mendly and

sometimes they waited long hours along the route I was to

pass This was especially so in Hamburg whidi was a dty

with a peculiar flavour of its own It is a free dty with very

special privileges Beingaportand a great mercantile centre.
Its outlcmk on the wide world was somewhat more cosmo-

politan The Mayor was in effect something like the Chief

Executive or the Chief Minister of that dty State His

Rathaus or Corporation building was a magnificent old

palace

18 I had mentioned the change in the approach of several

Western countries towards India. There was no sentiment
behind this, although there were sentimental people about
It was a hard-headed appraisal of the situation and a desire
to be assodated with a .country that was advandng rapidly
and would have influence in the world Partly itwas due to
thesuccess ofour foreign policy,butevenmote so, I think, to
the success ofour first Five Year Plan To a slightextent also
there was a feeling diat with China having gone Commu-
tiis^ India offeredsomehope tostem the ode ofcommunism
in Asia. Therefore, thesecountriesoftheWestratheropened
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them. They gave me to understand that they were sure they

could satisfy the Turks I told them that, if that was so, the

major hurdle would be removed and a settlement ought not

to be difficult As it turnedout later, theTurks took up a very

difficult and a very rigid line.^** This encouraged the Bntish

to adopt a suff attitude.

27 Cyprus, for theBnush, %vas a symbol of their retaining

some position andinfluencein theMiddle Eastern region It

was also some kind of an assurance about their continuing

to get oil, though why it was so considered I have not

understood. Oil had suddenly become (orpierhaps, this line

of thinking began with Abadan and Mossadeq^^ in Iran) a

vital issue in British thinking, something on which their

entire future depended This fact has to be remembered in

order to understand the violent reactions to Egypt’s nauona-

Iization of the Suez Canal Suddenly, the Bntish peopleand
the French felt that their entire future was imperilled They
would be starved out, their industries ruined, and they

would sink into insignificance in world affairs. The act of

nationalizauon was the first major step to this end and this

was likely to be followed by others It was as ifsomeone had
put his hands on their throats and was strangling them

They were trying to recover their breath and to release

themselves from the stranglehold This was the rcacuon to

the Suez Canal nationalization The reaction was unjusti-

hed and the military and like steps taken by these two

Poivers were foolish, because they could do them no good

and they mighteven bnngruin upon them Ofcourse, it was

true that because of various factors, there is a progressive

20 On 30 June, the Turkish Prune Minister stated that their

tiations with Briuun on the future consututional status of Cyprus had

failed. Dunng the negotiations Turkey maintained that it would nm

atxept new status for Cyprus as Cyprus had by a previous agreement of

1878been accepted as part ofTurkey However, on 1

2

July, Bntain setupa

Commission to consider the framing of new Constitution for Cyprus

"21 Muhammad Mossadeq Forbfn seeVol 2,p 453
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problem. Evenwhen I was in Paris, I found Premier Mollet**

and Foreign Minister Pineau very anxious about the whole
future of North Africa. Algeria, though very important,

became part of the larger picture of French Dominions and
influence in NorthAfrica, includinga vastregion in Central

Africa under the French. Part of this is very rich and has
uranium. Some speeches of Colonel Nasser about the Arab
world had rather‘frightened the French Government and, I

suppose, to some extent, even the British Government. M.
Pineau talkedwith some exatementabout Colonel Nasser’s

wanting to build up an Arab Empire.

21 From Paris, we went to Briom,**a lovely little island in
the Adnadc Sea And there we met President Tito and
President Nasser. We had long talks President Tito told us
of his visit to the Soviet Union*^ and the very favourable
impressions thathehadbroughtdf thegreatchanges taking
place there. Evidently he had been greatly influenced. He
hinted at some inner conflict among the top circles 6f the
Soviet Umon, that is between Bulganin, Khrushchevand
Mikoyanon theone side andsome other top-rankingleaders
on the other Bulganin and Khrushchev represented the new
and inore liberal urge Others still dung to a more Stalinist
position President Tito was all for encouraging this liberal
ttend of Bulganin and Khrushchev as wdl as similar
developments m Poland, Czechoslovakia and other East
European countries. In Poland, a httle while before, had
occurred the Poznan riots

22 I had lookeduponmy visit toBnoni as rathera friendly
call with a view to talks with President Tito and President

12 Guy Mullet (1905-1975) Leaderof French Socialist Party, Ministerw State, 1946-47 and 1958-59, Minister to Counal of Europe, 1950-51.
“eputy Prime Minister, 1951, Pnme Munster. 1956-57.

*3 On 18 and 19 July 1956
W See ante, p 372

ihnr«™
*^u'“ttaung against Government's failure to maease

wiUi
“**“*"' *eir livmgcondiuons. dashedwiui the pohce atPoman on 28 June 1956
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New Delhi

26 August, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,*

The States Reorganization Bill has been passed by Parlia-

ment.^ This long journey has ended so far as Parliament is

concerned and now we have to implement these decisions I

earnestly hope that this will bedone with as great a measure

of co-operation as possible

2 During these last ten or eleven months, ever since the

report of the Commission came out, we have seen many
extraordinary happenings in various parts of India. There

has been much violence on the part of the public and there

has been someumes shooungat violent crowdsby thepolice

Many ofus have criticized this violence and pointedouthow
It undermines the whole conception and structure of a

democratic government

3 That IS so, of course, and yet, at the same ame, it is not

enough for us merely to lay down high principles and not

seek to understand these rather alarming developments

Governments, engrossed in their acuvities, lose touch with

the people and then are surpnsed at some reacuon^ A
popular government cannot afford to live in its secretariats

and offices It has to be in direct touch with the people and

constantly to explain to them its own problems and mea-

sures and get their reaction. I fear that we do not attach

enough importance to these contacts with the public

4 We must always remember that there is a gap between

*A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 The Bill was passedby LokSabhaon 10Augustandby Rajya Sabha

on 25 August, and received the President's assent on 31 August 1956
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24 As we were leaving Brioni, we heard about the Ameri-

can refusal of aid to Egypt for the Aswan Dam We did not

talk about it much there. In Cairo, in the course ofour talks

with President Nasser and his colleagues, some reference

was made to theAswanDam. I gathered the impression that

Egypt was going to give up this project for the present In

fact, I casually menuoned that it might be more advan-

tageous for them to have a largenumber of smallerprojects,

yielding quicker results, than one mighty project which
absorbed all their resources and did not yield any results for

ten years ormore Colond Nasserappeared to agree withme
There was no reference whatsoever to the Suez Canal. I left

Cairo on the morning of (he 21st July. It was, I think on the

26th July that the announcement about the naaonalizadon
of the Suez Canal was made. I have little doubt that, while I

was in Cairo, Colonel Nasser had not thought of this. He
had been away for nearly ten days previously in Yugoslavia
and, indeed, the question could not arise ull the Amencan
refusal to give aid for the Aswan Dam.
25 And so, I left Cairo and after a brief stay at Beirut, we
landed on Indian soil at Jamnagar, on the 22nd July
evening The next day, we reached Delhi in the forenoon,
full of impressions of this changing and dynamic world.

26 I might add as a kind of postscript that, onmy way to
London, our aircraft stopped for refuelling at Athens and
Rorne AtAthens, Imet thePnme Minister** and the Foreign
Minister*® at the auport and had an hour’s talk with them
At Rome also, I met some Ministers The Athens talk was
largely concernedwith the Cyprus issue. I chiefly listened to

17^ On 19 July, the United States and Bntam informed Egypt that it
'•*“* feasible” forthem to finance theconstrucuon of theAswanDam

^use they fearedthatEgyptwasnoteconomicallysoundandlacked the
infrastruaure to undertake "such a vast project ” Earlier, in

oeramber 1955, they had offered to help Egypt construa theDam
18 Antonio Segni

MinisterofForeignAffairs, 1954-57,resident, European Parliament, 1962-64
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violent, the violence grows and there is arson and stone-

throwing, there is conflict with the police; there is bring by

the police resulting in the deaths of a few persons and in

injury to many others Often the persons who have died are

quite innocent; sometimes awoman or child dies As soon as

this happens, popular sentiment gets greatly exated, not so

much because of the original cause, butbecause of the finng

and the deaths of apparently innocent people There is

much more violence then, more conflicts with the police

And so this vicious cirde goes on creating conflict and

bitterness and a wall between the Governmentandadmims-
tration on the one side and the people on the other.

8 This has been a story often repeated in vanous parts of

India It IS a bad story, bad from the point of view of the

people and of the Government We may argue about it and

defend what Government has done, but that does not take

away from the badness of it We shall have to find out some

other way of dealing with a situation like this. Of course,

this should not happen when there is close contact and

understanding between administration and the people But

there are anti-soaal and other forces which can nevertheless

make breaches in that contact or indte people to violent

behaviour If we respond to that violence by violence on the

part of the Government, weplayinto thehands of thosewho
want trouble and we widen the gap between Government

and the people Where finng takes placeand deaths, there is

an immediate and powerful reaction among people of all

kinds against Government, even though the finngmightbe

justified.

9 Recent cases have occurred where there was an enquiry

into some inadent of firingby the police Often the enquiry

has led to a finding that the firing was not justified

Whenever police finng takes place, there is a demand for an

enquiry It seems obvious to me that there can be profitable

enquiry into occurrences such as took place in Bombay,

because that was more in the nature of a widespread revolt

than some individual case of firing. But, normally, it seems

to me desirable there should be an enquiry. Even m the
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elimination of British and French mQuence in Asia and
Africa. Theysaw this as somethingvastly bigger than itwas

in the present and something that endangered their very

existence I have mentioned this so that it might help us to

understand these powerful reactions, especially m the

Umted Kingdom and France.

New Odhi,

Ai^mst.lS, 1956,

Independmce Day Jawaharlal Nehru
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speaking, we must try to put an end to firing by the police

and the stnctest injuncaon should be issued in regard to it

The police can use their batons or lathis, though even that

should be done in moderation They can use tear gas bombs
wherexonsidered necessary. But let us try to put an end to

this vicious circle of £uing and killing which leads to such

disastrous results

13. It IS difficult to framespeahcrules Existing rules, in a

sense, are clearenough The quesuon is of iheir implemen-

tation andhow they are understood It is in this matter that

wecan perhaps help in explaining the situation very dearly
to our magistrates and pohce officials and they should be

asked to explain it to the lower officers and others I hope
that you will take some steps to this end.

Yours smcerely,

Jawaharlal Nehni
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one generation and another. Even in relauvely static

periods, there is some gap. In periods of transition and great

diange in the political or economic structure, the gap is

mudi greater. In Europe andplsewhere, therehavebeen vast

changes during the last forty yearsor so, because oftwo great

World Wars. The new generaaon in Europe is vastly

different &om the pre-War generauons or even the genera-

uon between the two GreatWars. They are different in their

thinking, in then approach to life and its problems.

5. I menuon this because I hnd there is not enough
realization in our country of this fact of a new generation

thinking along its own lines and, to some extent, being
ratherdisdainful of the older generation This applies to the
better type of the new generauon which thinks; so far as
others are concerned, the gap is still bigger, because it is the
resultnotof thinking butjust thereaction to events In India
today one of the most striking features is this distance
between people of our generauon and the students in the
schools and colleges We live in different worlds of thought
and feeling And so, we do not affect each other as normally
we should. There ate, of course, other reasons too—the
quality of our education, the fallm standards both among
the teachers and among the students, the change-over in the
medium of insttuctton which has led often to this fall in
standards, *e progressive lessening of the influence of
English which was a certain unifying factor as well as a
window to the world of thought outside India, the reaction
after independencehadbeen gained, and the lack ofpersonal
experience of the younger generauon of our struggle for
freedom

6 Anyhow, the problem before us in not solved by our
declaimmg against it or against any people. We have to
understand it in so far as we can and then try to deal with it
Mtte strong expressions of opinion only irritate others
instead of inuuenang thpm

7. In the troubleswehad recentlyin various partsofindiamlminaung in Gujarat andAhmedabad, one fact has stoodout. a public demonstrauon is held; this tends to become
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essential articles from abroad for the purposes of our Five
Year Plan, then we have to pay for them with our exports.

For us to have to import even foodgrains is really to

undermine the whole structure and the like, which we so
badly require for our Plan

3. As a matter of fact, the only sound way of dealing with

this situation is for us to export both agricultural pr^uce,
including foodgrains, as well as cloth, apart from other

commodities It is because of this that it has become essential

for us to increase our cloth production There is an

argumentabout the relative values of mill-cloih production

and the Ambar Charkha and handloom production. We all

want to encouragehandlooms and the Ambar Charkha, and
we are doing so to the best of our ability. But, obviously, we
cannot export the produce of the Ambar Charkha We can

only export mill-made textiles, apart from fancy handloom
textiles It is, therefore, necessary for us even to increase our

mill production of cloth for export We have natural

markets all round India and we arc losing them to other

countries like Japan, Italy, 'etc, because we have not had
enough of these for export Consumption in India is

growing, and that is welcome as it is a sign of somewhat
higher standards. But, if this leads to the diminution of our

exports, then it will hit us badly.

4 But, I am w'riting to you pnncipally about the food

situation and the increase in the production of foodgrains

that we should aim at. As I have previously pointed out to

you, the general attitude exhibited at the Mussoone
Conference was depressing in the extreme. It seemed to me
that that had no relation whatever to our second Five Year

Plan or, indeed, to existing conditions in India. Stress was

laid there on more and more money being provided for

agncultural development in order to increase the food

supply This indeed is the easy way which required no

particular intensity of thought Ifwe had enough money, we

could do a thousand other things also, such as many more

industnal projects and railway extensions and roads and so

many other things We could build up our heavy industry
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interests of the police, it seems desirable because otherwise

they are inevitably condemned in the public nund.

10 But far mote important than this is to avoid the finng.

We cannot say that under no circumstances must thare be
fmng, because sometimes there canbeno choice about itand
not to do this is to yield a aty to violent and disorderly

elements and abdicate the funcaon of Government At the

same time, I havea feeling that there has been far too often a

recourse to finng by the police than there need have been.

Our police appear to be becomu^ rather too much trigger-

consaous In most countnes the police do not even have
nflesand their chieffuncaon is theregulaaon of traffic, etc

or to deal with cnminals. This kind of repeated rnnfliVf

between the policeand the people generally is verybadfrom
the point of view of both, and each begins to look on the
other as the enemy Where firing takes place and deaths, an
added element of extreme bittmiess comes in. The police
suffer, of course, but so does also the Government After all,

none of us who are Ministers likes this kind of thing and
every report of such fmng distresses us, more especially
when young men and women are the vicums of it.

1 1 A practical consideraaon is that, in effect, the result of
that fmng is actually to inflame the populace and make
(xinditions worse. It may be that the immediate situauon is
controlled by fmi^, but this leads to other and worse
situaaons later Therefore, the pnnapal objea of the firing
IS not usually obtained and we get into a quagmire of
conflict and violence

12 I feel, therefore, and I am sure you will agree with me
thatwe must examine this matter carefully and issue strict
injuncuons to our police not to use fire-arms, exapt underme gravest danger. It should be pointed out to them thatwedo not approve of the use of the fire-arms and we shall^mine each case very smctly. I can imagine a case like theburning of the High Court building at Indore when firinghad toberesorted to, orsomeother cases ofwidespreadai^

met in this way, as there is no other way. But. broadly
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seems to havehad little effecton the Mussoone Ck)nference. I

am inclined to think that neither this letter nor, indeed, the

relevant chapters in the second Five Year Plan had been

studied with any care by many of those who attended the

Mussoone Conference It would have been helpful if the

various proposals made in this letter had been examined

seriatim. The letter asks for certain information I do not

know if any effort has been made to supply this informauon

although the letter was sent ttvo and a half months ago

7 One thing appears to be quite essential, and that is the

closest possible integration of the community projects and
national extension service with the States* agricultural

development schemes In these community projects and
national extension service we have built a very fine

organization and, ifwe utilize it to the full in this respect, as

we should, then the results obtained can very well be far-

reaching The community projects and the national

extension service should give priority to this and definite

targets should be laid down for each group of villages

We have decided to extend the community projects and

national extension service to practically the whole of

niial India in tlie course of the second Five Year Plan This

means Uiat we can reach almost every village in this speoftc

and detailed way But it is essential that the Agncultural

Depaitments of the States utilize to the full these agencies

which are really parts of their own set-up

8 Our chief difficulty in the past has been that while we

take good deasions we cannot translate them into action

easily We cannot reach the man in the field and our deci-

sions remain somewhere in the files of our vanous Depart-

ments oroffices This difHculty needno longerexist because

of this great organization that we have built up through the

community projects and the national extension service

This means, however, a clear realizauon of the objeenvem
view, of the targets and of the importance of utilizing the

community projects and national extension service for this

purpose.

9 We have immediately to revise the schemes and targets
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New Delhi

27 August, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,*

On August 12th, I sent you a letter' m which I drew
particular attention to the urgency and vital importance of

increasing agricultural production and. more parucularly

food production The particular occasion for my writing to

you then was my reaction to the omference of Ministers of
Food and Agriculture of the States that had been held at

Mussoone At this conference, the statements made on
behalf of several States seemed to me to indicate an
extraordinarily stauc view of a dynamic position

2 We have been compelledby arcumstances to give more
and more thought to this matter There is the rise in pnces,
the urgent necessity of importing foodgrains 6rom abroad
and generally our foreign exchange posinon which is not a
happy one at all In a sense, all these revolve round our
agricultural producuon A nse in pnces of foodgrains is, 1

need hardly pointout, of vital significance to ourpeople and
to our secondFiveYearPlan. All ourschemes are likely to be
rampletely upset if we cannot control prices The pn^*
index very largely depends upon the pnces offoodgrainsand
cloth We have to control these two, and this means that we
must produce enough of both When an emergency arises,
we have to import foodgrains, as we are imporung today,
but the dram on our foreign exchange because of this, is
ternfic. We cannot, in effect, import both foodgrains and
machinery , etc. from abroad. If we have to import certain

* A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnighay Letters.
I See ante. Item 49
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1 1 We have begun to think too much in terms ofchemical

fertilizers I have no doubt tlicy are good and ive should use

them But, I have also little doubt that too much relianceon
chemical ferulizers is going tobebad for us, as indeediorany

other country Apart from this, it is wasteful for us not to

utilize natural manures which are far better. Little attention

apparently has been paid to this utilizauon of natural green

manures Here also, we adopt the easy way of getting a

bucketful of chemical -fertilizer and using it
_ I

12 In this matter, China is far ahead of us They do not

waste anything and they concentrate on the use of natural

and green manures. Even human excreta is used to the fullest

extent Perhaps, our social customscome in the way to some
extent, though I do not see why they should Anyhow, in this

hard and competitive ivorld, we shall have to giveupsomeof
our old customs if they come in theway of national advance.

13 It IS ivell known that great loss is caused to our food

production by insects, pests, wild animals, etc Something is

done here, but that is not at all adequate In China, they have

had campaigns against these pests and have practically put

an end to them, thus automatically increasing their food

production greatly In India, on the other hand, we are

taking some steps which actually lead to a further destruc-

tion or loss in foodgrains Again, our old customs come in

the way Recent legislation in some States, banning the

killing of cattle, has had little effect on the protecuon of the

cattle which we aim at It is produang strange results in

other directions I have been informed that many of these

cattle, which have been left to fend for tliemselves, have

turned wild and are doinga good deal ofdamage, apart from

injuring food crops As is natural, the good cattle suffer and

the standard goes down So, not only are the cattle not

properly protected or looked after, but a new danger arises

and our food producuon suffers.

14 You will, I hope, soon reply to the Planning

Commission. But, I wouldb^ of you to wnte to me on Ais

subject also as I am not only interested in it greatly but

consider it of vital importance I repeat what I said before.
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more rapidly. Obviously there is a limitation on our

resources and we have extended them to the utmost in the

second Plan In this Plan, we have provided, in various

ways, a sum ol over rupees one thousand crores for increase

m rural production In addition to this, there are arrange-

ments for provision of short-term credits in community

projects andnauonal extension areas It is notpossible for us
toincrease the allocation foragriculture Ifwe do so, we shut
up shop elsewhere and give up a number of our important
projects

5 This is the problem. And I would like you and your
colleagues inyourGovernment to realize it. We cannothave
itbothways Arewe then to conclude that there isno help for

it except to give up the idea of increasing out food
production above the fifteen percentmentionedpreviously?
Thatwouldbe a confession of defeat I do not think that this
IS at all necessary

6 On the 5th of June, the Planning Commission sent a
circular letter® to all State Governments on the subject of a
review of targets of agricultural production in the second
Five Year Plan 1 would particularly draw your attention to
this letterbecause it deals atsomelength and in some detail,
with this urgent problem It makes specific proposals, each
one ofwhich is completely pracucal I shall notrepeat those
proposals here, but I would like you and your Government
and, more particularly, your Agricultural Department to
consider this letter of the Planmr^ Commission carefully
What surprises me is that, while the Plannii^ Commission
had indicated in such detail as to what shouldbe done, this

2 The ctroilar stressed that (1) nauonal extension schemes andcommunity projecis be made an integral part oE the agnoiltural
pmgrarome,(2)extensiveusebemadeo£drytarming,seedsandreTtilizeis
{3)OTd,t and market cooperatives be increased so as to increase foodptoducuon Agnoiltural incomes should nse through better^agement of exisnng resources and by doubling
pr^uoiM, and the gap between incomes ftamaScu^tal andindtistnal growth should ht reduced
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New Delhi

20 September, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

Much has happened in India and abroad since I wrote to

you, and there is much to tell you or to comment upon I do
not quiteknowhow to cover thispenod of troubleand strife

2 Parliament ended a brief but very full and eventful ses-

sion > During this session, it dealt with the States Reorgani-
zation Bill and the Constitution Amendment Bill.* It was
rather extraordinary that, after a year of fierce controversy,
these measures should have been passed by Parliament
quietly and by overwhelming majorities No one can say
that these majorities were the result of unwilling Members
being induced to vote by Party discipline. As you know,
some of the principal decisions were really taken by
Members of Parliament on their own initiative and not by
any pressure from Government. The decision about a com-
posite Bombay Slate emerged from the storm and stress of

many months of argument and conflict It is true that we
welcomed it But we had almost given itup as somethingwe
could not bring about in exisung circumstances When,
however, some Members of Parliament took the imtiauve,

there was an overwhelming response from the other

Members, including M P.s of several parties One might
well say that theprivateMemberofParliament, in amoment
of crisis and difficulty, took the lead, and the Government

1 On 13 September 1956
2 The Constitution (Ninth Amendment) Bill giving effect to the

scheme envisaged in the States Reotganizauon Act was passed by Lok

Sabha and Rajya Sabha on 7 and 1 1 September 1956 respectivdy
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foragricultural production in the second Five YearPlan and
to lay dovm speafic steps that have to be taken to realize

these targets. We all know what these specific steps are in

theory The question is how to translate them into practice,

how to reach every village and almost every family in the

village, and to organize supply of approved seeds, organic
manures, apart from chemical fertilizers, etc.

10. I shall be grateful if you will have all these matters

examined fully in terms of the letter of the Planning Com-
mission of the 5th June, and to write to the Planning Com-
mission giving the information required. Recently, our
Food Secretary. Shri P.N Thapar,* visited China at our
request He hasjust come back and the information^ he has
brought with him will, no doubt, help us in many ways,
because there ismuch incommon in the agricultural cona-
tions in Chinaand India. It appears that thegreat difference
between China and India is in the average per acre produc-
tion. Our best production in India is in no way inferior to
thatof China. But the great part ofourfood production is of
avery low yield indeed. The gap between our good produc-
tion and bad, is a very big one. In China, this gap is a small
one. Thus, while the best yield ofIndia is much the same asm &ina, the average yield is far greater in China than in
India. It is forus to pull up theselow-yield areas and thiscan
undoubtedly be done It is feasible and practicable. What is
required is hard work and a detailed programme for each
village.

S. (1^-1982) Joined ihe Indian Qvfl Serwce, 1927; served in the

t"d!a
Agnculture, Government of

that India should do ad she could to
“dustr> if she were not to be left lar bdiind

agricuItuK was the
«»™pared to his Indian counterpart, the
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that we must get out of our old and static ruts of thinking?

Wehave to take this matteru^ assome kind ofa crusadewith

some missionary zeal. Our expertshave to wakeup and give

up thinkingin someacademicwaywhidi hasno relation to

the problems of today

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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would have ventured to take a step which, pxima fade, was
going to be unpopular. It was only after full discussion and
deep thought that we agreed to it, realizing that it was
necessary I cannot prophesy what the result of it will be in

regard to prices ofcloth Wehope that pnces will not rise or,

at any rate, will not nse much. The whole purpose of this

exase, strange as itmay seem,was to keepdown pnces in the

future

5. Parliament ended its session peacefully and, on the

whole, happily There was a feeling of satisfaction in

Members’ minds, as of good work done But if there was

peace in Parliament, there was not mudhi of it in evidence

elsewhere. And, in some parts of the country, there was
much trouble While the fate of Bombay State hung in the

balance, there had been rioung and arson and many other

forms of misbehaviour in Bombay City and in parts of

Maharashtra. When Parliament came to a deasion about

this great composite State of Bombay, Gujarat and espe-

aally the cit]^ ofAhmedabad wimessed a waveofresentment
and angry denunciation Even in this peaceful and disa*

plined State, nurtured by Gandhiji and afterwardsby Saidar

Patel, noting raised its ugly head and was followed in some
places by police finng and deaths As usual, the onginal

cause ofdissatisfacuon receded into thebackgroundand this

firing and death became a major issue to rouse the people

Some, who had developed the habit of trying to fish in

troubled waters, rushed to the scene from otherparts ofIndia

and added fuel to the fire

6 It would, however, be wrong to imagine that some out-

siders created this crisis in Ahmedabad and Gujarat There

can be little doubt that the deasion of Parliament came as a

shock to the people there chiefly because of its suddenness

and lack of mental preparauon for it TTiere was an element

of anger that the people of Gujarat could be ignored and

bypassed and an impression that this was done to please

others. This of course was not true Circumstances, as I have

said above, forced the pace of events in Parliament and

we had to come to a quick decision There could be no
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mass of the people have shown little sympathy with them

This Maha Punjab agitation is the quintessence of nairow

communalism which we have fought in the past and will

have to fight in the future

10 There has been yet another and rather an alarming

exhibition ofcommunalism in northern India You know of

the agitation against the book "Religious Leaders”.^ I can

understand people objecting to some passages in that book

and drawing attention to them But, there was something

much deeper, and it was obvious that mischiefwas afootand

had been deliberately organized The offending passages

were broadcast in cyclostyled papers by the very persons who
objected to them Demonstrations and nots took place, and
these were met by counter-demonstrations and riots Some
students of the Aligarh University played a disgraceful part

in this agitation Their reunng Vice-Chancellor, Dr &kir
Hussain,’ has described this in stronger language than

anyone else can use.^ Some of the accounts that came from

Aligarh about the students’ behaviour were exaggerated.

But, what actually happened was bad enough As usual,

Muslim communalism led to Hindu communalism taking

the offensive In the result, inevitably, many suffered

11 But this exhibitionofcommunalism had anotheranda
dangerous aspect, in so far assome Muslims were concerned
The slogans that were raised were not only anti-nauonal,

but also treasonable It is said that some people had come

from Pakistan and had mated others to misbehave This

maybe partly true, but there areenough people in Indiawho
can be expected to misbehave in this way Some newsjjapers

6 Communal YioiencebrokeoutinearlySeptemberinsevera] townsin

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and WestBengal over the reprintingofa

book entitled Living Biographies of Religious Leaders by Henry and

Dana Lee Thomas with a foreword by KM Munshi
7 Forb fn seeVol l,p 439

8 On 18 September 1956, Zakir Hussain expressed deep disappoint-

ment and a sense of shock at the "disgraceful manner" in which the

students ofAligarh Muslim University hadbehaved "Iam sure thatyour

action should have caused pain to the soul of the Prophet
”
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followed that lead. It was not that Government followed it

unwillingly, because we had all along hoped that a com-
posite Bombay State would be decided upon.

3 Another important work of the last session of Parlia-

mentwas the discussion on the second FiveYearPlanwhich
had begun in the previous session * We had a long and
helpful discussion. As usual, a good deal of attention was
paid to minor matters and not so much to the basic policy

and strategy of the Plan But, the debate was very instructive

and, I have no doubt, it did good. In spite of the fierce

arguments about other matters in the country, the fact

remains that themost importantsubject forus hasbeen this

second Five Year Plan. The first Plan was relauvely easy

canter It began at a slow pace and gradually gathered speed

and, finally, finished its run to a good pace. By that run, it

brought us not only to a more promising stage of our
nauon’s growth, but also to a much more difficult one.

These five years to come are of vital importance in the

shaping of the new India If we succeed, as succeed we must
and will, then we have laid sure foundations for the future

growth

4. There were other many important measures before Par-

liament, to which I need not refer. One, however, deserves

pmticular nonce. Thiswas the Central Excise BilPbywhich
authority was taken to increase therate of excise dutyon mill

doth. This was by no means universally welcomed and, in
fact, it evoked a good deal of criticism. And yet, I have no
doubt that it was the right thing to do Perhaps, few
Governmentsandfew Parliaments, on the eve ofan election,

3 Members oC Oppositionm both Houses cnudzed the Government
for not providing precise evaluaUon of the First Plan before seeking the

approval of the Second Plan, demanded reduction in income tax and
other taxes, and the setting up of a new steel plant The Second Plan was
approved by Rajya Sabha on 7 September and by Lok Sabha on 13
September 1956

4 The Bill piassedbyLokSabhaandRajyaSabhaon 3and8September
1956respectively,aimedatchecking therise in the priceofdoth by taxing
more the increasing profits on ex-mill prices .
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Government or the Congress, brought out this significant

feature in the Indian landscape. Itpointed outhow Govern*

ment is anxious to protect the minorities and show tender-

ness to opposinggroups Itgavenumerous instances ofhow
Government had behaved so as not to cause offence, and

then It goes on to say "The only body of people who can be

critiazed in India with absolute immunity, is the Govern-

ment call them corrupt, inefficient, dictatorial, or Com-
munist, and they will turn the other cheek ” I supposewe do
not always turn the other cheek but I think there is much
truth in this statement The great game not only for people

in the Opposition, but formany others is to joinm a chorus

of condemnation ofGovernment This does not requireany
thinking or high degree of intellect or knowledge of facts

Mr Appleby, whose report you must have read, expressed

his amazement at this aspect of India's life Having praised

our achievement and stated that the achievements visible

here are enormous and of a size and quality probably never

before or elsewhere approached together, he goes on to say.

"India has been both building and serving democratic

values while at the same time engaging in a monumental
programme of economic development Faang tremendous

need and many great difficulues, both pnmary objectives

have been served convinangly with vision, wisdom and

hard practical performance The two Five Year Plans have

been brilliantly conceived in theiranalysis ofneeds and their

balancing ofvalues Mostofthe programmatic fields have

been well directed, and the community development pro-

gramme as a whole has been successful far beyond any

reasonable expectation ”

14 Having paid this handsome tribute, he goes on to say

"Yet, in the face of these achievements, one finds in

Parliament, in the Press, in the universities and in many

conversations that citizens' of pretension, cultivation and

influence voice criticisms which tend to suggest a sense of

failure and a lack of confidence Cnticisms are made in

such sweeping and extravagant terms and in terms so little
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postponement of the issue at the last moment The open

trouble in Ahmedabad has subsided, but it appears that the

minds ofmany are still agitated and those who seek trouble

can take advantage of this disquiet

7. 1 have written to you on several occasions about this

growth of the spirit of violence, almost bordenng on
anarchy, which has been so evident in India during the past

year or so. The quesuon of States reorganization brought it

to a head. But diere have been other instances also. What
happened in Gujarat was poliucally painful, because it was
least expected Why did we fail in our appraisal of the

situauon there^ Arewe so outoftouch with the feelings and
passions of our people? I cannot imagine that such an
upheaval can take place suddenly and merely because of
anger and a ney? turn of events. There must have been other
and more long-standing causes which came to a head
because of this apparent provocation. We may blame others

and our judgement might be jusufied. But two facts stand
out. one is this disastrous tendency to violence and destruc-
tion, other u the gulf between many of our people, and
especially the younger generauon, and the Government or
the Congress or the older generation of leaders.

8 I think that we must give the most earnest thought to
these matters and not merely restcontentbyblaming others.

Introspection and a searching of heart by all of us is neces-
sary. Wherein have we erred, what wrong steps have we
taken? I believe we have worked hard and to the best of our
ability and we have not spared ourselves. And yet somehow
the spirit of violence and evil stalks over the land.

9 In the Punjab, there is occasional recrudescence of the
senseless agitauon against the regional formula.^ A greater
folly I cannot imagine. This takes the shape of personal
violence. 1 think, however, that the misdiief-makers in the
Punjab are confined to some elements ina few dues, and the

5 On 8 and 9 September, the supporters of Maha Punjab movement
had clashed with Congressmen at Jalandhar and Amntsar.
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17. I have laid stress on the bad side not because it is

dominant, but because even a little evil carries its poison far

and we have to be aware of it so thatwe can meet its menace.

Nothing is more dangerous than complacency and self-

nghteousness and living in one’s own shell regardless of

changing conditions and the new thoughts and ui^s that

fill the new generation Most of us belong to a passing

generation We have grown up under different conditions

and have been moulded by other forces Now, even the

struggle for India’s freedom, which meant so much to us, is

past history and its most moving episodes are hardly

remembered by the new generation And yet, it is this new
generauon which will have to cairy the burden of India

tomorrow

18 I spoke the other day^<* about this new world that is

rapidly growing around us, the new world of saence and
technology and engineering In the measure we fit in with

this new world, we shall progress. Old slogans have ceased to

have much meaning today The new world requires new
minds and new thinkingand new training It is going to be a

world primanly of the votaries of saence and the experts in

technology and engineenng and the infinite progeny of

science While this new world is gradually taking shape, the

hard shell of the old encloses it and prevents its growth

19. I have often told you that the biggest revolutionary

change that is taking place in India is in our rural areas

through our community development schemes. I do not

mean to imply that every community project or nauonal

extension service block is an example to glorify; but, by and

laige, these projects and blocks are bringing about revolu-

tionary changes in our countryside In recognition of this

factand also because it has become essenual to ally this vital

movement with food production, we have constituted a

separate Ministry” to deal with community development.

10 In his reply to thcdebate onsecond Five YearPlan in Lok Sabliaon

13 September 1956

11 On 18 September 1956
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in Delhi itself and in other parts of North India are full of

communal poison, both Muslim and Hindu Communal
organizations, which seem to lie low, suddenly raise their

ugly heads whenever some inadent occurs The Hindu
communal organizauons are well known, and the Jan
Sangh hasnowassumedsomekind ofleadership in mischief.

Among the Muslims, the old Muslim League sull exists in

Malabar, though it has faded out from the rest of India The
Islami Jamait^ is now the most aggressive organization of

this type, issuing speeches and wriungs of a venomous kmd.
The freedom of the Press and of speech and our democratic
Constituuon spreadout theirwideumbrella to cover all this

evil brood

12 Probably, much of this trouble, as well as that connec-
ted with the States Reorganization, is due to the approa-
diing general elections. All our opposition parties want to
cash in whenever trouble occurs, in the hope that this will

pay them dividends when the time for voting comes.
Opposiuon is justified in taking advantage of the mistakes
ofGovernment But it is sad to seehow some of thesepeople
belonging to Opposition parues,m their over-eager desire
for an election success, forget some of the basic principles
and decenaes that should cover public life in India. They
talk of joint fronts against the Congress, and the Socialists
and thecommunalists and the Communists all try todubup
together against the Congress and the Government, each
feeling tooweak to standon itsown feet Whatever happens,
a chorus of voices is raised to condemn Government.
IS A recent arude in the Manchester Guardian by their
correspondent in India, who is no particular fnend of the

9 Established in 1941, it aimed at revival of Islamic values and ideas
and reiTMi to tradition in face of modem ideological diallenges It^rented iirelf with religious education, non-secular text-books, and
bellito for Haj pilgnms, and organized acampaign againstaoimmon
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about a million and a half families have associated them-

selves in these village cooperatives withoutany speaal help.

This shows that where the tight lead is given, the response is

good

23. The next five years, indeed the next two or three years,

are vital for our food and agriculture We should aim at

doubling our food production within ten years I am
convinced that this is a feasible proposition, if it is tackled

through these community schemes and in an intensive way.

Real progress depends on intensive cultivation and not on
more land being cultivated If more land is available,

certainly it shouldbe cultivated But, I do hope that this will

notbe at theexpenseofour forestswhich are so necessary for
our well-being. We have to approach this problem in a

methodical way, and each community block must draw up
itsownprogramme ofdevelopment and spread itout to each

family in that area.

24 Whether it is in regard to food producuon orany other
acavity, we have to godown to each family. It is notenough
for Governments to pass fmelaws orissue good instructions

They have to reach the cultivator or the worker or the

professional man and to be implemented by them Fortu-

nately, we have now got a very fine organizauon reaching

down to the village—the community project and national

extension service. We can use that organization for any

purpose, providedalways thatwe can explain ourobjectives
to the peasant and gam his willing support

25. I have laid stress on food production through the

community schemes But this does notmean thatweshould

give up the other acQvides of the community projects or the

national extension service It is these acuviues that enthuse

the people and create a feeling of pride and confidence in

them. In the final analysis, it is this feeling of pnde and

self-reliance that counts

26 Even as we have to approach each family for our food

production programme, wehave to do so forour State loans

and savings scheme. The recent success of the State loans, on
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recognizing thenatureandmeans to administrativeimprove-

ment, as to be damaging and threatening of increasing

damage to India's great march forward. One is moved to

observe that India’s greatest need is for a sense of certainty

concerning her own success."

15. We haveencourag^oppositionand criticismandeven
many kinds of action which few countries would tolerate. I

dunk we have been right in doing so. But it is time that

people realized that politics and economics or any kind of
progress or democracy in India are not served by violence,

mdecency and vulgarity. We have to face difGcult and
setraus problems which require capacity for thought, res-

traint and sustained action. We stand out in the world as a
mature nation possessing some degree of wisdom, and yet,

we see this infanule and unintelligent behaviour which
rqoices the hearts of our enemies.

16 I do not wish to give you a pessimistic and unbalanced
picture of India. If I have stressed one unfortunate and
totressful aspect, I should like you to remember other and
^more importantones Thinkofthemighty works that are
•^ng carriedon in all parts of India by the people of India;
0 our bnlliantyoungmen an^womenwho are working in
our saendfic laboratories and institutes, of the new and
^®^*®wingarmyofourengineers and technicianswho are
uilding this New India; of our young men in our armed
orces who fill me with pride whenever I see them and find

of^
**'*®^^*8®"*< heen-minded and courageous; of the tens

®“S8nds ofourworkers in thecommunity development
ci^es who are filled with enthusiasm and a crusading
pintm the grot task of changing rural India; of many of
youn^ dvil servants who at an early stage carry heavy

Ini*™**™*****®’
indeed of the masses of the people of

over this vast land and keeping this great
ine going. Instead of appreciating and encouraging

onlv''^^
’ /?**** people are bentonrunningdown not

countivm
^''*™™®nt, but their country and all their

and fru™™’
****^ °** ^ atmosphere of defeatism
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in consultauon with President Nasser in Cairo. I do not

know if you had occasion to read Krishna Menon’s speeches

at the London Conference’^ which was held last month
These speeches were important because they brought out

clearly what the position was As a representative of India,

he carries a great responsibility in this matter, and we must

all wish him success in helping to bridge the gulf that exists

29 Any failure todo so means a new and indefinite period

of conflict This may not be a big-scale war to begin with,

but it will upset much that is happening in the world and

keep us on the verge of a big war Egypt, of course, might

suffer, but I think the Western Powers would ultimately

suffer much more because they have much more to lose

30 In another four days’ time,’^ I am going to Saudi

Arabia for a brief visit This was fixed up long ago, and has

nothing to do with the Suez Canal. In India, we are going to

have a multitude of distinguished visitors during this wnter

season Among them arc the Emperor of Ethiopia,” the

President of Syna,’® the President of Lebanon,” the

President of Indonesia,®® possibly Premier Chou En-lai of

China,®’ Vice-Premier Chen Yun®® of China, the Prime

Minister of Poland,®* the Pnme Minister of Nepal*< and

14 See ante, p 401

15 Disagreeing with the U S Plan which called for a system of

international control of the canal by tlie useis, Knshna Menon proposed

that a consultative body should help Egypt in keeping control

16 From 24 to 27 September 1956

17 HaiieSelassie Forb fn sceVoI l.p 112 He visited India from 25

to 27 October 1956 .

18 Shakuri al-Kuwatli (1891-1967) President of Syria, 1943-47 ana

19^-58 He visited India from 17 to 21 January 1957

19 The visit by Camille Chamoun did not take place

20 AhmedSoekamo Forb fn seeVol l,p 222 Healsocould not visit

India on this occasion

21 From 28 November to 10 December 1956

22 His proposed visit to India was postponed

28 Josef Cyrankiewia visited India from 24 March to 3 April 1»/

24 TankaPmsadAcharyafb 1912) Foun-Jf

Party. Pnme Minister. 1955-57 He visited India from 3 to 18 Decern

1956
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Shri S.K Dey,'^ the dynamic Administrator ot these comm-
unity schemes,nowbecomes theMimsterm charge, working
indosecooperation with the FoodandAgnculture Ministry.

20. This IS a significant step which indicates our new
outlook—the importance we attach to community develop-

ment as well as the vital necessity of increasing food

production I have written to you often in regard to the

essenual nature of the problem and 1 want you and all your
Mimsters, and more especially your Ministers of Agri-

culture, to realize then responsibility in this matter. It is

around this growth in foodandagricultural produce thatwe
shall not only build up the prosperity of our peasantry and
the stability ofour agrarian economy, but provide themeans
for the development of our industry

21 There is another important point for us to bear in
mind and this relates to co-operauon There is much talk of
co-operation and we have had some reports from China
and other countries. What exactly is co-operation? In its

essence, it is not merely an orgamzauon to provide credit,

but a social movement, a meansbywhich social changes are
brought about Therefore, essentially, it mustbe a people’s
movement and not something imposed from above In the
past, the cooperative movement in India did not prosper
greatly because itwas too official and toomuch tiedup with
intricate rules which impeded growth.We want tomake ita
vital movement, a voluntary growth from the village
upwards It is round the village multi-purpose cooperative,
the panchayat, and the school, that the life of the village
should revolve That will be the foundation of democracy
and self-reliant growth

22. There may be larger cooperatives. But if thpeg lose
touch with the village and become too much controlled by
officials from above, then they will lose the real spirit thatwe
wish to evolve During the last two or three years, there has
been some growth in small cooperatives in the community
project and nadonal extension service areas. I am told that

12 Forb fnseeVol 3, p 541
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New Delhi

20 September, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,*

1 sent you todaymy fortnightly letter. In this I referred to the
recent communal outbreaks in some parts of India in
connection with the book “Religious Leaders”. There is no
doubt that the Muslim demonstrauons were particularly
encouraged by some mischievous persons, some of these are
well-known. The fact that an editor of a paper should
actually publish all the offending passages and draw wide
attention to them itself indicates the mischievous intention

2 After these demonstrations, in the course of which
objectionable language and slogans were raised, Hindu
communal organizations, the Jan Sangh and the Hindu
Mahasabha and the like, came into the field with their

counter-demonstrations and slogans which were equally
objectionable Looting of Muslim shops took place There
were cases of stabbing too In some places the police had to
resort to firing

3. All this indicates how easy it is for communal jjassions

to be roused We cannot be complacent about these matters,

nor should we wait for trouble to occur before we take

action.

4 I think that even in these recent disturbances some
quicker action on the part of the distnet authorities, where

trouble was feared, would have helped in preventing this

Trouble spreads more espeaally because of what news-

papers wnte or processions which, m such cases, almost

always lead to violence. I feel that such processions should

* A speoal letter in addiuon to the Fortnightly Letters
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which I should like to congratulate you, has indicated what
great reserves we have in our people it we can but tap them.

In the States where theapproach was made to the fomily, the

results have been startlingly successful. I should like to

congratulate specially the States of Madras and Andhra.

27 I have wntten toyou at greatlengthaboutourdomestic

matters And yet, all these internal developments are closely

tied up with external happenings. If there is war, all our
plans are shattered. If our exports and imports cannot go
through the Suez Canal, all our estimates and planning are

powerfully affected. TheSuez Canal issue is thus not merely
an important world issue in which we take interest, but
something intimately related to our own work and future.

We have struggled hard to help where we can in lessening

tension and in moving the chiefparties concerned towards a
negotiated settlement A supei^dal view would indicate

that the differences between the two viewpoints are much
toowide apart to be bridged But, on doser analysis, you will

see that thegap is not in reality so wide. The real difficulty is

not the Suez Canal but all the fears and apprehensions, the
vested interests and thenew urges that hebehind it There is

oil, ofcourse, which runs themodem world, and there is the
conflict between the rising Arab nationalism and such
elements of Western control as still exist in those areas

28. I think that war is not likely to come now. But, itmust
be lemembeied that we were on the verge of war some davs
ago Even now, the danger is not past. What is more likely,
however, is the conunuaoon of a cold war in this region,
with all Its tensions and inevitable losses. Mr. Dulles of
converting the Suez Canal into a "dry ditch” by sending
ships round the Cape of Good Hope. As I wrote, the con-
ference of some prindpal users’ countries is meeting m
London,” and our colleague, Shn V K. Krishna Menon, is

13 Eighty nations began their tneetingat London on 19 September
to form the Suez Canal Users' Assonation to ensute the users’ naht ofnaviption and control over the canal Earlier, on 16 September Nasserhad^errqetung thecanil users’ plan insistedon a newagreementbeine
arrived at with the user oiunines through negonattons
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have to be the judges of what action to take. What I wish to

point out is that they must not live under constant fear of

someone whom they have arrested being acquitted. It does

not matter much if he is acquitted Government will have

discharged its function and the general public will realize

that we are going to stand no nonsense in regard to

communal troubles In fact such acquittals in obviously bad

cases would strengthen the hands of Government to bring

legislation to deal with such matters

9. While Muslim communal organizations sometimes

create trouble in the way of provocative speeches and
slogans, it is obvious that the ultimate sufferers arebound to

be Muslims or other minorities if communal passions are

roused. This has been the case in this agitation about the

book "Religious Leaders".

10 I am venturing to write to you so that you might give

thought to this matter and not hesitate to take action when
you think it necessary. I have an impression that we have

been rather slow in this respect recently andallowed trouble

to grow. Well-known bad characters of the goonda type and

notorious communal fanatics who spread poison hom day

to day are allowed to continue their mischievous activities

without let or hindrance. When some actual trouble occurs,

usually some fairly innocent people are arrested and the

mischief-makers escape.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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Lord^^ and Lady Attlee This is a formidable list. And, then

there will be many distinguished visitors for our Lnesco

Conference^ and Buddha Jayanti celebrations.^’ Many of

these eminent guests ofours will travel abou t Indiaand may
visit your State. In the past, you have been good enough to

give your co-operation in welcoming these guests 1 hope
you will do so again. You will, of course, be informed of

their programmes as soon as these have been prepared.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

to SO November 1956, an mtemanonal symposium on Buddhism-!
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penodical floods, as in northern Bihar have, tosome extent,

adapted themselves to this recurring disaster. On this

occasion, however, vast areas which were unused to floods

and unprepared for them have suffered this calamity, and I

am told that, in West Bengal and parts of Uttar Pradesh

espeaally, thousands of villages are today represented by
just rubble and mounds of earth Behind this unleashing of

the waters lies human misery and great loss of our crops

which are of vital importance to us Immediately, the

problem always is to give food and some improvised shelter

to these shelterless human beings But we have to think at

thesame time ofwhat todoabout them in the future. It is not

much good allowing them to build theirmud huts again in

the same places and thus inviting disaster afresh Perhaps,

from a long-term point of view, this disaster may be an
advantage as it gives us an opportunity to fashion our

villages in a better way and, thus, to put an end to the

miserable hovels in which ourpeople have lived forso long
That IS a vast undertaking And yet, there is no escape from

It And, why indeed should we try to escape, howeverbig the
task>

4 We have, therefore, to think from now onwards of this

broader planning of our villages The first thing to

remember is that a village should be situated on higher

ground so that the houses might escape the recurringfloods
This has been done, I believe, tosome extent, in thepastfew

years in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and the results have been

satisfactory It has to be done now on a much bigger scale

Secondly, the building of houses and other structures in the

village must be done in a planned and hygienic Way. Each

village should have at leastone decentand biggish building

which can serve as a school or as a community centre or, in

times of emergency, as a refuge

5. Just at the time when we had to face many difficult

problems in connecuon with oursecond FiveYearPlan and

the economic situation, we have to face this rather over-

whelmingsituauon Perhaps, it is as well thatwe have todo
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be chedced whenever there is tension or any likelihood of

disturbance.

5. This whole idea of taking out processions is a peculiar

featureofthe Indian scene incrowdedcities. Itis theduty of

the State to prevent obstruction of trafHc and annoyance to

people in the streets, quite apart{com otherconsid^tions.
A procession undoubtedly obstructs traffic and annoys the

passersby, shopkeepers, etc. Usually, when tensions exist,

shopkeepers become afraid and dose their shops.

6 The problem of how to deal with newspapers is a
peculiarly difficult one. I have personally come to the
condusion thatwe must have fresh legislation to deal with
the spread ofcommunal hatredby newspapers, etc I would
confine this to offensivecommtmalwritings, andnot extend
it at all in the political or other fields. This matter is one of
high importance and I feel sure that we shall have the
approval of the general public ifwe take stronger measures
^n we have done thus far in dealing with communal
indtement and violence.

7. I have an idea that most of our Governments have
become much too l^al-minded. When a newspaper or an
individual misbehaves, we dare not take action lest the law
courts mi^t acquit the person concerned. Ifwe proceeded
under the Detention Act, we are again doubtful what the
Advisory Boardmightdo. Sowespenda long time in fairing
legal advice and meanwhile the situation changes. It is
seldom that legal advice can be quite dear in such
8. I feel that even in existing conditions we should act
rnuch more prompdy. Ifwe ate convincaJ that a newspaper
editor or any other individual has spread communal hatred
and incited people to communal violence, we shmilri
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leniently with a transgressor. It is perhaps not difficult to

impose such a law in the broad strctclies of the desert where

life IS simple and temptations arc extremely limited What
will happen when life becomes complicated and temptat-

ions grow with the advent of what is called modern
civilization^ How long will (he old restraints continue (hen?

The other Arab countries—Syria, Lebanon and Egypt—
have had a taste ofmodem civilization to a far greaterextent

and in the course of a hundred and fifty years or so, have

gradually adapted themselves to it. In Saudi Arabia the

impact IS sudden and is likely to be overwhelming

8 Arabiacoversa vastarea.almostasbigaslndia Andyct,

the population of Saudi Arabia is estimated to be (tiiere has

never been any census) about six or seven millions only.

Gradually, a good part of this population is drifting to die

major townswhich arcgrotving rapidly 1 1 is not easyfor the

Bedouin with his nomadic habits to settle down anywhere

The present King's father* encouraged the Bedouin tribes to

settle and, to some extent, succeeded. Even so, the Bedouins

fell morcat home in their tents dianin solid houses. Now, as

a result of the discovery of oil and its consequences, this

movement is much faster Oil gushes out from innumerable

pumps and is sent to the ends of the earth, bringing dollars

in return. Tlie dollars again arc sent abroad to purchase

luxurj' cars and consumergoods of all descriptions. I do not

think that much thought has been given yet to the

development of industry. The basic products ofAiabia today

arc dates and oil I have little doubt that after this first flush

of excitement is over, the problems of industrial develop-

ment will follow. Meanwhile, there is this reaction from

age-old restraint and hard living and a desire for the

comforts and luxuries of life Schools arebeingputup rather

slowly, and some attention is being paid to defence

installations

9. Oil has brought wealth to Arabia But there is a distinrt

possibility of something even more valuable than oil

3 Ibn Saud (1880-1953) King of Saudi Arabia. 1932-53
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New Delhi

14 October, 1956

Vijaya Dasbmi

My dear Chief Minister,

As Iwrite toyou this letter, thedtyofDelhi isawaittng, with
a good deal of apprehension, the rapid advance of the

swollen Jamuna river. This flood is coming nearer and
nearerlikeanarmybentonag^iression.Wehavehadenough
notice of it, and sudi steps as can be taken have been taken.

The various embankments have been strengthened and are

guarded n^ht and day by our Sappers and Miners in case
any breach occurs. Large low>lying areas have been
evacuated both by cattle and human beings.

2. Because of these precautions, perhaps, the damage that
is likely to occurwillbe Imuted. InDelhiweare ina position
to take rapid measures of protection, even though they may
notbewholly adequate, fornaturein its fury is still stronger
than man's effort Butvastareas inIndia, more especially the
rural areas and the small towns, have no such protective
apparatus. And today a good part of North and East
has bem converted into a sea. I am told that, flying horn
Kashmir to Delhi, one finds these wide stretches of water as
soon as one leaves the mountains. So, also, in going from
Delhi to Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West l^gal. Here in
Delhi and, no doubt, in many other places there has been
incessant and continuous rain, as at the hwght of the
monsoon Today was the first more or less dear day after a
long interval.

3. From all reports received, the damage done in West
Ben^I, in Uttar Pradesh, and in Bihar by these rains and
Uoods has been enormous. Areas which are used to
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coming from Arab Spain Cordoba was a great centre of

philosophy, medicine, and arts and saences during the

middle ages when Europewas supposed to begoing through
a period of intellectual darkness Professors from Cordoba
went to the Sorbonne in Parisand to other great universiues

of Europe Even today Spain bears the impress of the long
period of Arab rule there

12. After a bright period, during which Baghdad and
Cordoba were the centres of civilization and culture, there

was decay The Arabs were dnven out from Spain, and the

Arab empire, of which Baghdad was the capital, went to

pieces It did not recover. The Ottoman Turks came there

and the period of Turkish rule of the Arab counuies in

Western Asia was not noted for any growth or advance and
the Arabs were treated as a subject race by the Turks The
Europeans thencame there, as theycame to many otherparts

of Asia, and established their dominion The new and vital

Europe with its growing scienceand industrial avilization

became dominant. In Syna and Lebanon the influence tvas

chiefly French In Egypt it was Briush.

13 An American University’ in Beirut plaved an

important pan in not onlj building up a new middle class

but also helped in reviving Arabic as a literarj’ language In

this wa\ Cairo and Beirutand Damascusbecame new centres

of a mixed culture which affected other Arab lands Even

todav unnersit) trained people from Cairo and Beirut

spread out over Arabia and other Arab countries as

engineers, doctors, teachers, etc.

14 I should like to make clear that Arabia and Saudi

Arabia are not synonymous terms Saudi Arabia is of course

far the biggest part of Arabia, but there are other independ-

ent orsemi-independent States also When I was at Riyadh,*

the capital, andJeddah, the porton theRed Sea, Iwas not far

from the Suez Canal This issue was dominant The very day

I reached Riyadh President Nasser left some hours before I

4 It was founded in 1866

5 On 24 September 1956
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sobecause thismay help to putanew vitality into us

the challenge of nature by the challenge of our manhood.

6. Sincel wrote toyou last, I have paid abriefvisit to Saudi

Arabia * This was a new type of country for me, new not

because it was largely desert, but because of the impaa ot

dollars and a money economy on an ancient, simple and

virile people. I saw a great deal of constn^on, b^ solid

buildings growing up and broad roads being built, wh^
fhere had been small straggling towns conmning t^efly

mudhouses Thesenew houseswere full ofair-condiaonos

andelecmccoolersandmany othergadgetswhich contrasted

strangdy with the bare and bleak country around. I was

given a very friendly and cordial welcome not only by the

King,! but the people wherever I went, and I lik^ the

people. But, always, I was thinking ofhow this intrusion of

dollars would affect the life of the people, and I was not a

little apprehensive that that effect might not be all to the

good Indeed, I mentioned it to my hosts there and asked

them if there was not any danger of the people growirig soft

andlosing the qualitieswhichhad enabled them tomaintain

theirfreedom and their distinctiveway of living.The desert,

like the mountains, breeds hardy people They have to

contend against the harsher aspects of nature and their very

survival demands physical toughness and a capacity for

endurance. Civilization has developed chiefly in the richer

valleys and the plains where nature is soft and man has had

greater leisure to lead an easier life But that easy life itself

had led to softening of his fibre, even though there has been

intellectual growth.

7. In Saudi Arabia there is not only the great and
inhospitable desert, but also the stem, puntanical tenets of

the Wahabi sect of Islam, to whidi the mling family

belongs. In theory and, presumably, in practice, the law is

theoldMosaicLaw.as interpretedby theMuslim law-givers

of old in the Shariat. It is a hard law which does not deal

1 Fnnii 24 to 27 September 1956

2 Abdttl-AmSaud Forb fn.$eeVoU3,p 534
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has underiaken arduous journeys on our behalf He is now
in New York We have not at any time tned to impose any

viewpoint upon Egypt, but have attempted to explore

various possibilities of settlement, always keeping in view

Egyptian sovereignly and national interest We are, of

course, anxious and eager to prevent any warlike develop-

ments as well as to see that the Sue? Canal functions

properly

16 I have found in some newspapers that a curious charge

has been brought against me to the effect that I wrote to

President Tito criticizing Egypt’s action because it was said

not to fit in with our Bnoni statement This charge is

without foundation We have naturally been in intimate

touch not only with Egypt, but with Yugoslavia andsome of

our neighbour countries. It is our practice to keep in touch

with them whenever any important occasion anses

17 Two or three days ago, an unfortunate leakage took

place in Delhi of the letter* Mr Black,’ President of the

World Bank, wrote to our Finance Minister ‘® We deaded

that the whole correspondence should be released” and you
may have seen Mr. Black’s lettei and our Finance Minister's

reply ” These have attracted much attention both in some

8 In ins letter to the Finance Minister on 5 September 1956, Black

cautioned against Government’s excessive reliance on deficit finanang,

priority to development through public sector and ambitious planning

and feared that Uiese might foice the Bank to recommend no grant of

further loans to India

9 Eugene R Black (b 1898) American banker. Director, US
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 1947-49,

President, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,

1949-63

10 TT Knshnamacbari
11 On 10 October 1956

12 In Ins reply on 16 September, TT Krishnamacliari said that

"nobody need have any anxiety on the score of the financial stability o

India being imperilled" as her Government’s policies were sopnd, that t e

State enterprises were.more effiaent than the private ones and it

lack of internal finance but shortage of foreign exchange that affected t e

rapid development of the economy
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rhangtng the face of this great country. This is water. There

is drilling for water and engineers have found it, deep down
below the surface, about 14000 meters which, I believe, is

nearlya'mile It issaid withsomeconfidence, though there is

no certainty yet, that farbelow thu greatdesert there isavast

sea of water, hundreds of miles long. If this greatreservoir is

tapped adequately, it will have a tremendous effect on this

country which has been a desert Cor ages past

10 My visit to Arabiawas a great experience formewhich I

liked. It had also certain desirable political consequences
and brought our country and Saudi Arabia a little nearer to

one another. Arabia, though backward and undeveloped,
sull remains the ancient homeland of the Arab race and it

was from Arabia that they spread out more than 1300 years
ago to conquer vast stretches of Africa and the Eurasian
amnnent Notonlybecause of theholy places ofIslambeing
situated in Arabia, and the annual Haj pilgrimage which
bnngs large numbers of Muslims to Mecca, but because of
innumerable emotional attachments, it has a great pull on
Muslims everywhere. Politically, it has some importance of
course, butEgypt is atpresentand has been forsome time the
premier Arab country. The newspapers of Cairo go all over
theArabworldand theyhaveamuch largercirculation than
Indian newspapers. Egypt, as well as Lebanon and Syria,
have been the meeting places of modem Europe with the
Arab world and Western Asia. In a sense, it has been a
meeting place for many centuries. The old Cmsades were
fought in what is Palestine and Syria and Lebanon now.
Most of us have read about these Cmsades from books
wtten by Western authors with a natural bent towards the
Christian West against the Islamic East. More neutral
accounts have rather tilted this balance and shown that
Western Asiawas more developedand civilizedat the timeof

^ Crusades than Europe. In fact, the main effect of the
t^sades, apart from the final defeat of the Crusaders, was
theinfluenceofWestern Asiandvilization onEurope Many
ans and even luxuries crept into Europe then
11. There was another powerful inQuence on Europe
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Europe there is a new ferment of ideas Members of the

Communist Party of India, bied up in subservience to rigid

dogmas, have been rather at sea because of these

developments

20 The Socialist Party led by Dr Lohia*® can hardly be

taken seiiously, either in its objectives oi its methods Tlie

Praja Socialist Party, rvhich is still supposed to represent the

mainstream of socialist thought in India, has displayed, in

recent times, an amaringconfusion of ideas Indeed, in some
ways, their prominent leaders like Shri Jayaprakash Na>

rayan'^ have diifted away fiom the basic tenets of socialism

Some raise their voices against State ownership and cond-

emn It as State capitalism Some even equate democracy

with private enterprise and, thus, indicate some kind of a

basic conflict between socialism and democracy Tlie old

socialist view has been, on the other hand, that there is an

inherent conflict between democracy and capitalism, and

democracy can only find fulfilment when it extends itself

from the political field to the economic field

21. I think It IS important that there should be dear

thinking Words and slogans often lose their original

meaning and, to some extent, even get rather our of date

because of changes We cannot allow ourselves to become

victims of slogans without thinking out clearly what they

mean in present circumstances Unfortunately, people in all

parties, including the Ckingress, are far too much in the

habit of allowing a phrase or a slogan to take the place of

thought Because of this, the Communists have become

quite out of date in spite of their brave professions Such

reputation and prestige as they have is largely derived from

the achievements of the Soviet Union or of China MeiAbeis

15 Rammanohar Lohia (1910-1967) Member. Ckingress Soaahst

Parly, 1934-48, General Secretary. Praja Soaahst Party. 1954. Chaiiman

of Soaahsi Party from 1956 to 1964 when it again merged with P S P w

form Samyjikta Soaahst Party, Member, Lok Sabha, 1968-67

16 For b fn see Vol 3, p 51
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amved there.® He had come for a consuliauons wuh King

Sand Some people thonght it rather odd that he should not

have waited for my arrival there As a matter of fact.

President Nasser sent a message to me that he would gladly

stay on to meet me and he did not wish to appear

discourteousbygoingaway in a hurry I replied tohim thatl

quiteunderstood theposmon and he neednotstay on. There

wouldbe no misunderstandingonmy part if he wentback to

his other duues. In fact, I suggested that he might do so. I

was not going to Saudi Arabia for a tripartite conference

16 Thisbrings me to the problem of the Suez Canal which

hasbeen a dominantinternational issueduring the past two

and a half months We have just heard that some temporary

agreement has been arrived at on some basic issues between

Egypt on the one hand and the Western countries on the

otherm the Security Council ’ This does not take us very far,

and yet it is an important development and one can hardly

conceive now of a complete break in the future I need not

tell you that in this matter India has played a partwhich has

been considerable though rather behind the scenes The

attitude of Egypt throughout these negotiauons has

appeared to me to be restrained and reasonable It is on the

other side that there hasbeen lack of restraint Whateverone

may think of the original and rather sudden action ofEgypt

in nationalizing the Suez Canal Company overnight,

subsequent to thatEgypt has functionedwith commendable

moderauon. We have been in close touch with the Egyptian

Government and, as you know, Shn V K. Krishna Menon

6 Ftesideni Nasser ol Egypt had a meeting with the Syrian President

and the King of Saudi Arabia from 22 to 24 September 19^ to discuss the

Suez Canal issue

7 The formula agreedupon by the Foreign Ministers of Egypt, Bntain

and France on 11 October which was to form the basis for further

negotiations provided that (1) Suer Canal to remain open to all ships, (2)

Egypt’s sovereignty to be respected, (S) operation of the canal to be
insulated from the internal poliucs of any country, (4) tolls and other

matters to be deeded between Egyptand the users, (5) proportion ofdues
fordevelopmentof thecanal tobe earmarkedand (6)any disputebetween
Egypt and the users tobe settled through aibitranon
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lesser and lesserand the self-regulating character of the old

competiuve economy ceases to function

24. In spite of this growth of monopoly capitalisin, to

some extent capitalism has been kept in check by two

developments which were not before Marx One is the

development of democrauc government leading to adult

hanchise, the other is the development of powerful trade

umons in the industrialized countries Both these have

helped in improving the standards of thecommon man and
in checkmg the predatory dharacter of capitalism Thus,

while capitalism has undergone a considerable change, the

conception of soaalism also has to be adapted to new
conditions So long as private monopolies remain, it is not

possible for any socialist structure of society to develop It

becomes essential, therefore, for soaety to control the major

means of ptoducnon and to prevent these monopolies from

developing. And yet, the very nature of capitalism, aided by

conunuing technological progress, is to develop these

monopolies

25 Another aspect which is to be borne in mind is the

temfic pace of technological growth and the release ofnew
sources of power, finally culminating in atomic energy

While It was bad enough for monopoly capitalism to wield

great influence previously, and in fact to grow bigger and

bigger, the prospect of this new source of power being

controlled by it brings grave dangers

26 The result of all this is that even in the highly

industrialized countnes capitalism, while changing

considerably, has reached a stage ofmonopoly utilizing the

latest technology to increase its power to a degree which

might in future endanger society as a whole. In India, the

position is notso developedand is different Itwouldbe folly

for us to pursue a path which leads to these dangers and

deadlocks

27 We have, I thmk, adopted a wise course in trying to

keep this basic factor in view and yet allowing pnvate

enterprise to develop in the secondary^Ids which are notof
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Eoreign cxjuntries and in India. Mr Black raises an imp-
ortant question of basic piolicy He is, as is to be expected,

firmlycommitted to private enterpnse in the development of
a country. He does not approve of our sodahsuc tendencies

and State ownership of industrial undertakings That
represents the fundamental outlook in the United States of

Amenca It is not for us to criticize whatmay be good orbad
for the United States, but we have accepted the goal of

socialism in India, not just for some idealisuc and ideologi-

cal reasons, butrather for strictly practtcal considerations It

IS true that we are governed, and rightly so, by idealistic

reasons also. But our whole approach has been pragmatic
and we have not accepted any dogma
18 Nearly two years ago, we adopted, at the Avadi
Congress'* as well as in Parliament,** the socialistpattern of
soaety as our goal That was not a sudden decision, but a
natural development of our thinking and our national
movement Ever since the twenties, the Congress had been
favourably inclined towards soaalisuc ideas. It is true that
Congress thinking was rather vague and not precise, and
was governed chiefly by ideahsUc considerations and a
desire to raise the under-privileged and to eliminate vested
interests and the big differences between various classes and
^oups m the country Some Congressmen, undoubtedly,
thought more preasely and definitely about this soaalist
pattern When the Soaalist Party was formed within the
Congress twenty years ago, this didnotmean that the rest of
the Congress was against socialism

19 There has been much confusion not only in India but
c sewhere about the content of socialism and themethods to
eadopted to achieve it Outside India, even the communist

version of socialism and the way to achieve n, which have
been ngid dogmas, are in process of undergoing some
c ange In the Soviet Union, there is greater flexibility iri
approach, and in the other Communist countries of eastern
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New Delhi

8 December, 1956

My dear Chief Minister,

My last letterwas sent to you, I think, on the Vijaya Dashmi

Day, OctoberH Iam exceedingly sorry for thisbiggap The
measure ofmy distress at times is tosome extent themeasure

of the many acuvities that have rather ovcnvhelmcd me
dunng this period We have gone through, and indeed we

are still going through, an international crisis of great

magnitude which has demanded not only time but hard

thinking We have had the Unesco Conference which

attracted a ver>' large number of eminent persons. We have

also had tlic Buddha Jayanti celebrations which also attra-

cted many distinguished visitors Apart from the work done

in these conferences, it became nescssary to meet many of

these guests of ours as well as to partiapate in numerous

funcuons

2 Ido not propose to give you a list ofour special visitors,

but I would like to mention four of them: U Nu of Burma,

Mr Chou £n-Iai, PremierofChina, the Dalai Lamaand the

Panchen Lama
3. I do not know how exactly to deal with this longpenod

of seven weeks There is mu^ to write because event has

succeeded event and sensation followed sensation. So fast

has been the pace of these events thatmuch that happened in

October or November is already rather distant history and

there is little point in my repeating here. I shall, however,
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of the Socialist Parties in India equally seem to live in a

bygone age So do, let us admit, most Congressmen

22 It IS no easy matter to define socialism preasely, for

Socialists themselves differ in their definitions I do not

propose to enter into this rather complicated question in

this letter, but 1 should like to point out some broad

considerations which we should have in view. Some people

think that socialism means an egalitarian society, that is,

equality for everybody and nothing more. Soaalism
certainly aims at a removal of differences and equal opp-
ortunities for all. But soaalism ismuch more than this The
very word came into use after the industrial revolution had
ushered in modem capitalism It was in fact a child, as

capitalism was, of the industrial revolution whidi for the

first time rapidly increased the productive apparatus of
soaety and therefore added greatly to the available wealth
For the first time in human history the prospectofa measure
of well-being for everybody came into view and vanous
theories were advanced how to achieve it Marx studied the
early days of capitalism with remarkable insight and
prophesied that there would be progressively an accumul-
ation of wealth in ever fewer hands and greater misery for
ever largernumbers ofpeople Thiswould ultimately result
in a revoluuon ushering in the Communist era Indeed, he
expected this revolution to take place every time there was
some oisis in capitalism.

23 Marx has been proved right in his analysis in many
ways, but he has also been proved wrong in other ways
Capitalism has survived and prospered and even resulted in
much higher standards for the industrialized communities
of the West. But it is true that the new stage of capitalism,
though markedly different from the old stage, bears out the
Marxian analysis in so far as it is leading tobig monopolies.
In the highly industrialized countnes a few huge combines
have developed and wield enormous power. The main
argument in, favour of pnvate enterprise was that it
encroraged large-scale compeution With the development
o these monopolies, the sphere of competition becomes
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6 This has demonstrated thatitisvery difficultnowforan

open reveruon to colonialism. Even a strong power cannot

do so at the expense of a weak country, because of world

opinion, including of course Asian opinion, and the many
other consequences that flow from this Colonialism or

foreign domination may well continue where it exists today

for some time longer, bbt it is in retreat and has been dealt a

hard blow England and France, two great colonial powers,

have not only suffered very greatly in prestige, but have also

been shown up-as really not strongenough to hold empires.

In effect, this has changed thebalanceofpower in the world

7. The events in Hungary have demonstrated that militant

communism, however powerful its backing, cannot be

forcibly imposed for long over a country Communism
might possiblygrow in a country if it is allied to nauonalism

and the country relies on itsown strength Hungary was for

ten years under a Communist regime dominated over by the

Soviet Union. During these ten years there was, no doubt, a

great deal of propaganda and indocU’ination But, as events

have proved, it could not stand up against the strong

nationalist urge of the Hungarian people Thus, Russia has

not only suffered greatly in prestige by what it did in

Hungary, but so-called intemauonal communism has also

been shown to be much weaker than people imagined

8 These two events are ofworld significance for the future

and will, no doubt, gradually influence the policies of var-

ious countries

9. Both in Egyptand Hungary the situation is still critical,

though It would appear that the immediate danger of a

major war has been avoided. At the same ume, the cold war

hascomeback and is likely to create a neiv crisis from ume to

time. It may be that we may get over this phase after some

Ume and revert to the process ofrelaxauon of tension, which

was in evidence during the past year or more I cannot say

how long this may take

10 During the past two weeks or so, I have spoken on

several occasions in the Lok Sabha and theRajya Sabha on
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suategic importance. Gradually the publicsectorwill grow

bothabsolutelyandrelatively, andthewholeeoinomy ofthe

txmntry will be controlled by it. It is interesting to compve
what is happening in a number of other countries in Asia,

more especially Western Asia, with what we have done in

- India. Very large sums of money have been given to these

countries as aid oras profitfrom oil production. These sums

have been spent in some improvements, some development

of light industries and an increasing consumption of

consumer goods. There has been no basic change in the

general level ofthepeople. Norhasany foundation been laid
forany future progress. In effect these large sums havebeen
largely vmsted. We must learn from this.

28 lam sorry to inflict these theoretical arguments upon
you I was impelled to do so because of Mr. Blade's letter. I

realize that what I have said is rather superfidal and very

incomplete. What I wanted to do, however, was to induce

people to think about these problems so that we can give a
greatercontent toourideas ofsodalism. Those ideas canno
longer be merely utopian. They have to be based on some
logical and sdentific appraisal of conditions as they are

today.

29. Iam goingtoAssam for four days earlynext week. The
month ofNovember is going to be a veryheavymonth forus
in Delhi and elsewhere with the Unesco Conference and the
visits of many eminent guests from abroad. Some of these

guests will, no doubt, visit enher parts of India also.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehiii
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poisiuon from which it cannot extricate itself withouthumi-

liation and abject surrender, then u is likely to prefer even

war, whatever the consequences. We have seen England and
France and Russia, no doubt because of theirown mistakes,

dnven into a cornerand trying desperately to find a way out

without complete loss of dignity. If we prevent them from

finding a way out, this might lead to desperation and even

war Therefore, it would seem that we should always try to

havean honourable wayofescapefrom a difficultposition I

remember that Gandhiji always left a door open in this

way, without ever sacrifiang his pnnaples. Gandhiji’s

wisdom and practical good sense jusufy themselves agam
and again

13 England and France, losing the active help of the Uni-

ted States and having to face an angered public opinion,

became too weak to carry on their rash adventure m Egypt

and are trying toend itwith such grace as theycan * They are

both in a very chastened mood, even though they may talk

big to comfort themselves The Soviet Union is notweakand

relies on its own strength. Even so, it has bowed to world

opinion to some extent The danger is that itmay be pushed

toomuch inan attempt to humiliate itand then itmay react

wrongly Both parties may dig their feet in, and when great

powersdo this, the consequences are likely tobe very senous

14 We have seen in Poland how far-reaching changes can

be brought about if the situation is tackled wisely and

peacefully * The same background existed in Hungary but

with two major differences Hungary did not have

effective leadership and the Egyptian crisis intervened The

4 On 3 December, Britain and France announced their plan to

withdraw their forces from Egypt

5 On 6 November, general amnesty was given to all ^sotot

rmpnsoned for alleged fasast acawues, the ChurA allwed mow

freedom and changes made in tradeumon leadership On IS ’

changeswereeffectedmPolishGovemmentandArmy
Comman^flMoai

cases against Poznan ndters were dropped On 18 November, 6

United Workers Party of Poland and the Soviet Union agreed tha

Soviet Army would not mterfcre in Poland’s internal aiimis
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saysomethingabout the international situation andsome of

the consequences of the events m £gypt‘ and Hungary.^

4 What happened in Egypt and Hungary is of course of

fust importance for a variety of reasons and the virorld has

been rather near a major war. I should, however, like to lay

stress on two aspects particularly.

5 The first relates to Anglo-French action in Egypt. It is

patent that this action has failed completely. It was aimed

j
pnncipally at bringing down the Nasser Government there

j
and establishing a more pliable tool. This transformation

was supposed to lead to a re-establishment of British influ-

enceoverWesternAsiaand of French influence in Northern
Africa and especially Algeria. In the result, it is President
Nasserwho has come out of it with greater strength and far

greaterprestige,and both theU K and Francehave suffered

tremendously m their prestige, apart from the great losses

that they sustained.

1 On 29 Oclober,IstaeUlbtcesaiiackedEgypnan forces and captured
Smai In an uluniatum the next day Bntain and France

asked Egypt and Israel to cease lire, desist Irom fi^ung near the Suer
“anal and asked Egypt to allow their forces to be stauoned in Port Said,
niMhaand Suer, As Egypt rejected the ultimatatn, an all-out offensive

launchedon the next dayby Bntain and Fiance After fierce fighung

II
M*?^ agreedon a cease-fireon 5 November, and on 7 November, the

General Assembly called upon Anglo-Fiendi and Israeli forces to
wtftdraw from Egypuan soil

form^"
Octoberwidespread protests in Hungary led to the

who
all-partj Goiemment led by Imre Nag>, an ex-Premier,

will,!?"
poiver,announced free elections, end to one-part) rule.

Pan Th'
troopsand withdrawal ofHungar) from theWarsaw

on 4 V iheu troops but

N'oi
•"Shilled a Government led b) Janos Radar By 1

1

attests
•evolutMuary movement was put down and Nag)
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17. As you perhaps know, Iam going to the Umted States

within a week® to meet President Eisenhower. This visit of

mine has been made much ofby theAmencan Press, as if the

future of the world depended on our talks. I am alarmed at

this boosting, because it raises great expectations which are

nbt likely to be fulfilled This does not mean that I consider

my visit to President Eisenhower ofno value Indeed, I think

it IS importantand Ihope itwill yieldgood results President

Eisenhower has come back to his high office after a

tremendous popular victory.^He represents a country which
is the mostpowerful in the world He is thus in a posiuon to

make a great difference to world events.

18 While we seek and work for peace, Pakistan is again

resounding with warlike cnes and threats against India ® I

am distressedabout this, as itcomes in theway ofournormal

relationsand embitters them There are ail kinds ofrumours

of Pakistan indulging in trouble on the ceasefire line m
Kashmir or the Indian border

19. Parliament is conunuing and is likely to last another

two weeks or a little less Among other measures whidi it is

6 Ftotn 16 to 21 December 1956

7 Eisenhower was reelected U S President for the second term on 6

November 1956 .

8 For example, on S December, the Prime Minister of Pakistan mid

that hiscountry wouldcontinue to seek military alliances as longM there

waseven a "remotedangerfrom India”, because "India asawholehas
no

accepted Pakistan’s existence" On 7 December, Patetans Foici^

Minister charged that Nehru was himself an invader "of Hydera a ,

Junagadh and Pondicherry", is "definitely out to destroy stna«g

nauons", and India was spending Rs 300 oores on her arm

"which I call a force of aggression.”
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intemaaonal affairs’ and, perhaps, you have read what I

have said It is important thatwe should have a dear idea of
these happenings because the burden of shaping our own
country's policy rests on us Wecannot adequately shoulder
that burden by mere reactions to events, as most people do.

The stakes ate very heavy indeed and, by some fate or cir-

cumstance, India’s responsibiliaes have grown. Reports
come to ps from many of the West Asian countries that

wherever an Indian flag is seen on the car of one of our
representatives, crowds gatherround it to express theirhigh
appreaauon of India and her policy, and expectingIndia to

do something to help them. So also in Budapest. That is a
tembleburden forus to carry Ourcapadty todoanything is

limited, andourgoodname has gone farbeyond that capac-
ity. This prospect rather frightens me.

11 Itis easyenough to give expression toourviews inbrave
language,condemning this country or that,but it isnot easy
tohold to the straightandnarrowpathwhidi leads topeace.
It ISnoteasy toavoidextremesofexpressionwhen people are
excited The middle path is seldom approved of by those at
cither extreme

12 What is the testwe should apply? Certainly the test of
prinaples, but the enunciation of pnndple is not enough
and even a good principle shouted out at the wrong time
may create dangersandlead to difficulties Ifa great country,
iwcause of its own folly and mistakes, is dnven into a

3 Speaking in Lok Sabha on 16 and 19 Movemberand in Rajya Sabha
4 and 7 December, Nehru descnbed the Anglo-Ftenth auadi on
as "unabashed aggression dangerous to the heedom of Asian and

^cancountriesandpeace itself,”anddemandedimmediatewithdrawal
o teglo-French and Israeli forces from Egypt. Speaking on Hungary,

th* f

***^ dial the people of Hungary sho^be allowed to determine
^^*’**e recording to their own wishes and Soviet troops should
ithdraw ButIndiawa$opposedtotheU.N resolutionwhichdemanded

ofelecuons inHungaryunderUJM. auspices asthatwouldmean
rntervenuon in Hungary and would entrendi Soviet presence in

wntry NehruagreedwiththesuggesnonthatUJl.observersshonld
oe allowed to visit Hungary.
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New Delhi
‘ 9 January, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

I enclose for yourinformation a copy ofa noteon the foreign

exchange situauon which I have written to all Cabinet

Ministers of the Government of India You will also receive

from the Ministry of Finance a communication on the same

subject.

The foreign exchange situation is difficultand the utmost

effort has to be made to conserve our foreign resources. I

would therefore request your co-operation in ensunng that

your Government does not send up to the Ministry of

Finance proposals for foreign exchange not covered by the

criteria mentioned by them

The virtual embargo that is being placed on fresh foreign

exchange commitments may seriously affect some of yom
projects I trust, however, that you vnll appreciate that in

present arcumstances such a temporary embargo is

inevitable and such inconvenience as it may cause has

necessarily to be borne.

Yours smcerely,

Jawaharlal Ndini

• A speaal letter in addiuon to the Fortnightly Letters
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SovietUnionwasalarmedatwhatmightwell develop intoa

collapse of its authority in the East European countries and

bring a hostile frontier right up to its own borders There is

nothing that Russia fears so much as a re-armed Germany.

Twice in our lifetime German armies have invaded and

brought havoc to Russia Nobody m Eastern Europe ever

forgets this fact If the hostile fronuer was brought to

Russia’s own border, and a re-armed Germany could go

there with ease, then the fear of Russia would increase

greatly and it may be thought that her own security was

being endangered. It was probably for this reason that

Russia acted in the way it did in Hungary and was faced by

world disapproval

15 How, then, are we to deal with this situation? I can

offer no simple reape We may, however, lay down some
broad considerations The first one is that we should stand

on our basic prinaples That means that foreign forces

should be withdrawn from Hungary, and Hungary should

enjoy real independence with a political or economic
structure of her people’s choice For this purpose, Soviet

troops will have to withdraw Weshouldmake it easy for the

Soviet Union to do so If we make it difficult, then the

process of withdrawal will be delayed, the crisis will

continue and war may well result and come in the way of

what we want to do

16 It becomes ever more clearly evident to me that the

system of pacts and alliances, whether it is NATO or the
Warsaw Treaty or SEATO or the Baghdad Pact, weakens
peace and maintains a constant dread of each other Ifwe ask
the Russians to withdraw from East Euiopean countries, as
we shouldlogically, foreignbases in other foreign countries
should also be liquidated I am quite sure that if all these
pacts and alliances are put an end to, there would be a great
relief all over theworld, thecoldw4rwill endand the return
to normality would be hastened. This would also result in
what IS called that demooauzation of the East European
countries That process which started last year cannot be
reversed now, though it may well be delayed.
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funds lo meet them As ii is esscnual that our past

commitments should be honoured, the Ministry of Finance

has, with my concurrence, fell it necessary to place a virtual

embargo on the uiking on the fresh commitments Tlie

position will be reviewed m June and if it is improved, the

di astir restrictions now imposed will be reduced

The puipose ofmy writing this letter to you is to request

youi co-opcraiion in making the ceiling allocated to your

Ministry fully effective It would be appropriate for your

Ministry itself to review all the proposals that it might have

foi entering into foreign exchange commitments and to

present to the Ministir of Finance only those which it finds

lo be of the highest piioiity within the ceiling allocated

Priority will, of course, have to be given lo expenditure on

maintenance or inescapable relacement a iid then to schemes

on which a substantial foreign exchange expenditure, say

90% has alieady been incuncd Other schemes, I fear, will

have to wait till the situation improves

Jawaharlal Nehru
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con»dering is the one containing new taxation proposals.’

Such proposals could only be put forward on the eve of

general elections ifwe felt their absolute necessity from the

pointofview ofoureconomyand the second FiveYearPlan.

20 Meanwhile, we£aceincFeasingdifficulties.Ourforeign

exchange resources have been reduced greatly during the

past few months.^’ Prices have gone up*' and certain

inflationary trends are evident We have to ^eck these at all

costs, andwe have to increase our production as well as our
exports. We have also to save wherev®we can and avoid all

unnecessary expenditure. You will be discussing these

matters at the National Development Council*® which is

soon meetingandI shall thereforenotsaymuch aboutthem
except to putbefore you that the situation is a difficult one
and requires all our efforts

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

9 On 30 Novnnber, a Supploneniary Budget was introduced in
farliamentbywhich eisasedunes weretawedon dividends, andon items

as wines, scooteis,and watches Taxon capital gamswas alsoraised
i demands were discussed in Lok Sabha on 10and 12 Decemberandm Rajya Sabha on 15 December 1956
10 Foreign exchange reserves had gone down to Rs 544ctotes Afterawwng for Rs 400 croies as minimum currency reserves and Rs 40

as minimum working balance, the Reserve Bank was left wifli Rs
only Of these, there was commitment to pay Rs 91 aorta on

tmimrtofmachineryforRourkela Therefore, only Rs 10crores were left

19M
4% between SeptembaandNovember

12 It met on 8 and 9 December 1956
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events are likely to take. We have a difficult task in the

Security Council, because most of the members of that

Coundl, for a variety of reasons, incline towards Pakistan

Man> of them are in some kind of a military alliance with
Pakistan It is difficult to evplain to them in a brief debate

the long agony of these past nine years of the Kashmir siorj’.

I have no doubt that Shri Krishna Menon will present our
case’ with force and ability I have just heard t]^t the U.S
and theU K. Governments areputtingforward somekindof
a resolution. '® I have not seen this resolution yeL But I fear it

is likely to be unsatisfactory from our point of view.

4 I do not tvish to make'this letter merely a record of the

many events that have taken placeduring the pastsix weeks.
You read about these happenings in the newspapers, and it

would serve little purposemy repeating them. But I should

like to draw your attention again to certain basic features of

the present international situation.

5 After many years of the cold war, there appeared to bea

relaxauon of it Gradually, thehigh tension and exatement
lessened and die ivorld appeared to be moving into a calmer

and less militant atmosphere We began to hojie that this

process would continueand lead to the progressh esoludon

of our problems

6. This vvas die broad outlook in the middle of 1956

Suddenly, the Suez Canal issue disturbed this relauiely

9 India argued (hat (he State ofJammu and Kashmir was legallj pan

of India, and Pakistan should first sneate aggression undtt tINClP

resolutions Also she could not regard UNQP resolutions as bindingas

conditions had completely changed

10 The Anglo-Amencan resolution adoptedby the Security Counal

by 10 to nil with 1 abstention <bj U S S R )
declared thatanyaaion takm

by the Jammu and Kashmir Constituent Assembly "to determine the

futureshapeandaffiliationofiheStateofJammuandKashmirwouldnoi

constitute a disposiuon of the State in accordance with the “

enunaated in earlier resolutions ” Another resolution passed m
February with 9voung in favour and the SowetUnion against called tor

demilitarization of Jammu and Kashmir with the hcl^f ®

U N force, preparatory to holding of a plebisate The Soviet i

nullified this resolution
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Enclosure

Your Ministry will be receiving from the Ministry of

Finance a senes of memoranda designed to limit the

expenditure of foreign exchange on projects for which you

are responsible In essence, the scheme propounded in these

memoranda is that ea^ Ministry is given an allocation of

fore^ exchange for the next six months beyond which it

may not enter into fresh commitments. The ceilings, you

will have observed, are so low that their effect is really to

place an embargo on pracucally all fresh commitments

involving foreignexchange This will undoubtedly have the

effect of slowmg down the tempo of your work but in the

arcumstances that have ansen, this has unfortunately

become inevitable

You will recall that in the second Five Year Plan it was
estimated that over the next five years we would draw down
our sterling balances to the extent of no more than Rs 200
crores In fact, during the last nine months the reduction in

these balances has amounted to Rs 218 aores giving an
average of about Rs 6 crores The minimum legal reserve

requued for the backing of the currency is Rs 400 crores.

You will, therefore, observe that we have now only Rs ISO

crores left before the minimum figure is reached.

There are a number of reasons for this rapid decrease in
our foreign exchange reserves, one of whidi is that a large
number of projects have been started both in the publicand
the private sectors all at the same time This has resulted in
very large commitments having been made against which
paymenu wll fall due in the near future and our resources
have to be conserved to meet these commitments. Ifwe take
on any additional commitments now, we shall not have the

/Hic note wmten on 9 January 1957 to Cabinet Mirastere was
circulated to all Chid Ministers
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in the Soviet Union itself as well as, more espeaally, in

Poland and the other Etist European countnes Someone has

compared these movements to the Refoimation in Europe,

which resultedm the Protestant churches being formed The
comparison has some justification Communism, as some

kind of faith, has two aspectsnow the orthodox one and the ^

protestant one, but both are communism Mostly, the

Communist parties in non-Communist countries are very

orthodox and, after some weeks of confusion, have lined up

behind the Soviet variety ofcommunism, which means the>’

support the Soviet Government It is in the Communist

countnes thatwe find this protestant variety ofcommunism
which threatens old-style orthodoxy After trying to come to

teims with the protcstants and partly doing so in Poland,

orthodoxy has apparently got rather frightened at these

developments and decided to put up a strong front to them

The People’s Government of China also, sensing danger

through these disruptionist movements, has lined up witli

the Soviet Union Marshal Tito, the arch protestant, has

been isolated

10 I have no doubt that these protestant forces of

reformation will continueand grow in strength because they

represent both nationalism and the adaptation of the

socialist creed to the peculiar circumstances ofeach country

But orthodoxy does not easily give in to reformism and we

are seeing this bitter conflict in the countnes of Eastern

Europe For the moment, onlyPoland has succeeded to some

extent, the other countnes of Eastern Europe have been

brought to heel by the might of the Soviet Union supported

by China While these progressive and liberalizing ten-

dencies will continue and will produce their effect, this may

well lake some time now The immediate future is one o

conflict I had hoped that these bitter conflicts might be

avoided so as to allow these progressive forces to function in

a somewhat normal atmosphere Thai hope has not een

realized

1 1 And yet, the very compulsion of events is leading to a

more realistic approach to the vital quesuon
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New Delhi

23 January, 1957

My dear C3iief Minister,

After a long interval, I write to you again. During this

penod, since Iwrote toyou, Ihave been to the UnitedStates,*

Canada^ and England,’ and met many leaders of these

countnes On my way back, I also met Dr Adenauer,*

Federal Chancellor ofWestGermany In India,wehavehad
important visitors Premier Chou En-lai came again,’ and
the Dalai and the Fandien Lamas have also visited us

Recently, the President of Syria also came here.® He is still

touting vanous parts of India.

2- A great many events have happened during these past
SIX wedcs, and now we are on the eve of our second general
elections.’ Most of you will be busy with these elections

dunng the next six weeks or so.

3 Even as I write this letter, the Secunty Council of the
U N must be discussing the Kashmir issue.® The air has
been duck with rumours of Pakistan creaung some trouble
on the borders. The next few days will indicate what turn

1 From 16 to 21 December 1956
2 On 22 and 2S December 1956
S From 24 to 27 December 1956
* On 27 December 1956
5 VisitedIndiaftom30Decemberl956 to 1 January 1957.
6 Shakun al-Kuwatlt visited India from 17 to 27 January 1957.
' elections took place from 24 February to 14 March 1957
8 mm 16 January to 21 February 1957 the Secunty Council

™!W^Pakismn'soomplaintofl6Novemberl956and2Januaryl9S7
we elfea that India had refused to honour resoluuons of UNCIP (see
‘’PP 198-199). of 13August 1948and5January I949andhadinstead

Pwweded to mtegrate Jammu and Kashmir with India.
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New Delhi

21 March, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

1 have not written to you fora very longtimealthough events

have followed one another thick and fast, both in India and
in the outside world. I have not had much ume for writing

but, even more than that, I have not been in the mood to do

so I hope you will forgive me.

2 1 hope to write to you a more comprehensive letter

somewhat later. Today, Iamwnting to you about a particu-
lar matter connected with our community development

schemes

3 In the course of my elecuon tour, and otherwise also, I

have laid very great stress on the importance of our

community blocks and national extension service scheme. I

have called them revoluuonary and perhaps the most

significant thing that we were doing in India at present.

That IS no small praise, for we are doing very many

significant things in India I did not bestow that praise on

them lightly or without adequate reason. I do think that the

waking up of the eighty per cent ofourpopulation living in

the villages is a tremendous task Also that, in the measure

we have done this work thus far, it has been a great

achievement But the very success that we have met adds to

our burdens and increases the complexities of the problem.

Nevertheless, this rapid progress is most exhilaraung

* A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly I.eiters
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peaceful atmosphere, and then the Anglo-French invasion

as well as the Israeli invasion of Egypt brought us near to

war. In Central Europe, there was a national rising in

Hungary. And now we are back to the old days of the cold

war. The immediate crisis, that is the danger of war, has

passed, but a deeper crisis continues and any kind of relief

from tension is not in sight

7 All these events have affected India in various ways and
more particularly in regard to our second Five Year Plan.

Our difficulties have increased and are likely to endure. We
can look forward to no early release from them We cannot
give up any part of our Plan and so we have to work all the
harder

8. President Eisenhower’s recent messages containing
vdiat IS called the "Eisenhower doctrine,”” have not
brought any feeling of healing. Instead, they have intensi-
fied the conflicts in Western Asia and have made people
dunk again largely in military terms In the Soviet Union,
there appears to be a going back from the process of "de-
Stalinfration” and a reversion to some extent to the rougher
language and methods of past days Hungary continues to
suffer

9. In Europe, we might disdnguish between three major
forces, "nie Communist, that is essentially Soviet
oommunism; the progressive Communist, represented by
Poland and with a considerable appeal in some other
^ntries, and the non-Communist or anti-Communist. A
feature of the past few months has been the coming fnm
prominence of the so-called progressive Communists who

influencedby the concept of national freedom as
well as more individual freedom, within the socialist eco-
nomy. Thiswaveofchangein theCommunistworld is visible

lai!
Ooctnne, placed before the U.S. Congress on 5

1957 and passed on 7 Mareh 1957, authotired the President to
economic and military aid to any West Asian country requesting

aggresrion from any country controlled byinternauonal communism" ^
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Ministry for Community Development Such reports are

very necessary for that Ministry, which goes into them
carefully and analyses them, and then sends this analysis to

the States as well as to the Members of the Central

Committee

8 To repeat this statistical material in the report sent tome
personally, is hardly necessary and not of any parucular

help

9 I would suggest to you not to trouble to send me this

detailed report, which anyhow is sent to the Community
Development Ministry I would like you to send me a bnef

report of a page or two, just giving me your personal

assessment of the progress in your State Tins would be

much more helpful to me and, perhaps, to you also May I

request you, therefore, to send this brief report containing

your personal assessment of the progress made every

quarter?

10 I have previously suggested that, owing to the import-

ance of the community development programme, the Chief

Minister himself should be the Chairman of the State

Development Committee and in charge of the portfolio of

community development • I believe this is so in many of the

States I suggest that this pracuce should continue, so that

the Chief Minister may remain in intimate touch with all

these developments

1 1. The Stale Development Committee should, I suggest,

meet regularly and keep in close touch with developments It

should be a live body, making proposals and cntiasms It

shouldmakeaproper assessment ofwhat is beingdone every

quarter The Chief Minister, in his personal rqiort to me,

might mention what is beingdoneby the State Development

Committee

1 See Vol 3, p 604
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disarmament No one can really think m terms of a global

war, and yet at the same time the big countnes continue to

prepare for it and to encourage military pacts and alliances,

which give no security andonly add to the tension and sense

of conflict

12 We have to live through this dangerous period and

protect ourown freedom as well as to continue with our Five

Year Plans To relax is to invite trouble and possibly

disaster The immediate future is not hopeful and we are

likely to have h2Lid umes both in the national and the

international spheres

13 In two or three days we celebrate Republic Day and

then we plunge mto the elections, probably forgetting this

ferment and turmoil of the world and our oivn major

difficulues Butwe cannot escape them andwe shall have to

keep in mind always that these elecuons will mean little if

we weaken

14 There is probably no country in the world, exceptsome

of the Ckimmunist countries, which has not had repeated

changes of governments during the past ten years Only

India IS an exception to this and, because of this, we have

been able to build up stability and pul up a good record of

progress It seems to me important that during this cntical

period, our country should have this stability and sustained

work This is more important than any number of minor

mistakes that might be made Rival groups and parties

cntiazeand run down each other, but the basic enemies tobe

fought against are not rival parties but rather the basic

weaknesses and difficulties that confront us, including our

tendency to faction and disruption. The emotional

integration ofIndia still remains the most important need of
our country

15

I trust that in these difficult times we shall rise to the

occasion and not lose ourselves m petty wrangles

Yours sincerely,

Jaw'aharlal Nehru
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New Delhi

4 April, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

Iam sendingyou a copy ofa paperon "Science as a factor in

international relations" which was readby Dr B K Blount'

at a meeting of Chatham House in London ^ This was

published in Intemauonal Affairs of January this year

This paper’ is interesangand bnngs out vividly the basic

changes that are taking place in ihdustry, admimstrauon,

and international affairs because of thepace ofsaenuficand

technical advance It seems to me very important that we

realize the nature of these changes so that we might adapt

ourselves to them. Above all, it means speaal attenuon

being paid to the training of scienufic and tedinical

personnel.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

• A speaal letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 (b 1907) Taught at Oxford University, 19S1-S8, Direaor, Saence

and Intelligence, Ministry of Defence, 1989-51. Deputy Secretary,

Department of Science and Industrial Research, 1951-65

2 On 23 October 1956 .

3 Blount argued that the power of any country depends upon e

technical advance in its admimstrauon, industry, and milit^ a

"Trade now follows the saentist and technologist, not the flag

missionary " Those countries would advance rapidly which Imd gtmi«

stress on learning of the sciences and technology a^ their

everyday life

a leading naUon but the future of India was uncertain
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4. Figures may mean much or very little. And yet,

statistical figures give some idea of what has been accomp-

lished' These community schemes now have spread out to

two hundred twenty thousand villages in India, covering a

population of one hundred and twenty nine millions It is

our programme, as you know, that we should cover all the

five hundred thousand villages of India by the end of the

second Five Year Plan This does not mean some kind of

superfiaal coverage, but intensive and organized work in

these areas It means training up a vast number of persons,

young men and young women, to undertake this work

Indeed, the question of providing trained personnel has

become the most important of all, because everything

depends on them and the quality of their work Essentially,

this IS not mere superfiaal building of roads or school-

houses or hospitals and dispensaries or better agnculture,

most important as all these things are.We aim at something
bigger and deeper, that is, the building up of the

innumerable human beings in villages From that, every

thing else flows. Of course, all these things go together and
cannot be separated.

5 We are laying stress in this programme on improved
apicultureandmoreproductionandon the small scaleand
village industries programme I hope ive are also laying
stress on cooperauves and close txintacl with panchayats
Thus, we giveawideand firm foundation to thoState and to

the intncate working of its creative and producuve
apparatus at the ground level

6. Soon, new Ministries will be formed in the States, and I

am writing to you speaally to keep this community
development programme in view at this juncture

7- Some time ago, I requested all the Chief Ministers, as
well as the Central Ministers dealing with the community
development programme, to be good enough to send me
tWarterly reports I am grateful to them that they have sent
mese more or less regularly But, I have often found that
these reports contain a mass of detail In effect, these reports
are copies of the detailed staustical reports sent to the
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might Tie differences, and an attempt to give such service as

we can to the building up of this country of ours. The very

fact thatan ever-increasingnumber ofproblems confront us

is witness to our growth and development A country that is

staticand stagnanthas few problems because in thatcaseone

ovenvhelming problem of stagnation and poverty covers

everything. As our responsibilities grow, our burdens are

heavier, and the only real satisfacuon thatwe can have is that

we are putting our utmost endeavour to meet those

responsibilities and carry those burdens.

3. Whatam I town te toyou after these manyweeks which
have seen so much in India and the world? The elections

took place* and we all talked about this great democratic

experiment and our vast and unprecedented electorate. I

suppose that there was much to give us satisfactionabout the

magnitude of this undertaking And yet, there were so many

aspects of these elections which were displeasing thaton the

whole I felt depressed Thishas nothing to do with winning

or losing an election but rather the emergence of certain

trends which seemed to me to disclose some essenual

weaknesses in ourbody politic Democraticelections seldom

bring out the best in people taking partm them The desire

to win an election overcomes many a scruple and standards

fall The larger vision gives place to narrow and parochial

outlooks, and ideals are someumes sacnficed for the

expediency of the moment We have seen in these elections

casteism often mumphant, communalism throwing its

weight about, and in some places violence We have seen in

fact a certain immaturity in our public life as well as a

certain lack of integnty These are bad signs for the

however we win or lose an election I have always said that

the primary and basic need for us in India is that of an

emotional integration of the country. Our old and histone

failing has been disunity and the tendency to think a ong

1 The Congress Party secured a large majoniy in *1*®,

Parliament and a comfortable majonty in all States except

Kerala Nehru ivas reelected for the second nme as leader of tne

Party in Parliament and his Cabinet was swom in on 1 1 Apn
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12 There is another suggestion, which I should like to

make to you. We have had, in Parliament, an informal

Consultative Committee of Members of Parliament which
keeps in touch with the Ministry of Community
Development I suggest that such a Committee might be

formed in your State also. This would keep your State

Legislature in touch with community development in the

State.

Yours sincerely^

Jawaharlal Nehru



We havemade it clear repeatedly thatwe claim no leadership

in Asia or elsewhere, and that we would rather not get

entangled in world affairs We want quietly to work outour
own destiny, with no otherambitions But, arcumstance or

some unseen fate inevitablydraw us into these world affairs,

and we cannot resist that pull The very objectives that we
have set before us impel us in that direction Indeed, it is not

for any country to lead an isolated life

6 In the world situauon today, the countries of Western

Asia conunue to produce crisis after crisis These relauvely

small countries are not left at peace to work out their own
destiny and, because of the misfortune of oil and other

reasons. Great Powers make them their playthings. In

Jordan, extraordinary developments have been taking place

recently.^ Apparently, all is quiet there now. But, it is

obvious that this peace is not the peace of a living democratic

community, but rather ofa people suppressed from above It

seems clear to me that the problems of the Middle Eastern

countries will not be solved so long as these countries are

pushed about by the Great Powers in furtherance of world

policies

7. An issue thathas nowbecome of vital importanaandis
attracting world attention is that of nuclear tests It is

extraordinary that while everyone agrees that a warin which

thermo-nuclear weapons are used will be almost fatal for

mankind, yet the Great Powers conunue these tests and

stock-piling their atomic and hydrogen bombs The Soviet

Union has proclaimed that these tests muststop and, indeed,

that nuclear war should be banned,’ and yet, within a few

2 The conflict beiwecn ihe left-wing Arab Front and the royalist

elements, following the dismissal ofSuleiman el-Nabulsi’s Govemnient

by King Hussein on 10 Apnl 1957 was resolved by the installation of a

right-wing Government on 25 Apnl which proclaimed marual law,

dissolved all political parties, and removed from the avil semees

supporters of opposition groups _

3 This was suggested by the Soviet representaave on 30 Apnl 1957

a

the London Disarmament Conference as a basic requirement

concluding a partial agreement on disarmament
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New Delhi

6 May, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

I feel some embarrassment in writing to you after a long

interval I have been in the habit of writing to the Chief

Ministers every fortnight, butduni^ the last few months. I

have not been able to adhere to this practice My last letter

was, I think, datedJanuary 23, thatis, two anda halfmonths
ago. I haveno particularexcuse to offer for this delay except

of course thatwe have all been very busy with elections and
after. Butthat is notan adequateexcuse, for ive are normally
always rather heavily occupied and yet important work has
to be done I suppose that the real reason formy not writing
for all this timewas disinclination todo so orratherbecause
1could not develpp themood todo so. Also, when once there
IS a gap penod, it becomes progressively more difficult to
bndge tlut gap.

2 Even now I feel no parucular oithusiasm in writing.
That of course is my fault and perhaps it ^reflects a certain
tiredness of mind But 1 must pick up old threads again and
continue this practice, even thoughmy performance might
not be very saUsfaaory. I feel it is essential for us to keep in
some personal touch with each other,not only by letter but
by occasional meeting Offiaal correspondence takes place
in lUnormal oiurse But thatisnotaiough whenwe have to
d*l not only witfi particular problems but also with the
unsubstanual but very important stuff that brings minds
together, enlivens them and leads to cooperative effort.
Nothmgappears tome to be more necessary in this troubled
world of ours and in this changing and developing India
than to have such a union of minds, even though there
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us But, the report does bring out certain aspects of this

question, which had been deliberately slurred over in the

past in the Security Counal and elsewhere It might,

therefore, be considered an advance on the previous

position, in so far as we are concerned

9 Meanwhile, Pakistan presents a picture of ever-

increasing armed forces, supplied chiefly by the Umted
States of America and, at the same time, ever more deterior-

ation in Its political and economic set up We have wished

well to Pakistan, because it is to ouradvantage that it should

be a prosperous and independent country But, its

independence appears to grow less and its prosperity as far

off as ever The country does not appear to take rootm some
kind ofhealthy nauonalism It is still aprey to clan nvalnes,

and the people seem to have little say in the matter They are

roused from time to time by some religious cry or on the

Kashmir issue The two-nafion theory, which gave nse to

Pakistan has, I believe, prevented it from developing these

healthy roots Religion is to some extent a bmding factor

But religion cannot take the place ofa nationalistsentiment

By adhenng to the two-nation theory, Pakistan deliberately

tried to make religion as its basis and thus reverted to a

medieval conception, which is difficult to understand today

Other Islamic countries in Western and Eastern Asia or

Africa have their strong nauonalisms Theymay sympathize

with Islam elsewhere, but their politics are governed by

nationalistandeconomic motives The old cry ofPan-Islam

was always rather artifiaal, and it never took root It is still

less likely to take root in the world of today where

nauonalism has shown how strong it is

10. Because of this two-nauon theory and other reasoi^

the disruptive forces in Pakistan continue to grow They led

to the vast migrauons from East Pakistan and to the lack of

cohesion between East and West Pakistan Perhaps, it is to

remedy this basic defect that the Pakistan Assembly recent y

decided to have joint electorates all over the country ® ^
old spectre of the two-nauon theory is not so easilyexorozed,

and there is trouble ahead m Pakistan on this issue
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smaller group lines, forgetting the larger good of the

country and the people. There have always been two

tendencies at work in this country, one towards unity and

the other towards disruption. Acertainbasicumty there has

been and this has saved us in the past, even when we were

poliucally divided But togetherwith this therehasbeen this

lack ofconsaousness of politicaland soaal cohesion. Itmay
be that the caste system was responsible for this lack of

cohesion. These elections, and what has gone before and
after, have shown that we are still far from achieving that

national cohesion What is particularly distressing tome is a
certain tendency to violence and intolerance.

4 lam not thinking in terms of parties, but rather of the

picture of the country as a whole, as it emergedduring these
general elections. That picture is not a pleasing one, and it

hasbrought out, as democracy often does, both strengthand
the failings of our people, and mdeedof ourselves. Iam not
distinguishing between some of us and some others
Looking at the world as it is today, there was probably no
periodwhen it was more essential for a country to have this
sense of national cohesion and integrity ofpurpose. We live
in a disintegrating world, at the edge of a possible
catastrophe of vast dimensions It is in this perspective that
wehaw to look at things andjudgeour own problems. Fate
and circumstance have brought additional responsibilities
to India and, whether we like it or not, we play a fairly
important role in world affairs. How can we do that
adequately without that cohesion and strength of purpose
which is so essential both for ourmtemal developmentand
our external poliaes?

5. And yet, if we look round to vanous countries which
have recently attained freedom or, indeed, others also, India
com^res very favourably with them, both in regard to our
stabih^and the progress we have made in these last ten
years, record is a creditableone, and this is increasingly
recogniied by other countries of the world To some extent
the very success that we have achieved has led to
jealousy and apprehension in the minds of other
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non-staple foods and the product of subsidiary occupation,

apart from helping them in other ways also Even in regard

to intellectuals, there has been a measure of relaxation and

freedom Chairman Mao descnbed this new policy as one of

"Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools

of thought contend The intellectuals were given higher

salaries andwere encouraged to think and wnte more freely.

But there were strict limitations to this freedom which might
be called a controlled freedom

14 One very interesting development is the drive for birth

control and family planning When I was in China two or

three years ago, I enquired about this subject I was told that

they attached no importance to family planning and they

had plenty of work for every person Evidently they have

changed their minds completdy now and there is a wide-

spread campaign for birth control all over China.

15 I had the good fortune to attend the recent meeung of

theDevelopment Commissioners Conference atMussoone ”

As I have often said, I regard the community development
^

programme as not only of high importance but of

revolutionary significance in India. It is graduallychanging

the face of rural India and I have no doubt that it will lay the

foundations of a new structure A recent Evaluauon

Committee’s report has pointed out many defects and

failings That is only natui^ and weshould always keep our

eyes openand learn from ourown mistakes Butwehave laid

solid foundations for progress in these rural areas and we

have to build on them

1 6. The new Parliament will meet soon in Delhi for a bnef

session, in the course of which the Budget will be

introduced’®

10 Mao Zedonghadmade these remarks while addressing the
Supreme

State Ckmference on 27 February 1957

11 On 29 and 30 Apnl 1957 . u o «al
12 The Railway Budget was introduced on 14 May, and the Gen

Budget on 15 May 1957
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days recently, thereweremany such tests in the Soviet Union
Itself * The United States have announced a senes of tests,®

and the United Kingdom intends to carry out a major

hydrogen bomb® test near the Marshall Islands, in spite of

widespread protest There appears to be no logic or reason

about all this, only fearandsuspiaon and hatred The world
will not solve its problems if these are the governingmouves
of peoples’ developments Einstein,’ who staned these

tremendous developments in science leading to the hydro-
gen bomb, said once that the only way to control nuclear
force was to control the mind and heart of man
8 The Kashmir question continues to be with us A few
days ago. Dr. Jamng,* representative of the Security
Council, gave his report® which you must have read This
report is not entirely satisfactory from our pointofview, and
there are some statements in it which have rather surprised

4 The Soviet Union conducted five tests between 3 and 16 Apnl 1957
Tests were conunued in subsequent months also

5 These were earned out from 28 May to 7 October 1957,
6 It took place on 16 May 1957
7 Albert Einstein (1879-1955) German-bom mathematician and

physicist, laterself-exiledmU S A .aulhorof the theoryof relativity,won
Nobel Pnre in 1921

8 Gunnarjamng(b 1907) Swedish diplomatist. ProfessoroCTurkish
languages, 1933-40, Minister to India, 1948-51, to Sn Lanka, 1950-51, to

iMc'
1951-52, Permanent Representauve to UN

^ ^ S S 1964-73, Mongolia,

9 In pursuance of the U N Secunty Counai’s resoluuon of 21
Februaiy, Jarnng had visited India and Pakistan from 14 Marrh to 29

he madeno concreteproposals for the settlement
of the Kashmir quesuon. his report reaffirmed that "the parues were still

Seb^! V »«°enn*d that holding of the

I
and India would notagree to itnil Pakistan^t^ aggression He stated that UNQP resoIutiOT^ldno longer Ire implemented because of the "cTianging pattern of power

*"'^«>n‘*nded thatiiSlementaMn ofntimational agreements of ad hoc character if not speedily achieved^Id bewmc ^gressively more difficult as the "sttua^Aeywe^cope with tended to change"
“wn uiey were to
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New Delhi

5 June, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

Dunng the last ten days there have been continuous

discussions chiefly revolvinground the economic situation

and the food situauon in the country. These were discussed

in the Lok Sabha,> then in the All India Congress

Committee^and then in theNational Development Counal
meeting * Many ofyou were present at theA I C C meeung
and nearly all of you attended the National Development

Council I need not report, therefore, what was said there

2 Two points emerged. One was the gravity of the

situauon,^ he other our determinauon to face it with

courage and to overcome the difficulties that threaten to

overwhelm us

3 The food situauon is undoubtedly serious, in so far as

lice IS concerned, and yet I believe it is fairly well in hand,

and It will remainm hand What troubles me is the future

and the steps to be taken to preventourgrowingpopulauon

and higher consumption going ahead of our production

There can be little doubt that our producuon of foodgrains

can go up very considerably. But this will require hard and

concentrated work and no lelaicauon For the present we

* A speaal letter in addiuon to the Foitni^tly Letters

1 The Lok Sabba and Rajya Sabha met from 10 May to 1 June 1957

2 The session was held in New Delhi from 1 to 3 June 1957

3 It met on 3 and 4 June 1957 , j

4 TheAICC noted that the heavy imports of capital gow aw

inaeased consumpuon combined with natural calamines °
.

faaors had produced certain shortages which had accentua

difficulties of a developing economy
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11 It IS m the combination of political and economic

backwardness and instability and an imposed military

power, which does not grow out of the strength of the

country, that danger lies We can only hope that the danger

will pass and that Pakistan will develop along normal lines

and realize that the kind ofpolicy ofhatred and violence that
they have followed can bring no good But all this involves

basic changes in the feudal and clan politics of Pakistan.

12 Our chief problem now as ever is the problem of our
development, the second Five Year Plan and all that goes

with It We areup againstmany difficulties We shall have to

face them and overcome them. It is interesting to compare
our problems with those of China Even though our
political andeconomic structures are different, theproblems
are much the same Oddly enough, we find China faang
almost the same kind of difficulty as we have m India,

someumes to an even greater degree In China there has been
a shortfall in agncultural producuon, a shortage of raw
matenals and a finanaal unbalance In their attempt to

t build up a strong industrial base, in which they are
. succeeding to some extent, they have ignored tiansport and
, communications as well as agriculture Their Five Year
, Plan, which started off well, ran into many difficulties,

,
chiefly because of the failure on the agncultural front

^
Industnahzation in China, as in India, depends considerably

^
on the expansion ofagricultural production Cliina has had
thus to face the problems of slowing down capital

^
construction and industrializauon if it could not increase its

' production In us attempt at rapid advance, quality had
suffered, light indusury had also suffered, as raw matenals
had been diverted to construcuon in heavy industry Tlieir

\ planning had proved to be defective and unbalanced,
f* 13 In spue of their rigidity of doctrine, the Chinese are

trying to meet these difficuluesby a more flexible approach
f and by giving incenuves to agnculture After extending
( a^rian cooperauves all over China with extreme rapidity

they have tned to convert them into collectives Now they
/ have relaxed and allowed the peasants a free market in
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We have to stop such imports and all other activities which

might involve foreign exchange Thus delegations and

deputauons abroad will have to be very severely restricted

Even new students going abroad will have to be restneted

7 I should like your Government as well as every Minisuy

at the Centre to examine this question ofeconomy very fully

and to take effective measures to enforce it There are many
Items of petty expenditure which may not amount to much
but, taken as a whole, they do make a difference. Telegrams

abroad will have to be restneted There is far too much ofa

tendency to send long telegrams withoutadequatereason In

these days of airmail, a message reaches almost as quickly as

a telegram People sending telegrams forget that the coding

and decoding take time I hope, therefore, that the strictest

watch will be kept on telegrams being sent abroad This

applies chiefly to the Central Ministries Even in the use of

paper we should be economical

8 I find that there is considerable waste ofelectnepowenn

many of our offices as well as homes. This deserves

attention

9 We should avoid buying any motor cars and cany on

with such aswe have Personally I think that there are far too

many cars being used and we could, without any paiticular

harm, reduce this number

10 I am merely mentioning some rather minor items that

might be considered, because I am convinced that it is m
dealing with these minor items that we bnng about an

atmosphere conduave to economy. Ministers and senior

officials often live in big houses which make it necessary to

keep a large establishment. So for as Iam concerned, I livem
a huge mansion. I do not quite know what we can do aboiU

this, as any movingabout will probablyadd to expensesan

not in economy, though it might strike the publicassuA It

IS desirable, however, in future not to build any such big

houses for Ministers or offioals or indeed for anyone e

The status of a person does not depend on the size o e

house he lives in.
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17. lam going to Ceylon for three days on the 17th of this

month Next month 1 expect to go to London for the

Commonwealth Pnme Ministers’ Conference On my way

there, I intend visiting the Scandinavian countries,

Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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no evasion of it orrunningawayfrom it The only course left

forus as a nation or as an individual is to face these hard facts

with courage and fortitude and thus find solutions to our

problems

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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appear to haveenough supplies togo round, provided there
IS proper distribution Asyou will have noticed. Parliament

has passed a law® to enable Government to requisition

food^rains atareasonable price. Itis intended to use this law
only in case of the bigger hoarders.

4 Aneven greaterdifficulty than thatof the food situation
IS that of foreign exchange In our enthusiasm for develop-

ing rapidly we have rather outpaced our present resources.

Both the public and the private sectors have gone ahead
ordenng machinery in a big way during the past year or
more andnowwe have to pay for this as it comes in This has
produceda situationwhichmayleadus toa gravecrisis ifwe
cannot succeed in making adequate arrangements to meet
the demands upon us from time to time

5. So far as the production of food is concerned, the
A^CC meeting has made many suggestions® ivhich, I

think, are very important and I invite your attention to
them We have to concentrate on this production of foodby
intensive methods These methods arc well-known.
Wherever they have been followed, the results have been
satisfactory.

6 Ills hardly necessary forme todrawyour attention to the
urgent necessity of the fullest economy and avoidance of
waste both in our government and our private expenditure.
It IS clear that everything that involves any further foreign
exchange must be stopped unless it is of vital significance.

5 Essential Commodiues (Amendment) Bill passed on 1 June 1937
enabled the Government to requisition foodstods on payment of the
preiailing average market price in a notified area over a period of three
months Under the existinglaw theGovemmem could requisition stocks
out only on payment of the ruling market price
6 18-point resoluaon on food production passed by the A.1 CC

envisaged fixation of a minimum price of foodgrains, intzoducrion of
co-operattve mt^ods in the rural economy to ihe maximum possiblewent, sp^y implementation of land reforms, tapping of existine^Sauon facHiues. bringing culuvable waste land undw cultivauo/wwuragmg community development sdiemes, strengthening ofchayais, and fostering healthier modes of livmgand working^
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are public men who should mix with the people and who
should have no pomp and ceremony attached to them

Where necessary, of course, some security protection should

be taken But this shouldbe unostentatious and inexpensive

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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5 11. I have previously addressed you on the subject of

: avoidance of pomp and show, whether in residence or in

c travelling. This applies to all of us, including Governors It

t is a matter to be consideredhow for some of the old customs

t and conventions appertaining to Raj Bhavans need to be

chained, though it is always necessary to maintam a certain

dignity diere.

12. All this has a public aspect, but there is also the pnvate
' aspect of this question This relates to our salaries and

allowances. I do not think that the salaries of Ministers are

^ by any means excessive and indeed many Mimsters are hard

i;
put to it to meet all their obligations from their present

,i salaries And yet, as a resolution^ moved m the A.LC.C

j!
shows, the public are notof this opinion. Perhaps evenmore

V thw the salaries, it is the various allowances that are

P
objected to I can make no suggestions about these matters
except to draw your attention to them and invite your

^ earnest consideration Ifweputheavy taxes, aswemust,we
' naturally inconvenience and .to some extent hurt many

persons. That is inevitable But it follows also thatwemust

^
share in that inconvenience and hurt It is not quite enough

^
for any of us to feel that a course of action will be rather
upsetting to your domestic economy That will apply to

^ many taxpayers From the psychological point of view, there
can be little doubt that an effective move on our part will be

/ greatly appreciated by the public and will help in creating

fi
an atmosphere of austenty which we demand from others

13. I hope you will forgive me for addressing you in this

( [Krsonal way. I have to do so, because we have to meet that
? challenge thatcircumstances have thrownout at us. There is

)

/

>

BanaiMi Oas of U.P had moved a resolubon calling tor a ban on
,

^prance by Congressmen of salaries exceeding Rs 1000 a month The
^ "solution was lost by 38 to 32 votes
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countries and has made some progress in land reforms and
other matters. There is something of the revolution still

about her. She has survived grave perils, and this is evidence

of some basic strength. There will be elections ;[n Egypt
soon.’ But, according to our standards, the elections will be

rather peculiar as only one party can stand

B. Recently, there have been some signs of Egypt and the

United Kin^om coming a little closer to each odier * Both

countries had begun to realize that their estrangement was
not profitable to either I do not suggest that they are going

to become fnends But there is likely to be a toning down of

their conflict Behind this Middle Eastern scene, there has

been some rivalry between two fnends—the United King-

dom and the United Stat^. I rather doubt if the United

Kingdom views the Eisenhower doctrine’ as applied to the

Middle Eastern countries with enthusiasm

4 In spite of the ever-growing feeling and agitauon

against nuclear and thermo-nuclear tests, there have been

further such explosions both by theU K , U S.S.R., and the

U.S A. For England this was the first hydrogen bomb
explosion’ and this has produced a sense of elauon among
many people in the UnitedKingdom who feel thatnow they

are in the front rank of the Great Powers In spite of all this,

the volume of world opinion against these explosions has

grown greatly’ and I feel that it must produce results before

very long If these results are delayed, we might well have a

$ The fust general elections on a non-party basis were held in Egypi

on 3 July with 2,528 candidates contesting 350 seats in the Nauonal

Assembly

4 On 13 May Macmillan announced in the House of Commons that

the Bnush Government would no longer advise Bntish ship-owners to

refrain horn using the Suez Canal

5 Se^ ante, p 475
6 The test was conducted on 15 May 1957 .

7 For instance, appeals for suspension of nuclear tests we«mad^
Japanese political parties and intellectuals. Pope Pius XII, and Ju

Schweitzer who described these tests as "a folly for which mankma wi

have to pay a temble price ” Nehru had called for an end to this

contest
”
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New Delhi

8 June, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

I have been examining a statement!' showing annual

expenditure as security arrangements in respect of the

President, Heads of States (that is Governors), and Union
and State Government Ministers The total amount spent as

these security arrangements appears to me formidable * I

know that I am one of the pnnapal guilty parties and I

propose to have this matter examined and the expenditure

reduced not only for myself but for Central Ministers. I am
wnting to you about the amount spent for the secunty

arrangements for the Governors and Ministers of State

Governments. These amounts vary very greatly in both
cases It IS not dear to me why there should be such
tremendous vanauon and whym some cases the amount is

unconsdonably high I do not understand why weshould
require somuch protecuon, though I realize the necessity for

secunty,

I shall be ^teful to you if you will be good enough to
look into this matter and reduce this expenditure very
considerably

Aparthom theexpenditure aspect, there is also the public
aspect A Governor certainly requires to move about with
dignity, though this can be overemphasized. The Ministers

* A speaal letter in addiaon to the Fortnightly Lettets
1 This statement iwas submitted by Auditor-General of India
2 The total expenditure in 1956-57 on Heads of the States apd on

Ministers,which included theamountspenton theirresidencesand tours,
ranwioRs 45,70,S04ie on Heads ofStatesRs 16,54,275andon Ministers« 29,1G,(^
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retirement from office of Prime Minister St Laurent,’" who
has played a wiseand soothmgpartnotonly in theCommon-
wealth but also in world affairs During the past few years

Canada has emerged as a great Power because of her great

mdustrial growth and also her militarj' capacity, especially

in regard to the latest developments in atomic energy and

aircraft The new Government in Canada is likely to be a

conservative one and possibly the role of Canada in future

may be less liberal than it has been I am sorry, for personal

reasons apart from public, for the defeat ofMr St Laurent,

who IS a fine, upnght and consaentious man, who took to

politics late in life and is therefore rather unlike the average

politiaan

8 We have our own troubles in India and we ha\e been

discussing them fully during the past few weeks It is

interesting to see that in China, whi^ has a different form

of government and economy, some of the troubles are

remarkably like ours, both in the economic and adminis-

tiauve spheres The Chinese Communist Party has started a

drive against itself in a sense and has invited all secuons of

thepeople to help it in canynngout this drive This is called

the "rectification” drive " Bureaucracj', w'hich has grown

tremendously there, is cntiazed for its isolauon'from the

people and its armchair leadership Some Ministers there

have complained that the party cell interferes with their

work and authonty. Part)’ w^orkers who become adminis-

trators, develop a subjecuve or doctnnaire approach and

often do not possess the speaalized knowledge necessary for

10 Louis Stephen Si Laurem Forbfn seeVol S.p 499

1 1 The campaign was launched on 30 April 1957
and

Party Central Committee to rectify by methods of « i.

persuasion” the bureaucratic methods of certain Communis

who tended to show callousness in their dealings with the people
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New Delhi

12 June, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

In another two days’ time, I shall be speeding away

westward * My first halt will be in the heart of the Middle

Eastern region, which has become sudi a seat of trouble

during the past year or so. I shall spend part of a day and a

night at Damascus and proceed the next day to Copenhagen

2. The events in, what we call rather erroneously the

Middle East, have been strange, and there is almost an

dement of the stories of the Arabian Nights in them

Intngue and counter-intrigue, the transfer of allegiance,

kings functioning as of old regardless of what their people

think, martial law and, overand above all this, pressuresand

threats, from outside I shall not endeavour to describe or

analyse this drama that is taking place there with its plots

and counter-plots. I cannot give you any special

information whidi you may not have already obtained

None of these countries of Western Asia has any great

stability. Politically and economically, they are backward.

Lebanon is probably the most advanced in regard to

standards of life and educaaon. Iraq may put up a brave

show, butnoone doubts that theGovernment is an imposed
one* and has little of popular backing. In spite of all her

difficulties, Egypt is still the strongest of these Arab

1 Nehru visited Syria, Sudan, Egypt, Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Netherlands and Britain between 15June and 14 July 1957

,
2 The nationalist pro-Arab groups were ot^xning the pro-West

poliaes ol the Governmentwhich included grantof oil concessionsand
signing of the Baghdad Pact In 1954, the Iraqi Government dissolved
pohucal parties and imposed martial taw in May 1956
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economy were upset Instructions have now been issued to

officials and cadres that these methods of what is called

"commandism” must stop and peasants and others must be
consulted in all matters so as to develop a greater sense of

unity and increase production.

12 The pnnapal stress m China today is on unity and
peaceful methods, as opposed to the class struggle Even the

rectification drive, it is said, shouldbe earnedout “gendy as

a breeze ormildly as aram ”Alitde inadent, which is ladier

amusing, may interestyou Shakuntala^^ was recendy staged
in Peking The Counsellor of the Indian Embassy fell into

the unused orchestra pitwhichhadbeen covered only with a
cloth No one was hurt But later. Premier Chou En-lai, in

the course of his speech* said that this was a case of

bureaucracy or defective leadership, on the part of the

Director of die theatre, which must be rectified.

13 There has recently been a meeting'* of the Baghdad

Pactm Karachi. Fairly lengthyreports havecome out in the
newspapers, which have the impress of truth on them, even

though they havebeen denied. At thismeeung, Pakistanand

Iraq wanted to bnng in Kashmir and other issues like Israel

and Cyprus The UnitedKingdom and theU S. opposedthis

move and insisted on confining the Baghdad Pact to their

drive againstcommunism It is said that therewere even hot

words exchanged. Pakistan also talked a great deal about

subversive attempts by India in East Pakistan In the final

communique, there is some reference to subversive

movements, though no country is named At this Baghdad

Pact meeting, the U.K and the U.S.A generally stood

together, but there was an undercurrent of nvalry between

them also

14 I have written toyou recentlyl*® about thefood situauon

13. A famous play in Sansknt by Kalidasa

14 The Ministerial Counal of the Baghdad Pact countnes roeeti^

from 3 to 6June 1957 spoke of thesenous threat ofcommunistsubvemon

in their area inspired horn outside

15 See ante, item 62
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fourth exalted member of possessors of the hydrogen bomb
This IS likely to be France. The more this spreads, the more

difficult it will become to control it

5 It IS a happy sign that saentists in all countnes are

protesting against these test explosions and, speakmg with

authority, are telling us of the disastrous consequences not

only on the living but those yet' to be bom It is temble to

think that with all this tremendous weight of scientific

(pinion and the certainty now that each explosion leads

ultimately to the deathorworse of large numbers ofpenons,

yet these explosions conunue and each country puts the

blame on the other

6. In a sense this has become connected with the proposals

for disarmament. The latest proposals made by the Soviet

Union* have been a near approach to what the Western
Powers have themselvesput forward For the first time there

appears to have been a hopeful response to them from the

United States thoughwecannotbe very optimisticabout the

future Oddly enot^h, itappears now that the United States
is somewhat inclined to an agreement, however limited it

mightbe, ondisarmament It is England and France thatare
more reluctant Everyone recognizes, I think, that the Soviet
Union'is earnest about disarmament, whatever its motives
might be One of the conditions put forward by the Western
Powers for disarmament is the unification of Germany,
although Ithasbeenmade quite clear that there is no chance
at all of this happemng so long as adequate progress is not
made in regard to disarmament.

^
As I wnte, news comes of the defeat of the Liberal

Party in the general elections in Canada * This means the

On so AjmiI, ihe Soviet Union proposed at the Disamuunent
" ®t London that raaptocal aerial inspecuon, leduction m

ban r
armaments, and ban on nuclear tests should form the

tor agning the partial agteement on disarmament

general elections heldon 11 June 1957, the Liberals
e defeated by the Conservative Party
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and they produce results But it is not very safe to pay too

much attention to chemical fertilizers and forget local

manures, compost, etc The best results are obtained by a

mixture of the two, or even by good local manures. Ifwe do
not take care of this now, we may have to pay the penalty

later when perhaps the soil may produce less

18. We have in fact to start and carry through a vigorous

Grow-More-Food Campaign and this must be directed

specially to more intensive cultivation Such a campaign

must not remain at the top, butshould reach the village and
the individual farmer With the help of the community
blocks and the nauonal extension service, each farmer

should be tackled and each family should have its quota

fixed Whether it is a farmer or an industrial worker, I am
quite sure that they respond to the rightapproach Theyare

eager to understand and learn and once they know that

something is for their good, they try to follow (hat path To
some extent, this may be done by the normal means of

propaganda, lectures, leaflets, etc , but the real approach is

to the individual The district is much too big as a unit The

block tqsome extent is a unit, but the real unit should be the

village with an approach to each fanner

19 It has always surprised me how much intelligence a

farmeror an industrial workershows when his own subjects

ate tackled Indeed, he is interested in other things too He

asks questions and follows the answers closely I wish that

our Five Year Plan propaganda and more espeaally our

Grow-More-Food Campaign couldbeearnedoutin a way to

rouse the acuve interest of the farmer

20. In the course of our discussions at the National

Development Counal, much was said about the non-use of

existing imgauon faaliues, like tubewells or even a canal

system This is bad at any time, but peculiarly so whenw
are hungering for more production and food Wherever this

has occurred, there should bean immediateand full enquiry

as to what comes in the way If the rates are high, dien these

should be reduced, because otherwise we suffer double loss
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theiTtvork TheSecretary-General'* of the Communist Party

of China complained in a speech of how conceit, self-

complacency, commandism, rouune-mindedness, loss of

contact with the subordinates and the masses, and many
other difficulties have ansen among the higher ranks of

ofhaals and cadres.

9. There is a tendency also in China towards less rigidity of

thought and a remark by Chairman Mao has become
famous * This was “letting all flowers blossom and all

schools of thought contend ” This has resulted m some
telaxation of the old cultural controls

10 The student problem is presenting difhculues and
thousands of students from peasant families who have
graduated from the middle schools are demanding
admission to the higher schools. They are reluctant to go
back to the villages and, as in India, their aim is to improve
then status by becoming white-collar workers. Students of
higher institutions have also been affected by thenew trend
and there havebeenmany cases ofindisciplineandrefusal to
attend poliucal classes. This tendency has been noticed
among mdustnal workers and others who demand
TOptovement in living standards and greater freedom.
*^Kie IS little doubt that the events in Poland and Hungary
lastyearinfluencedmany peoplein China. There wereeven
some demonstrations staged by the Chinese students in
support of the Hungarian students
11 It IS stated that the economic difficulties last year in
China were due to defective planning and lack of
coOTdination between the various units of administration.
Ofhcials and cadres were all mtent and bent on over-
lululmentof the plan withoutpaymgmuch attention to the
actual randitions There was over-emphasis on capital
expenditure with the result that the whole plan and the

1^) Political Commissar,
Army. 1948-54; Vice-Premier, 1952-69 and 1973-80.

^-General of CSiinese Communut Party, 1953-69, its Viee-
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New Delhi

15 July, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

1 havejust today returned to Delhi aftera full month abroad

It IS difficult to keep in intimate touchwith developments in

India while touring in foreign countries, more especially

when such touring involves continuous and heavy engage-

ments Some information naturally reaches me from India

and I try to keep in touch with major developments But I

hesitate to form any definite opinions about such develop-

ments, not having the full background before me and I

refrain from sending any directions. I say so because I haVe

read in the Indian press that I have sent some directions

about current matters Tins is not true. I did not do so, even

though I was much interestedm them

2 I was naturally full of the impressions I was gathering

from day to day. I wish I could have taken down some notes

about these impressions and about the various activiuesand

poliaes of the countries I visited. But this was not possible

because of my heavy programmes which took up almost

every minute of the <fay till Ireturned drowsyand sleepyfora

brief night’s rest- 1 have, therefore, to rely on a multitude of

mixed and overlappingimpressions and it is a little difficult

to disentangle them. I feel, however, that it might interest

you to hear from me about these various impressions, some

important and others rather trivial, even though v^at

write is apt to be disjointed. I hasten, therefore, toput down

what I have in mind immediately aftermy return before the

problems of India fill my mind

3. I have had occasion to visit some part of Europe almost

every year since we attained independence and of course
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and the general drive towards economyand avoidance of all

waste In the final analysis, our Five Year Plan depends

upon our agncultural production and pnndpally on food

and food prices. Food prices affectotherprices, and thesecan

well upset all ourplanning ifwe cannot keep them down. At
the meeting of the National Development Council, there

was a proposal, which was generally accepted, about giving

somekindofprice support to foodgrainsandannouncement
of a floor pnce for them

15. We have given a great deal of thought to this question

andfound that itwas not quite so simple as itappeared. Ata
time when prices are fairly high and no one is particularly

afraid of pnces coming down too mudi in the near future,

there is not much pomt in giving an assurance of a fixed

price. If that pnce is fixed too low, then it has no meaning
and provides no incentive. If it is fixed rather high, then it

may be dangerous for our economy in future. At the same
dme, we have felt that some kind of an assurance shouldbe
given to the grower that Goi^mment would step in
effecuvely to prevent pnoes from falling below reasonable
levels

16 As for incenuves to the farmer, it is felt that the best
form of incenuves should not be subsidies on the price of
foodgrainsbutrather in the form ofmaking fertilizers, seeds,

manure, etc. available at reasonable prices. We can also
considerreducing irrigation rates. Theseare really subsidies
for production Merely maintaining high prices need not
necessarily result in greater production. Indeed, there is

some possibility of high pnces even leadmg to lower
production, becausemany farmersmay not exert themselves
asmuchas they mightotherwisedo Ourobject shouldbe to
encourage people to produce more intensively and to relate
our help to yield per acre. We might give bonuses for extra
production. Unfortunately,many ofourpolicies have really
been ^gs on producuon such as sales tax on fertilizers, or
even in these days of rather high prices on the foodgrains
sold in our fair price shops

1 7. Fertilizers are good and, no doubt, we should use them
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7. In Italy also politics are in a state of disrepair.^ But

economic conditions generally are said to be good and

production is high. Even South Italy, which was previously

much neglected, is better off today In England there can be

no doubt that in spite of the disasters it has sufferedm the

recent past and the gradual fading out of large parts of her

empire, internal living conditions are good and the

standards of thecommon people high. In Western Germany

it IS well-knoivn that production increased at a great pace

and not only have the ruined cities been built up again, but

many millions of refugees, chiefly from East European

countries, have been rehabilitated There is no unemploy-

ment in most of these West European countries

8 In the SovietUnion progress on the economicplaneand

in regard to living standards has been continuous, though

even now it has not reached the standard of the West

European countries In regard to the countries of Eastern

Europe like Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, etc , Ido not

know enough to express an opinion It is clear, however,

that they have pass^ through grave economic difficulties,

partly due to too greata stress being laidon rapid industna-

lizauon at the cost of agnculture As is well-known, there

have been many stresses and strainsboth in the political and

the economic fields in these c»untries and innerchanges are

taking place in all of them. These are most evident in

Poland, Hungary, and especially the city ofBudapest, hada

temble expenence last year and its economy was broken up

and much destruction caused in the aty Outwardly there

has been a remarkable recovery there, chiefly due to large-

scale aid from the Soviet Union But the inner ferment

continues In Poland Iremembernotingwith great suipnse

the great rebuilding that hadbeen done in the ruined atyo

Warsaw and elsewhere.

2. On 6 May. Antonio Segni’s coalition Government

Soaal Dcmocrauc Party withdrew support Wone Zoli (

Democrat) formed the Government on 20 May 1957
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There is no point in having itrigauon works if we do not

profit by them fully.

‘
21. I would again presume to remind you of the extreme

need for economy not only in our governmental apparatus,

but also in our personal expenditure because we set an

example to others There are so many minor items of

expenditure, like telephones and telegrams and travelling

about, which can easilybe reducedwithoutharm to anyone.

Some travellingbills have struckme asexnaordmanly high
In our work, probably one of the best ways to ensure

economy as wdl as efficiency is avoidance of delays and
quick disposal of business Another matter to be borne in

mind IS the stoppage of all harassment of the people by the

official machinery.

22 I shall be away from India for one full month, busy
with vanous kinds of acuvmes, but my mind tvill be here,

and I shall hope that when I come back, I shall be able to

throw myself in the great taskmwhich all ofus are engaged
with greater vigour and perhaps a little fresher mind.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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1 1. In all the Scandinavian countries, while industry has

developed considerably, it is the peasant fanner that still is

the dominant feature on the landscape They are known for

their cooperative movement and the high standards in

animal husbandry and in the production of dairy products

12. Sweden is probably (in common perhaps with

Switzerland) the most prosperous country in Europe Living

standards of the people are very high and every kind ofsoaal

security measure has been introduced Indeed, the problems

of Sweden are what are called those of too much prosperity

They do not quite know what more to do in r^gaM to soaal

advance And yet I was told thatcrime wason the increase in

Sweden, especially juvenile delinquency There was some

complaint also of an excessive consumption of alcohol

which probably led both to the increase in juvenile

delinquency as well as road accidents Another alarming

contrast is in Switzerland whiA, in spite of its high

standards for the common people, is supposed to have the

highest rate of suicide m Europe Whether this is due to

excessive cold and a severe climate or to some other causes I

do not know

13 Thus, the overall impression of Europe, whether West

or East, is one of continuing progress, hard work and ever

highei standards of living It is painful to compare these

standaids with the poverty of India and other like countries

in the East While we make slow progress, these European

countries are probably increasing the gap between our

standards and theirs TTiis is, in the mam, due to the use of

scientific methods and higher industrial and a^icultura

techniques Also, of course, to the hard work of disaplmed

communiues I think we must realize that people in Europe

work much harderand inamore disciplined way than we in

India In effect, therefore, it is the progressive indusmaliza-

uon that has led to these higher standards A nme has

reached, however, and this is most evident in

States of Amenca, when the utilization of leisure is becoin-

inga majorproblem Probably in the course of afewye»sm

the United States the hours of work will progressi y
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have visited some other countries also. Some countries, like

England, have been visited by me repeatedly during these

past nine years or so

4. The major impression I gathered is one of unceasing

activityandprogress made in construction and in the living
standards of the people. It is a little difficult to remember
that eleven years a^ the Second World War ended leaving

large parts of Europe in a state of utter devastation. The
nuned aties, which had often been reduced to a mass of

rubble, have risen again, portswhidibadbeendestroyedare

S
usier and bigger than ever, broken down factories have
een renovated and new ones constructed, great thorough-

hues and hi^ways have been built in cities and the
countryside, andlifeconunues its evencoursebutatamudi
more accelerated pace. Everywhere there are signs of ever-
rising standards of life for the common people.

5. Itisintnguingtocompaxethisbusyandpeacefullifeot
Europe with the poliucal conflicts and fears of impending
war. Yetbotharereal, though Ibelieve that there is amarked
lelaxanon in the political sphere, and war, though still an
overhanging danger, is not thought of so much as a present
one

6 This contrast between politics and developing econo-
mies IS perhaps more in evidence in France than dsewheie
brause in France politics are in a complete mess and
difficult for an outsider to understand Governments come
and go with unfading regularity.* The Algerian struggle
goeson with its tragedyand its tremendous drainon France,
apart from the crisis of conscience that is evidentamong the
intellectual classes of France But in spite of all this
production in France is atan all-time high level, wages are
highandsocial security measuresarealsovery considerable.

1 AXterthet«ignaiionon21 May of Gay MoHet after holding office
tor 16mondis a ministerial crisis ensued uil MaunceBourges-Mannouiv

mfouningaGovemmentof 11June 1957afterotheBhkeRene
Antonie Pinay, Pierre Pflimlin and Rene Btlleres bad failed tolorm a Government
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roads and an attempt is made to keep pace with it ivith all

kinds of devices

16 Another fact that impresses one is the enormous

amount of construction work that is going on everywhere

Not only in Europe, but even in Cairo I nouced big

buildingsbeing put up andnew and broad avenues laid out

Egypt appears to have good architects and town-planners

and even during the past few years I have noticed greater

improvements in the city of Cairo Buildings go up with

great rapidity and I am told that in Egypt the cost of

construction compares favourably with other countries

1 7 Another major impression which I gathered ivas of the

increasing prevalence of the English language It is by far

now the most important language used for international

purposes and in many countries it is a compulsory second

language, often in addition to others In view of our

language controversy in India, it is interesting to observe

that there are someumes four compulsory second languages

in some countries, le. English, XJerman, French and

sometimes another No oneappears to obj’ect to this and they

take all these in a bunch in the secondary stage, in addiuon

sometimes to classical languages

18 Europe has beautiful cities, many of them with

particular individualities which are a mixture of history,

tradition, architecture, etc London is known to most of us

and IS attractive in its own way, though far from beauuful

Paris has a peculiar charm and in addition has always been

known to have an intellectual ferment Rome, Venice and

Florence have each their particular grace and charm as well

as histoncal tradition. PragueandBudapest are also among

the beautiful cities of Europe. From the architectural point

of view, however, Iam indmed to think thattwo of themost

beautiful ciues of Europe are Leningrad and Stockholm

Both have the great advantage, like Venice, of

running inside the aty Leningradowes its beauty chietiy to

Peter the Great and subsequent builders. Stockholm is a

remarkably successful combination of the old and the new
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9 I haverecently visited the Scandinavian countries*and I

have been much impressed by them. In all of them there is a
well-established and long-standing democrabc tradition,

and Sweden has been blessed by peace ever since the time of

Napoleon Standards are very high, more especially in

Sweden People in all these countries are very likeable and
are in close contact with each other Finland stands

somewhat apart and yet is closely connected It went
through a very difficult time when it was invaded by the

Soviet armies in the course of the last great vrar Having
suffered much themselves during the war they had to pay a
heavy indemnity and part with a part of their territory in

Kerelia The way the people of Finland met these heavy
demands upon them with courage and sacrifice is

remarkable They paid their indemnity in good time As for

the people of that part of Kerelia which was transferred to

the Soviet Uraon, I am told that every single inhabitant of
that particular area numbering several hundred thousands
marched into Finland on the appointed day, leaving the
transferred temtory without a population That was an
extraordinary instance of disaplme and love of their
homeland

10 Recently the relations between Finland and Russia
have improvedandsome small adjustments of territory have
taken place in favour of Finland < The country is full of
forests and lakes. Indeed, it is supposed to have onehundred
thousand lakes The climate is very severe and the so-called
summer brief and fleeting The people are tough and
athletic and they have earned off a large number of the gold
medals in the World Olympic Games *

S Nehru visited Denmark from 15 to 18 June, Finland from 18 to 20
June, Norway from 20 to 22 June, and Sweden from 22 to June 1957

i Joint communiques of 2 February and 12 June 1957 recalled the
good neighbourly relations that had existed between the two countries
recognized the economic importance of the Salma Canal to Finlandand granted Finland the right of free transit through it.

5 At the XVfthOlympicGames held atMelbournefrom 22November
to 8 December 1956, Fmland won 3 gold medals
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powerful wants to retain that superior position, even

though It IS fairly clear that this will give little advantage if

there is mutual destruction of all. In England there is a

certain sausfaction that they alsobelong to the innerarcle of
the hydrogen bomb-makers In France there is the

expectation of making such a bomb in future Still I think

that something good, however small for the present, will

emerge out of these discussions on disarmament

22 The Commonwealth Prime Ministers’ Conference®

produced nothingexciung In fact itwas rathera dull affair

Differences of viewpoints become more marked and the

attempt to find phrases to sausfy everybody becomes

progressively more difficult The chief event of the

Conference was, of course, the partiapation of Dr

Nkrumah^ Pnrae Minister ofGhana I have invited him to

visit India and I hope he will be able to do so before long

23 On my return I paid brief visits to Cairo and

Khartoum * In Cairo I had long talks with President Nasser

and his colleagues The more I see of President Nasser the

more impressed I am by his integrity and straightfor-

wardness In the intncate politics of the Middle Eastern

countries he stands out as an outstanding figure

represenung the vital nauonalism of Egypt and to some

extent of the Arab countries Our relations with Egypt are of

the fnendliest. Recently some of the Arab countries such as

Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Jordan have fallen away from

Egypt I think they are already realizing that this is not to

their advantage The people of these countries certainly do

not approve of the recent poliaes pursued by their

Governments and thus a hiatus is created between

Governments and the people. In Egypt, though obviously

there is no democracy as we know it. President Nasser and

his Government undoubtedly represent their people an

6 Held in London from 26 June to 5 July 1957

7 Kwame Nlcrumah Forb fn seeVol. 2,p S57

8 From 10 to 14 July 1957
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decrease as higher techniques are employed. There may be

only a four-day week of work and three days every week of

leisure The progress in this direction in Europe is slower,

but it points the same way Possibly, it is this lack of proper

adjustment of leisure hours that leads to many maladjust-

ments m soaety In Europe, far more than in the Umted
States, there is a deepercultural and even perhaps a spintual
background which holds the social Eabnc together

14. Looking at this broad picture of Europe, East and
West, the major ideological differences and conflicts seem to

be less important than is imagined There are marked
differences ofcourse Butby and large these various countnes
and their peoples move in the same direction and probably
these ideological differences will gradually tone down The
welfare state and good living standards tor everybody are

accepted objectives and they are beingprogressively rearmed,
mainly through industnal techniques The recent changes
m the Soviet Unionwould leadone to think that the process
of liberalization and greater individual freedom vinll

continue On the other hand, there is the process of greater

socialization in Western European countnes. Thus the gap
between the two is likely to be lessened

15 As evident* of higher standards, more especially in
Western Europe, one sees the vast number of cars on the
roads Every successive year that Ihave visitedEurope Ihave
nouced thisnumberincreasing till the roads,both in the aty
and in the rural areas, are full of them Major problems of
road traffic arise and road acadents become more and more
frequent, even though there is far more road sense in these
TOuntnes than in India Thenew road buildingprogrammes
in all thesecountries areon a spaaous scale One seesboth in
theaty as well as in the countrysidebroaddouble trackroads
for motor traffic with a patch of greenery in between. Then
there are separate tracks for bicycles and footpaths for
^desmans The only oiuntrieswhere very broadroads have
been built in excess of the actual traffic is Russia. They have
planned for the future In the West European countries it is
the uaffic that has always exceeded the capaades of the
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New Delhi

1 August, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

1 shall not write to you today about foreign affairs The
internal and domestic situation fills my mind, as it must
yours, and I should like to refer here to some of the major

problems before us

2 I must confess that I have been feeling someivhat

depressed and disturbed This is notso much because ofany

particular matta* or because of the difficulty of our

problems Difficulties have to be faced from day to day in die

governance of a great country which is passing through a

penod of rapid transition My distress is rather due to an

inner disquiet atwhat I see happeningin vanous parts of the

country A vague fear haunts me that we are succumbing to

our old and corroding disease of lack of unity, disrupuve

tendencies and narrowness of outlook The larger vision

that inspired usand gave us strength seems to ladeawayand

we spend our energies in petty controversies and conflicts

Not even the internal and external crises, noteven the atomic

and hydrogen bombs about which so much is talked about,

seem to shake us up and pull us out of this rather parochial

outlook and complacency

3 I wrote to you immediately after my return* from my

tour abroad and gave you some of my impressions of this

changing world and its manifold problems Now, this

outside world recedes into the background and I become

enveloped in the atmosphere of India It is not a clear

atmosphere and the air is thick with petty controversies an

1 See ante, item 65
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To see It from the airoreven from theground is to feast one's

eyes on beauty.

19 Nearly all these great citieshave vastparks andgardens

attached to them or in their midst It struck me powerfully

how we in India ladt these parks The great aty ofBombay
has practicallynoopen spaceexcept thebeach Theire are the

Hanging Gardens and one or two minor gardens. Calcutta

has the mzidan. I wish that our dty planners in India

thought more of laying out parks which have become so

essential to the life of a great city

20 One possible advantage of visiting other countries and
meeting all types ofpenons there is to see one’sown country

from a dutance and m some perspective and to contrast it

with the others. It is always d^cult to judge of conditions
or customs to which we have been used and which we take

for granted From a distance they do not appear so obvious
andsometimesmaycompareveryunhivourablywith others.

We are all the products of our own environment, our
thinking, traditions and history and it is a good thing that
there is so much vanety in the world But variety need not
mean the adherence to out of date customs and ways of life

which come in the way of a good life for our people. I have
naturally observedmuchin foreign countnes which Ido not
particularly like, but I have also seen much which is

superior toourownway of lifeand from whichwecan learn
much with profit This applies to our social conditions
as well as to political. It is disheartemng to observe how
much of our energy has been spent and wasted over rather
trivial controversies which naturally show up our
immaturity in that respect

21 Coming to broader problems, the first relates to
oiMrmament There can be little doubt that there is today a
widespreadsenument all over theworldcalling for progress
towards disarmament and, more particularly, in regard to
atomic tests and explosions Even Governments are being
torc^ to move in that direction and it is possible that some
results might be achieved. But fear and suspicion sull
dominate the world. The omntry which thinks itself more
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was nowhere else to go to. The persistence in this particular

strike as well as other proposed strikes, in spite of the

friendly and cooperative attitude of the Government, leads

one to the inevitable conclusion that forces other than

economic'are at play, that many of these people are led or

misled by other urges and pressures. If that is so, then

obviously, we cannot deal with them on the economic
ground. The mere fact that a considerable number of

employees’ unions have simultaneously given notices of

strike itself is significant We are not dealing with different

categories ofpeople with differentproblems, butratherwith
something whidi does not necessarily relate itself to their

economic demands

5 I recognize, of course, that there is a common economic

factor and that various circumstances, including the rise in

pnces of essential commodities, have had a considerable

effecton the livingconditionsofourpeople.Wehave topay

every attenuon to this and do our utmost not only for our

employees, but for others also So far as Central Government

employees areamcemed, the decision tohavea Commission !

on the pay structure as well as the possibility of this

Commission recommendmg intenm measures, is a major •

step to deal with this problem.^ In addition, we are trying to »;

evolve procedures for a cooperative approach in all fields,

both industnal and adnunistrauve, to deal ivith sudi

problems from time to time and not allow them to grow till

they become serious We have had a measure of this

cooperative approach in the past, but it has not gone far \

enough, more especially in the admimstrative held. There

are staffcommitteesand the like; but, broadlyspeaking, they

have not been very effective We should pursue this mattH

further so that there should be the closest contact and

consultation at hequent intervals and a feeling should be

created of partnership and common tasks m a joint

undertaking. The successful working of that undertaking
is

6 On 3 August 1957, the Central Government appoi^ a

Commission under the chairmanship of Justice Jagannaiha Tm.
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they ate trying to move gradually towards a demoaadc set

up

24. InSudan the people weresimpleand likeable. They are

new to theworld ofintemauonal affairs andsometimes are a

little confused as to what path they should pursue.

25 I havementionedabove that there is a certam feeling of

relaxation from tension visible in Europe. This I believe is

so, but Ido notwish to convey an exaggerated impression of

this Perhaps it is more a hope than an actuality, for the old

problems and tensions are sdll there and thehydrogenbomb
continues to cast its malevolent shadow over people’s

thinkingandacaon.Armedposts andmilitary alliances ^ce
each other, and have spread their baneful effects over the

Middle Eastern regions

26. I shouldlike to addthatwherever Iwent Ifoundagreat
and growing interest in India and appreciation of the

progress our country is making

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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kind Our approach has to be firm, but it has also alv/ays to

be friendly, because we deal with ourown people whom we
have to win over towhatwe consider right courses.* Threats

have been held out not only to the Government, but to the

people generally Our answer is not that of counter-threat,

but one of firmly carrying on our duties and mc'cting our

obligations and serving the people. We can only do so v/ith

the goodwill and co-operation of the people generally, and

we should seek always to obtain it

8 The whole purpose of our Five Year Plans is toimpron
the lot of our people, to raise their standards of living and

putan end to the curse ofpoverty. Incur endeavour todo so,

we have often to face the problems of giving relief today or

strengthening our economy so as to be in a position to give

them adequate relief tomorrow. We have to keep both in

mind, for we cannot think only of today or only of

tomorrow. If we forget today, then there is piescni

unhappiness and frustration and social unrest Ifwe forget

tomorrow, then there is no hope for us to improve the

condition of our people to any considerable extent and we

continue to remain undcvelopc-d, static and living on ibt

verge ofpoverty. It is notan easy matter to balance these two

considerations, for there are many uncertain factors beyond

ourcon trol Yet ourapproach has been that whilewesbould

concentrateon laying the foundations of future advance by

the development of industry and agriculture and by

investing in them, we should also give present relief. How

then has it happened that our Plans have gone awry and we

have to face all the difficulties that appear to overwhelm uS'

Why is our foreign exchange position sobad?Why haveoui

calculations in the second Plan been upset? Is all this due to

our own failure in planning and in thinking ahead oris i|

due to somethinghappening which was beyond ourconiro

and which we could not foresee?

9. I suppose both these reasons apply. It is true that many

things have happened which we could not reasona y

8 The Fedoauon withdrew the call forsmke on 8 August 1957.
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little attention is paid to dangers thct concern us and the

great things that arehappening in Indiaand theworld Our
Vice-President has, on several occasions, drawn attention to

this weakening of the spirit and the crisis of character.^ I

cannot discuss these matters in this letter Indeed my own
mind IS not clear about them; but I wanted to tell you how
troubled I feel and how I grope for some light

4 It IS possible that within nine or ten days, we shall have
to faceanumberofstnkes.^Themajoroneappears tobe that

qf the Posts andTelegiaphsemploye I meta largenumber
of representatives of their federation* and had a long talk

with them. It was a friendly talk, and I came away with the

defin'ite impression that we understood and appreaated
each otherand that the strike was not likely to take place.To
my surpnse, I foundthe nextmorning that the deasion for a
stnke had been confirmed As you know, we had deaded
even previously to have a Commission^ to examine
thoroughly thepaystructureof the Central Services, keeping
in view the economic situation in the country, the Five Year
Plan, the salaries, etc given in the States and many other
relevant factors That was the basic and principal demand,
not only of the P.& T.people, but of others. We went further
and said that this Commission could consider the question
ofinterim rehef also. Furtherwe could not go. Indeed, there

2 For instance, S_ Radhaknshnan in a speedi at Bombay on 15 June
|957hadsaid, "Inourownoounttymoiallifeisshaken toitsfbundations
Love of wealth and power has gained wide acceptance The present

^

P^icament is a challenge to us It is a crisis of diaracter We have to
surordinate our self-interest to public good, develop consaence about
public funds, effea economies in our private life and public duty "

3 Posts and Telegraphs Employees Federation and the Nationai
f ^nal of the Confederation of Central GovernmentEmployees Unions
'

*^*''^"'^** Strike from the midnight of 8-9 August
1957 a their n^uations with the Government failed The demands

r included appointment of a Pay Commission and meiger of dearness
( allowance with pay
) i On 26 July 1957

5 On 17 July 1957, the Central Cabinet had considered the appoint-
ment of a Second Pay Commission

* #
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and we dare not be complacent about it. And so, in spite of

OUT manifold difficulties, we have had to make this hi»w
choiceand spend ourpreaous foreign exchangeforDefence

12 Then there IS the question of food We have had to get

foodgrains from abroad at the cost of our foreign exchange

Whether we could have avoided this or not with better

planning, it is a little difficult for me to say. It is becoming
increasingly clear that all our planning, all our attempts at

industrializauon depend basically and ulumately on
agricultural productionandon themaintenance ofadequate

but moderate pnces of foodgrains. I shall deal with this

-matter later in this letter

13 Unexpected things have thus happened to upset our

planning Nevertheless I feel that the fault is ours also

Perhaps we were too complacent, perhaps we did not look

far enough ahead Perhaps there was lack of co-ordinauon

After all, we have a Planning Commission and it is the

business of the PlanningCommission notmerely todrawup

ourFive YearPlans but to lookaheadandadvise us fromday
to day, more especially in regard to any policy which might

affect our plan and our economy. Have we been wise in
;

pursuing our past policies? 1 am by no means holding the

Planning Commission responsible. In fact, I think that we

have all to share the responsibility and I hope that we shall

be wiser in the future. The fact is that there has beendefecuve

appreaauon of what was likely to happen and this has got

us into trouble. It is not much good having post mortems

when we have so much work to do. But we must leam from ,

this and not repeat the same mistakes m the future. If Ave

plan, there must be co-ordinadon, there must be lookmg

ahead We cannot leave matters to the play of a market
^

economy, of prices being pushed up and of odd things <

happening which we do not want to happen

14 Inthisconnecdon,lshouldalsoliketopointoutthatit

has become essential for the Centre and the States to pu

together and not to pull in different directions I mn not

blaming the States for we have had a great deal of

opeiadon from them and I am grateful for it But in

ji.f
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essential not only for the larger good of the naaon, but also

for those who are employed m serving it. Good work can

only be done when there is a feeling of contentment andwe
should endeavour to produce that feeling It is true that we
cannot do much that we want to, because of our ladt of

resources. But much can be done still and, above all, there

canbe a closerassoaation, asamongparmers, which creates

an atmosphere to the advantage of all concerned

6 A recent conference^ dealing with industrial matters

was, on the whole, a success and the resoluuons passed
should help in the maintenance of industrial peace and the

solutionofproblems as they arise. Wehave laiddown that it

IS our objective to have the partiapation of workers in our
industries andwe arebeginning ina small way Iam glad to

note that a number of private industrialists have also

accepted this proposal Condiuons in administrative
services are different and cannot be dealt with in the same
way. But a fnendly and cooperative approach in regard to

conditions of work, amenities, etc is equally important
there

7 Comingback to the possibilityofa PostsandTelegraphs
stake. It has become clear to us that the reasons for this and
other proposed strikes are not wholly based on economic
factors, though undoubtedly they play an important part
We wereand areprepared to consider these factors to the best
of <mr ability. But there appear to be other reasons also
behind these threats of stake In these circumstances, it is
clear that the Government has no choice but to meet this
situation firmlyand to do everythingin its power to carryon
the Services which are so essenual for the life of the
immunity and the nation.We shall do so and, indoing so, I
hope that every attempt will be made not to worsen the
situationby threatsand counter-threats orby violence ofany

yhe Indian Labour Conference which met in New Delhi on 11 and
July 1957 Tecommended the setting up of tnpamte wage boaids for

txatim of minimum wages for the employees of certain industries
including those in the public sector
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complacent, a fatal thing todo atany time Now it is rice that

governs the situation and it is the pnces of i ice in the market
that lead to most of our difficulties The cost of living goes
up, demands are made for higher wagesand salaiies, for pay
commissions, and the like, people aie unhappy and in

difficulties, our estimates go up, oui Plan suffeis,andsoon

17 Next to food production, the question of the puce of

foodgrams is tlius of vital importance Indeed, the two are

intimately connected If thepricesoffoodgiainsgoup, then

the whole fabric of our planning suffers n letnevably Tliat

does not mean that we shouldmake the poor farmer suffei It

means that we must give him a fair puce, and no more, and
that we should put an end to profiteering by middlemen
How can we keep the price of foodgiains at reasonable

levels’ Tlie only coui se appears to be to have a laige stock of

foodgiains available at every ume, and even be prepared foi

natuial calamines, floods, droughts, etc That has been out

objective for a long lime But, we have failed to achieve it It

IS not possible to maintain large stocks of foodgrams if the

Government has to buy them in the open market It is well

known that the moment Government goes into the open

market, prices shoot up The only olhei course, therefore, is

foi Government pui chases of foodgiains to take place

compulsorily at fixed and leasonable prices It was with this

object in view that theie was some Parliamentary legislation

some two or three months ago

18 We have just had a debate in Parliament" on food and

agriculture In the course of this debate, a greatdeal was said

against controls'* and against compulsion in piocuiement

of foodgrams I do not like controls and I should like to

avoid them, chiefly because they bring in their train a great

deal ofcorrupuon Apparently, we are not organued enough

to deal with a widespread control system with any success

And yet, ifcircumstances compel us to do so, in order to save

11 In Lok Sabha on 29 and 30 July 1957 j u .i,..

12 Infact,A P Jam,MinisterforFoodandAgncuIture,stateitthatms

Ministry was opposed to controls
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foresee All our esamates have gone up greatly chiefly

because prices in foreign countries have gone up. The Suez

Canal conflict also hit us Another new and unexpected

burden has been in regard to Defence and we have had to

import from abroad more foodgrains thanwe had expected.

10 Why has Defence suddenly come up before us in this

wayand forcedourhands tospendmore andmore in foreign
exdiange, at a moment when we could ill-afford to do so,

when indeedwewanted to save everybitof foreign exchange?
Few thmgs have pained me so much recently as to spend
largesums ofmoney on the apparatus for Defence. I wishwe
couldavoid itandspend thismoney instead forourschemes
ofdevelopmentandmbettenng the lotofourpeople. But, in
some matters, and most of all, where the safety and security

of the country are concerned, there is no choice and no risks

can be taken. All our efforts to live at peace with Pakistan
have been frustrated and the leaders of Pakistan repeatedly
declared India to be their enemy and, with the help of
foreign countries, builtup their military system This build-
up has been very great indeed both in quantity and quality
and it is patendyaimed at India There is litde secrecy about
itandwe are told from public platforms that it may be used
against us Itmay notbe used, to begin with, openly as in a
war. But there are many other ways of starung trouble and
some of these have been indicated with some hankness by
ex-kfa]or General Akbar Khan,^ who has a reputadon for
ability and persistence If trouble starts, then it is difficult
lorus to saywhenandhow itwill stop. TTie informadonwe
pt from many sources points to trouble and we are having
foretaste of it already by many cases of sabotagem Kashmir
Itself

1 1 • This is the graverisk that faces us from external sources

9 Forb £n seeVol 2,p S59

! G«?
^

1

*?* from Karachi reported on 21 July that Major

"i ih
prepareda plan by which elements opposed to

wm w
*”’”**"^™ Kashmirwould revoltand create disturbances which
compel the Government to order ruthless suppression
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might even declare that we are going to do this and will not

hesitate to take the necessary measures to that end Such a

declaration might well have a direct steadying effect as well

as indirect consequences to our advantage.

22 Whether in food production or in many other matters,

we have attached, as you know, the greatest importance to

thecommunity development programme. Thatprogramme
embodies something more than higher production. It is the

outcome of a certain philosophy and it depends upon faith

in our people and their capaaty to make good, given the

opportunity If our people and that means ultimately our

vast rural population, cannot make good, then all our

planning is futile. Democracy means faith in thepeople plus,

no doubt, many other things. Thecommunity development

programme is meant to develop self-reliance, self-ra^ct

and co-operauon among the people. It has been cntidzed

much, and the critiasms are often true. Nevertheless, it is, I

believe, the biggest thing that we are doing in India and the

biggest hope for our future That hope lies not merely in

some matenal advance, but rather in the building up of the

people who, then, will be capable ofadvanang themselves

23 It IS the philosophy underlying co-operation that is

behind the wholecommunity developmentmovement This

movement, as it grows, will include almost every activity in

that area, affecting even the governmental structure. We

have always thought of the community development

movement having its basis in the village pandiayat^
village cooperative—the administrauve and economic sides

of village life

24. I find, however, that there is some confusion about the

kind ofcooperativemovement thatwe shouldhave Myown

idea has always been that a cooperative should be non

offiaal It must develop the people’s capaaty and tea®

them to rely on themselves Also, that a cooperauve must be

some kind ofalargerfamily,thatis thereshouldbeinumaie

relations among the members of the

large, then that intimacy is lost. If it is offiaaliaed, th
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larger economy of the natron, we dare not follow any

policies which contradict each other Thus we have States

which are surplus States in foodgrains and we have States

which are dehat. The surplus States must realize that they

have to think and act in terms of the country If they do not
possibly they might make a little money by higher prices,

but they will do so at a great costnotonly to the countrybut
ultimately to themselves. I would not evenmind so mudi if

the farmer got a better price, but I do mind the retailers and
the wholesalers profiting at the cost not only of the

community but ulumately of the future of the Plan

15 I would repeat that the keystone of our planning is

agricultural producuon We can never have surpluses for

industnal growth unless these come from agnculture If, on
the otherhand,wehave deflats inour foodproduction, then
instead of the surplus which would add to our strength, we
have a process of corrosion of even the strength that we
possess I think that it is realized now how important this

question is But I have sail a feeling that it is not realized

adequately. It was with great difficulty that we raised our
target of food production for the second Five Year Plan to
around thirty per centor so. OurPlanningCommissionhad
onginally asked for forty percentand this was not a figure in
the air for they hadworked it out. When more producuon is

asked for, immediately demands come for fertilisers, etc
This is understandable of course, but nevertheless a very
great deal can be done by other kinds of manure, and not
enough attenuon is paid to them, although they are far
better in the longrun Iknow of cases where no fertiliserhas
been usedand the land has been improvedvery considerably,
is Food production means principally the producuon of
wheat and rice now, although other grains count also Even
as between these two, rice is far the most important, because
we require three times or more of rice than wheat in India.
Therefore it is rice producuon that hasbecome of theutmost
importance now.We heard a great deal, about two years ago,
of Japanese methods and how successful they were in
increasing our nee yield. We were happy and grew
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development programmes The cooperative movement
which is going to play such an important partm rural life,

must also necessanly be so coordinated with it and should

notbe something apart If it is apart, then both co-operation

and community development will suffer.

29. You will forgive me, I hope, for wnung rather

discursively and at length about these questions As a matter
of fact, they have been dealt with fairly adequately in the

second Five Year Plan Report But many people appear to

have already forgotten what that Report contains and dnft

in different directions Whatever the direction we go to, it

mustbe clear, and it is open to us to diange itwheneverwe so

feel But, thereshouldbenopullingin two directionsatone

ume because that neutralizes all effort I have wntten to you

at length because I want you to think about these matters

and for us perhaps to meet together to decide exactly what

course we have to pursue

so In fact, I have in mind the possibility of a meeting of

the Nauonal Development Council in the course of six

weeks or two months, to consider these important questions

that I have discussed in this letter as well as others. The

Central Government can do little good without the fullest

understanding and co-operation of the States But, the States

also cannot do much without the understanding and co-

operation of the Central Government We have to pull

together and to pull in one direction

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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ourselves and the Plan, we shall inevitably have to gom for

controls whether we like it or not This fact must be kept in

mind For the present, there isno question of controls, and 1

have merely mentioned this so that we might think clearly

about future possibilities But, compulsory piocurement of

foodgrains at fixed prices is not controls in the larger sense,

and I see no way out except this way

19 At the present moment, we have to face this curious

position that there is no real scaraty of foo(^rains in India,

possibly there is even a surplus But, nevertheless, prices

have gone up We are told that there are substantial

surpluses of rice in Andhra and Orissa and Madhya Pradesh,

and that these surpluses have been hoarded by dealers,

wholesale or retail If that is so, then surely it is very odd
that we should suffer these high prices

20 Hard realities and the facts of life today compel us to

think and not merely to rely on old ways and methods Both
the Centre and the States will have to look at these problems
from the larger and coordinated points ofview, ifwehave to

save ourselves from dnfting downhill and shattering the
Plan As a matter of fact, our critical foreign exchange
situation, which has been made even more difficult because
of food and Defence purchases, is going to compel us to cut
down many things thatwe have wanted to do and have even
included in the Plan That will be a very painful operauon,
and I am afraid no one is going to like it It will affect many
Stales as well as the Central Ministiies But, if circumstances
compel us, thenwe shall have to swallow many a bitter pill I

want all the States to appreciate this position because so
much depends upon their proper appreciation and co-
operation So much depends upon how we tackle the food
situation and build up adequate stocks by getting food-
grains from those who are selfish and anti-soaal enough to
hoard diem today in order to profit at the expense of the
community

21. It seems to me that we should try to fix some HeKnifa
prices for our foodgrains, especially rice and wheat, and
adapt our policy so that these prices are maintampd

. We
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and it was inaccurate in many parts The chief virtue of it

was that for the first time an Indian had presented the Indian

side of this tragic story. Subsequently other books have

appeared by Indians, but hardly any of these could be called

an objective history Recently, more accurate and historical

accounts have appeared, notably that ofDr SN Sen^ called

Eighteen Fifty-Seven

2. But whatever the written history might say, this war of

independence of 1857 sull lives in the vivid memory of our

people and many of the leaders of it are national heroes I

cannot speak for all parts of India, nor can I speak with any

confidence of the younger generauon today But I remember

veiy well that when I was a boy I used to hear innumerable

tales of 1837. Later, when I wandered about the villages of

what IS now Uttar Pradesh, almost everj' village had a story

to tell We came across many people who had lost their

relatives in this war, some of them had been blown off from

the guns It was said that along the long road from Kanpur

to Allahabad there was not a tree which did not hate a

number of people hanging from its branches M> memories

dateback to the beginning of this centuiywhen as a littleboy

I listened to these luvid stories which impressed me, as thej'

must ha\ e impressed so many ofmy generation who lived in

Delhi or Uttar Pradesh or Bihar or some other parts of the

country where tins war was fought fiercely and with valour.

So ivhaiever historians may wnie, the people’s wrsion of

this great rising has coloured their thinking for a hundred

years and still forms vivid pictures in their minds

3 TheWar of 1857 was a majorewnt, both from the point

of view of the people and of the British Government t

ended a certain historical phase in India andbegan ano ct

But. few people, perhaps, remember that even after 185/.

there were a number of risings, though much sma er in

character, which were ruthlessly suppressed One interes-

5 (1890-1962) Director. Nauonal Ardmes of In*a, ;7‘

Caiancellor. Delhi University, 1950. his book Sgftieen FittySe

(1957), was commissioned by the Government
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element of self-reliance and self-growth is lost A cooperative

IS not ]ust a credit-giving insutution or a bank It is, or

should be, something with life and spirit in it, drawmg its

sustenance from its members and giving back something to

them This is the philosophical approach

25. There has been some heated argument about agrarian

cooperauves. Some people have urged them, others have

vigorously opposed them The chief argument of the

opponents of this type ofcooperativework hasbeen that it is

something akin to collecave fruming and, therefore, it is

bad That is not the argument But, anyhow, cooperative

farming is not collecave farmingand,m India, whateverwe
do has to be voluntary andbased on the democraUcmethod
There is no quesaon of compulsion

26 But the question ofcooperauve farmingr^ly does not

anse at this stage, except perhaps m new land or here and
there where people may agree to it. The argument for

cooperativefarmmg is basedon the very small holdings that

fanners have In countnes where holdings may be twenty or

tlorty acres or more, this may not be necessary. But, where
the holding is one or two acres, it is not possible to usemany
modern methods (I am not referring to tractors for the

present) andour technique of farmingwill notimprove Itis

onlywhenwe employ better tedimques thatwecan improve
our yield

27 However, cooperauve farming
, even if it is desired,

cannot appear suddenly We have to build up cooperatives
for more limited purposes and get people accustomed to

them. Later, if they so choose, they can take further steps
forward.

28 There is also no particular reason whywe should have
one rigid pattern for the whole of India, which is so
vanegated and where conditions and climate vary so much
We can expenment in vanous ways Whatever we do, we
have to do itwith the willing acceptanceandco-operation of
the peasantry. So far as our rural life is concerned, it will
have to be coordinated more and more with the community
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classes who started the Congress, it widened its appeal to the

lower middle classes of India This change-over brought a

crisis in the Congress history, which used tohe referred to as

the conflict between the moderates, led by the great Indian

Gopal Knshna Gokhale^ and the extremists, led by

Lokmanya Tilak ^ Even though the moderates appeared to

have won, it was really Tilak who represented the new
fighting spirit of India and the lower middle classes which

were coming into the political field Tilakwon in the end, as

he was bound to do, for he represented a new historic force

that was coming into being That was the second phase of

the Congress

5 The third phase came with Gandhiji, when the appeal

of the Congress went to the peasantry and, to some extent, to

the industrial workers It was then that the Congress became

broad-basedon tlie masses of India and, even though a fringe

at the top left it, its strength and challenge to the British rule

grew This brings us to the Gandhi eram our history, which

changed the face of India and, ultimately, brought

independence

6 The Indian National Congress was, as its name implies,

a national movement and not a class movement

Nevertheless, it is interesting to see how its class character

changed gradually and it became moreand more inclusive of

the wider masses and more espeaally of the peasantry Even

as this change took place, the purely political programme of

the Congress also underwent change, and it began to

develop an economic outlook That economic outlook was

not very precise But, broadly, it was governed by two

features One was its sympathy for the underdog in India,

and the second was its agranan outlook This demand for

agrarian reform was inevitable because the vast number o

8 (1866-1915) The most outstanding of the moderate leaders m *e

Congress, PresidentoftheCongress, 1905, founderoftheServants
ofIndia

^T^BaSngadhar Tilak (1866-1920) Impnsonrf in Man^y
Burma &om 1908 to 1914, edited Kesm and

Marathi, author of Qnon, AtcacHome in the Vedas, andG

I
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New Delhi

15 August. 1957

Independence Day

My dear Chief Minister,

Today, the tenth anniversary ofour independence, my mind
naturally looks back to the achievement of these past ten

’ years Inevitably also, because of the centenary of the great

struggle of 1857, we think of these hundred years of storm
and stress, of ups and downs, of sacrifice and of ultimate
success in so far as political freedom is concerned All of us
have heard andknow somethingabout theWar of 1857 Till

recently mostaccounts of this warwere from British sources
and by British ivriters and were very partial to the Bnush
side of the story It is true that even in the Bntish histories,

notably m Kaye' and Malleson’s* massive volumes, there is

much material for us to have some glimpse of the Indian side
here and there There was also a little volume by Edward
Thompson,* which brought out more vmdly the sacnfices
and the sufferings of the Indians in this struggle and how
ruthlessly theBnush forces hadbehaved On the Indian side,

so far as I know, the firstbook on the subjea was Savarkar’s

'

As a history this was very inadequate and was tilted to the
other side It could not be considered an objective account

1 John Wilham Kaye (1814-1876) Seoeiary, India Office, 1858-74,
auihorof History ol the Sepoy fVar(3 volumes, 1864-76}
2 George Brace Malleson (1825-1898) Author of The History ol the

Indian Muuny(S volumes, 1878-80)

3 (1886-1946) Fnend of Nehru, novelist, histonan and wnter on
public affairs, author of The Other Side of the Medal (1925)

4 VD Savarkar (1883-1966) Conducted Indian revoluuonary
movement from abroad, 1906-10, convictedandimpnsoned inAndaman
Jail, 1911-21, President, Hindu Mahasabha, 1937-42. author of The
Indian War ofIndependence, 1657(1909)
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I

9 Hardly any major struggle in history has ended without
leaving a trail of extreme bitterness behind More especially

this applies to national suuggles against foreign rulers The
virtue of Gandhiji’s method, even though large numbers of

his followers fell very short of his teachings, was that the

minimum of hatred was produced and when a soluuon and
a settlement came, there was no marked trail of bitterness to

pursue succeeding generations It is strange to contrast this

with the present-day world full of fear and hatred and
violence, dominated by the horrible spectre of nuclear

warfare

10 So after ninety years of struggle since 1857, wehave had
ten years of independence, and we have tned, with more or

less success, to adaptsome of thepnnciples thatwe imbibed

to the problems of national and international politics I

believe we have succeeded in some ways to an extraordinary

extent I believe also that we have failed often enough. The
measure of our failure is not so much what we may have

done wrongly or what we might not have done which we

should have done That measure is the existence in a fairly

marked degree today of provincialism, communalisin,

casteism, and also the tendency to violence In the course of

the struggle against .a common adversary, it was relatively

easy to join forces and put up a structure of national unity

When that adversary left the scene, then the urge to unity

became somewhat weaker and we began to relapse into our

separate groups and our parochial thinking A not

unfriendly foreign writer has descnbed as our present-day

bane this provinaalism and separatism which takes vanous

forms, the traditionalists who resent change, the massive

inertia of the people, and the tolerancein India of the fourth-

rate I do not think this is a correct description taken as a

whole, but there are certainly elements of truth in it There

are plenty of so-called traditionalists in India who want to

come in theway even ofdesirable change But thereare many

otherswho are convinced thatchange is necessary ifIndia is

to progress and who work to that end As for "massiie

inertia”, I believe that India is dynamic today and
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ting and significant one was what is called the Kuka rising

in Southern Punjab® The Kukas (now they are called

Namdharis) were, and are. an agrarian sect of the Sikhs,

rather closer to the Hindus than the other Sikhs They were

suppressed also with cruelty, and their chief and Guru was

exiled to Rangoon, where, previously, Bahadur Shah' had

been sent The interesting thing about these Kukas or

Namdharis was that even after their suppression by militarj-

force, they conunued quietly to follow a policy of non-

co-operauon in many matters They were sturdy peasants,

well-disaplined and they kept away from governmental

schools or serviceand even avoided, I believe, using the post

office They used hand-spun and handwoven khadi When
Gandhiji’s non-co-operauon movement came, it was easy

for them to fat into it

4 But, these were sporadic outbursts Indian nationalism

took another turn and led a litde more than a quarter of a

century after the struggle of 1857-58, to the formation of the

Indian Nauonal Congress in 1885 It started with small

beginnings and with what might be called a moderate

objective It was based on a new class, the Briusli educated

middle classes or rather the upper middle classes They had

been nurtured on Bnush literature and British ideas, and

spoke the language of British Liberals How many of us

remember that the Indian Nauonal Congress is seventy-two

years old today’ Broadly speaking, it might be said that the

history of the Congress during this long period was the

history of India, struggling for freedom and achieving it

Even as the Congress spread and affected more and more
groups and classes of our people, so the suength of the

nation grew. From the select English educated middle

6 The Kuka (Namdhan) movement for leestablishment of the Sikh
power in North-WestIndia, launched in 1857by GuruRam Singh (1816-

85), was severely repressed by the Government and a number of his

followers tvete executed and he himself was exiled to Rangoon
7 (1775-1862) Last Mughal Emperor of Delhi, 1837-58, exiled to

Rangoon in 1858 for assoaating himself with the 1857 revolL
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gave too much relief, therewould be little oi nothing left for

future growth. It has always seemed to me that while
economic questions are often not easy to solve in existing

ciicumstances, an even greater difficulty comes from the

manner of approacli to these problems If our approach is

human, understanding and friendly, then much of the

suspicion and distrust goes Unfortunately, some people

think of these strikes as political weapons I do not deny the

right of the workers to use the strike even as a polmcal
weapon But, I am convinced that, in the exisung circums-

tances in India, such strikes are harmful to workers and, of

course, to the community generally. Strikes in essential

services must necessarily create situations which are even

more haimful

13 As the Strikes were called off, there was no necessity left

foi the Essential Seivices (Maintenance) Ordinance, and I

am glad that the President has withdrawn it So far as the

Bill" which was passed by theLok Sabha is concerned, it has

no force unless it is passed by the Rajya Sabha also, and thus

placed on the Statute Book It is not our intention to take it

to the Rajya Sabha

14 As you know, we have two important taxation

measures before Parliament, the Wealtli Tax'* and the

Expenditure Tax Both are rather novel in India, and the

10 The Ordinance promul^ted on 7 August and revoled on 12

August 1957 empowered the Government to declare any stnkc illegal in

services regarded as esscnual for the community
11 On 7August, Lok Sabhahad passed Essenual Scn'ices Maintenance

Bill which conferred on the Government special powtrs to dedare such

strikes illegal with severe punishments for thosewho heldup the essential

services

12 The Wealth Tax Bill provided for an imposioon of anann^Bx
on the net wealth of individuals and Hindu undivided families and nilra

to determine the value of assets and rates of tax It ivas passed by Lo

Sabha on 29 August and by Rajya Sabha on 5 September 1957

18 A Bill proposing thatpersonal expenditureaboveapresenbed
limit

by individuals and Hmdu undivided families tobe taxed annually un cr

theproposed Bill was passedby the two Houses ofParliamenton 4and n

September 1957 respectively
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peasants in the Congress made their influence felt, even

though the leadership was largely middle class

7 Thus, the national movement that developedm India,

under Gandhiji's guidance and inspiration, had some

peculiar features which were absent from the national

movements of the other countries It was something more

than a political movement and, progressively, it had an

economic content Apart from this, it represented certain

moral values which Gandhiji had impressed upon it

repeatedly and persistently Truth and non-violence, means

and ends, were the foundations of Gandhiji’s approach to

politics Itwouldbe an exaggeration to say that the people of

India became wedded to truth and non-violence or that they

attached importance to means more thanends But there can

be no doubt that they were very greatly influenced and
inspired by Gandhiji’s teaching and, because of that, their

thinking and minds became progressively moulded by it

Thus, for the first time in the world’s history we saw a great

political and national mass movement wedded to these

ideals and developing a techmque of action which was
wholly new and which undoubtedly has impressed the

world greatly

8 That brings us to recent umes and to the achievement of
independence by that techmque and those methods
Contemporaneously with Gandhi’s movement came the

Soviet Revolution with its Marxist ideology and its stress on
class struggle and violence So far as ideals were concerned,
there was perhaps no marked conflict in the ends to be
reached between these two methods, although obviously
there were many differences But die basic difference was in
the methods to be adopted and the psychology to be created
One was of peace and avoidance of hatred and violence, the
otherwas full of class conflict and hatred and violence. Both
ultimately wanted to do away with the domination of one
class over another and thus to do away with classes. It was
obvious that in the existiiig social framework class conflict
was inherent. But the way to deal with it and ultimately to
put an end to it was vasdy different
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individual' and the community alike There can be no
soaalist pattern of society based on poverty.

16. In India there has been a long-standing controversy as

to the relauve virtues of heavy industry, light industry and
cottage industries This has often been arguedon the basis of

high principle, though lately it has been considered more
from the practical point of view of our needs and resources

It is interesting to see the development of thought in Puna
on these issues China is different in its ideology from India

It IS an authoritarian State broadly based on the Marxist

theory. But it is dear that China does not follow the rigidity
which characterized the growth in the Soviet Umon Also it

is realized in Chinamoreandmore thatconditions in China

and the Soviet Union differ greatly and no ideological

pattern, which is divorced from practical considerations,

can achieve success

17 There is fargreater similaritybetween Indiaand China'

in regard to the problems that we have to face Both

countries have huge populations which are predominantly

agricultural Both are industrially backward, though they

are advandng with some speed m regard to industnal

development Nevertheless, theyhave togo veryfar There is

a great deal ofmanpower in both as well as unemployment

or under-employment Heavy industry is essential to form

the basis ofindustrial development At thesame time, heavy

industry demands a great quantity of imports from abroad

and foreign exchange for them. Also it does not go far in

solving the question of unemployment

18. To begin with in China, the greatest stress was laid on

the development of heavy mdustry Now it is beingpointed

out that the emphasis must change. A Director of the State

Planning Commission in China stated in a report recenuy

that "modernized and mechanized construction demands

heavy investmentanda high techmcal levelbut only

little employment, for a comparatively long

modernization andmechanization will notsuit China.’ It is

pointed out that some people were so concerned to get me

most modem and most automatic equipment that they
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progressivelybecomesmore so. Andyet it is true that there is

this inertiaof the people Perhaps it is true thatwe are rather

tolerantof the second-rate orthe third-rate and this tolerance

must necessarilycome in thewayofourbecommga first-rate

nation The fact is that below the surface of political and
economic arguments and controversies, there is an inner

conflict in India in regard to these matters and the future

depends upon the result of this oinflict Ofcourse, there can

be no doubt about the results because there is no future in

pure tradiupnalism, parochialism and in tolerance of the

third-rate But these failingscome in theway ofprogress and
delay it

11 We often talk about communalism and casteism and
condemn them And yet, many ofthosewho condemn them,
are not wholly free from them. The boundaries are not
clearly marked. This communalism is bad, because it

represents all those features which oppose real advance of
India and which, in fact, create a psychology of separatism
and narrowness of mind In addiuon, it has a tendency to

violence Violencem India, whether it is basedon religion or
caste or economic doctrines, is even more dangerous than in
other countnes, for it leads immediately to disruptive
tendencies We have been too long in our history victims of
disruptive and fissiparous forces No nauon of the modem
world can survive if the smaller loyalties are considered more
important than the larger loyalty to the nation.

12 My last letter toyou referred to the impendingstnkes of
the Posts and Telegraphs workers and others Fortunately,
thosesmkes were called off Thiswhole inadent has a lesson
for all of us, both Govemmentand workers as well as others,
and unless all of us learn this lesson, we shall be faced with
similar situations We should not blame the workers, for
they are often hard hitbyeconomiccircumstances. We must
evolveways of trying to solve problems as they anse, and not
wait for a crisis We must, above all, fashion our policy so
that some relief comes to those who need it most. It is true
that, at the present stage of our economic development
the measure of relief is bound to be limited, because if we
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face them, more cspeaally that of population and
cmployraenL

21 This Chinese viewpoint approaches much more the
Indian viewpoint as laid down in our Five Year Plans We
have refused to accept any rigid model or theory and our
approach all along has been rather pragmadc More
particularly the question of employment has always been
before us We have built huge plants and nver valley
schemes and I think that diis was necessary. The time may
now have come for us to lay greater emphasis on smaller
undertakings which aremore spread out all over the country
and which take advantage of local resources and develop
local economies This becomes necessary also because of the
pressure on us of foreign exchange. Perhaps in some ways
we are even now more industnally developed than China,
although in other ways they have gone ahead of us
22 Another interesting development in China is in regard
to education It is said that there are sixty*three million
students in the primary schools Then there is a bigdrop to

5,150,000 in the junior middle schools. The senior middle
schools have 820,000. And the Universities and various

institutes 480,000. Great stress is laid that students coming
out of the primary and middle sdiools must take part in

agricultural production, and the value of manual labour is

emphasired IVhilc schools havedevelopedrapidlyin China,
there is a tremendous lack oftrained teachingsiaff Theyare

thus faced with the problem that students from the primary
schools may notbe able to goon to thejuniormiddleschools
and the junior middle school students may not be able to go
on the senior middle schools, and so on Like us in India,

China is having difficulty in finding enough money for

proper equipment, buildings for their schools, etc The
quality ofeducation appears to have gone down also partly

because the quality of teachers has gone down

23. I am convinced that there are enough resources m the

country, thoughitisnotalwayseasy logetatthem Wehave

to adopt a policy to encourage these resources being made

available for productive effort either by the State or by the
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Expenditure Tax is novel m other countries It must be

remembered that the Expenditure Tax really comes into

effect a year later. It has to be passed this year, so that

arrangements may be made meanwhile to give effect to it

nextyear I thinkboth these taxes are good inpnnaple, and

in thenght direction Everythingnew, of course, is looked at

askance, especially anew tax.We gradually getused to itand

then the strangeness disappears 1 think that thesetwo taxes,

ivith such vanations in regard to details as might be made,

will finally be less troublesome or burdensome than is

imagined I do not know what the final shape of things will

be, as that depends upon the Select Committee and,

subsequently. Parliament But, I believe that the Select

Committee and, indeed, all of us have examined them with
great care, and made a number of minor changes, which
cumulatively make a considerable difference All kinds of

reports appear m the newspapers about conflicts in the

Cabinet or elsewhere These are greatly exaggerated and,

somenmes, quite untrue It is obidous that in dealing with
these problems, there are different approaches, and they

have tobeharmonized That is whatwe have tried to do, and
1 believe we have succeeded in a large measure

15 The fact that the country has to bear the burden of
fairly heavy taxation if we are to proceed with our
development, is obvious. If so, then the burden has to be
spread out andmust also fall on many who are not well-to-

do. Otherwise, we cannot get the resources for our work. It

becomes essential that a considerable part of the burden
must fall on those who can really afford it This does not
mean that we arc out deliberately to injure any group We
havealways toremember that, inany step thatwe take,wedo
notaffect adversely theproductiveapparatus of the country.
A few crores in taxation are helpful, no doubt. But, whatwe
want IS producuon worth manyhundreds of crores. It is this
increased producuon that counts in the end, and that will
help us to raise standards and gradually to fight the poverty
of the country. If production lags behind, then we remain
stuck up in the quicksands of poverty which sucks in an
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producing any number of experts and speaalists who ate

very good at theirown particularpiece ofwork, butwhoare

apt to fotget other aspects and consequences of what they

may do The expert knowledge ofa person in his own field

may not be enough. Iliis has to be checked by experts in

other fields and the expert has sometimes to be saved from

himself.

27 The destruction of rabbits in some countries, though

welcomed by the farmers, has led to some unforeseen results

and now the farmers want the rabbits back. Science today is

advanced enough to be able to give us insights into all these

aspects and to the possible consequences of any step that

might be taken But this can only be done by a poolmg of

knowledge

28 We have many large-scale river valley projects which

are carefully worked out by our engineers. I wonder,

however, how mudi thought is given before the project is

launched, to having an ecological survey of the area and to

find out what the effect would be on the drainage system or

to the flora and fauna of that area. It would be desirable to

have such an ecological survey of these areas before the

project IS launched and thus to avoid an imbalance of

nature.

29. In regard to Himalayan rivers which misbehave so

often and cause floods, it has been suggested that there

should be a study of glacier recession in the Himalayas to

enable a betterunderstandingofnatureand thebehaviour of

these rivers.

30 There is an International Union for Conservauon of

Nature and Natural Resources with its headquarters in

Brussels. This Union devotes itself to the encouragement of

this larger outlook in regard to the conservation of

faunaand natural resources I thinkitwould beagood thing

if we in India developed this outlook also.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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Ignored the facts ofChina’spresenteconomy. Itwas necessary

to bmld these heavy plants and they would continue to be

built But there should be not too much concentration on

them Modem plants were characterized by high efficiency,

good quality, low costs and economy in the use of labour.

These could only be produced by a highly developed

industry and their construcuon required heavy investments

and much ume China is sull a backward country, but rich

in manpower and short of funds and technical standards

were only slowly rising The question of foreign exchange

also became important The development of "automation"

which was taking place in EuropeandAmerica thushadno
place at present in China.

19 Thisnew viewpoint in China, therefore, advocated the

construction of medium-sized and small plants even in the

fields of metallurgy, coal mming and electric power. At
present, itwas pointed out thatmadiines were not dieaper
than manpower in Chinaand this surplusmanpower of the

country was a pnme faaor when it came to deading what
sort of equipment to instal. Industrial standards depended
riot on the equipment that was used in the factones but on
thequanutyand the quality of theirproducts Emphasis has
also been laid inChma thatone great advantage of smaller
plants was that they could be spread out throughout the

countryand could thusuulize local resources and give more
employment and help the development of local economies.

20 This indicates a tendency in China to move away from
the previous approach. The first approach vras of laying
excessive stress on heavy industry only. Then came a
vanation and it was stat^ that both heavy industry and
medium and small enterprises were necessary and there was
room forboth Noi# the emphasis is rathermoreon the smal]
industryandonemployment.This does notmean, ofcourse,
that the leaders of China are now not in favour of heavy
industry butrather that theemphasisshouldbechangedand
the heavyindustry tobe constructed should be suchas to suit
China and her excessive manpower. The Chinese are thus
taking a practical and pragmauc view of the problems that
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parts of India Whether they are on a bigger scale than

previously, I do not know. But one gets the impression that

some basic climatic changes are taking place resulting in

these frequent floods In my last fortnightly letter to you I

drew attention to the ecology of naturebeing often disturbed
by man’s works We have built railwaysm the past without

thinking of the effect of the embankments on the drainage

system Canal embankments also have interfered with the

drainage and there are so many other things that we do

without paying any attention to their effect on nature's

economy and drainage In future, I hope that whenever any
such construcaon is made, the direct and indirect conse-

quences will also be kept in mind and provided for

4. The immediate reaction of the people to floods is to

suggest thatembankmentsandbunds shouldbebuilt These

are undoubtedly necessary in many places, but every

embankmentorbund, while protectingone area, mightlead

to greater danger to another area. It is possible to protect

selected areas or a dty by bunds, but it appears too difficult

to protecta whole countryside. Apartfrom these local protec-

tive works. It seems tome thatattentionshouldbepaid to the

rapid draining away of flood waters We cannot stop these

vast oceans ofwaterwhichcomedown from the mountains,

but we can so arrange that theyare notallowed to collect too

much and for too long ’

5. There is another aspect of this question to which I drew

attenuon on the last occasion and this is the possibility of a

recession of the glaaers m the Himalayas, leading to the

melung of the ice and an abundant quantity of water

coming down from the mountains

6 Our Parliament has been heavily engaged with the

Finance BilP and taxation measures Both Houses have

dealt with these subjects and while the burden has been

heavy on every Member of Parliament, the load on the
(

Finance Minister can well be imagined He has been conn- ‘

nuously engaged day after day, and someumes in tvm

2 The Bill was passed by Lok Sabba on 28 August 1957
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private sector Bothhaveto function in ourpresent structure

of society

24. Havingwritten somuch aboutthe pastandpresentand

about the larger matters that affect us today, I should like to

refer to something which I think is rather important and

which, perhaps, has not received much attention. We want

both to exploit as well as conserve our natural resources.

Sometimes, the desire to exploit them outruns discretion,

andwe forget the part of conservation In countries like the

United States qf America, exploitauon of natural resources

has gone on at a terrific pace, and now people there are

worried about the future. The growth of science and
technology, which has brought so much power to man, has

someumes made him ignore the fact that nature cannot be
trifled with There is a certain interdependencebetweenman
and his environment, and any upsetting fector may bring

about harmful consequences We all know that if trees are

cut down and forests removed, then this may affect the

rainfall and might even convert a ferdle area into a desert

25 The highly industrialized oiuntries of the world are

now facing many problems both in the physical and
psychological sphere of lack of adjustment of man to his

environmentToomuch bricksand mortar at the expense of
green zones may produce consequences which are not good.
Too much use of insectiades, and herboddes may destroy

some insects which might often play some useful role in the
economy ofnature Toomuch destruction ofbirds has led to
the growth of harmful insects which the birds used to eat
The construction of great hydro-electnc dams or railway
embankments may change the drainage of the countryside
and lead to floods.

26 I have menboned just a few of the possible harmful
effects of even something good that is done. There is a
certain economy in nature gradually established through
the ages We should certainly change this for man’s benefit
But in so doing we should take every care that the change
does not lead to some other evil consequences also, apart
from the good that it is intended to do Science today is
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when wewant them and this creates great difficulties We are

faang these difficulties today

8. The taxauon policy pursuedm a country is important

But that is only a part of the many things that affect the

economy of the country We all talk about production, and

without that no progress can be made But production itself

depends not only on hardwork, buton intelligentplanning

and a feeling of confidence At the end of the first Five Year

Plan, there was this feelmg of confidence in our capacity to

achieve what we had aimed at Unfortunately, various

factors have contnbuted lately to lessen this feeling of

confidence Many people and newspapers in foreign

countries are constantly repeating that we have been too

ambitious in our planning Even in our own counuy, there

are some who goon saying this, with the result thata feeling

ofdoubt and depression is created This lack ofconhdencein

ourselves and in our resources is more harmful, perhaps,

than anything else, andwehave to combat it I do not believe

in a faale optimism, andwe have to be realistic But realism

does not mean a defeatist attitude, more especially when

there is no reason for this

9 More and more, it has come to be realized that agn-

cultural production, and more particularly foodproducuon,

IS the vital foundation forourgrowthand even for the spread

ofindustry Prices, ofcourse, arean essential factor, and they

depend more on the quantity produced and its proper

management than any other factor

10 There was some -dwcussion at the A I CC. meeung

about cooperatives m general and espeaally cooperative

hirming Everybody agrees, I take it, that the cooperauve

approach is essential for us in agriculture, as in other

matters With the development of higher techniques, there is

an inevitable tendency towards centralization The small

machine gives place to thebigmachine, and the bigone to a

bigger one still Whether in the governmental apparatus or

m industry or elsewhere, there is this drift towards ever

greater centralization, which has certain evil

The small shops give place to the great stores, and then
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New Ddhi
3 September, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

1 am wnong to you rather unexpectedly today. I oi^ht to

havebeenm Kashmir. ‘ Indeed I startedearly in themorning
by air Whenwereachednear Pathankot,wewere enveloped
in clouds and visibility was almost ml. My pilot wenthi^
up to nearly 20,000 feet, but even this did not help him As
there were hills all round and in bront, he did not think it

wise to takeanskandturned back.WelandedatAmbalaand
waited for the clouds to clear up After an hour or two we
made another attempt to go to Kashmir but were again
hustrated And so we came back to Delhi six hours after we
had left

2 I was going to Jammu and Kashmir at rather a short
notice because of the terrible floods they have had there.

From all accounts these floods have been on a much bigger
scale than ever before At one time the whole valley of
Kashmir was practically one sheet of water. Largenumbers
ofvillages were swept away. Manybrit^scollapsedand the
crops suffered great damage Somethmg of the same kind
happenedon theJammu side also. Ilieresultis thatboth in
Jammu and Kashmir, the Governmentand the people have
to face a great disaster, and I wanted to go there as soon as
possible to take a message of sympathy and help to the
people there Unfortunately Icouldnot go today,but I hope
to make another and a more successful attempt a few days
later.

3 Floods have become a common occurrence in'many

1 On Sand 4 September 1957.
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services, cooperative methods shouldbe introduced. Thei ch
some argument, however, about cooperative farming.

14. This argument ts iathcr premature in India at present,

because we have not even fully taken the preliminary siqw
towards cooperative working. Our first concern must,

therefore, be to build up multi-purpose coopciativcs, apait

from joint farming, and make them a success. It is only latei

that the question of joint faiming arises We cannot impose

anythingon our peasantry, andwe can only introduce these

changes by their willing consent That willing consent will

only be forthcoming when they sec the i esulis ofa particular

method ofworking. If that metliod yields good tesults, then I

have no doubt the farmei will adopt it.

15. Personally, I think that joint faiming is desiiablc and

necessary, in order to yield the best resul is, Iam not thinking

of vast farms, but lathei of the people of a village joining

together for this puipose My conception of a coopeiaiivc is

ofan organiration where people know each otherand havea

sense of kinship.

16 There are two cases, howcvci, wheic it should be

possible to have joint farming rightal the beginning. Tliis is

wheie new land is reclaimed by the State, and it is open to the

Slate to settle it in any manner it chooses. The second is in

the case of Vinobaji's Giamdan. Cooperative faimingrould

be tried iheie and results examined. If this succeeds there,

then there will be no difficulty in spreading it elsewhere. In

other areas, howevei, we must concentrate on the multi-

puipose cooperative, whidi need not includejoint farming,

17 Co-operation is not meicly some kind of a business

parlneiship or a means of obtaining credit. It is something

much deeper than that, and involves a certain philosophy of

life which we wish to encourage. It is only through this

cooperative method that we shall laise the level of the

peasantry even in cultuial and like matleis The iianow

]}aiorhial outlook, so much associated with the peasaui,

does not sun the new society that is giowing ujj cvcrywlicm

18. The situation in Western Asia, and moie cspci lally m
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Houses at the same time,m piloting these very difficult and
exactingmeasures The time actually taken in Parliament is

only part of the labour involved Select Committees and
innumerablegroup meetings withM P.s to explain to them

'

the provisions of these measures and discuss amendments
' are much more exacting It was inevitable that these rather
- novel measures should raisecommentand criticism. Noone

likes taxauon, much less novel forms of it. I believe that

basically the approach now being made is a right one and
the amendments accepted have improved the measures We

• had to get out of the old ruts Whatever the revenue-

; producing capaaty of these taxes might be in the near
; future, itissome advantage to getoutof the staucconditions
' of the past and to move in a new and more promising
:

direction The Finance Minister is entitled to a tribute from
: us for the great ability, courage and energy with which he
;

has conducted these measures during the past many weeks.
• He will have little rest, as he will be going soon* to the

j
U S.A., U.K., Canada and perhaps some other country also
That too willbework of a most exacting kind. He will carry

;
our good wishes with him.

' 7. We have recently had a meeung of the All India
' Congress Committee in Delhi,* In the main the discussions

in this Committee related to the eoinomic situation and
more particularly the food problem.® Discussions in theLok

, Sabha and the Rajya Sabha have also largely centred round
'

' these questions. It is right that this shouldbe so, becausewe
j

have to face theseproblems realisucallyand for thatpurpose
I

there should be a wide understanding of them I am
TOnvinced, as I have often said, that India’s economy is

^

basically sound, but it is also true at the same time that our
^

potenual wealth and resources may not be available to us

f
September 1957 He returned to India on 25 October 1957.

)
4 Held from 31 August to 2 September 1957.

'
A

discussions, marked by strong cnuosm of food

f !^"“?®]*®"'*®““P®**®"“°I«“P'«®«itinB*eplaninfullwasalso
^phasized Speaal stress was lardon the need to effea land reforms and
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coming back from Malaya where they had gone to pani-

dpate m the independence celebrations ”

21. Perhaps, you know that in the United Slates of

America, students often undertake some gainful work,

manual or other, even while they are studying in colleges A
student who can earn money in this way for his fees and

upkeep IS admired there In some other countnes also

students are encouraged to do this In India, in spite of all

that we have said, manual labour is still ratherlookeddown
upon, although this attitude is gradually changing I think

that our colleges and universities should offer every

opportunity to the students to do some manual constructive

work on payment I am not suggesting any compulsion

about it But the opportunity should be given This would

result not only in anumberof students earningsome money,
but also in buildings being put up by spare time work It

would be necessary, of course, in such cases to provide

adequate expert guidance

22 In the Roorkee Engineering University in the U P

,

arrangements have been made for students to earn some

money by part-time work in their spare time I think this is

an excellent idea Apart from otheradvantages, the mere fart

ofconstructingsomethingwith theirown hands and labour

gives a feeling of psychological satisfacuon

23 Recently there has been some trouble in Rajasthan

among the students This was said to be in protest against

the enhancement of fees I know nothingabout the merits of

this question, but I was astonished and distressed at the

manner some students behaved under the instigation of

some outside elements. They tried to set fire to buildings, to

destroy furniture, books, etc If our political parties

encourage this kind of bdiaviour among the students or

1 1 Malaya became independent on the midnight of SO August 1957

12 The agitauon took a violent turn on 29, 30 July and 2 August at

Jaipur, on 3 AugustatA]war,andon 6AugustatJodhpur Theagitat^

was called off on 19 August after the State Government announoo

certain fee concessions
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chain stores Even newspapers develop in this way, and big
chains of them are controlled by a single authority. That is

the inevitable result of the growth of technology in a
capitalistsystem In a socialist system, thesame trendoccurs,

with themajor difference that the control isby the State The
evils of too much centralizauon are present, whether this

takes place under private auspices or the State’s, though, in

the latter case, they might be mitigated to some extent.

Undoubtedly, the centralization ofpower, whetherpolitical
or economic, lessens the freedom of the individual.

1 1 We cannot do without centralization. And yet, we do
not wish to be submergedby it The only way out appears to

be the spread of the cooperauve method in industry and
agnculture In the governmental apparatus, it means also
decentralizing many acuviues of the State although, inevi-

tably, the Central Government in the modem State mustbe
strong

12 In die realm of industry, there will be State enterprises
and cooperauve enterprises. Even the State enteipnses, if

they are to funcuon with efficiency and success, cannot be
ued up too much to departmental methods of working
They must be given a good deal of lautude and room for
initiauve

13 In agriculture, co-operauonbecomes inevitable There
might be some excuse for individual farms working
separately provided these farms are big enough. But, where,
in India, a vast number of our peasants have not more than
an acre or two, it is not possible for them to make any
progress or to take advantage of modem techniques I am
not referring to what might be called mechanizauon of
agnculture Broadly speaking, too much mechanizauon is
not thfe remedy in a country of abundant manpower and
small holdings But there are numerous other techniques
which can add to our producUon and which are quite
beyond the resources of a small farmer. Under a cooperative
system where a number of peasants band together for
rammon purposes, these techniques become available to
them It is admitted that in regard to numerous agricultural
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New Delhi

5 September, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

Recently at the meeting of the A I C C ,* there were long

discussions on the land problem. Many of you must have

paruapated in them. I am not for the present referring to

vanous aspects of this problem, important as they are But it

seems to me that something of the most important

significance and importance is to prevent ejectment of

tenants Information comes to me horn time to time about

this ejectment continuing in vanous States and someumes

this IS on a fairly large scale In fact, the very measures of

land reform that are initiated someumes lead to this type of

ejectment

I think that each Statemust deal with this matter urgendy

and effecuvely If the law is lacking, then something should

be done forthwith to rectify it But apart from the law, it is

the administrative set-up that can deal with this matter

effectively if it chooses to do so My own impression is that

Distnct Magistrates and others are lax in this respect. I am

sure they could do a great deal if they were told of the vital

importance of pievenung ejectments

*A specsal letter in addiuon to the Fortnightly l.etteTS

I See ante, p 547
J
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Syna, is a serious one^ It is not quite clear what is

happening behind the surface of events But, all kinds of

pressures are apparentlybeingexercised, and there is danger

of trouble.
,

19 I have recently spoken in the Lok Sabha in a debate on
Foreign Affairs I shall not repeat here what I said then. I

would, however, like to draw your attention to what I said

there, more especially in regard to Kashmir,’ Syna^ and
Hungary *TheKashmir issue is likely to comeup before the

Secunty Council before long

20 We are having a number of Ministers from foreign

countries visiting Delhi in the next few days They are

6 On 13 August the Synan Government announced that it had
uncovered a plot, backed by the United States, to overthrow the
Government The United States reported that this was a "smokescreen”
behind which left-wing groups were trying to build up their power
Moscow also cnuazed the United States of employing crude tactics to
overthrow the Synan Government.

7 Nehru told Lok Sabha on 2 September that "one fact stands out
clearlyamidstconfusionwhidi is thatPakistanhadcommittedaggression
against the stateand there isnojusuheauon for her continued stay there

”

In these atcumstances, he added, he could not imagine the U N asking
India todo somethingwhich "no self-respecongcountrycando—tolerate
or submit to aggression ”

8 Nehru stated that unstable condiuons had been created in Syna
bemuse of theinterference ofbigPowersmtheirattempt togain influence
and power over vanous parts of Asia and Afnca He said the moves and
counter-moves on the part of the ointending Powers had caused the
suuauon "never too good, toprogressively detenorate in the lasttwoyears
Or so”

9 He said that India viewed the uprising in Hungary as “essentially
nauonalist in character" and demanded withdrawal of foreign troops
eawig the people to fashion their own desuny But mere condemnauon
rould increase tension and India therefene hoped that Hungarian
ovemmeni would work towards normalization of the situation by

releasing these detenus
10 Jarring Report was debated in the Secunty Counal on 25

September 1957
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New Delhi

25 September, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

Today, I met a Naga deputation’ which came to me to

present a resoluuon^ passed by a Convention of the Naga

tnbes, which was held abouta month ago in Kohima I am
glad to say that ourmeetingwas a successful one,’and I look

forward to a cessation of the hostilities in the Naga areas

which had distressed us so much during the past year and a

half A press statement about our interview will appear in

tomorrow’s papers and you will no doubt see it

2 This Naga trouble has distressedme greatly, notbecause

of Its military significance, but because some of our

countrymen were rebellingand we had to face this difficult

situation We could not deal with them as the Bnnsh

Government used to deal with rebellious people on the

frontier or elsewhere, by bombing them That is an easy but

not a veryhuman way ofdealing with trouble, andweissued

strict orders that there should benobombingfrom the air of

any kind Our Army has had a difficult ume because the

terrain is wild forest land in the hills, with pracucally no

1 On 25 and 26 September 1957

2 The Convention of representauve Nagas which met from 22 to 26

August decided that the demand for mdependenoe be given up foimany

andempowered a delegation to meet theAssam Governor "withaviewto

arriving at a satisfactory political settlement by remaining within e

Indian Union ’
.

3 The Government accepted the demand of the Nagas tor me

formation of a single auhnimstrative unit and agreed to eonmti

amnesty in respect of all offences committed in the past but not or

offences committed in the future

I
I
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indeed anywhere in order to gain some political advantage,

then mde^ the outlook is pretty dark It is time that every

decentperson raised this voice againsthis degradation ofour

young people

24 I should like to add that our army worked magni-
- ficently during the floods in Jammu and Kashmir It was
largely because of their efforts that the aty of Snnagar
escaped disaster.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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these various Naga tribes Some two years ago, a tribal

Ckinvenaon deadedona struggle for independence, and this

led to organized violence of the guenlla type

5. We havebeen dealing with this situauon for the lastyear

and a half or more and, from a military point of view, have

largely succeeded But it was very difficult to deal with

individual inadents Meanwhile, the Naga people as a

whole suffered very greatly On the one hand, they were

terrorizedby the hostile groups andpumshed if they didnot

fall into line They had to givemoney and food and, on their

refusal, their villages wereburntdownand individuals were

executed On the other hand, the operations of our Army

inevitablyboredown heavily upon them Our difficultywas

to protect these people aswe wanted to Itwas notpossible to

protect every village from these depredations Ultimately, it

was deaded to regroup the villages, so that we could give

adequate protection to these new groups This involved a

good deal of inconvenience to the people, but it certainly

gave them protecuon This step led, to a large extent, to the

isolauon of the hostiles, and their morale began to suffer

Probably, it was mainly this step which induced most of the

Nagas to deade to seek a settlement Last month, a big

Convention was held at Kohima in the Naga Hills Distnct

with the permission of the Assam Government At this

Convention every tribe sent its representatives, which

totalled about 1,760, apart from about two thousand Naga

visitors For several days they argued heatedly Ulumatelyit

was clear that the majority wanted to pass a certam type of

resolution There is a custom among the Nagas thatonce the

majority is known, then the particular resolution is passed

unanimouslyandbecomes binding on all the tribes Agood

custom, which inadentally shows the disapline of these

people

6 The resolution was to the effect that the Naga HiHs and

the Tuensang Fronuer Division of the NEFA should be

constituted into a single administrative unit under c

Centre, that is, the Governor would act as an agent ot tn

President, and under the general direcnons of the Externa
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The Congress President^ has drawn my parucular atten-

uon to this xnatW I feel as strongly as he does on this

subject I earnestly hope thatyou will take measures to stop

all kinds of ejectment of tenants immediately

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

2 UN Dhebar Forb fn seeVol 2,p.512
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to Syria has notmetwith success and it is said that it has met
with a diplomatic reverse This whole policy, based on the

so-called Eisenhower doctnne,^ was unrealistic and has

shownup the weakness of this doctrine The whole purpose
of this policy apparently was to keep out the Soviet Union
ifrom this Middle Eastern area As a matter of fact, it has

actually led to the Soviet pushing itself in a little more It is

quite absurd for anyone to say that Syria has become
Communist All these Middle Eastern countnes are faraway
from communism as anything can be What has really

happened is the play of Great Power conflicts in Syria and

round about countnes InJordan, some time ago, American

arms and poliaes prevailed In Syria, Soviet arms and

policies prevailed There is, however, a major difference

between the two Amencan and British policies 'are largely

based on supporting feudal regimes in these areas and have

little popular backing there The Soviet Umon can take

advantage of this fact and thus can influence the people

more and appear to be in favour of the nationalist elements

there Also, the Soviet Union happens to be next door, while

the United States is far away

9 The only obvious solubon of these conflicts is for both

these Great Powers as well as others to keep away from this

area and to leave the countries concerned to work out their

own desbny

10 We have had more floods and there is of course the

unhappiness caused by high prices, espeaally in regard to

food In Calcutta there have been big demonstrauons and a

bank stnke^ has also been,going on for some days Perhaps

the sbike will soon be over as the matter has been referred to

a bibunal It is interesbng to note, however, that even m
Calcutta, food prices have gone down, partly as' a result of

' 6 Seeante,\p 475 ,

7 The strike launched on 18 September by about 800 employees o

pnvate banks in Calcutta and industrial areas to demand

for rise in pricesofessentialcommodities in WestBengal wascalledof on

18 October
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communications It is easy for any individual or group to

carry on some kind of guerilla activities or to indulge in

sniping or loot and then disappear into the forest. The
Nagas, of course, are expert in forest lore and are tough
people I have always liked them, and thosewho have joined

ourArmy make excellent soldiers They have a fine sense of

disaphne

3 During British times, there was some kind of an iron

curtain round their areas, and people from the rest of India

were not permitted to go there Only some missionaries

went, and they inculcated among the Nagas a hatred of the

people of India Some of the Nagas were converted to

Chnstianity and were educated to some extent Because of
their education, theybecame the leaders of the Nagas One of

- the last acts of the British officials before independence was
to encourage these Nagas to claim independence.

4 The Nagas are really notone tnbe, butmany tribes, and
they have numerous dialects In fact, the dialect changes
every few miles and it is difficult sometimes for one Naga to
understand another. Some kmd of corrupted Assamese has
become the lingua franca among these Nagas Soon after

independence, Zapu Phizo* emerged, and graduallyhe built
up his positionandbegan tobe recognizedas somekind ofa
leader. He had a curious career and is said to have been
associatedwith Netaji Subhas Bose, though Ido notknow to '

whatextent During the past few years, I have methim twice,
and he produced a very bad impression upon me I told him
Aen, and I have repeated it often, that the dptn^nd for
independence was out of the question. But we were always
prepared to consider anything else, even though this might
involve some change in the Sixth Sdiedule of our Consti-
tution. Our general policy was not to interfere with tribal
people and to give them the largest measure of autonomy.
For some years, the Naga movement was more Or less
peaceful. But, gradually, it drifted towards violence. Phizo
achieved for the first time some measure of unity among

4 For b fn see VoL 8, p. 156
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14 I have'recentlybeen to Mysore*® to attend the Gramdan
Conference convened by the Sarva Seva Sangh at the

instance of Acharya Vinoba Bhave ** This was an unusual

type of conference as vanous parties were represented

there in addition to those who had been working especially

for Gramdan under Vinobaji’s leadership You must have

seen the statement issued after the Conference.*^ I am
convinced that Vinobaji's movement has great

potentialiues for good, both directly and indirectly in other

spheres Itmustbe remembered that it is based essentiallyon

a peaceful and non-violent approach to this and other

problems Even the agreement on this approach by all the

parties represented there was all to the good I hope that we
shall all try to help and encourage in every way this

Gramdan movement, keeping in mmd always the basic

approach behind it

15 In the Ramnad District of Madras, conflicts between

different castes created a senous situation fonsome days **

These conflicts were described as communal In effect they

were due to the opposition ofsome higher castes to thedaim
of the Harijans for some measure of equality and more

humane treatment Deplorable as this conflict was, it does

bring out the changes that are taking place in the old order.

It represents an attempt to find a new equilibrium in the

soaal set-up The Thevars who had been dommant in that

region resented this changeand hitout at the Hanjans The

Hanjans, however, were no longerprepared to submit to the

10 From 20 to 2S September 1957

11 Forb fn seeVol 2,p 397

12 The statement issued on 22 September expressed its high

apprecianon of Vinoba’s mission and his efforts to solve national and

social problems bynon-violentand cooperauvemethodsand appealed to

all sections of theIndian people tosupport enthusiastically theGramdan

movement as land reforms initiated by the Government were not in

conflict with Gramdan movement and the Gramdan and community

development movements should complement each bther

13 The clashes betweenThevars and theHanjans occurredfor 1 1 days

from 14 September 1957 in Ramanathapuiam (l^mnad) Distnct
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Affairs Ministry Itwas also stated that this wouldbe within

the Union of India, that is, the demand for independence

was clearly given up It was this resoluuon that was

presented tomeby the delegation thatsaw me today.We had

considered this matter carefully before I saw the delegation

andwehad consulted the Chief Munster ofAssam® also The

step we took, therefore, was with full consultation of all

concerned I told the delegation that Iwas glad that they had

given up the demand for independence and had given us

assurances to work earnestly to bring about peace and order

in the disturbed areas In the circumstances, therefore, I

accepted the proposal on behalf of the Government of India

and agreed to have the necessary amendment made in the

Constituuon during the next session of Parliament I also

agreed to an amnesty for all offences against the State and

told them that the regrouping of villages would be stopped

m future Further, that as conditions improved in any area

and were considered satisfactory by us, we would degroup

the villages in that area The delegation was happy at the

outcome of our talks

7 This IS certainly a great step forward in this matter and

brings peace in the disturbed Naga areas within our gihsp

But there are stillmany hurdleson the way and it is possible

that a small hard core element among the hostiles will

continue to give trouble Phizo himself, we are told,

continues to be bitter and angry and curses the Nagas who
went to the Convenuon orwho approachedus I believe that

Phizo IS somewhat demented now He is half-paralysedand

has to he carried about I do not think that his voice will

carry much weightnow and I am sure the great majority of

the Nagas will stand by the decision of their Ckmvention

But some trouble may well sull continue.

8 In my previous letters, I have referred to the critical

situauon in Syria and the Middle Eastern countries The
crisis appears to have been warded offand there is a little less

of rattling of arms on both sides American policy in regard

5 BR Medhi Forb fn Vol 3.p 166
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*

Before Ireturn to India, Iam notingdownsome impressions

ofmyvisittoJapan,^ as thesemightinterestmy (x)lleagues I

am doing so duringmy brief stay in Hong Kong. The fact

that rain and cloudy weather has come in the way of m>
programme in Hong Kong and confined me to my house,

has made it easier for me to dictate these notes

2. The nine days we spentinJapanwerever>- full andwere
crowded with impressions. 1 am not dealing here dirortly

with poliucal or economic matters but rather with other

impressions of Japanese life. I w’ent to Japan with some
knowledge of the people and the country' derived horn

readingand meetingpeople. Iknewsomethingofits history
and of course we all knerv about recent events whidi had

powerfully affected the Japanese people. Some of my
previous impressions I had have to change as a result of

doseracquaintanoe. 1\Tiati notedown here isonlyajumble

of ideas and impressions and should be read as sudi.

3. Werecdvedan extraordinarily warm welcomewherever
we went in Japan. The Government helpied in every way in

this and had organized my programme. In addition, some

kind of a reception committee was formed in Tokyo

consisting of various parties, induding parties in the

Opposition, like the Sodalistand the Communists, as well

as many other organizations. Apart from governmental

people, I met some leading intellectuals.

4. 'Whatimpressedmemosthoweverwas theexubetanceof

thepopularwelcome. I havehad thegood fonune to receive

w'elcomes in many countries. I think it would be correctm
say that, outside India, nowhere have I received sudi a big

• Xote on impressons of the visii to Japan written on 15 October 1957

was drculai^u all ChiefMinmers
1. Fiom 4 to 13 Oaober 1957.
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the West Bengal Government's action in seizing hoarded

foodgrains

11 In effect, there hasbeen a general declme in prices of all

food articles, including cereals, pulses, edible oils, sugarand
gar, all over India Last year, that is, between the first week
of August and first week of September in 1956, there was a

nseof 1 6 per cent in the prices of all commodities Thisyear,

for the corresponding period, there has been a fall of 2.7 per

cent This is mainly due to the fall in the prices of

agricultural produce by 3 7 per cent This is a happy omen
and Itshows that the action taken by Government has borne
result

12 As you know, our Finance Minister is now in the

United States ‘ He will also visit Canada, Englandand West
Germany. He is endeavouring to raise large loans or credits,

which should be of great help to us in carrying through our
second Five Year Plan Whether he will succeed or not I do
not know In either event we must realize that we have to

depend chiefly on ourselves and any impression that we
must finally depend upon others will be harmful

13 I might mention here that a distorted account of what
the Fmance Minister is reported to have said rather casually

to anAmerican correspondent® beforehe left India has given
nse to a good deal of doubt and quesuoning. There need be
no doubt about our basic policies, whether poliucal or

economic They remain and must remain as before In the

poliucal domain, we shall continue to be unaligned to any
group of Powers, in the economic domain, we shall gladly

accept help in the shape of credits or loans from abroad, but
this cannot be allowed to affect our broad policy and our
.reliance on ourselves

8 See ante, p 547
9 TT Knshnamachariwassaid tohavetoldA.M Rosenthal, the IVear

York Times coirespondent, that "lha battle in India was a battle against

communism too and that one ol the leasons Kerala was lost to
'Communistswasihatenoughmoneycouldnotbespentondevdopmenial
. activities of the State

”
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many pnvate secx>ndaTy schools The Universities are both

pnvate and State. Indeed many of the pnvate Universities

are of old standing and repute Apparently every major

college IS a University. Thus, m Tokyo aty diere are about

twenty-six Universmes. I visited two oldprivate Universities
ofgreat repute as well as the National State University Eadi

one of these had about thirty thousand students on its rolls

7. I was told that uniforms were introduced in schools and
colleges long ago, in fact, as a part almo'st of compulsory

educauon in the Meiji era The idea was to bnng about a

feeling of equality among the students, so that the children

of ncher people should not feel superior As I have said

• above, practically everyone, rich or poor, goes to the same

type of school Theyhave the same education. Theywore the

same uniformsand all of them, in thesepnmary schools, get

a free meal in the middle of the day It seemed tome that this

must have a powerful influence in bnnging about a certain

feeling of equality and fellowship I feel sure that so long as

we have speaal schools for the children of the well-to-do

classes, there will always be a difference, both psychologi-

cally and practically, in their upbringing, and it is only

when the same quality of teaching and other condiuons are

provided for all children that we will raise the very poor

standard of our pnmary schools

8 I motored through hundreds of miles ofcountryroads I

must have passedby hundreds ofhuge motorbuses carrying

school children or college students on excursions Probably

this was because October is speciallyamonth for excursions

for students. Nevertheless, Iwas surprised to see these tens of

thdusands of students visiting famous places in Japan for

their scenic beauty or histoncal interest I was told that the

students paid for these excursions and they saved money

throughout the year so as to paruapate in them

9 I have mentioned the fact that all these students woiea

kind of uniform This is, in the case of boys, black trousOT

''and buttoned-up coats, cotton in summer and probably

some warm matenal in winter The cap vanes with the

school and there is some markingon the shoulder to indicate
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domination of the higher castes and so the conflict. It was
the duty of the State to prevent conflictbut theirsympathies

were naturally with the Haiijans in their demand for better

treatment and equality.

16 The United Naaons’ General Assembly has started its

sessionsin NewYork At thesame nme, the Security Counal
has been considering the Kashmir question, where, as usual,
the Pakistan Foreign Minister” gave expression to an
assortmentof falsdioods No doubt thesewillbe dealtwith
by our Representative when the time comes for his reply. At
The Hague, in Holland, the case of Portugal versus India
has also begun and our Attorney-General” placed India’s

case before the International Court.” His speech, we are
told, created a powerful impression

17 I intend going to Japan on the 3rd October and to

spend about nine days there. Onmy way back, I shall spend
two daysm Hong Kong and a day in Rangoon.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

14 Fetoz Khan Noon (1893-1970) Member, Viceroy’s Executive
Counal, 1942-45, Pakistan's Foreign Minister, 1956-58, Prime Minister,
1957-58

15 Refemng to Jarring’s proposals Noon said on 24 September that
dianges "it any, in occupied Kashmir are cieauons of India herself," and
that "India surely cannot plead the length of her aggressive stay in
Kashmir as an excuse for not honouring her intemauonal agreement ’’

16 M.C Setalvad {1864-1974) Advocate-General, Bombay, 19S7-42;
Attomey-General of India, 1956^2, CSiairman, Law Commission, 1955-
58, Member, Rajya Sabha, 1966-72

17 On 24 September 1957. the Attomey-Geneial of India explained to
the Court India’s objecuons lo the Portuguese demand of a nght of
passage across the Indian territory tor their offiaals including armed
forces
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courteous and polite Indeed, their whole culture revdlves

round an exaggerated courtesy which is very pleasing,

though sometimes it may be overdone

12 I have referred to language above TheJapanese are>not

good linguists They have made English compulsory now
for the second language What interested us was the odd fact

that long before the English language is taught, the Latin

alphabet is taught to the children This is supposed to be a

kind of step towards learning English later on The
Japanese language has become a cunous mixture of the

ideographs which they have denved from China and some

kind of alphabet It is a very difficult language for the

typewriter

15 We knew all about the great development of the

Japanese industry The way the Japanese had converted

Manchuria in the space of thirteen years into an intensively

developed industrial area had often been cited as an example

of rapid progress I expeaed therefore a very developed

industry On the whole, I felt that the actuality exceededmy
antiapation We mustremember ofcourse that theJapanese

have been at it more or less for seventy or eighty years

14 The Japanese have many qualities which are notable. I

have referred to their extreme courtesy. They are hard-

working and disaplined, and they carry punctuality to ah

extreme Myprogrammewas a heavy one, but everyattempt
was made to stick to it to the minute I was then even hustled

in finishing a meal so as not to be delayed by a minute or

two They take pride in their railway trams running on

split-second schedules But there are two abiding impres-

sions which remain with usabout theJapanese One is their

vitality and the other is their extreme artistry and aestheuc

sense

15 I was constantly surprised and delighted to notice this

aesthetic sense of theirs and their amazing capaaty to bnng

about harmonious arrangement of flowers or furniture or

pictures or indeed of a whole garden Their sense of

harmonizing colours is remarkable So also the way they

make a few things go a long way. I was happy to sec no
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andspontaneouswelcome as in Japan. The only otherplace

which I can thmk of in this connection is part of Central

Asia, more espeaally Tashkent and Samarkand

5. Students, both boys and girls, were particularly in

evidencein the largegadieringsm the streets Iwassurpiised
to see thenumbers of these students. They stoodoutbecause
they wearsome kindofuniform and therrforedidnotmerge
with the others. I think I must have seen manyhundreds of

thousands of students in this way. They were students of all

ages and grades, from the Umversity, from senior schools

and elementary schools, and sometimes even from the

kindergarten. It struck me thatwhen compulsory education
isTully introduced in a country, what a large proportion of

lits population go to various ^ucauonal esfablishments. I

enquired about the figure for the number of students in

Japan,iand thefollowingmformanon, as on 1 May 1957, was
officially supphed to me.

Primary Middle High University

School School School
Male 6,609,351 2,896,241 1,621,718 521,991
Female 6,846,934 2,821,942 1,275,931 115,600

Total 12,956,285 5,718,183 2,897,649 637,591

This totals to 22,209,708 The total population of Japan at
present isjust overninetymillions. The number ofstudents
thus works out nearly at a quarter of the population.

6. Compulsory educauon begins from six to seven years of
age. For six years there is elementaryeducationandfor tluee
years some form of junior secondary education. All this is

compulsory, that is, ffiere is nine years of compulsory
educauon. After that, there is no compulsion but anyone
wanting to go to a University has to pass through another
three years of senior or higher secondary educauon. While -

primary schools are almost endrely State-run, there are
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a minor elementm it It is the way things are done An odd

feature of the tea room is theentrance to it which is verylow,

about tliree and a half feet high The idea is that a person

should enter it with due humility and serenityand not in an
excited frame of mind

18 Japanese landscape gardens are famous and the morel

saw them the more charmed I was witli them I saw big

gardens built by the Emperors and tin) ones at the back of

houses It was extraordinaty' how a vcr) small patch of land

behind a house or a shop and in the heart of a city, was

converted into a secluded and beautiful comer quite cutoff

from the city. Tlie whole conception was totally opposed to

our New Delhi idea of gardens with flat broad lawns soaked

with water Their ups and downs and mysterious turns and

comers give an idea of space even in that very limited area

There would be a small pool and possibly a little wooden

bridge and a golden fish in the pool Trees would be

trained in a parucular waj and sometimes dwarfed I wish

veiy much that we could learn something of this tjpe of

gardening and get nd of our present idea of flamess which

seems to possess the minds of those in chaige of our gardens

in New Delhi. It is farmore attractive to have ups and downs

and even mounds of earth or stones stickingout Indeed, the

Japanese pay particular attention to stones I am told that

their idea is that a garden on Uie analog) of a human being,

should have stones as the bone structure, flowing water as

the blood stream and the trees and foliage as the flesh Even

when they have to dig to provide earth for some object, they

do so w'lth some sense of artistrj' leaving a big mound

somewhere in the middle which is then made part of the

landscape w'lth foliage, etc

19 Conditions in India are different and we cannot

reproduceJapanese landscape gardening on anylarge scale

But I do think that we can learn much from it about the

utilization of space and hav'ing instead of flat lawns all over

something of greater variety It stmek me speaally that in

the memorial we are setting up for the Buddha Jayanti on

the Ridge, we might make an attempt to have a Japanese
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the school. The uniform is not particularly attractive and
rather resembles that of a Railway Guard in India. So far as

girls are concerned, they wore skirts and a short coat. Even
the kindergarten chil^en were often in some kind of

uniform clothing It struck me how a uniform helps not

only in encouraging disapline but also a fellow-feeling. It

would be a good thing if we could introduce some kmd of

uniform in ourown schools and colleges. In course of time I

hope that we shall be able to give a free meal a day to every

student of an elementary school. If we did this, we would
give some relief to the parents and at the same tune help in

building up the children.

10 The idea came to me that we might make a beginning
of this kind in some of the schools whidiwe have started for

the children of the employees in State industrial concerns.

Thus, at Sindn, we have builtup an ameniues fund, butwe
are told that as every amenity is provided for, the fund is not
being used Why shouldnot the children in the schools there
be given uniforms anda mid-daymeaP In this connecuon, I

might add that factory workers generally m Japan also

appear to have some kind of suitable uniform. This is

obviously necessary in hictones for effiaency of working
and for avoidance of danger Loose clothing, whether for

men or women, should not be allowed in a factory. I hope
that we shall gradually introduce this among our factory
workers

11 ' In dealing with this quesuon of students and others, I

have radier gone off the mam trade. My previous idea of the
Japanese was of an able, hardworking and serious-minded
people, rather dour and not given to too much smiling,
heavily disciplined, and blindly obedient to superior
commands I found them somewhat different. They were
quite jolly, especially the young folk, and easily given to
laughter I suppose there hasbeen a marked change in them
since the breakdown of the old imperial regime They have
adopted, in the big cities especially, many external
symbols of the American way of life, including the
language and dress They continue to be, as ever, amazingly
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pleasant and soothing experience On another occasion, in

another placewe wereprovided with separate low tables, the

top being rather like a thaJi but in fine lacquer-work.

Everywhere there was the attempt to create a harmony of

colour.

23 Of the aues, Tokyo is a huge sprawling mass of small

structures, either single-storeyed or double-storeyed The
business centre however has big modem buildings There

are huge Department Storesin all the big aties and these are

supposed to be as good, if not better, than any Department

Stores in other countries, including the United States What
attractedme however even more were the small shops. I only

saw, them from the outside But they were all attractively

arranged and inviting and neat and dainty-looking. These

shops areon a level with the pavementandopen out fully, so

that they appear to be almost an extension of the street on

both sides 'Hie result is that they give a decorative look to

the street which is added by the streamers and signs in

Japanese characters While these shops are brilliantly lit, the

muniapal lighting is very poor The result is that the

shopping district is bnght and in some places a blaze of

colour Other streets are rather dark Of all the (dues, Kyoto,

the old capital of Japan before Tokyo, attractedme most. It

was a little quieter than Tokyo or Osaka, which are great

industrial abes, and it had an air ofold charm. Of the small

towns, Nara, an even older capital was very attiacbve.

24 Most of the houses are made of wood and single-

storeyed or at most double-storeyed. Partly this is due to the

fear of earthquakes The big heavy concrete structures

however are mulb-stoieyed and are supposed to be strong

enough to withstand earthquakes

25 Theroads in Japan were generally not very good, I was

surpnsed to find that the drainageSystem also was notgood.

The cenbal parts ofTokyoand otherbig aties had aproper

drainage system For the rest there were open drains. Ido not

know the reason for this except for the fact that theJapanes^

like the Chinese, make full use of the night soil. Thus, the

municipalibes do notspend toomuchmoneyonl^hungor
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display of gold or silver anywhere m Japan as, to our

misfortune, we often see in In^a. If there was wealth, it has

shown Itself in arustic ways of beautiful porcelain or

lacquer-work. Even so there was never too much of it. From
our standards, a room was very bare with very little

furniture, very few pictures, even few flowers There might

just be a picture scroll on the walls, a single flower and the

room looked perfect in its simplicity and arastic com-
pleteness. Itwas astonishinghow small thingsweremade to

goalongway.Afew smallpebbleswouldbeused to decorate

a table They would surround possibly a beautiful vase or

lacquer bowl and set it off

16 I do not know how and why the Japanese developed
their ideas of miniature gardens and other thmgs done on a
relativelysmall scale. Their houses are the simplestpossible
withmovingscreensmsteadof wallswithno chairs or tables
except sometimes some low table. The floor has a padded
mattress There is usually a slightly raised alcove where
there would be a painted scroll on the wall and a flower or
two in front of it Shoes are not worn mside a house. They
are left right outside. People may wear however special

slippers which are provided for the house. The idea is to

keep thebouse entirely free from dustanddean. Cleanliness
and daintiness are evident everywhere. In the temples of
course and even m Japanese inns and hotels shoes are left

outside the building (not merely the room) This too is done
methodically and there were several-tiered wooden radcs for

these discarded shoes to be kept We might learn from this

and not makeamessby pilingup shoes outside aroom aswe
do, often losing themm the process,

17 The JapaneseTea Room is famous Indeed it is meant
to symbolize Japanese ways of life—simpliaty, extreme
courtesy and quiet converse about the beauty of flowers and
poetry, etc The Japanese are nature lovers and nothing
pleases them so much as a pleasantoutlook ofa garden with
apond and water flowing. The old tea ceremony is a highly
complicated affair, as far removed from the rush and hurry
ofmodem life asanythingcanbe.The mere drinkingof it is
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statue at Kamakura We were told that when this statue was
inaugurated many hundreds of years ago, India was
represented by a learned monk, Bodhisena.

29. We visited a small museum contaming some old

treasures, manuscripts, scrolls, etc This was lodged in a

wooden building, kept scrupulously dean We had to take

off our shoes so that no dust might go in Very speaal steps

were taken to protect this from fire and there were

thermometers to measure the humidity of the rooms.

30 One of the things I noticed was a three-wheel trade

The streetswere full of these trucks ofJapanese manufacture.

They were of half-ton and of one-ton. I was told that there

were some of two-tons also I learnt that the coming of these

three-wheel trucks had brought about a small revolution in

transport in Japan They were cheaper, very easy to

manoeuvreandcouldgo intonarrowroads It struckme that

such three-wheded trucks would be very useful for us m
India and we may well think of manufacturing them. The
big heavy four-wheel trucks are no doubt necessary for us,

but for innumerable small purposes, the three-wheeled

trucks might be much more useful

31. I visited a big ship-buiIding yard at Kobe They make

ships of all sizes, big and small, there We are putung up

these ship-building yards in In^a and launching biggish

ships I thought that it would be a good thing ifwe took up

the manufacture ofsmall ships orlaunches useful forinland

waters as well as coastal trade, something horn 500 tons to

1,000 tons Also motorboats. There were the most delightful

tiny motor boats dashing about the sea I was told they were

very cheap

32 It IS well known that Japanese cultivatton is intensive

and is terraced These terrared fields indicatedhow every bit

ofland is utilized. What ismore it added to the beautyof the

scene'. i

33. The broadimpression leftupon me ofJapan viras of the

capaaty of the Japanese people to make use of the little

things and make small things go far They developed meir

industry towards the end of the 19th centuryand later tneo to
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landscape garden round about the memorial. That is

particularly suitedbecause of the presenceof plenty ofrocks

there Our gardeners dislike these rocksandwouldprobably
want to remove them. The Japanese method would be to

leave them where they ate and utilize them.

20 I think also that a comer in our zoological gardens in

New Delhi might well be convertedinto a Japanese garden.

Itwouldbeworthwhile to geta Japanese landscape gardener

tocome toIndiaforboth these purposes as well as perhaps to

advise usm other matters also. I have mentioned this to our
Ambassador in Tokyo and told him to try to find out a
suitable person.

21. Inregard to children going to schools, Imightmention
here that they are all supposed to go to the schools in their

particular area This means that they have to go short

distances and they walk to it. The question of transport and
long-distance conveyance does not arise. This also means a
school should be situated so as to be easily accessible to

children in an area.

22 Ihadanidea,whichtumedouttobequitewrong, that

Japanese food was not very appetising. My first experience
in a Japanese restaurant gave me an entirely different

impression The meal we had was not only very tasty but
delightfully served. As in other matters, a great d^ of
attenuonwaspaid to the manner ofserving the food.We sat

on the floor on cushionswitha low table in frontwhichwas
simply and artistically decorated The plates and cups were
of porcelain or lacquer. Even the cnlouis were carefully

chosen so as not to conflict with the colour of the food
Indeed the arrangement of food itself was thought out to
avoid a dash of colour. We ate with Japanese chopsticks
which are used only once and then thrown away. Japanese
girls in their old Kimono costumes served us daintily,

quietly and effidently. The furmture of the room was
excee^gly simple with a pamted scroll in the alcove anda
few flowers before it. At another end of theroom some kind
ofentertainment tookplacethroughout themeal—Japanese
music, dandng and jugglery. Altogether it vtas a very
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defeat The defeat has been even more significant anc

painful for them because it is apparently the first defeat ir

their long history. From a proud people lookingdown upon

the world and considering themselves unconquerable, they

became a conquered and occupied country They suffered,

but their disapline held and their pride prevented them

from even exhibiting theirsuffering They did not complain

They appeared even to submit voluntarily to many a

humiliation Butbehmdiiall, they were building themselves

up again recovenng their strength and independence, and,

perhaps, waiting for the day when they were strong and

independent enough to take the action of their choice. They

have gone far in their direction and have made economic

progress and have recently even become a member of the

Security Counal of the U N * It is true that American forces

still remain in Japan and that the Japanese Governmentare

anxious not tocome in conflict with the United States in any

way They want to increase their economic strength and

build up their industries still further

37 In 1949, I think, at the request of some Japanese

children, I sent an elephant from India to the Tokyo Zoo I

visaed this Zoo and in the course of an address to me made

there, it was said that thecoming of this elephantwas almost

a psychological turning point in the lives not only of the

children but of the people of Tokyo and Japan Till then

they were desolate, suffenng all the humiliation of the war

They had forgotten to smile But when Indira, the baby

elephant came, it w'as so comic and friendly that they had to

smile and laugh at it The tension was broken This may

have been a poetic way of expressing things. But I think

there was some element of truth in it Since then

progressively that change has continued and now the

Japanese are certainly a people who laugh and are prepared

to enjoy themselves. 'While externally many of them have

taken to American ways, I do not think that represents any

internal turning towards the American way of thinking

2 On 1 July 1957
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drainage oreven on roads and yetmunicipal taxation is said

to be very heavy and the revenues of the big cities are very

considerable I was told that most of their expenditure goes

towards providing services for the people and especially for

the dulicen. Educaaon iwith free meals is a heavy item of

expenditure Also there are all kinds of amenities for the

people. Imightmention thatnowherem Japan, whether in

aty or countryside, did I see a barefooted person, man,
woman or child Generally they were well clad.

26 Therearefarmorecameramenmjapanthananywhere
in the world. In fact there are swarms of them Press

cameramen are present in large numbers everywhere. But
apart from them, there are innumerable others with
cameras

27. I motored for hundreds of miles through the country-

side and saw the rice fields on both sides of the road, often

coming right up to the road or within six feet or so of the

railway line. There was obviously abumper crop This was
the thirdyear running ofa good crop and naturallyboth the

Government and the people were very happy about it I

visited some farm houses They were naturally selected and
mightnotbe considered to represent the normal farmhouse.
One of these consisted of a farm of three anda halfacreswith
one cow, therewere some agncultuial implements, and four

members of the family Income, Iwas told, was equivalent to
£ 400/- per annum There was a radio and an electric

washingmachine The secondfarm consisted ofeleven acres
and belonged to an old landlord family who had been
allowed to keep more land. Normally the holding is four
acres after the land reform This eleven acre plot had a good
deal of agricultural machinery, three cows and poultry,

radio, etc. and seven members of the family Income about

£ 1700/- per annum The houses were neat and clean of the
old Japanese style with no chairs, etc The income figures

are surpnsingly high They were given by the fanners them-
selves

28 AtNarawesaw a finebronze statue of theBuddha This
was thebiggestin Japan. There isasmallerbutmorefamous
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adapt it to conditions in Japan as they were, that is, they did

notcopy expensiveEuropean orAmerican models, but tried

to adapt them. The result was, not only in industry but in

admimstrauon, that they did everything on a less expensive

scale. In India vre tried to reproduce European models in

administration andindustry whichwere very expensiveand
far removed from Indian conditions of life. A huge gap was
aeated between the two and this subsists still Japanese

living conditions have of course gone up considerably

during the past two or three generauons, but the rise has

been general. There are nch people still But I suppose the

difference between the nch and poor is much less than in

hidia Since the war this difference has become still less. I

was told of many rich people parting with their big houses
or renting them out because tiiey could not afford to keep
them.

34. What was the significance, I often wondered, of this

very warm welcome that the Japanese people gave me. The
personal element in it was not very great To say that it

showed an appreciation of India would also not be an
adequate explanation. But I do think that it represented a
broad reaction to India's foreign policy of peace and
hiendship I have had this sensationin other countries also.

Whatever Governments may say or do, it is heartening to

find these reactions among the common people of various

countries. Becauseof this, Ibecome for themomentasymbol
of that piolicy and was acclaimed as such.

35. Also inJapan thereappeared tomea tendency to looka
little more towards Asia. In the last half century and more,
Japan's general attitude has been of some contempt for
Asian countries It considered itself as belonging to the
superior European or American species It is true that they
talked of Asia or of oi-prosperity in Asia, but there was no
friendly or comradely intent in that Asia for tVipm was a
conunent to spread their influence and their economic
domain.

36. During the last fifteen years or so, the Japanese people
have experienced the height of victory and the depth of
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people, I often wondered how they could be so cruel as they

were during the last greatwar or in their invasion of China
and Korea previous to the war We have had long tales of

atrociues and even though these stories might be

exaggerated, there can be little doubt that there is much
substance in them. I found it difficult to reconale the two

pictures, and then incidentally thought ofourown people I

suppose that the Indians, by and large, are gentler than

almost any people in theworld. They dislike violence Most

of them will deliberately avoid treading on an ant or any

other insect, and yet they are callous to animals. They may
show reverence to the cow, but they ill-treat her, as they

ill-treat other animals. Even more so, the picture came

before me of the homble occurrences and inhumaniues

committed by our own countrymen after the partiuon, even

as these atrocities and inhumanities were committed on the

other side of the border in Pakistan How was it that these

people who are essentially friendly and gentle, committed

these inhumaniues? I have no explanauon except to say that

all of us, individuals and peoples, have a double side of our

nature, the gentle side and the brutish, the dmne and the

devilish Circumstances bnng out one aspect or the other.

Civilization has not curbed sufficiently the devil in us That

devil maycome outbecause ofvanous reasons, butabove all,

was fear and hatred. And so it ill-becomes us to cnuaze

others because we all are made of the same mixture ofgood

and evil We are apt to see the evil in others and to ignore the

evil in ourselves Chanty and compassion are suppressedby

outbursts ofpassionate fearand hatred It has beenmy good

fortune to see many peoples in many countnes and to hnd

them fnendly and full of affecuon and goodwill In some

other circumstances, those very people might become

bruush In war this happens inevitably In a

extermination through nuclearweapons therewillprob^ly

be an extremity of fear and hatred which will redua

humanity to the lowest level of degradation, apart from e

destruction it will cause It is this inner decay and degia

tion that is more fearful than any outside damage or mjury
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will at leastgivesome idea ofwhat I haveearnedawayfrom
Japan in the shape ofpictures and impressions. Theoounby
IS an attractiveoneand there canbenodoubt that thepeople

are a greatpeoplewho havemadegood in peaceas well as in
war Speaking to ilie Japanese statesmen, I pointed out that

It was inevitable in tlie future that three countries in Asia

would play an important part, namely, China, Japan and

India. I was not thinkingin terms of greatpowersorthe like

If these three countries co-operated with each other itwould

be for the good of Asia and the world as well as of peace. If

not, it will be bad for them and for Asia and the world

Naturally I spoke of the Oiinese People's Republic and the

obvious necessity of its being taken into the United Nations

andhave closerrelations through tradeand otherways being
established with it. The Japanese realised this but were

inhibited by their present position. There was mudi else

that I discussed, but I need not go into that So far as

economic matters were contxmed, although we discussed

them, we left them for further consideration on the expert

and offiaal level. TheJapanese Government thinks more of

them than of political matters and obviously desires to

develop closeeconomic contactswithAsiancountnes whidt

no doubt would mean the flow of Japanese goods and

personnel to other countnes

Jawabarlal Nehru
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in War. It is not perhaps true to say that this was wholly
shattered because there is a great deal of continuity At the

same time, I think it is true that that old self-assuiancehad

gone Superficially, they had copied many Western, and
espea'ally American, ways. But at heart they remamed, as

ever, typical Japanese. No great race with long traditions

can allow itself to be uprooted completely. But the shodcs

they had had, had been great, from the arrogance of victory

to the depth of defeatand humiliation Wherehad they gone

wrong, they wondered, and were they folloiving the nghi

path now? It was true that Japan had made a remarkable

industrial recovery. They had been helped in many ways in

this and American dollars had flowed in. The fact remained

that it was the Japanese people, by their labour and

perseverance, that had succeeded in making good Their

vitality and determination were evident

4 But they searched for something deeper than industnal

success and it was perhaps some glimpse of other avenues

which ledthem to lionizeme for themoment Thathad little

to do with my individual self, perhaps not even much with

India For the moment, however, India and India’s pohq
seemed to offer some hope and escape to their tortured

minds Vaguely this was connected with the Buddha, with

Gandhi, and with our present polity of independence and

non-alignment They had not forgotten the bombs at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki and die continuance of nuclear

tests were a cohstant reminder of what might come in the

future I was told that the Japanese people were being

hauntedbyan intolerableapprehension ofanewwarfalling

upon them and the world and of the immeasurable misey

which this might bring forth. Was it possible that India s

way might help somewhatin leading them or the world out

of this impasse and drift to disaster?

5. It has been my good fortune to visit many countnes of

the East and the West, following varying and sometini«

opposite policies. These countries sometimes wereeo^^
in what is called “cold war”. And yet, strangely

®

welcome I had got horn everyone of these countnes
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40 There is one rather local matter to which I should like

to refer. In Tokyo we purchased for our Embassy building a

house and a plot of land of about one acre for Rs 3,20,000

This IS a good house with an attractive garden and I was
astonished at the low pricewe paid for it 1 was told that this

was due to the fact that it was in a quarter which was not

consideredrespectable Lastyearwe purchasedsome land in

Tokyo forourChancery This is alsoaboutan acre and it has

a small building in it too, notbig enough for our purposes
The pricewas Rs 11,30,000 The differencebetween the two
pnces IS astomshmg It is partly due to land values having
gone up considerably and partly to the situation being a
better one and, what was considered, more respectable For
my part, I would prefer a little less respectability if 1 had to

pay a much smaller price It was our intention to set up a
Chancerybmldingover this newlypurchased land This has
not been done yet because we have stopped building
operations

41. Meanwhile, our Chancerym Tokyo is located on the
fifth floor ofahuge officebuilding of seven floors We do not
even occupy the whole of the fifth floor as some rooms are

occupied by other offices We are paying a monthly rent of
Rs 9,800 for this Chancery This rent is likely to go up to

over Rs 11,000/- a month soon when air-conditioning is

installed as it is being done I was shocked at this exorbitant
rent I was told that for an expenditure of about rupees four
lakhs we could put up a Chancery building over our newly
purchased land and thus save this heavy rent which is likely
to amount to rupees one and a half lakhs a year That is, m
about three years’ timewe will have paid more rent than the
cost of the new building I do hope that we shall be able to
getnd of our very expensive Chancery quarters in Tokyo as
soon as possible Apart from other reasons, situated as the
present Chancery is, it is difficult to have secunty arrange-
ments there

42. This is a very long note I have dictated. It is pot based
on books and statistical material but on impressions and
casual talks. It may not be accurate in some respects. But it
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how much more powerful was this approach, which was a
feeble echo of what Gandhiji had taught us, how the

approach ofhatred led toan unceasingroundofhatred, with
no escape from it, how the opposite approach immediately

led to relaxation and had a soothing influence.

9. I did not go to Japan, as 1 have not gone to any other

country, to ask for anything except fnendship and co-

operation. 1 pointed out that, even though we differed in

some matters, we agreed in many more, and if we co-

operated in this larger field, the area of agreement would
grow, and differences would gradually hide away It would

be foolish to imagine that the world’s problems are solved

merelybysweet platitudes But, even theseplatitudes, if they

are earnesdy meant and appredated as such, make the path

easy for other approaches

10 More and more, I have felt that the approach of

conflict, whether it is of cold war or class-war or any other

involving hostility and a desire to destroy or humiliate the

other party, is a bad approach which can never solve a

problem This does not mean that we should ignore the

realiues of today, poliucal or economic There are nauonal

conflicts andeconomic conflictsamongdasses, there is dass

war and, in India, there are all kinds ofotherconflicts based

on province, language, caste, etc We cannot deal with these

by wishful thinking,norcan we surrenderany vitalpnnaplc

which we value, for the sake of gaming goodwill A
surrender of this kind does not gain goodwill or respect We
have to hold to our anchorand to ourpnnaples But, doing

so, our approach can be, and should be, as friendly and

gentle as possible Thus, we find entry into the minds of the

others and gradually undermine opposiuon

1 1 Unfortunately, we live in a world where the approach

is totally different We livein a country where a mulutude of

conflicts bear us down Some people imagine that it is only

through conflict that .the right can triumph It may he so

But the question is whether the conflict should be based on

hatred and violence, or on an adherence to one's pnnaples

and, at thesame time, always offering the hand of friendship
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My dear Chief Minister,

Soon aftermy return to India from Japan, Hong Kongand
Rangoon,^ I sent you a note on my impressions of Japan.^

These impressions dealtwith thenormal lifeoftheJapanese

people I did not discuss political or economic matters. I

have always tried, whenever I go abroad, to get in tune with

the people of that country, to be receptive to them and more
espeaally to understand their good points Perhaps because
I try to be receptive, they are also to some extent receptive to

wl^t I say. Ido not try to put across somethmg to them or to

be vainenough to imagine thatIhave some speaal message
to give them. But I do tell them of what we think and what
are the springs which move us

2. You know from newspaper reports and perhaps other

sources, that Ireceived a greatwelcome inJapan And yet, it

is difficult for you to realize the depth and warm-hearted
diaracter of this welcome. It was something unique even in
my experience and, I was told, that it was so also for the

Japanese people. In fact, my visit turned out to be an
intellectual andemotional experience tome as well as to the

Japanese people Why was this so?

3 Pardy, I suppose, because I arrived at a psychological

momentin so far as theJapanese peoplewere concerned. To
some extent, they had lost their own moorings and were in
search for some new anchorage. The old pre-War Japan, in
which they had grovm up, had been shattered by the defeat

1 On 17 October 1957
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necessary, therefore, in these present^ circumstances, to

remember those basic qualities which we have valued in the

pastand which have been an anchor forus whenever storms

have tossed our bark
*

16 In addiuon to the difficulties which have absorbed our

attention dunng the pastmany months, we have suddenly to

face another play of an adverse fate Even as we expected a

good harvest and an abundant crop, drought descended

upon lai^ areas of Bihar, West Bengal, Onssa, Chattisgarh,

East U P , and some other areas, drought which shnvels up

and kills and which is far worse than the floods that

sometimes overwhelm and destroy. Our trials are many

Lately there has been some ram, welcome rain even though

it was much belated No doubt, it will do some good, but it

cannot bring back what the drought destroyed andwe have

to face this difficult situation with a stout heart.

17 Our Finance Minister has just completed his lengthy

tour of the United States, of Canada, of the Umted Kingdom

and of West Germany He has triedhard to obtain assistance

for us in the shape ofloan orlong credits to enable us to meet

the demands that will pour in I do not yet know what

measure ofsuccess will attend his efforts Probabl> there will

be some success, though not asmuch as wewould have liked

Whatever this may be, we shall have to carry on, and indeed

we will carry on We shall learn again the basic lesson thata

country has to rely essentiallyon itselfeven though it might

welcome foreign aid.

18. Dunng the past six weeks or more, ever since the last

session of Parliament, there has been some kind of a lull in

many of our activiues Partly this was due to our Fmance

Minister’s visit abroad and our waiung for hu return to

know what the position vras, partly this was due to my

absence from India. Now the ume hascomewhen wehaw to

come to deasions about many important matters w

await our considerauon These are not only indivi ua

matters, but theyinvolvebasicpoliciesalso learnestly

that all of us, whether in the Central Govemnmnt or

State Governments, will not only face these problems
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warm and popular. Surely that had nothing to do with me,
nor perhaps even with India as an entity. I could only
imagine that this welcome was due to the fact that we
expounded a policy which was basically right and which
foundan echo in the hearts ofpeople everywhere. Itwas not
merely a negative policy of non-alignment, but something
much more positive and dynamic, something which might
perhaps help in solving the problems of the world and for

leading us to peace. There is a hunger of peace everywhere,
and yet, somanycountries constantly talk ofwar. Itwas this

tragic and terrible dilemma that possessed people’s minds.

6 Ispoketo theJapanesepeople, asihadspoken toothers
in Western countries, notmerely ofourpresent-daypolicy of
non-alignment^ but rather of the deep foundations dating
back to the dawn of history, which had shaped India’s

thinking. 1 referred, of course, to Gandhiji. I spoke of the
Buddha and of Ashoka’s Edicts. In Japan, I mentioned the
Upanishads as one of the foundations of India’s thought.
From all diis, I tried to derive a certain basic continuity
which has notbroken even in the days ofour fall and decay.

7. Thus, the message Iventured to give inall humility was
not mine, nor was it merely of the present day. But, it was
rather basedon thewisdom of the ages of India as wdl as of
othCT countries. It happened to be appropriate in today’s
setting of our tortured minds everywhere. Hence, the
response of other minds, even though they might not have
agreed to much that I said.

8 I have referred to the "coldwar” above. If Imay say so,
the approach I endeavoured to make, was the very opposite
to this. The "cold war” is based not only on hatred and
violence, butalsoon acontinuous denunciation, onpiddng
out the faultsofothersandassunungvirtuein oneself. I tried
to reverse this process even where I differed radically from
those that I addressed. I spoke oftheirvirtues and theirgood
points,andmadereference toourown failings. Thus, whalI
smdfoundawarm spot in the minds of thosewho heardme.
I did not convert them, and they did not convert me, in any
basicway, butweinfluencedeaA other greatly. Itstruckme
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21 The Synan development has shown, howevet, that the

nationalism of theArab countries is more powerful than the

cold war or the Baghdad Pact. This Pact failed when it met
the challenge of nationalism and countries like Iraq and

Jordan ignored their military alliance under tlie

Pact and sympathized with Synan nationalism in peril

22 In the United Nauons also, we are having the debatcon

Kashmir* m the Security Council Our delegate, Shn
Krishna Menon, has repeated our case with clarity and

fullness ’ But where minds are made up, and where the

yardstick ofjudgement has nothing to do with the merits of

the problem, these arguments do not convert. It is a matlei of

peculiar regret tome that the attitude taken up by the United

Kingdom and the United States of America in regard to the

Kashmir issue appears again to be totally unrelated to the

facts of the case. I feel a little aggrieved because die promises

often made to us privately are forgotten in public.

2S In Kashmir, trials* aregoingon in connecuon with the

bomb explosions These tnals have alreadybrought outhow

people in Pakistan have organized sabotage in Kashmirand

have indulged in extensive bribery there *

24 In Pakistan, as you know, a new Government'® has

been formed. We cannotexpectany markedchange ofpolicy

6 On 9 and 10 October 1957

7 Krishna Menon reiterated that the Kashmir issue was not to

arbitration, and no resoluuon would make India shift her stand on

Kashmir because on the basis of her complaint of aggression against

Pakistan, the Security Counai should first ask Pakistan to vamte

aggression

8 Thais were being held in Kashmir of 16 persons arrested in

connection with 38bomb explosions which took placefrom 18June 1957

in which 6 people were reported killed and 17 injured.

9 Theapprover in thel^hmirSabotageCasedisclosed thatachain

bomb blasts in the Valley were plannedby Pakistan with iheapprovaJ an

support of the Kashmir Poliucal Conferenoe and llic **^®**“““^™^*

10 A coahuon cabinet formed on 18 October 1957 consistw o

members from the Republican Party, four(including the Priin^«niK“l

from the Muslim League and three from *e Knshak Sramik Party.
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12. Wewantadassless society, andweknow that atpresent

it is a dass>ridden and caste-ndden sodety we have to deal

with We even cany about the signs and insignia of our

castes, to distinguishourselves brom others Many ofuswho
^

talkaboutadassless sodety, are victims of theextreme spirit

of castewhich is somethingworse than a class; it is petrified

dass These contradictions which face us at every turn,

weaken our efforts because they indicate our own double-

thinking on many of these subjects

13 And so, I come to the conclusion that it is more
important to adopt theright ivay, to pursue the right means,
than even to have the right objecuves, important as that is.

Nomethodand no waywhich isboundup with thecreation

ofhatredand conflictandwhidi bases itselfon violence, can
ever yield right results, however good the motives, however
good the objective That I diink should apply to our
national and mtemational poliaes as well as to our
domesQc, political and economic approaches. If it was once
clear thatourapproach wasgoing tobe devoid ofhatredand
the spirit of conflict and discord and violence, then it does
not matter very much what path we pursue. The errors we
make, vnll be corrected

14. When I think of the high mission that India is

supposed to have, and then of what one finds in India today
in theway of conflictoverpetty matters, casteand language,
and the d^eneration of bur public life, I am a little

disheartened The gap between whatwe proclaim and what
we do IS terribly wide. But yet, the old spark remains in us
somewhereand illumines the darknessand gives us strength
15. We have been facing great economic difficulties,

questions of foreign exchange and internal resources. And
thesecond Five Year Plan, which hadbeen forusabeacon of
hope is imperilled. We shall face these difficulties, ofcourse,
and I have no doubt we shall overcome them The danger
lies in the fact that, becauseofpr»ent-day difficulty,wemay
forget thosebasicprincipleswhidi haveguided us and given
us strength. All the industrial growth thatwe work for, will
not be of much advantage, if we lose our soul. It becomes
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New Delhi

1 November, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

While we are naturally full of our own problems m India,

strange developments continue to take place in vanous parts

of the world You read about them in the daily newspapers,

and there is no point in ray giving a list of them But it is

necessary for us to try to appreciate the significance ofmany

of these events in the outside world, because they affect us

and appear to me, unconnected as they often are, still to form

part of the big picture of the world today

2 We live, if I may say so, m a haunted ivorld There is

hardly a country which does not cany its ghost about with it

We in India have the ghost of Pakistan coming in theway of

our normal activities Behind that ghost, there lies the

history not only of the past ten years of freedom, but also of

the years that preceded it, with all the communal bitterness

and hatred which resulted in theparuuon ofIndia Whether

we consider today the Kashmir issue or Canal Waters or the

large migrations from Eastern Pakistan to India, they all

appear to be a continuation of that old communal conflict

Some people imagine that if the Kashmir issue was solved,

all would be. well between India and Pakistan, and other

issues will automatically find soluuon I do not think so,

because the Kashmir issue itself is a part of that larger issue

which has bedevilled our relations with Pakistan ever since

partition and which itself arose out of previous develop-

ments. I do not mean to say that we have to upset partiuon

That is completely out of the question and most un esi™

ble But, I see no real solution till that basic conflicun

minds of the people in Pakistan and India is reso v
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spun ofco-operation, butalso with the firm desire to hold to

our prinaples.

19 A new age and, indeed, a new world is gradually

unrolling itselfbeforeour eyes. The tremendous advances of

saence and technology are far more revolutionary than so-

calledrevolutions in the political andeconomic spheres- All

our past thinking is out of date, even as all past methods of

warfare are completelyoutmoded today. Yet, we think in the

old way and try to solve the problems of tomorrow by the

methods of the yesterday which are dead and gone. We shall

have to think afresh not onlym India, but in the rest of the

world Whetherweshall do so ornot, Ido notknow, foreven

these world shattering events in thedomain of sciences have

notproducedan adequate impression on the minds ofmany
people We have the wretched language agitanon m the

Punjab,® we have caste riots in the Ramanathapuram
district in South India,'* we have threats of strikes and tve

have innumerable petty ivrangles which have no signi-

ficance in the world of today

20 In the United Nations, there is fierce controversy over

the Syrian issue* and the conflicts of Western Asia I believe

that the real danger of war is past. Butwe have been near it

and we are not out of the woods Logic and reason do not
have much place leftwhen fear and hatred obsess the minds
ofmen We have seen the full technique of cold war in action
in Western Asia It was out of thewomb of the cold war that

the present-day military alliancesfound birth; itwasbecause
of this that we had the tragedy of Hungary and the

continuing horror ofAlgeria. Everything is governedby this

badcground of the cold war.

3 A 'Save Hindi' agitation was started on 27 September 1957 by
students in response to a call by the Punjab Vidyarthi Sabha to protest
against the language policy o£ die Punjab Government.

4 See ante, p 562
5 On 16 October 1957. the Synan Fori^pa Minister complained in the

General Assijnbly of threats to the internal peatx and security of Syria,
and the Soviet Union accused USA. and Turkey of posing a military
threat to Syria
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delegate to the United Nations, said recently* that they had
not accepted India’s basic position about Pakistan’s aggres-

sion or Kashmir’s accession to India, and so the whole
argument raised on behalf of India falls to the ground I

cannot understand how this approach can ever lead to any

worthwhile result

5. I have said that we appear to live in a haunted world

surrounded by ghosts In Europe the ghost of Hungary

pursues Russia and the East European countnes on the one

sideand the Western nationson the other. Ifwe go back only
a few years and remember the feeling of optimism that was

aroused when the so-called summit meeting took place

between the Heads of the Governments of the U.S A , U K

,

U S.S R., and France^ and compare this to the position

today, we shall see how greatly things have changed

Disarmament, which is theparamountquestion today, finds

itself in a bog and the cold war is as fierce as ever.

6. In the Soviet Union, soon after Stalin’s death, great and

basicchanges began tocome into evidence We all rgoiccd at

that and the influence of the Soviet grew all over the world.

The events m Hungary last year appeared to put a sudden

stop to these progressive changes and a certain mner

weakness of the Soviet system became evident. There could

be no doubt that the Hungarian nsing was a nationalist

rising and that it had been brutally suppressed by Soviet

forces There can be no doubt that but for these foreign

forces, the present Government in Hungary would not be

able to carry on and some changes would become essenual

Thus, the moral posiuon of Russia was weakened and its

weakness in some of the East European countnes ivas

3 On 23 October, Dixon argued that theSecuntyCounal conunurfto

attach great importance to demihtanration as it did in 1949 On n as

basicstandthaitheCoundlmusigivcitsverdiaonhercoroptonta^nn

PaUstan ofhaving committed aggression on Kashmir
®

beasked to vacate the territoryoocupiedby her. Dixonsaid thathe

feel It would contribute to progress if the Council were to go over

ground again on the subject.

4 Set ante, p 192
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in regard to India from this Government. It may be,

however, that the language of die new Prime Minister”

mightbe a litdemore courteous than that ofhis predecessor,

Mr Suhrawardy*®

25 In the International Court ofJusticeinThe Hague, the

case of Portugal versus India** has been heard, or rather,

India’s preliminary objection has been statedwi^ clarityby
our Attorney-General and the other eminent counsel
engaged We cannot say what the decision on this pre-
limmary issue will be even though we think that our case is

a very good one

26 Smce I wrote to you last, one of our Governors, Shri

A-J John” of Madras, passed away suddenly Hu death has
been a great sorrow to us, for he was an able and modest
person and a fine gentleman who had served his countrym
many ways.

27 The Intemauonal Red Cross is having its sessions in
Delhi next week ” Many eminent persons from all over the
world have gathered in our capiml aty for thu purpose I
would wish thatsomethingof their healing influence might
be applied tomen andwomen all over the world, so that our
humanity might emerge from the horror of the cold war in
which we live

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

11 II Chundrigar (1897-1960) Elected to Bombay Legislative
Assembly, 1987, Minister of Commerce in Intenm Government, Amba-
ssador to Afghanistan, 1948, Prune Minister of Pakistan, 1957

12 Forb fn SeeVol 3,p 533
13 See ante p 563
14 (1893-1957) Lawyer, Speakerand later Finance Minister, Travan-

“re State Assembly, 1948-51; (3iief Minister, 1952-54, Governor of
Madras, 1956-57

n!n
session of the Conference was held from 28 to 30 October
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8. Wuhm a few days the Soviet Union will celebrate forty

years of its existence.* Tliesc forty years have been remaikable
in history and the progress made by tlie Soviet Union in

many directions has also been remarkable. And yet, even
now, there is a stiange mixture of great progress and
backwardness. We all know about the scientific and
technological advance of the Soviet Union But perhaps the

most striking feature is the development of an educational

system which is both extensive and modern. Thus the Soviet

Union laid tlie foundations for progiess and actually

achieved scientific advances which have staggered the world

What is more, that very educational system brought out the

suppicssed seeds of doubt about many matters and the

demand for liberaliration and less ligidity. A widespread

educational system and police rule go ill together It is this

conflict that is going on in the minds of the Soviet people

today

9 It IS not the Soviet Union alone that has these internal

conflicts In the Communist countries of Eastern Europe

there is the additional urge of nationalism which resents

‘Soviet domination, even though it may not disapprove of

the major premises of that system In China there is also the

same spirit of criticism and demand for more liberty of

expression. A famous speech^ by Mao Tse-tung about a

hundred flowers and a hundred varieties of opinions

suddenly let loose an avalanche of entiasm, much to the

surprise of the leaders Tliey have pulled back and to some

extent goneback to theold rigidity. Butwhether in Russiaor

China, It IS not possible really to go back.

10 In the countries of Western Europe their ghosts have

different forms and shapes, but they are equally oppressive,

if not more so. Feai is all-pervasive and the recent Soviet

success in creating an artificial satellite has added to those

fears Feverish activities are taking place to encourage tlie

men of science to rival or exceed Soviet accomplishments

6 On 6 November 1957

7 See ante, p 490.
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had thought that this would resolve itself after partition,

even though it might take some time But the very basis of

Pakistan is this communal conflictand hatredand violence

Ido not suggest thatwe inIndia are freefrom thiscommunal
temper. But we have many other things to think about and
many otherproblems to solve. In Pakistan, this major issue

dominates everything else, and the Government of that

country have practically no political or economic poliq*

exceptof fearandhatred ofIndia. Both theirdomesticpolicy

and international policy derive from this fear and hatred.

3. We in Indiahaveamuch firmer basis. In Pakistan, there

has been instability, politicaland economic, and there is not

even an attempt to fmd a way out. I do not know what the

future ivill bring But of one thing I am sure: that no
superficial approach will solve our difficulties inth
Pakistan In India, even though there are plenty of

communal elements whidi want to create trouble with
Pakistan, they are not dominant, and they can be, and have
been, controlled In Pakistan there is no such controlling

element, and all the Governments that have existed there

have based themselves on this ana-India pohq', trying to

divert the people’s minds from other questions Ob\iously,
this cannot go on indefinitely, and crisis folloivs crisis. I

hope thata timewill comewhen thepeople of Pakistan will
try to face the issues before them in a more reasonable
manner.

4. We have the Kashmir debate again in the United
Nations,* and it appears to follow the same futile course as
before. Great Powers like the Unit«i States and the United
Kingdom talk piously of goodwill and India and Pakistan
making up their quarrel. But they ignore deliberately the
cause of thatquarreland the consequences of it. And so, they
do not find solutions. Sir Pierson Dixon,* the British

1. On 25 and 29 October 1957

2 (1904'1965) BritishdipIomat,AinbassadortoCzechoslovakia,1947-
50, and France, 1960^, Permanent Repieseniameat theU N., 1954-60,
author of ThefbenansofSpain (1959), and TbeCKtienng-Hom (1958)
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fourth dimension, that of the spirit. However we may put
this, the fact seems clear that the methods of solving tTiPSf

crises are not adequate and we shall have to find some new
way which will rid us of these ghosts that shadow and
frighten us. This is not a conflictbetween communism and
anti-communism because on both sides one finds this deep

malaise, although it takes different shapes. Can we in India

help in finding a way out for ourselves or must we get

entangled in this blind struggle which leads nowhere?

IS We have called our international policy one of non-

alignment, andwe have laid down the FivePrinaples or the

Panchbbeel. That is some attempt, even though it might be

rather a negative one, to disentangle ourselves from these

world conflicts and try to think on new lines. But the

approach has to be a much more positive one. Are we
capable of that? Looking round at the Indian scene, one is

not impressed and one sees the pettiest of conflicts based on

narrow-mindedness and ngidity of outlook There is

certainly a powerful idealism in ^e Indian people and we

express it in resounding words. But, our actions or, indeed,

our thinkingdoes not fall in linewith that idealism. Here, as

elsewhere, there is this conflict of the spint

14 These are basicproblems But, for the present, we have

to deal with our immediate difficulaes There is the question

of food and a perverse fate has again destroyed all our hopes

of a good harvest and created conditions of serious drought

over vast areas in northern India as well as elsewhere

Kashmir, after the floods, has had theheaviest fall ofsnow it

has everknown in themonth ofOctober. This has destroyed

such of the crops or fruit as remained. We .are being

compelled to import more food from abroad in spite of the

additional burden that this will result in. But, even ifwe are

prepared to pay the pnce for it, we cannot get much more

rice from abroad, because it is simplynot available Wehave,

therefore, to husband our food resources and, more

particularly, nee so thatwe canmake the bestuse of

have I think that the wheat-eattngareas in IndiaAoul4 for

the time being, give up the use of rice, leaving this for those
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demonstrated In Poland itwas noteasy to set thedockbade,
but difficulties continued In Russia itsdf, thereappeared to

have been internal conflicts about policies bringing about

repeated changes The powerful forces at work from below,
in favour of liberalization, could not be wholly checked

because they were too widespread and too deep-rooted. The
Russian people, after a long period of lack of expression,

found their voice That voice was not cntical of the basic

Soviet regime which they accepted But it was cnucal of

many thmgs andmore parucularly of the lack of freedom of
expression The inner struggle resulted in what appeared to

bea victory for the more progressive forces, and Molotovand
company, representing the old ngid tradiuon were
dismissed. Khrushchev became the dominant figure and he
seemed to represent the popular urge for greater

liberalization Marshal Zhukov, probably the most popular
man in the Soviet and more particularly a great hero in the
Army, supported Khrushchev But as we have seen recently,

there was again an internal conflict and Zhukov has been
demoted.® It is notyetquite clearwhy this happened orwhat
the future of Zhukov is likely to be But from such accounts
as we had it would seem that the conflict was one of
pnnciple and not so much of personaliues. The ghost of
Hungary had led to an attempt at checking the process of
liberalization. This led also to a proposal to go back to the
old system of having political commissars in the Army and
otherDefence Services Marshal Zhukov objected to this and
would not agree to this reversion to an old pracuce. In the
result Zhukov was pushed out
7 All this indicates thatin spite of the greatprogress made
by the Soviet Union in scientific, technological and other
spheres and its tremendous strength today, there is an inner
weakness which comes up hom time to time

5 On^ October 1957, Marshal Georgi Zhukov was replaced as Soviet
oefence Minister by Marshal 1 Malinovsky.
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should concentrate in future on small schemes spread out all

over the country This fact impressed itself upon me in

Japan The economics of big production are obvious, but

there are many other factors to be taken into consideration,

apart from our resources There is the question of transport,

and there is the question of more or less even progress in

various parts of India. For the future, we are not thinkingin

terms of huge river valley sdiemes, but rather of small

projects In the sameway, I think thatwe should thinkmore

in terms of smaller industrial plants spread out all over the

country.

17 At present, there is not much choice about this, as our

main concern is to carryout the hard core of the second Five

YearPlan Even that is not easy. But, anyhow, we can hardly

add to that But, it is important toremember thatin thinking

of our present difficulties, we do not forget the future.

Planningmeans thinking of the future, and the future is not

limited to a Five Year Plan, but goes beyond it Our Five

Year Plan is really the base for the succeedingones. Itwould

be a tragedy if we forgot this and did not think of our third

and fourth Plans from now onwards and prepare for them

insofar as we can.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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Political policies based on military strength have failed to

findany solutton In Syria it is obvious that the policy of the

United States has not been successful and a painful

reappraisal of these policies is being made. The United

Kin^om, burdened with its own economic troubles, tries

bravely to play the part of a great nudear power® and even

France wants to join this sdect group

11. The state of Fiance today is most extraordinary.® On
the one hand, France has made tremendous progress

mdustnally during the past few years ProducUon is at its

highestandyet the economic situation is at its lowest What
IS more, no Government has appeared or is likely to appear,

which can deal with this situation The ghost of Algena
overshadows everything In France today it is said that the

crisis IS not merely governmental but a cnse de regime, that

is, a crisis of the regime itself. Many people in France and
outside fear that the outcome of this type of crisis may well

put an end to the great democratic tradiuons of France and
lead toan authontarian regime, probably of the fasast type
Any such development in Fiance is bound to have powerful

repercussions all over Europe and indeed the world.

12 And so, I can refer to other countries also with their

internal troubles and political crises and behmd all these a
deeper trouble which can only be termed as the crisis of the

spim Is all this due to the imbalance caused by prodigious
saentific and technological progress and the mind of man
and his social condiuons not keeping pace with it? Is there

some fundamental moral lackin theworld today? I ventured
to say someweeks tgo thatwe shall have to find the solution
of these problems insome other waybyan incursion into the

8 Bntatn explodedanudear-warheadat Maialtngo,South Australiaon
9 October 1957 The warhead, -was the thirdand hnal one in a senes of
atomic explosions

9 The French Government resigned on 30 September on the issue ofa
Bill through which certain consutuuonal changes in Algena were to be
introduced Anew GovernmentheadedbyFelix Gaillardcouldbeformed
only on 29 October 1957
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come in. But, ourpresentexpectations arenot likely to carry

us beyond April next. The Rabi crop will not help mudi.
Therefore, unless some additional imports come in

considerable quantity or we make some very special efforts

in the country, both to increase production of some kmd of

foodstuffs and to avoid waste and extravagance, we shall

have to face a very difficult situation from May onwards till

October when the next harvest is due. Obviously we cannot

wait till May to take some special steps We have notonly to

prepare the ground, but take these steps in the near future

3. You will remember thatwhen thesecond FiveYearPlan

was in a draft stage, it was suggested there that we should

aim at an increase of ten million tons of foodgrains in the

course of this five-year period When this was discussed at

the National Development Counal and otherwise, we

decided to increase this target to 15,5 million tons by 1960-

61. This was not done in an adhocv/ay, but after the fullest

consultation with State Governments in September-October,

1956 The PlanningCommission had in viewa fortypercent

increase However, after all these detailed discussions widi

representatives of State Governments, it was deaded by the

Planning Commission to aim at a minimum of tweniyfour

per cent increase in foodgrains during this penod This

amounted to 15.5 million tons TTie Planning Commission

gave an assurance to the States that the funds needed f(»

adiieving these targets would be provided in the

plans In November 1956, a press communique was

by the Planning Commission, with the concurrence of tM

Food and Agriculture Ministry, indicating the results w
these decisions These results were also placed before toe

National Development Council and approved \

in December 1956, In the annual plans for 1956-57 ana

1957-58, adequate provision was made for schemes tor

achieving these targets. In most of the States, the amounts

provided have not been fully utilized

4. Iam giving this past historybecauseofthe
recentReport
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whosemam artideof diet is rice.We must avoid all wastage

offoodm weddings, in parties and the like. The situation is

a diffacult one, but it ishyno meanssuch thatwe cannotdeal

with adequatdy with an effort. There is no reason why we
shouldhavecold feetand loseom nerve. That does no good.

While, therefore, we should do our utmost to face this

situauon, we should not spread a feeling of pessimism

among our people. But, we shall have gradually to try to

change some of the food habits

15 Our Finance Minister, on his return, has reported

abouthis mission. His risit to various cxiuntnes was insome

ways very successful, and all credit is due tohim for this The
actual results for the time being are not remarkable, though

some relief has been obtained It may be that further relief

ivillcome in thecourseofthe nextfew months. Butwehave
to realize that mere dependence on relief from outside will

nothelpand might well produce a feeling ofweaknessinus

which will be bad for our future. We have ultimately to

depend upon ourselves, and the first thing is to have

adequate foodproduction. Itisnotpossible to lay too much
stress on this aspect of our economic problem, for all our

progress depends upcm it We must always remember that

our food produedon per acre u terribly low and can be

increased greatly.Wehave to increase itwithoutdemanding
further heavy expenditure which we cannot afford The
community development schemes are now especially

responsible for thiswork of foodproduedon. In this matter,

the relevance of Vinobaji’s movement becomes even more
evident If each village and each hunily could undertake a
certain target of produedon wdiidi will meet its own needs
and have a surplus, then the total production will increase

greatly. I hope townte toyou separately about theGramdan
movement and the necessity of co-ordinadng it, insofar as
possible, with our commumty development schemes
16 We have paid a great deal of attendon to huge sdiemes
of development in a number of nver valleys and for

indus^es like iron and steel, fertilizers, etc. These were
essential. At the same time, I feel more and more that we
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6 We have been repeating almost ad naiKcam that
agricultural producUon, and espeaally pioducuon of
cereals, is the very basis and foundauon of our plan and of
our progress. For the last year at least, we have laid the
greatest s^ss upon it In Parhament, during the Planning

'

Commission debate, this has been emphasized by many
Membersandon behalf ofGovernment The recentdrought
has made this matter ofextremeimportance But, even apart

from the drought, it is dear that our future depends laigely

on food production. How, then, can we treat this matter so
lightly and change our opinions and estimates withm a few
months?

7. The fifteen million ton targetwas not, Iiepeat, fixedon
anadhocbasis, without full calculation. Is it thatwe do not
fully realize the extreme urgency of this matter, and imagine
that It is difficult to make a big effort? That is a depressing

conclusion to arrive at.

8 lam quite convinced that this extreme effort is essential

and that we cannot aim at anything lower than fifteen

million tons,and that this canbe done ifwe try hardenough.

Arewe going to tryhardenough orarewe to sit supinelyand

wait for things to happen?

9. I have drawn your attention to the Working Committee

resolution which you must have seen. In this, both the

short-term and the long-term aspects have been considered

In thelong-term aspect, attention is drawn to theprogressive

spread of what might be called desert conditions in some

parts of the country. Thewayrains comedownprecipitately

now, due chiefly to lack of forests and trees, is a dangerous

symptom. In fact, while we talk about planung trees and

Van Mabotsava, actually we treat this rather casually and as

somekind ofan annual event OurfQrestsdisappear,leading

to disastrous results We must have an extensive and clearly

defined plan of afforestation on a large scale

10 In some parts of the country, more espeaally e

Punjab,we sufferfrom water-logging .^am, itappears

we wait for some majorschemes to deal with

development Surely, this is not good enough A grea
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New Delhi

20 Novembor, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

1 am ivriting'-to you rather a speaal letter This is not my
normal fortnighdy Iwish to drawyourparucular attention
to aresolution passedby the Congress WorkingCommittee^
recently in regard to the food situauon^ and the steps to be
taken to meet it I am referring to the Working Committee
resolutionbecause ithasindicatedma conaseformvarious
steps which shouldbe taken in this matter We have to deal

with this food situation with darity and yet with tact We
have to impress upon our people that the situation is a
senous one requiting special steps and extraordinary

measures At the same time, wehave to take care that there is

nothing in the nature of pamc. Sometimes, even an
incauuous statement leads to prices going up. This has
obviously to be avoided.

2 The positionbroadly is, as statedbyour Food Minister,*

thatwehave fairlyconsiderable stocks atpresent, amounung
to about a million tons of foodgrams. We expect more to

* A speaal leuerm addtuon to the Fortnightly Letters
t The Comnuttee met on 16 and 17 November 1967
2 The resolution passed on 17 November called upon the nauon to

nntotake a short-term £ood programme so that the penod of cnsis
^^ht be passed over " The programme envisaged top pnonty to the
production of crops such as maixe, fixation of short-term production
targets for each village and whetever possible each family, avoidance of
''wastage, increased production and oinsumption of vegetables, fish,
potatoes and bananas and restncted consumption of nee in wheat-
consuming at^as

® Ajit PrasadJam
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(5) Production of short-term crops should be taken

up systematically and immediately This will

depend on the area as to what crops canbe grown

there In some plates, maize or some of the coarser
grains can be cultivated Potatoes and bananas

should be encouraged For these short-term aops,

kutcha wells should be sunk to supply water,

wherever this is feasible Kutcha water channels

can also be made

(6) Every available small piece of land should be used

for growing some foodstuff More particularly,

this should be done near villages It is possible to

make even usar or saline land culavable with a

little ureatment

(7)

Relief works should be spieaally related to

agricultural production Small schemes should

be encouraged and village panchayats should be

put in charge of these schemes The commumty

development blocks should particularly interest

themselves in these small schemes Doles must be

avoided except in the case of the infirm Every

attempt should thus be made to fill the deficit by

short-term production It should be realized that

the present crisis can only be met by the fullest

coordination between official and non-offiaal

agencies. Targets should be set for the short-term

as well as long-term production, and each village,

andwherever possible, each family shouldbe seta

target

12 It has somearaes been said that the Agricultural

Departments of State Governments are considered not too

important This is obviously not nght They have to^i

with the most important sector of our economy ^
should therefore, be acdvised and take up their work as on

of top prionty and extreme national urgency.

13 I have repeated here some of the sug^suoru Aat
have

been made No doubt, others will suggest themselves
t y
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of die Asoka Mehta^ Committee.^ In Chapter V of this

Report, the following statement is made by the Committee:

Most of the State Governments told us that not more
than sixtypercentofthe revised targets under the Second

Plan will actually be achieved. We, therefore, feel that

the revised targets of additional foodgrains production

are no longer realistic

IheCommittee thereupon suggested a target of 10 Smillion

tons as against the fifteen million tons previously agreed to

by the States. Later on, however, in the R^ort, the

Committee says*

In hict, we believe that if full use is made of all our
resources, it may still be possible to reach closer to the

Plan target than the above estimate

^us, even the Asoka Mehta Cbmmittee felt that the

Planning Commission’s target of fifteen milhon tons could

beaduevediffullusewasmadeofallourresourres.Ifso,itis
not dear why they should have thought that this was not
Kalistic and thatrealism consisted in not expecung full use

)
of our resources.

5 Whatdisturbsme,however,isthattheStateGovenments
should have told the Committee within a few months of

their accepting the targets, after full consultation with the

Planning Commission, that they could only fulfil sixty per
cent of the targets You will appredate that such changes
anddoubts in regard to a vital sector of the Planwithin a few

: months, make planning very difficult I really, do not
understand this change in the attitude of some of the State

f Governments. I should like you to look into this matter.

' Founder-member of Congress Soaahst Patty, 1934-48,
' ®™l>er,l.okSabha, 19S4-70, Deputy Chairman,FlannmgCommission,
( 1^-67, Minister of Planning, 1966, and of Planning, Peuoleum and

^
Chemicals and Sodal Welfare, 1967-68

,
5 The Foot^rains Enquiry Committee consututed on 25 June

! presented a report to Parliamenton 19 November 1957 inwhich the need
or price stabilisation, controlandprogressivesoaalizatlon of thewhole-

'
™foodgrains, andspeedy implementation oflandreformswere
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New Delhi

24 November, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,*

Four days ago, I sent you a letter* chiefly devoted to the

question of agricultural production. I am writing to you

again on this subject. Tins itself will indicate to youhowmy
mind is full of it and how I want your mind to be equally

engrossed in it

2 It IS more than ten yeaisnow since Independence These

ten years have been years of hard work foi all of us and, I

think, ofachievement But still it is true that at tlie end of ten

yeaisoi more, we are strugglingwilh the foodpioblem Ills

also true that we have had numerous natural calamities to

face.

3 Still, It IS a painful thought tliat after ten years of

independence, an agiicultural country like India cannot

feed Itself It would be wrong for us to blame tlie gods or die

stars oi floods and drought We must recognize that tliere

must be something lackingin ourapproach which has led to

this lelative lack of success I know that oui production has

grown piogressively, but it has not grown enough to meet

thedemand made upon it Tlie test is notsome statistical one

showing growth but ofmeeting all the food lequirements of

the country easily and even in times of flood or diought

4 Whenever this question ofadditional
foodprodurtion is

raised, .the leply often is that tins requiies money Give us

money and we shall show results.” I do not think diat is an

adequate reply at all But let us examine even this lep y

* A special letter in addition to the Fortnightly Letters

1 See ante, item 74
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can be done by small schemes or in a small way Everything

now IS made to depend on large sums of money as grants

from somewhere The local area asks for a grant from the

State Government; the State Government looks for credits or
grants to other countries This isnot the right approach, and
ifwe dependon everybodybut ourselves, we shall sinkmore
and more in this morass
11 For the short-term, it is essential that

(1) All waste of foodstuffs must be avoided

Restaurants, hotels and like insututions must be
asked to avoid waste, more particularlym regard

to foodgrains We must give up feasts and
banquets We must limit people invited to

funcuons where meals are served. In fact, we
should do all this on an austenty scale.

(2) The consumpuon of nee shoulif be limited

everywhere, and, to some extent, replaced by
wheat or other grains In the wheat-eating areas,

more particularly, nee shouldbe stnctly limited,

so that It may be available in other parts of India.

Itshouldberemembered thatitis very difficult to

get rice from abroad. There is scaraty of it the

worldover We hope to get some from Burma, but
that will notbemuch Wheat, at least, we can get,

though every import is a heavy burden on us

(3) Orgamzed attempts should be made to introduce

substitute foodsand toencourageabalanced diet,

even though this involveschangem the pattern of
food consumption It has often been stated that

the present food habits in the country are not
conducive to health, and recognized authorities

in medicine and nutrition are of opinion that

even from this point of view there should be a
change in favour of a more balanced diet

Production and consumption of vegetables
' should be increased

(4) Mote fish should be produced and consumed by
those who have no abjection to such diet
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have inherited this practice from the past It is not a good
practice and I doubt if it exists anywhere else. A Minister

naturally knot supposed tobean expert. But if the headofa
technicalApartmentalso is notan expert, thenweare likely

to fail in coming to gnps with the problem. We shall

continue to think in terms of official memoranda and notes

and arcular letters and not have a real understandingof the

good earth from which food comes Nor will there be that

human touchwhich is so essential in dealingwith ahuman
problem

1 1. Food production is production by farmers and not by
big machines or plants The farmer is the human factor and
unless he is approached and understood and enthused,

results will not come. Therefore, the cruxbf the problem is

approaching each village and each fanner, of putdng the

responsibility on the milage panchayat or the village

cooperative: of utilmng the trained village-level worker in

all the vanous activities of the village

12. We have built up a very fine organization--the

commumty development movement, which has already

spread to nearly half of rural India. It is true that it has not

met with an equal measure of success everywhere. But the

organization is there and is improving. There is no other

organization which can deal with rural problems in an

integrated way. Thus, it follows that it is only through the

community developmentmovement thatwecan adequately

reach each village and each farmer’s household and deal

with them in regard to the core of the problem, that is, the

increase of yield per acre in imgated areas or where there is

water available through adequate rainfall or otherwise

There are about 100 imllion acres of this type of cultivate

land (total cultivated area is about 250 million acres in

India). We have to concentrate on these 100 million acres

and niake them produce more per acre. The only way to do

so is to reach the individual farmer and laydown a targetfw

him'. Although this should be one of the main efforts of the

community development blocks and the village^eve

workers, even this approach can only succeed through t
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The point is that all ofus should tealue the vital necessity of

attadcing this food position from all hoots and not wait for

some muade to happen £rom the Centre or bom overseas.

Our attention must be diverted more and more to self-help

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nduii
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tribes. A goat is more dangerous for crops or anything that

grows in the field or garden than any other if

Rajasthan is to recover then we have to deal with this goat

menace Instead of goats, attempts may be made to Iw^p

sheep But the real social problem is to settle the nmna^if

tribes with goatherdsbygivmg them lands orotherwiseput
anend to thesewandenng groups ofgoats There is going to

be the new Rajasthan Canal which may offer many
opportuniues for settling this problem.

16. But, above all, I urge you to get your Agncultuial

Departments to become vital, energetic, dynamic and

moving. Let them go down to the people Let them take

every help from the community development movement
Let themwork through pandhayats and cooperativesand let

them deal with all these matters saentifically, speedily and

effectively and not bureaucratically.

17. I shall be grateful if you will kindly let me know what

steps you are taking to energize your Agncultural

Departments.

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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5 The expenditure on agricultural production and minor

irrigauon during the first Five Year Plan was Rs l6,115

lakhs This works out at Rs 3,623 lakhs per anqum

6 In the first year of the second Plan (1956-57) the

allotmentmade for agricultural production was Rs 1,513

lakhs and for minor irrigation Rs 2,069 lakhs, totalling Rs
3,582 lakhs The revised esumate is Rs 943 lakhs for

agricultural production and Rs 1,519 lakhs for minor
imgation, totalling Rs 2,462 lakhs The revised estimate is

thus, as you will see Rs 1,120 lakhs less than the original

esumate In other words, the amount provided for

agricultural producUon and minor irrigauon has not been
spentand hashad tobe reduced very considerably It is quite

possible that even the revised estimatemay notbe reached in
expenditure

7. If this IS so, then surely the question is not of providing

more money but of knowing how to spend profitably

Apparently, we are not in a position to spend even the

money that is provided

8 A second reason for our lack of success in makmg
adequate progress in food producuon appears to be failure

to utilize imgation faaliues that have already been
provided

9 Both these reasons indicate a lack of admimstrauve
effiaency in our States This is not so much the fault of any
individual but of the system under which we are working
and our administrauon does not appear to be capable of

facing present-day problems They are too big for it or

perhaps the broad and comprehensive outlook necessary to

solve them has not yet been developed

10 I feel also that we do not attach much importance to

expertise or tedimcalknowled^ and experience of farming
Of courseweemploy technical officersbutwe consider them
usually of a lesser breed than administrative officers.

Technical departments like Agriculture, Animal
Husbandry, etc are often headed by administrauve officers

and not by experts or specialists in those departments We
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humnity. There has been, no doubt, in sdendfic and other
circles, high appreciation of this remarkable event But this
as many other things, is so closely assoaated with the cold
vmr that this advance is lookedupon more from thepoint of
view of an evil power let loose upon the world. It is a
tremendous power, which can be used for good or ill The
frightful consequences that might flow from its evil use
serve as a deterrent, buta deterrent which is based merely on
fearand hatred is notsomethingonecan rely upon. Fearand
hatred can never lead to any good result When the
atmosphere is surcharged with these evil passions and their
brood, governments may well be sweptaway into dangerous
courses Even if governments behave and restrain them-
selves,no onecan guarantee that some foolish ormadperson
in authority in the armed forces might not commit some act
which would step by st^ lead to catastrophe How slender
then is the threadon which peace depends, and if there is no
peace, the very survival of the human race is threatened

4. We have had for many years what is called the arma-
ments race This becomes more and more feverish and eats

up a vast quantity of human resources. While hundreds of

millions of people suffer hunger and the lack of primary
necessities of life, the god of war grows fat. If there was an
armaments race previously, this has now assumed colossal

proportions, and almost everything else is dominated by it

Or, perhaps, it will be more correct to say that everything is

dominated by fear The major countries formulate their

policyon the basis offearofworldwarandimagine that they

might be able to prevent that war or protect themselves by

developing ever higher scientific techniques of destruction

at an expenditure ofmoneyandresources andhuman energy

which 1$ almost limitless Because of the fear of war, they

concentrate on preparauon for war and thus increase that

very fear and that very danger

5 Surely, it should be obvious that this is no way to avoid

war or to save humanity from destrucuon. If the Soviet

Union is supposed to be a little more advanced today in the

science ofdestruction, tomorrow the United Statesmaygain
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village pandiayat and the village cooperative. The village-

level worker should of course be intimately in touch with

both the panchayat and the cooperanve That is one of his

chief functions. Thus, we can produce enthusiasm m the

village and integrate our acuvides there.

13. There is one other urgent need That is village schools

of thebasic pattern Schools of course are necessaryanyhow,
but now I am discussing it from the point of view of the

fanner and more food production But, above all, we must
giveup the office andbureaucraticapproach and go down to

mother earth Also the problem must be tackled more and
moreby techmaanswhoknowsomethingabout agnculture
and not by laymen

14. I wnte to you with a sense of deep urgency which no
doubtyou share withme It isnotour mistakes thatharm us
much because we can recover from mistakes It is ignorance
andinerua thatcomein ourway—ignorance of the saennfic
approach and even more so of the human approach, inertia

which always sits heavily on a country if we work through
routines and out-of-date methods But even more so what is

depressing aresome ofour soaalcustomswhich comem our
way Today, I read in the newspapers that a mad monkey is

creating havoc in Lucknow and has bitten already 200
persons or more Nobody dare touch him and even the

DistrictMagistrate does notknowwhat to do, because ifbe is

killed the religious sentiments of some people might be
offended If we are to function in this way in this country,
then there is notmudigoodour talkingaboutplanmngand
progress. We have to be dear about these issues. I think it is

little short of scandalous that such a question even should
arise in the mind of a District Magistrate when a mad
monkey is going aboutbiting hundreds of people. We have
to dedde whether India is going to be a fit country for

human-bemgs to live in or formonkeys or for otheranimals
to take possession ot
15. I wrote to you about the Rajasthan desert in my last

letter. Oneof theprinapal reasons for these desertcondiuons
is the presence of goats which wander about with nomadic
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world politics and was the centre ot world power. Tlie

United States came in and took the leadership on the one

side and Russia on the other The old conflicts of Europe

conunued to dominate the scene and today, m spite of

developments in Asia, European statesmen still conunue to

think Aat Europe is Ae pivot of the world. The facts of life

are ignored

8. There is a certain fear in Europe that owing to the

compulsion of events, the Soviet Union and America might
come to some terms practically dividing the world between

them as spheres of influence and bypassing all other

countries of Europe and of course Asia. Gradually it is

beginning to be realized that Europe has ceased to be the

centre of influence As a result of this, the movement m
favour of European Union has gathered some strength It is

imagined that this uhited Europe might preserve some

balance between America and the U.S.S.R Without some

such balance, it is feared that the States ofEurope have little

chance of survival. In all this thinking in Europe, Asia

hardly comes into the picture

9. We have thus entered into a new phase of the cold war

which is leading every country to an agonizing reappraisal

of Its policy. The old slogans are losing their force, even the

military alliances appear to be cracking up, only the two

giants remain They face each other not so much on

ideological grounds but as claimants for worldpower They

and other countries become ardent devotees at the shrine of

saence and technology, for it is recognized more than ever

that It IS this advance in saence that givespower to destroy

Everywhere there is an ever greater demand for inten^

saentific education. The fear that Russia has outtwpjw

Europe and even America in scientific education pips uie

other great countries and, thinking only of possible war,

they are frightened at the prospect Education will,

therefore, be moreandmore saentificbut not in the spintor

temper of science. It will be concentrated on the deve op-

ment of power to be used, if necessary, for other purposes.

There will be lessand less ofhumanism and classical studies
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New Delhi

26 November, 1957

rV

My dear Chief Miiiister,

1 have written to you several times during the last few days

and, perhaps, I luive burdenedyou too much. I have written

chiefly about the food situation and not my usual letter

which is supposedm go every fortnight, though Iam afraid

it seldom does so

2 Whilewehaveourown troubleswhich naturally fill our
minds, the major issue for the world, and a very terrible

issue, is thatofwarandpeace Idonotmean that there isany
danger of war in the near future. 1 do not think so. But the

situation deteriorates, and we drift almost inevitably, like

the last aa in a Greek tragedy, to some homble fate.

3. Theimmediatecause for this furtherdeterioration is the

reacuon inmanycountries, and especially theUnited States,

to the Russian earth satellites, the Sputniks \Normally any
great advance in human knowledge and man’s power over
the elements should have been welcomed. This would have
opened out new and wonderful spheres of advance for

1 On 4 October, the Soviet Union successfully launched its htst man-
made earth satellite mto outer space, and followed it by another on 3
November 1957 with a dog in iL The laundi of the second satellite was
desmbed inU S A. as a "technological Pearl Harbour”, and Eisenhower
in his broadcaston 7November feared that theU S would "iallbdiind”
in defence "unlesswenow faceup tocertain pressingrequirementsand set

out tomeetthem atonce",and outlined a plan fordevelopingmissilesand
atomic submarines The British Government expressing profound shock
at the new development, forwarded pcuuons of dog lovers and the

Canine Defence League to protest against a dog being sent to space for

expenments
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index of industrial production (base 1951-100) was, in 1953,

105 6, in 1954 it was 112 9, in 1955 it was 122.1, in 1956 it was
1S3; in the first sixmonthsof 1957 this index has increased to

148 8. This might be considered a satisfactory rate of

progress It would probably have been more but for some
difficulties that have come in our way because of foreign

exchange situation These difficulties will operate for some

ume in the future also, but we have seen that we have the

capacity to progress, and we shall no doubt take full

advantage of it as soon as present difficulties are removed

15 So far as the food situation is concerned, (lie latest

reports are somewhat better than the earlier ones. In Bihar,

winch has been one of the worst sufferers, the aop is

expected to be about 65 per cent of the normal In eastern

Uttar Pradesh also, the loss is probably less than was

thought In Orissa, die crops were also a little better

16 I have already drawn your attention to a number of

aspects of the food problem I am convinced that our

primary problem now is one of administration and

organization I met yesterday an American* of great expe-

rience of agncultural conditions in India He had been

associated with theNew Deal* in the United States by means

of which President Roosevelt® had faced and overcome the

great slump of the early diirties He told me that he was

convinced that there were great possibilities of progress in

agricultural production in India. This can be seen from the

great difference in different areas and different farms Where

5 Douglas Ensminger(b 1910) Representauve of Ford Foundation jn

India, 1951-70
,

. ,

4 To mitigate the suffciing caused by the depression to the wcaK«

sections of soaety. President Roosevelt launched a programme knwn

as New Deal which cnvis.igcd boosting agnciiltuial produce, leguwj'

of business and pi ices and estcnsion of social security benefits uit u

employment opixirtunities

5 Forb fii sceVol 3, p 43
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a slight lead. Some other countries might also catch up in

this race for death. But whether Russia or America have a

slight lead, it is wellknown thatboth countries today are in a

position to destroy the other and will no doubt do so if war
comes Hiey will not merely destroy each other, but might

well spread universal death all over theworld Ourpassions
haveoutpacedourreason and logicand if this atmosphere of

bittercoldwar continues, then the passions will growworse
and reason and logic, not to mention tolerance, will

pracucally disappear.

6 And yet, all thepeoples of the worldand the great leaders

on whom fate and circumstance, have cast overwhelming
responsibility today, passionately desire peace or, at any
rate, wish to avoid war. How can we reconcile this curious

conflictin the world’smind? Itcannotbereconaledbywhat
IS calledbuildingup strength orspeakingfrom strength. We
have passed the stagewhen either of these Great Powers can
Ignore or suppress the other They have either to come to

some kindofanagreementor hurl Aeir thunderbolts at each
other and destroy not only themselves but others in their

sweep We can only hope that wisdom will come to these

great leaders before it is too late Those countries which
might be said to be watching these titanic conflicts from the

wings cannotdo much, and yetsomethingcan be done. The
first thing toaim at is not to allowourselves to besweptaway
by this flood of fear and hatred. In the desert of destrucuve
passion, let there be at leastsome oasis ofcalm thinkingand
tolerauon. It does little good to go about cursing and
condemning even though there might be jusufication for
that There is no other way than to recognize peaceful

co-existence

7 Where do other countries stand? There are the great
military alliances, but even these seem to be cracking up
under various strains. Tliese alliances indude in their scope
some countries ofAsia, but essentially they are dominated fay

Amenca and Europeand the countries ofAsia and Africa do
not really count except sometimes as balandng factors. For
the last two hundred years or more, Europe dominated
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better work, to produce a spirit o£ cooperation in him—this

is the problem before us. In this, it is the commumty
development movement that must play the leading part

20. I havehadsome reports of excellent results obtamedby

compost made of night-soil Unfortunately, our social

habitscome in the way. Andyet, this compost is not touched

by hand Fertilizers, we should certainly use, but more and

more attention should be directed to compost and green

manure

21 . From food for thebody, let us turn tofood for themind

I am surprised often to see the ignorance of many of our

graduates and even those who are successful in our

competitiveexaminations in regard to thehentageof India.

Many of them know little even about this great pmod pf

India's history which was dominated by Gandhiji and

which led to India’s freedom I think this is most unfortu-

nate How can they serve India properly unless they know

what India isandhow independence gradually took shape? I

do notknowwhatkind ofeducation is beinggiven at present

in our schools and colleges I do hope that one of the

essential subjects from the lowest forms upwards will be

somethingdealingwith this hentage of India, from the past

light up to the present and including, more especially,

Gandhiji and the struggle for our independence under his

great leadership. That will not only be some kind of a

histoncal account, but will lay stress on the high prinaples

for which Gandhiji stood and the moral and ethica

approach to our problems. I would indeed suggest tha^or

our higher compeutive examinations, there should be a

compulsory paper on this subject

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru
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' and theproudculturebuiltup through hundreds ofyears of
1 dvihzed effort will decay. Thus, war may not come, but we

shall suffer the agonies of war and the decay of avilization

that humanity has built up through thousands of years of

travail.

10 This IS the prospect before us, and only some mighty

upheaval in human thinking can change this dnft The
world today foces greater danger than ever before, and the

bottomless pit opens out before it

11. lam writing to you about this subject so that we may
realizemore fully thanperhapsmanyof us do, the contextin

whidi we live and thus see our own problems and the other

problems of the world in some perspective.

12 I shall now come to our own problems. What troubles

me IS not the food situation, or the economic situation, but
rather the temper of the Indian people. Are we going to be
swept off by the anarchy of thought elsewhere, or can we
hold ourownm this matter at least? It is far moreimportant
to do this than merely to improve our economic or food
situation, for if we fail in this primary need, then we fail

utterly, I do not think thatwe shall fail, butwe mustmake a
conscious effort to succeed and not allow the disruptive

I tendencies to grow and overwhelm us There are these

tendencies visible in many spheres of our national life.

There are also, of course, powerful tendenaes to hold them
in check and to maintain umty of our thought and acaon
13 I have written to you a great deal about the food
situation,® and our newspapers and, sometimes, our
speeches are full ofour difficulaes The difficulues are there,

but let us not exag^rate them or become defeaust in our
outlook I see absolutely no reason for this. Basically, our
economy is sound and, I believe, basically our thinking is

sound. We have faced greater dangers in the past and
overcome them, and we will overcome present dangers also

H, Our industrial producuon is going up. The general

2 See ante, items 74 and 75
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the Himalayan peaks This brief visit to the Himalayas,

though full of engagementsand work, had, as it always has,

a soothing and invigorating effect upon me. There is

something of permanence and calm serenity about these

icc-covered peaks which helps in giving a better perspective

to what is happening in the world. Day-to-day troubles, of

which there is no lack, seem to be a little less important and

one begins to think almost in terms of history. My principal

reason for visiting Darjeeling was to open anew building for

the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute, which was started

to commemorate Tenring’s® climb on Everest and to induce

among our younger generation a love for mountaineering.

The Institute has made fairly good progress during the last

three years and a considerable number of young men have

gone through courses of training Tliesc are of two kinds, a

junior course and an advanced one After that comes real

experience of climbing high mountain peaks Tlie Institute

is a non-offiaal organization, but it is aided very

substantially by the Central Government and the West Ben-

gal Government as well as a numberofState Governments. I

hope your State will take interest in this^ Institute and

encourage young men to take tins course which is bound to

do them a great deal of good, whatever their future vocation

might be.
. , i

4 I paid a brief visit to Gangtok in Sikkim, a iovely place,

not far from the borders of Tibet. Indeed, the small State o

Sikkim, nestling in the heart of the Himalayas, is veiy

beautiful and there are fewjnore attractive places in In la

a visit and a trek. Gangtok is the main artery for our

with Tibet. This trade had to pass through a highmoun^

pass, the Nadiula. into Tibet and hundreds of mulM^
pack-ponies as well as porters carry consutnw

jc

India to Tibet and bring back chiefly wool. The

not great, but the journey is a difficult and
^

The Government of India have been

these mountains to Nathula andbeyond. The i

6 Tenang Noigay For b In see Vol S, p 321.
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work has been done well, production has been twofold or

threefold There is no reason why we should not, given a

proper administrative approach, reach this level in other

areas Unfortunately, many of us, including those dealing

with agriculture, do not think this feasible and, therefore, do

not even try hard enough

17. I have ]ust been reading the programme for agricul-

tural development ofChina for the current year The targets

laid down there are high, and it should be remembered that

even their existing production is much higher than that of

India. From any logical approach, it is clear that we can

increase our agricultural production very greatly indeed

Apartfrom the'various aids to it, the basic factremains that it

IS the administrative and organizational approach that is

going to count This does not merely mean at the top,

although the top is always important, and I have laid stress

repeatedly to you on energizing your Department of

Agncultute. There is a widespread feeling, which I think is

justified, that the State Agricultural Departments have got

into a rut and have ceased to have any semblance of

dynamism. The adminisuadve aspect includes the

approach to the individual farmer Indeed, this is the most

important aspect of all

18 The question oflandreformsaimesup hequently, and

I fear that our delay anduncertaintyon this subjecthas come
in the way of production The relatively bigger farmers are

afraid of the future, the small ones are equally uncertain

about their future for different reasons. They are not sure if

prices will hold, and so they tend not to pul in their greatest

effort Everyone knows that good seeds are of high impor-

tance Yet, I am told that many States have hardly done

anything in this 'matter. There are so many other aspects

which deserve urgent consideration. I would beg of you to

shakeup your Department ofAgriculture and tell them that

they must thinkhard and work hardand not trust to rnanna

dropping from theheavens orfrom the Centreorfrom some
foreign country.

19. The approach to the farmer is to facilitate his doing
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Lepchas are rather a hiie-looking people with delicate

features But they do not seem to have much vitality and

their rate of growth is very slow. The Nepalese on the other

hand grow fast and already form the majority of the

population which creates some problems The general

background of Sikkim is partly Tibetan and the Lamaist

version of Buddhism prevails there Dunng recent years, a

number of eminent Tibetan scholars have migrated to

Sikkim An Insutute for Buddhist Research and Studies has

recently been established there, with the help of the

Government of India.

7 From Gangtok I went to Shillong I was chiefly

interested in finding out what the present posiuon was in

the new administrative unit of the Naga Hills and the

Tuensang Division which began its career on the 1st of

December. The situationm the Naga Hills appears to beon

the whole favourable, but to some extent it is still obscure

There can be littledoubt thatthe greatmajonty of the Nagas

approve of the steps thathave been taken byourGovernment

and want peace, rehabilitauon and development But the

hard core of the hostiles are still uncertain of what they

should do They have had many meetings of their own

where differing views have prevailed On their part Aey

have declared a two-months’ armistice, this penod ending

about 20th of February During the last two months, evw

since die Kohima Convention.® there has been very littte

violence in these areas Newspapers occasionmly rp

some petty incident of violence but this has ®
,

with the mam conflict It is either caused by some o

feud or is just plain dacoity The new set up that has^
established in thisnew unitisworkingwell and

isinaeasing

its contacts with the people there.

8. Another problem is that of the

claim for a separate Hill State there W

9 See ante, p 556
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New Delhi

31 December, 1957

My dear Chief Minister,

1 returned to Delhi this evening after a ten-day tour' which
tookme first to Santiniketan, where the Convocation^ of the
Viswa Bharati University was held, next to Calcutta for

numerous engagements, Darjeeling for the Himalayan
Mountaineering Institute,’ Gangtok’ in Sikkim, and
Shillong and Gauhati.’ Although I saw the local news-
papers from time to time duringmy tour, itwas difficult to

keepm intimate touch with passing events, abroad and in
India. Itwas not easy to havepapm sent tome all over the

place and, as a matterof fact, Iasked that they shouldnotbe
sent so that I might have some freedom from them for a
while. I took enough material with me to keep me busy.

2 Now after my return I have to face an accumulation of
workand to pickup old threads. Iwouldhave liked to write
toyou a litde later after I hadmademyselfbetter acquainted
with recentdevelopments. ButI feel that Imustwrite to you
tonight on the eve of the New Year and to send you my
greetings and all my good wishes
3. I spent four days in Darjeeling, facing most of the time
the magnificent face of Kanchenjunga 1 also paid a visit

before dawn to Tiger Hill nearby which gives a glimpse of
Everest and from where I saw a very beautiful sunrise over

1. From 22 to 81 December 1957
2 On 23 December 1957
S On 27 December 1957
4 On 28 December 1957.
5 On 29-80 December 1957
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functioning^’ But, efforts are beingmade to find some new
approach to this question. It is obvious that no progress in

disarmament can be made without the co-operation of the

two pnnapal Powers, namely Amenca and Russia

11 The recent meeting of the Communist Powers in

Moscow’^ and the statement that they issued, has not been

very helpful from the largerworldpoint ofview Ithasgiven

rise to many suspicions, even though it contains somepoints

which have been welcomed. The NATO Conference

recently held,” itwas feared,would increaseworld tensions-

In this Conference, however, Norway and Denmark,

supported to some extent by Canada, threw their weight in

favour of moderation

11 The Five-Power Sub-CoinmiHee of ihe U.N Disannainent

CoiTiTnission which met iniermiucmly from 18 March 1957 ai London

suspended its talks indefinitely on 6 September 1957 when the differencB

in the viewpoints of theWestern and theSoviet sides appearedinwona

able Tobreakihedeadlock,anoiheratiemptwasniadeintheUN Gen^

Assembly during November but the Soviet Union refused to resume talks

unless the membership of tlie Counal was broadened
i , , t/j

• 12 ThcmeeungoftwelvcComraunistPartiesinMoscpwliomHtow

November affirming their faith in peaceful co-CMStcnce and grow

cooperation between CommunistcouninesdescnbedtheSoviet
m

"first and mightiest soaalist power", denounced impenai •

branded the United States as "centre of world

deprecating attempts at "revisionism” and "sectananism

Communist parties, it called upon the Communirt 1^ .

CbmmunistcountnestoworkforSoaahsiwmluuonbypt^™^^

The Yugoslav Ijeague of Communists refused to sign

"they did not agree with iL” rMA-mPoweisheldat
13 'OiemeetingoftheHiadsofGoveinn^iso^^

PansfromI6tol9Decemberl957declaredtot

ate formidable,
butnoiirresistible-'andcalled^nfranation

themselves against Soviet Union and EMiem iange®*®^“
14 For examole. Norway refused to have intermedi
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Chinese Government should make a road on the other side

to connect with this, so that there might be a through road.

We have made good progress with this road, though the

work has been rather slow because of the very difficult

tmam. A good part of the road has now been built on our

side and it has involved an engineering feat of a high order.

Probablywe shall finish this road well within the next year.

On the ^nese side less progress has been made andwe are

likely to reach the frontier before the Tibetan road is ready.

The construcnon of this toad will i^htate goods traffic

5. Tibet gets most of her consumer goods still from India.

Even jeeps and cars have gone there through India Few
people realize that, horn the point of view of communica-
tions, Tibet is far more accessible from India than from
China Upto a few years ago, it was easier for a person
travellingfrom Peking to Lhasa, togo via India and Sikkim
than directly across the Gobi desat Now commimications
havebeen improvedasbetween ChinaandTibetand there is

also some air traffic. Even so, the mam trade route is still

through India. A pnvate air company offered to run an air

service from India to Tibet, chiefly to carry goods. We have
no objection to this, but thus far the Chinese Government
have not agreed to it.

6 I visited Sikkim after five and a half years’ and I was
happy to find considerable signs of development and
improvement There were new roads and bridges and
schools and various insututes and State farms It had a
bnght and pleasing look. Sikkim, it should be remembered,
IS not partofIndiaproper. It iswhatmight bedescribed as a
protected State.’ In fact it is the onlyprotected State ofIndia.
The State is small and the population of the entire State is

probably notmore than five lakhs. Thispopulation consists
of the onginal inhabitants, the Lepchas, and the Nepalese
wttled there and some Tibetans. The ruling family is

Tibetan in origin but closely allied to the Lepchas, The

I
Be had earluar visited SikWm from 27 to 29 Apnl 1952

8 SeeVol S,p 294
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should be in India. According to this balanced diet, they
were of the opinion that not more than 14 ozs, of cereals are
necessary for an adult consumption unit per day even if we
fix the daily requmement at '5,000 calories The present
figure of consumption of cereals in India is over 17 ozs per
capita per day. And yet, we complain of shortage ofcereals
It is thus clear that our diet is completely unbalanced and
unhealthy What is required is to add non-cereal articles in

order tobalance it, and toreduce theconsumpuonofcereals

If we were consuming 14 ozs. of cereals per capita today, we
would have a large surplus left over instead of a defici t.

which has to be made good by heavy imports from abroad

1 4. This means that we should defimtely and deliberately

aim at the production of what are called subsidiary foods

and encourage people to change their food habits

accordingly

15 Itappears thatbetween 1950-51 and 1956-57, theactual

consumption peradul t unit of cereals has goneupbya little

over 3 ozs per head, that is, from 14 6 ozs to 17 8 ozs

Protecuve and subsidiary foods have someumes actually

gone down This is neither good for the nauon's health nor

for Its economy. Among the protecuve foods, of course, arc

milk, sugar, some types of vegetables, fruits, etc For those

who are prepared to eat them, fish and eggs are of great

value

16 There is another aspect of subsidiary foods, which has

to be borne in mind Sweet potatoes, bananas, papaya and

tapioca are not only good in themselves, but an acre of land

produces much more of them than any cereal I have seen a

detailed consideration of this problem which gives ve^

revealing figures I do not propose to go into these details

here But the result we arrive at is that we should encour^

in every way the growth of these subsidiary foods esprauly

in ourrural areas. Ifasmall partof the land was set aside lor

them, this would enable the village
f

balanced dietandtohaveastand-byin
caseofabadh^sc

This would also lessen the burden on trans^rt. n »

andihaveno doubtelsewhere too. there arelargequanuues
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this, forany such separate Statewouldhe injurious, I think,

both to the tribal people and toAssamproper On the whole,

I find that the tribal leaders were approaching this question

more realisucally and were not laying much stress on the

idea of a separate State I like these tribal people and we are

anxious to help them in every way Unfortunately it is

difficult to find competent or trained persons among them
to undertake responsibiliues A feeling against the Assam
Government had grown there and a resentment at an
attempt, as they thought, of assimilating them to Assamese

ways And yet the future of these areas is not only

geographically but otherwise mtimately connected with

Assam. Even thecommon language in all these areas is some
kind of Assamese

9. These Autonomous Hill Districts of Assam have a

speaal status given to them by our Constitution under the

Sixth Schedule. It might be necessary to amend the Sixth

Schedule somewhat to meet some of the wishes of these

people. But it is clear to me that they should remain part of

Assam State As you know, there has been a change of

Ministry in Assam This change has been on the whole
welcomed by the tribal people. The future therefore offers

hope of co-operauon.

10 The general world situation continues to be very tense

and full of danger And yet, because of these dangerous
possibilities, muchhard thmking is going on everywhere in
order to find a way out. This way out must necessarily be
connectedwith some advance towards disarmament For the
present, the Disarmament Commission has ceased

10 A new Ministry headed b> B P Chaliha toot officeon 28 December
after B R Medhi resigned on 20 December 1957
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days here. He does not intend going to any other pan of

India President Soekarno of Indonesia will be coming here

for a few days’* soon unofficially and for rest.

With all good wishes for the New Year

Yours sincerely,

Jawaharlal Nehru

18 Ftom 7 to 9 January 1^8
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12. Dunng the last few weeks, the language controversy

has become more acute, more espeaally in Madras I must
say that this development has distressed me. I quite

understand the feeling of peoplem Madras or elsewhere in

India against anything being done which puts them, from

the linguistic point of view, at a disadvantage. But, what I

have regretted is the aggressive manner in whidi views have

been expressed So far as I am concerned, I have refrained

from expressmg any views on this subject, to lay down
certain prinaples which should govern a decision These
prinaples are (1) that decisions can only be largely by
consent and cannot be imposed by a majority over a

minonty, (2) that every language should be given full scope

and,m our Services, nothing should be done which puts a

person from a non-Hindi area at a disadvantage So far as

English IS concerned, I am all in favour of the study of

Enghsh being continued and even made more widespread

But 1 confess that Ido not understand how we can lay down
fot the future thatEnglish shouldbeour all-India language
Itmay continue as such for some ame, and even later it will

no doubt play an important part But it seems to me rather

humiliating forus to adopt a foreign language as the official
all-India langu^ I say so even though my training and
predilection would be in favour of English In any event, I

see no reason why we should hustleany decision or fix strict

time-limits in a matter of this kind

13 I have written to you often about the food situation

But there is one aspect of it whidi has recently come to my
notice andwhich I should like to sharewithyou Someyears
ago, the Nutntional Advisory Committee of the Indian
Counal ofMedical Research indicated whatabalanced diet

15 On 22 December, the Union Language Convention of South India
adopteda resolution urgingtheGovernmentofIndiatoconunueEnglish
« theoffiaal language and amend the Constitution accordingly On 31
Decemberand 1 fanuaiy 1958, the Chief Ministets ofMadras,An^raand
Mysoremet atMahabaUpuram todiscuss thedisconunuauon of the useof
English as an offictal language after 1965, and desorbed die Xjinguage
Commission’s decision as impra^cable
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Usar

Van Mahotsava

Vaishakh

Vikram era

sally bairen land

a movement to develop

forest wealth in India

second month of the Hindu

calendar

commenced forty six years

prior to Christian era

and named after King

Vikramaditya of U]jam
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of oranges, bananas, papayas and, in season, pineapples.

There could be no better food than these, and yet, emphasis

IS laid almostentirely on rice Bananas can begrown almost
anywherem India So also, probably sweet potatoes, etc

17 In Calcutta, I was much interested to see some success-

ful expenments in the use of the ramie fibre Ramie grows
abundantly in some climates like that of Bengal, and the

yield per acre is very good. This hbre is much stronger than

the strongestvegetable fibre Ithasalustre similar to silkand
blends easily with cotton and wool or other fibres There is

great scope for development m the use of this fibre for

texules Japanhasmaderemarkableprogress in this respect

18 Then, there is the sisal fibre, which can also beused for
many purposes. Although this plant was mtroduced long
agom India, little attention hasbeen paid to it, while world
production of it has grown from hfty million pounds per
year to over seven hundred and fifty million pounds It is a
hardy tropical plant, noteasily attackedby pests or diseases.

It cangrow well onpoorand eroded landswhere other crops
could not easily be grown It does not even require regular

cultivauon. Thus, it can be produced on waste and eroded
lands and even where rain&ill is light The West Bengal
Governmenthas starteda one thousand acre sisal plantauon
and intendusingthe fibre formany cottage industries They
are using very simple machines copied from the Jajianese

pattern

19 Early in the new year, we are having visits of eminent
persons fromabroad live PrimeMmister of Czechoslovakia
iscomingon January 3rd to Delhi He will visitsome other
parts of India also The Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom” will reach Delhi on January 8th and spend four

16 ViHiam Suoky visited India from 3 to 16 January 1958
17 Harold Maonillan visited India from 8 to 12 January 1958
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Ahimsa
Ambar Charkha

Gramdan

Kaliyuga

Khudkasht

Kukas

Kutcha road

Kutcha wells

Maidan
Pahla, dusra, tisra varg

Panchsheel

Pannirvana

Poomima
Rabi

Saka era

Shramdan
Thah

non-violence

spinning wheel with several

spindles

voluntary donation of land

to the village

the fourth and final era

according to the Hindu
mythology
land cultivated by the

landowner himself

Namdhan sect of Sikhs

unmetalled road

wells made of unbaked
bncks
open field

first, second and third

category of nauonal awards

for the year 1954

five basic principles

of international conduct

for peace and peaceful

co-existence

Buddha’s attainment of

immortality

full moon day
spring harvest

introduced in 78 A D and
revived by-the Government
of India from 22 March 1957
labour for a public cause

a large metal plate used
for main meals
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jddhism, 622

iilganm, N A , 173 fa, 217 8c fli,

andFourPowerConference, 192

fa, 234. 316, appomted as Pre-

mier of USSR (3 February

1955), 232 fn;on Goa and Kash-

mir. 316 & fn, visits India (18

Noverober-1 Decemberand7-H

December 1955), 271 8: fn,^

na,323fn

1, 36. 38, 51, 79-80, 82.m
1.163.171.243,253,294.306,

1.31 1.319, 322, 373, 462. eleo

82.294



Index

A Soldier mth the Arabs (John

Bagot Glubb, 1957), S53 fn

Abadan (Iran), 418

Abbas, K A, 219 {n

Adiarya, Tanka Prasad, 444 & In

Adenauer, Konrad, 139 & fn, 413,

visits Moscow, 232 & En, 239 &
En, 266-267, 416, 473

AdnaucSea,220,41S
AE^anistan, 149-150, 164, 350 Eh,

352. 589 En

AEnca. 105, 147, 157, 253-254, 294,

363, 419, 453, SSlEn, 613; and
Bandung Conference, 117 En-

118, 150,160,165,171,488
—. Central, 220 Eh, 415
-.East, 220 En. 818
—, North, nauonsdist movements

m, 254, 284, 818, 355, 415
—, South, 292 Eh, 410, racial policy

m, 74 fn

-.West, 463

Agra, 339

Ahmedabad, riots m (8 August
1956), 396 & fn, 402-403, 421,

434-435

Ahmedabad muiddpahty, 399 En
Ahmednagar, 347 En

Ajmer State, community projects

and naiionsd extension service

m, 14

Akalis. 181. 345 & Eh, 385 En
Akah Dal, militancy of. 102 & En-

103, 181

al-Kuwadi, Shakuti, 441 8e fn, vis-

its India (17-27 January 1957),
473 &En

Albania, 323 En

Alar (Andhra Pradesh), 53 En

Algeria, assembly elecaons in.

354 8; En, 587, 595 8; En, Emer-

gency Powers Act in, 354 fin,

Frendi involvement in, 284 Se

En, 327 En, 354 8c En, 364,386& fn.

414-415,468,nationalists of, 414

S;En,509

Ali, Chaudhury Mohammad,260 Be

fa, 460 8e En, anti-Indian stand,

oE, 16 8c En, appointed Prime
Minister oE Pakistan, 250 En, on
Kashmir issue, 332, 360-361 En

All Bogra, Mahomed. (Vol 8, p
291 ), resignedasPrime Minister
of Pakistan, 250 En

Aligarh, 436, communal nots in,

34 En

Aligarh Muslim Umversity, 160 En,

agitation in, 436 8c En

All IndiaBankEmployeesAssoaa-
non, strike call by, 94 8c En, 114

En

All India Congress Committee, re-

soluuon on Goa (4 September

1955) of, 265 En, session acBom-
bay (2-3 June 1956) andits reso-

lutions, 337 8c En-378 8: fn, ses-

sion at Delhi (1-3 June 1957)

and Its resolutions on food
situauon, 492 8c En-493 8c En, on
salaries of elected representa-

uves, 495, session at Delhi (31

August-2 Sqitember 1957) and
Its resolutions, 547-548, 554

Allahabad, 267, 532
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Japan's invasion of, 578, qucs-

tioii of mcmbLrsliip in U.N, of,

75, S'lG fn, roctifiLiition rlrivc (SO

April 1957) in, 502 & fn-5(M;

relations with India of, 78, 85,

Nepal of, 85, rihet of, 021,

U S.A of, 108-100, 22S-225 fn,

255, S20, Yugoslavia of, 107;

tmt valley (omniissioiis of, 19;

State CoiiiK il of, 70 fn. Supreme

State C^oiifeienco (27 February

1957) of, 590 fn

— , Goveinment of, 78-79, 82-83,

80, 109, 119, 128-129, 185,

100-107, 175, 170, 235, 839. 359,

021

China, Republic of, (Nationalist).

78, 82, 98 fn, 131, attack on

Chinese rnaiulanel by, 78; iva*

I nation of Foimosan Snails by,

I32*133, Goveinment of, 133

China Sea, 128

C/i/riit UUCP Mm (Charles Bcticl-

hcim, 1978), 55 fn

Cliinana, Hira Singh, 170 fn

Qiincsc Military Tribunal, 97 fn

Chittal, 387 & fn

Chowdiiury, Hainidul Iluq, 359

fn, reaction to Soviet views on

Kashmir, 332 fn

Chow Tse-ming, 350 fn

Christ, Jesus, 507 fn

Christian Arabs, 509

Christian Democrats (luly), 510 fn

Chundrigar, 1 1., 589 & hr, appoin-

ted Prime Minister of Pakistan

(18 October 1957), 56

Christian Party (Indonesia), 295 fn

C/riss Sttuggles in ihr USSR
(Charles Beiiclhcim, 1975), 55

fn

Ckild war, 303, 310, 325-325,

582-583, 588, 013-015

Colombo, 381 fn

Colombo Powers, 51 , 75, 105, 1 1? &
fn

Colosspiiin (Rome) 509

Commeire and Industry, Miiiisiiy

of, 157, 159 fn, 259

CominformfCkimmunisi liiforiad

non Bureau), 252 8e fn, 319-320,

373 & fn

Ckiniiniern (International Omi
miinisi Orgtinisdiion), 2526 fn

Commonwialth Piimc Ministers

Conferenee (31 Jaiiuary-S Feb

ruiiry 1955, London), 75 ft fn,

131 fefn, (28 June G July m,
London),37G, 506,510-51 1.591,

(20 Jniie-5 July 1957, lamilnii),

510 &fn
Conitntinism, 213, 228, 230, 255,

575-570

Communists, Chinese, 133 fn, 51.3,

Frt nrh, 351 fn; Indian, 267 fn,

319-320, Italian, 307, 319

Conimutiist Party of Burma, SW,

322

—, of China, 70 fn, .502 & fn-503 It

fn

—, of India, 95, 101-102 fn, 137,

297, 518-321, 359, 378-381, 558

—, of Indonesia, 295, 319

— , of Soviet Union, 258, 820, .359,

Twciiticih Ckmgrcss of (15-25

February 1950, Moscow), 355 ft

fn-3.50,.3.57ftfn-SG0

Carmniimisi Powers, mceiiiig of

(15-10 November 1957, Mos

(ow), G25ftfn

Community Development, Minii

try of, 580-581

mmuni ly development

126 fn, 1S5-156, 270.
450-552.

578-581, 628, 530, 662 fn, 610

, SRrn.267ft

fn

Comjiany I-aw Cominiltcc,58fn
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Atom Bomb, 80, 102, 340 fn

Atomic energy, 98, 338-339, Inter-

nauonal ConEerance on (8-21

August 1955, Geneva), 260 & En

Auditor-General of India, 497 fn

Australia. 85, 118, 131, 351, 365,

410, 412, 595 fn, as member of

International Atomic Energy

Agency, 292 fn, signs the South

East Asm Treaty, 48 fn

Austna, 154, 202, 204, 218, 232, 238,

gams admission toU N , 323 fn

Austnan peace treaty (15 May
1955), 173 &fn

Autonomous Hill Distncts of

Assam, demands for, 622, status

in Indian Constitution of, 623

Avadi (Madras), Congress session

ai(January, 1955), 123, 125,404,

457

Aivara (‘The Tramp’—a Hindi
lilm),219&fn

Ayyangar, Ananthasayanam,(Spe-
aker, Lok Sabha), 262

Baghdad, 454

Baghdad Pact, 291 fn, 302-303, 314

& fn, 324-325, 328, 332, 349, 351,

353-354, 360 fn-361 , 365, 372 fn,

379 fn, 467, 499 fn, 588, Counal
meeting of (21-22 Novembw
1955), 300 fc fn-301, (3-6 June
1957, Karachi), 504 & fn

Baguio, 36

Baguio Conference seeSouth East
Asian Conference

Bahadur Shah Zafar, 533 8: fir

Baibakov, NK, 246 fc/n

Balasore, 271 fn

Balkan countnes, 107
Balkan Paa (9 August 1954), 244 &

fn, 305

Banaras see Varanasi

Bandaranaike, S W R D , appoin-

ted Prime Minister ofSn Lanka

(12Apnll956),37Sfn

Bandung. 51 hi, 137, 145 fn, 149 8c

fn. 154, 159 & fn, 161, 171-172,

416 fn

Bandung Conference see Asian-

Afhcan Conference

Bangladesh, 18 fn

Bangkok, 5 fn, 134

BankAward Ckimmission, ( 1 7 Sep-

tember 1954), 94 fn

Bao Dai, (Vol 2, p 16), 108, 147

Bara Banki District (U P ), 70

Barakhetra (Nepal), 9 fn

Baroda, (Vadodara), 122

Bedouin tnbes (Arabm), 452

Beijing (Peking), 76, M, 119, 174,

236. 364 fn, 401 fn, 504

Beijing (Peking) Radio, 97 fn, 224

fn, 621

Beirut, 376, 406-409, 417, 454

Belgium, 159 fn-160 fn, 237, 292 fn

Belgrade, 218

Bengal, 99, 219 fn, 368, agitation

against food prices in, 560 fn,

and Government action against

hoarding, 561, drought in, 586,

growing of ramie and sisal fibre

in, 627, problem of rehabilita-

tion of refugees in, 99

—, East, migrauons from West

Bengal to, 16 fn, 362

-, West, 71 fn, 399 fn, 620, floods

in, 7, 32, 449-450, migrations

from East Pakistan to, 147, 250,

nots in, 343 fn, 436 fn, union of

Bihar with, 336, 349 & fn

Beograde see Belgrade

Bengali year, 277 fn

Bena, L A
, (Vol 3, p 364), leader-

ship inU S S R of, 1988b fn, 231

Bettelheim, Charles,W& fn, report

on Indian planning by, 45-46

Bhabha, Homi J . 146 8b fn, 293,
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Dadra, 6 &1, 17 fn

^Dairen (People's China). 86

Dalhousie, 1 ,

4

Dalai Lama of Tibet, 77 & In, 83.

167 ft fn, visits India (December

1956), 462, 473

Damascus, 406-409, 454, 499

Damodar Valley Scheme, inaugu-

ration of Konar Dam in. 285 ft

fn

Daijeeling, 71, 619
'

Das, C R . death of, 2 ft fn

—, Banarasi, 495 fn

—
, Justice Jagannatha, 520 fn

—, Seth Govind, 144 fn

Dawn, 361 fn

Defence, Ministry of, 159 fn, 482 fh

Dehra Dun, 185 fn

Delhi, 2-4, 7, 15, 18, 23, 34, 48. 63.

69, 85, 98-99, 101, 105-106, 109,

116, 119, 123, 129, 149-150, 152,

161-162, 225-226, 252 ft fn, 268,

270, 288, 294, 296, 319, 331, 342

fn, 398. 417, 437, 449, 456, 461,

490, 508, 532-533 fh. 545, 547,

551, 589, 619, 627, State

Government of, 389 see also

New Delhi

Delhi University, 22, 532 fn

Denmaric, 491, 499 fn, 511 fn, 624

Deng Xiaoping (Teng Hsio-Ping),
503&fn

Deshmukh, C D , (Vol 1, p 484),

on Appellate Bank Tnbunai’s

Awaid, 33 ft fn, setbng up of a

State Bank of India, 110 ft in,

and budget proposals, 141-142

fn, resigns as Finance Minister

(18 June 1956), 398 ft fn-399

Deva, Acharya Narendra, 347 fn,

death of, 347

Dey.S K (Vol 3,p 541), appointed

Minister for Community Deve-

lopment, 441

Dhebar, U N
, (Vol 2, p 512), 55 ft

fn

Dinh-Diem, Ngo, (President of

South Vietnam), 88 ft fn, 193 ft

fn. assassination of, 88 fn, con-

flict with rival groups, 147 fn,

175 fn

Diiac, PAM, attends Indian

Science Congress (1955), 122 lit

Disarmament Conference (Lon-

don), 501 fn

Dm, 7 fn

Diwakar.RR (Vol l.p 251), 257

ft fn

Dixon, Pierson. 591 ft fn, on

Kashmir issue at U N., 591-592

ftfn

Djakarta, 51. 75, 85, 149 fn, 160

Do Bigha Zamin (Two acres of

land’, a Hindi film), 219 ft fn

Dubrovnik (Ragusa) (Yugoslavia),

205

Dulles, J F (Vol 2, p 567), attends

Foreign Ministers Conference

(27 October-16 November 1955,

Geneva), 283 ft fn, issues state-

ment witli Portuguese Foreign

Minister on U S S R policy on

Goa and Kashmir, 316 ft fn-317

ft fn, 324, 329, 332, 356, staie-

ments, on Formosan issue, 133

ftfn, 151, 1 68 fn, on nuclear tests

by U S A . 338 ft fn, on Suez

Canal cnsis 443, asks for Neh-

ru's appraisal of Twentieth

Congress of Soviet Communist

Party, 355-357, wsitslndia (9-10

March 1956), 349 ft fn-350,

Yugoslavia, 305 & fn

Durand Line, 350 ft fn. 352

Dusseldorf (West Germany), 202

Dutt, S, 18 fn. visits Hanoi and

Pnom Penh (between 7 and a
August 1954), 4 fn, 18
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Cabinet (Cenuat), 26-27, 99 & fn,

48i fn, 519 fn, 539, Ministers of,

470-471fn

Cairo, 135 & fn, 182, 185, 192,

201-202, 353, 376, 406, 408, 417.

453-454,514,516

Calcutta, 2, 20-21. 63, 99, 111, 145,

252 & fn, 256, 619. agitation

against food prices in, 560; and

bank stnke in, 560 & fn

Calcutta University, 20

Calendar Reform Committee, 278

&fn
Cambodia see Kampuchea
Canada, 4, 18. 48fn, 131, 151, 160

fo, 220 fn, 292 fn-293, 312, 328.

473, 501-502 fn. 547, 624,

Finance MinisterofIndia's visit

10,561, 586, general elecuons in,

501fn-502,Governiaentof, 502

Canine Defence League (Brirish),

611 fn

Cannes film fesuval, 219 fn

Canton (Guangzhou), 63, 84, 86
CaoDat,88fn, 147 fn

Cape of Good Hope, 443
Career, Paul, attends Indian

Saenoe Congress, 122 fn

Chtholic Party (Indonesia), 294 fn

Cairous, General, 354 fa
Central Advisory Board ofEduca-

tion, 26 fa

Central African Federation, 160
Central Excise Bill (September

1958). 433 S:fn

Central Flood Ccmtrol Board
(1954), 42 ft fa

filial Legislative Assembly, 347
fa

Central Peoples' Government
Council (People’s China), 76 fn

Centtal Statistical Office (CS O.),
47

Central WaterandPowerCommis-
sion. 19 fa

Ceylon seeSn Lanka

Chaitanya era, 277 fn

Chatua, 278 fn

Chaliha, BP, appointed Chief

MinisterofAssam (28December

1957), 623 ft fa

Chamba, 1-4

Chamoun, Camille, 409 ft fn, 444

fn

Qiang Hsueh-Liang, 167 fn

Chatham House (London). 482

Chen Yun, 76 ft fn, 444

Chequers, 220, 228

Chhamsgarh. drought in, 586

Chiang Kat-shek, (Vol 2, p 264),

131-152, 174, 200, 351 ft fn and
Formosan question, 235-237,

U S relations with, 108, 168,

235-237. 255

ChiefMinisters’ Conference (22-23

October 1955,New Delhi),286&

fn

China, People’s Republic of,

(Communist China), 5 fa, 7 ft

fa,8. 18-19,37-38,45-46,48-50,

65, 68-73, 74 ft In-75, 76 ft fn,

77-80, 82, 84, 86-87, 106, 111,

114. 119-120, 162-163, 165-166,

174, 185, 192, 199,201, 215, 222,

241-243. 253-255, 322, 339 fa,

355, 358-359, 40Ifa, 413, 416,

441, 444, 458, 462, 476, 482, 568,

580, 594; agricultural coopeia-

uves in, 330, 592, 441, and pro-

ducuon in, 371, 394, 429 ft fa-

430,488-490, 617,andFormosan
issue, 80, 82, 97, 127-128, 131 ft

fa-132, 146, 151-152, 168 ft fn,

169, 235-237: agrees on Pandi-

sheel. 79, 166, Counsellor of

Indian Embassy in, 504; deiel-

opmeni of heavy industries in,

540-541; family planning in,

490, Five Year Plan of, 489, 540,

542, India's recogmuon of, 387,
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External Al&irs, Ministry of, 160

£n, 557-558

Far East, 35, 51, 108-109, 127. 129,

131-132, 134, 151-152, 163, 174,

192, 200, 202, 218, 234-236. 241,

254, 316 fn-317 fn, 351

see also East Asia

Farouk, Fouad (King of Egypt).

(Vol 2,p 534)135

Fasasni, 238

Faure, Edgar, 192 fn, 315 & fn

Finance, Ministry of, 178, 183, 470,

Economic Department of, 154,

embargo on foreign exchange

commitments by, 470-472

Finance Bill (1957), 546 & fn

Finland, 323 fn. 491. 499 fn. 511 &
fn

FivePnnaples see Panchshee!

Five Year Plans, 76-77, 411, 477,

505-506, 519, 522. 524, 527, 598

Five Year Plan, first, IS. 142, 177,

179, 189, 214, 394, 400 fn, 413,

433 fe fn, 438, 548

—, second, 48, 53, 72, 1 10, 1 15, 120,

122, 126, 142, 154-156. 177-180,

188, 190 fn, 224, 256, 268-270,

279, 288, 333, 337, 346 & fn, 348,

362, 370-371, 377, 380, 392-393,

425, 429, 433 & fn. 438, 440 fn,

450, 469, 471, 475, 479, 489, 522,

525, 530, 561, 585, 598, 600, 607.

report of, 390, 394-395, 412

Florence, 514

Food and Agriculture, Ministry of,

371, 429 fn. 441, 600 -

Foodgrains Enquiry Committee

(Asoka Mehta Committee),

600-601 & fn

Fora LastingP&ceand Fora Peo-

ple's Demoaacy (Bucharest),

320

Ford Foundanon, 11, 616 fn

Foreign Ministers Conference

(27 Octobei^lS November 1955,

Geneva), 304, 313 & &1-315, 324

Formosa seeTaiwan
Formosa Government see China,

Republic of (Nauonalist)

Formosa Straits, 339 fn

Four Power Confeience(16-2SJuly
1955, Geneva), 174 & fn, 192 i

fn, 221, 223, 227, 234 & fn, 238 k

fn,592

Fragments from MyDaiiy(Maxim

Gorky) 216 fn

Fiance, 140, 160fn,292&fn,31Sfn,

328, 416, 419, 463 & fn, 464-465,

509, 592, 595, andAlgenan issue,

284, 327 fn, 354& fn, 364, 386 fn,

and Foreign Ministers ConEe^

ence (27 October-16 November

1955, Geneva), 283 k fn, 315,

^^our Power Conference (18-23

July 1955, Geneva), 192 fn, and

German rearmament, 153, 202,

231, and Intemauonal Supervi-

sory Commissions on Indo-

China, 4, 18, asks Egypt and

Israel to ceasefire, 468 & fn, and

Suez Canal issue, 395 fn, 455 fn,

465 fn, attackonEgyptby,466«!

fn, Bao Dai’s residence m, 108,

147, Cabinet of, 284 fn, 464,

electimisin (1956), 341, Govern-

mento(,4fn,6&i,71 &fii,284fii,

354 fh, 414-415; makmg of

hydrogen bomb by, 516,

Nauonal Assembly of, 140 fn,

315 fn, paruapation in Interna-

tional AtomicEneigyAgency
of

292 k fn, 293, policy towards

Ngo Dinh-Diem of, 175 fn,

refusal to supply arms to Egypi

by, 290, Settlements in India
of,

6fn. 17,50 fn. 71 ifcfn. 78. sign-

ing of Austrian treaty (15 May

1955) by. 173 &fn. South East

Asia Treaty signed by, 48 fn
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Conferences, of Central and State

Ministers of Agriculture (28

June -
1 July 1956, Mussoorie),

390-393. 425-426. 428; of Devel-

opment Commissioners (29-30

Apnl 1957. Mussoorie] 490& fn;

ofMinistersofCooperation (
1-4

July 1956. Mussoorie), 391 & fn;

of Presiding Officers (1-4

November 1955, Shillong),

2^-263

Congo, 109 fn

Cortgress, Indian National, 63, 102

fo, 123, 280. 297 fn. 345-346. 363

&i. 379 fn, 385, 387 fn, 435,

437-438, 458; and agrarian

movement, 534-535;election for

Presidentship of, 68, formation

of (1885), 533, majorityin Parli-

ament of, 484 fn; moderatesand
extremists in, 534, session at

Amritsar(1919) of. 344, 437-438,

atAimitsar(7-12 February 1956)

oi, 343 & fn, at Avadi (21 Janu-
ary 1955) of, 123. 125, 137, 143,

457, and its lesoludons, 126,

380,404

Congress Parliamentary Party, 55,

I01fn.484fn

Congress Socialist Party, 347 fh,

458 fn, 601 hi

Congress Working Committee,
265, 300, 343; Avadi resolution

‘Cali to the Nadon' (23 January
1956) of, 343,meedngsandreso-

lutionsof (13-14 October 1955,
New Delhi), 279-281; (8-9
November 1955, New Delhi),
296 fn, (16-17 November 1957,
New Delhi). 602

Consenauve Party (Canada), 501
fn

Consdtuent Assembly ofIndia, 57,
144, 399 fn

Constituent Assembly ofPakistan,

73 8: fa. 136

Constitudon of India, 75, 287, 437;

The Consdtudon (Fust Amend-
ment Act, 1951), 56 fn; (Third

Amendment Bill, 1954), 61-62,

90, Act (1955), fa; (Fourth

Amendment Bill, (1954), 56-60

&fa, 141,143-144, Act (1935), 60

fa, (Ninth Amendment Bill,

1936), 432 8b fa. Concurrent List

of, 61 fa. Sixth Schedule of, 557,

559, 623, Seventh Schedule of,

61. Preamble and Direcave

PnnapIesofStatePohcyof, 123

fn

Coopeiam e farming, 391 8b fa-392,

479, 329-530, 550

(Operative movement, 441, and
credit soaeues, 391 fn

Coorg, 14

Copenhagen, 499

Cordoba (Spam), 454

Counal of Saentffic and Indus-

trial Reseaidi (CS.LR.}, 1 19 fa,

I60fn,278fn

Qacow (Poland), 206

Crimea, 209

Ooatia (Yugoslavia), 218, 228

Crusades (1189), 409 8b fa, 410, 453

Cunha, PauloA.V., 316 fo-31 7 8:/h

Cutch (Kachdih), 141, 334 fa. 396
fn

Cyrankiewicz, Joief (Prime Minis-

ter of Czechoslovakia), 206 8. fa,

379 fa, 444 fn; visits India (3-16

January 1938), 627 8b fa

Cyprus. 74 fa, 306 & fn, 354, 364 8:

fn-363, 4I7-4I8 Sb fn, 504; Com-
mission for Consdtudon for,

418 fn

Chechoslovakia, 154, 182, 200-201,

205-206 fa, 239-240, 284 8b fa.

290,412,415.510.39Ifn
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Gutmant, M.R , 73 fn

Guwahati, 619

Hadji Mcssali, 4H fn

Hainan islands, S fn

Haj pilgrims, 437 fn, 453

HamburglFR G ), 4 13-4 14, Mayor

of, 413

Hamilton, Alcxandrr, 383 fc fn

Hammarskjold, Dag, 109 & fn,

118-119

Hanging Gardens (Bombay), 515

Hankow, 86

Hanoi (Ho Clii Minli City), 4 fn,

03,87

Hans Raj, Rairada, 1 8 fn

Haryana, 385 fn

Haryana Review Development

Board, 19 fn

Hasltcm, Ibrahim, 332 fn

Haita, M (Vol 2, p 222), visits

Dcllu (October 1953), 294

Hazaribagli district (Bihar), 285 fn

High Court, (Delhi), 91, (Indore),

423

Himachal Piadcsh, 3, 71 fn, 345 fn,

377 fn, 385 & (n

Himachal Pradesh State, com-

munity projects and national

extension service in, 14

Himalayan Mountaineering Insti-

tute (Darjeeling), inauguration

of, 71, 619

Himalayas, 1-2, 32, 544, 546

Hindu Code bills, 31, 49, 75,

140-141,144, 176,384

Hindu Law of Adoption and

Maintenance Bill (1956), 384 fn

Hindu Mahasabha, 194 fn,446,^1

4n

Hindu Marriages Bill see Special

Marriages Bill

Hindu Marriage and Divorce Bill

(1956), 52 &fn, 369

Hindu Minorityand Guardianship

Bill (1956), 384 fn

Hindu Succession Act (1956), 52 &
fn, 144, 176,369«:fn,384fn

Hiroshima, 582

History ofthe Indian Mutiny, The

(George Bruce Mallcson, 3

Vols ), 531 fn

History of the Sejjoy IVar (John

William Kaye), 531 fn

Hitler, Adolf, (Vol l,p 6), 253, 305

(n

HoaHao,147fn
HoChiMinh,(Vol 2,p 17), 18,79

fn, 87-88, 148 fn

Home, 14ih Earl of, (Alec Dou-

glas), 220 & fn, 294

Home, Ministry of, 119, 275

Hong Kong. 5 fn, 174

Hoshtarpur (Punjab), 377

House of C>ommons (British), 311

fn,S49fn,500(n

House of People sceLokSabha

House of Representatives (USA),

37 fn

House of Representatives (Sn

Lanka), 381 fn

Hungao’, 218, 239, communism

and nationalist uprising (1956)

in, 464, 467, formation of all-

party government m, 465 & fn,

gains admission to U N., 328 k

fn, proposed withdrawal of

Soviet troops from, 465 8e In, 551

Hussain, Zakir, (Vol l,p 4S9),4S6

Ik In , , . 1

Hussein, King. (Kmg of Jordan).

353, 486 fn

yderabad, 53, 250, 468 fn

yderabad State, 14. 84. 71 f".

. , L I. oa Ml. 953-231,

338-339
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Dtvarkadas vs Sholapur Spinning

Co ,
(law-suit), 56 £n, 58

Earth satellites (Sputniks), launcli-

,
ing of first (4 Oaober 1957) and
secnnd (3 November 1957) by

USSR, 611 fn

Eden, Anthony, (Vol 2,p 528), 220

& fn, 227-228, 410, attends Four
Power Conference (18-23 July

1955, Geneva), 192 fn, 238 & fn,

corresponds with USSR on
Bagh&d Pact, 372 fn, on panty
of U K with other Great Pow-
ers, 338 fn, on nuclear tests by
UK , 338 fn, on Suez Canal cri-

sis, 401, on USSR -India

hiendship, 311 fn

Educauon, Ministry of, 22, 28 Sc fn-

29&fn, 105

Egypt, 1S5 fn, 149-150, 270, 371,

408, 414, 416, 444, 452-454, 464,

499 fc fn, 514, 516, Amencan
refusal to aid Aswan dam con-
strucuon by, 417 & fn, Anglo-
French attack on, 465 fn-466 &
fn. Government of, 221, 284, 289
Sc fn, 455-456, 462fn, 465fn,

Israel’s attack on, 153, National
Assembly of, 500 fn, nauonaliza-
tion of Suez Canal by, 395 & fn,

418, 455 & fn-456, opposes
Turko-Iraqi pact, 135 & fn, 245,
signs pacts with Syria and Saudi
Arabia, 221, 291 & fn, 353

Eighteen FiftySeven (SN Sen,
1957), 532

1857, War of, 531-532, 536
Einstein, Albert, 487 & fii

Rue see Ireland

Eisenhower, Dwight David, (Vol
S. P 167), 96 R fn, 109, 239, 376,
attends Four Power Conference
(18-23 July 1956, Geneva), 192
fn, 234, 239, illness of, 406, on

Formosan issue, 127 & fn-128,

129 fn, 133, 168 fn, on nuclear

weapons and peace, 96 fn, (re-

elected President trf U S A (6

November 1956), 468 & fn, 475&
fin

Eisenhower Doctnne, 475 Be fn,

500, 560

el-Nabulsi, Suleiman, dismissal of

Government in Jordan of, 486

fn

Elizabeth 11 (Queen of England),

(Vol 2, p 556), 221

Ensmmger, Douglas, 616 In, on
Indian agnculture, 616

Essential Commodities (Amend-

ment) Bill (I June 1957), 493 &
fh

England see United Kingdom
Ethiopia, 444

Eurasian continent, 453

Europe, 37, 105, 109, 139, 153, 165,

174, 201-204, 218, 226, 235, 237,

239, 241-243, 252, 254, 273, 283,

303-304, 305(n, 341, 407-409,

412, 421, 453-454, 458, 475,

508-509, 512-514, 517, 592, 595,

613-614

—, Central, 219, 475

—, Eastern, 109, 164, 172-173 fn,

185, 200-202, 213, 231, 239-241,

290 fn, 379, 410, 414-415. 467.

476, 510, 512-513, 541, 592, 594,

624 fn

—, Southern, 228

—. Western, 199, 228, 233, 266, 293,

414, 510, 612, 594

European Army, 37 fn

European Defence Committee

(EDO, 37

European Economic Committee
(EEC), 159 fn-

European Union, 614

Everest, Mount, 620

Expenditure Tax Act (1957), 539
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Sion, 28-30 October 1957. New
Delhi) 589 &fn

International Supervisory Coni'

missions on Indo-Ciiina, 4, 18

Internationa] Union for Conserva*

tion of Nature and Natural

Resources (Brussels), 544

Iran, 487 fn, attitude towards

Baghdad Pact, of, 353, Shah of

soePahlavi, Muhammad Reza

Iraq, 487 fn;andBaghdad Pact, 300

& fn, 353, 499 fn, 504, and Syna,

588, at the Astan-African Con-

ference, 163-164, martial law in

(May 1956], 499 & fn, mi fitary

pact with Turkey of, 245, policy

towards Egypt of, 153

Traqi-Turkish Pact, 153 S:fn,245fn

Ireland, 323 fn, 406, 41 1 & fn-4I2,

uprising in (1916), 411

Iron and Steel, Ministry of, 259

Islami Jamait, 437 & fn

fstamic Calendar, 277 fn

Islamic Party (Indonesia), 294 3i fn

Ismaitia, 463 fn

Ismur, 306 fn

Ispahan], M A , 73 fn

Israel, 409, attack on Egypt by, 463

fn, 475, 504, conflict with Arab

States and Egypt, 152-153, 410,

463, Government of, 290, oniiS'

sion from Asian-Afncan Con-

ferena of, 1 18, polici’ of India

towards, IIS, 290, UK and

USA towards, 291

Istanbul, 306 fn

Italy, 208 fn. 253 fn, 342 fn, 426.

510, Government of, 306-307,

323 fn, industrialization in,

306-307

Jain, Ajit Prasad, (Vol 2, p 435),

appointedMinisterofFoodand

Agnculture (1954-59), 98, on

fo^ controls, 526 fn, 599 & fn

Letters to Chief Mintslers

Jalandhar, 435 fn

Jamia Millia Islamia (New Delhi),

160 fn

Jammu and Kashmir, 159 fn, 316

fn, 387 fn, community prajccts

and national extension sema
in, 14, ConsutuentAssemblyof,
474 fn. Hoods m, 545, 553, inte-

gration with India of, 473 fa-474

fn'

Jamnagar, 417

Jamuna nver, 449

Jan Sangh , Bhartiya, 380, 437

Japan, 118, 131 fn, 160 fn, 318,426,

564 fn, 569, 573, 575, 581,

583-584, 598, admission loU 14

Secunty Council (1 July 1957),

576, American forces in, 576,

GovenJmem of, 576-577, 580,

Nehru’s visit to (4-18 OctiAcr

1957), 563-565, and Note on,

564-580, relations with People's

China and Korea, 578, 582,

Soviet paa with (1 June 1955),

232 {bfn

Jamng, Cunnar, 487 fe fn

JarnngRqxirt (on Kashmir),487

&

rn-488,55} rn,563fn

Java, 161

Jeddah, 454

Jha, CS, 160 & fa

Jodhpur, students’ aiiesi in, 552 fa

John, Su the Bapust, 407 & fa

Jordan, 153, and Asian-Afnean

Conference, 164, and Syna, 588,

aimssupplyhyUS A to,560,at

the League of Arab States meet

(Cairo), 135 fn, disordeisin,486,

516, gains admission “>

323 fa, auitude towards Bagh-

dad Pact of, 332, 355

Junagadh, 468
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Fhinco, General, 387 Cn

Fkanco-Soviet treaty (1944), 109 8;

fn

French Revolution, 198-199

Flench Socialist Party, 415 fn

Gadgil,DR,179fc&
Gaillard, Felix, formation of

Government in Algeria by

(1957), 595 fn

Gandak nver, 7, 35

Gandhi, Mahatma, 294, 299, 396,

402, 434, 466, 533-584, 582-584,

618, national movement under,

535-536

Ganga nver, 42-43

Gangtok, 619-620

Gazastnp, 153 fn, captureby Israel

oC463fn
General elections '(25 February to

12 Mardi 1957), 287, 404 fn, 473
&(h, 484-485

Geneva, 6, 36, 38, 83, 146, 192, 233,

260, Summit Conference in (18>

23July 1955), 192 fn, 312-313

Geneva agreement on Indo-China

(21 July 1954), 4 fn, 79, 147, 152,

166, 175-176, 193-255

Geneva Conference on Korea and
Indo-China (1954), 83, 193, 302,
401

Georgia (USSR), 216, 228
Germany, 192. 216, 235, 238 & fii.

254-255, 267, 283, 304, 412, 416,
armies of, 467, demand for uni-
hcanon of, 173 & fn-174, 241,
318 & fn-314 fn, 333, 502, ques-
tion ofrearmament of, 109, 153,
201-202, 231, 237-238& fn, 239,
467

, East (German Demociauc
Republic), 200, 238-239, 283,
304,333,412

, West (Federal Republic of
Germany), 108 fn. 109. 139, 160
fn, 232 fn, 342 & fn, 376, 406,

412-413, 473, 561, 586, joins

NATO alliance, 172 & fn,

174, 283, 304, 333

Ghana, 516

Gokhale, Gopal Knshna, 534 & In

Ghosh, Ajoy, 137 fn

Ghosh. JC, 208; /ji

Gita Rahasya (B G Tilak), 534 fn

Glubb, Genera] John Bagot,

(Glubb Pasha), 353 & In

Goa, SO 8c fn. 145 fn, 261, 266 8e fn,

325, 856, 360 fn 379 fn, joint

statement by Portuguese For-

eign Munster and Dulles on
Goan issue, 316 8: fn-317 8c fn,

324, 329, 332, 340, Portuguese

colonial policy and repression

in, 6 8e tn-7, 16 in-17 fn, 35-36,

182 it fn, 194 8b fn, 252 8b fn,

257-258, 265 8b fn

Goa National Congress, 182 fn

Gobi desert, 620

Gokhale Institute of Politics and

Economics, (Pune), 179 (n

Gorky, Maxim, 216 8b fn

Gosplan see Soviet State Flanmng
Commission

Gramdan movement, 550, 562 tc fn,

597, Conference on (20-23 Sep-

tember 1957, Mysore), 562 tc fn

Great Powers, izi, 256, 291-292,

327, 338 fn, 486, 500, 560, 591, •

613

Greater Delhi, 385 fn

Greece. 107. 244 fn, 306 8b fn, 364

fn-365, ambassador of (in Lon-
don), 364 fn. Government of,

306 fin. 364 fn

Greek Cypnots, 364 fn

Giegonan Calendar, 277

Gromyko, A , 173 fn

Grow-More-Food Campaign, 506

Guha, A C , 399 8c fii

Gujarat, 296 fn, 334 fn, 347 fn, 396,

399 fin, 402, 421, 434-435

Gulbaiga, 34 fn
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'

onheavyindiutnes, 322-323,on

,

Stalin, 357 fn, supports growth
of population in U S S.R , 222,

visits India (18 November-}

December and 7-H December

1955), 271 fn, 295, 300-301,

304-305 & fn, 309 & fn-310, 315

& (n-316 ft fn, 317-318 ft fn,

319-323, 326, 356-363, 372 ft fn,

410, U K , 411, Yugoslavia (26

Mar-3 June 1955), 173 fn, 244

Kidwai, A J , 160 ft Ai

-, Rafi Ahmed, (Vol 1, p 217),

death of, 69

Kohima, Naga Convenuon at

(22-26 August 1957), 557-558

Konar dam (Bihar), inaugurauon

oI,285ft(n

Korea, 4-5, 83-84, 152, 163, 235,

254, 339 fn, 587

—, South, (Republic of), 351

Korean armistice, 97

Korean war, 127-128, 255, 339 fn

Kosi nver, project of, 19 fn, floods

m, 7,

9

Kotelawala, John, (Vol 3, p 405),

164 ft fn, resigns as President of

Sri Lanka (II Apnl 1956), 373

fn, visits India (6-10 October

1954), 52 fn

Kremlin, 208

Knshnamachari,T T , 99 fn, 363 ft

fn, 456 ft fn, 546-547, his visits

abroad to seek economic aid (17

SeptembeT-2S October 1957),

561

Knshak Sramik Party (Pakistan),

588 fn

Kuka (Namdhan) movement, 533

ftfn

Kuomintang (KMT), 167 In, 342

fn

Labour Party (British), 372 fn, 411

Lahore, 119 fn, 136

Lall,KB,159ftfo
Laos, 4, 18,36,87-89, 108, 146, 165,

193, 270 ft fn, 323 fti. Govern-

ment of, 4 fn, 89 ft fh, 146 fn

Latvia, 201, 239

Laurent, L, St,(Vol S,p 499)502

fn, defmt in elecuons of, 502

Lebanon, 135 ft fn, 153, 163-164,

291, 406, 408-409, ft fn, 444,

452-454.499,516

Lenin, V 1 , 199 ft fii, 213, 216-217,

242 fn

Lenin Steel Works (Nowa Huta),

206

Leningrad, 208, 211, 514

Letters on Discipline (Humayun

Kabir,]95S),29(n

Lhasa, 620

Liberal Nationalist Party

(Lebanon), 409 fn

Liberal Party (Bnush), 533

Liberal Party (Canada), 501 ft In

Libya, 323 fn

Lintung, 167 fn

Lisbon, 6 fn

Lithuania, 201, 239

Liu Shaoqi (Liu Shao-Chi), 76fefii

Living Biographies of Rdigioai

Leaden (Henry and Dana Lee

Thomas), 436 ft fn, 446, 448

Ljubljana Jugoslavia), 218

Lohia, Rammanobar, 458 ft fn

Lok Sabha (House of the People),

31 ft fn-3S ft fn, 49 ft fn-50, 52

fn,60fn-61,110,112,125,176&

fn, 266-267, ft fn, 314 hi, 360 fn,

369 ft fn-570 fn, 384 fh-387 In.

396 fo-397 fn, 899 ln-4fl0 fn, 401

fn-402, 420 fn, 432 fn-4SS fn,

440 fn, 468 fn, 464-465 fn,^
fn, 492 ft fn. 526 fil, 546 fn-647,

551 fn. Joint Select Committee

of. 32 fn. 176, Speaker of. 2®

London, 75, 129.
“4

220-221,W, 282 fn, 236, S64in,
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Icdand,364 ftfn

Imperial Bank of India, 110 & In

Independence Day, of India, 15,

257 fn, 406, 531, of Pakistan, 16

India, Government of, 6 fn-7, 17 &
fn,23,32-33&fn.61 fn, 121,123,

138, 143, 157, 176, 183, 190, 259,

266 Sc fn-267 fn, 309 fn, 311, 316

fn, 382, 385, 387 fn, 396 fn, 398

,
fn-S99,402,429fn,432-433&fn,

437-439, 448, 456 fn, 470, 493 &
in>494,519fn-S22,S30,S37

—, East, 449

-, North, 437, 449

-, South, 123, 296, 337

-.West, 296

India-China Agreement on Tibet

(29 Apnl 1954), 79 fn

India Independent (Charles Bet-

telheim, 1968), 44 fh

Indian Army, 17 fn, 332 fh

Indian CaWet see Cabinet

(Central)

Indian Qvil Service (I C S ), 18 fn,

158fn-160fn,392(h,429fa
Indian Institute of Public Admin-

istiauon, 190 fn

Indian Labour Conference (11-12

July 1957, New Delhi), 521 8b fn
INS Delhi, 50, «fn
Indian Ocean, 149 fn
Indian Science Congress (4-8 Jan-

uary 1955, Baroda), 122 & fn, (4

January 1956. Agra), 339 Sc fh
Indian Stausiicallnstitute, III, 121
Indian Watollndependence, I8S7

(V D. Savarkar. 1909), 531 fn

Indo-BurmeseLoanAgmement (1

7

October 1955), 294 fn

Indo-Ceylonese' Agreement (on
Indians in Sn Lanka. 19 Janu-
ary 1954), 50,fn

Indo-China, 76 fn, 108, 136, 145 fh-
146, 165, 169, 175, 221, 235, 254,
260, 270, 392, Gene^ Conven-

tion on, 36, 152, 193, 302, India’s

policy towards, 17, 35-36 fn, 88,

meeting at Delhi of Interna-

tional SupervisoryCommissions

in (August 1954), 4-5, 17-18,

Nehru’s visit to, 69, 74, 87,U S.

warning against Commumst
attack on, 339 fn

Indonesia, and Chinese

nationality issue, 60, attitude

towards South East Asian Con-

lerence, 36, 48, Asian-Afncan

Conference in, 137, 163, 167,

171, Colombo Powers Confer-

ence in, 51 In, 75, Commission

o{ Enquiry for crash of 'Kash-

mir Princess’ by, 175, Commu-
nists support to insurrections

in, 319, Embassy of U S A in,

162, Government of, 161, Neh-

ru’s visit to, 104. 108, 120, visits

to India of Pnme Minister,

Vice-Presidentand President of,

51,294,444

Indore, 26, 423

Industrial Revoluuon, 199, 260,293

Industry, Ministry of, 159 fn

Institute of Himalayan Mountai-

neenng see Himalayan Moun-
taineenng Institute

Insutuie forBuddhistKeseardi and

Studies (Gangtok), 622

Insurance Act (1953), 58

Intermediate Range Ballistic Mis-

siles (I R B M }, 624 fh

Jn(eniatioiialAIiraiis(London),4S2

International Atomic Energy

Agency, 292 8c fn

International Commission to

supervise elections in Sudan,

289 fn

Intemauonal CourtofJustice(The

Hague), debate on Portugd vs

India at, 563, 589

International Red Cross (19th ses-
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(25 June 1957), 601, on Com-
panies Bill, 267 fn

Meiji (era), 566

Melbourne, 511 In

Menderes, Adnam, 244 & In,

visits Yugoslavia, (4-9 May
1955), 244

Mendes-France, Pierre, (Vol S, p
576), on French settlements in

India, 6 & fn, 17

Menon, P Gonnda, resigned as

Chief Minister of Tiravancore-

Cochin State (11 March 1956),

364 fn

—, VK Krishna, (Vol 1, p 217),

221; on Algerian issue, 327 fh,

attends Asian - African Confer-

ence as member of Political

Committee, 160 and London

Conferenceon SuezCanal issue,

401, 443-444 & fn, on Baghdad

Pact and SEA TO, 314, on

Suez Canal issue, 455-456, visits

China (1955), 169, 174

Menshikov, Michael, 320 & /h

Menuhin, Yehudi, 299 & fri

Menzies, Robert Gordon, (Vol 2,

p 305), his arucles on Com-

monwealth, 410 & fh

Mexico, 48 fn

Middle East, 330, 373, 418. 486,

499-500, 516-517

Middle EastDefence Oiganizauon,

(ME DO), 300-302

Mikoyan.A.1 .217&/n, on dissolu-

tion of Cominform, 373 fn, vis-

its India, (26-20 March 1956),

363 &fn
Mirza Iskander, (Vol 3, p 567), 73

fn, becomes actmg Govcnior

General of Pakistan (5 August,

1955), 250 fn, on Kashmir issue,

361 fn, visits India (14-18 May

1955), 129, 182, 360

Mohammad, Ghulam (Governor-

General of Pakistan), (Vol l,p

53), dissolves Constituent

Assembly of Pakistan (1954), 73

fn, on India, 16 & fn

Mohammad, Prophet, 436 fii

Mollet, Guy, 415 & bi. 509 fn

Molotov,VM , (Vol 3.p 575), 216

fe fn-217, 290 fii, appointed

Minister of Foreign Afhuis of

USSR, 231, attends Foreign

Ministers Conference QLl Octo-

ber-16 Novemberl955, Geneva)^

28S&fo
Mongolia, People's Republicof, 82

487 fn

Mont Blanc, 202

Morocco, 284, 354, its Govern-

ment's agreement with the

French, 354 fii

Moscow, 320, 338 fh, 416, 548 In,

624 & fh, fonnaiion of Comin-

form in, 242 fn, invitation to

Adenauer to visit, 232, 239 ft hi.

and his visit to (9-11 September

1955),232fn.266&fii-267,Ndi-

ru’s visit to, 208, 211, 215,

221-222, 245, Twentieth Qm-

gress of Soviet Communist

Party (14-25 February 1956) at.

355&fn
Moscow University, 208

Mosiar (Yugoslavia), 218

Mother Gorky), 216 fn

Moslem Arabs, 409

Mossadeq. Muhammad, (Vol 2.P

53), 418 ft fn

ishi,KM.(Vol 2.P 90).

)rew Old loLAVUigBiogi^]^^

(Religious Leaders 456 fn

hm League, m Malabar, 437,

[ Pakistan, 588 fn

solini.Bemto,25S&/h.e«co-

onof(1945).253fh

soone, 390-391 fh. 42o-426,
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Kabir, Humayun, 29 fn

Kadar, Janos, fonnanon oC

GovemmentmHungaryby, 463

£n

Kaganovich, L , 217 Sc fti

Kahyuga, 277 fn

Kamakuia (Japan), 574

Kampuchea (Cambodia), and
Asian-Aincan Conference, 165,

andGeneva Conference, 36, 175;

and Intemaaonal Supervisory

Commission, 4, 18,gainsadmiS'

Sion to U N , 323 fn, Govem-
ment of, 4 fn, 89 & fn, 108, 175,

monarchy in, 136-137, Nehru's

visit to, 87 , resignation ofPnme
Minister of, 364

Kandienjunga, 71, 619

Kapoor, Raj, 219 fn

Karadii, 349-350 Sc fn, 352, 504, 523

fn

Karlovy Vary, film festival at, 219
fn

Karve, D G , 190 Sc fn, appointed
Chairman of Village and Small
Scale Industnes (second Five

Year Plan) Committee (28 June
1955), 190 St fn

Kashi Vidyapith, 347 fn

Kashmir, issue of, 16 fn, 84, 182,

379 fn, 449, 468, 488, 504, 545,

590-592 Sc fn, 597, and Security

Counal, 372, 387, 473, 551, 563,

Sc fn, 588, Anglo-Amencan
policy on, 324, border inadents
in, 468, Jamng's report on, 487

Sc fn-488, Pakistan’s plea to

SEA.TO for plebiscite in,

349-350 S: fn, 352, 360 St fn-36] Sc

fn; sabotage in, 553 Sc fn; Soviet

policy on, 316 Sc fn, 329, 332,

and Pakistan's reaction to. 332
fn; trials for bomb explosions

in, 558 Sc fn

Kashmir Political Conference, 588

fh

Kashmir Princess (Air-India

airplane), disaster of, 149 St fn,

161, 174, 340 Sc fn, commission

of enquiry by Indonesian

Govemment on crash of, 175 Sc

fn

Kathmandu (Nepal), 85

Katju, Kailash Nath, (Vol 2, p
523), appointed Defence

Minister, 119

Kaye, John William, 531 Sc fa

Kazan (Russian S F S R ), 216

Kazan University, 216

Kazhakistan, 203, 215

Keflavik (Iceland), 364 fn

Kenya, 220 fn

Kerala, 484 fn, 561 fn

Kerelia (Finland), 511

Kesan (Pune), 534

Khadakvasala (Pune), 185 Sc fn

Khajiar, 1-2

KhalsaOal, 102 fn

Khan, Abdul Ghaffar, (Vol 1 p
279), 147

—, Abdul Qmyum, (Vol l,p 326),

73 fn

—.Akbar,(Vol 2,p 359), 523 St fn

—, Ayub, 73 fn

—, M Naim, 148 St fn,

visits India, 149 S; (n-150

—, Sardar Bahadur, 73 fn

Khan Sahib, (Vol 1, p 279), 73 St

fn, visits Delhi, 129

Khanna, Mehr Chand, 98 St fn

Khartoum, 516

Khmer, national armed forces, 84

fn

Khrushchev, NS 217 St fn, 415,

593, on admission of, 18 coun-
tries to U N , 323, on colonial-

ism, 318 St fn, on C P 1 , 319, on
Goa and Kashmir, 316 St fn-S17,
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han, 86, Athens, 409, Avadi, 123,

Beograde (Belgrade), 218, Beij-

ing (Peking), 86, Bemit, 406,

408, Bonn, 376, Bosnia, 218,

Bnoni, 218, 220, Cairo. 135, I^,
192, 202, 221, 514, 516, Calcutta.

63, Canton, 63, 86, Chamba,
1-4, Cochin, 50, Copenhagen,

499, Cracow, 206, Ciratia, 218,

Dairen, 86, Dalhousie, 1. 4,

Damascus, 409, 499, Damodar
Valley, 285, Darjeeling, 71,

619-ffiO, Denmark, 491,

Dubrovnik (Ragusa), 205, 218,

Dusseldorf, 202, Gangtok,

619-620, Guwahati, 619, Han-

kow, 86, Hong Kong, 563,

Hanoi (Ho Chi Minh City), 63,

87, Khadakvasala, 185, Khajiar,

2, KhaTtoum.516, Kremhn, 208,

Leningrad, 208, Ljubljana, 218,

London. 75. 129, 139-140, 220,

376, 491, 514. 516, Magnito-'

gorsk, 215, Moscow, 208,

221-222, Mostar, 218, Mukden,

86. Nanking, 86, Nowa Hula,

206, Pans, 204, 376, 406,

414-415, 514, Pathankot, 547,

Phnom Penh, 87, Prague,

205-206, 208. Rangoon, 63. 149,

Rome. 182, 207-208, 220, Sai-

gon. 87, Salzburg, 204, Santi-

niketan, 105, Sarajevo, 218,

Shanghai, 86, Shillong, 619,

Split, 218, Sverdlovsk. 215,

Vienna, 204, 208, Vienuane,87,

Warsaw, 206-208, Zagreb, 218

—, on Adenauer, 139, visit to

USS.R by, 239, 266-267, agn-

culiural producuon, 371, 400,

425-431, 492-493. 524-530,

547-548, 597-610, 625-627, in

China, 393-394, 428-431,

489-490, 617-618, Abmsa and

non-violence, 298; Akabs, 181,
0^

345, Akali Dal, 102-103, AliSas-

troamidjojo, 48, 51. Algena,

issue of, 284, 354, nationalist

movement in, 386, 414-415, 463,

509, 595, Andhra State, Assem-

bly elecuons in, 138, 143, forma-

tion of, 282, anubioticsjiroduc-

lion, 375, Appellate Bank

TnbunaPs award, 32-33,

Appleby Reporton administra-

tion. 382-383, 403, 438, Asia,

situation in, 132, Asian-Ahuan

ConCerenoe(Bandung), 9. 48-49,

51, 75. 104, 108, 117-118, 134,

137, 147, 149-152, 172. impres-

sions on, 159-171, atomic

energy, 397-487, and peaceful

uses of, 98. 260-261.293, Geneva

conference 146, Autonom-

ous Hills Districts of Assam,

623.BaghdadFact, 300-301.314.

324-325, 354, 504, Balkan

Alliance, 305-306, bank

employees, 34, strike threat bf,

94-95, 114, 341,basiceducaUon,

103, Bhato Nangal, 10, Bhat-

nagar.S 5 .death of, 119, Bihar

andBengal, Union of, 349, Bol-

shevik revoluuon, 1 1ft 229-230,

Buddha, 374, 386, Buddha

Jayanu, 2500 anmvetsary of,

374, 4ffi, Burma, dections m,

373, 381, Cabinet, dianges in

-99, 119, Calcutta Umversuy,

vey of undeigiaduaie Iifcin,

-21, Canada, decnons m,

1-502, caste nots, S62-56ft

r.casteism, 537. Centre and

lierelanons,525-527,
Cro^

ciseBill{l956),48S-4S4,Cen-

t Goveiiunem emplo^i

ikingconditionsof,519-5a

anal Stausoeal

lang Kai-shek.

support to,
108-WW-
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STS, 376, 895 fn, 401. 406, 410,

417, 443 ie fn, 491. 501 fn. 514 &
fn

London Disarmament Conference

(1957) 486 fn

LourencoMarques (Mozambique),

6fn

Lucknow, 26, 93, 609

Ludcnow University, 347 fn

Macdonald, Malcolm, 216 3c fa

Macdonald, Ramsay, 220 fn

Macmillan, H , 220 3c /n, 227, 236

&i.283fn.290fn,500fn
Madhya Bharat, 14

Madhya Pradesh, 100 fn, 436 fn,

527, community jirojects and
national extension service in, 14

Madras, 123, 125, 282, 364 fn. 399,

language riots in, 625 8c fn

Madras State, 14, 71 fn. 443
Madnd.386(n-387fn

Magmtogorsk (U S S R.), 215
Maha Punjab movement, 385, 436

(n~436

Maha Punjab SamiU, 345 8k fti, 377
fn,380,385fn

Mahalanobis.PC.(Vol 3,p 478),

121, 178, 190 fn

Maharashtra, 296 fn-297 fh. 334 fn.

348. 377 fn. 380,-398 fn, 402,434
Maharashtra, Congress Executive,

296 fn

Mahendra, BirBikramShah, (King
of Nepal), 148 8k fh

Mahmud. Syed, 160 fcfii

Mahratta (Pune), 534 fn
Makanos. AixJibishop, 364 fn
Malabar, 437
Malaysia (Malaya). 220 fn. Inde-

pendence Day of (30 August
1957), 552 8c fn

Malenkov, GeorgiM, (Vol 3, p

265), 217 3c fn, 231-232 8k fh,

resigned as Premier of Soviet

Union, 232 fn

Malinovsky, I , appointed Soviet

Defence Minister, 593 fn

Malleson, George Bruce, 531 8c fn

Manchester Guardian, 387 fn, 437

Manchuria, 86, 839 fn

Mandalay Jail (Burma), 534 fn

Manila, 36 fn, 48, 50

Mamla Treaty see S E ATO
Manipur, 14

Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-Tung),

(Vol 2, p 116), 76 8: fn, 77-81,

85-87, 359, on intellectual

freedom, 490 8c fn, 503

Marmagao, 6 fn

Maronites, 409

Marshall islands, 365, nudear test

by UK in (28 May-7 October

1957), 487 Sc fn

Martial Law (Punjab), 344

Martino, Gaetano, 3^ 8k fn, 417 8:

fn

Marx. Karl, 199 8c fn, 459-460

Marxism, 107, 199, 213, 230, 535,

540

Masauh (U P ), 70

Masjumi Party (Indonesia), 294 8k

fn

Mathura, 34 fn

Matsu island, 235-236, 241

Matthai, John, (Vol 1, p 133),

appointed Chairman of Taxa-
tion Enquiry Commission (I

April 1953), 26 fn

Mavalankar, G V , 347 8c fn, death

of, 347

Mecca, 453

Medhi, B R , on Naga problem,

559 8cfn

Mediterranean region, 327 fn, 409

Mehta, Asoka, 601 fn, heads Food-

grains Enquiry Committee
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East European counmes, situa-

tion in, 240-241, 379, 410-411.

418-415, 466-467, 474-477,

510-513, and Soviet Union,

593-594 and Warsaw Treaty,

567, ecology, 543-544, economic

policy and situation in India,

450-451, 469-472, 492-493, 524,

547-548, 597-598, 615-618, edu-

cation, 552, Egypt, elections in.

500, Anglo-fiends and Israeli

attack on, 463-464, and Indian

reacuon, 465-467, relauonswith

Western Powers of, 501, town

planning in, 514, Eisenhower

Doctnne, 475, Europe, 512-514,

after the Second World War,

508-509, architecture in,

513-515, Everest, Tenzing's

conquest of, 620, Far East issue,

51. 108, 132. 184, 174,235. US
policy on, 127, 151, Finland.

511, Five Year Plans, 72, 477,

522, fust, 155, 177-178.394.433,

522, second. 115, 120-121, 142,

154-155, 177, 179-180, 224, 337,

346. 370-371, 377, 380, 394-395,

412-413, 425-429, 433, 450-«l.

469, 475. 489, 522, 524-525, 527,

530, 585-586, 598, floods, 7. 9,-

31, 42-43. 260, 271, 283, 449-450,

545, 496-497, food habits, need

for change in, 626-627, food-

grains, import of, 4^, 524, pro-

duction of, 525 and pnces o^

526-527, 561, situation of,

504-507, 523-530, 5^-605,

615-618, 625-^, foreign

exchange situauon, 469-472,

524, 585-586, foreign policy, 50,

143, 518; Foreign Ministers'

Conference (Geneva), 283, 304,

312-313, SIS, 324, Formosan

issue, 127-128, 131-132, 146. 151.

174, 192-193, 235, FoitnighUy

Letters, 366-367, 483-484, Four
Power Conference (Gmeva),

192, 223, 234; French settleqients

in India, 6, 17and their ttansfo'

to India, 70-71, freedom strug-

gle. 531-536, Flench Kevo-

lubon, 198-199, general elec-

tions, second, 381, 404, 473,

488-485, Gemiany, issue(>f,30i

rearmament of, 109, 153, 202,

238, umhcation of, 192, 313,

332-333, 501, Ghulam

Mohammed(GovemorGeneral
of Pakistan), 129, Goan issue,

35-36, 50, 182-191, 252, 261,

265-266^ 387, 563; Gosplan of

USSR, 245-247, (kivemment

of India, cntiosm ct, 381,

439-440, need for economy m
expenditure o^ 492-^, 505,

507, and security anangemenis

of Governon and Minister^

497-498, giamdan movement,

562, 597, Ifommatskjdld, visit

to People’s China of, 109, 119.

Hans Raj, Raizada, 1, heavy

industnes, 321-322, 370-371,

540, Himalayas, 2-4, 71, 619,

imalayan Mouniaineenng

tsuoite, 71; Hindu Law Re-

rm bills, 52. 369, 384, Hb Cto

mh, 18, 87-88. 108, Homi

liabba, 146, 234, inaugural

Idressatatomicenergy cnnfei^

ice (Geneva), 260-261, hous-

g problem, 23-24, Hungaiy,

volt in. 465-467. 475. Sift

1, 687. 592-593, and India’

MSionto,465-467.Hydeiabad.

iin disaster in, 53. hydn^

»nb tests, 98, IW. ®
3-234, i3S8-SS9, 865, 487.

ipressions of writs

8,AsianRqmblicsfU
)>

3, 215-216, Austria,
204, China
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Mnssoone Gonferencie see Confer-

enceof Central and State Minis-

ters of Agriculture

Naga HiUs Distnct, 558, 622

Naga mbes, 557-558; convenuon
of(22-26August 1957,Kohima),
556 & fn, 558-559, 622, and its

tesolutions, 556 fn, 558-559

Naga National Council, demand
for Naga State, 36S fn

Nagar-Havdi, 6 fn, 17 In

Nagasaki, atofti bomb explosion
in,582

,

Nagy, bnre, formation of
GovernmentinHungaryby, 463
fh

Namchung, 9 fn

Naidong (Nanjing), 86
Napoleon, 198, 511

Nara Qapan), 572; statueofBuddha
ai.57S

Narayan, Jayaprakash (Vol 3, p
51), 458

Nasser, Gamel Abdel, 135 & (a. 149
fc fn, 150, 221, 270, 414, 454-455,
516, and Anglo-French action
in Egypt, 463, on Arab Empire,
415, at Asian-Afncan Confer-
ence, 164, on Suez Canal issue,

401 fn, 417, 443 fn-455 fn, signs
agreementwith Czechoslovakia
for arms supply, 284 & fh. 290 fc

fn,302

Nathula Pass, 620
Nauonal Ardiives of India, 532 fr
Nauonal Botanical Gardens. 93
Nauonal Committee of Chinesi

People’s Consultative Con
ference, 77 fn

Nauonal Council of the Confeder
aton of Central Govemmen
Employees Unions, 519 fn

Defence Academ,
<NDA),I85&fa

National Development Counal,

155, 178-179, 250, 333, 337, 370

& fn, 505-506, 530, 600,meeungs

of (8-9 December 1956), 469 fn,

and (3-4 June 1957), 492 fn,

StandingCommittee of, 258, 337

Nauonal ExtensionService, 126 hi,

155-156, 270, 440-442. 478-479

Nauonal Flag, 257 & fn

National Labour Force, 178 fn, 181

hi

Nauonal People's Congress

(China), 76 fn. Presidium of, 76

fn. Standing Committee of, 76

fn

National State University (Tokyo),

566

Nauonalists (Spanish), 387 fn

Nationalist Party (Indonesia), 48

fn,294a:(n

Natural Resources and Saentific

Research. Ministry of, 119 fn

Nawadah, 252 fn

Nazis, 109, 174, 238

Nazi concentration camp, 206

Nehru, Bnj Kumar, 159 8c fn

—
, Jawaharlal, 33 fn, 36 fn, 51 fn,

63fn,67,79ln.99fn,101 fn.l08,

190 fn, 228, 264, 266 fn-267 fh,

281 fn, 314 fn, 331 fn, 334 fn, 338

fh-839 fn. 340 fn. 360 fn-36l fn,

370, 379 fn, 386 fn-S87 fn, 398
fn. 401 fn. 465 fn, 468 fn. 484 fn,

499 tn-500 fn, 51 1 fn, 531 fn. 537
fn. 541 fn. 621 fn

—, inaugurates, Himalayan
Mountaineering Insutute (Dar-
jeeling), 71, Indian Sdence
Congress, (forty-second session,

Vadodara), 122, (Agra). 339,

Intemauonal Supervisory
Commissions on Indo-China
(Delhi), 4, 18, Konar Dam
(Oamodar Valley), 285
—, visits, Alma Ata, 215, Ans-
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Biograpbtes of Rehgiaus lead-

ers, agiiauon for ban on, 436*

437, 446-448, locustinvasions, 7,

Madame Broz Tito, 219-220,

Maha Punjab Samui, agitation

by. 345. Mahalanobis, 121, Plan

Frame o(, 178, Mahatma
Gandhi, 533-535, 583-584, and

nauonal movement, 618,

Malenkov, tenure as Premier in

USSR of, 231-232, Malaya,

independence of, 552, man-
power, 43, management,

workers partiapation in, 115,

Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung),

on nationality of overseas

Chinese. 79-80, Pandtsheel, 79,

India-China relations, 78-79,

Marshal Tito,on military pacts,

245, Marshal Zhukov, 218, mar-

tial law in Punjab, 343, Marx-

ism, 199, 213, 555; Mavalankar,

death of, 347, Mendes-France,

policy of, 140, on French settle-

ments in India, 6, 17, metric sys-

tem, 157-158, Middle East (West

Asia), 152-158,284,291, 802-503,

373, 486. 499-500, 5I6-5I7, 551.

588, and arms deal of Egypt,

284, 290, 302, and Great Powers,

486-487, 499-500, 559-560, 595.

Middle East Defence Organua-

uon (ME DO.}, 301-302,

migrations from l^t Pakistan

to India, 362, military pacts and

alliances, 351, 467, 504, 517,

588, minorities, 438, modem
warfare, useofnuclearweapons

in. 134, mountaineenng, 620,

Naga problem, 363, 556-559,

-622-623, Narendra Deva, Acha-

rya, death of, 347, National

Botanical Gardens (Lucknow),

93, Naaonal Development

Council, 71-72, 120, 142, 178-

Letters to Chief Ministers

179, 258, 268, 337, national es-

tensmn service, 47, 270, Nepal,

jiohtical conditions in, 84-85,

non-alignment, 561, 583,

N A.T 0 , 624, and West Ger-

many, 172-174, nuclear tests,

, 338-339, 486-487, 500-501, 515-

5)7, nutrition, ^5-627, Ollen-

hauer, E.P , views on Gcniian

unihcauon of, 139, Pakistan,

16, 488, and Chitral issue, 387-

388, and migrations, 147, amis

supply by U S A to, 303, 361,

386, 488, famine conditions in,

386, political changes in, 75-74,

136, 141, 147, 250, 589, relations ,

with India of, 361-362, 372. 386

388,436,468,473474.487-489,

523, 551463, 590-591, Pandi-

sheel. 170, 321, 372, 396, 596,

panel ofeconomists, memoran-

dum to Planning Cominission

by, 179-181, parks and gardens,

514-515, partition, 381, Pay

Commission (second), 519-520,

526, peace and jmigress, 397,

planning, 45, 47, 52-53, 12M22,

155.258,376,524,530.607-608,

in Slates, 259, Bettdheim report

>n, 44-46, lundi lor, 142-143,

jeneial approach ti^ 142, 188-

i89, trained jieisonnel for, 46,

148, Planning Commission,
IS,

17, 62-65, 188-189, 190 fn, 331,

a4-525, and !®ncuUuie, 425-

ISI, and Plan Frame, 269, and

ndian Statisueal Insutuie, 111.

21, meeung of, 126,

10, police brings,
377, 381 , 4ffi-

24, pohtial stability. 477.

'ondieheity issue, 36,Pope 1*““

01 (EugenePacdU),
220, Potiu

ml, 16-17, anti-Indian camp-

;ignof,6,andGoanvolu»«OT.

r, settfanentsm In** '•®
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151-152. 235-236, Chief Mini'

ten' Conference, and general

elecuons, 286-287, diildren, care

for, 21, China (People’s), 72-73,

489-490, admission to U N of,

236-237, agricultural cooperat-

ives in, 330-331, American pn-
sonen in, 97-98, 128, 152, cen-

tralization in, 72, dass struggle

m, 504, economicconditions in,

503-504,educationin,542, fam-

ily planning in. 490, industry

m, 540-542, intdleauals* free-

dom in, 490, 594, planning in,

490, population in. Western lea-

ders' fears about, 416, recufica-

uoti movement in, 502-504,

relauons with, Burma of, 80, 82,

Formosa of, 127-128, 146, 152,

India of, 79-84, river valley pro-

jects in, 18-19, students’demon-
strations in, 503, workers in, 8,

19-20, Chinese cultural delega-

tion, visit to India by, 106, Chi-
nese maps. 82, cold war, 583,

614-615, collectivebrming, 392,

529, Colombo Powers, 75, 104,

117, colonialism, 463-464,

Cominform, 242, dusolution of,

373, Comintern, 242, Commit-
tee for Calendar Reform in
India, report of, 278, Common-
wealth, future of, 410, Prime
Ministers’ Confetenoe(1955), 75,
131 (1956), 376, 410, (1957), 516,
communal agitauons, and dis-

turbances and organizauons,
39-41, 181, 380, 437, 446-448,
communahsm, 34-35, 436-448,
537, communism, 199-200,
Communists, 437, of India, 320,
USSR ,320,Communist Party
of India, 101, relations with
U.S S R of, 318-320, 378,
380-381, 458,Palghatresolution

(19-24 April 1956) of, 379-380,

community projects and
nauonal extension service, 11,

14, 138, 155-157, 190-191, 268,

270, 395, 439-443, 478-481, 490,

528-530, 608-610, 618, Com-
panies Bill, 58, 267, Conference

ofHeadsofDiplomauc Missions

in Asia and Aihca, 363-364,

Congress Working Committee,

‘Call to the Nation’ resoluuon

by, 343, survey of S R C report

by, 279-281, 300, Constitution

of India, amendments m, 56,

59-62, ratification by State

Legislatures of, 90, Concurrent

List of, 61-63, constructivework
by students, 552, cooperatives,

609-610, cooperative farming,

391-393, 395, 529-530,548-551,

and China, 392, 394, cottage

industnes, 156, cow slaughter,

agitauon for ban on, 138,

144-145, Bill on, 144, cultural

development in India, 127,

Cyprus, 417-418, Czechoslova-

kia, 510, impressions of, 205,

Dalhousie, centenary celebra-

uons in, 1-2, Das, C R , death

of, 2, Day of Remembrance,
January 30th, ISO, Defence ex-

penditure, 523-524, Delhi aty’s

planning, 225-226, democracy
and democratic funcuoning,

367-368, 484-485. Deshmukh,
C D , resignation of, on issue of
Bombay aty’s merger with
Maharashtra, 398-400, disaima-
ment, 501, 515-516, 623-624,
divisive forces, 367, 380-381,
drought, 58, dominant posiuon
ofU.S A andU S S R and their
mutual hostility, 253-254, Du-
rand Line, Its reference at
S E AT.O conference, 350, 352,
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intion, S77~S78, 380, «ind riots,

111 Alitncdabdd, 896, d02*403,

M'iS'i, ill Boinijay, 297-299,

3?4, H4H, 848, 377-378, 880, StMi.

434-485, in Hoshiarpui, 377,

380, in Orissa, 343, in Rcwa,

207,A.I.CC rrsoluiion 011,378,

CPI resolution on, 378; sirikrs,

537-538, in Posts and IVIc-

gniphs Department, SlO-522,

bfinks in Calcutta, 560-561, stti-

dtiits' unrest, 26-30, 552-553,

Sudan, 340-341, Suer Cinal

issue, 395, 401,418-419, 443-444,

455-450, 474-475, 522, Supreme

Court of India, 56-58, Sweden,

511-512, Syiia, 551, 559-560,

587-588, 595, tcarlicrs, fall in

standards of teaching, 27-28,

I T, Krislinamacliari, foreign

lour of, 586-587, 597, misrqiort-

ing of sliitcmeiii of, 561; taxes,

183, 538-539, 548, Taxation

Pnquiry Commission, 183-184;

1 liailand, agreement with

North Vietnam, 160; Tito, his

meeting with (July 1956), 415-

417; town planning, 514-515;

'Iiavancorc-Cochin, thaiigeof

Government in, 138-189, Presi-

dent’s rule in, 364, Tribhuvan

Hir Rikram Shah, death of, 148,

T urco-Iraq military pact, 134-

135, 153, and Egypt, 185; U Nu.

and Asian-African Conference,

164, unemployment, 44, 47-48,

111, 121; UX ,
redistribution of

personal income in, Si; U.N

,

74, admission of China (Peo-

ple's), 75, and members to, 323,

327, formation of fnicmational

Atomic Energy Agency by, 292,

issue of American pnsonors m
Cliina, 128-129, 152, role of

Indian delegation at, 326-327;

.Uiiesto Canfetencc(New Delhi,

1 950), 401 -462; U,.S.A„ clefIkuk
ui, 37, peilicy in Far Iiast, 127,

Foimosa, 132-133, 169, Seventh

I' leci’s role in Korean War, 127-

1 28, unity of India, 367, 477; vio-

lenre, 404-405, 435, 537, and

police firing, 421 >424, and polit-

ics, 396, Vindhya PTadrs]i,2C7-

268, visits to India by, Attlee,

Clement, land and faidy, 444,

Ahmed Sockarno,444, Bulganin

and Khrushcliev, 271, 300, 308-

312,315,317-318,323,326,328,

Camille Qiamoun, 444, Chen

Yun, 444, Dalai Lima, 462, 473,

Earl Home, 294, Fianr Blueclicr,

342, Game! Abdel Nasser, 148;

150, and Camel Salem, 186, ISO,

164, 270, Italic Selassie, 444,

John Foster Dulles, 849-850,

JosefCyiankicwicr, 444, Madam

Sun Yal-sen, 842, Maliommad

Naim Khan, 148, Marshal llio,

106, Martino, Gaetano, 342,

Moiiammcd Haiia, 29, Norn

dom Sihanouk, 149-150, Pan-

:hcn Lama, 462, 473, Pham Van

long, 149-150, Pincau, Cliris

ian, 349-350, Savang Vallhana,

70, Sciwyn Lloyd, 349-350,

lhakuri al-Kuwatli, 444, 478,

ranka Prasad Acliarya, 444, U

4u, 294, 806, 462. Vebu*

denuhin, 299, Zhou Enlai,444,

162, 475, Visva-Bliarali Oniwr-

ity. Convocation of, !«; War

•f 1857, books on,
531-633, aS6

37, ccnicnary of, 531, talcs ol,

32; wealthand
expenditure tax,

38-480; West German}’*

Vilson Rqiort. 403-404;
womm.

ouality of, 21, rights of, 869,

84: Yehudi MMiuhin. viev^«

ndia of, 299; Yugoslavia, 20a.
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(People’s). 76-87, Ciechoslova-

kia, 206. Eastern Europe, 510,

E^ypt, 221, Europe, 513-514,

Ranoe, 509, Indo-China, 87-89,

Italy, 207, 220, 510, Japan,

564-568, Poland, 204, Scandi-

navia, 51 1-512, 'Soviet Union,

195-202, 208-218, 221-222,

227-249, Yugoslavia, 205,

218-220, Independence Day
oelebtauons, 15, 24-25, tenth

anniversary of, 531, India, and
herroleatBandungConferenoe,

169, linguistic provinoes of,

287-288, post-1857 era of,

536-537, prestige of, 582-583,

Indian flag, 15, Indian Labour
Conference (New Delhi), 521,

Indian National Congress, 63,

102, 123,280, 297, 344-346. 387,

435,437-438. 458, 533-536.

fonnation of, 533, moderates

andextremists in, 534, session at
Amntsar(1919), 344, 345, Amnt-
sat (1956), 343-344, and resolu-

tions of, 344, at Avadi (1955),

123, 125, 4(M, 457,andadopuon
ofgoal of socialistic pattern of
society, 126-126, 137, 457; Indo-
C3iina, issue of, 108, 136-137,

146, 175, 235, Geneva Confer-
ence on, 36. 152, 175-176, 195,

India’s involvement in, 17-18,

35; individual's nght to prop-
erty,56-60, Indonesia, elections,
in, 294; industries, 549, 616,

nauonaluation of, 112; indus-
trial policy, in India, 99-100,
lesoluuon on (1956). 370 & fn.

inflation.400, 425.469;Intema-
donal Supemsory Commi-
ssions in Indo-China, confer-
ence in Delhi of, 4-5, 18, Italy,

politics in, 510, situauon in,
306, 417-418, Jallianwala Bagh

massacre, 344, Japan, andatom
bomb, 575-578, 582, and gift

of elephant to, 576-577, and
Indian Chancery in, 579, and
relations with Asian countnes,

580, and the U S , 576, educa-

tion in, 565-568, 571, 573, food

of, 571-572, gardening in,

568-571, habits of cleanliness

and disapline in, 568-569, 574,

industry and agriculture in,

573-574, language, 568, note on,

564-580, people of, 577-582,

politics in, 3M-565, lea cerem-

ony of, 569-570, John Foster

Dulles, 151,]ointstatementwith

Cunha on Goa and Kashmir,

316-

317, 324, 329, 332, 340, 350.

viewsonatomicwarof, 339-340,

visit to Yugoslavia by, 305,John
Kotelawala, 52, Jor^n, condi-

tions in, 486, 560, disorder in,

353, Kampuchea, political con-

ditions in, 89, Kashmir issue,

360-361, 372, 468, 473-474,

487-488, 504, 523, 551, 563. 588,

590, in Secumy Counal (U.N ),

372, 563, 588, 591-592, Kashmir
Fnncess (plane), crash ol, 149,

161, 174-175, 340, Kazan Uni-
versuy, 216, Khan Sahib, inclu-

sion m Pakistan Obinei of, 73,

Khrushdiev, 222, and heavy
industries, 321-322, talks with,

317-

323, views on industrial

development, 321, Knshna
Menon, role in U N. of, 327;
Kuka rising, 533, labour, condi-
uonsof, 520-521, Lahore, India-

Pakistan cricket match at. 136,
land reforms, 10-12, 5S4-SSS;
land tegislauons, 11-12, 54-55,
land system in Iran, 307, lan-

guage issue, 514, 625 and agna-
uons, 587, Laos, 88, 146; Living
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rn-360. 386 fn-387 fn, 473 fn-

474 fn, 488-489, 504, 523, 578,

589 fn-590, 592 & fn, 616 fn, and
Baghdad Pact, 300-301, and
Kashmir issue, 361 fn-362, 372,

387-388, 468, 473, 487 fn, 551 , in

Security Counal, 474, 563 & fn,

anti-Indian stand of, 16 & fn,

331 , 386, 436, 468 & fn, 563 te fn,

at Asian-Afncan Conference,

January 1955), 99 fn, and Home
Minister (10 January 1955), 99

fn, 119

'Pans, 6 fn, 204, 376, 406, 414-.4)5,

454, 514, 519, 624 fn

Pans Commune, 199

Parliament (Indian), 31, 33, 35, 37,

50, 52, 58, 60. 75, 104-105, 113,

176, 260, 262, 264-265, 276, 280,

287, 300, 328, 343 & fn-344, 3478

108, 163-164, 166, Assembly of,

488, formation of new Cabinet

in (24 October 1954), 73 8: fn-74.

(7 August 1955). 250 & fn, 260,

(18 October 1957), 588 & fn

joins Turko-lraqiTreaty ( 1July

1 955), 245 St fn, 291 , military aid

fiomUSA to, 81, 303, 314, 824,

488, and from U K to, 324, 360

rn-361, 379, 386, reaction to

Soviet view on Kashmir issue of,

332 fn, and plea for plebiscite in

Kashmir, 350 fn, signs South

East Asia Treaty (8 Septembei

1954)

, 48 fn, 351

—, East, 386 fn, 488, 504, 590, e\o-

dus to India of Hindus from,

361 -362, food aid from India to,

386, migration from West

Bengal to, 250

Pakistan Civil Service, 260 fn

Palaces of the Pioneers (USSR),
209

Palaces of Youth (Poland), 207

Palestine, 290, 453

Palghai, Communist Party of

India’s conference (19-24 Apnl

1955)

, 379 & fn

Panchen Lama, 77& fn, visits India,

462, 473

Panchsheel (Five Pnnaples), 170,

321, 346 fn, 372,396,413,596

Pangi Valley. 3

Pant, GB, 88 & fn, appointed

Minister without Portfolio (3

fn. 360, 362, 368, 370, 383-384,

387, 396, 399, 401. 404 & fn, 420,

432-434, 438, 457, 490, 493, 526,

559, 586, ddiate on Planning

Commission in, 602, Members

of, 305& fn, 396 fn, 402, 432, 434,

481, 546-547, Opposiuon Mem-

bers of, 433 fn. Select Committee

of, 368, 539, 547 see also Lok

Sabha and Rajya Sabha

Patel, Sardar Vallabhbhai. 434

Pathankot, 545

Pathet Lao, talks with Laos Royal

Government, 193 fn

Patiala State, 119 fn

Paul, RK, 392 fn

Patna, 160 fn, 256

Pauling, Linus, attends Indian

Science Congress (42nd session,

4-8January 1955, Vadodara), 122

iPay Commission, (second) 519-520

Pe^'^i^he Holy Land (J"'"*

BagotGlubb, (1971), 853 fn

Pearl Harbour, 611 fn

mg see Beijing

pie’s United Party (Sri Lanka).

73 fn
, .

su.ll9&fn.l76.181fn,iig«w

lonforiismergcrwithtliePun-

ab and Himachal Piad«li. !«*

o.S451fn. 377 fn.385S:fn,

immunity projertsa"**"®''"

al extension servee m, M
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S6, S87, 56S and case at The
Hague36S, 589, Posts andTele-

graphs employees, stnte of,

519-520, 537, ptevenuve deten-

aon and communalism, 447-

448, Pnme Mmisteisbip, seeks

relief horn burden of, 63-68,

producuon, 13-14, ofpowerand
steel, 122, prohibitum, 389,

public life, degenerationm, 519,

public sector, 113-115, Rsbin-
dtanath Tagore, 105, Radhak-
nshnan Commission (Univer-

sity EducationCommission),27,
Rah Ahmed Kidwai, death of,

69-70, Raghbir Singh, death of,

119, Rajasthan, 609-610, Ram-
hla celebtauons (Delhi), 288,

RepublicDay celebrations, 124,

129, 343, riots in Bihar and
Bombay, 216-217, nver valley

projects in India, 21-23, 42-43,

598. Rourkela steel plant, 122.

SavietheIpto,100,Sabuiovand
Sovietplanmng, 245-249, Saud,
Abdul Am, (King of Saudi Ara-
bia), views on Indian Muslims,
331, saence and international
relanons, views of B Blount,
482, sepaiansm. 837, settlement
of Quemoy and Matsu islands,
48, 235-236, 241; Shixomani
Guidwara Piabandhak Com-
mittee (S G.P.C). elections in,
102, Sikhs, 102-103, 181. 345,
385, Sikkim, status of, 321, trade
route via Tibet, 620-622; small
and mt^ industnes, 47-48,
socialistic pattern of sooety.
101-102, 125, 137; soaal re-
forms, 384 and changes in
Hindu personal law. 81-82,
49, 52, 75. 144, soaal welfare
feg^slauon, 57; socialism in
India, 457-461, 539-540, Social-

ist Party, 458-459, South East

Asia Ctonference (Baguio), 36.

South EastAsianTreatyOrgan-
irauon (S E AT O ), 48, 50, 79,

134, discusses Kashmir issue

(Karachi), 350, 35:;-853; South
Vietnam, 88. 175, Soviet Com-
mumstParty, 358-359, twentieth

session of, 355-357, Soviet lead-

ers, visit to UK. (1956), 372,

410-411, Soviet Union, and
Austria, 178, China. 416-417,

Hungarian revolt, 467, 476, 511,

592-593, Poland. 475-476, 511,

592, Yugoslavia, 173. 244-245,

atheletics in, 210 chaiiges in,

379, 415-416, 458, 513-514, 592-

593, children in, 212, Commu-
nist Powers’ meeung in, 624,

destalinuaaon, 358. 475, Cometh
anniversary of, 594, industrial

policy in, Ml, labourcamps in,

196, Tito’s visit to, 879, 416,

launching of a satellite by, 594,

611-613, Spain, India’s chplo-

mauc relauons with, 386-387,
Sn Lanka, elections m, 573,

language problem in, 381;
Stahn, and assoaates of, 231-

232, State capitalism, 458, and
monopoly capitalism, 458-461,
Stateloansandsavings schemes,
442-443, States Reorgamzauon
Bill, 363, 401, passing of, 368-
369, 420, 432-433, and Bill on
Bihar and Bengal, 368-369, and
proposed zonal councils, 336,
States Reorganization Commis-
sion (S R C )and its report, 115-

116, 224-225, 264-265, 276-276.
279-284, 296, 334-387, 344, 348,
367-368, 377, 385-386. 437, and
Akahs, 385-386, and Bombay
State, 396, 398-399, 402. 422,
432-434, and Maha Punjab agi-
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for Ma}fal*anjab, 345 & fn, 377

& In, 380 & In, 385 & In;

community projects and natio-

nal extension service in, 14.

Congress session (Amritsar) in,

344; Government of, 387 fn;

reorganisation of, 334& fn, 348,

377, 383, 435, ratifies Constitu-

tion (Third Amendment) Bijl.

90,'SaveHindi’agitation in, 587

&In.S02
Punjab Vidyarthi Sabha, 587 fn

Punjabi Suba, 181 fn, 343 fn

Pun, 271 fn

Pushtu State, demand for. 350 fn

Qjiebec, 502 fn

Quemov Islands, evacuation of,

235-^6, 241, shelling bj' Natio-

nalist Oiina on, 48 fn

Qureshi, Hussain, 73 fn

—, Shoaib, 73 fn

Quinnale Palace (Rome), 208

Radhakn5hnan,S,(\'ol l,p 416),

373 ft fn, 319& fn, BharatRatna

conferred on, 24 fn

Radhakrishnan Commission see

Universit) Bducation

Commission

Radical Soaalist Party (France),

315 fn

Raghavan, N., (Vol 3, p 71), 76 ft

fn,83

Ragusa see Dubrovnik

Railways and Transport, Ministry

of. 259

Rajadbyaksba, GS, (Vol. 3, P
284), heads enquiry into bank

employees' grievances, 94-93

Rajagopalachari, C, (Vol 1, p
141), BharatRamaomferredon,

24 fn

Rajasthan, 609-610, community

projects and national extension

service in, 14, locusts’ invasion

oC 71 fn, ratifies Gonstituoon

(Third Amendment) Bill, 90,

students’ unrest in, 552

Rajasthan Cami, 19 In, 610

RajyaSabha (Council ofStates),31

fn,33 fn, 49. 52fn, 61. 1766), 179

fn. 267 fn. 269 ft fn, 384 in. 398

fn,401 fn.420lh,432fn-4S3fn,

464-465 fn, 469 fii, 492, 565 Ih

Raman, C V., Bharat Ratna oon-

ferTedon,24fn

Ramanatbapuram IRamnad) Dis-

tnct, caste riots in, 562 ft fh, 587

Ranchi, nots in, 252 fn, 257 (n

Rangoon, 63, 271, 533 ft fn. Neb-

lu's visit to, 563, 581

Rao, K.L., 7 fn

Ravi nver, 1-2

Rasbtnya Sweyam Sevak Sanj)i

(R.SS),40.S80

Red Fort (Delhi). 15

Red8ea,454

Rehabilitation, Ministry ol,98ftbi

RepublicDay. 129, 316 fo, 343, 477

Republican Party (Pakistan), 588

fn

Resene Bank of India, 469 In

Resunection (LeoTolstoy), 216 In

Rewa.267fn,297&fn

Rhe^ Syngroan, (Vol 3, p 3IZ)i

351

RidiardI(KmgofEngland).407tn

River Vattei CommsstaosJte

Central Flood Conuol Boatd

adh, 454 ^ mu tm
oan Catholic Chureha 205# 50/

nania,2S9,32Sfn
ne,220,360.5I4,Kehnj*s;^‘

0.182,202,207.220,409,417

neUniversuy,208fti

aulo.CP.ie7&7» . .

enthal. AM, his

ftfn
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toTeiga telauons of, 106-107,

173, 220. 232, 305. 36S, 4S6,

Indian films in, 219, Republics

of, 213-219, social changes in,

222, Zhou Enlai, paniapation
in Asian-African Conferenceo^
163-164, views on Buntm, 82,

Chiang Kai-shek, 167, rommu-
lusm, 167, Fonnosa, 167-168,

Korean issue, 83, Kuomingtang
forces on Burmese borders, 82,

Pandubed, 166, Tibet, 167

—, Moulal, 1,

2

Nepal, 9& fn, 40, 43, 83-85, 444, 616
fn, admitted to tj N , 323 fn.

Government of, 84
Nepal Praja Parishad Party, 444 fn

Netherlands, 499 fn

New Deal, 616 8; fn

New Delhi, 6 fn, 106 fn, 271 fn, 286
fn, 294 fn, 296 fn, 306 fn, 342 fn,

349 fn, 363 fn, 386 fn, 445 fn, 492
fn, 521 fn, 570-571

New Times (Moscow), 820
New York, 74, 456, 563
New York Tunes, 561 fn
New Zealand. 48 fn. 1 18, 351

NkTumah,Kwarae(Vol 2,p 357).
SlOfcfn

Nobel Pnie, 122 In, 487 fn
Noon, Feroz Khan, 468 fn, 563 &

Ai, on Kashmir issue, 563 & fn
Norgay. Tenzing. (Vol 3, p 321),

commonierauonofhisdimbon
Everest, 620 fcfn

North Atlantic Treaty Ot^ganizs
uon(NAT.O). (4Apnll945
Washington), 162. 172, 237 ft

244. 301. 304-305 fn, 851 8c fr

467. 469, meeting of (16-1
December 1957, Pans), 624 & fr
West Germany's joining ol
172 fn. 173-174. 304. 333

North East Frontier Agenc

(NEFA), 558, community pro-

jects and national extension

service in, 14

Norway, 491, 499 fn. 511 fn, 624 81:

fn

NowaHuta seeLenin Steel Works
Nu.U(ThakinNu).(Vol l.p 18),

79 fn-80, 164. 169, 294, 306, 322,

373,462

Nun el-said, 300 fn

Official Language Bill (1956), (Sn
Lanka), 381 fn

O’Kelly, Thomas, 411 & fn

Ollenhauer, E P , 139 & fn

Olympic Games, XVI World, (22

November-8 December 1956,

Melbourne), 511 3: fn

Opera House (Vienna), 204

Orissa. 250, 271, 484 fn, 527,

community projects and
national extension service in,

14, nots in, 343 8e fn, drought in,

586, food snuauon in, 616,

Rourkela steel plant in, 1 10, 122

Onhodox Church, 205

Osaka (Japan), 572

Oihei Side of the Medal, Tlie

(Edward Thompson, 1925), 531

fn

Ottawa, 236

Ottoman Empire, 409

Oxford University, 482 fn

Pacific, South West, 48 fn

PaaUc Ocean, 358 8c fn

PadmaVibhushan (decoration), 34
8c fn

Pahlavi, Mohammad Rem, (Shah
ofIran),(VQl 3.p 260),307,349
8: fn, visitsIndia (6March 1956),

349 fn

Pakistan, 1, 129-130, 253, 329, 349
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case ofPortugal iv India atThe
Hague. 563, 589 .

Shah, M C . 399 & /n

Shakuniala (Kalidasa), 504 Sc fn

Shanat, Mosaic Law of, 451

Shenoy, B R , 181 fn

Shillong, 263. 619-620

Siiiroinani Gurdwara Parbandhak

Committee (S G P C }, 102

Siberia, 203

Sihanouk, Norodom, (King of

Cambodia), (Vol 3.p 31 8), 89&
fn, resigned as Prime Minister

of, 364 & fn

Sikkim, 619-622

Sinai, capture by Israeli forces of,

463 fn

Sindn, 567

Singapore, 220 fn

Singh, Guru Ram. leads the Kuka
(Namdhan) movement, 533 8: fn

Singh, K I ,
(Vol 2, p 555), 82,

revolt against Nepalese Gover-

nment by, 82-83

Singh, Raghbir, 1 19 & Ai, death of

(7 January 1955), 1 19 fn

Sinha, Sri Knshna, (Vol 2, p 35),

on merger of Bihar and West

Bengal, 349 fn

Siioky, Viliam, 206 & fn, 240-241,

visit to India by (3-16 January

1958), 627 fn

Slovenia (Yugoslavia), 218, 228

Soaalist Party ofIndia. 1 12, 385 fn,

457-458

Soekamo, Ahmed (Vol 1. p 222).

444 & fn, visit to India by (7-9

January 1958), 628 & fn

Song Qingling (Soong Ching-

-Ling) seeMadam Sun Yat-sen,

Soiaya ((Jueen of Iran), 349 & fn

Sorbonne (Pans), 454

South EastAsian Treaty Organisa-

tion (S,E A T O ), 31 fn, 48 8c fn.

SO fc fn-51. 72, 83, 162, 301-302,

314,324, 346 fn. 349-350 kfn.
851-353, 360 fn-361, 467

Soi'jei Coin;nunism—A JVen Qi-
ihiation (Sidney and Beatnce

Webb. 1932), 186fefn

Soi let Union seeU S S R
Soviet army, 466 fn

Soviet-India agreement on steel

plant (2 February 1955), 100 fn

Soviet Rerolution see Russian

Revoluuon

Soviet StatePlanningCommission

(Gosplan), 245 8c fn, 247

Spam, 253, 386-387, 454

Spanish Republic (1937), 387 8. fn

Spaak, Paul-Henn, 237 8. fn,

advocate ofEuropean unity, 237

fn

Speaal Marriage (Amendment)

Bill (1956), 31 8; fn, 49, 52 ktn,

104, 176-177

Split (Yugoslavia), 218

Sputnik, launching by U S S R of

first earth satellite (4 Oaober

1957),611 &fn

Sri Lanka, 50, 52&fn, 108, 164, 16/,

253, 373 fn, 381 8. fn, 487 fn. 491,

Government of, 50 fn,52fii,373

Sriiamulu, Potii, (Vol 3, p 200),

282

Stalin, Joseph, (Vol l,p

SL fn, 217 fn, 231, 255, 319, 355,

S57 8:fn-358,592

State Bank Bill (1956), 176

Slate Bank of India, 1 10 fn

State loans and savings schemes.

42-443

t of West Bengal vs Subodh

topql. (legal suit), 56 fn

s Reorganization

iion,
115,181,224-p.286fe,

!4 8cfn-335,34S&fn-344,M5

1-346, 348, 367, 435, 437.
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Pescadoro, 127 Cn

Peter the Great, 514

Pdimlm, Pierre, 509 In

Pham Van Dong, 148 & in, visits

India (7-11 April 1955), 150 ge

in, 152

Philippines, 36, 48 in, 80, 167 In,

andSEATO 86, 48 fc fn,

351 , asmember of Asian-African

Conference, 164, War Cabinet
of, 167 fn

Phiio, Zapu, (Vol 3. p 156), 557,

his opposition to Naga conven-
tion, 559

Pillai,NR,{Vol l,p 174), 76
Pimpn, 375 & fn

Pmeau, Christian, 315 & In. 354-

356, 415-416, as member of
France in Foreign Ministers’

Conference (27 October-16
November 1955, Geneva), 283 S:

{h,349&(n,350
Pmay, Antonie, 509 fn
Planning Commission, 47, 52-53,
' 188-189, 190 fn, 331, 389-390 fn,

427, 429-430, 524-525, 601 fn.
and agnculture. 12-13, and
Bettelheim’s report, 44, and
Indian StabsUcal Institute, 111,
121,andNabonal Development
Counal, 370, expert committee
for, 190, meeung of, 126, 178,
Plan Frame of, 269, Standing
Committee of Chief Ministers
for. 71 & tn-72

Pleven, Rene, 509 fn
Pnom Penh, 4 fn, Nehru's visit to,

87

Poland, 200, 206& fn-207, 239, 373
fo. 379, 412, 415, 466 & fn,
475-476, 503, 510, 593, as
member of Intemauonal Super-
'wty Commissions in Indo-
^ina, 4, 18, Government of,
379 fn, 466 fn, Nehru's visit lo.

182, 202, visit to India of Prime

Minister of, (24 March-S Apnl

1957), 444 &fn
Pondicherry, 6, 36, 71 & fn, 350, 468

fn

Pope Pius Xn (Eugene Pacelli),

220 fe fn,500 fn, election as Pope

(1939) of, 220 fn, meeting with

Nehru of, 220

Port Said, 463 fn

Portugal,379 fn, admission toV N
of, 323 if fn, anu-Indian cam-

paign in, 6, 16, case against

India atTheHagueby, 563, 589,

Goan volunteers in, 7, Govern-

ment of, 6 & fn, 17 & fn, 35-36,

292 fe fn. Foreign Minister’s

joint statement with Dulles on

Goa, 311 In, 317 fn, 340, 356

Portuguese East Africa, (Mozam-

bique), 6 fn, 292

Posts and Telegraphs Employees

Federation, stnke by. 519 & fn,

521, 522 fn, 537

Poznan nou (28 June 195b.

Poland), 415 & fn, 466 S: fn

Prague, 205-206, 208, 514

Praja SoaalistParty, 194 fn, 267 fn,

297, 347 fn, 385 fn, 458 fn

Prasad, Rajendra, (Vol 2,p 14), 49

fn, 52 fn, 60 fn, 62 & fn, 364, 420

fn

Prevenbon of Food Adulteration

Bill (1954), 31 fn

Preventive Detenbon Act, 447

Prime Minister’s Relief Fund, 32

Production, Ministry of, 259

Provisional Parliament, 399 fn-400

fn

Pune, 179 fn, 185

Pune University, 190 fn

Punjab, 1, 7, 71 fn, 1 19 fn, 429 fn,

Akali agitation for Punjabi

Suba in, 181 & fn, 345& fn, 385 &
fn. and of Maha Punjab Samiti
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227, 23S, 245, 305 In, 313, 379,

415, 450, 476, visits India (16

December 1954-3January 1955},

106 & In

Tokyo, 564, 566, 571-572, 579,

India's presentofbaby elephant

to 700 in, 576

Tolsto]', Leo, 216 & Ai

‘Touchiness over treatment of

Indian minorities', byTaya Zin-

kin {Manetiester Guardian, 8

September 1956), 437

Tran Van Do, 150 & In

Travancore-Cochtn State, 364.

Congress Ministry in , 364 In

Tribhuvan, Bir Biktam Shah

(Kingo(Nepal},(Vo]. l,p 362).

84 & In, illness of, 84

Trtpura, 14

Trombaj 293 In, 397 In

Truman, HS,(Vol l.p 111), 127

ft In, role in Korean War of, 127

Tsenng, Raisaheb Pempa, 9 In

Tuensang Frontier Division

(NEFA),SS8
Tunisia, 6 In, 354 ft In

Turley, 160 In, 291, 365, 408-409,

418 In, 587 In,andAsian-AIncan

Conference, I63-164.and Bagh-

dad Pact, 300, and Balkan Pact,

365, Prime Minister of, 418 In,

relations with Greece of, 107,

306 ft fn and Yugoslavia, 107,

signs treat) with Iraq, 245 ft fn

Tuikmenistan (USSR), 203, 215

Turko-Iraqi Mutual Cooperation

Treat) (25 February 1955), 245 fn

Turko-Pakistan Pact, 221

Tyabji, Badruddin, 160 ft In, his

work for the Political Commit-

tee of Bandung Conference, 160

Ukraine (USSR),215,228

Unbnisbed Journey (Yehudi

Union Language Convenuon of

South India, 625 fn

Union of Soviet Soaahsi Repab-

lics(US SR), 45-46, 73, 80-82,

86. 96, 101, 114-115, 165, 188,

195-199 ft fn, 200-204, 208-2)5,

217-219, 221-223, 227&fn, 230.

232 ft fn-2SS, 237, 239-244,

246-249, 252-253, 255, 273, 306,

308-315,317,3)9,325,329,332

ft fn, 353-354, 359-360, 411 fn,

457-458, 466, 474 ft fn, 475, 487

fn, 513, 540, and Baghdad Fact,

300-301, and disaimament, 192

fn.SOl ft b), and European secu-

rity, 192 fn, and Geneva Sum-

mit, 174 ft fn, 192 ft fn, 234,

312-313, communism in, 213,

230, 355, 357, effects of Revolu-

tion in, 229, fonietfa annlve^

saty celebrauons of(6Novcmlier

1957), 594 ft fn, Covemmmi of,

86, 230-231, 267, 29), 3)4 fn,

338, mdustnahzaiion m, 322,

380, labour camps m, 196, Neli-

ru’s visit to and notes on,

195-222, 227-249, nuclear tests

by, 486 ft fn-487 ft fn, 500, plan-

ning in, 245-248, policy to-

wards, Austrian question, 173

fn, German quesnon, 109, 173

fn, 192 In, 201. 267 . 283 &fii, 304,

133, Middle Eastern question.

!90, 302-305, 560, pohural

thangesm. 593 ft fn. Presidium

)f Supreme Soviet, 217 fn. pfo-

lucuon of atomic eneigy m,

ind explosion of h)’dn^n

,ombsby, 295,SS8ft!n.3ffi.

elattons with, Ai^ States, 41 ,

fast Europe, 172-173, 200 4«,

iinland,511,Hungan',4«fc.

64, 592, India, IM & ^
.oland,466fn.476,S^a.^

n, Yugoslavia, 107. 2H
««• «wkvMttf*h in. 612'"Ol3y
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Roorkee Engineenng University

(UP), 552

Roosevelt, Franklin D , (Vol 3, p
43), 616, launching ofNewDeal

by,616&fn
Rourkela, steel plant at, 100, 110,

122, 469 fn

Roy,BC,(Vol l,p 151),suppoTts

WestBengal mergerwithBihar,

349 fn

Roy, Bimal, 219 fn

Russia, Czanst, 168, 211

Russian S F S R , 215-216

Russian Revolution (1917), 186,

199 fn, 215, 229-230, 321, 535
Rustavi (Georgia, U S S R ), 215

Saburov,M Z , 217 fc fn, on Soviet

planning, 245-249
Saha, M N , on unified national

calendar, 278 fn

Said el-Mulki, 882 fn
Saigon, 87

Sain,Kanwar, 19 & fn. visits (3iina

(4 May-4 July 1954), 7 fn, 19

StLouisGIobe-DanoaatCU S A ),

117 fn

Saka(Sakabda),277fn

Salah-al-Din, Yusuf Ibn-Ayyub,
(Sultan of Egypt and Syna), 407
ft fn

Salem, Gamel, 270& fn, visitsIndia
(8-10 September 1955), 270 fn

Salma Canal (Finland), 511 fn
Salzburg, 204, 218
S^arkand (Central Asia), 565
Mmvac (Vikiam), 277 fn
Samyukta Soaalist Party, 458 fn
San Franasco, 236-237
Santiniketan, 105, 117, convocation

at (23 December 1957), 619
Sarajevo (Yugoslavia), 218
Satva Seva Sangh, 562
Sasonih, Katay Don. (Pnme

Minister of Laos), 270 & fn

Sastroaroidjojo, Ah, 48 & fn, 83,

108, 401 fn, forms Government
m Indonesia (20 Mardi 1955),

294 fn, visits India (21-26

September 1954), 48 fn, 51 & fn

Saud, Abdul-Aziz, (King of Saudi

Arabia), (Vol 3, p 534), arrives

in India (27 November 1955),

296 fn, 451 & fn, on India’s pol-

icy on Muslims, 331 & fn

Saud, Ibn, (King of Saudi Arabia,

1932-1955), 452 Sc fn

Saudi Arabia, 164, 296, 302, 403,

451-455 & fn, 516, Nehru’s visit

to (24-27 September 1956), 444,

signs pact with Egypt (27

October 1955) and Syna, 221,

245, 291 & fn, 302, 353

Saurashtra, community projects

and national extension service

in, 14, proposed merger m
Bombay of, 396 fn

Savarkar, V D , 531 & /h

Scelpa, Mona, resigned as Pnme
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